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MEGAANON POSTS ON 4CHAN THROUGH LAST ONE ON JAN.13 2018 (INCLUDES THE JAN.13 ONES 
TODD DEPRECATED)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~Anonymous ID:pSat/X95 Tue 23 May 2017 15:35:13 No.126796297
Quoted By: >>126798944
>>126790027
"Hannity says"... says what? Hannity says what he's told. Lots of distractions, so 
read, absorb and get to work.
1. The Internet Party and spirit of Panda, are alive. Seth is a hero. Keep pushing 
and don't be too offended by, #2, ok? Tough love.
2. You're being thrown bones, by those who'll never have the ability to shitpost 
"anonymously" ever again. They will never be anon on the internet. So, they bring it 
to you, and if you don't get your shit together and stop chasing every single 
blatant bait thread on this board like seagull looking for PB&J's on the beach like 
last 10 months, the bones will simply, stop coming. See, when people fucking DIE 
trying to educate the ignorant, it's rude to question the FEW who WILL, with targets 
on their backs (like Kim). You're no one to shout larp every time you hear something 
you're unaware of. If you doubt Kim, realize it's one thing to anonymously claim you 
know shit and it's another, to be the owner of Megaupload, and actually know shit 
(like fo' real). The alphas know what he knows. Assange knows. IF you twats were 
worth half the credit you give yourselves, you'd have already questioned what 
Snowden knows. But alas, here we are... 10 months later. You've missed so much. 
Kim's assets were seized because HIS extradition to the US, is caught on a 
technicality (((they))) can't circumvent right now. Megaupload didn't have the 
bandwidth, infrastructure, storage and security it did (think of the scale of 
Twitter, now x2), so you could jerk off to Anchorman II, 9 days before it hit 
theaters. So, that begs the question, if Megaupload wasn't just uploading/streaming 
boots for degenerates, what was ALL THAT infrastructure designed for? Who'd need 
that kind of edge/firewall power? Who'd need all that up/down bandwidth, storage, 
remote backups and redundancy? For the love of fucking god, /pol/, WHO MIGHT BENEFIT 
FROM offshore storage and security? Who might have SO MUCH SHIT they'd need to 
securely dump in ONE SHOT?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pSat/X95 Tue 23 May 2017 15:54:46 No.126798944
>>126796297
Con't...
Does no one on /pol/ actually know ANYTHING about how data works? Anyone ever 
question how 44k+ in e-mails, 17k+ in attachments, including all the images you 
can't filter and auto-upload icons you can't escape in signatures, gets from one 
place to another? Now imagine bigger leaks... like Manning's. How do you think 
someone like Assange ends up with all that data. It originates from somewhere right? 
Please don't tell me you think people are sending info like this, to people like 
Assange on a PNY USB stuck in a bubble-lined envelope, covered in 30 stamps, 
addressed to the embassy. People like Seth, who work with people like Assange, end 
up working with people like Kim and when people like Kim get involved for the 
reasons they do, that's one extra vulnerable copy exposed. Kim has what he needs to 
make the comment he did today, while legally protecting himself. On top of it, 
/pol/, we did you another solid. Ironic how the same people who'd benefit from his 
confirmation which validates your finds (based on your ability to operate a search 
engine, I mean... let's get real, you haven't found anything that hasn't been 
sitting out there for 10+ months, waiting to be found), will be just the start of 
what he has. Kim can prove, 100% that Panda is Rich, Panda was provided secure 
connections and tunnels through tokens to download and upload his dump, then scrub 
the tracks he'd leave, as it was done in several pieces. Remember programmers are 
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great at programming, securing and storing the termination of MASSIVE info, isn't 
there forte. Interestingly enough... it's Kim's.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pSat/X95 Tue 23 May 2017 16:07:20 No.126800678
>>126797311
This is where you think you're smarter than you are and it's best to listen and sit 
on your hands. The technicality that they're stuck on will never be publicly 
disclosed because to do so, would also confirm Seth was involved. To charge Kim and 
have him arrested, they'd have to publicize the charges themselves, as it's a CIVIL 
case. The same criminal and international laws/extradition request procedures and 
agreements, do not exist with CIVIL cases as they do in international. So, instead 
of pushing the Kim issue, they just exhausted every resource they had to strip him 
of everything he had. They thought he wouldn't be a problem... and maybe he wouldn't 
have been one. But he is now. Panda is Seth, the internet still parties and Kim has 
nothing to lose. He's a prick, that's certain, but he cares... and now, he has an 
opportunity he can take advantage of. The best thing he could've ever hoped for was 
a break like this that swarmed the attention it has in the last month. He knows it's 
do or die. It's the only way he can get his life back. He's a really hard worker you 
know I mean, where do you think Snowden and Manning parked their shit for a minute? 
;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pSat/X95 Tue 23 May 2017 16:16:10 No.126801867
>>126797963
Dig into what Megaupload's "storefront" was. Basically, they hosted/streamed shit, 
you weren't supposed to watch or see. Some of that traffic made it's way over to the 
US, broke a few copyright laws, but you can't extradite him on some infringement... 
so what can they do? They CAN take him out by seizing all of his hardware/liquid 
assets. This gets them the servers/hard drives they might want to look at if tunnel 
traces and dead end tokens lead them to generic IP's back in NZ right before Seth's 
station goes dark on the LAN/WAN to purge his first, second or third round of 10-
15k+ docs and e-mails...

Jesus Christ, Kek's, you're slipping. There's talk we should start feeding another 
board... few of us are old /pol/-souls, so the ones who are, are fighting for it. 
Don't let us down...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pSat/X95 Tue 23 May 2017 16:20:52 No.126802517
>>126798845
remember, O'Reilly's audience carried the entire fucking network for a decade and it 
took one bitch's accusal with little network pushback, to get him fired. Hannity 
doesn't touch O'Reilly and he could be gone tomorrow (let's hope he's not though, I 
need to see him go Alex Jones batshit on MSM, first).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pSat/X95 Tue 23 May 2017 16:22:22 No.126802704
>>126799286
FINALLY!! Someone with a fucking STEM brain on here. I was getting desperate.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:AfIVlwb2 Tue 23 May 2017 17:30:40 No.126812347
>>126804904
Hi, I'm back. First, thanks for the attention to my posts. I had to jump off for a 
minute after the other thread got the smoosh, but sometimes, it's hard to come back. 
Here's my first tip. Old /pol/ or new, we are here. Thankfully, old /pol/ can sniff 
an idiot and new /pol/ may be new here, but they've come from other boards and have 
sifted through their own trolls. There are more people like me, than you die hards. 
We lurk, have info and insights to give and we don't waste time bullshitting you. My 
first, most important suggestion to this board is to suspect anyone who places 
blame. /pol/ isn't here to spread disinfo, so any educated opinions you'd have or 
valid/credible statements you'd make, you either do or could, thoroughly source. 
Stop chasing down bullshit. If you wanna dick around or shit post, stick to social 
threads... trannies, white's better, black's better, why can't I get laid, porn or 
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no porn, post your last girlfriend, etc. If you wanna weed the shills, pin them on 
things they can't quickly source to vette them out, and blatantly ignore their 
posts. They're only successful if you interact. Ultimately, take your power back 
because you're losing really good resources... like really good ones. People who 
used to feed you the good shit, who now, don't want to hear they're old, larps, tits 
or GTFO, etc. Those comments have a time and a place, that time and place are 
dictated by the types of thread topics. Don't chase away the goods entertaining the 
bullshit. Young /pol/... cap this, k? I'm looking at YOU for fucks sake. No one is 
here to babysit you. Make yourselves useful or your time here will be wasted. 
CONTRIBUTE something useful.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:AfIVlwb2 Tue 23 May 2017 17:45:30 No.126814501
>>126808908
Re-read some of this... I sound like a cunt, but it's for your own good.

Someone above asked me what I suggested you "do". I'm certainly not a /pol/wizard. 
People let you work your magic for a reason.

1. Hannity is no different than O'Reilly, Milo, Bannon, Flynn, Nunes, etc. He is a 
target because he's a talking piece of what (((they))) consider, opposition. It's 
really just as simple as that. If anyone goes too hard on anything, they'll try to 
take them out. It's not so much WHO they are, it's WHAT they represent. Everyone you 
peck off the list, is another you can chalk up to a successful discredit of Trump. 
You need to stop thinking this is a Trump/Hillary, DNC/RNC, Right/Left thing. It's 
SOOO much more and get real, you fucking already know it. Shills place blame. 
Whether you agree with Trump or not, here's the deal. It is literally Trump vs. the 
establishment of EVERYTHING. You don't have to like him, agree with him or support 
him with a vote, but YOU HAVE TO REALIZE HE IS ALONE. He stands with a VERY small 
team (that excludes Jared and Preballs, more and more every day). Every attempt at 
Milo, Hannity, O'Reilly, etc. is only (((their))) attempt to discredit THE FEW 
PEOPLE STILL WILLING TO PUBLICLY PROMOTE HIM. Look at everyone who was on the fence 
who's sold out since. Look at all the die hard Trump Train passengers who bailed at 
signs of first controversy. Notice how nothing I've said comes from a supportive, 
partisan place? It's not left or right, it's the fucking truth. EVERY PERSON IN HERE 
should be fighting for Hannity simply because if he goes, who's left? ALL THE 
FUCKING PEOPLE (((THEY'VE))) ALREADY CONVINCED THE MASSES, SLEEP WITH TINFOIL HATS 
ON like Alex Jones. So when it comes to these types of things, remember that when 
you're on the right track, they step up their game to derail your track. If you 
believe Kim is bullshit, it's because YOU didn't educate yourself to know enough 
about who he was, what he did.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zy3GRm/O Tue 23 May 2017 18:01:28 No.126816802
>>126815134
ok this was my posts, and the others were capped above (thanks to whoever did that). 
You need to know that the ONLY connection between, Rich, Podesta, Hannity and Media 
Matters is that David Brock worked VERY CLOSELY with Podesta, their hands are dirty 
in every crime they committed together from fucking kids to killing staffers who 
steal (and their killers) but that's where it ends. Don't let any pizzagaters try to 
tie Brock/Podesta to pizzagate AND Rich. They are two separate shitshows, 
facilitated and covered up, by two groups who work seamlessly together to scrub 
their fingerprints from the scenes they leave behind. Pizzagate is real too, but you 
won't find ties between Rich and that, so don't derail (but please go back to that 
at somepoint. The pedo shit is out of control and I hate it).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zy3GRm/O Tue 23 May 2017 18:23:46 No.126819965
>>126816089
I already answered this and I know the posts have been capped and most made it here. 
Simply put, if he says too much right now, he CAN be charged with other things that 
expose him to extradition. If he plays it right, he can get his almost a billion 
worth of assets and $10M liquid cash back... WHILE STILL BLOWING THE LID ON SETH 
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RICH'S MURDER!!!

Kim has what he needs to prove far more than Rich is Panda. Those who seek to 
silence him, also know he has what he needs because THEY HAVE IT TOO! I keep seeing 
this FISA thing come up. Yes, Rich could've been unmasked in that, but it wouldn't 
have showed the extent of what he took. It's only what linked Rich to dumping to 
Megaupload. Additionally, while Megaupload closed it's "storefront", it still had 
the capacity to privately operate (you can vette this too). Storefront means what 
the public thinks you do, as I stated in one of the earlier posts. I mean, the mob 
didn't kill people over dollar slices, right? You don't go to a happy ending parlor, 
you go for a massage.

I ask you to remember that you are human. You have empathy. You have families, kids, 
friends, jobs, homes, etc. You are good people by nature and if EVERY GOOD PERSON 
(get a pen... write this down) WHO KNEW CORRUPT AS FUCK SHIT, was willing to 
sacrifice all of that, after watching people lose everything or worse, FUCKING DIE, 
then we'd have no corruption, right?

This is one of the very few things they own over the masses. Our fear and instincts 
to survive. It's what keeps good people from snitching. It's how giant psy-ops can 
successfully accomplish the goal. Assuming we all believe (as we should) that 9/11 
was the biggest bullshit pulled in modern time, THIS IS HOW SO MANY inherently GOOD 
PEOPLE can witness and partake in so many HORRIFIC things that NEVER COME OUT. Kim, 
Assange, Snowden, they know this and sadly, Manning and Rich, took risks they didn't 
have the means to protect themselves from. Bottom line.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zy3GRm/O Tue 23 May 2017 18:35:08 No.126821577
>>126816458
FUCKING WRONG. He, like /pol/, confirmed that Seth = Panda, publicly. But unlike 
/pol/, he put a fucking FACE AND NAME to it, with more claims to provide proof for 
protection (like ANYONE FUCKING SHOULD) and remember, THE US IS ALREADY SEEKING HIS 
EXTRADITION FOR CIVIL CHARGES THEY FILED AGAINST HIM.

Please supposed Kek, use your fucking brain for a minute. Kim has had everything 
taken away because of what he knows and has. Him confirming that Seth is Panda is a 
teaser. In reality, he's got communications backed up and saved and EVERY SINGLE DOC 
IN THE DUMP that if you counted it ALL UP, would probably match the wiki dump to a 
tee. He has this because when someone wants to upload/download and store A TON OF 
data securely and privately, Megaupload is a place to go and as soon as it hits an 
ambiguous server from a tunneled and tokened IP, it's saved. Only KIM can delete it. 
Which is FUCKING WHY people like Kim work with people like ASSANGE to secure, store 
and send GIANT FUCKING DUMPS OF INFO.

I mean really, WTF is going on. Are there ANY fucking data savvy folks still left on 
/pol/??? I feel like I'm on fucking kikebook.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zy3GRm/O Tue 23 May 2017 18:37:05 No.126821834
>>126816693
That's what you'll never find. FISA ping wouldn't even pick it up once it hits a 
secure tokened tunnel.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 09:42:17 No.126908242
Quoted By: >>126909845
>>126904829
Really? "MegaAnon"? Haha, thanks! Ok, to clear some things up that I've been reading 
in the comments between the con't. threads last night and this morning, a few things 
are important to note...
1. Nothing I've implied, isn't something you, your grandma, your little sister and 
any 2nd grader who knows how to fire up a search engine, couldn't find for 
themselves. You're on a lot of right paths and are very good at your dot connecting, 
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/pol/. Please keep on, keepin' on.
2. A few people cited that "Megaupload" had "closed down" before a possible dump 
could have been parked by Rich. The COMPANY as we know it, may have closed, but that 
doesn't mean Kim gutted his data center, sold off the millions in hardware, etc. All 
it would mean is that to the public, as a private business, "Megaupload", as a 
"business entity", wasn't operating in the boot leg movie/show streaming, capacity, 
which makes sense as he was starting to get a lot of heat and face a lot of side 
charges for copyright infringement against him. Simply put, you don't know what else 
he was doing with all that infrastructure at that time, or currently, but we do 
know, he still privately operates in many business capacities utilizing a 
substantial network, today.
2. Yesterday some genius implied it's now "obvious" KDC was "working w/ the gov.t, 
which is what "obviously", must have tipped them off to Rich". I don't know about 
you, but I only consider things "obvious", when I can actually prove shit with 
vetted, sourced, rock-solid evidence. While it's being claimed the O admin was 
tracking everyone in DC, the RNC and even their own DNC, without their knowledge or 
prior consent, while I will agree that any efforts they may have made in this 
regard, could've sent up a flag or trigger on an unknowingly monitored network, 
implying that KDC or Megaupload were working on behalf of the govt. in any way, 
would be a rabbit I couldn't validate to chase at this point.

I will con't. below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 09:57:29 No.126909845
Quoted By: >>126911102
>>126908242
Con't.

Unless any of you are pros, with accesses and clearances we're all unaware of (which 
you could be, who knows) then you have to facts and things you CAN connect, not ones 
you hope exist to fit a pre-determined theory you want so badly to come to fruition. 
Think of it like this... the only reason anyone can connect the kinds of dots they 
do, today is quite simply because the internet has been a dumping ground for the 
better part of 2 decades. Through that time, our accessibility, communications, 
crowd sourcing of info capabilities, knowledge share platforms, etc. have been able 
to astronomically increase, year after year. That said, our accessibility to 
technology and the internet, has grown much faster than anyone imagined. MEANING... 
it's a lot harder to go back and SCRUB ALL THE SHIT YOU PUT OUT THERE, 20, 15, 10 
years ago, thinking no one could see.

You see how fast you make a connection and shit gets deleted, edited, scrubbed, etc. 
This is why archiving anything with timestamps or identifiers to validate, is so 
important. You know this. So realize as you go, that connecting publicly available 
dots through LEGAL means and tools is actually far more valuable than you'd think. 
You don't need to "hack" or have "anons" feed you... you need to use the tools and 
sheer numbers you have, to share and hash out your connected dots, using the legal 
tools and resources they can't scrub fast enough. Trust me, they don't have the 
manpower and they can't even conceptualize what they've left out there. Every time 
you dig into something and make a connection, you're basically flagging them, hence 
you're smart enough to achive. You know?

The problem is, we often seek immediate gratification, which is why it's easy to 
dump efforts on things you were really into, like pizza for example. You think 
immediate gratification is going to come when you hit jackpot on some SUPER secret 
thing you've just found, archived and posted. You'll be a hero. con't...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 10:09:29 No.126911102
>>126909845
Con't.
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Sadly however, the quicker you realize that you'll never actually find that ONE 
JACKPOT DOT, via your legal, publicly available efforts, the sooner you'll realize 
the true value comes from your mass and the ability to more swiftly than wikileaks, 
sift through info, find what's needed, discuss and move on in a new direction. Your 
mass and ability to concentrate epic efforts, is what's most scary, for (((them))).

I like where the SEIC and efforts towards further identifying personal connections 
between Admin., DC and campaign are going when to police, surgeons, hosp. staffers, 
etc.

Not trying to tell you what to do, but again, try to leave your personal politics 
and party lines, aside. Ignoring blatant shilling spewing politics over facts or 
helpful info, is a great way to streamline your threads. You know who should be here 
and who shouldn't. Don't even defend anything w/ a reply that's clearly bait.
REGARDLESS OF WHO YOU VOTED FOR, or politically align with, NO ONE GETS TO MURDER 
SOMEONE AND GET AWAY WITH IT. NO ONE IS ABOVE THE FUCKING LAW. EVER. EVERYONE, as 
citizens, SHOULD DEMAND AN ANSWER. That's all. Thanks for your efforts!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 10:24:45 No.126912725
>>126904441
I've made 3 continued posts below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 11:02:11 No.126917063
Quoted By: >>126919102
>>126914405
Not gonna lie, since I felt compelled to post yesterday, the leaf response has been 
astounding... I think I'm starting to like you and it's an admittedly, uncomfortable 
feeling. ;o)

What I'm saying is that people like KDC and Hannity (for their own reasons), don't 
make epic statements like this they'll never escape, ESPECIALLY when already facing 
charges and US requests for extradition, like KDC has been, UNLESS YOU KNOW. 
Remember how Comey always claimed while testifying, that he couldn't comment on 
something because commenting could confirm an investigation was in progress, and 
they never confirm or deny, active investigations? Now think of it from KDC's legal 
team. KDC has already lost everything. Assets, personal finances, he has civil 
charges pending against him and he's had active extradition requests filed to NZ, 
against him. If there were an investigation of any kind, on anyone or anything, that 
could legally hold Kim liable for obstruction or hindering of ANY investigation they 
could pin him for those kinds of charges on (and I am sure there are probably 
several he'd indirectly/unknowingly implicate himself in), then they could 
immediately file, hefty now CRIMINAL, not CIVIL, charges against him and there'd be 
nothing NZ could do, to stave off an extradition, right?

Kim through you the biggest bone. He didn't go prodding, poking and agitating the 
hive. He saw an opportunity via the uptick in chatter and took advantage of it when 
the timing was right. /pol/ linked Panda to Seth. HE knows and (((they))) know, HE 
has what YOU don't. HE has the documented, tagged and stored communications between 
himself and Seth (and inadvertently, anyone else involved in those communications). 
While this is important, it's just ONE small piece.
Now begs the question, if Kim can prove he was in communications with Panda and 
Panda is Seth Rich, which he can also prove, then WHY did Seth and Kim, connect in 
the first place?
I'll con't more below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 11:20:25 No.126919102
Quoted By: >>126919366
>>126917063
To continue... here's a few things to consider that I'm not seeing any curiosity on.
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1. What IS the "Internet Party" being referred to?
2. Who's associated with it today? Do they or can you identify past or current 
members?
3. Who currently runs it? Who did run it? Who are the main/public facing leaders or 
reps?
4. What's their mantra, mission, focus? Have they released anything prior or after 
Seth's murder, that's interesting? Did they make any claims publicly, put out press 
releases to generate interest or ads/marketing to attract members or raise 
awareness?
5. Are they easy to find? Legitimate? Is this a publicly available, recognized 
group, or underground movement that operates/communicates under the normal radars? 
Meaning - is the "Internet Party" itself and it's past/current members, easy to find 
and source.

Just as many good points and sourced connections have been made into the SEIC and 
potential ties, that deserve more digging, in addition to hospital staff, cops on 
the scene, etc. the Internet Party was a DIRECT reference made. I think efforts into 
things like this, rather than wasting your energy trying to tie anything more to Kim 
than Seth, is moot. We already know what line of work Kim was in. He told you he 
communicated with Seth and Seth is Panda. He's so deep in US legal shit and they've 
hit him so hard, to even think he'd legally expose himself or say more than he 
legally CAN right now, would be a one way escorted ticket to a max security prison 
until arraignment. Hannity of all fucking people. Anyone who'd imply he'd in any 
way, NEED to voluntarily expose and potentially jeopardize his ENTIRE career, 
especially with O'Reilly gone, by hinging it on some unsubstantiated claims from 
some dude in NZ over what (((they))) would like you to consider just another super 
fucking sketchy, mysteriously ignored and (un)ironically overlooked, suicided kid 
working for the govt. in DC, would in fact, be someone I'd consider, batshit crazy.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 11:22:32 No.126919366
>>126919102
Also, last clarification that needs to be made. KDC is not a fucking "hacker". At 
most, he's a content developer and producer. He didn't "hack" his way into anything.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uaqoMU+X Wed 24 May 2017 11:38:10 No.126921118
>>126919654
Well, not totally true. Manning has a shady past with a few missing timeframes we 
can't account for. With shim's specializations and credentials I wouldn't doubt 
himshe could actually "hack" around some shit, but I doubt it's anything major. Same 
with Snowden. Here's how it is when you are in IT, working in data center, cloud, 
networking, programming, configuring, security, storage, computing, etc. You know 
enough about how it all works, that you could easily teach yourself whatever you 
wanted to know because your knowledge of the actual operations and functionality 
help you digest, rationalize and ultimately, replicate. But when you're contracted 
like Snowden, or employed like Manning with "classifications" that provide "access" 
to things, you're not "hacking" anything... it's already BEEN hacked. Meaning, the 
information is already obtained, sorted, and available for viewing, based on your 
access and permission levels. They're more focused on aggrigation and analyzation of 
info, based on projects/assignments. Manning and Snowden FOUND things because of the 
access they were provided, they didn't HACK into things, to find/take, what they 
did.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSNe31Gy Thu 25 May 2017 10:46:13 No.127060175
Quoted By: >>127062430
>>127051849
Ok, I am back because I wrote all the posts in darker pink that were capped (thanks 
to the anons who did this) and are being tagged in every thread and again, feel 
compelled to clarify a few things from last night's chatter.
I've seen one too many people quoting me where I said "steer away from pizza, that's 
the wrong direction" in my initial posts. That's NOT exactly what I meant. PLEASE 
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READ, ABSORB AND RE-READ ALL OF THE BELOW AGAIN, IF YOU STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND, the 
following...

My posts were SPECIFICALLY focused on Kim, Megaupload, the "proof" his businesses, 
their entities and the capacities his organizations and infrastructures could 
provide as direct links to SR/Panda. Make no mistakes, KIM HAS ALL THE EVIDENCE AND 
MOTIVATION TO PROVE SR WAS PANDA AND PANDA WAS THE LEAKER. On the flip, Hannity 
knows (off-record) EXACTLY what Kim brings to the table and there's a 100% chance 
Kim already provided Hannity some verifiable (but still safe) proof upfront, because 
Hannity isn't dumb. He knows what he's up against, both professionally AND 
personally and while he's one of the FEW good ones left in the MSM, he also isn't 
dumb. Just because he sits behind a desk now and puts a face to the news, he also 
knows (especially in this "fake news" climate) that if he doesn't produce without 
error, he exposes himself and he's not willing to risk it. My point? HANNITY KNOWS 
HOW TO VERIFY, SECURE AND SOURCE, HIS OWN SCOOPS. He verified Kim's claims as much 
as he felt he needed to, and decided to push full steam ahead. EVERYONE in this 
business KNOWS THIS IS WHAT HANNITY DID. If Kim had just tossed this out there, it 
would have died on the vine. THE ONLY REASON EVERYONE IS UP IN FUCKING ARMS AND THE 
SHILLS ARE IN FULL FORCE with their take down Hannity campaigns, IS BECAUSE 
HANNITY'S ATTENTION, GIVES KIM'S STATEMENTS, a credibility and validity (((they))) 
can't properly defend. (((THEY))) are scared because HANNITY ALREADY GOT WHAT HE'D 
HAVE NEEDED...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSNe31Gy Thu 25 May 2017 11:05:21 No.127062430
Quoted By: >>127064518
>>127060175
Con't.
TO PUSH THE PIECE IN THE FIRST PLACE. Again, as rational people, when Hannity picked 
up the Kim claims and publicly confirmed two days later he'd be running with it on 
his radio/Fox shows, you should have never wasted another minute doubting that Kim 
had proof SR was PANDA, he directly communicated with PANDA and could prove that 
SR/PANDA WAS THE LEAK.

Another important fact. When I stated in my prior posts, that "pizza" was the wrong 
path to follow, I was ONLY stating that, as it related to THIS SPECIFIC KIM CLAIM. 
But sadly, it's become VERY apparent, you all are completely missing a MUCH LARGER 
POINT as you proceed to investigate. ***THIS IS IMPORTANT*** (write this down 
please, for the love of fucking God). What /pol/, Voat, T_D, Stemmit, etc. need to 
remember is that EVERYTHING from the rigged primaries, to pizza, to illegal alphabet 
spying/hacking, to secret programs, shill campaigns, etc. IS DEEP. EVERY SINGLE 
THING THAT HAS EVER BEEN DEEMED A "CONSPIRACY" by the MSM, gov't, etc., throughout 
our fucking history as a nation, can in some way, tie back to the biggest message 
you keep forgetting to focus on. Remember when I said in my initial posts that shit 
about "storefronts", the maffia didn't kill people over dollar slices in their 
"pizza shops"? You don't make an appt. for a "happy ending", but if you want one, 
you go to a seedy "massage parlor"? That's ALL because the DEEP, keeps their shit 
deep. PAY ATTENTION because I'm not even being vague... "neighborhood, family pizza 
shops", don't just serve as kid transaction posts. When the general public suspects 
corruption in business, they go to the "WALL ST." corporations, they've created, 
funded, helped lobby, given astronomical tax cuts and legislative reforms to, etc. 
Sure, their giant rivers of corruption run through big Wall St. corps, NGO's, global 
govt's, corporations and orgs (like the UN, EU, etc.), but those GIANT RIVERS are 
fed through the limitless smaller, localized streams...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSNe31Gy Thu 25 May 2017 11:23:40 No.127064518
Quoted By: >>127066016
>>127062430
Con't.

...smaller streams like small, private businesses, not for profits, etc. that allow 
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them the access and capability to obtain and distribute supplies for demands.

SR/Panda, KIM, shady hospitals that are now homeless shelters, pizza shops, 
foundations, not-for-profit orgs with conviced pedo's sitting as chairs on their 
boards, etc. THEY ARE ALL CONNECTED, when it comes to the operations and network of 
the DEEP. It was horrifically disappointing watching the Awan bros. shit come out as 
if their ties or connections were being vetted for the first fucking time. 
NEWSFLASH, go to ANY well-sourced pizza archive and you'll find EVERYTHING you'd 
ever think to look for and more. WHY?!?! BECAUSE THEY'RE TIED TO PIZZA, DNC LEAKS, 
ELECTION HACKINGS and RIGGINGS, ILLEGAL US SPYING AND DATA COLLECTION/STORAGE, etc. 
Again, it's all connected and (((they))) are all connected to it. TO BE CLEAR 
THOUGH... there ARE private businesses, who have the capability of running, some 
shady shit on the side within them, that have little to no, direct connections with 
the shady business of the deep. THIS IS WHAT I IMPLIED ABOUT KIM/Megaupload. Kim has 
the capacity to do a lot of shady shit on the internets and we already know he did, 
they facilitated the streaming of illegally pirated entertainment, for fucks sake. 
However, to assume that's all they did illegally, would be silly and that said, 
while Kim's hands may be a little dirty, there is NOTHING to suspect or imply, that 
HE or Megaupload, directly worked WITH or for, the deep. Kim literally, stepped into 
Panda shit, he's paying a hefty price for it and he's got the motivation and now, 
opportunity, to expose it, in an attempt to get it back.

STOP pigeon holding yourselves to a small, narrow-minded scope. USE the massive 
efforts other's have already made, properly sourced and ARCHIVED. There's a reason 
the same names and shady characters, agencies, departments, ngo's, not for profits, 
foundations, board members, etc...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSNe31Gy Thu 25 May 2017 11:37:04 No.127066016
Quoted By: >>127070080
>>127064518
Con't... last one promise...

... keep popping up. You're too fucking smart to think this is coincidence. Know why 
you never see Rand Paul's fucking name come up? The Gov. of TX? Trey Gowdy? Well, 
it's because 99% of everyone on the fucking planet, is no more or less than a slave 
than anyone else. There are STILL politicians who show up to work every single 
fucking day, trying to make a difference. Thousands of bright-eyed and bushy tailed 
criminal justice/legal interns show up to DC every fall, fresh out of college and 
ready to put their $80k worth of a degree, to use. They are ready to make an impact. 
The 1% of everything is what runs the world through their extensive/exclusive secret 
groups, contacts and networks of connections, which are continuously passed down, 
generation to generation. They never lose a pizza shop because an owner died and 
closed up shop, right? They do everything they can to financially secure these 
networks and connections as assets and when they need to replenish or fill a vacancy 
to fill whitespace? They take their pick from all those they've groomed... or have 
framed. Comet may have seemed like one pizza shop, just like Seth Rich has been made 
to seem like just another robbery/murder, in a bad part of the city. But you know as 
well as I do that if you were to bust the fucking lids off either, it'd be like 
finding the cockroach den in a post-apocolyptic 20-story projects tower, in the 
middle of the Bronx.

Hope this was helpful. USE archived and sourced pizza resources, when searching 
sites, names, connections, etc. it will speed you up (and it will prove EVERYTHING 
I've just said above, is true)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSNe31Gy Thu 25 May 2017 12:11:13 No.127070080
Quoted By: >>127073598
>>127066462
>>127066016
You won't let it be in vein? Let me break it down for you son... I am telling you 
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what I know, just like the others who flock here and tell you what they know. /pol/ 
and all forums like it attract 3 kinds of people. 1. People who legitimately come 
looking for answers, insights or discussions, surrounding questions, theories or 
opinions they have, that they won't get or find, in facebook, twitter, on the MSM, 
or at their own kitchen tables, with their family and friends. 2. The shills/LARP's, 
whose ONLY intent and purpose on these boards, are solely to STOP, those 
discussions, or SWAY their directions. 3. People, like me, who professionally and/or 
personally have experience, education, careers and extensive knowledge, to share.

Here's where ignorance kills these boards/forums. Every user on this board is "anon" 
by default, right? You know nothing more about me, than I'd ever claim to know about 
you. Yet, you've stated in your brilliant contribution to this thread, "Why not just 
tell us what you know, instead of acting like the Riddler? Get proper OPSEC and 
release the knowledge, anon. We won't let it be in vein". I mean, really. You're a 
real man of genius, but because I'm in it to win it, like the rest of you 
(hopefully), I will extend you the courtesy of a reply, because I don't normally pay 
potential shills, any attention (as it's ALWAYS A WASTE OF TIME AND RESOURCES).

I am one the 3rd types of people, as noted above. Believe it or not, despite the 
randomly generated, "anon" identifier, I AM A PERSON. I have an extensive background 
career and network, which thankfully, lends itself to MY personal ability, to 
'provide you with insights that you'll hopefully use as help, towards the common 
goal. However, to expect me, or anyone else like me, who are willing to come here 
(anonymously, like you) and share what we know, to potentially out ourselves or risk 
all of the things that we've worked for, which have given us the ability...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSNe31Gy Thu 25 May 2017 12:39:50 No.127073598
>>127070080
... to KNOW what we know in the first place and then, SHARE with you, would be 
ridiculous and candidly? It's also pretty fucking ignorant. All you boards expect 
far too much from people like "us", especially while the majority of YOU, seem to be 
too busy, hashing out your fap schedules, while further shitting up the board with 
blatant race, gender, religion threads that act as magnets for shills to throw a 
bunch of "you's".

It's sad. 15 years ago, /pol/ was magical. I am who I am and quite literally, much 
of what I do today and my career, are thanks to /pol/. 15 years ago, I was just a 
chick on a board no one had ever heard of, hashing out some heavy 9/11 shit that NO 
ONE would've dared question or discuss, in reality. Imagine that, right? Just a 
REALLY curious chick, participating and actively investigating, researching and 
archiving/posting my valid and sourced findings on /pol/, legitimately thinking we 
were all just a few fucking "connected dots" away, from busting the fucking lid off 
of what one day, will be known as the (((deepest))) scandal, of the last 60+ years 
and our lifetimes. /pol/ was a dedicated community and collective group of people, 
hellbent on a single fucking, unshakable mission to uncover the TRUTH of anything we 
had interest in, who also, (un)ironically, never told me, "tits" or "GTFO". See, 
/pol/men used to ENCOURAGE us young, /pol/women to go into STEM-related fields. 
Sure, they, like you, wanted us to marry white men and have white babies we'd want 
to stay home and raise, but THEY realized the bigger picture, YOU will never admit. 
They knew that we, as a society, have all been so fucked, for so long by our govt. 
that still, even today, they've made it impossible for the MAJORITY of MEN, to carry 
the financial responsibilities of a household/family, alone. They realized that 
regardless of whether or not they wanted their wives to work, the system had been 
bent over and fucked for so long, women HAD to work to compensate.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 11:02:30 No.127210220
Quoted By: >>127211495
>>127190258
Hi, these are my original posts that some anons were kind enough to cap.
A few more reminders we need to consider that aren't being mentioned. You need to 
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constantly remember that Wikileaks dumped EVERY SINGLE DOC, proving that all the 
alpha's under O admin., illegally spied, actively collected, aggregated, monitored, 
manipulated, filtered and stored, private/personal data on citizens, corporations, 
not for profits, private groups/organizations, etc. WITHOUT warrant. The scale of 
which this was being done is important because NO SECRET FISA WARRANT would even 
cover or justify, these type of actions, on this scale. So, however they'd have 
planned to justify this epic invasion of personal privacy and the evasion of 
personal security, on this level, would NOT include an official FISA order, because 
it would have never passed. FISA orders were not designed for this scale. This is 
actually EXACTLY where the hiccup for them, comes into play. This is why Russia is 
important. Please stop implying that there's some FISA warrant or order, that you're 
not seeing, or that (((they))) must have. There isn't an actual FISA for this, which 
is WHY the pin on Russia is important.

Next, this is the MOST IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER - The Wikileaks dump ALSO PROVED, that 
the gov't NOT ONLY has the capacity to, but ACTUALLY (AND FACTUALLY) DID, manipulate 
the network technologies and softwares (AWS, Cisco, Dell, HP, etc.) utilized to 
originate/terminate the major data backbones of every provider we connect to for our 
access to everything... and not only did they manipulate those infrastructures 
(without those companies knowledge), but (((THEY))) DID IT, WHILE MAKING IT LOOK 
LIKE IT WAS RUSSIA, CHINA, INDIA, ETC., DOING IT, NOT (((THEM)))!

Even if the unmasking proves this type of MASSIVELY ILLEGAL AND EVASIVE shit was 
going on under O and his department/alpha cronies, GUESS WHAT?!?!?! Wikileaks proved 
to us all that if (((they're))) ever caught... con't below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 11:15:44 No.127211495
>>127210220
(((THEY'LL) STILL HAVE THE ABILITY TO CLAIM IT WAS RUSSIA, and CONVINCE THE FUCKING 
SHEEP THAT IT WAS, with their faked and doctored "network reports" because NO ONE 
READS WIKILEAKS TO SEE FOR THEMSELVES THAT THE GOVT FACTUALLY CAN HACK ANYONE, 
ANYWHERE, ANY COUNTRY AND FOREIGN GOVT ON THE PLANET, while "pretending" to be 
"Russians".

Again, KIM AND ASSANGE HAVE THE PROOF THAT SR = PANDA. This is not the issue, the 
issue we need to stay focused on, which Kim blatantly keeps pushing is that WE, need 
to do the alpha's job and PROVE (((they))) murdered, SR. Without it, even Kim's 
proof will be dead in the water because (((they'll))) either claim SR was a 
"Russian", then claim Kim is a "Russian", JUST LIKE THEY'VE CLAIMED ASSANGE IS A
"RUSSIAN"! DO YOU SEE WHY THE POINT I MADE ABOVE IS SO IMPORTANT?!?!?!

We need to show the world that these people ACTUALLY MURDERED a 27 y/o fucking 
leaker who was one of their "own", who also happened to have a side alias - "PANDA", 
because without the ability to prove (((they))) murdered SR, if we ever got too 
close where they had to make a move, they could claim that Kim is Russia, or that SR 
was a Russian asset, who (un)ironically got suicided by two thugs they're not even 
actively investigating, right?!?!

Don't you all get that they can make this shit look like it came from whoever they 
want?!? Why do you think Assange released all that shit right after offering a 
reward for SR?!?! He can lead you to water, but he can't fucking drink it for you. 
Neither can Kim. IGNORE THE SHILLS AND BLATANT SLIDES. Don't even respond... you're 
wasting time and energy.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 11:25:37 No.127212516
>>127210531
The IP was to lead you to the hospital because THAT LOCATION isn't and never was, 
"exactly" what it's been assumed to be. Focus on the fucking facts people. You don't 
have to go hunting for new shit, USE THE SHIT THEY GAVE YOU AND DISPROVE IT. The 
timeline inconsistencies are great. The location inconsistencies are great. The 
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initial coverage on SR was controlled... from the bar owner to the random people who 
claimed he'd "been arguing with his girlfriend so that's probably why he was out so 
late", or "he looked drunker than normal" etc. THOSE PEOPLE ARE INJECTED ON PURPOSE 
TO MAKE CLAIMS THAT SUBSTANTIATE A NARRATIVE. IF (((they))) want the public to 
BELIEVE SR was murdered by thugs in a botched robbery, THOSE INITIAL WITNESS PLANTS 
AND STATEMENTS answer questions any rational fucking person, would want follow up 
on... why was he out so late? Was he drunk? Why was he by himself that late in a 
neighborhood he must have known was on the decline, if he lived there, RIGHT?!?!
Sure, (((they))) are good, but they are also, FUCKING SLOPPY. Especially when a 
collective, massive amount of people have the ability and capability to dig on their 
own, sift through a shit ton of information rapidly, and communicate/aggregate and 
archive their findings to connect dots. YOU ARE FINDING INCONSISTENCIES that 
(((THEY))) didn't even realize they'd left open. You're finding HOLES they never 
even thought to think of... hence they keep cleaning up the shit you find and post 
here... SO TIMESTAMP, VERIFY AND ARCHIVE YOUR FINDINGS, BEFORE POSTING HERE, which 
gives (((them))) a head start to SCRUB... like the social media accounts, his 
statuses, posts, photos, tags, etc. DON'T LET THEM DELETE THE EXISTENCE OF SR!!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 11:40:32 No.127214093
Quoted By: >>127215504
>>127210892
I replied to someone about this yesterday in a thread that got slid... don't you 
worry, friend. I AM BEING HEARD. There's a difference between anon posting on some 
internets boards, and ACTUALLY risking your career, family, friends, livelihoods, 
etc. going public. I won't out myself on /pol/, but I promise that you know who I am 
and you'd agree, I am "being heard" and "reaching" anyone with half a brain who will 
fucking listen, in the safest ways possible.

Here's a tip on the side: Anyone who ever comes on here and offers valid 
info/insights, is always doing as much as they can do publicly, and they know the 
risks they face. /pol/ has chased away some of the best assets and resources they've 
had. No one with a publicly known face/name, career and credible reputation in their 
field, would EVER want to be tied back or associated with fucking /pol/. You all 
will never realize that the biggest shill game was already won. Over the last 15 
years, the proactive efforts to instigate and facilitate the successful shitting up 
of /pol/ (and all the pre-/pol/ boards on 4chan that came before it), have won. They 
ruined the power of the boards by letting you all think it was ok to blatantly show 
your ignorance. Hate to break it to you, but you've been conditioned to promote what 
you'd refer to as "slide threads" today. All that, "who's whiter, blacker, nigger, 
nordic, kike, are women smart, should they be in STEM, why can't I get a red pilled 
wife, is Sharia the ultimate red pill, to fap or not fap and to do it with porn, or 
not" type shit etc. shit, has slowly driven away the assets and resources that would 
come here and drop anon bombs of info on you. There are few left who will risk doing 
so, but when they do, they'll be more vague, with less info they'd be willing to 
provide upfront, to validate themselves, etc. You'll automatically scream "shill", 
"larp" etc. and guess what? They don't give a single fuck. They will drop what they 
want...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 11:53:29 No.127215504
>>127214093
Con't.

...and /pol/ will take it or leave it. But if you all think people with actual shit 
to lose are going to risk it all on /pol/ after what you've all let it become, well, 
you're gonna be disappointed for a really long time and you'll only ever get the 
scraps and bones people are who are still willing to throw will offer, but it will 
be very limited and low-risk, to them.

The dude yesterday said, "/pol/ won't let it be in vein"... yet, they've already 
fallen for the biggest shill game yet. They lost their legitimacy and credibility, 
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debating the dumbest fucking social/pop-culture issues instead of the real 
"POLITICALLY INCORRECT" shit. I hope you all see EXACTLY what I am saying. These 
boards have opportunity to attract the tools, resources and manpower to really get 
some shit done. If you clean it up, more people who WANT to help your causes, WILL 
come. "If you build it..." right? The shit thread topics you all grapple over, on a 
daily basis, deplete the power and validity of the board. 15+ years ago... EVERY 
ANON ON /POL/, knew that it didn't matter if you were a man, woman, straight, gay, 
European, White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, Rich, Poor, etc. We're all EQUALLY fucked 
because we're ALL SLAVES to (((them))). To deny or pretend that's not the truth, or 
that one group of anything is less of a slave than the other, is jsut fucking 
retarded... and it's EXACTLY what they want. You're still fighting over a class, 
status and dominance, you all don't even realize NONE OF US HAVE, according to 
(((them))). But so long as everyone's still fighting over it, guess what?!?! IT 
proves the masses still think they have power or control over themselves. IF you 
fight over race, religion, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, etc. you still think you've 
got the meat in the game that technically, they stole from you 2 centuries ago... 
it's sad what we've become.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 12:32:50 No.127219849
>>127217475
Hence is why I said, "/pol/ and all the other boards on 4chan", that came before it, 
over the last 15 years...

I'm well aware of ALLLLL the other /pol/like boards and forums that exist, but if 
you're realistically under the impression that 4chan's /pol/ is the "motherland", as 
if it's the site/boards getting the REAL goods from the kinds of people who have 
them to offer, then sadly, you're mistaken. 4chan /pol/ is just the most publicized. 
But ask yourselves, has the publicity been great? No. In reality, 95% of the public 
attention you draw is created by mainstream channels, who purposefully seek to draw 
"normie" attention to you and while you might think more attention is a good thing, 
it actually works well, AGAINST you.

Whenever ANYTHING about /pol/ is released and curious "normies" come along, what do 
they see first? They see "nigger", "kike", "women are holes", "mudslimes are 
terrorists", etc. Sure, they might stick around long enough to lurk through a few 
threads or even have the balls to comment, but they're not taking anyone on this 
board seriously because you've let the board shit itself so much, even the shit 
you're actually serious about, seems illegitimate. Everyone expects shill-like 
comments in threads here and there, but even you true /pol/'ers, will partake in 
throwing up your own slide-worthy, cringe threads/topics. It's what makes it hard to 
tell the difference between shills proactively sliding the front page and actual 
/pol/ers, posting well-intended threads. If you cleaned it up a little, mods would 
have nothing to slide because there wouldn't be as much shitposting threads getting 
attention on the board... hence they'd need to keep the boards full, with real shit. 
IF your goal is to redpill normies on kek-approved facts, like "there's something 
really fucked up about WWII and what we learned his history class about the Nazi's", 
then MAKE YOURSELVES RELEVANT and CREDIBLE enough to KEEP THEM READING and LEARNING.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 12:51:28 No.127222038
Quoted By: >>127223312
>>127219775
Here's what you need to realize. THE (((DEEP))) runs REALLY FUCKING DEEP. Wonder why 
SO MANY of the SAME NAMES, departments, agencies, NGO's, corporations, not-for-
profits, etc. KEEP COMING UP?!?! Because they ALL WORK TOGETHER AS A SINGLE, 
STREAMLINED, NETWORK of assets and agents. It was fucking abysmally distressing 
watching /pol/ struggling to hash out shit on the Awan brothers and their govt. 
contracted "IT company", as if it was the first fucking time EVER, ANYONE had heard 
about the Awan's. Guess what? Every single fucking thing you'd want to know AND MORE 
YOU'VE NEVER EVEN THOUGHT OF, is already sourced and archived in any Voat, Steemit 
or Reddit pizza file. This is EXACTLY WHAT (((THEY))) DO, and it's EXACTLY WHY, you 
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get so frustrated and distracted that eventually, you'll let SR slide into the 
abyss... just like pizza. The sooner /pol/ realizes that EVERYTHING is connected 
from pizza, to 9/11, to the first gulf war, to Sandy Hook, the Boston Marathon, to 
Saddam/Ghadaffi/BinLaden, to Breitbart, Scalia, SR and the hundreds of others, just 
like them over the last 60+ years, the closer you'll be towards busting this shit 
wide open. They have you wanting to pin a single thing on a single person, or a few 
people in ONE department or agency. What you need to quickly realize, is that the 1% 
of every admin., political party, department, agency, foreign govt, international 
alliance or coalition (i.e. UN, EU, NATO, WHO), religion, elite private society 
(i.e. Masons, Skullz, Illumi., etc.) is knee (((DEEP))) in corruption. Any mason 30 
degree and lower, has no fucking clue they're not really helping their communities. 
95% of our congress, shows up on the hill every fucking day, thinking they're 
actually going to make a difference. Believe it or not, 95% of Jews, Catholics and 
Muslims, really do practice their religions in fucking peace. It's funny whenever 
/pol/ talks about "Zionists", they only refer to the Jews. Sadly, if you dig just a 
little more...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 13:02:36 No.127223312
>>127222038
Con't...

...you'd realize that you're completely missing the bigger picture. Zionists are the 
elite of fucking RELIGION. The upper echelons of Christians/Catholics, Muslims AND 
Jews have been Zionist for the last 80+ years. ONE COMMON AGENDA. The MORE they can 
divide their masses of followers, the MORE control (((they - the zionist/religious 
elite))) have over you. Why? Because if we ever united our masses on our common 
HUMANITY alone, who'd be left to fund the BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, of their religion? 
They divide us against eachother in every way they can to weaken our masses and the 
threat a united mass, would pose. Did you ever ask yourself how much the Vatican 
rakes in from it's community after a terrorist attack like Manchester? Ever wonder 
how some kind of, but not really, Muslim kid, born and raised in America, could drop 
everything he's doing and ship himself off to Syria for his sudden passion to fight 
for "jihad" and the "caliphate", when he had to search the internet and correct his 
misspellings, to know what it even meant, in the fucking first place? I mean, it's 
really not that hard to comprehend. It's the most bi-partisan you'll ever see these 
religious and government entities across all different parts and cultures of the 
world, working seamlessly together, in harmony. Our ignorance fuels their many 
"business" and they're ALL related in their shared, common goals.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 13:29:01 No.127226209
>>127223348
No shit, I have no more time to waste on you. The "other boards" with "/pol/like" 
threads you think you're educating me on, are the kinds of places, in addition to 
this, PEOPLE LIKE ME, have been posting to for decades... literally, like decades. 
You're missing my point if you think that (((they))) are only watching /pol/. In 
fact, they watch others, more... because others haven't lost their goals allowing 
shills to sway their dedicated contributors. Know why Reddit canned T_D? Because the 
shills were crippling it's legitimacy and believe it or not (and I can say this with 
some authority because I 100% know this for sure, trust me), they decided to kill it 
off themselves and swallowed their egos knowing competing boards like /pol/ would 
just rip them to shreds over it, because they'd have rather done it themselves 
before it got out of control and ruined any legitimacy or credibility they'd have 
left. Again, people like me, with a lot of shit to lose, will give as much as they 
can while weighing the risks. The more /pol/ continues to walk down the path it's 
on, the more valid, credible resources it has, will walk away because the risk is 
too great to waste on invalid boards.

Think about it like this... if you had a stash of 50, 1ct. diamonds, tucked into 
your pocket, would you walk yourself through Compton, at 2:00 a.m.? Fuck no. You 
know the statistics of Compton. You know you'd have a 1:3 chance of getting jumped, 
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robbed, killed, etc. You've read all the headlines, right? So you already know, it's 
not a good idea to bring those kinds of valuables into Compton. That's what people 
with "diamonds in their pockets", like valuable resources, info, skills and insights 
to share, consider before showing you their goods. I assure you, those people with 
diamonds, aren't coming to /pol/ as frequently or as often and when they do, they're 
showing you one and it's probably the smallest... and worse? They'll test you by 
showing you a few to see what you'll do...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xgiOPfzi Fri 26 May 2017 13:42:53 No.127227781
>>127225215
I hinted that you should find out about the internet party because there are LOTS of 
party branches across the world that STILL exist today and (un)ironically, if you 
saw Kim's twitter yesterday, you'll that the Internet Party of NZ (the hub of the 
movement) re-activated yesterday, after being shut down. There's a reason Kim 
dropped more than a few hints in the public statements he's personally made and 
formally issued, over the last 3 days. Notice how in his open letter to the family, 
he specifically addressed his cease and desists, to the democrat provided and paid 
for, family "representation"? Trust me, parents who are getting the answers they 
want from the people who can give it to them, don't open gofundme accounts to hire 
private PI's and they don't "thank the internet" for their "continued diligence and 
hard work", when they really meant to thank their gofundme donors, right? They don't 
take it upon themselves out of desperation to make a personal video, they personally 
uploaded to YOUTUBE to directly get a message to the public, because they're content 
with the investigation and the representation and support they're getting from the 
govt. and it's resources. Anyone who'd claim otherwise should go ask Patty Smith how 
Hillary and DWS, tried to "handle her" with their provided and paid for, 
"representation", after her son Sean, was murdered protecting an ambassador, in 
Benghazi. Ask Scalia's family, who provided and paid for their "family 
representation" after their rather healthy dad, was found belly up, fully clothed, 
with a pillow over his head after missing a breakfast, you and I both know, he 
looked like he'd never voluntarily skip out on. Ever wonder who spoke for 
Gunderson's family? Look at who represented them after his post-Franklin mystery 
death. Eventually, they won't be able to escape the smell of their own shit. Like 
PeeWee sang... "Connect the dots... la, laaa, la, la"

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 14:40:35 No.127233947
Quoted By: >>127234298
>>127216249
Thank you for reposting my caps... the person talking about some "river theory" is 
using my terms about rivers, tributaries and oceans, and trying to claim it as their 
own, in an attempt to discredit me and what I'm saying. I never space out my points 
as dramatically as one sentence per spacing. I consistently use numbers to break out 
different topics I'm calling attention to and while yes, I have stated that pizza, 
SR, are related on a high level, I have CLEARLY explained why, in my prior posts 
that you all have referred to as Meganon several times. The only relation to pizza, 
SR or Kim, is that the same (((deep))) working against pizza are working against SR 
and Kim... just like EVERYTHING ELSE THEY FUCK WITH. The only reason I felt it was 
important to highlight this, was because in one of my first posts that were capped 
together and passed from thread to thread, I had said you'd be wasting your time to 
try and link SR/Panda/KIM directly to pizza, because you won't... there is no link 
OTHER THAN THE FACT THAT THE SAME BAD PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR SR ARE THE SAME BAD 
PEOPLE IN PIZZA, because the (((deep))) is fucking DEEP.
The second reason it was important to clarify was because I was seeing the Awan 
brothers coming up as if they were a new discovery or connection. They're not. 
They're a govt. contracted, 3rd party IT team that has their hands on a ton of shit, 
within a ton of different areas. Pizza archives have a FUCK TON of info on Awan's 
and anyone else you'd want to know about... and probably people you haven't even 
connected yet. This is because birds of a feather, flock the fuck together. They 
wash the blood off their hands in the same corrupt bird bath. This is the ONLY 
CONNECTION. SR, NOR KIM, HAD PIZZA RELATED SHIT. They had DNC shit, their only 
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relation, again, is the same dirty people, running in the same dirty circles doing 
really dirty shit, are swimming in the same dirty (((DEEP))) oceans of corruption. I 
hope this is clear...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 14:43:33 No.127234298
>>127233947
***REMEMBER*** I ALWAYS ANNOUNCE MYSELF and say something like, "Hi! I'm the person 
who wrote these", type of shit, simply because referring myself as "meganon" feels 
like I'm saying "Megatron". It's just fucking weird. Don't let others pose as me. I 
write and format my posts in a consistent matter so I'm easily identified and THANK 
YOU to the anons who cap these from thread to thread. I never realize how important 
it is, until I need it and thankfully, someone's always seemed to have my back!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 15:11:48 No.127237487
>>127236600
Hi, just a heads up... I saw your other thread with my posts and you've tagged my 
last one here. There's also two more above calling out a poster using my terminology 
to "theorize", but to confirm, you made a post citing references by "Meganon" and 
"Leakanon", both are me and candidly, while I think these nicknames are a little 
corny, they're actually the only thing saving me in finding stuff or recognizing 
that people are talking about or referring to me... just wanted to make sure you 
knew that I was the same person. I always announce myself as "me" when responding on 
or clarifying, something I wrote. Thanks for your hard work and for starting that 
thread. It's better when shit like that comes from true, everyday /pol/ users. I've 
lurked and strategically posted on 4, for the better part of 15 years, but I'm not 
an "every day".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 15:23:32 No.127238823
>>127228250
Yes, but EASY with this rhetoric. You're not going to take down DWS as ONE 
individual, because it's harder to immediately link individuals in the bigger 
picture. Focusing your efforts in such a singular direction, keeps your path too 
narrow. Like I've said several times before, we need to focus and use the facts that 
have been given by the media, parents, officials, police, etc. There are more than 
enough gaps, holes and inconsistencies we can easily discredit which will lead us to 
other paths of inconsistencies with gaping holes. That's the thing... shit they 
wanted to hide isn't going to be found, using legal means... right? They're dumb, 
but they're not THAT fucking dumb.
Where (((they))) leave themselves vulnerable, will be most often exposed in the 
details. Hence, the IP of the hospital was important. If you can hack IP's and want 
to run trace routes, ping ports and try to weave through network penetration tests 
all day, that's great, especially if you can... why not, right? But for the majority 
of /pol/, that's not an option they can realistically hammer through, so for non-
tech types, focus your efforts on the sloppy details they left behind. The hospital 
isn't just a hospital. NOTHING is exactly what (((they))) claim it to be. This is 
how pizza shops can act as "storefronts" selling slices to the neighborhood peeps, 
without anyone knowing other business dealings and transactions that go on under 
private small businesses they use as part of their network of assets. Again, pizza 
is NOT directly tied to SR or Kim, but the business of pedo, like murdering leaking 
staffers and illegally spying on citizens, IS. It's all just part of the daily work 
of the (((deep))).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 15:29:11 No.127239448
>>127238544
It is big and yes, one of the reasons I still hang out in /pol/ though MANY advise 
exposing myself, is because of what we still have the potential to accomplish. The 
Shia LeBeouf shit, pulled a lot of us back just because it was such a fucking joke. 
I mean... fucking Shia, what a cock.

BUUUUT... it's been good to be back in the thick of it for the last few days, since 
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my first posts on Tuesday and you've called me "brother" twice, which means I 
haven't totally lost my touch ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 15:53:23 No.127242217
Quoted By: >>127242993
>>127239716
The hospital was at one time, as hospital. It may still act in a hospital capacity 
(I am only saying this because I believe when people were digging on the hosp and 
IP, they found the site is now publicly listed as a homeless shelter). Either way, 
careful when thinking of things as total "fronts" because it leads you down 
incorrect paths, which is why I keep linking pizza back. The deep uses acquires 
people, assets, business fronts, organizations, accounts, etc. to run operations and 
hide money and ties, in plain sight. This is why the same dirty people keep coming 
up when you're researching anything... pizza/pedo, SR, 9/11, Boston Marathon, etc. I 
could go on and on...
However, don't take "front" too literally. As I stated earlier, pizza shops still 
sell pizza. Hospitals may still take patients. But that's not all they would use 
these places for. This is why (un)ironic connections that are made between board 
members, attorneys, doctors, chief's of staff, staff members, surgeons on call/duty 
on nights of, first responders at scenes, etc. are SOLID TIES. These are the 
"sloppy" areas I'm specifically referring to because normal people aren't going to 
question a police chief or surgeon on call. They're not going to randomly look up 
who the first responding officer on scene was, or the random bartender who offered 
SR a ride home, right? THIS IS THE POWER OF /POL/. The masses digging into publicly 
available info and picking through lots of seemingly nothing on the surface details, 
with a fine-toothed comb.

As for the IP digging... if you're not some network wiz, with $5k in hardware 
sitting behind your burner laptop that you easily troll through Tor with, then it's 
a waste of your time because you don't know enough about networking and router/edge 
protection. Don't let this come off as shady because I mentioned Tor. All I'm 
implying is that lurking into private or business IP's to backdoor into hardware you 
don't personally own...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 16:00:14 No.127242993
>>127242217
... is a felony to the nth degree. I could find anyone trying to get into my edge 
and even normal businesses with a good IT team and attentive network doing it's job, 
could easily throw/catch an alert or trigger. So, again, unless you're some tech-
savvy dude with some bot-evading protections/firewalls/securities built-in and 
working behind you, it's not worth it. Plus, even if you had ALL of that, 
personally, I still don't think you'd find what you're looking for off of that 
specific IP, or any of the other trace/ping caps and screen shots they were posting, 
either. All but one of the later IP's provided were static, not dynamic. Stick to 
what you can link. Plug the holes and you force (((them))) out for air.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6eP51FVT Fri 26 May 2017 16:01:08 No.127243097
>>127240935
You're fine... promise.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 16:19:42 No.127245208
>>127241981
I'm the one who posted those "meganon" posts.
To your point... No. It means a "hospital", isn't JUST a "hospital". It's primary 
function could very well be a hospital or whatever these businesses and entities 
claim to be. But that doesn't mean it's the ONLY thing it's used for.

Don't think of these links in their networks as massive hubs or covers, either. This 
shit really isn't as big as you think it is. It's not like EVERY FUCKING PERSON 
working in a hospital, an office building, a police station, a bar, pizza shop, etc. 
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knows what the fuck is going on. The majority of people don't know what the fuck is 
going on. Their network uses TONS of hospitals, just like they use tons of other 
businesses and fronts not just in this country, across the fucking world. And often, 
you'll find it doesn't even have to be the whole business that's involved. It could 
just be a high-level asset they've acquired, and called in a favor from. For 
instance, say they need to hide a car for a bit, or repair one, under the radar 
because they fucked it up running someone over with it. They'll call an autobody 
asset they've acquired, who won't ask any questions. They pay him handsomely and he 
knows if he ever says anything to anyone, they'll be taking HIS car to another body 
shop they have, with his dead body inside. EVERY employee of the shop thinks they're 
just fixing another fucked up car. Funny enough, these are also the people who 
typically get whacked, right? They're the dumb ones who don't realize they're 
"leaking" info they shouldn't be, when nosy people come around asking questions 
like, "was there a white sedan with WA plates and extensive front end damage here 
about two weeks ago?".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 16:27:34 No.127246127
>>127244618
I am leakanon (apparently, I'm also meganon - these nicknames are fucking killing 
me, but saving me at the same time... trying to keep track is exhausting).
No! IP's are not a slide, per say. If you know what you are doing and that's a path 
you're willing to take and won't waste your time, so be it. BUT, if you ARE NOT 
SOMEONE WHO KNOWS WHAT THEY ARE DOING, and you're just trying to be techy because 
you think it's something you can do, realize you can't and help everyone else by 
sticking to things you ARE good at, like hunting down info. I'm not trying to shy 
anyone away from IP's... but let's get real. Everyone wants to feel like they're 
helping, so they'll chase paths they think are "hot" with know real understanding of 
what they're doing. In this capacity, those people think they're helping, but in 
reality, they're throwing up shit that doesn't matter and they don't even realize 
it... it's actually how a lot of pizzagate shilled itself.
All I am suggesting is that you stick to what you know you can do, and contribute 
what you can, on that. Don't look like a "larp" yourself, by hunting down info you 
don't even understand and posting it. Let those who know what they are doing, pick 
up that baton and run with it. See what I mean?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 16:54:14 No.127249036
>>127246698
There are two kinds of IP's. WAN associated and LAN associated. Everything that 
anyone is finding in terms of IP's in a search engine, is a publicly broadcasted IP. 
WAN associated. That means, unless you know what needs to be done to get from public 
to private internal LAN IP's, then don't bother. I am not trying to be mean, just 
honest. I know a fuck ton about networking, routing/firewalls, etc. but that doesn't 
mean I know what I am doing once I am in them... hence is why I haven't been posting 
on IP's. I know what my limits are. I know HOW it works, connects, configures and 
routes, internally and externally, but I don't exactly know how to work through it 
myself. This is why I let the people who seem to know what they are doing, make the 
progress they are making, and then I read their analysis, absorb and move along in 
my own efforts. That's all I am saying... we don't want to be like pee-wee soccer. 
Someone posts a thread specific to their talents like kicking off a soccer ball, and 
then we all run and chase behind it in a little herd because we all want to feel 
like we are participating in the game and getting the assist for a goal our parents 
can be proud of.

And I don't feel like anyone is lecturing me and I already called myself a cunt 
before, after re-reading some of my own posts because I can sound harsh myself. We 
are a community. We are in it to win it and like brothers (and sisters ;o) we are 
allowed to scrap. It's one thing to duke it out between ourselves over valid points 
and theories... it's quite another to waste time scraping bullshit out, with blatant 
shills. It wastes time, hinders our progress and gives them too much credibility 
with our replies and attention.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 16:59:17 No.127249551
>>127247642
Here's the thing about most major healthcare networks. To ensure quick payment and 
ease paperwork flows back and forth, large healthcare providers will set up direct, 
private network connections with the insurance providers/banks they work with, to 
facilitate payment more securely and quickly. Your insurance company probably does 
this with any major hospital they directly consider in-network. That said, finding 
big insurance companies, the big banks they use, with direct network connections 
into big hospitals and the associated IP's in between, isn't uncommon, at all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 17:05:25 No.127250228
>>127247864
That's the thing. The killers were never found... hence, it's a "mystery" and still 
unsolved. There were some posts about two Hispanic dudes who were murdered in SC 
less than 24hrs. after SR, on the 11th. One of the dudes worked on the HRC campaign. 
That was interesting, but it died on the vine, quickly in the rest of the /pol/ 
threads. It would not be unlike the deep, to quickly kill sloppy assets they hire, 
in an effort to clean up behind themselves. I believe the pictures/names and a few 
comments made about these two were capped, but alas... I haven't seen them recently. 
Though I did look them up on FB and found the one dude's profile, so they are real 
people and the one dude I found, did get suicided on the 11th. I read his obituary. 
I know, I know, poor effort on my part to forget to save, but it was 3:30 a.m. for 
Christ's sake. I'm human and fade fast.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 17:24:46 No.127252457
>>127251478
Oh!! You're the one, thank you for capping. I haven't leaked anything, other than a 
few VERY intentionally leading nuggets between SR and Kim as to the Megaupload 
specific connection, so, you were spot on and I really appreciate you taking the 
time to cap those. I don't really need a "name", per say... I like calling myself 
out when I want to, you know? But, sticking with the MegaAnon (which I had just 
glanced at and apparently misread, apologies) is helping me just for reference sake, 
as I call myself out in posts. I am not trying to seem creepy or anything, it's just 
that I think we all appreciate being Anon to an extent. But I assure you, when I am 
directly replying or wanting to refer to something, I don't go on without first 
holding myself accountable for all the stuff I've posted prior. I try as best as I 
can to own what I've posted, so the nicknaming has actually been very helpful and I 
thank you.

~~~~~MegaAnon - Checked.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 17:28:20 No.127252913
>>127251073
I understand... but a lot of what people are finding that's publicly broadcasted in 
these broadly scoped, IP-ID type sites (which people have been attaching screen 
shots of in many of the different SR related threads), are the ISP's, public IP's, 
which often just relate to that outside node, not internal networks. I wasn't trying 
to educate the group on BGP routing and configs...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 17:38:01 No.127253995
>>127253158
I agree. The only reason I even addressed the IP portion of this was because someone 
asked me if they should spend time looking into it. The point I was making is that 
there are people who want to help, putting efforts into it without really 
understanding what they are looking at, then posting their findings, which I was 
then seeing being labeled "shill attempts" to "distract", which most likely wasn't 
their intentions (which you could clearly tell from the ones who had other helpful 
posts prior), so I was just suggesting people who know what they are doing, do it 
and people who don't, don't.
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I actually think it would be helpful to have a running "tech" thread to help 
segregate and track our efforts/resources better. You know? Keep tech posts/images 
together for archiving, and the rest of the stuff separate so people who don't fully 
understand, will shy away after reading a few posts and realizing, they're swimming 
in the wrong pond. Then, when big shit the rest of everyone can understand, is found 
or being implied, they can cap things to reference and post it in the other SR 
related threads. Think that would help the cause, better? I mean fuck, even I admit 
I wouldn't be trolling around in an SR tech specific thread.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 17:59:54 No.127256418
>>127255845
That would be great! I'd link this thread to it and some of the others that may have 
been archived already from yesterday/last night, in your initial thread post, too. 
It would be helpful to you all when referring to things from "last night"... haha 
that's what kills me... going back trying to find shit I saw from 5 hours ago, let 
alone a whole day...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:24:16 No.127259095
>>127257251
Anyone can dig... find something that interests you specifically (that you won't 
quickly tire from or get bored of) and dig. That's what I do. When you find 
something, save it privately first on a usb or external HD you use, then maybe to an 
archive site if you're going to be saving a lot of things you'd like to share. THEN 
post. Archive then post. Oh, and make sure it's timestamped. That's the important 
thing. So that if it's erased, we at least have when it was saved, originally.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:26:42 No.127259345
Quoted By: >>127260043
>>127255999
https://www.google.com/search?
q=seth+rich+murder+SC&rlz=1CAACAO_enUS716US716&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEw
i42NKr2o7UAhXBOyYKHbS5DxYQ_AUICygC&biw=1366&bih=630#imgrc=kTPLD_sJ-ahZnM:
have fun...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:33:12 No.127260043
>>127259345
Rafael Aguilar age 31... when you go through the link, scroll down to the /pol/ post 
caps... sadly, it was easier to search this than sifting through archives..

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:35:32 No.127260275
>>127260111
It's a data center that AT&T backbone rides through and terminates out of...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:37:47 No.127260504
>>127260240
they're dynamic IP's... they change all the time. This is what I am FUCKING 
SAYING!!! IF YOU DON'T KNOW A FUCK ALL ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE DIGGING IN, THEN STOP 
because posting fucking screen shots of data centers and dynamic IP's not knowing 
that's what they are, makes you look retarded. I mean, come on... WT ever-loving 
F?!?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:51:01 No.127261995
>>127261580
Folks, see how someone who fucking knows what they're talking about, like this guy, 
has to take time answering your honest, but horrible questions, instead of using the 
same time to dig into shit on his own and report back to us with anything good he 
finds? THAT'S A FUCKING PROBLEM.

Techanon... please don't answer questions and may Kek bless you in your quest for 
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pills to feed us from your findings...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 18:55:09 No.127262442
>>127262004
True. The deep doesn't just take the people they tried to murder but didn't finish 
the job there, right?

If it also acts as a homeless shelter, lots of potential test subjects with no 
families or friends who'd report or even know are missing, right? This is why they 
love illegals... undocumented = unidentifiable. And to think they try to make YOU 
feel bad for wanting a wall... bet those missing/murdered kids would have LOVED a 
wall blocking their illegal trafficking at the borders, no?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 19:39:39 No.127267030
>>127266469
I said this EXACT same thing earlier today and a few days ago too. (((They))) can 
make ANYTHING look like it came from anywhere they want and the last few wikileaks 
dumps, proved that... and then, they showed you how. They can make anything we find 
in e-mails and docs, look like it was doctored or even originated from other 
countries, as if they were leaking or planting info. Many believed they'd use this 
if the pizza got too hot... they'd claim other "enemies" "hacked" into the e-mail 
systems themselves and "planted" CP and other shit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 20:03:10 No.127269365
>>127268442
It's a data center... colocation. That's it. You can knock on the door, you won't 
get in and even if you did, you'd never know what the fuck you're looking at. Jesus 
Christ... I give up.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 20:14:50 No.127270441
>>127269229
No. There is nothing that ties Russia to anything that's valid. Look, I keep an open 
mind about everything and I assure you, there is NOTHING that Russia or any other 
country does to us, that WE, the US, have already factually leaned, we do to other 
countries.
We can't spin this so far chasing rabbits that we lose sight. SR was a hero, but he 
wasn't some fucking genius, ok. He wasn't on some mission originally, he is just a 
good dude who stumbled across some MASSIVE SHIT in his work, that he KNEW was 
completely awful, illegal and unjust. Nothing more, nothing less. Based on WHATEVER 
it is he stumbled onto, the rest of what he did lead to him getting in touch through 
other people initially with Kim and Kim, getting that info, from Panda.
We can't over-analyze things. Look at what we know about SR's background. He wasn't 
some hellbent guy looking for trouble, hating the establishment DNC. He had his 
gripe after he realized whatever he did as he watched his personal choice in a 
candidate - Bernie, go down in flames. He wanted justice and knew what he was up 
against. He did not, however, want to be suicided.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 20:24:24 No.127271441
>>127269754
I can get down with this. Awan bros. were IT contractors. Could've been monitoring, 
got a ping on shady shit, ran some reports, submitted to DNC, traced activity to 
Rich, Palmieri and Podesta sick the dogs. I wouldn't go so far as to assume this was 
something Obama, Hillary or even DWS, directly knew about initially. DWS may have 
been alterted to SR's activity, but (((they))) usually keep the bigger names far 
enough away, for "plausible deniability".
Meaning - while they know exactly how deep and dirty the people they work for are, 
it's a lot harder for people to convincingly lie about things they ACTUALLY know 
about. But here's what's interesting, I think while DWS may not have initially 
known, she has now known for a while and you can tell. She's getting more aggressive 
in what seems like desperation. She's taking a shit ton of heat for a ton of shit, 
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she's neck deep in. She's finally seeing she's expendable, and her bold statements, 
like threats about reprecussions to police chief's, are telling, for sure. She's 
starting to squirm like Huma and Weiner... I wouldn't be surprised if we don't hear 
from or see her for a while, while they let things cool down around her. This is 
also the time people swoop in to try to work down pleas for songs by canaries... 
like Huma and Wee Wee...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 20:26:43 No.127271671
>>127270460
Yes... but need proofs non existing businesses and would be interesting to know if 
all the IP's originate/terminate, back to the same location at somepoint?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:11Ymv4of Fri 26 May 2017 20:31:33 No.127272182
>>127271980
In general, I absolutely agree. If anyone has to ask a question about whether 
something could be something, they shouldn't be looking into that in the first 
place. They'd know what they are looking at and whether it's odd or not.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:J7YUfSgJ Sat 27 May 2017 13:16:59 No.127340292
Quoted By: >>127342538
>>127328928
Hi. It's me... I wrote the posts, and no. You're misinterpreting what I wrote. I 
just state "deep" as in the deep state goes deep. Like an octopus... has it's shit 
in EVERYTHING. So again, the same people orchestrating, facilitating and profiting 
from "pizza"-related activities, are the same people behind SR, 9/11, Boston 
Marathon, Panama, illegal citizen spying, etc. Everything that's corrupt with our 
national and global system, is comprised of the same, small but VERY extensively 
networked, group of people who politically (or privately) and economically benefit 
from the same goals and agenda.

Again, to be clear, I specifically related the SR situation with pizza because as 
people were investigating further, a lot of the same names, faces and backgrounds of 
the people they were digging into, are (unironically), the same people who kept 
popping up in pizza. So, considering how much vetted, sourced and archived info 
there already is on pizza, I suggested that people should look to pizza 
threads/archives when digging into high-level backgrounds, connections, etc. since a 
lot of leg work was already done. An example would be the Awan's. Pizza forums have 
a shit ton of archives on the Awan's because guess what?!? Their shady connection to 
the O admin and DNC doesn't start or end with SR... they've got their hands in lots 
of questionable activities. People were exhausting a ton of effort, digging into the 
Awan's over the last 4 days, when they'd have already known who they were and what 
they contract with the govt for, if they'd followed the pizza. Last night, someone 
was trying to think of another middle eastern high level DOJ/DOC type that he saw 
from pizza related, and I stated Rao. Rao was whom he was referring to, but he 
realized, it was not the person he was looking for. See how quickly he was able to 
then avoid wasted time and effort, tracking down someone who ultimately was not the 
right person, just by me being able to quickly recall a name?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:J7YUfSgJ Sat 27 May 2017 13:37:57 No.127342538
Quoted By: >>127344232
>>127340292
When my child was in 1st grade, his teacher used to tell them, "use the words around 
your environment", as she'd put all the vocab and spelling words they'd learn for 
the entire year, all over the walls in the classroom, for easy reference.

To the same point, I am suggesting that people use the resources that the pizza 
environment already properly vetted, sourced and archived, like tiny little 
presents, for us to open now. The same names, job positions, departments, agencies, 
etc. are going to keep coming up for the rest of our lives and have all come up 
throughout every questionable event or tragedy, in history. Thankfully, because this 
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has and always will be true, we don't have to go through such exhaustive efforts, to 
"recreate" (((their))) wheel. The (((deep))) is deep, no matter who is President, 
who's the director of what department, who owns the house or senate, etc. A zebra 
doesn't change it's stripes. But to be clear on this, people like Trump are a 
curveball. Like Lincoln, Kennedy and Reagan before him. What you all need to 
remember when debating these crimes and cover-ups, is that the core "establishments" 
DNC AND RNC, are against him. You don't have to like Trump. You don't have to 
support him and you don't have to vote for him in 2020. It's not about Trump. This 
far proceeds him. Don't get caught up in the politics of it all because like your 
opinions, neither of them matter. We don't have "parties". We don't "elect" those 
who represent us. We don't have (and haven't for a VERY long time), the freedom of 
"choice". (((They))) just let us THINK we do to divide/control us.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:J7YUfSgJ Sat 27 May 2017 13:54:10 No.127344232
>>127342538
Oh and just a tip... when you're trying to pick apart hidden meanings around vague 
phrase placements like, "watch for falling rocks" and "keystone", realize that 
Trump's election win, WAS the pulled "keystone" and "falling rocks", are the fallout 
of his win. ;o)

***SCR REGROUP***BECAUSE NOT ALL HEROES FALL IN UNIFORM! Happy Memorial Day!
~~~~~MegaAnon ID:8shj/Ims Mon 29 May 2017 16:38:49 No.127628794
Quoted By: >>127628896
Hi friends, it's me! Hope you had a great weekend, it's certainly well deserved 
after the long last week we've had. Really late nights and early mornings, can take 
a toll. I hope you've taken the time to refresh and reboot yourselves, with some 
good food washed down with a few well deserved cocktails, while honoring our fallen 
heroes, with your families and friends. It's ALWAYS important to take some time to 
shake the stank of this shit, off of ourselves. It lets us come back rejuvenated, 
with cleared minds and fresh perspectives. Remember, we won't win the war, if we're 
too drained from the battles, right? We are here for one reason. Seth Rich was a 
hero. Seth Rich IS /ourguy/. HE could've been ANY of US. Though he did not report 
for duty in uniform, he took his oath to defend us from our domestic enemies, the 
day he stepped into a massive pile of corrupt-smelling shit and handed his shit-
caked shoe over, instead of cleaning it off and turning a blind eye. He lost his 
life helping you watch your step.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:8shj/Ims Mon 29 May 2017 16:39:34 No.127628896
Quoted By: >>127628944
>>127628794
WE WILL NOT LET /OURGUY/'s LOSS, be in vein. WE will be the reason our kids and 
grandkids, learn about SETH CONRAD RICH, in their history classes. DO NOT be swayed 
or deterred in our constant fight, to finish the job SCR started, to expose/disclose 
the corruption that works AGAINST us. DO NOT let those, all too eager to silence us, 
pluck away at our morale and efforts towards justice. DO NOT respond to shills. They 
are a waste of your time and energy. Ignore them and they easily tire and go away. 
Reaction feeds, entertains and further inspires them. Your response and willingness 
to justify their bullshit with your debate, motivates them to continue their efforts 
to distract you from the progress they're employed to see fail. Come to the table 
with an open, rational mind and bring valid, credible perspectives, sources and 
evidence, to support your theories, observations and rationale. Most importantly - 
LEAVE YOUR PERSONAL POLITICS, OUTSIDE OF THESE THREADS. The (((deep))) knows NO 
depths. Whether you like it or agree with it, the (((deep))) is democrat, 
republican, liberal, conservative, left, right, Jewish, Christian, Muslim, White, 
Black, Hispanic, Asian, European, Western, Easter, etc. You know this already... if 
you didn't, you wouldn't be here. Anyone injecting their personal politics or 
politically-based theories into our efforts to solve an innocent man's unsolved, 
sketchy MURDER, is only here to deter YOU from the truth.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:8shj/Ims Mon 29 May 2017 16:39:57 No.127628944
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>>127628896
Lets continue our weekend re-cap and regroup below, to highlight some of the key 
points we've hashed out, covered and dismissed from last week/this weekend. Lets 
also discuss ways we can strengthen our efforts to work more effectively, through 
appropriately streamlining, properly segmenting and better organizing our efforts, 
talents and contributions. We've ALL got something to offer. We ALL bring something 
of value to the table and we ALL have something we can contribute. IF YOU GIVE A 
FUCK, get in here and stay in here for the long haul. Focus on what YOU DO WELL and 
lend a hand. Anyone breathing, with internet and a search engine who can read, has 
something to contribute. Our mass, dedication and commitment to the truth and 
justice, are KEK graced.

WE ARE ONE. WE ARE SETH RICH.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:/G9OBxqb Tue 30 May 2017 10:03:01 No.127720564
Quoted By: >>127721848
>>127705818
Hi friends! It's me from the SCR threads. Now, allow me to educate you (and you 
should probably get a pen and write this down, as it will save you a lot of trouble 
as you continue your efforts to dot connect). The original "symbolism" of now pedo 
affiliated images (i.e. swirl, hearts within hearts, butterflies,triangles in 
triangles etc.), were not created by pedos, specifically FOR pedos. They were 
normalized, existing images that were stolen by pedos, to establish their pedo-
friendly messaging, inconspicuously/in plain view. This same symbolism manipulation 
was also applied to the originally once iconic and global meaning, behind the 
"panda". The panda was first associated with the pedo community, a little over 30 
years ago. Historically and well before their inappropriate association with 
pedophilia, pandas (specifically, giant pandas) were indigenous to China. As a 
public show of aligned diplomacy, China would (and still does) "gift" a pair of 
giant pandas, to their allies. It was a public show of good faith. Wouldn't seem 
like a big deal, but China wouldn't give the UK pandas for 17 years straight and as 
now history would prove, it spoke volumes to the lack of diplomacy and cooperation, 
which drove Chinese and UK tensions for almost 20 years. Pedo-friendly people, 
businesses, organizations, etc. will use the "panda", to show their alliance and 
support for pedophilia as well. They basically ganked symbols to get their messages 
across right under everyone's noses. Much of the same can be said for the theories 
behind "secret societies" like the Illuminati - they hide their communications, 
messages and signs of support and acceptance, in plain sight. They manipulate 
normal, every day symbols and messages, then use them to represent (and actually 
promote) their agendas, without the masses even realizing they are inadvertently 
promoting, participating or supporting, negative messaging. Con't. below...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:/G9OBxqb Tue 30 May 2017 10:18:06 No.127721848
Quoted By: >>127723411
>>127720564
Technically, if you have researched into secret societies or organizations, then 
you'd recognize the hidden agendas they have when manipulating normalized imagery to 
promote and perpetuate agendas. I mean, how fucked up would it be to actually be 
able to confirm the illuminati is not only real, but you've actually been subjected 
to participation, acceptance, tolerance and even support, by spending money with 
illuminati imaging, imprinted. Imagine knowing it was absolutely real (which I 
believe it is) and THEN deciding to scroll through search results tagged, 
"illuminati in Hollywood", "illuminati in politics", etc. and NOT being able to turn 
a blind eye to EXACTLY how many times people like, Beyonce, Jay-Z, Madonna, Lady 
Gaga, Frank Sinatra, Kanye, Marilyn Monroe, BOTH Bush's, Obama, etc. threw up a few 
masonically-sadistic symbols, like a circle around their "all-seeing eye" or 
flashing a triangle between their thumbs and pointers out of no where, right?

Let me be clear... Seth Rich was NOT associated with pedophilia. This is a shill 
exploit and fabrication. The National Zoo is located in DC. The nation's giant panda 
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gifts from the Chinese, represent diplomacy and have since, carrier a huge political 
weight and symbolism in our nations capital for not just diplomacy with the Chinese 
(which at the when we were gifted the original pandas - it was EXTREMELY significant 
for US/Chinese relations) but it also represented our 20 year massive efforts toward 
global diplomatic realignment and relationship repair, which included a large 
portion of the East, which prior, we had drastically neglected. When China handed 
those first 2 pandas over, the entire East, felt like it was recognition on behalf 
of all of them to the US, for the enourmous progress had been made. Again, the 
symbols we are relating today, including pandas, didn't START as pedo. They were 
originally well-intended, well-meaning symbols, that have been hijacked, manipulated 
and paraded...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:/G9OBxqb Tue 30 May 2017 10:34:37 No.127723411
>>127721848
Con't.

... to represent far worse things, to be intentionally hidden (and even promoted) in 
plain sight. Pandas4Progress, as far as SCR was concerned, used pandas as a very 
fitting symbol to promote the PROGRESS for aligned diplomacy and allied support. I 
actually thought it was pretty clever, once it was confirmed it was his handle. 
Considering he'd been discovering and ultimately leaking, blatant political 
corruption, in our nation's literal HQ of politics - Washington DC, it was a pretty 
sarcastic jab. However sadly, I also knew that at some point, it would inevitably be 
tied WAY too closely and literally, to the sinister rhetoric of pedos, which is why 
I felt compelled to comment. I ASSURE YOU AGAIN, the ONLY thing pizza/pedo has in 
common with SCR is that the SAME FUCKING, CORRUPT AS FUCK (((DEEP))), who'd kill a 
27 year old man for airing (((THEIR))) dirty laundry, are THE SAME CORRUPT AS FUCK 
(((DEEP))), who'd also illegally, traffic, groom, torture, sexually abuse, rape and 
murder CHILDREN (on top of all the other corrupt shit they do), for profits and 
power. Nothing more, nothing less. EVERYTHING that's fucked up with this country and 
world is perpetuated, instigated, manipulated, facilitated, orchestrated, operated, 
concealed, and financed by the same (((deep))) pile of shit. That's why whenever you 
dig enough into one thing, it always starts to smell like you stepped in the same 
pile of bullshit. It's why the SAME NAMES of people, same groups, not-for-profit 
organizations, foundations, royal families, NGO's, private companies, types of small 
businesses/establishments, etc. keep coming up in every (un)ironic tragedy or crime. 
Remember Chandra Levy? Hill staffer who worked for an up and coming congressman in 
the late 80's/early 90's. Her name might as well have been Seth Rich... cause she 
got Seth Rich'ed, too. PAY ATTENTION to what's important and don't allow yourselves 
to be swayed by shit you can easily disprove.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 11:32:02 No.128289160
Quoted By: >>128291251
>>128249886
Hi, it's me again! Happy Saturday! Not gonna lie, but I've been absent thanks in 
large part, to /pol/'s self-defeating ignorance... but alas, I've come back and have 
encouraged others to do the same, over the next couple of days. It is our hope that 
you'll read, absorb and FULLY comprehend, the information we are giving you.
2.5 weeks ago, myself and another verified source, made several attempts to tell 
YOU, what George Webb is only starting to formulate and more publicly confirm, with 
today's latest daily release, (first posted this morning). All of our prior 
attempts/posts, were capped, archived and reposted in several threads since, by 
/pol/ users (big thanks again, to those of you who did that). To reiterate the main 
points, Kim acted as a data parking lot, if you will. If you were someone like SCR 
who had valuable data you needed to anonymously AND securely upload or "dump", 
massive amounts of data to, Kim was who you went to. It is on very good authority 
that many of us would go as far as to imply that Kim's "parking lot" provided 
secured tunnels and storage for SEVERAL other wikileaks leakers, including Snowden 
and Manning. 2.5 weeks ago, we also confirmed SCR completed more than one dump. 
While Webb is only now leading up what he's referring to as the "second dump", sent 
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to Kim via a thumb drive, his reference to it as the second, is incorrect. SCR 
completed 3 dumps. The first actual "dump", is what's being missed. The first dump 
was a much smaller data set. SCR was using that smaller capture, as an attempt to 
put feelers out to confirm to himself that his theories of epiccorruption, were 
credible and correct. THIS IS WHAT HE INITIALLY REACHED TO WIKILEAKS WITH ABD 
PROVIDED FOR REVIEW. Once he'd received confirmation his "gut@ was correct, he 
proceeded with what's being considered his first of two dumps... but again, 3 total. 
This may seem like a moot point now, but in terms of timeframes and validity to 
Kim's claims, it's not...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 11:53:23 No.128291251
Quoted By: >>128293390
>>128289160
Con't... in fact, it's actually WHY /pol/ and many other boards, initially had a 
hard time legitimizing Kim's initial claims on Twitter that, he was not only 
"involved" but later, that HE was "the evidence". Again, 2.5 weeks ago, two of us 
went on a limb and came to /pol/, to provide this important info... you all were far 
too busy, trying to win dick contests, with blatant shills.

So let me be clear, friends. 2.5 weeks ago, YOU COULD HAVE SOLVED THIS YOURSELVES. 
You were so incredibly hot on the Awan track. You'd dismissed that DrAnon's posts 
and his "staged" claims, which is EXACTLY what WE told YOU to do from the beginning 
(again, THANK GOD FOR POST CAPS) and as soon as you did, you had more time to follow 
our advice on the Awan's. The Awan's however, aren't the ONLY imbedded contractor 
working on behalf of the (((deep))). Notice how the Awan's are in IT, but they also 
have lots of "side businesses", (un)ironically registered to them and other family 
members (like their wives)? If you pull my screen caps from last weekend, you'll see 
where I specifically reference these types of "businesses" and then, I went as far 
as to cite car/vehicle-related businesses, specifically.

One thing you'll learn (and should take note of) is that people like us, who take 
significant risks to appropriately guide your efforts and focus in the right 
directions, don't waste our time straying you off the paths we need you on. The 
"examples" we provide, are EXACTLY where we want you to concentrate your efforts, 
they're not theories or hypotheticals. PAY ATTENTION, remain vigillent, ignore 
obvious slide threads and shills and you'll have NO CHOICE, but to watch the MSM, 
"praise Kek" on primetime.

I ask you, /pol/, don't you want a taste of vindication? Don't you want to be known 
for the true power your sheer masses and clarity can produce over (((them)))? Don't 
you want to be known for something other than pissgate and Shia LeDouchÃ¨?

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 12:15:23 No.128293390
Quoted By: >>128293751
>>128291251
Con't... Don't get me wrong, those were seamlessly orchestrated accomplishments, but 
you have the opportunity to be known and recognized as so much more. The Buzzfeeds 
of the world will never again, get to call you out as literal degenerates. Use your 
rational, level-headed, articulate masses for good. I want YOU to SEE your organized 
efforts, through to fruition. I want you to taste the victory the "win" over 
(((them))) provides. I want you to feel like ALL OF THIS, is worth something... see 
the VALUE you bring to more than just Shia throwing up a white flag of concession 
because that's child's play. That's weekend fun. The innocent murder of SCR and THE 
MANY JUST LIKE HIM, deserves to be known. It's the literal, "red pill" you've 
strived to force-feed the normies for years! Once the masses have NO CHOICE, but to 
RECOGNIZE THE FACT THAT THE DNC, HRC, Obama admin and his intel agencies/department 
heads, ORCHESTRATED, FACILITATED AND THEN COVERED UP THE MURDER OF A YOUNG STAFFER 
WHO LEAKED THEIR CORRUPTION, you'll have a hard time convincing them to ever go 
back.
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Pick up your balls, /pol/! Every day we waste is another day we let me masses become 
further manipulated and intentionally distracted, AWAY FROM THEIR BULLSHIT. This is 
done to confuse them so much that they don't know what to believe, let alone what 
they remember as fact or fiction. It's a strategic mass population control tactic... 
blur the lines enough and the masses either forget the facts or don't care enough 
any more to remember or look into it... and by the time they might want to go back 
and confirm, news articles, video clips, old tweets/posts, etc. ARE GONE, leaving 
"archives" that are hard to prove/validate for authenticity, being all that's left 
to sift through and pull from, right?! I mean, why do you think (((they))) love when 
you all exhaust yourselves to prove something that IS legit, could be doctored?! 
Cause just like "doctored" Hillary campaign rally crowd photos...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 12:18:47 No.128293751
>>128293390
Con't. ... ANYTHING can be claimed "tampered with".

So, get it while the gettin's good, folks or risk losing the attention of the few 
truly valuable "sources" and "anons", you have left.

Not trying to get your panties in a twist... just being honest. Tough love shouldn't 
hurt. ;o)

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 12:23:18 No.128294200
>>128292582
That "anon" is not NSA... I assure you and I've never been wrong as ANY of those 
familiar with this "megaanon" nickname they've given me, will validate.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 12:54:58 No.128297266
>>128294194
Kind of, but here's what you're missing. Several of the low hanging fruit who 
would've normally been arrested, as they're purposefully set up as the "out" for the 
bigger names with dirtier hands, have ALREADY been offed, detained or have fled. 
What's most concerning to myself and others more familiar with (((their))) standard 
"operating procedures", is that they've moved so fast in their internal efforts to 
clean up after themselves, that there's not much low hanging fruit, so 
implicate/take down, first. As you'd note throughout history, you'll rarely see the 
biggest names and most guilty, go. Typically, they'll cut deals to plea themselves 
and their contributions towards corruption, into obscurity and sacrifice the fruit 
so the admins., agencies, departments and their heads, etc., can publicly, claim 
"victory". Those they'll pin these crimes on, prosecute and eventually convict, are 
usually "enough" for the public to swallow, without feeling the need to dig deeper 
on their own, or demand more. The "fruit" is always poised to the general public in 
such a way that their high enough up the ladder to blame, without directly 
implicating anyone TOO high. This is because once you go THAT HIGH up the chain, ALL 
the cards fall.
To your point, those currently, or once sitting at the top of the chain, have 
realized they've SEVERELY underestimated, the extent and volume of sheer trash, they 
unknowingly left exposed, which directly ties everything right back to them. They 
acted too soon and too drastically, in their efforts to eliminate threats and "tie 
up loose ends".

There are VERY FEW LEFT, that they can still sacrifice up, to take the fall, without 
directly exposing themselves. We're already up to the Awan's and Kim with SCR and as 
far as pizzagate is concerned (not related directly but still dirty and directly 
tied to "them"), the public had already "unmasked" up to the highest levels, to 
include HRC, Bill, Huma, Weiner, Podestas, etc.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 13:00:31 No.128297806
>>128295274
It was heavily suggested that 4chan's /pol/ created the pissgate story that a 
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"source reporter" in the U.K. picked up and fed to Buzzfeed. Buzzfeed then publicly 
published the very first, unverified pissgate report that CNN (parent co.) 
eventually took the brunt for, when later determined (on /pol/, BTW) that the story 
was set up as MSM bait, which proved the MSM was full of bullshit, willing to go 
public and publish a thing, with or without solid facts/sources, to push a "secret" 
Trump-coup agenda. >>128297330

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 13:13:43 No.128299140
Quoted By: >>128299811
>>128297330
Yes, you could... and for the few of us still willing to risk coming here 
specifically, you are still more than just "dregs"! Distracted, yes... but not 
dregs. You're only as good as the quality of your audience, participants and 
contributors though. Remember that because the less seriously you take yourselves 
when needed, the less seriously credible, everyone else will take you, too. That's 
why the MSM, d-list Buzzfeeds and paid shill orgs, will waste time and money to 
purposefully fuck up this board by baiting you into nigger, kike, Nazi, etc. 
discussions. Your factually based discussions are well-defined and articulated. 
Everyone should know there's more to things like Hitler/WWII, Soros, Rothschilds, 
the constant and continual efforts towards the purposeful expansion of modern-
slavery that the blacks don't seem to ever want to recognize and whites are too 
fucking dumb and dependent to admit, LBGT, woman bashing, etc.

Fun and games aside, they're on a mission (and have been for the last 13 mos.) to 
publicly discredit the legitimacy and power of "Kek", by driving "normie" attention 
to you, so that those who might be open-minded and curious enough to check it out, 
are distracted and deterred from doing so ever again, as they don't want to ever be 
associated, with the kind of shit that's intentionally and purposefully put on here. 
It's ironic how "pilled", so many on /pol/ claim to be, yet they haven't yet come 
even close to swallowing,>>128297397
the biggest pill of all...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 13:20:20 No.128299811
>>128297922
You're getting too caught up in the redactions because you're assuming the blacked 
out redaction was done by the agency. It was NOT. I'm going to tell you something 
VERY IMPORTANT (might want to cap/archive this)...

The blacked out doc Biggs released from his source last Sunday, WAS BLACKED 
OUT/"REDACTED" BY THE PERSON WHO TOOK THE DOC, AFTER THEY TOOK IT, BUT BEFORE THEY 
SENT IT OFF, TO BIGGS SOURCE TO GET TO HIM TO RELEASE. Do you understand, this?! The 
person who gave this doc to Biggs source, blacked it out themselves before sending 
because THEIR NAME WAS ALL OVER IT!!! >>128299140

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 13:23:24 No.128300137
>>128299853
Guciffer 2.0 was a psyop. Agency created. He does not exist. I hope a shill posted 
this, or someone new to SCR info. It's scary to think anyone legitimately interested 
in justice for SCR, might actually still believe Guccifer 2.0 is a real person. VERY 
SCARY.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 13:44:57 No.128302353
Quoted By: >>128303222
>>128300045
Think of the "mob" the same way you'd think of gangs... you could even apply this to 
any establishment run political parties, gov't agencies, departments, Wall St. co's 
and even the smaller private "businesses" they operate out, etc. Mobs and gangs are 
like private businesses, in the sense that they provide services or products to 
consumers in need of what they're providing. They need profits and consumers, to 
succeed and continues their operations. Mobs, gangs, drug cartels, etc. work with 
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the corrupt in their govt's., police departments, etc. to scratch eachothers backs. 
Even terrorists are the same. Terror groups are funded and armed by the same people 
who'll try to publicly oust them. Terrorists create problems thanks to the funding 
and weapons we provide them, which allows govt's to keep justifying the need for 
taxpayers to blindly fund budgets with their money, based on fear and need to feel 
safe and secure.

Example: Police in Rio Brazil, fund and arm drug cartels because they not only have 
an excuse to decimate their people by raping them on taxes to cover the funding 
needed to "fight crime and drugs", while also turning a blind eye to the criminal, 
underhanded dealings of the cartels, in order to collect the hidden cuts, the 
cartels throw them from their illegally accrued profits. Cartels, gangs and the mob, 
are no different than NGO's, royal families, not for profit foundations, govt 
leaders, admins., departments or agencies, who profit and grow in political or 
corporate power, derived from corruption, on both ends... the fearful innocent 
citizens who'll pay to keep themselves and their families safe AND those who are 
funded and supported politically, to continue the perpetuation of fear, that 
justifies the revenue that feeds their increasingly inflated budgets.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 13:54:04 No.128303222
>>128300498
You mention "Wikileaks" but if that's the route you're taking when justifying to 
yourself what is or isn't, I'd be cautious. Wikileaks is a fantastic organization. 
Julian is hellbent on enlightening the masses with knowledge because knowledge IS 
and has ALWAYS BEEN, power. With that, I can do or say no more other than provide 
assurance that Wikileaks as an org has NOT operated in the same fashion of protocols 
and procedures that those who've worked VERY CLOSELY with Assange and Sarah, have 
been adimately positioned to expect, at all times. I'm not going to pontificate my 
personal theories on the whereabouts of either of them, or the events of Oct. 18th. 
However, I will say that SINCE 10/18/16, it has NOT been business as usual and as 
we've been conditioned to ALWAYS EXPECT, when it comes to status quo. But I cannot 
say any more than this either... >>128302353

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:Y5gH1J9Q Sat 03 Jun 2017 14:01:49 No.128303957
>>128301509
Because they'd rather pin DWS on rigging the primaries against her own parties 
candidate (which is now a well-know public fact that's also illegal) which you'll 
see will be pled down to nothing, than risk her, the former chair of the DNC, taking 
the fall on knowingly contributing towards the orchestration and cover up of the 
MURDER, OF SCR. They've already cleaned up what they could themselves, so there's no 
low hanging fruit left to publicly implicate or prosecute. You'll start seeing all 
of the bigger names you want to see indicted for the murder of SCR, being hit with 
other smaller charges that won't have anything to do with him directly, so they can 
continue to control the public narrative. Webb is starting to touch on this as of 
this morning... but he could've been discussing it 3 weeks ago. He's good, but not 
THAT good. He's no different than all of you, he's just more streamlined in his 
approach, which gives his messaging clarity.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 14:07:23 No.128304503
>>128301933
Are you fucking serious?! Everything I've ever posted has come to fruition, though 
far later in the game thanks to doubtful sheep, like you. Good luck hashing this out 
on your own, I guess... you'll need it.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 14:10:52 No.128304850
>>128303617
Parking lot as in, a place where leakers can securely upload and store huge amounts 
of data dumps, without getting caught, that can be accessed, retrieved and/or 
downloaded, by other verified and approved users, given the ability and permissions 
to access... like Wikileaks.
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~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 14:31:18 No.128306985
Quoted By: >>128308434
>>128304941
Actually no. To clarify, almost 3 weeks ago, I strongly suggested that /pol/ let Kim 
handle the task of proving he was the in between for SCR's dumps (3 total, don't 
forget) and Wikileaks. Kim has what he needs to prove SCR was panda and that Panda 
parked a few big dumps on his secured infrastructure/network, for storage.

At that same time, I suggested that /pol/ focus on the Awan's, their side businesses 
and then gave the specific example of the "types of businesses" these "alphabet 
associates" can have and I referenced automotive dealerships /body shops, 
intentionally.

I also came today, to specifically set the record straight, on the Biggs "leaker", 
and because shills are now blatantly trying to deter you from me by posting like 
they're pro-SCR, but against me, which has NEVER HAPPENED in any prior threads I've 
posted in before today (because they have nothing to counter because I say just 
enough that they know they're not equipped to disputed or counter), I will make my 
point again about the Biggs leaker, just to make sure it's 100%, crystal clear...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 14:44:49 No.128308434
>>128306985
Con't...

The leaker who Biggs was in contact with, wasn't the ACTUAL "leaker". He is simply a 
well-known (and very credible), middle man. He was provided the doc that Biggs 
publicly posted, by a contact of his, to pass on to Biggs and 3 other 
sources/outlets, which he did. The document itself, was provided to Biggs and his 
source, with large portions blacked out. These blacked out areas as most know, are 
not standard department or agency official, redaction procedures or protocol. The 
blacked out redactions were added BY TGE INSIDER WHO GANKED THE DOC, AFTER HE TOOK 
IT. He blacked out areas purposefully, before sending it onto Biggs's contact, to 
COVER HIS ASS because HIS NAME IS ALL OVER IT, as the reporting agent of the 
official doc. There's a reason that Biggs nor the Fox News reporter who confirmed 
publicly that she did know the source Biggs got the doc from, haven't said a fucking 
WORD since 10 hours later. WHY?!? Simply put, Biggs unintentionally fucked up and 
got his source who passed the doc on, into a shit ton of trouble... BIG TIME.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 14:50:23 No.128309014
>>128307151
Webb clearly covered this and articulated his ties into this very well. The 
connections Webb makes are accurate, so I'd point you to his videos covering that, 
specifically. If you've read all of my other posts, you'll see that I'll never take 
away from what's already been provided, that's correct and I can confirm that Webb's 
coverage on this, Awan's and how they relate, are accurately depicted and 
verifiable.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 15:08:20 No.128311092
>>128308169
Then you've missed some of my posts or lack the ability to comprehend what I've 
said. I first felt compelled to comment, to provide further insights on WHY/HOW Kim 
was tied because /pol/ wasn't making the connection and was letting the Kim info 
slide, due to shills attempting to distract and discredit Kim's claims. In 
comparison to Webb, I advised /pol/ directly, almost 3 weeks ago that Kim's claims 
were legitimate and then, I explained exactly how he was directly involved with SCR 
and what specifically, SCR utilized megaupload for. Webb has ONLY stated that, 
yesterday and again this morning.

Again, you may be missing posts or not understanding certain aspects, but people 
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like me, don't consistently risk all of the things we do, to pull your efforts away 
from accuracy. My posts, when capped/referenced in full, have intended to lead you 
down paths that candidly, have already been walked. You can like it or hate it, take 
offense or take it to heart, but I'm not here to stroke your dick or ego. I'm here 
to help, for those who want to use it. If /pol/ doesn't want or appreciate the 
guidance people like me come here to give, I'll leave. So will the rest... I mean, 
do you really think that WE give a single fuck, what a bunch of nameless/faceless 
people on a board think about us? Come on... everyone on boards like this who 
doesn't directly work within these types of environments, yet posts, could be 
considered a shill. Without the people who risk things to drop you things, you all 
could look like shitposters... simply because you'd never be able to claim you 
ACTUALLY KNOW and back it up. It could then, all be considered bullshit, until 
people who do know, can (and are willing to) verify/confirm it for you. But by all 
means, if you choose to doubt my credibility after everything I've said, then so be 
it. But you might as well hold your breath and wait for the MSM to tell you what 
happened to SCR... you'll be no more dead than him if you're waiting for that.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 15:21:36 No.128312558
>>128309052
Biggs forgets he's not working behind some over-funded, controlled opposition, "news 
outpost" anymore, like he did while at InfoWars. Like Tomi, he forgets that he 
doesn't have the backing or clout (though Info Wars is a complete fucking joke that 
deserves no clout). Biggs is willing to take and post anything to drive attention 
and traffic through clicks/views, but he doesn't know how to personally (and 
accurately) verify what he's being fed. Due to this, he doesn't release certain 
things, like this doc, or frame then, in the right context. This hurts his 
credibility because by the time he's realized he fucked up on the roll out, he's 
already lost the narrative. It's a bit more detailed than I can get into because its 
also not worth it, as it's not really important to the overall point. Basically 
Biggs isn't in marketing, branding or PR, so when putting some of the bigger things 
he's produced out to the public, he's ill prepared to handle sourcing/inquery, so he 
lets it die on the vine to try and mitigate/minimize his exposure. Take Hannity for 
instance. Hannity has all his corporate backing behind him with his hundreds of 
staff/production working under him. Kim would've never been mentioned by Hannity on 
his Fox produced show, unless Kim had already coughed up whatever Hannity required 
to validate/confirm his claim that he "is the evidence". Biggs, isn't big enough on 
his own, to require that kind of source validation, or even have the ability to 
properly vetted it, if he did require it. So, when questioned or countered, he often 
runs for cover, as he did with his release last Sunday.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 15:25:06 No.128312934
>>128311344
I do it for the sake of the board because some of the references made could've been 
misinterpreted by the anon, so I replied and clarified in good faith. I'm very 
congnizant of what I directly reply to and why. It's purposeful and intentional.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:bEeWCy63 Sat 03 Jun 2017 15:39:38 No.128314450
>>128313129
Rod Wheeler has never named Kim in connection with SCR. He only ever discussed that 
SCR had been in touch with Wikileaks directly, prior to his murder. When Wheeler 
attempted to back off his own statement just two days later, Kim cam out with a 
vague tweet implicating "himself as evidence" stating he had proof. To this day, Kim 
has only stated that HE was in contact with Panda, that Panda is Seth Rich and that 
he can prove it. KIM HAS NOT COME OUT NOR HAS HE PUBLICLY CLAIMED OR IMPLIED, that 
megaupload secured and housed the data that Wikileaks pulled from. I said that after 
confirming to you all that SCR had been in contact w/ Kim because he used megaupload 
as a secure parking lot for data passing between himself and Wikileaks... as have 
MANY OTHER LEAKERS, from around the world, who've dumped info to Wikileaks. Webb 
started dancing around this in his post late yesterday and his first one this 
morning.
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But, I'm done... good luck in your efforts to expose. We all could use a little 
vindication and justice for not just Seth, but all of us smart enough to know this 
shit runs a lot deeper than we've ever thought it could.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:nNlV7HxP Sat 03 Jun 2017 19:33:35 No.128353309
>>128339778
No one ever wants to think that doc was legit. But sadly, it was just given to the 
wrong person to release and Biggs realized he couldn't handle it early on hence he 
went dark on it. I bailed on that thread because I'm not going to argue theory over 
fact. Fact is, that doc is a thorn in someone's side and I'm becoming a thorn as 
well.

I'll say this, personally, I'm hesitant to conclude anything for myself, on Webb. In 
certain areas, like the Awan's, he's dead on which I know for myself. In other 
areas, he's very quick to dismiss and when he does, he shifts his narratives and 
attentions and everyone follows. I won't go as far as to claim Moussad at all and 
any claims trying to verify he is, in fact Moussad, are false. There's nothing this 
far, that directly links or connects Webb, to anything other than what he's 
described himself as... a citizen journalist with an IT background that lends itself 
to his ability to dig a little more technically, into the internets.

While he's organized, which comes across well, he can also be very dismissive in 
certain areas, as well as sloppy. These loose ends can leave gaping holes that 
people often stumble upon and start to dig into. Hence is why I first felt compelled 
to post, almost 3 weeks ago and I haven't been wrong yet. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 10:47:33 No.128882246
Quoted By: >>128884521
>>128877798
Don't worry... Comey's testimony was planned. He was an idiot who took the bait, 
sooner than he should've. Trump won't envoke Exec. Priv. to block Comey's testimony 
tomorrow because he's been planning this moment from start to finish. What we are 
witness, starting with Comey's testimony, is the "4-D chess", that everyone elludes 
to, when describing this administration. Regardless of whether people like him, 
support him, voted for him or not, one thing we all can't deny, as we've watched it 
factually play out over the last 4 months, is that Trump doesn't say or do ANYTHING, 
that's not intentionally executed. Trump doesn't randomly tweet about baseless 
things like "being tapped by the Obama admin". He doesn't randomly throw out 
baseless statements about Comey, Brennan, etc. It only ever seems random and 
baseless to the general public because the media drives the "reckless narrative" of 
a "twitter happy president" and because WE, the people, aren't getting the whole 
story from the media via actual facts/honest reporting.

We're going to watch Comey start digging a hole tomorrow, that's so fucking 
(((deep))), the DNC, Hillary campaign, Obama admin., FBI/CIA/NSA, FISA courts, DOJ 
and every single participating and "colluding" member of the corrupt establishment 
gov't, won't see daylight without binoculars, by the time it's all said and done. 
Trump has very patiently, methodically and strategically, set THEM up to publicly 
fail because that's what WE, as a nation need to (literally) SURVIVE, the post 
collapse outcome. We are so divided and have been so maliciously manipulated by our 
trusted, primary sources of information/distribution, via the agenda-driven MSM, 
that the Trump admin. has been forced into a position to coddle us, because we're so 
fragile. If he didn't set them up, by intentionally ensuring all the guilty would 
put themselves on the record so much that by the time they were caught, their 
blatant efforts to lie, manipulate...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 11:07:06 No.128884521
>>128882246
... alter, counter and omit information and facts, would be SO FUCKING OBVIOUSLY 
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INDISPUTABLE AND IRREFUTABLE, THAT NO ONE COULD EVEN ATTEMPT TO DENY IT.

I promise you, the establishment's corrupt, to include their presidential/executive 
admins., cabinets, agencies, departments, vendors and the MSM catalysts for 
disinformation distribution, will PROVE themselves so corrupt, because Trump 
patiently waited and prodded, so they'd push themselves SO FAR over the edge, that 
they'd adimately push the public and congress so fucking hard, for reccusals and 
"3rd party"/"congressional" investigations, that will ultimately lead to THEIR OWN 
DEMISE. Do you understand what I'm saying? I promise you, when this is alllllllll 
over, by late Aug./early Sept., you'll sit back and realize that TRUMP NOT ONLY 
DRAINED THE SWAMP, HE SUCCESSFULLY (and strategically) SET THE SWAMP UP, TO DRAIN 
THEMSELVES.

I can't say much more because if I do, you'll just scream "larp" and since I'd never 
be willing to risk verifying myself, but I also don't want you to miss the point I'm 
making (which is most important) I'll leave you with this... you're going to see how 
EVERYTHING, right down to the timing of the "Reality Winner"/NSA breach and leak, 
WAS INTENTIONALLY AND STRATEGICALLY PLANNED BY TRUMP'S ADMIN. TO EXPOSE THE "HOLES" 
OF THE CORRUPT AND SHOW THE PEOPLE EXACTLY WHO DIGS THEM.

Piss beforehand and get your popcorn because not even Hollywood could release a 
summer blockbuster this good.

Oh and for the record, I didn't even like Trump. I voted for him (duh) but only 
republican I'll ever excitedly run to the polls to vote for as President, is Gowdy.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 11:12:25 No.128885163
>>128882264
That's not yet "confirmed", but the Abedin connection to the residence via the 
journal directly and her family's network in Dearborn via the journal, will 
eventually make it out in the MSM. They'll have no choice but to cover it. Here's a 
Snapple cap fact for you too, if you've been digging into it... the raided Dearborn 
home - 7242 Jonathon St, isn't the only questionable residence in Dearborn, with 
questionable residents living in it, directly connected to the journal/Abedin's. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 11:30:27 No.128887448
Quoted By: >>128888393
>>128882822
If Hillary, Obama, GW Bush, Clinton or GH Bush were in office today, I'd have agreed 
with you without hesitation. However, what I'm seeing w/ Trump and his admin., is a 
complete 180 in terms of "status quo DC", procedure and protocol. His direct team is 
tighter than any admin. prior, back to the most corrupt of them all, GHB's admin. 
GHB's admin/direct advisor team, was obviously tight because he was the leader of 
the cabal in this country as we've know it for the last 30+ years (and actually, 
since back to his time as CIA Dir./JFK). GHB was and IS still, the worst. He is the 
(((deep))). Hillary was groomed for 2nd behind him, but only because Obama never had 
a chance. He was a placed puppet from the beginning and he knew/accepted it going 
in. He had no wiggle room... OBAMA'S ENTIRE PRESIDENCY was cabal-owned. He didn't 
say, do or sign ANYTHING, they didn't tell him to. In fact, your grandkids are going 
to learn that his "legacy" was just a (((deep))) prep, purposefully crafted to 
secure him TWO TERMS, so that Hillary Clinton could run each time, normalizing her 
to the public as not just a "First Lady" or Senator of NY, but as presidential 
material on her own... sans Bill. I mean, you didn't think their move to NY so she 
could qualify to run for her NY Senate seat, which then enabled her to qualify for 
her Sec. Of State confirmation, were just in good faith because she organically 
earned her way there, right?! Dig back into GHB, just post his term as CIA Director 
and you'll see that HILLARY has been the long con. Even Bill was a puppet, set up to 
intentionally thrust a groomed Hillary, into the national political arena which they 
ALL KNOW, she'd have never been able to do on her own because she'd have never WON 
THE PEOPLE, without charismatic, funny, energetic Bill, leading her there. They 
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positioned him as Pres. so they could ultimately warm the people up to the idea of 
Hillary, while growing HER POLITICAL RESUME, so that by the time they...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 11:38:38 No.128888393
>>128887448
... REALLY ran her (not just when she ran in 2008 and 2012 to get YOU used to 
SEEING/HEARING HER in a "presidential manner") she'd have enough credibility and 
political clout domestically AND globally, that you'd overlook her inability to 
relate to people. So you'd vote for her resume and over-hyped "track record", 
because she'd never win on personability, merit, ethics or morals.

This is also why her campaign and the DNC, pushed for Trump. As you now know thanks 
to Wikileaks, he was supposed to be the sure thing and he would've been, had the DNC 
leaks never happened. It's why they keep letting reports be released confirming the 
leaks didn't impact the results... because if they admitted they did, they'd have to 
then investigate, which would in turn, initiate focus on the root cause/leaker, 
which is why it's only going to be a downward slope for them through the rest of 
this summer.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 11:56:29 No.128890433
>>128884850
Comey will be forced to say enoughin ways that by not doing so, he'll leave the 
public's opinion to decide, which I assure you again, is NOT what they'll risk right 
now. This is why Trump and his tight admin, has let things conveniently come out, 
like "arrests of 25 y/o leakers 4 mos. on the contracted job, implicating Russia", 
when he did. Trump has strategically, out played them. If this were poker, he forced 
them into changing out WAY too many cards, before the flop. They've literally 
clipped off all their low hanging fruit. They have no where to go, no one but high 
level to blame/sacrefice.

Candidly, the recent leaker arrest was planned to FORCE questioning (((they))) 
aren't capable of definitively answering. They're not even capable of coming up with 
verifiable lies AND IT WON'T JUST CRIPPLE THE DEMS... roughly 20% of the GOP estab. 
will burn in flames. The delay is Trump's inability to execute to perfection as the 
estab. throws last ditch efforts to evade and prolong (like the Flynn sacrifice, 
forcing Trump to sacrifice an innocent man, who'll be vindicated and reconfirmed by 
no later than Christmas). Today, (((they're))) all just trying to save themselves 
and are hellbent on negotiating any deals they can individually work on the back 
end. Mark my words, you'll see history made when Trump's swamp toss ends with 
impeachment of Pence. Cap/archive this so you can say you knew it would happen when 
it does, as of today.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 11:58:40 No.128890677
>>128885072
I'm not sure what you mean by "unelected", when including with good/bad guys. People 
in his personal "advisor" cabinet?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 12:14:50 No.128892677
>>128886800
You're correct. However, to the opposite, Griffin gave the left an opportunity to 
reorganize and reestablish their rhetoric when it comes to our first amendment right 
of "free speech", as we've watched them now reminding you, that "free speech" covers 
(((them))) as politicians and citizens. They've exploited the Griffin debacle to 
reestablish public perceptions on free speech and it's relation to "political free 
speech", as well. Do you know just how many politicians, MSM execs., actors, 
singers, atheletes, etc., over the last 4 months alone, could technically be 
indicted and prosecuted federally, for the things they've publicly said, done, 
implied, altered and/or lied about?! They'll all eventually, be banking on their 1st 
amendment protections as a primary scapegoat in court because they said/did it all 
publicly, which thanks to technology, can't be denied. It's why they keep trying to 
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flip the tables on Spicer/Trump, to get their positions on record for things like 
whether "the President and/or his admin. are worried, that his tweets could be used 
against them as evidence, in an investigation or trial". They ONLY ask that so his 
positioning is on record, about how the admin will approach candor as it pertains to 
free speech, via social media" because THEY ARE SCARED, not him.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 12:19:35 No.128893278
>>128886865
The Journal of Muslim Minoritiy Affairs, which is produced and published by the 
Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs (IMMA), which Huma, her brother, sister and 
mother, all currently hold (or held in Huma and her sister's case as they have both 
more recently disassociated - Huma for political conflicts of interest) Exec./board 
positions in, which is also VERY TIED and funded by the Saudi royals and More 
importantly, the Muslim Brotherhood.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 12:38:56 No.128895682
>>128892312
Because it forces them to have to answer to it. It's been leaked, hence classified 
is now public knowledge and they can't plead the 5th or claim it's classified 
anymore. The Obama admin of the NSA/FBI/DOJ cares less about what was released and 
more about how they're going to evade questioning on it because now, they HAVE TO 
TALK ABOUT IT. You're going to find that doc isn't actually worth all the hype that 
Trump/Sessions have purposefully let the MSM make it out to be over the last 48 
hours. They LOVE that it's getting over-covered because the more coverage it gets, 
the more the media confirms to the public that this dic is legitimate evidence, the 
louder everyone SCREAMS "RUSSIA, RUSSIA, RUSSIA", the HARDER THEY ALL FALL, when 
they ALL eventually (and sooner than later) have to go back to the public with their 
dicks in their mouths, and report/confirm that this "doc" they've just touted for 
the last few weeks, was in fact, found to be nothing and in when viewed in full, it 
provided no more "proof" than they've ever claimed they've had, that "Russia hacked" 
the elections or its systems.

But by the time they report this, Comey and all the Intel agencies, have already 
said enough under oath. Hence, Trump and sessions pulled the trigger and let them 
run with it. Notice how you haven't seen the same loud Dems, blasting this shit out 
of Trump over this leaked Russia "proof" and arrest?!? THEY CAN'T! They know that 
doc when paired with the rest in the data block, will yield no more "proof", than 
they had a week ago... but they also, ALL NOW KNOW that until the doc is confirmed a 
dead end, they'll ALL HAVE TO ANSWER TO QUESTIONS THEY CAN'T JUST EVADE BY PLEADING 
THE 5TH AND CITING, IT'S "CONFIDENTIAL" or "CLASSIFIED" OR "I CANT COMMENT BECAUSE 
YOU DONT GAVE TGE CLEARANCE". See what I mean?! We ALL have the "clearance" to 
discuss, now that it's out. Which is why leaks can and will, hinder formal 
investigations and shouldn't happen.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 13:02:52 No.128898711
Quoted By: >>128899069
>>128895216
So candidly, without exposing myself, I'll just say this... Bannon IS /ourguy/. 
First, he's certainly NOT "racist", "homophobic", "religion-phobic" and whatever 
other cute terms we've allowed to accumulate and normalize into our descriptive 
language/verbiage, over the last two years... but I digress. Bannon IS one of the 
last true patriots and I can say this personally, with conviction and accuracy. 
Bannon is what we'd consider an outsider "white hat". While "bad guy" elites groom 
and prep for corruption, there are "good guys" who, since GHB, have worked 
tirelessly to infiltrate internally and set the "political stage" for a massive 
reboot and restoration. Bannon himself, is a prime example of the enourmous 
opportunity and benefits that a solid and sound America, has to offer. His only goal 
is to restore our nation by cleaning up the corrupt in DC so the current power-hold 
and "purse", can appropriately shifted, back to the hands of its rightful owners, 
"we, the people". He's worked his ass off for everything he had. Unlike Kushner, he 
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didn't have daddy Chuck, calling every politician and CEO alum of Harvard to 
"strongly recommend" him for acceptance. Bannon didn't get into Georgetown or 
Harvard, like Kush did, with a 2.37 cumulative GPA and less than 1200 on his 
SAT's... like Kush had. His dad didn't donate hundreds of millions across 5 state 
elections and more than 10 political campaigns, in exchange for a Goldman Sachs 
senior level job, right out of college. He also didn't make his money, because his 
dad signed 2/3rds of corporate and liquid assets over to him (and the other 1/3 to 
his brother and mom), just after he'd been found federally guilty in NJ 2 2 weeks 
before sentencing was scheduled, in an attempt to avoid the probable federal lien 
attempts filed, against his assets/billions, while he served his time. Kushner is a 
"bad guy". He's been groomed, prepped and positioned by (((them))). And worst?! 
Bannon is ONLY there because HE knows this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 13:05:40 No.128899069
>>128898711
And to be crystal clear, Trump and Ivanka, don't "know" this like Bannon does... but 
they WILL. The idea of a "Trump Movement" is gone, if Bannon's ever gone too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 13:18:52 No.128900757
>>128897671
Ok, two of you asked for more back to back, so here it is. Pence was the left's last 
ditch negotiation within the establishment' corrupt, DNC/GOP. Trump doesn't "like 
Pence" and never wanted to consider him at all. The estab Dems and GOP, negotiated 
that Trump would guarantee and confirm Pence. Trump tried to push back, even having 
the audacity to bring Christie in unannounced, 2x over the 48 hours just before he 
agreed to publicly confirm Pence. Trump had few GOP allies in his corner and with 
how this works, if Trump hadn't made concessions on some things and negotiated some 
guarantees, like picking Pence, tentatively keeping Comey after inauguration, using 
Yates as an intermittent, etc. the estab. GOP would've campaigned harder against him 
and possibly tried to pull the nomination, which legally, they could've done as you 
know and the media constantly reminded you. Pence is a mole. The goal of the estab. 
has always been to remove Trump and settle with Pence until they can run a candidate 
again. They can steamroll Pence. He's corrupt, has been tied to shady shit, has made 
a ton of "bad deals" as governor and his track record shows he can be puppetted. His 
political clout is only derived from his moderately leaning, establishment-driven, 
"accomplishments". Put it this way, it's Pence and Preibus vs. Trump and Bannon.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 13:34:05 No.128902742
>>128900553
No. Establishment liberals and conservatives who've made millions abusing "politics" 
as a profitable career not public service, are EQUALLY bad.

I really wish that people would pull their shit covered heads out of their asses 
long enough to realize this isn't a party game. This isn't Hillary vs. Trump, Bill 
Clinton vs. GW Bush, it's not left vs. right, socialist vs. capitalist. This is the 
elites of every political party, global government, corporation, religion, NGO, etc. 
working in harmony to decrease the power of their people, which increases their 
dependencies, on the Wall St. lobbied and pocket-lined, GOVERNMENT. Nothing more, 
nothing less. You haven't had a President who's actually cared about the life, 
liberty and pursuit of happiness for Americans, since Reagan. This started with GHB 
as CIA Director... he was republican, if you conveniently forgot. Hillary didn't 
give one more fuck about you than GW. Or Bill, or GH. Obama didn't give a fuck 
either... he was a pawn. He was groomed, you didn't vote for him, they chose him. 
The people haven't picked a presidential candidate before Trump, since Reagan and if 
we're not careful, we never will again. The ONLY reason Trump broke the system is 
solely because of his independent wealth. He's proof that when you control the 
"purse", you control the power. He didn't need to GOP to back him.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 13:42:49 No.128903845
>>128899474
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They tried... who do you think "the Russians", really are?! Ever wonder why Putin 
hasn't bombed us or attacked us in Syria yet for crossing the redline he drew to 
Obama, should we attack Syria or allies?! I mean, Trump dropped the biggest non-nuke 
we have for fucks sake, and gave us a stern slap on the wrist, publicly?! He knows, 
if he hides his time and let's Trump get through this with facts not fiction, Putin 
and Russia will be vindicated and the US ties to the "elites" will be severed.

Look into Putin more and you'll realize why he did things like cutting adoption 
eligibility from US/UK and why he literally confiscated and chucked imported produce 
and GMO loaded foods from US/UK, then gave huge tax cuts to his people to force them 
to grow/produce THEIR OWN HEALTHY SHIT. When you're done digging, you'll think Putin 
might just BE Kek...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 13:54:20 No.128905351
Quoted By: >>128908025
>>128904273
Just because of Syrian govt/Assad directed ties to that specific region in 
Afghanistan. We bombed an Syrian air stop too, speaking of Syria... and not a 
fucking blip of action from Putin.

Also, just to mention, in Comey's statement recap released, the reason Trump pushed 
Comey to investigate the dossier more was because he wanted more to come out and 
have to be tagged and publicly recorded. Would've proved stupid shit like pee gate 
and Russian spying/hacking was false, way sooner. He knew this. Dems had Comey by 
the throat and by that time, Comey himself was already too deep in the hole to 
professionally recover.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 14:16:38 No.128908025
>>128905351
And here's one last factoid I'd ask you all to consider before I go... what we now 
know (thanks to the impeccable timing of Wikileaks) to be fact, is how unironic it 
is that literally, EVERYTHING the US has accused Russia of doing, WE actually and 
factually DID, to every modern country in the world, without their knowledge. We not 
only did it, but we created software programs, algorithm back doors, spyware, 
malware, etc. to not only facilitate our hacking, rigging and leaking of foreign 
elections (amongst other political things), but we also, factually created AND USED 
the capability to make our illegal hacks breaches LOOK LIKE TGEY CANE FROM WHATEVER 
COUNTRY WE WANTED THEM TO, to cover our tracks and set up other governments. THIS. 
IS. FACT. And it hasn't even been disputed let alone hardly discussed by anyone.

So, how valid and factual, could we realistically consider ANY INTEL recovered or 
provided when intending to "prove" Russia "did it", when we factually, can't even 
trust the fucking "confirmed source", they'd try to tell us the info 
originated/terminated from, in the first place?!

I mean, it's like everyone who demanded Trump's tax returns. How could anyone even 
think the returns/conclusions would be 100% authentic, after knowing the IRS 
purposefully and factually targeted, conservative individuals, groups, private 
businesses/corporations and not-for-profits?! I mean, they've proven they can 
manipulate, generate, edit and completely fabricate/falsify, EVERYTHING and 
ANYTHING. We can't trust shit they tell us and now... we know they're illegally 
doing ALL OF THAT AND MORE, to the rest of us, too. They've abused their powers and 
exploited our vulnerabilities and fears as citizens to the point where we overlook 
it and worse, justify it, for our safety that they hold over our heads like steaks 
over dogs. The biggest pill to swallow with all of this is the FACT that it wouldn't 
matter what "proof" these agencies offered, because they create proof

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 14:22:26 No.128908729
>>128906265
Trust me, they've all been "making" their "deals", since January 20th. They're 
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stalling to make sure their deals are in before they're called. Trump prods them 
along with what he allows to be released and the more seemingly "ridiculous", "out 
of the blue", vague comments he tweets or makes. He does it to poke and prod and to 
make you think. Like when a reporter asks if he has words for Comey before his 
testimony on Thursday and he says nothing more than, "Good Luck". That's not for the 
media, that's for YOU. He's letting you know Comey's gonna need it because he's got 
nothing and no one left.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 14:31:53 No.128909861
>>128906764
Because in the US, you can't impeach a president for shit he didn't do. All the 
spying, hacking, malware, etc. was done under Obama. If they EVER tried to impeach 
Trump... fuck WW3, it's going to be US Civil War v.2. Assange gave the US the 
fucking biggest chocolate factory golden ticket ever. They basically showed us that 
not only are WE the only country capable AND FACTUALLY GUILTY of doing exactly what 
we're accusing Russia of, but HOW they not only did it abroad, they're in fact, BEEN 
ILLEGALLY DOING IT HERE TO CITIZENS, EVERY SINGLE DAY!!! oh, and not just 
American's, they're collecting data on EVERYONE IN TGE WORLD WITH the INTERNET, TV, 
A SMARTPHONE, Computer, Tablet, Amazon Echo's/Alexa's, home security systems, etc. 
We aren't "RUSSIA"! WE ARE WORSE! Assange factually proved that.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 14:33:39 No.128910068
>>128907356
Nah, they read and watch it every day. I'm not saying anything a general awakened 
public doesn't know by now... he'll, (((they've))) known it since late October.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 14:42:12 No.128911115
>>128909168
me?!? oh god, noooo!!! Someone recently gave me a nickname in the Seth Rich threads 
and it was just weird. I do appreciate the capping though AND the good, intelligent 
convo! Capping is helpful if referencing because I hate having to re-explain. It's 
better in full, the first time, so no one can claim I said something I didn't say. 
I've lurked on 4chan for almost two decades but over the last month, I've felt 
compelled to comment because shit's getting too ridiculous now. People in big DC 
positions with lots of power are really desperate and as quickly as this could all 
implode for the better, it could also explode for the worst. Also, too many larps 
leading the efforts of well-intentioned threads, in the wrong directions. I'll 
always debate differing theories or perspectives backed with educated reasoning, but 
I won't debate actual facts, with shills.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 14:54:42 No.128912641
>>128909280
There are and I agree... I mentioned it in a post above. Here's how you have to look 
at it. 98% of people in the world involved with politics, agencies, departments, the 
military, law enforcement, religion, the free masons, etc. are good people. They 
show up for work every day, busting their asses, feeling good about the work they 
do. They are completely oblivious to what's actually going on behind the scenes. The 
elites of everything are very tight knit and lipped. They work in the shadows, hide 
their efforts, finances, communications, etc. not only from us "outsiders" but also 
from the rest of the 98% of people outside of their internal elite. For instance, 
98% of the FBI and CIA, think they're showing up to fight crime, stop threats, 
prevail justice, the legal way, every single day. It's only a very small, percentage 
that pulls strings and profits to make certain shit, purposefully happen. I mean, if 
98% weren't in the dark and didn't think this way, we wouldn't refer to it as 
(((deep))) or to them as (((they))), because it would all just be (((normal))) and 
normal would be corrupt.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:peOeLlw6 Wed 07 Jun 2017 15:02:46 No.128913624
>>128912199
I'm keeping an eye on him. Fortunately, so is the admin cause if you've been here 
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long enough, you know he's sketchy. But who wouldn't be after the last 20 years, 
right? I mean, DC has been whore house dirty since Reagan. It's awful. It truly is a 
fucking bubble and not enough people come up for air to remember what life is really 
like. I wish I could explain it more. Congress doesn't operate how you'd think. It's 
clerks and pages running messages, it's vote and support whipping. They're 
strangers, not bipartisan friends. It's not cohesive, it's severely segregated and 
if you're a rookie, good fucking luck. Think fraternity, sans all kegs and general 
fun.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:IqM8HYEn Tue 13 Jun 2017 00:03:31 No.129670460
Hi! It's me and I already told you about George and strongly advised that you 
maintain your skepticism.

See, you only have to be right about 90% of the shit you're saying. The most 
important 10%, is where you intentionally mislead on purpose. He's the prime example 
between a quick call of larp and the long con.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:IqM8HYEn Tue 13 Jun 2017 00:20:55 No.129671809
>>129671490
A lot and again, he's not wrong about 90%. He does a good job dedicating himself to 
connecting the publicly available dots that ANYONE could piece together. He also 
presents rationally and he's even-tempered. It's just that pesky 10% that should 
stick in your side like a thorn. This will be a big week for the swamp...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:IqM8HYEn Tue 13 Jun 2017 00:55:34 No.129674447
>>129672500
Ok, so here's the deal. First, for the love of God, STOP POSTING FUCKING INFOWARS 
CLIPS. Do you know how absolutely retarded you all look? InfoWars is just another 
fucking Webb, for all intents and purposes. Designed to be a resource that takes the 
increasingly curious 90% of the way there, but never actually gets you all the way, 
nor do they ever intend to. NOTHING WEBB EVER SAYS IS GOING TO GET ANYONE INDICTED, 
ARRESTED, CHARGED OR CONVICTED, simply because "Webb said so". Do you think ANYONE 
IN DC, would let a self-proclaimed, "citizen investigator", get the win on anything 
even remotely close to what he's implying?! Umm... fuck no. These internet 
investigators, will never be allowed to claim the win that would ultimately 
validate/vindicate them. Why?! Because even Trump wouldn't be dumb enough to 
sacrifice his own admin's credibility and nor should you ever want him to risk it, 
in today's post-election climate.
In regards to Sessions... tomorrow will be a win for the good guys.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:IqM8HYEn Tue 13 Jun 2017 01:12:24 No.129675739
>>129674945
No. I literally can't... and that's a good thing, too.

Wanna know the difference between a larp and an asset?! A larp lays a heavy hand out 
for everyone to view because they have NOTHING to lose. An asset knows better than 
to expose themselves, risking their careers, livelihoods, etc. on a board like /pol/ 
by saying too much. We say just enough when we're compelled to come out of the lurk 
to comment, then we leave when we're done. Our credibility grows when we're right, 
not because we whipped our dicks and tits out for an info swinging contest. We don't 
vomit everything because we humbly, don't know everything. Anything can change at a 
moments notice and those who'd risk their own credibility spoonfeeding you bullshit 
then backtracking later, are the kinds of long con larps, being missed and 
unironically, given far too much credit, by /pol/.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:IqM8HYEn Tue 13 Jun 2017 01:20:27 No.129676309
>>129675438
I agree with the above. Do you own research but never think you're going to link 
that missing piece. What they don't want you to know/find, I assure you, you NEVER 
WILL. That's part of their game. Get you all so super involved, like a good patriot 
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just doing your part, that you're too busy or too crazy looking to everyone else, to 
realize or notice what you're missing.

Ohh, you might be onto something w/ Sessions <wink, wink>. I mean, can't prosecute 
fictional Russian narratives that you know don't exist, if you can feasibly jam it 
to Comey and team beforehand, right?

Like him or hate him, Trump LOVES "investigations", for a reason. He's never wrong, 
or vague. He's strategic and seamlessly executed.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:IqM8HYEn Tue 13 Jun 2017 01:23:54 No.129676538
>>129675919
Id laugh at this, but these sick fucks would like it WAY too much if you did. Save 
yourself from shit eating so they're not entertained.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 22:10:32 No.130108261
>>130085807
I told you all a month ago, what to expect with George Webb yet here you are, 
playing your socially engineered roles, just like good puppets...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 22:33:35 No.130110512
>>130108649
Here's the deal... write this down.
Webb is ok at Connecticut by dots and research. However, he's only an actual threat 
because of the credibility and authority, his popularity brings. He's simply a good 
presenter who speaks intelligently and he looks like a normal, nice guy, so people 
are naturally drawn to him... he could make a mainstream person think twice, THAT'S 
concerning for (((them))). He's not 100% right though. He's walked off the right 
path a lot of times.
Jason is a plant. He weasaled his way into George's gig, to give you a show exciting 
enough that the normal majority would reject it, and you'd be too distracted to 
notice because he baits you with 90% legitimate dots, then purposefully and 
intentionally shifts. Enough to keep you all AND George, going down paths that will 
always make sense, but never bring you any closer to the end of the rainbow.
Poor Trish actually thinks she's just helping.
Defango was unintentionally baited in and that's why Jason jumped on it quick to set 
the tone and control the "spoof" narrative that's successfully consumed y'all for 2 
weeks.
Unfortunately, George's irrational anxiety is only heightened since Jason. Notice 
how Jason is like a boxers corner hype crew?! While George keeps chasing Jason's 
twisted paths in his normal approach/presentation, Jason hypes everyone, George 
included, while he sets the additional traps further down his paths. He's always the 
crazier sidekick, looking over their shoulders. He's always the one implying 
"tonight might be the night" it catches up with them. He's always instigating while 
making his video calls to ports... do you see where this is going?!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 22:36:41 No.130110784
>>130109612
I've posted lots in the last month and anons have kindly capped, archived and 
shared, almost all of them.

Who do you think dubbed me with this "MegaAnon", nickname? Thanks, /pol/.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 22:40:48 No.130111147
>>130110927
You are watching the slow but steady, intentional unraveling, of George Webb.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 22:46:54 No.130111687
>>130111055
Dave Acton is a fictional character that this conspiracy, YouTube, twitter community 
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unknowingly created. The potential seed of a possible thought was dropped and the 
rest is the result of a week's worth of pure shill generated bullshit.

Everything you think you know or think you're uncovering about "Dave Acton", "Dave 
Sweigert", etc. is literally being created, in real time, to keep just a few small 
steps ahead of you, As you continue to dig. If you never talked about any Dave, ever 
again, you'd never hear about it. It's irrelevant and intentional. You're really 
being played here. It's kinda disappointing, actually.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 22:54:13 No.130112369
>>130111226
Sadly, what's done is done in the sense that the time to restore George has passed, 
if he's in any legal trouble at all. If not, he needs to be convinced to drop Jason, 
Trish too and go back to what got him where he was, in the first place. No periscope 
get on the fly, no 30 YouTube posts a day anymore. No mid-Atlantic hopping between 
D.C. and NYC. It's meant to keep him busy, off his computer and unable to properly 
organize his findings. Notice how George doesn't work well from a fucking piece of 
paper in a "journal"?! He's being rattled, tired out and over-stressed, on purpose 
so he increasingly feels the need to rely on Jason to fill in his gaps to keep his 
thoughts, conversations and facts straight and fill in for the production of content 
that George can't properly create and present like he used to, while constantly 
being prodded by Jason to chase shit down the road.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:02:00 No.130113110
Quoted By: >>130113701
>>130112310
Re-read what I said. I didn't say Acton doesn't exist. I said a vague enough seed 
was dropped that intentionally led a few who noticed to question it, and the rest is 
pure bullshit created to keep YOU talking about it. What you think you know, or have 
uncovered, proving their relation, or are the same person, etc. is being created by 
"shills". No one has EVER talked to the REAL Acton. They've all only talked to or 
watched posts from an Acton imposter, hence these new, confusing accounts etc.

In reality, the 4 year old InfoWars bit, Has a way higher probability of being 
legit. However, anything viewed, heard or found that claims to "connect the dots" 
between George and Acton, created over the last week, is utter bullshit.

The REAL David Acton, probably has no clue who George Webb is or that ANYONE thinks 
he's confirmed through a video they'd claim he made or called into.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:08:19 No.130113701
>>130113110
What you're going to find out is that one of those few people who fell for the 
planted seed of Acton mystery, was Defango, who was looking for anything to 
discredit Webb and his work after the file spoof bullshit. Defango already tried to 
publicly back off the Acton thing via twitter until, HE then tried to bust the lid 
on the whole port closing/Webb stuff. He's going to have to realize that he shilled 
and Larped by accident, because he was too blinded in his mission to "unmask Webb", 
that he was no less ignorant that the other few, who took the Acton bait and 
followed the fake trail to no where.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:09:35 No.130113835
>>130113323
You're assuming I don't already know Webb. ;o) I don't have to depend on videos to 
confirm "identities".

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:10:27 No.130113916
>>130113636
No.
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~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:12:23 No.130114095
>>130113954
Unless they sit to pee and wipe before flushing, I'm neither...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:16:22 No.130114427
>>130114008
I can't because I don't know who's creating this new larp content to fit the 
narrative. It's irrelevant though, because there's really nothing there. The person 
you think is Dave Acton is NOT the actual Dave Acton being portrayed to keep you 
busy "digging over here", nor is the real Dave Acton, George's brother. The real 
Acton has no clue any of this is actually going on.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:17:55 No.130114557
>>130114186
Haha, I've been posting for a long time, kid... relax yourself.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:20:05 No.130114750
>>130114241
Ha! True... poor example I guess, considering dudes wearing lipstick sit to piss 
after pulling their dick suppressing things down, but alas, I digress.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:34:26 No.130115922
>>130114390
Let me be crystal clear, or you're going to be in for one long, disappointing 
ducking ride, my friends... THE FAKE "DAVE ACTON" IS WHO IS BAITING EVERYONE, 
INCLUDING DEFANGO. IF YOU THINK HES TRYING HARD TO GAIN "TRUST", IT'S BECAUSE - NO 
SHIT.

The real Dave Acton is an actor, has an internet footprint you'll continue to easily 
confuse and try to link to all the fake bullshit the fake Dave Acton has put out 
over the last week, etc. BUT THE PERSON YOU *THINK* IS THE "REAL DAVE ACTON", IS 
NOT. The REAL Dave Acton is a dude living his life, blissfully unaware of WHO George 
Webb is and that ANYONE is claiming all over the ENTIRE fucking internet, that HE is 
related to this complete stranger, George Webb.

If you think it's best to stick with this, then for fucks sake, please do. You're 
the same people who are unintentionally slowing the Seth Rich efforts. That said, if 
you're someone who thinks this is too confusing to even put a dent in, then YOU'RE 
RIGHT BECAUSE THAT'S THE INTENT. It's designed to keep you all busy. If you don't 
want to waste another two to four weeks, only give up from the exhaustion of getting 
no where OR, when THEY give up and eventually force you to swallow the reality that 
you could've listened to me weeks ago (tonight) because you've just realized you've 
chased the WRONG, innocent DUDE for a lot of time, wasted, then get back to Seth 
Rich, where you're SUPPOSED TO BE!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:38:18 No.130116250
>>130114462
Haha, it does lead somewhere... I can lead the horse to water, but I can't drink it 
for you, too.

You're trying to tell me George Webb isn't George Webb. Unless I didn't personally 
work with George Webb on the same fortune 20 companies, IT sales team, then I'm 
telling YOU, he's NOT FUCKING "Dave Acton".

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:44:52 No.130116780
>>130114928
First, it's supposed to be Acton, NOT Action. Second, whomever is putting George's 
pics on random profiles ANYINE CAN FUCKING LARP AND CREATE, then this is no more 
"George" than YOU.
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Do you realize I could go on Facebook right now, delete all of my shit, add all 
newshit as if I was a completely different person, he'll, I could ducking be "Dave" 
OR "George", and it would STILL SAY I JOINED Facebook, IN 2006?

Do you realize anyone who wants to larp hard, can fucking larp on the internet. 
ESPECIALLY WHEN 90% OF YOU, don't actually know what to fucking look for to 100% 
verify in the first place?!? You can't even create an image or consistently refer to 
the correct ducking last name, ACTON, you're trying so desperately to "out" as 
George's brother.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:53:44 No.130117603
>>130116785
Acton looks like Webb because someone is making fake Acton accounts with Webb 
pictures and they can date/meta manipulate those accounts with anything they fucking 
want that will make you believe Acton IS Webb or Acton looks like Webb. They don't 
care WHO YOU ACTUALLY THINK ACTON IS TO GEORGE... they just care that you keep 
focusing your efforts on it. For all you know, Jason is making that shit while he's 
got Webb chasing down bullshit on the road.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:54:28 No.130117673
>>130116948
FUCKING auto correct.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Thu 15 Jun 2017 23:57:59 No.130117957
>>130117500
This is the BEST FUCKING IDEA ANYONE HAS HAD, yet. Do it, save yourselves a few 
weeks and you'll feel like you beat them at their own game.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Fri 16 Jun 2017 00:16:26 No.130119428
>>130117774
Because the real Dave Acton (stage name), is the real Dave Sweigart (real surname) 
and that's George's brother. The strange content being produced/published to fake 
Acton pages, espousing George, then all being deleted, etc. is pure bullshit that's 
being created by others on purpose to sway you.

I think this is where everyone is getting hung up and I'm realizing that maybe it's 
why I'm not making sense in certain areas. I'm assuming a good majority know that 
Sweigart is the real Acton and that there are attempts being made and failing, to 
convince you that you're finding pages, pics, etc. that are this same 
Sweigart/Acton, and they're not.

Half the shit people are pulling and referring to, is the fake shit. See what I'm 
saying?! People are "spoofing" this Sweigart/Acton thing to keep you all chasing the 
wrong people.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Fri 16 Jun 2017 00:19:27 No.130119659
>>130118504
I don't know much about the port incident, so I can't say. I do t watch all of 
George's videos, I scroll and fast forward through one or two if interesting.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Fri 16 Jun 2017 00:23:37 No.130120014
>>130118931
Jason is the only school play anyone needs to worry about. Any mistakes or misguided 
routes George makes/takes are unintentional, not purposeful to dissuade. While human 
error is normal and expected, George's errors have significantly increased since 
Jason and that's intentional thanks to Jason. It's his job. Remember, Jason made the 
port call. He's done a lot of things that make his role more clear every day.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:7y7koDIG Fri 16 Jun 2017 00:25:19 No.130120142
>>130119979
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Who is Nathan?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nz+Wpl5j Tue 25 Jul 2017 12:25:50 No.134894602
>>134893238
True I can confirm. Can't say more than Sessions is a distraction and 
Mueller/Manafort have already been pardoned. All formal indictments and arrests will 
be done by next Wed. No later.

This was all strategically planned and seamlessly orchestrated. Please remember that 
while we've endured a horrific 8 years, there ARE more "good guys" than bad ones and 
yes, even in DC.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nz+Wpl5j Tue 25 Jul 2017 12:43:26 No.134896068
>>134894957
Fine. One more. He's been pardoned because he's elbow deep w/ Clinton's, Obama and 
both "establishment" parties. He ran a lot of back door channels w/ lots of missing 
money to account for (personal money too) that he'd never avoid serving time for, if 
ever investigated. He was trapped a long time ago, like so many, against his will. 
His vengeance has been earned and his pardon is retribution to decades of 
corruption. Trump was VERY CAREFUL who he selected to pull from the Obama trenches.

Mueller being the one to bring this home is the absolute best retaliatory ass fuck 
to the establishment. I will also say this, it's intended as a sign and smoke signal 
for those in the establishment, still unwillingly riding the coat tails of McCain, 
Pelosi, Graham, Schumer, etc. because they're living in fear. Mueller proves Trump 
know who the real criminals are. You're going to watch congress unite and rally 
behind Teump with the establishment's collapse because they will see the swamp can't 
threaten them or blackmail anymore. I really can't say anything else. Just have 
faith.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nz+Wpl5j Tue 25 Jul 2017 12:48:19 No.134896503
>>134896213
I'm not "WH anon". I've lurked for 10 months... and FYI, Bannon positioned Mueller 
to Trump. He's your "guy" and has been all along. Again... faith pol. Have it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nz+Wpl5j Tue 25 Jul 2017 12:50:01 No.134896667
>>134896419
The ball drops the 27th. Awan uncovering makes it rain.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nz+Wpl5j Tue 25 Jul 2017 12:54:51 No.134897117
>>134896699
Agreed some validation required. I will say, my only boss is Andy B. and I thought 
all of my creds had been buried w/ him... until we got Bannon on board. I have never 
however, worked in or for, the media, in any capacity.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NPh2JHei Fri 28 Jul 2017 15:59:45 No.135320393
>>135312753
Hi SysAnon!! "MegaAnon", here. This is false... Awan did not directly kill Seth. He 
is only responsible for outting Seth and tracing downloads to his workstation, 
internally.

I was also the one who broke the Mueller Manafort info earlier this week, but you 
know how I feel about these nicknames.

My next big news?! I posted last Saturday, but I'll say it again. @KibBitzLaw (VotL) 
is Tom DeLonge and team!!! NOT SWORDFISH. Keep your eyes peeled, ladies!!! Big week 
next week!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NPh2JHei Fri 28 Jul 2017 16:07:01 No.135321292
Quoted By: >>135321857
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>>135320913
Yup. Neither Imran or his brother are pictured here with Seth. This is a LARP.

3 months ago I told you why Awan's were important and how they connect. I told you 
Seth downloaded then uploaded to Megaupload to park the data for Wikileaks. Then 
this week, I told you about Mueller/Manafort. Everything I've said is happening and 
this board used to refer to my posts as megaanon due to the megaupload 
connection/Kim.

Don't listen to this OP... distraction from Awan's.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NPh2JHei Fri 28 Jul 2017 16:11:23 No.135321857
>>135321292
Someone should cap my posts because I can connect DWS's brother to Arun Rao, which 
is the ONLY REASON Imran Awan and his bro have jobs in DC. Then, I can connect 
Awan's AND Rao's to VCU in Richmond VA where the Awan's shadow dealerships are 
registered which ALL ties back to the dirty pizza business.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NPh2JHei Fri 28 Jul 2017 16:15:11 No.135322325
>>135321555
Kim has hundreds of millions worth of servers. Kim is he parking lot for Wikileaks 
dumps. He creates high bandwidth, secure tunnels/VPN access so leakers can upload 
and park massive amounts of data for Wikileaks to sift through and verify. Our govt 
tried to shit down megaupload for manning's leak... but that didn't stop kim from 
working the backend with his other data centers/server farms.

Think of it like this, our Feds shit megaupload down on paper and took 1/3 of his 
total assets... but NOT EVERYTHING!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NPh2JHei Fri 28 Jul 2017 16:17:20 No.135322640
>>135322453
You're right... he was! Don't ask how I can confirm ;o)

~~~~

Friendly reminder that I told you about Manafort and the Awan's before anyone else 
did! Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 12:55:52 No.142128773
Quoted By: >>142128869 >>142129004
You're welcome... oh, and I've got more coming so stay tuned!!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 12:56:44 No.142128869
>>142128773
And another oldie but goodie...

IMG_5633.jpg, 122KiB, 1239x529

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 12:57:55 No.142129004
>>142128773
And another... emphasizing AGAIN that I'm STILL NOT whomever you refer to as "WH 
Anon".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:02:15 No.142129441
>>142129078
No. Not me.

IMG_5630.jpg, 81KiB, 1137x375
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:03:45 No.142129593
Here was my initial post on same day about Awan's

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:10:39 No.142130240
Quoted By: >>142130499
>>142129631
Wonder why all that's come out confirmed, since he's taken over the "investigation" 
is...
1. The DNC leak came from internal (inside the US)
2. Susan Rice definitely (and illegally) unmasked
3. Deb Wasserman-Schultz was boosting contract payments to Awan's via slight of hand 
while forging P.O.'s
4. The Awan's were (also illegally) running back door servers on federal 
laptops/blackberries, under DWS authority
5. Other congressmen and DNC linked admin offices also used Awan's for 
data/infrastructure management
6. Now Manafort tapping confirmed by all MSM outlets?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:13:21 No.142130499
>>142130240
And late last week it slowly broke me (but don't worry more details coming) that the 
FBI paid $100k for what we now know was a doctored dossier?!

Who do you think has the transaction "receipt" and ORIGINAL dossier?! Who do you 
think, might want/need a pardon, before handing it over?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:15:07 No.142130692
Quoted By: >>142130744
>>142130462
People are willing and wanting to do the right thing now that they've escaped the 
thumbs of Obama and then Clinton. Or everyone in Washington was or is corrupt by 
nature. Majority were forced or framed into shit and now, they're looking for 
vindication.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:15:40 No.142130744
>>142130692
*Not everyone

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:24:56 No.142131603
Quoted By: >>142131778
>>142131085
He never wasn't involved. This WAS the plan. Dems feel safe knowing their old pal 
back to Bill Clinton is in control, yet he and Comey are backdooring the entire 
investigation.

Don't you wonder why everything the investigation goes after blows up on the DNC and 
Clinton's later?! It's not happenstancefor fucks sake. If Comey didn't remove 
himself and get their "trusted" Mueller in, then you'd never have believed any of 
the shit that the investigation has confirmed/concluded thus far, all against the 
DNC. Comey was too far involved. So he and Trump made "memo" bullshit about 
"uncomfortable conversations" that NEVER EXISTED!! Sessions set up Comey to be alone 
w/ Trump and they HAD TO BE ALONE or else someone else could say, "hey, that didn't 
happen. Trump didn't say that".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:26:47 No.142131778
>>142131603
In fact, sessions recused himself because since they ALL KNOW RUSDIA DOESNT EXIST, 
now Sessions can focus on EVERYTHING ELSE like the Awan's and DWS (and so much more) 
knowing the Dems can't try to pin collusion or conflict of interest on him for 
Russia.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:31:27 No.142132283
>>14213116in my defense, while the 27th was big for Imran Awan (his first haunted 
attempt to leave the US to Pakistan that got missed by the media) the one pushing 
the dates so hard, was that WH Anon. I don't push dates. I wouldn't trust anyone who 
does. Anyone who's really on the inside of D.C. knows there are no dates. It's why 
our NYT/CNN leakers were so easy to spot and oust. They overshot a ton of shit so 
we'd delay to fuck with them. Like throwing fucking chum to sharks. Idiots.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:32:49 No.142132423
Quoted By: >>142132764
>>142131953
I don't know... I don't care. Not trying to be mean, but it's true.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:36:03 No.142132764
>>142132423
Oh and sorry for my typos. It only using my phone but I'm also in an Uber with a 
dress vet that apparently has a slight case of the Pelosi shakes. Feels like we are 
driving through a 4.7 earthquake. He's a gentleman though. Got out and helped me 
with my bag and told me I had nice hair.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:38:33 No.142133010
>>142132460
If i said, I'd doxx myself but they l've been fired not arrested... yet. And before 
you get excited, it wasn't Bannon. He was not a "bad leaker". He's my boy! We are 
Trump til 2024 w/ Bannon back at Breitbart. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:39:31 No.142133117
>>142132991
This is really hard to read but if you're asking if i wrote it... no.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:41:04 No.142133270
>>142133138
I wish!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOGNYyJv Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:44:46 No.142133658
>>142133177
It's not impossible... takes time though. This admin is simultaneously cutting 
through decades worth of bureaucratic red tape, just to do their jobs properly... 
the tape Obama, Bush and Bill Clinton put in place to block such attempts from 
wvenhappening in the first place. Does that make sense.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:RHLRrO7M Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:51:18 No.142134355
>>142132779
You're going to see more of the same. More of Trump's vagueness is going to start 
being confirmed by the MSM. They can't hide it and their excuses and reasonings to 
do so publicly, are drying up.

We will see Awan's (Imran specifically) and DWS take the hit for DNC emails. No 
question, they knew it was coming since earlier this summer.

Weiner will get jail time but not a total blow out like you hope with pizza related 
talks. But on that note, pay attention... lots of high level state gov people 
are/have been arrested and convicted, but it's not getting the MSM attention.

Biggest upcoming suprise for you?! Breitbart makes a go for Fox News takeover 
andHannity/Bannon knew all along.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:RHLRrO7M Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:54:30 No.142134686
>>142134522
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Huh?! I'm eastern time, bud. I only go to left coast if forced. Ha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:55:31 No.142134792
>>142134652
Did Trump say she would?! Remember when he promised you a "special prosecutor" to 
take her down?! Hellllloooooo?! Is anyone paying attention?!? Christ.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:58:02 No.142135058
>>142134969
Yes, those are screen caps of my original post. I explained above (for the slow in 
the back).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 13:59:04 No.142135165
>>142135055
Fox will crumble to affordable Breitbart acquisition rates, for buy out.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:00:23 No.142135308
>>142135147
Ever wonder why no good anon's come here anymore?! Here's a YOU.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:01:43 No.142135452
>>142135283
Umm... you're on a Bannon plan and his job is done.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:02:45 No.142135571
>>142135387
Nah, construction for potholes on K st. But ok...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:08:49 No.142136275
>>142135463
No... but that's what's coming that I can confirm, so that's what I gave you.

Y'all always ask for proof. Know what proof is?! When I'm right. I don't care if you 
believe me now... cause you will. When I'm right. Anyone who tries to shove specific 
timeframes down your throats, promises you the big names upfront, etc. is what you 
call a "LARP". People like me who come to drop a few truths to you don't give one 
single fuck about what you think of us. We only care that those who want to know the 
truth, will come here and take it when it's given. People with actual shit to lose, 
aren't going to lose their shit on /pol/. Cap that... it's important.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:10:56 No.142136521
>>142135763
That's actually ridiculous considering I can't control the mass stupidity in this 
country. If these fucking protesting idiots want a civil war, they'll start one and 
then the rest of us will just have to finish it. So be it, but I can't control it. I 
just try to provide clarity in uncertainty. If you're picking up what I'm laying 
down, great. If not, that's ok too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:13:50 No.142136848
>>142135844
I just stated in other posts on that day that when Imran hit the fan (which he 
actually did that week with little coverage due to his first flee attempt -not the 
second that got him arrested) then it was all downhill from there. Whoever that WH 
Anon is, was the one who was pushing the 27th and some people had been trying to say 
I was him... but I'm not. This is why I keep trying to tell you all to stop going 
all in on people coming here to spoon feed you such specific info like exact dates. 
It's bait.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:14:15 No.142136897
>>142135887
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:15:41 No.142137044
>>142136301
Am I allowed to choose?! Haha.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:17:37 No.142137274
>>142136572
As if her brother being on the case has stopped anything?! He's not REALLY leading 
the case you know... but how many cards to you want us to throw up before the flop?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:20:09 No.142137581
>>142136951
Of you truly believe the deep state is deep, then you'd realize what a complete 
fucking idiot, you really are. Shhh... Let the adults speak.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:21:04 No.142137715
>>142137314
No.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:24:49 No.142138132
>>142137631
Haha! Yes! I couldn't remember the nickname thing they gave me months ago. But 
that's it! "MegaAnon" - haha!

I scrolled through it cause I can't read it all right now, but looks pretty good. I 
saved it and will read it in full, later. I have a 3:30 mtg. I'm waiting outside of.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:27:12 No.142138415
>>142138130
No!! I'm way prettier AND younger!! But sadly not Hope Hicks hot. She's smokin'. I 
admit it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:31:17 No.142138864
>>142138197
Ok here's my last bit for today. Flynn was the only real unplanned admin loss. We 
took a hit on him but we had to and he knew it. Now that tapping is coming out, 
you'll see him re-instated to an admin position. I'm hoping well before midterms. 
Tapping confirms he was let go on a technicality the admin was still working on 
exposing. Dems knew not enough to accuse or prosecute publicly, so they took a jab 
that Trump and Flynn weren't ready to prove yet. However, this is why many of 
Trump's tweets and statements seem vague. They're only vague until he can prove it. 
But when he's being vague, he's also 100% sure HE WILL PROVE IT. So always pay 
attention to exactly what he says. Verbatim.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:33:16 No.142139089
>>142138509
No. But she's a great person! If you could be in the briefings in person and watch 
the faces of the press corps when she cherry picks who she's calling on it's 
hysterical. She's their worst fucking nightmare. They hate her. She takes no mercy.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:34:50 No.142139263
>>142138912
Yes. Trump 100% believes Obama is not a Natural born citizen.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:36:51 No.142139495
>>142138945
I didn't proactively offer it. Someone asked me. If I had lied, that would be 
larping. Then that would also imply I'm confused or somehow unsure of my natural 
born gender, right?! I have a vag. I know I'm a chick. I like heels and dudes who 
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hold a fucking door open. It's ok.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:38:56 No.142139728
>>142139245
I saved it so when I came back, I could tie my shit together.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:40:34 No.142139909
>>142139428
Probably cause I've lost connection going in and out of wifi and back and forth 
between uber app, email and here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:42:57 No.142140194
>>142139165
I can't read these... blurry.

Ok I'll check back, my mtg is about to start... 15 min late. That's what happens on 
taxpayer funded fed time. I'll check back later!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:53:05 No.142141371
OMG I can't resist!! Pelosi is whining about how mean/aggressive the protestors were 
yesterday and how they tried to take her microphone. I'm fucking dying. Half this 
room is squirming in their chairs. She's such a fucking waste. She's saying she 
tried to reason with them!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DEfMBSwV Tue 19 Sep 2017 14:54:57 No.142141596
>>142141522
He did in a round-a-bout way.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:07:44 No.142143029
>>142142583
I'm same person but I'm on my phone, in and out of wifi networks and keep flipping 
between apps, coming back in here, etc. that's probably why.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:08:46 No.142143142
>>142142814
Married.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:09:55 No.142143269
>>142143009
Ahh ok, thanks. Looks like a potty puzzle to solve. Haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:13:07 No.142143619
>>142143350
Right. The same media who spent a month telling everyone the wiretap shit was crazy, 
yet now it's not so crazy?!?

See how it all works in his favor?! He tweets vague shit, the media spends a month 
or two discrediting him, then eventually, his vagueness becomes reality and the 
media has only actually now discredited themselves... again. And again. And again. 
Right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:14:35 No.142143809
>>142143558
Haha, its auto correct. Meant with *a driver that apparently

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:18:50 No.142144313
>>142143946
She's very pretty. Even prettier in person and she's super tall. Even without heels. 
She's like 5'9" or 5'10". Very professional too.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:32:29 No.142145898
Quoted By: >>142145967
>>142145711
I'm white and Irish. So no.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:33:09 No.142145967
>>142145898
Great. My ID changed again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:35:37 No.142146221
>>142146098
Haha, if I had something to worry about, I wouldn't be on here, but thank you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:42:50 No.142147083
>>142146990
I don't know what that is.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:49:18 No.142147886
>>142147652
I'm close enough all the time but I'm not asking him about that kind of stuff. 
Couldn't even swing that in a casual setting. He doesn't even drink and Im the 
office lush. He'll think I'm crazy. What is it?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 15:56:03 No.142148751
>>142148194
He does know about 4chan. Mostly us just showing him shit or reading it out loud. 
Not actually going on himself, but he knows what it is and what is being discussed. 
But I will also admit, he wants to know what's being said everywhere. On every forum 
and board.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 16:01:57 No.142149427
>>142148994
Ahh. I see, thanks. I'm a big Nikola fan, BTW. Thanks to JP Morgan, we all have an 
electric bill. FTW

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 16:04:51 No.142149716
>>142149577
Hrs not a mason though... don't teach about Tesla in schools, right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OZhyyeC5 Tue 19 Sep 2017 16:07:11 No.142149977
>>142149776
Ok, but I have one more meeting from 6-8. So I'll have to go soon. Thankfully it 
includes dinner!!! Yay!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:hpd9KW/v Tue 19 Sep 2017 16:17:40 No.142151158
Quoted By: >>142151267
>>142150101
So, I don't keep up with that Webb guy. Cernovich is a blowhard, but certainly not 
Mossad. He's not that slick. He's too worried about who broke what, first. He will 
say anything, like Stone, to create validity for himself. He's like the Al Sharpton 
for conservatives. He exploits shit to keep ppl tuning in. That's all I got.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:hpd9KW/v Tue 19 Sep 2017 16:18:37 No.142151267
>>142151158
Oh and just got this pop up saying 4 chan banned me... Bahahaha!

"MegaAnon" here! I'm drunk. Ask away... MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 
22:56:04 No.142550830
I've just gotten home Friday happy hour(s) and I've got an hours worth of a night 
cap with you, peeps!! You're welcome... go.
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~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:02:49 No.142551465
Here's a freebie... Seth Rich will never be what brings "corruption" to its' knees. 
Never. I'm sorry. It's why they love YOU focusing on it. It's far too narrow.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:10:17 No.142552161
>>142551984
A Milli by Lil' Wayne

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:11:42 No.142552299
>>142552176
I'd never take a bump from this guys' belly... FYI

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:14:56 No.142552610
>>142552488
Like I've said... The Awan's the beginning of the end.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:15:37 No.142552676
>>142552491
No and the world won't end tomorrow. It will never end. It will only ever "end" as 
WE know it.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:16:14 No.142552733
>>142552670
If you're dumb.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:22:15 No.142553280
>>142552984
Spicer is a good dude who couldn't hack it st the podium. He doesn't know shit, in 
reality. No WH press sec. does.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:22:57 No.142553337
Quoted By: >>142553479
>>142552906
Who is frank. Everyone knows I'm a chick.

IMG_5908.jpg, 2MiB, 4032x3024

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:24:32 No.142553479
>>142553337
Here are my legs... no tits... EVER.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:28:14 No.142553784
>>142553721
Dick w/ a time stamp or GTFO

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:31:41 No.142554080
>>142553830
My credentials are capped and archived. Do your homework, playa...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:35:47 No.142554420
>>142554286
Haha! Long night on the hill... BORING.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:36:43 No.142554485
>>142554306
Haha, I'm not "illuminati". That's gaaaaaay.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:39:50 No.142554767
>>142554531
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Umm... I'm not a rap lyric?!?

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:40:34 No.142554842
>>142554785
Kinda...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:42:42 No.142555002
>>142554859
This is absolute bullshit. You should know that you shouldn't even address this. You 
should also know this isn't a CIA-grade doc. Come on keks! You're better than 
this...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:45:01 No.142555195
>>142554970
Awe! Sorry for the shortage on your ladyfront. Unsuccessful bar night?!

Here's a tip, instead of fapping, wear an Im with her t-shirt to your local watering 
hole. Tons of brainless chicks with hairy armpits at 70's bush, ripe for a one night 
stand will flock to you like flies on shit. Ignore the unicorn hair and converse 
sneaks.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:46:15 No.142555308
>>142555129
Who be serious?! That's absurd. ;o)

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:46:52 No.142555360
>>142555287
Thanks! And no... too drunk.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:51:24 No.142555769
Quoted By: >>142555884
>>142555575
Cute!!! >>142555575

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Fri 22 Sep 2017 23:52:41 No.142555884
>>142555769 I'll do another 30 min. But keep it interesting...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Sat 23 Sep 2017 00:41:58 No.142560081
>>142559516
Oh my god!!! Haha, I forgot to check back!!! I have people over, sorry!!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Sat 23 Sep 2017 00:42:57 No.142560171
>>142556212
There's lots to be hopeful for. Don't be silly!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:D9+e7q7w Sat 23 Sep 2017 00:43:42 No.142560214
>>142556212
Lots to be hopeful for!! Don't be silly!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5+UGFqw6 Thu 05 Oct 2017 17:43:24 No.144196369
Quoted By: >>144198122
>>144191881
You sometimes call me MegaAnon and to confirm, I was sent to Vegas Monday morning, 
landed at 2:30 a.m. and I go back again tomorrow.

Here's the deal... when the lettered agencies get involved in an investigation and 
assume legal jurisdiction over local and state authorities (by claiming vague, 
baseless things like, "ties to ISIS", which then validates the jurisdictional 
flagging of such cases now marked as "terror-related" and/or "nat'l security 
threats", to expedite and confirm transfer approvals) the security footage, boxed 
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evidence, etc. of anything, anywhere, regardless of whether public or privately 
owned, will ONLY EVER be released/disclosed, if it's marked "clean" after "review". 
Once clean, it's processed, tagged and released to the public. "Clean" is a loosely 
defined internal term but always implies to anyone who knows or handles evidence of 
any kind, that whatever's been boxed, photographed, sampled, documented, bagged for 
labs, scrubbed and secured, technically DOESN'T EXIST unless it's officially labeled 
"clean". I mean, don't y'all ever wonder why very specific security cameras never 
seem to be operational, EXACTLY when they needed to be?! Don't you ever think, "hey, 
why do facts like exact counts on how many shooters, bodies, guns, casino hotel 
rooms, social security numbers and full names of girlfriends, seemingly change so 
frequently, between local and federal reporting authorities?! Even after days, 
weeks, months, years later worth of a coordinated effort?!" You're right. You're NOT 
getting the whole story and you NEVER WILL. You will only EVER get what THEY choose 
to throw you... after they've doctored, altered, scrubbed, edited, cut, reframed, 
discarded, etc. whatever THEY choose to keep from you. YOU DONT EVEN REALIZE THAT 
98% of what you THINK has been "confirmed", is still only based on what THEY'VE 
decided. Let's put it this way, you'd have a better shot at the truth, if you didn't 
use a single fact or source THEY spoonfed you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5+UGFqw6 Thu 05 Oct 2017 17:57:03 No.144198122
>>144196369
That includes the actual name of the supposed suspect, being linked to the all too 
perfectly timed leaked photos, unironically showing a body you can't identify 
clearly, that's to a few very specific and often blurry photos released, who 
apparently killed himself via a weapon you can't confirm he shot based on placement 
alone, a wound you can't rationalize let alone actually see, in the photo BTW and to 
top it all off, it all went down in a hotel room no one can actually confirm HE 
physically stayed in. Think snooty that and cap this... it will be important when 
you realize HE was NEVER who THEY said he was. His "brother" was easier to FIND, 
locate and access for MSM interviews within the first 12 hours, no?

Eyes on brother. Eyes on VIP's. Good luck anons.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5+UGFqw6 Thu 05 Oct 2017 18:40:06 No.144203114
>>144199058
Not in the way you think they are. The ONLY DIFFERENCE, as Ice said SEVERAL TIMES 
before, is the sheer mass of people, with literally accessibility to the internet, 
concentrated on a focused area of effort. You are literally proving the power of 
"we, the people". YOU make THEM work harder, which makes them work sloppy because 
you're all over their every statement, piece of evidence, etc. like flies on a warm 
shit.

Sadly they realize that while it's true they greatly benefit from all of the 
data/trails, everyone voluntarily builds for themselves on the internet then 
aggregates, tracks, monitors, uploads/downloads, stores, etc. for what will now be 
the entire lives of anyone born after 2000, it also HURTS THEM equally. They can't 
scrub, delete, backtrack, remove, SEO hide, etc. every single fucking thing on the 
public internet... and they allllllll leave a trail behind THEMSELVES, too and your 
masses, WILL FIND IT. You're hellbent on finding it... and you're concentrated 
efforts are in the thousands. Think about it. It's why EVERY "board" and public 
forum, is actually important. /pol/ just does it best because you're willing to dig 
without being phased or swayed as quickly off a trail.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DnCchw/y Thu 05 Oct 2017 20:30:54 No.144215979
Quoted By: >>144216421

~~~~~MegaAnon here. Trump went hard in his presser today so I'm going to drop a few 
HUGE BREADCRUMBS, but it's the first time I've really felt I need to tread lightly 
with info... so please, for fucks sake friends, pay attention to EVERY word I'm 
TYPING. 1. Internal reports floating around that Kelly's phone was stolen/hacked "a 
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few days ago". 2. Remember, Kelly is a general and usually, "early reports" of shit 
like hacks/thefts are used as scapegoats to recall back to, when they later need to 
try and say that someone couldn't have said that, made that phone call, emailed that 
person, etc. their "device had been hacked/stolen", therefore compromised evidence. 
3. You had a good dude tee you up about a "VIP"/"general" being escorted to 
Mandalay, also "a few days ago". Soon you'll see airport arrival times of high level 
officials seamlessly align with "suspicious activity" and claims of "shots fired" 
reported at the airport. Like Trump says, "you'll see".
4. Same good dude also told you a much larger scaled attack was the initial intent, 
but was thwarted/averted. Would've "killed thousands". Trump tweeted it was a 
"miracle" using condescending quotes. The miracle was their plan to kill thousands 
more, was thwarted. "Miracle" was a fuck you to McCabe. 5. Trump then confirmed in 
statement last night, he still has "no clue" if the shooter was connected to ISIS. 
Fuck you to Pompeo/Tillerson.
6. Tonight, he publicly confirms what candidly, we've ALL been working towards, for 
the last 11 months. Everyone always asks me what I "do". Well, there's lot of us and 
EXACTLY what we do. We are going to show you what WAS intended for Las Vegas, HOW 
EXTREME it was supposed to be, WHO coordinated it and WHY THEY DID. Trump isn't 
blowing a lid on Vegas when referring to "the storm". Trump's promised "storm" will 
prove that Vegas was supposed to be no different than 27 classified pages outlining 
what really happened on 9/11. Vegas was ONLY to STOP TRUMP FROM WHAT HE'S GOING TO 
TELL YOU.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DnCchw/y Thu 05 Oct 2017 20:34:30 No.144216421
>>144215979
As you now realize... (((they))) lost. America (and really, the entire world) won. 
It's gonna get ugly but, look alive. This will be your happening and you'll never 
give a single fuck about North Korea, again. All will bow to Trump, the liberator.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:y/3kCTnZ Thu 05 Oct 2017 22:38:16 No.144229790
>>144227109
No, I wrote the post OP capped. The storm Trump is referring to isn't that Vegas was 
a "false flag", you're just going to 100%, without any doubt, realize it WAS, after 
he/Sessions disclose what he's referring to as the "storm". We aren't going to war 
with North Korea. Soon Trump is going to shake this country to its core with the 
truth and when he does, you'll realize why they were willing to kill tens of 
thousands of people while leveling half of vegas as initially planned, to derail 
Trump's ability to do it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:y/3kCTnZ Thu 05 Oct 2017 22:46:04 No.144230483
>>144229044
Listen kid, if you've followed all of my posts for the last almost year now, you'd 
realize I'm never wrong. I'm one of the only real "anons" out there. The admin flew 
me home from Vegas last night, I go back tomorrow night and I was flown there at 
your taxpayer privately chartered expense, from Puerto Rico on early Monday morning. 
My clearances got me into the adjoining rooms... you look at pdf, high red floor 
maps of the "shooters room", from your HUD approved living room. Take it or leave it 
clown.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:y/3kCTnZ Thu 05 Oct 2017 23:00:00 No.144231707
>>144230850
Maybe. Here's my thing... people actually involved in the admin, departments, 
agencies, etc. ranked highly enough to know anything, would certainly know better 
than to pin themselves down with specific dates or ranges of time. I know what's 
coming, I sometimes post confirmations here, but I never pin myself with dates and 
timeframes because if I post on here, I actually care about my credibility... or 
else why do it?! Why post and risk losing my career? Jail time? People with real 
shit to say also have real shit to then lose, so it better be worth it and if I'm 
willing to post something and risk all of that hoping you'll take me as seriously as 
you candidly should, then the only way to build my credibility is through honesty. I 
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don't give specifics that I know are at risk, or too loose. I mean, if you knew this 
was all supposed to come out before Harvey, you'd see how if I had pinned myself to 
that, I'd be no better than any of these other dumb fucks you all tout around like 
they're fucking heroes. Sorry I don't follow that much anymore, but I assure you 
that your WH Anon and Anon5 are complete fucking "LARPs" in it for the long con. You 
give them too much credibility and completely ignore the legitimate shit you SHOULD 
be paying attention to.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:y/3kCTnZ Thu 05 Oct 2017 23:11:18 No.144232679
>>144232343
I only trust Sessions and Mattis. Used to trust Flynn, but we needed him to take one 
on the chin for the team. He's not guilty of anything, we just couldn't let the MSM 
rip him apart. He will be back though. If all goes well, he should be reinstated 
with full clearance to an admin seat by no later than mid-terms.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:y/3kCTnZ Thu 05 Oct 2017 23:31:50 No.144234578
>>144233406
We'll, one could lead to the other if you think about it. People are going to have 
to swallow some pretty big horse pills of pride. They'll feel dumb, duped, stupid, 
like they've been had, etc. many will still proceed to deny the reality they now 
can't avoid. If the masses can't keep their shit together, by not running to their 
banks, selling all their stocks, making dumb decisions, etc, then things could 
escalate.

Not for nothing but this is literally WHY there are total transparency, isn't 
feasible or sustainable. Internally, the economy is what worries us most. The fall 
out could be devastating, but that said, it's time. It's time for the people to know 
the truth about a lot of things and not just us, the world.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tAoTzJUn Fri 06 Oct 2017 08:16:04 No.144269535
Quoted By: >>144270383
>>144265118
Morning y'all, "MegaAnon" here. Just an FYI, after you all came up with this 
nickname for me back in May or June, you had asked me to use it to ID myself so you 
could cap my posts and keep them together. So I had been doing that but last night 
after a series of posts I'd made over the last couple of days prior, I had tried to 
post under the name to ID my posts and I got a notification from 4Chan that the 
"MegaAnon" name was banned and though I could still post, I couldn't use that name 
to identify with my threads. It literally wouldn't let me post if "MegaAnon" was in 
the "Name" field of the comment box. So... I posted a few comments last night (pic 
related) and if anyone cares, I'll just identify myself by saying I'm MegaAnon 
first, before I proceed with my comment, in a thread. Stick with me though, I'm 
going to tell you exactly what I know and I've been on the ground, have accessed the 
suspects room, etc. I came home from Vegas Wednesday afternoon but I got back 
tonight for another 4-day stint.

1. You need to know that as of last Monday (mid-morning), the DC FBI was officially 
approved to assume federal jurisdiction over the Vegas investigation, via federal 
petition. Important to note that in the SAME appeal, they not only circumvented the 
LVMPD, but they also ousted their own NV FBI field office (this is A RARE MOVE, 
based on what limited and again, very loose documented intel they presented to 
support their appeal). At time of appeal, they informally presented undisclosed 
intel (usually this means this intel was NOT obtained or aggregated by US-based 
intel agencies. That's important because it lets them keep the source of the info 
confidential for "active investigation purposes", therefore remains completely 
unsourced and substantiated) indicating the suspect had "terror related ties".

Continued in thread...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tAoTzJUn Fri 06 Oct 2017 08:28:59 No.144270383
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Quoted By: >>144271921
>>144269535
2. Hours after jurisdiction was approved and officially transferred, the name of the 
suspect was released - Steve C. Paddock and unironically less than 2 hours after 
that, ISIS took public responsibility for the attack, claiming that Paddock had 
"converted to Islam months ago" and that he was theirs.

Ask yourselves this... in which attacks over the last four years, has ISIS ever 
"waited" to publicly claim "responsibility" for? Answer: ALL OF THE ATTACKS THE FBI 
QUICKLY OVERSTEPPED LOCAL AUTHORITIES/STATE AGENCY FIELD OFFICES ON, FOR 
"JURISDICTION" OVER "INVESTIGATIONS". Once they can claim it's terror related and 
assemble a shitty, loosely substantiated appeal documentation, proving "terror", it 
goes federal. Remember that.

Why does ISIS wait for FBI jurisdiction in these scenarios? So they can "confirm" 
and "release" an FBI NAMED SUSPECT, while teeing up their public statement, to 
confirm "affiliations", based on ZERO EVIDENCE and SUPPORT. Simply put, they wait 
for the agency to tell them who their newest convert is.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tAoTzJUn Fri 06 Oct 2017 08:48:27 No.144271921
Quoted By: >>144273248
>>144270383
3. If this looks like a complete cluster fuck between LVMPD and agency, then ding, 
ding! You're right... IT IS! Why?! For the slow in the back, let me simplify... mass 
and scale. As much as the digital world benefits these goons, they've also realized 
exactly how much it hinders them. You no longer need the MSM, a few press 
conferences or the "authorities" to air, broadcast, publicize information and 
reports. You only need access to the internet. Know what's ultimately responsible 
for the 9/11 botch as opposed to other agency coordinated attacks?! Internet access. 
The mass ability of we, the people, to access exorbident information in real time, 
download, upload, archive and store that info then, DISTRIBUTE ON OUR OWN.

Example: Take all of those initial witness accounts and live interviews of people 
within the first 6 hours of 9/11. They reported additional explosions on random 
floors, flashes of lights, conflicting reports of what they were being told by first 
responders in terms of events/secured evacuation routes, unrelated fires on 
unimpacted floors, etc., remember that? Remember the live CNN interview on WTC 7 
collapsing, aired an hour and 23 minutes before it actually did?! See, the MSM 
thought that by internally deleting the footage and never re-airing or commenting on 
it publicly again, they were saved. They underestimated the capability of the 
average person, to download, privately store, re-upload and mass distribute, 
INFORMATION once it's hit the internet.

That's where we are today! (((THEY))) can't keep up with us. As technology, 
availability and accessibility to everything from the internet, mass info 
distribution platforms like social media, video streaming applications, public board 
forums like 4Chan, etc. these people LITERALLY have been floundering in their 
desperate attempts to keep up. Over the last 2 decades, they've realized they CANNOT 
"dot every single i" or "cross every single t". Continued below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tAoTzJUn Fri 06 Oct 2017 09:05:41 No.144273248
>>144271921
So for the better part of the last 20 years, they've scrambled to recruit search 
engines like Google, service providers like Verizon, Comcast, Time Warner, etc., 
social media sites like Facebook and Twitter and streaming sites like YouTube, to 
assist them in their efforts. Hence you now see massive corruption via SEO skewing 
and info scrubbing, edited metadata tags, buried search engine results based on 
those tags, the complete erasure, blockage and shadow banning of social media and 
upload/streaming accounts, etc. all done in a coordinated effort to try and beat the 
public to the punch by proactively removing information they can identify upfront 
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that is, will or may be, a problem For them in the future, while stifling your 
ability to find, research, locate, download/upload, store and disseminate 
information.

Since there are millions of people with the ability and accessibility to literally 
"debunk" ANYTHING they state, confirm, report, claim, visually show, etc. they are 
clammoring over themselves in an effort to keep their "stories" straight.

I can 100% CONFIRM that LVMPD absolutely KNOWS that in the end, they are being set 
up to fail. They will take the fall for anything misreported, misinterpreted, 
misinformed, incorrect, mishandled, etc. They are being forced to look like the 
front man though EVERYONE INTERNAL KNOWS that they are just running monitored and 
directed talking points they are being given. They are being forced into a "position 
of authority" that candidly, they HAVEN'T LEGALLY HELD JURISDICTION OVER, SINCE 
MONDAY. See how quick they jumped to to "publicly confirm" that they were opening an 
investigation into the "first leaked photos of the hotel room and dead suspect"?!? 
THE LVMPD WAS FORCED TO EAT THE FBI'S SHIT because the credibility of the FBI after 
the clusterfucks known as "Russia", Comey, etc. can't afford the implication that 
those photos were leaked under THEIR AUTHORITY... so the LVMPD publicly ate their 
fuck up...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 10:12:48 No.144278827
>>144277396
Hi, it's me! I posted this and this morning I posted an entire thread in another one 
that was just archived about 10 min ago. Can anyone find it and link it here?! It 
took me so much fucking time that I don't have, to post it all...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 10:20:28 No.144279470
Quoted By: >>144280649
>>144279045
Yes... here's the whole thread and all of my posts. I'm feeling a littlemore ballsy 
on the things I'm willing to say around LV specifically so if someone could clearly 
cap these posts in the format you all do, I would really appreciate it!!! Please, 
for the love of God, just do it... and after you read all of those, I have a final 
post to that thread I was going to attach but it was archived before I finished. I 
will attach that here, but it will only make sense if you read the others in the 
thread. I can't post under "MegaAnon" anymore as the nickname y'all gave me was 
apparently banned (without any reason attached at all, which was odd, BTW) so in my 
posts, I'll just announce who I am to help keep them together.

>>144229745

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 10:34:53 No.144280649
>>144279470
In that archived thread, I posted a total of 4 posts. Here's the 5th and final of 
those.

Pol thread comments...

>>144273248 ...because once a local authority or an agency confirms they are running 
an investigation, it means that legally, whatever crime they are assuming the 
responsibility of investigating, falls under their jurisdiction. LVMPD really just 
wants to tell you all that they haven't collected, tagged, cleared or logged, A 
SINGLE PIECE OF FUCKING EVIDENCE THEMSELVES SINCE MONDAY MORN. WHEN AGENCY obtained 
all the LVMPD TAGGED, CLEARED AND LOGGED, FROM SUNDAY NIGHT TIL AGENCY TAKEOVER. If 
agency had to publicly confirm the date/time of their jurisdiction takeover, then 
EVERYONE would know the LVMPD shouldn't even be making statements the FBI's 
investigation AND they'd know ANY REPORTED SLIP UPS, like "LEAKED SCENE PHOTOS" were 
done under agency authority, NOT LVMPD. The "storm" Trump's refered to isn't Vegas 
itself. I confirm 100% that a MUCH larger event was planned/thwarted by (((them))), 
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but was done to DIVERT TRUMP AWAY FROM declassifying/releasing "the storm" (a series 
of classified info that admin will disclose publicly on 3 different but HUGE, 
socially controversial topics. (((They've))) already delayed this TWICE. I'm not 
saying they fuck with the weather - think what you will BUT, they DID exploit the 
hurricanes/devastation to their advantage, by wrapping him in so much red tape re: 
resource distro/allocation, services/duty assembly/deployment, etc. Hence the 
"storm" reference was a "fuck you" to McCabe, Kelly, Tillerson, Pompeo, McCain, 
Ryan, McConnell, Pelosi, Schumer, etc. Anyone question timing of San Juan Mayor's 
emboldened comments, days before Vegas?! Done to get the PUBLIC focused on 
Trump/admin. and accused "inaction" in Puerto Rico. While the MSM distracted 
concerned public/Trump, it kept in him check as they geared up for Vegas. It's a 
"miracle" it didn't work.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 10:36:32 No.144280802
>>144279918
I was going to try that but was afraid it would trigger a longer ban or something. 
Thanks for the tip, boss!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 10:38:22 No.144280966
>>144280457
Would it still be banned if I took the caps out and just did all lowercase?! I 
though that's what he was implying? Lowercase it all instead of "MegaAnon" with 
caps.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 11:13:16 No.144284358
>>144281000
I could but I won't and as a courtesy, here's why... I have never come on here to 
post bullshit. I don't hypothesize theories or possibilities... I post only what I 
know to be true. It's why I won't pidgeon-hold myself by providing very narrow, 
specific dates or timeframes (like "tomorrow" or "next week", even when I'm 95% 
confirmed. If I post on here with the intent of you taking me at face value, I have 
to build my credibility and that's only done through prolonged consistency and 
correctness on valuable info. I'm never trying to be vague, though sometimes I have 
to be, depending on the topic. I only post on here (hence is why I'm not very good 
with tripcodes, sifting through archives, archiving or capping shit myself, etc.) to 
drop paths of info that connect dots you're either missing or ignoring, that in 
reality, are the most important to focus on. Anyone being TOO specific, is fucking 
lying to you. No one at our level with everything to lose, would blow their entire 
load on 4Chan. I promise you, no one actually involved, would risk exposure. Hence, 
"blackwater Anon". Notice he was specific, yet just vague enough? He's one of "your 
guys". WHAnon?! Sadly he's the biggest long con LARP, I've seen on here in a 
while... it actually disappoints me how much attention and credit you've given him.

I will confirm that the 3 disclosures have been discussed and vetted thoroughly, for 
the last several months, here. Ok, fine... and while "pizza" is on the menu, it's 
not one of the 3 pending releases. Not in the way you want it to be. It will be 
discussed and Hollywood specifically will take a MASSIVE HIT in the very near 
future. Harvey was the first lowhanging takedown so just imagine how high-level this 
will go. But I assure you, while Hillary, the Clinton campaign/staff, Obama admin, 
establishment (both parties) and DNC as related to election fraud, etc. will 
eventually fall for epic crimes, you'll never see Hillary in an orange jumpsuit, for 
actual pizza.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 11:23:53 No.144285418
>>144281330
The MSM and public will only be given a few hours of notice on the day of each 
series of Presudential addresses and will NOT be given details or talking points, in 
advance. POTUS will choose a VERY select group of WH media correspondents to attend 
live, which BTW, is standard protocol for presidential addresses.
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They will not be afforded the opportunity to tee up presser/subject related 
questions, which is done on purpose. Gives media no chance to build the public 
narrative or messaging in advance with a lot of unfounded pre-address "speculation" 
and hypothesizing for hours, based on a few pre-released talking point bones POTUS 
will usually throw in advance. When these series of addresses have concluded, NO ONE 
will be confused. He will be extremely clear and concise. He will leave no room for 
false narratives. There will be no gray areas left to fill.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 11:28:46 No.144286218
>>144283711
Nope.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 11:35:50 No.144287016
>>144284024
The goal is that when it's all said and done, there will be no room for question, 
when it comes to the people. He won't have to disclose shit like 9/11, OKC, Vegas, 
Voter Fraud, Russia hacks or collusion, elections rigging, etc. specifically. When 
he's done, it will be a literal "mic drop" on the world's stage and you will no one 
ever again, will have the ability to question who's responsible for, involved 
coordinating, etc. ANYTHING that has ever happened and been considered a "conspiracy 
theory", ever again. When he's done, the entire world will just KNOW IT ALL. It 
really is THAT all-encompassing. Like Trump says, "you'll see". It just has to 
happen. We cannot be derailed. Ever again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 11:51:57 No.144289068
>>144285031
Soon, but I won't pin myself to anything more than that because I literally can't. 
2.5 weeks ago, I'd have said within 72 hours about this if I didn't know better. 
You'd then, would've called me a larp, and rightfully so, no?! I would've been wrong 
thanks to what we now call, a "Vegas attack". 8 weeks ago, I would've said it would 
happen within the week, with 100% certainty. I'd have bet my entire career on it and 
doxxed myself to prove my credibility... but alas, I've drudged through this "swamp" 
long enough to know that "timeframes" mean nothing. Scheduled dates on a POTUS's 
calendar mean nothing. Literally ever. It is a full on hourly, daily, weekly race to 
the finish... truth or corruption wins -whoever gets there first.

So, instead of trying to pidgeon-hold me by asking me "WHEN", I ask you to realize 
that your most important should be, "WHY NOT ALREADY" and your biggest concern 
should be "WHAT HAPPENS, BETWEEN NOW AND WHEN".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:15:59 No.144291647
>>144286791
How about before doubting me, you first roll up your sleeves and dig into the 
formatting and protocol of a Presidential Address. Then, maybe you could slap your 
thinking cap on and ask yourself, "how else would a President formally address the 
entire American public at once, live and completely unedited, unfiltered and uncut, 
by the MSM and their corporate networks?"

Let me do half the homework for the slow in the back (you), when the President of 
the United States formally announces he will be making an official Presidential 
Address to the American public, the network's have to cover and broadcast it, 
unedited, unfiltered, uncut and IN FULL, from the time he starts until he's left, 
the podium. No broadcasting breaks, no side commentary, no commercials. Complete 
network silence when he speaks. This same protocol and procedure was initiated 
around radio broadcasted, Presidential addresses. It was legally protected so that 
station owners couldn't take advantage of the big crowds they knew would be tuning 
in, by selling and cutting to ads, in the middle of the Presudent's speeches. It is 
YOUR RIGHT as an AMERICAN CITIZEN to hear YOUR PRESIDENT, uncut, unfiltered, 
uninterrupted, unedited and his ability to do so is also protected by law. A 
Presidential address is the ONLY WAY he could do this. They'd literally ALL have to 
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cut their live feeds simultaneously to stop him and if they did that, which they 
very well could, then that's all the proof you'd need, too. The networks would never 
be able to rationally explain, such a massive and simultaneous fuck up. They 
couldn't create enough blatant bullshit stories to spoonfeed the entire country 
trying to explain how that happened. They'd literally have to proactively shut down 
the ENTIRE power grid to make that happen on such a broad scale.
It's unfuckingbelievable anyone here, could be this degenerate... I give up.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:19:02 No.144291957
>>144287690
Haha. Awe shucks... you're welcome! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:35:26 No.144293569
>>144287696
I know it sounds ridiculous but that's simply because I'm trying to convey the 
broadness and scope of what will be publicly disclosed. My only point is that after 
it's all over, no one will be able to turn away from the truth. The masses will 
never again be able to claim with 100% certainty that 9/11 DIDN'T have inside, US 
sponsored and funded, department/agency coordination, allocated resources and 
assistance. No one will EVER be able to NOT believe that our own fucking agencies 
and departments and former admins. didn't play a huge role in shit like JFK, OKC, 
9/11, ISIS, Pizza, Vegas, etc. They won't be able to turn a blind eye to what they 
consider "conspiracy theories", today simply because the MSM told them to.

The only thing that everyone will be able to agree on when it's all said and done is 
that we've all been horrifically lied to on incomprehensible levels and nothing 
we've been led to perceive as our "reality" for generations since the very fucking 
day GHB was sworn into the admin as Director of the CIA, has been the whole truth 
and nothing but. No one will be able to use ignorance as an excuse anymore. The 
people think they're in charge?! Haha, well now Trump is going to give it to them. 
He's going to give us all the fucking transparency we can handle and when he does?! 
That's when you'll truly see what "we, the people" are made of. You'll have people 
who can't handle it, begging to give the truth BACK to the admin. I want to make 
sure I'm being clear here, too... when I use terms like "disclose", "reality", etc. 
I am in NO WAY IMPLYING Trump is disclosing any of that stuff y'all bring up like 
"aliens", "Antarctica", etc. not saying I don't personally believe in some of it, 
but that's not the "storm" that's coming. Just to clarify...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:49:05 No.144294885
>>144289164
For fucks sakes /pol/. You fucking suck. 3 different disclosures...

A 3 letter (federal) agency
A 3 letter (central) department
And 3 letter (federally sanctioned) economic org.

These 3 HUGE FUCKING "ROCKS" ARE "FALLING" and once you're given the truth, the 
credibility and validity of all 3 will be erased for the last almost 60 years. If 
you're not picking up what I'm laying down, then I don't know what else to tell you. 
Go fap to fucking WHAnon archives and caps. He's why you'll fap forever.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:53:27 No.144295314
>>144290041
They have my IP dip. All my shits consistent for 7 months.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:57:01 No.144295654
>>144292723
It's a very small example but yes, one of them so here's a (you) for picking up on 
that.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 12:58:15 No.144295779
>>144292805
Yes. Those who thrive in the dark, will perish in the light when exposed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vy3Y5hFc Fri 06 Oct 2017 13:20:49 No.144298040
>>144293867
10-15 years ago, boards *like* /pol/, were amazing tools for people like me to dump 
nuggets on. The boards were extremely useful because they weren't trolled. They were 
less known and rather untouched by the masses. We'd go hard on these boards too. 
We'd upload classified docs/Intel, burn sources, etc. the old boards had value and 
credibility and ultimately, that's what attracts good anons with actual Intel. I 
don't post on /pol/ or any other board today, like I and many others, used to post 
on similar boards of yesteryear. As related specifically to /pol/, you lose a lot of 
the older board crowd. Meaning, you give too much attention and waste to much time 
theorizing and entertaining blatant troll threats and larps that you do actually 
putting in the work. Nothing on /pol/ is relevant to people like me, because you 
don't have the stamina, clout, or record of telling us shit that candidly, we don't 
already know... and that's only on the shit you're right, on. You attract too many 
tweens, teens, and legal adults who don't seem to have the mental capacity to count 
change for a $20 without a calculator, let alone graduate high school... and worse?! 
You then actually encourage them to post, by engaging them in blatant race-bait, 
gender-driven threads that in reality, will never mean anything. You expect too much 
from people/insiders who have real careers, families, personal lives, 
responsibilities, etc. without giving them anything in return. Boards like this used 
to be give and take. YOU earned YOUR CREDIBILITY AND VALIDITY with US, YOU put the 
work in, to prove yourselves as legitimate and serious as we are and in return, we 
lit you up with shit you'd NEVER comprehend existed. Threads weren't started with 
publicly available PDF images of casino hotel rooms, entitled "PROOFS! GET IN HERE!" 
The only images ever attached were docs, pics, etc. people risked everything they'd 
worked for including their fucking LIVES, to secure and dump.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 13:57:02 No.144301841
Quoted By: >>144302008
>>144299627
Thanks for starting a new page...

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 13:58:45 No.144302008
Quoted By: >>144302374
>>144301841
Ahhhhh OMG!!! It's back!!! I can use MegaAnon!!! Is that because I'm in the airport 
and I'm using my hotspot, which I don't normally use?! How is this happening?!? 
Saves me a shit to on trouble! Yay!!!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 14:02:15 No.144302374
>>144302008
Also excuse the typos. I've been typing from my phone this whole time and my auto 
correct is on degenerate mode. Like in the other thread someone said it's 
"pidgeonhole" not pidgeonhold but I was typing so fast that didn't even realize my 
phone was auto correcting it as "hold"... haha!! Anyway, yay!! It's working!!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 14:23:51 No.144304588
Quoted By: >>144304856
>>144302396
Someone in the last thread (before archived) asked me why I'd bother posting on pol 
if all of this was just inevitable. First, over the last 15 years of my career, I've 
realized just how NOT "inevitable" things actually are. Second, because I go to 
"work" every single day, any and every day of the week and outside of my own very 
limited and secured channels and networks, who else or where else can I talk to 
anyone rationally, about it. There are weeks I work days without sleep. I sleep in 
more hotels and airports than my own bed. Additionally, imagine if all I ever did 
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was talk about "work", with the same few people, I can fully talk about work with... 
in my opinion... that's how the swamp gets you. They pidgeonhole you into the same 
limited contacts, with matching badges and credentials and eventually you find 
yourself so boxed in, you've lost the ability to critically think and conceptualize 
things outside of your own bubble. It can corrupt you without you even realizing it. 
You're robotic, routined, and polished, to look or think outside of the consensus of 
few. So, sometimes, I come here. I'm not a fucking idiot and I've been playing this 
game long enough to know what I can, can't, should or shouldn't say. I know when to 
stop but I also know when I can keep going and yes, though in the last thread 
someone said they could imagine me fuming the more I typed, I'd never be so dumb as 
to accidentally disclose or doxx myself, in an effort to "prove" myself to you. I 
get frustrated but I don't make a living off /pol/. Sure, I like y'all but you can 
take what I'm saying or leave it. I will argue and debate with people who seem 
genuinely interested and yes... ultimately I do want to earn your trust (the right 
way) because I know I'm only ever on here to post the truth, whether you believe 
it's the truth however, isn't my problem. But my honesty paired with knowing what to 
confirm/commit to and what not, like specific dates/timeframes

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 14:26:33 No.144304856
>>144304588
... will just prolong your own awareness and acknowledgement of the truth. I know 
I'll eventually be right and that's ok with me.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 14:30:28 No.144305263
>>144304683
Nope. I was the chick telling that guy he'd never get the proof because body cam 
video can't be released if it unironically never existed. You don't cam cops if the 
footage won't tell the same story, right?!

I did give you the kimdotcom connection, but alas... you ignored.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 14:38:34 No.144306163
>>144304877
Ok before I answer, know this is my PERSONAL OPINION...

My biggest fear in terms of civil fallout is the economy collapsing. Now trust me 
when I say, we definitely want to a complete guy of the economic system, but we are 
sooo fragile right now... like literally on thin ice as you know, that we cannot 
afford preemptive mass panic leading to an immediate rush and pull-out of the system 
and markets, due to mass hysteria. Hence is why you can't drop this in one epic 
public address. We have dedicated more time and energy on the positioning and 
messaging than ANYTHING ELSE, to ensure we are not only clear and concise, but are 
also comforting and confident, which will help console.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 14:47:22 No.144307130
>>144306098
Haha, you answered your own question, no? Look what happened to Snowden after he 
dumped the most legitimate way he could have. The biggest dumpers you've seen in the 
last decade are either sitting in dingy countries, embassies they couldn't step 
outside the front door of or they were federally charged, convicted and sentenced to 
jail as a man and "released" as a "woman".

Sounds great, why wouldn't everyone sign up?

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 15:04:18 No.144308946
>>144306504
Because to prove it he technically incriminates himself and would be approved by NZ 
for extradition to us to face charges. His proof right now is actually the only 
thing the dept. can't confirm right now, this is why NZ declined extradition 
requests. They were unsubstantiated. So instead, they just nabbed him on what they 
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legally could to try and smoke him out into hopefully, extraditing himself by 
voluntarily coming to the US and defending himself. They charged and convicted him 
at lower court levels which then gave them the authority to freeze him out of 
personal and business financials, seize equipment and business assets, etc. all with 
the hopes he'd have the balls to willingly come here and get it back through our 
"judicial system".

He didn't have a personal nap connection to Rich, nor does he personally care about 
his murder. He only cares that a concerned public has now formed in the masses, 
hellbent on exposing the "truth". Trust me, Kim only said anything about Rich in an 
attempt to exploit the mass awareness his murder has ignited and use it in his 
favor. He thought American's would demand his pardon (like many demand an 
Assange/Snowden pardon) if in exchange, he offered to publicly testify on US soil, 
regarding his direct connection/involvement to Rich. He only said anything hoping to 
get his millions in frozen cash/investments back. He doesn't have a single fuck to 
give about Seth Rich.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 15:16:08 No.144310326
>>144306531
Nah, no nukes. No preemptive wars w/ NK, Russia, China, etc. Literally just a bunch 
of ignorant Americans all hopped up on Xanax running to their banks and Wall St. 
demanding their FDIC guaranteed and insured max. cash withdrawal limits and selling 
their shares at plummeting rates.

Hopefully everyone just rationally listens, absorbs, processes and proceeds knowing 
that even in the chaos, there IS a strategic plan for recovery, everything WILL be 
ok and everyone JUST needs to remain calm and have some patience. Also on my 
opinion, we are on the road to brighter days. Your future kids won't have to work as 
hard, continuing the cycles of societal enslavement, being financially raped by the 
corrupt system they feed so much, yet returns so very little. Shit always has to get 
worse before better, but the good news is that if all pans out as planned, you'll 
think back to today and realize that we had actually already made it through the 
worst. If you're always focused on doom and gloom, you become to narrow minded to 
notice or acknowledge everything that's led up to this. So cheer up, buttercup!

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 15:35:03 No.144312420
>>144309165
Yup but also because you have to look like you're playing nicely in the sandbox by 
negotiating admin seats. Pence was a negotiation and Trump fought the Pence pick for 
almost 3 weeks until confirming him as running mate. Flynn hated Pence and alas... 
here we are. Pence unironically "misunderstood" verbal Russian phone call recaps 
Flynn discussed and the establishment negotiated pick is still VP while Flynn is 
forced to resign. See how dirty they play? All that sand in the eyes blurs the 
vision.

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 15:42:09 No.144313147
>>144312500
I'm ok thanks... how are you?

Oh and no, not a psyop... technically, I work for no one but myself. I choose which 
contracts I accept or deny. Buuut, there are lots of people just like me, in the 
same line of business and we network and sub contract each other frequently. If we 
didn't, we'd all go crazy.

IMG_5908.jpg, 2MiB, 4032x3024

~~~~~MegaAnon ID:pVV8LWAd Fri 06 Oct 2017 15:45:13 No.144313468
>>144312621
Ohh good idea! You're welcome!!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:BkkUexri Sat 07 Oct 2017 15:46:12 No.144435503
Quoted By: >>144439195
Checked.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BkkUexri Sat 07 Oct 2017 16:21:29 No.144439195
Quoted By: >>144440538
>>144435503
I'm here and not gonna lie, I was just going to dump this next post on 8, but alas, 
I'm here. So first, let me be clear. "MegaAnon" will never exist on this board 
again. Anyone claiming to be me, isn't. I'm the original poster about SR, the 
Awan's, Mueller/Manafort and I apparently wasted and entire day and half the night, 
posting 3/4ths of the MegaAnon posts yesterday, for nothing. All b/c ONE other 
poster in one of the early threads, used the MegaAnon name (note I've NEVER, nor did 
I last night, USED A TRIPCODE with it) and you let him fuck with you all instead. 
That said, MY colored "post ID", stayed consistent. So, after this thread is 
archived, I will never "announce" myself again. I will lurk when I can/feel like it 
and if/when, I feel compelled to post, I will do so "anon", just like the rest of 
you. I told y'all everytime you've ever begged me to use/tripcode the MegaAnon name, 
that a NAME isn't important. I never gave a fuck what you'd "call me" and neither 
should you! I'm sure it's a huge dick swell for all the other golden /pol/ anons you 
stroke the dicks of, everytime they spew shit that never pans out, but any REAL ANON 
doesn't give a fuck. It's about INFO AND THE TRUTH. All I've ever cared about was 
sharing what I had it to offer. I want earned trust through credibility so I don't 
put myself in situations by saying things I can't 100% confirm or guarantee, like 
"it's going to happen today at 2:30". That's bullshit. You should be GLAD I tell you 
I wouldn't do that. You can take it or leave it. If you believe me great. If you 
don't, who cares?! I don't feel pressured or have enough fucks to give, about what 
nameless/faceless people on a fucking board, "demanding tits" or "/pol/ styled post 
formats" think. If I'm going to take the time to give you info, do you think I'm 
going to waste even two fucking seconds reading the cliff notes for, "How-To Post On 
/pol/ For Dummies". Gimme a break. Now that that's out of the way, see next post 
below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BkkUexri Sat 07 Oct 2017 16:33:23 No.144440538
>>144439195
>>144428676
Less than 4 months ago even the MSM had to eat their own shit while admitting to you 
EXACTLY HOW MUCH MONEY was being shifted under the int'l radar, between IRAN and 
NORTH KOREA, remember?!? All that dirty money being funneled between the two, for 
manufactured warheads/arms, maybe even nukes we didn't know about?! I mean, come 
on... this JUST HAPPENED!

The "ONE thing" Trump is referring to in the NK tweets, is cutting the nuke deal and 
funding from Iran which they've been backdooring to NK since "before the ink even 
dried". He uses the ink dry analogy because at the same time you learned 4months ago 
that Iran and NK had FACTUALLY been shipping billions worth of arms/bombs back and 
forth to eachother "under the radar" for almost the entire lengths of the GWB and 
Obama administrations, we ALSO LEARNED that Iran had not only been selling NK the 
refurbed artillery we'd left behind in the region after the Gulf war, but that NK 
was using OUR OWN FUCKING MONEY, to pay for it.

Trump sanctioned the ever loving fuck out of NK almost 3 months ago. Now... he's is 
going to lift the ONE THING that keeps NK holding on... the Iran nuke deal and re-
sanction the shit out of them again. This "one thing" isn't one of "THE 3, 3-
lettered things" I was referring to yesterday. The ONLY "happening" as it relates to 
these NK tweets is Trump cutting the ONE last financial ball Kim still has hanging, 
by ENDING the ONLY thing keeping him above water... Iran arms/weapons funding. The 
reason he's proactively engaging and working w/ defense officials here and allied is 
to prep for potential fall out and military actions THEY may initiate against US. 
TRUST ME - WE will never proactively start "war" with NK. We will only ever 
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retaliate if necessary, or provoked to intercept an imminent attack. When Trump cuts 
the Iran nuke deal, the reimplements the brutal former sanctions we had on them, 
both Iran AND NK will lose their absolute shit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BkkUexri Sat 07 Oct 2017 16:44:46 No.144442185
>>144440499
Haha, why didn't NYPD just release the Weiner shit like they publicly warned they 
would, if the FBI didn't move to charges soon?!

Once the FBI assumes jurisdiction, not even a local police chief could say something 
like that without fearing the same federal "obstruction" charges you or I could face 
for saying it. Don't you see how this legally works?! LVMPD has NO LEGAL AUTHORITY 
over investigation so they have NO LEGAL PROTECTIONS as provided under the 
investigation, either. The FBI can do, not do, say, not say, release, withhold, 
disclose, suppress, whatever the fuck they want at this point. They are the highest 
domestic agency... no checks or balances and all they ever have to do is loosely 
claim "terror ties" in a shotty appeal and they know they'll control everything from 
there. I don't know one district circuit judge anywhere who'd sign a rejected appeal 
when terror is cited. Who'd want that all blood coming back to their hands? This is 
how it works.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jULXSUde Sat 07 Oct 2017 17:05:05 No.144444591
Quoted By: >>144446925
>>144443164
And guess what?! He probably REALLY believes that, too. Sadly, your average beat on 
the street chasing LEO, isn't privy to what his bosses are. This is how this type of 
"false flag" shit can and will, continue to happen. Corruption is consolidated. Very 
few players orchestrate and very few others like Lombardo are privy enough to know 
it but FORCED to comply, literally LEGALLY. Every cop and firefighter running up 
flights of stairs thinking they were genuinely going to save people on 9/11. 
99.9999% of them have zero clue what's going on. They are just as much an innocent 
victim to it all as one of the 59 murdered in LV and 500+ injured.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jULXSUde Sat 07 Oct 2017 17:25:20 No.144446925
>>144444591
People always say, "B-but how could they get soooo many people to go along with a 
false flag and keep it a secret?" These people = fucking idiots. REAL PEOPLE die in 
99% of false flags. Not always as many people as they claim, but in a majority of 
the most major false flags ever coordinated, it's 99%. REAL FIRST RESPONDERS REACT 
AS TRAINED, and 99% of them, are just as oblivious as the victims. This is why you 
hear LV first responders, initially reporting multiple shooters, etc. they're only 
reporting what they are actually hearing/seeing or what they honestly think they're 
hearing/seeing - meaning, if they called multiple shooters or told people there were 
shooters on the streets, in the lobby's of other hotels, etc. it's because they 
ACTUALLY AND HONESTLY THINK THAT!!! This is why saving and archiving AS MANY OF 
THESE REPORTS AND RECORDINGS BEING AIRED AS YOU CAN, is important as you now know 
when you see questionable initial witness interviews and videos being deleted on 
PURPOSE and never aired again on the MSM. Then, all the witnesses and victims are 
pushed to "come forward" and "file reports". When they do, the minute they say 
something they shouldn't, they're report is internally flagged and they get pressed 
again only this time, they're tactically brainwashed into thinking they really 
didn't see what they thought they knew they did. They didn't REALLY hear that. Then 
in the midst of their own purposeful confusion, the events (((they))) want them to 
"remember" are rationalized and "explained". (((THEY))) fill in the confused gaps 
FOR them. Then (in federally investigated cases) they sign an NDA before they leave. 
Usually this includes promising you won't talk to the media, or discuss the 
interview with authorities with your friends, family, the media, on social media, 
etc. and to top it all off, there's the fine print that tells them their official 
report will only be released to them if they sign and comply w/ the NDA. Why? So no 
one talks.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:jULXSUde Sat 07 Oct 2017 18:31:05 No.144453032
>>144451025
This makes me happy. No addresses correlate Eric with Steve, only the dad. Wouldn't 
siblings live together therefore be associated to their "dad", in the same 
residences at the same times while "growing up"? Still a lot more though related to 
their time in FL and Haiti connections. Who else hates Clinton? Haiti. Who else 
hates Laura Silsby? Haiti. Who else hates Podesta? Haiti. Haiti also hates Raytheon. 
Why did "Earl" rob a bank?! Did he really rob a bank? Notice where the bank was? 
What it's close to? Nearby towns of interest?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jULXSUde Sat 07 Oct 2017 18:55:44 No.144455359
>>144451135
Oh my god, I really wanna say something but I've been sitting here thinking how I 
can say it in a way I wouldn't legally implicate myself, for the last 10 minutes...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jULXSUde Sat 07 Oct 2017 19:13:32 No.144457245
>>144455029
Imagine if "Steven" never existed. No Steve, ever. Sure, there was a body in the 
room and sure they told you it was "Steven Paddock". Sure a few hotel registrations 
under this supposed "Steven Paddock" , but I could call up a Marriott right now and 
reserve a room as Michael Obama for fucks sake. Steve Paddock never existed. He's 
not a patsy. He was never born. That's why any info you've found is limited and 
everything else is something anyone could generate as easily as a dead body you only 
know *was* steve Paddock because they confirmed it to you. Pray for that security 
guard and yourself if you think a dude armed to the hilt, spraying rounds into a 
crowd hundreds of yards away killing 59 people couldn't shoot and kill a security 
guard only 20 or 30 ft. away from him, so instead he gives him the chance to crawl 
away alive and call for back up to their exact location?!

Are you fucking serious?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jULXSUde Sat 07 Oct 2017 19:25:12 No.144458322
>>144455614
I know, I have to. Hypothetically and all, we factually know Comey and Trump met 
several times privately (which is pretty unprecedented remember), right?! So we can 
also strongly assume that they knew one day, they might just have to account for 
those meetings publicly, like during the sworn testimony of Comey, at a 
congressional hearing and all. Cause see, it's hard to hide ANY private meetings 
with anyone when you're the president, people see it. They can attest to it. Secret 
service and staffers plan for late night meeting in the oval and private dinners, 
right?! You can't hide it and to deny it because too many widely known efforts and 
plans were made and too many people were around to see Comey stay behind or meet for 
dinners. So, if you knew one day you'd have to account for a few private meetings, 
then you'd have to discuss the subject of the meeting. BUT, the ONLY TWO PEOPLE WHO 
ACTUALLY KNOW WHATVWAS DISCUSSED IN THOSE MEETINGS are Trump and Comey and however 
THEY DECIDE to fill in the gaps for themselves, is up to them. His word vs. his 
word. Are you still with me?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:syQCswqR Sat 07 Oct 2017 17:42:08 No.144448543
>>144445246
Not necessarily by the agency as in the entire FBI. 99% of police departments, 99% 
of the FBI, 99% of the CIA, etc. have no fucking clue what's going on, when shits 
going on, you know?! They show up like the rest of us thinking they're just going to 
work and doing their jobs. This is why it doesn't take many and corruption is 
consolidated. The FBI and CIA aren't completely fucking corrupt. It's the very small 
few at the tops of everything who control the most, that can be manipulated and 
abused by the (((deep))) when needed. This is the EXACT situation people like Comey 
actually found themselves in. Comey is a legitimately good dude. Before Obama, he 
had a near stellar track record. He was truly respected on a bi-partisan level for 
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decades because of his fair and balanced integrity and commitment to justice 
prevailing. Unfortunately the swamp bent him over like a pizzagated 4 year old and 
roped him into shit that made his skin crawl. As a result, he'd now be on the hook, 
indictable for so many federal charges that he'd never see the light of day when 
convicted. Same for the rest of the swamp. They all know what could happen if they 
were ever inducted. If justice ever managed to prevail and they are all clinging to 
eachother, pulling all the stops and blackmailing whoever they can to keep 
themselves out of prison.

What's more ironic is that most of them had zero clue they were part of the swamp 
until they were already neck deep in it. That's how they blackmail you. If you serve 
an interest of theirs and you're targeted, they find a way to get you criminally or 
embarrass you, you they create a way and make it look good enough that it's 
believable, so when you're number is called and they show you what they could do, 
you literally have no choice other than suiciding yourself. I mean, it's gotten so 
bad they don't even have to try hard to fabricate shit well.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:syQCswqR Sat 07 Oct 2017 17:59:14 No.144450155
Quoted By: >>144450723
>>144449310
It's cool. Dig into Comey and you'll see exactly when his balls got pinched. 
Candidly, I still can't believe Comey managed through as much of the bullshit he 
did. He's really been forced into a ton of shitty boxes and while he's absolutely 
guilty of a lot and he knows it, he's averted far more that the public will never 
know about. Even if he were ever charged, he'd never get to use any of it in his 
defense. It's all classified. He knows the truth and any defense might have had, 
will rot in a box in the basement, assuming it even still exists.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:syQCswqR Sat 07 Oct 2017 18:05:41 No.144450723
>>144450155
To clarify, when I say Comey averted more, I don't mean he averted shit for him 
personally I mean he averted a ton of shit that would've impacted all of us. He's 
done a lot of bad and a lot of good for this country, but if he'd had an actual 
choice, he'd have never willingly or voluntarily participated or endorsed, the 
crimes he's guilty of. That's what I mean when I say he's not a bad guy. He's not 
corrupt by choice. His story is no different than most of them... they get roped in 
and abused until someone lets them resign, retire or kills them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:syQCswqR Sat 07 Oct 2017 18:22:13 No.144452284
>>144450766
You're missing the point. You're ultimately blackmailed by 3 things in this "swamp" 
- 1. Shit (((they))) caught you really doing; 2. Shit (((they))) have enough to 
strongly imply you did do it; 3. Completely fabricated yet convincing enough shit 
(((they))) only have to claim you did.

I mean they used to drug people all the time, catch them on video doing ridiculous 
shit (sex, murder, etc.) then threaten them with the release of the tapes. That's an 
example of having enough to prove you did it, but in reality you didn't do it 
willingly. You were drugged. In another example, yes, some people just suck and will 
willingly do corrupt shit, so all you'd have to do is set them up to fail, or catch 
them failing on their own, like you know they will and hang the proof over their 
heads for as long as you need them. But alas... look at where we are today and where 
we're increasingly going. Today, you don't need "proof". You don't need evidence or 
named sources. All you need is A few trending headlines by NYT and WaPo and a couple 
15 minute segments on Cooper or Tapper's shows, right?! I mean did Flynn teach you 
nothing?! That guy is clean as a fucking whistle and he resigned over what the media 
told you he said for 3 weeks, not what you now know he didn't say, at all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 14:54:22 No.144549960
>>144546669
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I am NOT affiliated with this twitter account, not a source. It's absolute bullshit 
and first time I saw it was HERE, on /pol/... just now. Believe what you will, but 
mark my words. Do not let people take or assume credit, off me. I come HERE. ALWAYS. 
FIRST.

That said, I'll stop coming here if YOU, don't get your fucking shit together. 
Guaranteed. YOU DECIDE.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 15:01:40 No.144550732
>>144550187
Why in the ever loving fuck would I let the IP selling whore of whores 4Chan, trip 
the fuck out of my IP's EVERY TIME I POST. Are you retarded because I'm not.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 15:27:24 No.144553399
>>144551026
I "cloak" myself fine, or you'd have doxxed me by now, no?! I'm. I'm not gonna waste 
my time on here, fighting twitter handles y'all apparently idolize. You haven't seen 
a fucking bigger shill campaign in MONTHS, than you have on me. Must be saying 
something right, no?!

I come here to spill what I know and connect the pieces when I can fill in the 
puzzle. If you don't want it, just let me know. I'll fucking leave and I'm FINE with 
that. Candidly, I sign multiple, hundreds of million dollar contracts every year 
that validate MY credibility, paid for mostly by YOUR BLACK BUDGET TAX DOLLARS. I 
shake the hands and kiss the babies of the worst of the worst and the best of the 
best, on YOUR representative behalf, for fucks sakes. I KILL TIME on /pol/, I don't 
pander for Twitter "followers/retweets", Facebook "likes/shares" or YouTube 
subscribers. I don't need to live off of the advertisement revenue pennies, of a 
degenerate following. Candidly, I consistently come to /pol/ because frankly, I 
LOVED what y'all were doing to Antifa and most importantly, what you did to Shia. 
Shia is actually what kept me coming back, simply because I fucking hate him.

So frankly /pol/... if you think I'm a fucking larp, just let me know. I'll never 
come back again... and y'all can just continue to circle jerk every "WH", and "FBI" 
anon that just comes your way and in the meantime, I'll just keep filing my 1%'er 
taxes every year, thanks to you. If you pay federal taxes in this country, then 
you've already paid me for the valuable services I provide to the country. You post 
on a board, I actually DO shit. So thanks and you're welcome.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 15:38:36 No.144554552
>>144551665
Bahahahaha! Umm... if the truth was "important" enough, than you'd have had it 
already. The hypothetical "YOU" is to blame for your ignorance as a society. "We, 
the people" have spent 5+ decades sleeping at the fucking civilian wheel. You've 
voted and elected people to "represent" you, who never intended to do anything of 
the sort. If YOU want the "truth" and "justice" to prevail, then use YOUR collective 
mass and make sure you dedicate yourselves and the next 7.5 years, to VOTE THE 
SWAMP, out of their comfy congressional chairs! POTUS is ONE, EQUAL BRANCH, of 
three. You see EXACTLY WHO RUNS THIS COUNTRY and you got HALF the job done, by 
electing Trump. But by now, you should realize who in congress drudges through the 
swamp and who doesn't, so make it happen. Being elected to congress, should never be 
assumed as a fucking career.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 15:51:08 No.144555784
>>144554090
I don't give a fuck about the "trolls". I'm addressing the non-trolls, who actually 
give a fuck yet sit back, while I get shilled to death. If you're not a troll or a 
shill, then YOU shouldn't let them shit up the board as much as you do. Shills and 
trolls exist, because YOU allow them. You let a bunch of teenages shit up the board 
with their threads and posts. YOU allow them to RUIN your credibility and validity, 
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every. single. day. I don't have a single fuck to give about YOU. I'm not even 
actually replying to YOU. I'm acknowledging ALL OF /pol/ and if you're not a 
payrolled shill or troll then you know I'm talking to YOU. If you believe in what's 
actually happening in front of you, then try MAKING /pol/ GREAT AGAIN, instead of 
letting ppl like Brock and Soros, make it what THEY choose. STOP VALIDATING, the 
invalid and more people like me, will come.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 16:04:53 No.144557218
>>144554587
Because I hate seeing those who are honestly dedicated to this board and ultimately, 
the truth, wasting their times following incorrect paths. The only power the people 
have, is our mass and the ability to collectively come together and instantaneously 
aggregate and share information and ideas. It's the ONLY POWER we hold over the 
swamp. The power of the purse via congress, is long gone. /pol/ chooses to 
continuously miss the fundamental point of my posts, though I've consistently made 
it crystal clear. I'm never necessarily trying to "break news" to you. Candidly, if 
what I'm saying seems new to you, you're just not paying attention. Like with 
Kelly's phone. READ MY STATEMENT ABOUT IT AGAIN. I wrote it from an "I assumed you 
already knew about Kelly's cell phone" perspective. Politico published one random 
article about it before i said it...but factually, it's been missing for more than 2 
months. Regardless of that, I wasn't trying to break the news of Kelly's phone... 
that's not what's IMPORTANT ABOUT IT. I was just using it as an example of HOW THE 
DEEP SETS THEMSELVES UP AND COVERS THEIR ASSES. IN STRATEGIC ADVANCE.

Trust me, one day it's gonna seem awfully "convenient" that Kelly's phone went 
missing, which then left it vulnerable for (((them))) to publicly claim 
"compromised" and when they need to "prove timeframes" to "substantiate" their 
"claims of compromise", low and behold, a few obscure and hardly circulated 
published articles will validate (((them))). AGAIN, I'M NOT TRYING TO BREAK SHIT TO 
YOU. I'M CONNECTING DOTS YOUR MISSING OR INNOCENTLY OVERLOOKING, to keep YOU ON 
TRACK. Take it or leave it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2odz/Ga+ Sun 08 Oct 2017 16:16:22 No.144558291
>>144555746
Here's where we agree and here's where you're wrong. I agree that "John" was 
legitimate for my own personal reasons. Based on what I'm also privy to, whoever 
blackwater anon is, was also legitimate in very specific areas... meaning, he said 
what he honestly took from what he was seeing/doing, but his bosses didn't give him 
the whole story, which to me signals, he simply has tier 1-3 security clearance. 
Nothing more, nothing less. Both are good dudes with more access and clearances than 
you'd ever have.

Where we disagree is on individual purpose. Personally, like I said in my post 
below, I'm not here to break n we. I try to use the Intel/knowledge I have and can 
confirm, to keep collective masses on track instead of chasing beat paths of blatant 
bullshit. There are others with legitimate, credible info, who come once or a couple 
of times, to dump info then just leave with no intentions of returning. These are 
usually people wit no prior knowledge of /pop/ or similar Anon boards, who are 
looking to dump info who are guided to /pol/ or other boards, with no prior 
knowledge or usage of those boards.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 16:43:40 No.144561164
>>144558444
True and I appreciate it but remember, I've never purposefully left an honest 
question, discussion or opposing view hanging, have I? I appreciate, welcome and 
encourage legitimate and educated arguments and viewpoints. THEORIZING IS WHY WE ARE 
ALL HERE, isn't it?! Aren't most of you (outside of the trolls/shills) here to 
discuss, hypothesize, theorize and debate things, you're not getting from the MSM or 
our govt., or aren't able to discuss rationally with a majority of your friends, 
family, co-workers, etc?! Aren't you here because you're tired of everyone else you 
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think you know, not knowing what YOU think you know?! I COME HERE to validate YOU, 
with the FACTS AND CONFIRMATIONS I CAN MAKE, to prove to you that you're not just a 
bunch of crazy, tin foil hat wearing retards. Those here for the right reasons will 
only ever get the truth, or as much truth as I can give, from me. Those here for the 
wrong reasons, will continue to deny me and shit up your board.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 16:57:17 No.144562770
>>144558444
If you've been keeping up and reading between the lines, you'd realize LOTS of 
things I've said have been happening. But we th that, please note... you (as in all 
of /pol/) are always looking for, waiting on, expecting something you're never going 
to get on exactly the level you're hoping... and in all honesty, you better hope it 
never comes to that. You're never going to see Hillary and 30% of congress (on both 
sides of the aisle) going down for pizza. Not because YOU (and the rest of /pol/ 
type people) couldn't handle it, but because THE MASSES COULDNT HANDLE IT. It was 
literally JFK and Reagan's biggest concerns and it's specifically why they BOTH AND 
MANY OTHERS, have held back a lot. It's also our next best shot (Trump's) biggest 
concern. Do you realize on a completely rational level what would happen if a 
president or anyone with as much comparable clout, authority or national 
recognition, dumped this kind of shit without planning and preparation?! I mean 
aren't you and a majority of the people HERE ON /pol/ because you CAN'T talk about 
this shit to an overwhelming majority of everyone you know, the way it SHOULD be 
talked about?! You're just YOU. Imagine being a fucking "truther" president of the 
UNITED STATES OF FUCKING AMERICA... which is basically like being the leader of the 
world considering how much the rest of the world, depends on us. Think about it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:00:47 No.144563180
>>144559373
Like I've said since my first post in May, take itvor leave it. Let my credibility 
prove me. If you're a good anon, be patient. Realize I'm not larping telling you 
"it's happening in an hour or in two days", every single fucking minute. I don't do 
specific timeframes FOR THAT PURPOSE, because the "swamp" does any wear a fucking 
watch and anyone actually neck deep in its filth, knows that.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:03:38 No.144563475
>>144560302
No and expedited to (((them))), never implies anything will be expedited to YOU, the 
public, due to "circumstance".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:05:29 No.144563675
>>144560409
No shit! Even I'm aware of my excessive caps, commas and a shit ton of ?!?!?!?. I 
just can't help myself... ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:28:16 No.144565905
>>144561802
Yup. Do you think Hannity is still working for Fox?! If you've been paying 
attention, I told y'all WEEKS AGO that Breitbart will acquire the failing Fox. And 
eventually, you'll see O'Reilly, Bolling and later Hannity, on primetime Breitbart 
News Network shows. Bannon didn't actually "resign" or get "fired". His negotiated 
contract was up. At the end of the day, he did what he needed to do for Trump and 
when they mutually decided his work was done, HE "resigned". Bannon's part of the 
deal?! Ensure he'd get the opportunity to break and cover, the biggest shit Trump 
has coming. Greta and Megan Kelly were dropped so they wouldn't be included in any 
part of the legalities of aquisition and O'Reilly and Bolling are already silently 
contracted to Breitbart and in many non-publicized ways, are already on the books of 
Breitbart. I mean, didn't it seem odd to y'all that right after Bannon "resigned" he 
pushed his "new mission" at Breitbart soooooo fucking hard?!? Fox is purposefully 
being discredited and weeded out of the atypical "MSM" so they can dump the old and 
rebrand as new. Hannity has a contract that Breitbart isn't willing to buy out in 
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full. O'Reilly and Bolling were planned take downs. Fake and false accusations based 
off of popular left trending talking points like feminist pushed "sexual harassment" 
claims and charges, polurposefully created to get them OUT of the remainders of 
their Fox contracts, without Breitbart having to foot the bill.

Like COME THE FUCK ON... Do none of you realize you haven't heard a single fucking 
thing about O'Reilly's apparent "sexual harassment" charges, since?! Have you heard 
a single fucking peep from Bollings supposed dick pic accusers, or the "case", 
since?! NO... BECAUSE THEY BOTH TOOK A FUCKING HIT ON THE PROFESSIONAL CHIN TO GET 
AWAY FROM ALLIES FUCKED UP, LIBTARD SELLOUT SONS, TO GET OIT OF THEIR HEFTY FOX 
CONTRACTS BY FORCING FOX INTO THE PUBLIC POSITION OF MAKING THEM RESUGN, OR BE 
FIRED.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:42:01 No.144567229
>>144562802
I realize that... it's why I'm always upfront and honest about having to be vague, 
in specific areas. Would a fucking larp waste their time warning you upfront that 
they have to be vague about something?! Fuck no! They'd just vomit their shit and 
then scream IT'S HAPPENING at 2:31 p.m tomorrow!!!!, with a Ron Paul meme attached. 
Have you ever seen a larp, put more time and energy into explaining shit to y'all, 
for as long as I've been posting? No offense but I didn't give myself a fucking gay 
ass "nickname". I never took the time or exhausted the energy, to cap my own fucking 
posts... I've never even started a thread myself. I only came back to /pol/ on 
Thursday when I had something to contribute and candidly, I'm only still here 
because I value the power and good of the board, for those who follow and use it 
with good intentions. As an example, I'm only replying to you because you don't seem 
like a complete dick and you had a valid point. Therefore, I chose to reply. Fuck 
the blatant shills and trolls. I don't care about them, I care about people like you 
and yes, I know I'll get shit for saying that but alas... I am a chick and I do 
express loyalty and care, more than a dude. I get it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:46:18 No.144567641
>>144563094
I promise you, if you're expecting a band-aid rip in the way you and I would fucking 
LOVE TO SEE A BAND-AID RIPPED, then we're both waiting for a kind of day we will 
NEVER see. I know how you feel. It's WHY I'm here too... but I promise, you'll never 
realize when actual vindication and success happens if you're always looking for 
more. You're not setting yourself up with realistic expectations therefore you'll 
always feel disappointment.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 17:50:36 No.144568058
>>144563650
Haha I do always post from my phone. I work almost completely off a few phones and 
my auto correct DOES, in fact, hate me. It really bothers me to re-read a post and 
see the mistakes after...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 18:09:24 No.144570059
>>144563960
That's always been the main concern for any truther-type POTUS. Anyone who frequents 
a board like this, wouldn't be surprised at literally anything the admin would drop. 
I mean, once you have the ability to believe your OWN government and ALL it's 
departments, agencies and ALL THOSE PUBLICLY AND DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED BY YOU, THE 
PEOPLE TO SERVE, can and have intentionally and purposefully lied to you on epic 
levels, youd pretty much believe anything, right?! I mean, if I saw a fucking UFO 
with my own two fucking eyes and two gray aliens popped out and shook my hand, I 
don't even think I'd have the ability to rationalize it any other way than, "so 
these guys are who JFK was murdered for, asking for all the docs on, huh?!" Even as 
entrenched as I am, I can honestly promise you that NOTHING would surprise me. But 
with that, I can also promise you that there's more good than not in this swamp. The 
biggest problem we have is that 99% of everyone in government, don't even realize 
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they're in the swamp and 50% of the actual swamp, never willingly or voluntarily 
wanted to be in the swamp. They were dragged into the (((deep))) and I can also 
promise you that, unless you've personally seen how this works, with your own two 
eyes, you will never fully be able to comprehend or understand how so many people 
could "know things for so long" and not only end up covering for it, but never say a 
fucking word about it to anyone. It really is "hell, on earth" and by the time 
you're in it whether you chose to be or not, you're only goal after is protecting 
those you love. I can't describe it any other way. It's literally like the whole 
"sell your soul to the devil" shit, in real life and half of those who sold their 
souls, didn't even have a fucking choice.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 18:15:08 No.144570572
>>144564090
Vault 7 was only important at the EXACT time it was released and published, to prove 
to you and the rest of the world that regardless of whether "Russian election 
hacking" was legitimate or not, IT WOULDN'T FUCKING MATTER because the government 
could make it look like hacking happened from wherever and whomever they wanted, and 
you'd never know the difference.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 18:20:56 No.144571100
>>144566006
Just like I said... thanks anon. But to be clear again, I wasn't trying to break 
that in here as news... read my post about it. I stated it as fact assuming you 
knew. I was using it as an example to back up a point I'd made. In reality, anyone 
who found out about it because I said it, then tried to use it in their defense of 
me as "she broke the Kelly cell phone shit", was just behind on news... but not too 
much News. Have you heard the MSM address it? Nope.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 18:29:51 No.144571929
>>144566352
Yes and I appreciated all those who chased that dude off. If you went back through a 
lot of the threads I'd posted on in their entirety and no just caps of my posts, 
you'd see this isn't the first time. This is also why I wouldn't be dumb enough to 
trip mulyself. I don't know who 4chan would sell my shit to and though I do secure 
myself pretty heavily on my end, you only know til you don't know, you know?! Lots 
of people have tried to get me to doxx myself on here. Like I've said, I don't 
need/want money and I don't need a nickname or attention. If you're looking and 
interested, you'll find me. I will never use that name again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 18:40:18 No.144572866
>>144567039
Because any national crisis or natural disaster that affects the nation on a 
domestic or global scale, will detail anything. Imagine if Trump had dropped 
anything after Harvey, Juan Maria or now Las Vegas. Would it have come across as 
appropriate? No. It would've given the deep and MSM an opportunity to discredit or 
invalidate Trump again as POTUS. They'd have spun it against him, instead of 
covering or addressing what he'd actually said, right? As a result, the masses 
would've just chalked him up to "crazy".

He, like JFK, needs everyone's undivided attention. This helps qwell fear and 
hysteria. JFK's Cuba crisis is no different than anything Trump has faced so far. 
Only difference between JFK and Trump is that it takes a lot more of (((their))) 
intervention to divide our attention, today.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 19:01:56 No.144574862
>>144567695
Here's what's sad... I actually really appreciatecand value your articulated and 
well-stated points. Posts like yours are why I like /pol/ and ultimately come here 
with what I've got. I'd rather debate educated opinions than argue. I'm sorry I 
can't give you all everything I'd love to. I'm also sorry and openly admit that I 
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don't have all the answers to everything. I only know what I know, confirm what I 
can and when I am obviously vague, I'm only trying to lead you to an answer that I 
know I can't actually say, myself. I'm fully aware that short of completely outing 
myself, attaching my credentials, etc. you have nothing else to go on, which only 
leaves us all equally frustrated. That said, here's how I see it... assuming you've 
read through all of my posts, you'd notice that I never come on here screaming "IT'S 
HAPPENING! IT'S HAPPENING"! I never beg you all to "GET IN HERE"! I don't clog up 
the board with my own threads to divert your attention. I only come, go on a thread 
that I have something to contribute to and I usually leave for weeks or months at a 
clip. At the end of the day, I'm never telling /pol/ what to do. I'm never starting 
a path for you to follow, I'm merely providing insight on a path y'all are already 
well on your way following. Threads that catch my attention are the ones I have info 
on that I see either being what I believe to be purposefully mislead, or are just 
honestly missing a few dots that connect. I really appreciate that you didn't just 
call me a fucking larp and say you were generically "sleepy" while suggesting we all 
"go to bed". You're EXACTLY why I'm here, whether you want to be or not, so I hope 
you stick around...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 19:28:21 No.144577498
>>144568038
Ok here goes it...
1. There were lots of what we'd consider high-priority "VIP's" in Vegas last Sunday, 
that I can confirm. Many of them arrived on different days prior and were initially 
scheduled to depart on different days. All I will confirm on this is that Pence WAS 
in Vegas, which would then make him a secured, high-priority VIP and because it's 
not publicly confirmed on the VPOTUS calendar that he was in Vegas, I will not 
confirm whether he did or didn't attend an event at Luxor, because if it's not 
accounted for on the calendar, then a very select group of staff/personnel and SS 
would know, which limits my anonymity. As for the "blackwater Anon", the post was 
accurate of a few specific things that caught my attention. So was the "-john" 
poster. But whether they were purposefully being vague (like I often am) or they 
just weren't completely informed, they were both right about enough that I can 
personally confirm, which makes me believe they're mid-level with lower clearances 
within whatever organizations they're actually with. I do believe blackwater 
referred to himself as blackwater on pilurpose because first, most people just 
recognize blackwater right away and know what they did. A lot of people don't know 
blackwater was acquired and 2. to specifically ensure you'd make the DeVos 
connection... and y'all did. 2. No dirty bomb, no nuke. Just a devastating 
detonation that had the capacity to level have a flat desert city and conveniently 
take out thousands of people corralled into a single proximity via the hysteria 
ensued through "active shooter" reports and "shots fired". 3. "Steven Craig Paddock" 
as he's been profiled and ID'ed to the public, does not exist. He was never, as you 
know him, in NJ OR Vegas. 4. I cannot confirm where all the shooters were. Not 
because I'm unwilling, I honestly don't know. I do know it wasn't one shooter in a 
hotel room and more to wacky brother "Eric" and the heroic, unarmed security guard, 
than reported.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 19:42:12 No.144578958
>>144569698
I mean, it's never going to feel like a bandaid to you and most of us... but for the 
rest of the world, the first higecthing they'll have to get over is that a POTUS, is 
actually SAYING what they are hearing outloud. In public. On TV, no turning back. 
That's how fucking numb and dumb these people are. This is why I'm trying to set 
appropriate expectations for y'all. You'll get vindication, but the public can't 
swallow Hillary Clinton going down for pizza for fucks sakes. See what I mean. 
She'll go hard after her low hanging fruit and eventually the bigger fruit, leads up 
to her. It will be progressive and it's already started. The DOJ has arrested more 
domestic US child trafficking rings and pedophiles in months, than Obama did in 8 
years. Weiner, Harvey, they're the next "level" of fruit hanging. This strategy 
normalizes the masses. All these state and local government officials and Hollywood 
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types being arrested have been leading up to federal level govt and big-time 
Hollywood. It won't stop here, you've just gotta give it time for the people to 
digest and realize the success that's happening in the meantime.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 20:00:03 No.144580710
>>144571234
I get the confusion but what I meant by that was to the masses, it will seem like 
the motherload has gut punched them. Everything that comes out will ultimately lead 
to the downfalls of the 3 biggest areas a democratic and capitalist "government" is 
supposed to ensure, protect and defend. Our justice system, our safety/security and 
our money. When the dust settles, the masses or "normies" will nevercagain be able 
to dig their ignorant heads in the sand. They won't be able to look away and claim 
they "didn't know" or "no one told" them. Atvthat point, Americans will realize they 
are and now HAVE to be, responsible and accountable as citizens. They'll literally 
be handed their government back and when they get it, they'll realize "united we 
stand, divided we fall", very quickly. It's also EXACTLY when Trump will solidify 
2020. Guaranteed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 20:21:26 No.144582819
>>144571432
Assuming you voted for Trump, then great! You've already done half your job. In 2018 
and 2020, vote the swamp out. I hate to sound like a campaign slogan for Trump. 
Candidly, I'm 50/50 on him all the time, for my own reasons. That said, his agenda 
is what I'm after and we all knew the thorns in the side of that agenda would show 
themselves sooner than later, after his inauguration. Ryan, McConnell, McCain, etc. 
all have to go. The swamp only churns because groomed candidates win and they start 
their careers at the local levels to build their political networks and public 
voting records, while using it like a training ground as the parties groom and prep 
them for a seat they know is coming, in DC. We don't have enough voter or political 
participation at the local or even the state level. I mean, it's a fact that more 
than 50% of Americans never even participate in their local/state elections. This 
lets the swamp of the establishment ultimately choose your candidate options for you 
and it's exactly what ends up discouraging every day citizens from running. 
Remember, running for and serving in a public office requires NO EXPERIENCE. That's 
the point. "Career politician" shouldn't even be a descriptive term we know, let 
alone use regularly, as it's not intended to be a career, hence elections. You only 
have to be over a certain age, a US citizen and usually live in the state, district 
or locality you're running for the position in, for a certain amount of time, and 
depending where and what position, it varies. The thing that annoys me most is when 
people either say 1. I only vote in presidential elections and/or 2. A candidate has 
no experience. If you only vote every 4 years and you only vote on "experience", 
then you've missed the entire point of our political process. I hated Obama but the 
one thing I'd never give him shit on is his brief stint in congress before running 
for president. YOU ALL COULD RUN... and maybe you should!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 20:30:03 No.144583660
>>144571590
Yup. They don't even have to legitimately set you up by falsifying proof. They don't 
even have to exhaust the effort. They just run a few bogus headlines, cover it in a 
few 15 minute primetime MSM segments and they never have to provide proof, name 
sources, or actually retract shit under the same protocols that they used to have 
to. Today they just have to say you did it and by the time they add a "*Editors 
Note: This article has been updated as of <insert whatever date/timestamp here>, no 
one gives a fuck anymore. You've already made up your mind. This is why half the 
country still thinks Trump had Obama piss parties in his hotels for fucks sake. It's 
criminal what they're doing. They used to have to pull the actual article or segment 
and either cut another print copy, only repost the updated retraction, or publicly 
retract during a network segment. All those checks and balances that used to hold 
the media and publishers publicly accountable and kept them on their toes as they 
didn't want to lose credibility and readers/viewers, is long gone.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 20:42:21 No.144584862
>>144572764
I can't confirm. I don't have a clue and I assure you that at this point, only those 
who were there or helped orchestrate it, can. Everyone else, would be feeding you 
bullshit. I will say this though, unlike other events, the top of the top of this, 
is falling apart. The "shooting" wasn't the entire plan, we all know this, but only 
having it to go on, has proven it even more sloppy. (((They))) weren't prepared to 
cover this. A larger event would've concealed the shooting which is why the shit 
they're spewing isn't working. They're trying to patch a quilt together seamlessly 
but every day, more and more they're realizing they're missing more pieces as more 
inconsistencies that lead to further questions, arise. You'd laugh if it didn't make 
you want to cry.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 20:44:45 No.144585107
>>144573092
Haha, this is actually pretty funny! Except in reality, I don't work well with 
others. I work alone. You wouldn't wait for a copy cause I'd never promise you one.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 20:51:30 No.144585742
>>144574371
Same rainbows, same shitty tile job and I included a time stamp on a fucking post 
it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 21:01:04 No.144586604
>>144585507
He only did what he had to do because if he didn't, they'd have something else to 
say. Real people diedcand real people were injured. They almost always are in these 
events. A real president shows up for them... a great president, will vindicate them 
and I hope he gets to.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iHW2j75W Sun 08 Oct 2017 21:04:34 No.144586960
>>144585845
Honestly, I think it's just going to go away. It's already starting to. Vegas will 
just be another thing the MSM reminds us of on the year anniversary.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xn0BqwqS Wed 11 Oct 2017 08:19:55 No.144885973
Quoted By: >>144886052
>>144879910
In many ways yes, but it's done both intentionally and unintentionally, when it 
comes to a PSYOP. There are things those involved in the coordination, INTEND to 
keep from you and things they allow to remain blurry and unconfirmed. Timeframes, 
security tapes, specific scene pics, security guards no one can directly interview 
who were only shot in the leg, even too many cell phone videos circulating and 
varying public witness accounts, to an extent. There are also things they DON'T 
purposefully intend on you being confused or blurred about. These are the same 
things they confirm and publicly disclose as facts based on evidence from their 
investigations, which they only learn after disclosing, many people aren't buying. 
When they disclose info they think they've solidly covered their track on and masses 
of people, like /pol/ for instance, dedicate themselves to vetting that info 
withbcollective eyes, ears and bring their professional backgrounds and expertise to 
the table for discussion in real time, they never then INTENDED on you, identifying 
the holes they didn't realize they missed, so quickly. Internet accessibility, 
social media, discussion boards, etc. are the sole difference between 9/11's slow, 
but increasing progress and other similar/highly questionable events, like Sandy 
Hook, Boston, San Bernadino, Orlando, Charlottesville and now Vegas. We hold instant 
access to the internet and mass social engagement/info sharing tools, right in our 
hands... and they can't keep up with your determination for the truth and the 
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readily available tools that help you poke the valid holes, in their cheese. 
Continued below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xn0BqwqS Wed 11 Oct 2017 08:21:00 No.144886052
Quoted By: >>144886114
>>144885973
Hopefully y'all will realize how Weinstein is directly tied to this effort. He was 
sacreficed to the public and ALLOWED to "escape" out of the country. It was 
negotiated before it even went to press. Why?! Because friends, he was the raw steak 
they threw you, the hungry tigers, to divert your efforts away from Vegas. The same 
people who are dedicating themselves to Vegas corruption by questioning and 
reviewing every single ever loving fact, image, timeline, etc. they publicly 
disclose, are the same people who smell pizza and hot dogs burning. You're the same 
people calling out and questioning Hillary, the election chaos, Podesta, the Awan's, 
Seth Rich, every other supposed terrorist attack that conveniently happens, etc. 
Don't you see? Youre masses and dedication are a real fucking thorn in their sides. 
So, to feed your appetite and keep you tigers busy, they throw you steaks you're 
hungry for, like Weinstein, UFO disclosures, apparently "newly discovered" heat 
patches/holes the size of Maine in Antarctica, etc. They do it because they know 
your constant and consistent dedication and commitment for the TRUTH, will FORCE 
YOU, to divert your attentions when they NEED YOU DIVERTED MOST, i.e. Vegas. 
Continued below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xn0BqwqS Wed 11 Oct 2017 08:21:53 No.144886114
Quoted By: >>144886643
>>144886052
Case in point... you and everyone like you, are WHY the Weinstein info came out and 
they teed him up to sacrifice almost a week ago and promised/secured, his safe 
departure, just like NEGOTIATED. They negotiated with him to keep it controlled and 
contained. They let and helped him leave so he and the rest of Hollywood, wouldn't 
totally blow the lid on all the other prominent people abusing and raping the 
"stars", hoping his takedown and Hollywood's public "blacklash", would be ENOUGH FOR 
YOU. That Weinstein would "satisfy your hunger", tigers. Notice how you now have 
recordings, hotel security tapes and A-list witness testimonies, quicker than you've 
been able to see ONE PIECE OF ACTUAL SECURITY FOOTAGE, FROM ANY CAMERA IN VEGAS?! 
NOTICE HOW THE SAME "STARS" who first came out, are ALL THE SAME PEOPLE who've kept 
themselves relevant by pushing THEIR AGENDA TO THE PUBLIC, over the last almost 2 
years?

You need to realize Weinstein is a steak and in a few weeks, trust me, you'll never 
hear about or find HIM OR CAMPOS, AGAIN. BITE THE HAND THAT IS SO EAGER TO FUCKING 
FEED YOU, /pol/. THE TRUTH NEEDS YOU.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xn0BqwqS Wed 11 Oct 2017 08:29:31 No.144886643
>>144886114
Apologies the typos y'all... posting from my phone... again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xn0BqwqS Wed 11 Oct 2017 09:34:47 No.144891859
>>144887910
Because "Campos" doesn't exist and never did. He was intended to be just another 
"fluff", "feel good" story to the public. Look at it like this, you know tgeyvalways 
add their own "witnesses" and "victims" to the story line to pull on society's hear 
strings and make their stories heroic. It's actually the only reason you recognize 
these supposed "Vegas survivors", and witnesses from other events, like San 
Bernadino, etc. You call them "crisis actors". That said, they create personas, 
stories, tales of certain heroes, etc. in hopes the public will relate. In the case 
of "Campos", we are in times of national DACA strains and tensions, sonof coursr 
they chose to "ID" this fictionally heroic, feel good "security guard" persona/story 
to appeal to a current domestic issue. See?! Our nation's Latinos are "heroes"... 
certainly not sent here to be the "worst of the worst", like Trump implied, right?! 
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They position him as a brace, unarmed Latino who upheld his security duty by 
responding to "sounds of gunfire", while putting himself between innocent civilians 
and the "shooter".

The problem is, there are too many holes in their account of him. They were sloppy. 
They didn't do enough to secure him a background or proof of life/existence, BEFORE 
they publicly named and photo ID'ed him. While normally something like this wouldn't 
be enough for them to back track so hard, but the media and LVMPD did TOO good of 
job, drawing unnecessary attention to him. Everyone started looking into Campos 
right after Lombardo said he publicly stated that Campos, wasn't getting enough 
recognition for his bravery. Then they had Trump praise him publicly during his 
visit. Now ALL OF YOU, start looking into the Latino hero, start asking questions 
and they realize they need to back off quickly and take attention away from him. Now 
he's not a hero. Just a dude walking down a hall, who heard/saw nothing, right. 
You'll never hear about him again.

I TOLD YOU about Kelly's missing phone on purpose... Anonymous ID:i8uD/bTD Thu 12 
Oct 2017 15:36:25 No.145055237
Quoted By: >>145056970
I never claimed to be breaking it to you.. I was highlighting it to show you WHY the 
timing of weak and specific MSM coverage on it last week, would later prove 
important and why his phone being deemed "compromised" would later come in handy.

Kelly's team sent a memo out almost 2 months ago, stating his phone had been 
misplaced and asked anyone who knew the whereabouts, had seen it, or had it, to 
return it. By the time the memo had been distributed, it had already been "missing" 
for 3 business days.

Kelly's phone was never misplaced or missing. He fucking left it behind on purpose, 
targeting these last 8 young staffers/admins who are Obama and Priebus holdovers, 
Kelly had suspected were leaking, over the month since taking the position.

Those staffers gave the phone to those they've been manipulated to think they really 
"work for", and they used their shady, backdoor, illegal NSA channels to get into 
the phone. Knowing this would happen, Kelly and Trump falsified private 
communications that depicted fake tensions and increasing disagreements, that lead 
to the passed along leaks of MSM narratives that Kelly hates Trump, doesn't agree, 
tries to contain his tweets and the final nail in the coffin?! Kelly's fake 
resignation request. All done to officially ID the last of the Obama/Priebus comms 
office leakers and the MSM channels they directly and illegally fed secured leaks 
to.

Leaks can work in both parties favors though. Over the last two weeks, Kelly and 
team alerted 6 media outlets/publications to use caution and tread lightly about 
unconfirmed rumors of retirement/firings. TODAY, he PUBLICLY THANKED THOSE THEY 
SECRETLY ALERTED, for their discretion as related to unconfirmed WH reports.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i8uD/bTD Thu 12 Oct 2017 15:52:41 No.145056970
>>145055237
Now, they, the guilty, ALL KNOW WHO THEY ARE and this will close the case on any 
doubt the NSA abuses their power/access... even on the Presudent and his admin.

You will now start to see the dismantlement of the MSM as we know it, formal 
indictments, arrests and charges will be made against those ID'ed and directly 
involved and you'll never have to hear about "wiretappings" and "unmaskings" again.

When it all comes out, Trump will stick it like a giant fuck you to all those who 
questioned his ability to lead by calling out Kelly's lack of comm experience as a 
"military general", by saying things like,"THIS IS EXACTLY WHY YOU HIRE A CUNNING, 
STRATEGIC GENERAL, AS YOUR CHIEF OF STAFF. MAGA".
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3 disclosures - FBI, CIA and the FED. It's ironic to say it, I realize this... but 
buckle up y'all, it really is happening. In reality, it's BEEN happening. "You'll 
see"

Oh and the "one thing" left for North Korea is cutting the Iran deal. That's what 
he's referring to. Iran is the last real financial leg, North Korea has to stand on. 
Iran funds arms they buy from NK with THE US SANCTION $$$, THE IRAN NUKE DEAL 
LIFTED. Iran is arming themselves by using sanction money we lifted and gave them 
back, to buy arms from NK. The generals have been meeting weekly in the war room 
after hours, for the last 6 weeks, not just the last 2 weeks as the media has 
reported. They don't meet about an NK threat, they meet about the threat they expect 
Iran will pose to our national security/our assets abroad (this is why we look like 
we've been cozying up to Saudi and announced an air base in Israel 3 weeks ago).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i8uD/bTD Thu 12 Oct 2017 15:53:21 No.145057035
>>145055784
Arrests. Indictments are being revised/finalized.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i8uD/bTD Thu 12 Oct 2017 15:56:18 No.145057346
>>145056311
Remember, this isn't 4D chess... this is exactly what you elected. This is Trump all 
day, every day. End of story.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i8uD/bTD Thu 12 Oct 2017 16:28:11 No.145060891
>>145057664
When it's all over, he will hardly need it. Everyone will know which MSM corps are 
bullshit. The people will have no choice but to demand fairness, especially after 
learning how duped they've fucking been.

Soon it will be made public that Breitbart is acquiring the Fox News potion of Fox. 
O'Reilly and Bolling sacreficed themselves to be forced to resign or force Fox to 
fire them so they could get out of their contract penalties knowing they had jobs. 
After all that comes out about Kelly, no one will believe their mainstream fake news 
claims that Bolling or O'Reilly harassed women. In fact, both have remained public 
and have kept their followings. This was Bannon's negotiation with Trump in exchange 
for helping him campaign and drain the swamp. Trump promised Bannon would get to be 
the one to report on the SHTF. This is what Bannon has waited for his entire career. 
So when they agreed it was time and his job was done, Bannon's resignation was 
approved so he could cover it. That "Trump has a 30% chance of finishing his term" 
shit he said, is only to keep the fires of the base stoked. It's to keep us from 
getting lazy. The Trump train needs to keep chugging hard, to get it done... it's 
why he said he will dedicate himself to defending the agenda the Trump base voted 
for. Everything Bannon does is intentional and with purpose. Even the things you may 
not agree with. Just like when you thought Kelly may have turned on Trump. He didn't 
and never has. All intentional with meaning you'll eventually know.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ue9Nwkjr Thu 12 Oct 2017 13:33:50 No.145042321
Quoted By: >>145042952
Ok y'all, there were a few threads going on about me this morning so I'm going to 
dump this about Kelly.
Ok, there was a thread about me and it was archived before I finished my post so I'm 
posting it here.

Kelly just confirmed live right now that he's not leaving nor being fired. Notice 
how he then vaguely thanked those in the audience of the WH Press Corp by 
specifically stating that he was aware of those he knew HAD the undisclosed info, 
but used good judgements to hold backtheir reporting of it? He said this because 
until today, the WH had NOT confirmed or denied any of the msm's reporting or 
accusations of resignation/retirement, UNTIL JUST NOW.
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He thanked a few specific, unnamed correspondents in the audience for their 
discretion on the topic because like I again mentioned, in a prior thread (though 
the MSM coverage was practically non-existent) Kelly's phone went and IS, STILL 
"MISSING". I also told you that HIS MISSING PHONE, would later seem REALLY 
CONVENIENT.

Well, here it is. Kelly's phone was NEVER "missing". It was PURPOSEFULLY MISPLACED 
and unironically found (yet not returned), by the same few, shady, leaking 
establishment Obama/Bush supporting holdover staffers, remaining in the Trump admin, 
who after Kelly's pressed, NOW FUCKING KNOW THAT THEY ARE GETTING FIRED AND WILL 
PROBABLY BE INDUCTED FOR LEAKING CONFIDENTIAL, UNDISCLOSED INFORMATION!

THIS WAS A FUCKING SET UP TO ID THE FEW REMAINING LEAKERS AND THE MSM OUTLETS THEY 
WERE LEAKING TO! So now, 11 bright eyed and bushy tailed WH staffers and admins are 
shitting their own pants knowing they've been ID'ed and when it's made public, the 
MSM outlets who participated in the undisclosed/confidential leaks by reporting 
Kelly was resigning/being fired, based on illegally accessed/obtained info, leaked 
by staffers and admins who are now face a variety of national security charges, will 
be pitted as REALLY, REALLY, NO SUPER REALLY, FAKE FUCKING NEWS...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ue9Nwkjr Thu 12 Oct 2017 13:40:35 No.145042952
>>145042321
Oh and when it all comes out publicly and Kelly's "missing phone" miraculously turns 
up, the Trump admin will use this as a fuck you to everyone who questioned him 
hiring the inexperienced, Kelly with no prior comms experience. Youll see Trump 
tweets and hear off the cuff statements like, "THIS IS WHY YOU HIRE A GENERAL AS 
CHIEF OF STAFF", type shit. Like Trump says, "you'll see".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ue9Nwkjr Thu 12 Oct 2017 13:56:31 No.145044476
>>145042976
Then believe this too, leaking works both ways. The swamp tossed Weinstein out to 
you like a steak hoping Weinstein and the contained fall out they projected, would 
be a big enough hit to satisfy you and more importantly divert you away from 
Vegas... specifically your realization that Paddock isn't the real name of the 
shooter and Campos isn't the real security guards. They are people, one is dead, but 
their names and personas were generated by (((them))) prior to the attack and 
frankly, they're realizing as fast as you are, the shitty job they did, hence, they 
backtrack stories, roll back timeframes, etc.

The swamp negotiated Their plans of throwing Weinstein under the bus with Weinstein 
himself. He knew he'd bite it publicly/professionally but they guaranteed him secure 
transport to "rehab in Europe", which really means he'd escape, just like they 
helped Polanski do.

So while the swamp was looking the other way back towards their Vegas shit show, , 
the Trump admin (who's known the whole time) purposefully leaked the European rehab 
story and as the rest of (((them))) scrambled, Chris Wray (not swamp) and team, 
officially opened their investigation to keep Weinstein from leaving, which is why 
he's losing his shit on his daughters driveway while on "suicide watch". He know, 
(((they))) know, their plan is fucked and worse?! Now (((they))) can't control or 
contain the fall out. It just gets bigger and bigger. You now even have a-listers 
being vague on other Hollywood big time execs because now, (((they))) don't have the 
control to keep it just a "Weinstein thing".

You're going to watch this lead Hollywood to DC, just like Dorothy to Oz on the 
yellow brick fucking road. Enjoy the show. 3 disclosures.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pva3Serm Fri 13 Oct 2017 17:25:03 No.145190521
I said I wouldn't "announce" myself again, so I'll just go anon and ask that y'all 
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actually look at the maps and realize WHAT EXACTLY has been burning for days...

Give up?!

Bohemian Grove. Pay attention /pol/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:P1aFU3J0 Sat 14 Oct 2017 21:49:25 No.145325196
>>145324000
I said it yesterday, I'll say it again... I'm just waiting for y'all to realize 
Bohemian Grove has been unironically torched, like the rest of Northern CA. A 
purposeful purge has happened and a few decades worth of evidence, gone. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QV0vCLHd Sun 15 Oct 2017 14:02:56 No.145397765
>>145391540
No y'all. I told you I don't "announce" anymore. I'm glad you're asking though... 
gives me hope what I said is starting to make sense because I was sadly losing 
faith. If you were smart, you'd go back and cap/archive the other posts you missed 
while you were fighting over whether or not I was a "larp". It was awful knowing 
Reddit was all over my shit, you know.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QV0vCLHd Sun 15 Oct 2017 14:11:21 No.145398695
>>145394413
Really?! Like I said in my posts 3 days ago, two days ago, yesterday and RIGHT NOW, 
AGAIN TODAY... I'm just sitting here waiting for y'all to realize how convenient 
THOSE UNIRONICALLY CLOSE (LIKE RIGHT THERE), HORRIFIC, YET SUSPICIOUS FIRES in 
Nothern CA are to BOHEMIAN GROVE, NO, /pol/?!

So close your almost think THAT BG AND ALL THE EVIDENCE HIDDEN AND LOCKED AWAY FOR 
ALMOST 6 DECADES NOW, COMPLETELY PURGED... but, I'm not going to hold my breath. PAY 
ATTENTION!!! I haven't stopped talking to you....

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 18:30:32 No.145426631
>>145424945
/pol/,

Pay attention so you don't lose the opportunity to approach this right and look like 
fucking heroes.

Remember when I said you won't see Hillary go down for pizza, but you will see her 
go down for big shit?! Then, I told you if you keep looking for her being charged 
for pizza, you'll miss all of the big wins and REAL HAPPENINGS?! This is exactly 
what I was referring to. This is Assange's final release (to the EXACT DAY, A YEAR 
LATER) of his promised, pre-election "October surprise". He was set to release it on 
10/21/16 and since 10/14/16, you've hardly seen him since the embassy and his 
Icelandic HQ went dark, with the rest of his employees other than Jacob.

Like I said in the thread before, these are the Weiner files the NYPD 
mirrored/retained as evidence before handing the hardware to the FBI. Some of the 
files are pizza-coded creepy, just like Podesta's don't get me wrong but, the NYPD 
recovered ALL of the files on Weiner/Huma's computer, which in their majority, are 
directly tied to ALL of Hillary's dirty Secretary of State Middle East dealings and 
her backdoor foundation profits thanks to hundreds of millions in cashed payroll 
checks for their dirty "cooperation". Yes, the pizza will burn, but she will 
ultimately go down for the shade she threw to our nation, as our Secretary of State.

Just want to be clear... you're not getting 650k of pizza related files. You're 
getting 650k of NYPD recovered files from Weiners/Huma's computer that will mostly 
focus on their EXTENSIVE international/Terror funding and fueling crimes and as you 
read through the files, yes, you'll see a bunch of creepy Podesta-style, back and 
forth files/communications, sprinkled in between. PLEASE don't let yourselves get so 
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excited over pizza, that you completely miss the actual fucking happening you're 
being given in this release.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 18:41:12 No.145427753
>>145426806
Yup. This is also what I was referring to as part of 3, 3 letter disclosures. By the 
time this is out, it's going to be REALLY HARD for the FBI and CIA to explain how 
the fuck Hillary even made it to election night as a candidate, instead of just 
watching it from a 14" analog TV, in a max security, isolation cell bunk in federal 
prison. Two down, the Fed to go...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 18:52:54 No.145429007
>>145426957
Not really. The JFK files are what's brought us right up to today. How/why exactly 
do you think this is ALL HAPPENING?!

Just like (((they))) threw Weinstein to you hungry tigers like a steak, hoping 
they'd distract you long enough to make the EPIC cluster fuck, now known as Vegas go 
away, Trump has been hanging JFK over their heads, since the DAY he took office. He 
tried to play nice, rationalize, negotiate, etc. but, here we are. They know it. He 
knows it. If he doesn't have to release JFK, he won't and in reality, you shouldn't 
want him to. Like 9/11, the societal impacts would be devastating. We know what 
happened to JFK (and almost Reagan), but the majority of people won't be able to 
swallow that pill, rationally.

Just know that either way, wherher Assange gets to drop the last piece of his 
delayed surprise exactly one year later or you find out JFK was murdered by "our 
own", it's going to be a good couple of weeks, for justice. If GHB unironically 
kicks it within the next week or so, you'll know it's probably going the JFK route. 
Hope it's not though... no one directly involved back then will pay for JFK. They're 
all dead or too old to even bother with. Pray we get the Assange release.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 18:58:29 No.145429636
>>145427152
It's just like all the other keys he posted for his first two October surprise 
releases - Vault 7, the Podesta and DNC emails, Snowden's leak, etc. this is 
standard protocol and if you scroll up to my post earlier, you wouldn't need to USE 
ALL CAPS ASKING ME WHAT'S GOING TO BE IN IT, YOU'D ALREADY KNOW BECAUSE I ALREADY 
TOLD YOU!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 19:02:05 No.145430025
>>145428316
I've heard it's been "comped", but you know me... I'm not into the trendy /pol/ 
terms... ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 19:10:06 No.145430913
>>145429183
Ha! Because he's losing his value. He only cared about "vindicating" Seth Rich 
because he thought he could piggy back off of our interest and demands for justice, 
to testify on Rich in exchange for a pardon for his crimes and hopefully get his 
shit back. He only cares about himself and has only ever exploited Rich for his own 
purposes/interests. Yes, he knows what info Seth had, he stored it for Wikileaks, 
but he knows he's irrelevant, otherwise. We will get the info on Rich, one way or 
another... and without Kim.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FWa9pC5b Sun 15 Oct 2017 19:13:25 No.145431249
>>145429505
Not so much Kim. Kim is one of several now 3rd parties Wikileaks works with. Hannity 
and a few others, will get the initial Assange scoop. Again, Kim has become 
increasingly irrelevant since he tried to exploit the murder of SR and his knowledge 
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of Rich, for his own gain.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:hTb2X2EO Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:52:01 No.145422786
Quoted By: >>145423019
>>145420830
Close. It's the mirrored 650k files, the NYPD took from Weiner's computer and also 
kept a copy of. Hannity will be first to interview Assange upon the release. Trump 
will LET the clock, run out. As in, on purpose.

See?!? First disclosure will follow... FBI? Gone. Credibility and validity lost. 
Why?! Cause after Assange publishes the files, EVERYONE WILL WONDER WHAT TOOK THE 
FBI A FUCKING YEAR AFTER HAVING IT and more importantly, why they CLOSED HILLARY, 
out of the investigation w/o charges, A WEEK BEFORE TGE ELECTION.

There's your mic drop, /pol/.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:hTb2X2EO Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:54:10 No.145423019
>>145422786
This is your file trip to enter to download the files, in case anything happens. 
Just like you got with Vault 7, the DNC and Podesta emails... FUCKING. DUH.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:hTb2X2EO Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:57:20 No.145423351
>>145422962
Really?! This is what he's been waiting for, hence OCTOBER! October 21, 2016 was 
SUPPOSED TO BE the 3rd file drop for our pre-election OCTOBER SURPRISE. It's a year 
later, TO THE FUCKING DAY, ON PURPOSE. It's a big "fuck you", to them. Holy shit, I 
give up. It's like you all forget the work you put in a year ago. This should be 
COMMON SENSE TO POL.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:07:40 No.145417990
Quoted By: >>145418972
>>145409050
No I didn't. Read my caps about it. ISIS and "terror ties" are bullshit. Paddock is 
bullshit. I've already told you it doesn't matter what Vegas was actually about. 
It's why you'll never get a motive. Don't get me wrong, they tried really hard to 
give y'all one, but none of you really bought the ISIS shit so they quickly backed 
off and laid off it since. It's a sad, sad day for (((them))) when they can't even 
blame terror anymore and know you'll just believe it, right? I mean, Imagine if the 
Boston marathon bombing had happened today... no one would've bought that shit. 
Maybe if y'all reread what I posted instead of incorrectly remembering it, you'd be 
further along than you are. It doesn't matter, though. Vegas is already gone. 
(((They))) fed you Weinstein to appease you and more importantly, divert your 
attentions and prying questions away. Don't bog yourselves down with the "who" and 
"why" details. When (((they))) do something of this scale and magnitude, lots of 
people are involved for lost of different reasons. They all have their dirty hands 
in the pot, with something to gain. Money laundering, fraud, illegal back door arms 
deals, etc. who cares?!! That's status quo for them. That's just an every day thing. 
You'll never really pin it down either. They're sloppy, but not that sloppy.

The most progress you make is when you focus on what they give you and find the 
mistakes they leave behind. Like "leaked scene photos" that lead to receipts with 
alternative dates then what they've already confirmed, right?! Y'all got them to 
roll back the fucking timelines on Campos over that for crying out loud. That 
dismantles the credibility of info they publicly confirm as verified fact. Look how 
much changes from that single little oversight, right?!

Focus on what matters, not what doesn't. It's why /pol/ and every other board for 
that matter, always think it's happening, but it never does. Always so close, yet so 
far. You follow dead paths, too long.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:16:57 No.145418972
>>145417990
Here's what you'll never hear about, see, or be able to confirm, again...
Steve Paddock
Steve's motive
Steve's girlfriend
The "hooker" Steve supposedly hired
Erick Paddock (unless needed to larp as "Steve's brother" again for the public)
Campos
Campos family/friends
The 58 innocent people murdered
Their 58 funerals
The 500+ shot/injured
The white contractor guy they just made public last week...

... and by the time you realize I'm right, you'll also realize you haven't heard 
about Weinstein again either.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:19:56 No.145419306
>>145418272
There are so many end games that benefit so many people and groups, that it never 
actually matters. It's why "terror ties" are so convenient. Easy motive that the 
masses have been conditioned to understand without question. 90% of people even 
TODAY, STILL BELIEVE Paddock was a fucking terrorist and they'll never question it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:25:19 No.145419870
>>145419255
Just remember like I said above... lots of corrupt people, have lots of corrupt 
interests, that lots of corruption, ultimately serves.

In things like Vegas, there were probably 15-20 different interests or areas of 
several different parties, companies, organizations, governments, etc. being served. 
Occult?! Sure, I'm sure they enjoyed the show and had their hands in the pot, too. 
Everyone needs to stop going so deep into shit that will never matter and stay 
broad. You won't be able to prove anything they never planned on you finding out, so 
you need to stick to shit you can prove/dig into, based on the mistakes they miss, 
in what they've given to you. Like leaked receipts that mistakenly, don't match 
their confirmed check-in dates. See what I mean?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:27:01 No.145420049
>>145419491
Nah. They tried the "terror" shit already, which could've implicated Iranian-based 
cells/pockets. It didn't stick.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:32:04 No.145420571
>>145419511
Hrs not dead. You're right. "Steve Paddock" was a fake alias. Steve is no more of a 
real, physical person, than the fake shell company names of his fictitious store 
front businesses, only created to funnel money/divert taxes through. Feel bad for 
whoever's nameless, faceless body was in that room. They were used for a photo op 
they could "leak".

And don't ever feel bad for Campos. He's not real either. Just another name, matched 
with an altered image, you'll never be able to verify and you'll never see/hear 
about again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 17:35:46 No.145420951
>>145419827
Ha. Are you trying to keep track?! You are asking a few shady questions on the 
straight and narrow... smells like a 3 letter alpha, if I ever smelled one, "anon".
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:7ebkjfb3 Sun 15 Oct 2017 19:56:45 No.145436011
>>145428190
Yup... like when I posted the comparison of Weinstein being a steak thrown out by 
(((them))) to distract the hungry tigers, 3 days ago on here. He was only a big, yet 
controlled, distraction. They pre-negotiated his public takedown with him, then pre-
negotiated his secure departure to a "European rehab" just like they did with 
Polanski. Only difference, Trump knows and while the FBI is still busy trying to 
cover Vegas, Trump's pick, Wray, opened an investigation and stopped Weinstein from 
fleeing.

I'm just waiting for everyone to realize just how right I am... on everything.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 08:30:31 No.145496201
Quoted By: >>145497390
>>145494390
>>145491189 #
Friendly reminder that I won't "announce" myself with nicknames y'all gave me 
anymore BUT, Assange will release if he makes it to the 21st and it will only PROVE 
the irony of what Clinton is implying because she's right, but not in the way the 
media is spinning her statements.

The overall release will conclude and confirm that the Clinton Campaign/DNC collided 
with Russia themselves in an attempt to catapult Trump over his GOP competitors 
during the primaries, then use bolster his cordial business relationship with 
Russia/Putin, to push the "Russia collusion/hacking" narrative. The problem for them 
is that Wikileaks has held a lot of this info for a while, via NYPD pbtained 
files/communications collected from Huma/Weiners laptop. They had mirrored the 
files/communications before handing it over to the FBI as part of their initial 
investigation, which is why they publicly threatened the FBI themselves, stating if 
the FBI didn't release and push for DOJ indictments, the NYPD would release.

This is why I said last night, it's not a pizza release. Yes, there will be the same 
Podesta-style creepy-coded references, maybe a few unironic Weiner owned images of 
pre-teens he sent dicks and tits back and forth with, sprinkled throughout 
communications which will be included in this dump because Wikileaks doesn't remove 
or edit the total bulk of any files, they publish it all in full, BUT, Hillary will 
not go down for pizza as a result of this dump.

This dump will be broad. It will probably be the biggest file dump Wikileaks has 
ever published in size and when it's out there, it's going to leave NO DOUBT on 
things like, WHO colluded with Russia, WHY it was done, WHAT crimes Hillary (as 
Secretary of State AND as a presidential candidate) and the elite DNC/GOP/Obama 
admin, like Lynch, Comey, etc. actually committed. Again, when it's done you will 
have ZERO DOUBT AS TO WHO IS ACTUALLY GUILTY OF CRIMES AND ELECTONS RIGGING.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 08:45:56 No.145497390
>>145496201
And please remember, Trump knows and has known EXACTLY what Assange has... it's why 
he's been able to be so bold and seem like he's playing "4D chess" in front of the 
media by making claims about things like "wiretappings" and other loose statements 
that always seem to come true later. This release is why he pretended not to know/be 
mad about Sessions recusing himself from "Russia", but he knew all along and also 
knew he couldn't afford another bullshit Flynn loss the MSM and establishment would 
try to pull, had he not recused upfront. It's why Comey wasn't REALLY FIRED. He did 
it to let Trump take it as a win, but Comey knew and they pre-negotiated his 
"surprise public firing". It's why Mueller was put in place on purpose, but has 
unironically, only found more ties to collusion and criminal election fraud/activity 
back to the DNC, Hillary Campaign and shady GOP establishment, who has been involved 
in the attempted demise of Trump, all along. When this is done the FBI and CIA won't 
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have a fucking leg to stand on and if Sessions/Trump hadn't played their cards 
right... the DOJ wouldn't have a leg either.

Assange gave Mueller/the FBI until the 21st. Trump is aware of the deadline and 
hopes Mueller will bite the bullet, do right for the people and for the sake of 
justice and come out with it all on his own to end the investigation that will 
ultimately end anyway when Assange drops what he's sitting on. Trump knows it's 
better for the people if Mueller does what's right. It will restore people's faith 
in justice and our departments. If Assange gets it done himself as I expect, then 
like I said, Trump will have no choice but to address the downfall of TWO of the 3, 
3 letter agencies/departments I mentioned last week... FBI and CIA. Mueller and team 
have until the 21st, assuming Assange keeps his promise and/or no one gets to him 
first. Assange dropped his hash yesterday. They ALL KNOW WHATS COMING... regardless 
of who makes it public first.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 08:59:14 No.145498545
>>145496428
If Assange holds up his end as initially promised, then yes. But remember, Assange 
ALWAYS hypes his releases up. He ALWAYS releases the hashes of his next expected 
release to his "publishers", in advance. Releasing them 5-7 days in advance is 
normal for him. Hence he released the first hash of this release last October and 
then the embassy and his Iceland HQ, went dark. Then, he held the release as he felt 
delayed due to NBC conveniently releasing the Billy Bush/Trump bus tape they 
purposefully held and timed, in an attempt to swing the upcoming October debate that 
next week. He didn't want his release to be overshadowed by the media's coverage of 
the Trump, "grab 'me by the puss" tape. It was a smart move on his part, but then 
his shit went off the grid.

This actually answers the questions some have posed about this new hash not opening 
the files related to the initial hash last October. They don't match because he's 
picky and anal. He reverified and validated the files over the better part of the 
last year, to ensure his sudden network outage and breach at HQ/Embasdy, didn't 
corrupt any files that could come back to bite him in the ass and ruin his pristine 
track record of accuracy. So, he released the new hash to confirm authenticity 
against that data set. It was another good move on his part. Whoever turned his and 
Wikileaks's lights/infrastructure off, could've corrupted his files and hoped he 
fucked up and just threw up a release they knew they could poke holes in because 
they sabotaged the files. He's really pretty smart, you know... it's why Trump has 
so much faith and balls of brass when it comes to his confidence in the bold yet 
vague statements he makes publicly, like "wiretapping" and razzing the media with 
one-line zingers they can't figure out and then talk about/hypothesize over for a 
week's new cycle.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 09:09:37 No.145499432
>>145498118
Hannity is riding the hash coattails. You all assumed 7 as 7 days and would then 
assume 7 means Monday because he wasn't on the air yesterday. 7 referred to last 
nights hash drop. Hannity now gets to address/hype this on his show until the 21st, 
or until Assange decides he's not getting enough reach or traction from Mueller and 
team, then decides to say fuck it, and release. For his sake, I hope he does what he 
said and gives til the 21st. I want to see Mueller have to proactively addressand 
publicly disclose it all himself, than Assange do it. This is what Trump is hoping 
as well. It bodes better for Trump and the admin, if the "special prosecutor" 
America demanded, costing tax payers more than $1 million/day investigating what 
Trump AND Mueller both know is factual bullshit, looks better if Muellerbreaks 
himself. Assange and Hannity are playing this like a fucking pressure cooker against 
Mueller and everyone else guilty and involved, right now. They're all scrambling 
trying to figure out what they can do and sadly for them, time is up. There are VERY 
FEW options left for them and in this environment with so many people paying such 
CLOSE attention to EVERY FUCKING DETAIL released about everything AND ANYTHING (like 
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the Vegas "investigation" shit show of "evidence" and "reporting"), they all know 
their old, standard, bag of once successful tricks, won't work.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 09:37:38 No.145501925
Quoted By: >>145502426
>>145498961
Believe it and feel good about it. Regardless of party afflictions or beliefs, as 
Americans we should ALL demand the TRUTH. It's why the MSM article published last 
week headling "Trump: A President Without A Party", was actually REALLY FUCKING 
IMPORTANT, despite the underlying left's narrative throughout the piece. Trump 
doesn't have a party. When it's all said and done, we will all realize that "WE, THE 
PEOPLE OF THIS GREAT UNION", ARE THE ONLY FUCKING PARTY HE CONSIDERS HIMSELF, TO 
REPRESENT.

I mean, you do realize you're watching the Dems right now, try to backdoor the 
inevitable demise of their failing "Russia collusion" shit, by proactively trying to 
pin Awan for it all, to include what they'll eventually try to pin him on, which is 
Seth Rich's murder, right?! They've known this was coming and they're all trying to 
cover their asses on the Pakistani IT guy, who's been whistle blowing with his wife 
for the last 2.5 weeks under oath, that he "only did what he was TOLD TO DO" and he 
got paid for doing just that.

If you ever hear the MSM try to report that Awan, or someone directly tied to him or 
one of his several shell businesses (((they))) registered and abused under him (and 
paid him VERY well to do so, BTW) "may be involved" or "directly linked" to the 
"murder of a young, DNC/Clinton Campaign staffer back in the summer of 2016", this 
will all make sense. He's eluded in his testimony under oath that he's being "set 
up". Guess what?! The Paki IS RIGHT! But like I always remember, "sleep with the 
dogs, wake up with the fleas". But mark my words... Awan's only crime was covering 
up the corruption he knew he was facilitating and letting (((them))) turn him into 
another "Patsy", they could abuse and exploit, for his own profits/benefits. His 
only mistake, like everyone else's, was assuming or hoping his "NUMBER" wouldn't be 
called. He knew it had been called, just like fake shooter Paddock, his fake 
girlfriend and fake security guard hero Campos...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 09:43:15 No.145502426
>>145501925
... the day they realized the day was fast approaching that Mueller's 
"investigation" would have to publicly disclose, that RUSSIA NEVER HACKED/LEAKED THE 
DNC EMAILS TO WIKILEAKS, IT WAS AN INTERNAL, DONESTIC US BREACH. That's EXACTLY when 
Awan started dumping what he had and making moves to get himself, his wife/family 
and their money, back to Pakistan. As for the Dems, they all knew they were 
finished, when AWAN WAS STOPPED AND DETAINED AT THE AIRPORT. It's over friends.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 09:50:34 No.145503017
>>145499469
Relax. I've said a hundred times over the last 2.5 weeks before, "specific 
timeframes" screaming "it's happening today, right now, in an hour, etc.", should be 
the biggest fucking "LARP" signal on your radar. Look at Assange... even he just 
publicly tweeted last night that Wikileaks planned to release this dump October of 
last year as the final, 3rd piece of their promised "surprise", but NBC pulled the 
Trump/Bush bus tape and he was forced to pull his release from being published. 
ANYONE WHO ACTUALLY KNOWS ANYTHING ABOUT HOW THIS ALL WORKS, knows "timeframes are 
bullshit because literally, ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING, COULD HAPPEN to thwart an 
ACTUAL "HAPPENING".

All I will say is that the wheels are in motion and have been, it's all teed up... 
now, keep your eyes peeled, ears opened and WAIT for it, like EVERYONE ELSE.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 09:53:28 No.145503252
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>>145501113
Don't worry anon, when their shit hits the theoretical fan, terms they coined like 
"collusion", will be completely redefined. You'll know exactly what it really means 
and frankly, what it's ALWAYS actually meant when (((they've))) said it. No 
confusion.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 10:09:39 No.145504651
Quoted By: >>145506303
>>145501749
He, like Comey and MANY others, never CHOSE to drown in the swamp. They too, in many 
ways, are nothing more than "high-level Patsy's". They were unintentionally sucked 
in a loooong time ago and before they even realized the shit they'd been roped and 
doped into doing wasn't actually for "national security" or the "protection/defense 
of the greater good", it was far too late for them. I said it earlier this past 
spring... when the dust settles, you'll find out Trump isn't kidding when he says 
he's "giving people chances" to "redeem" themselves, their departments, agencies, 
professional careers and personal reputations. Trump knows he can't "drain the 
swamp" alone or overnight but he also knows there are many in the swamp who've been 
begging to get out. All they needed was someone like him, or Reagan, or JFK for 
fucks sake, to extend a hand and pull them out.

Realize that it's far easier to think and say "what you would do", if you were in 
positions like Comey, Mueller, hell, even Lois Lerner. It's always easy for 
inherently GOOD PEOPLE, to think and say they'd always, "DO THE RIGHT THING"... that 
is, until your kids, family, decades long professional/personal reputations, your 
livelyhood, future and the sovereignty of NOT being in jail, serving 15-30 years, 
are threatened and very realistically, at stake. THIS ISNT A FUCKING GAME /pol/. In 
this "swamp", you're not afforded the luxury of remaining a nameless, faceless 
fucking "anon" with nothing to seemingly lose. Look at your threads for fucks sake. 
Half of you are under 27, unmarried, no kids, no mortgages or mouths to feed. Half 
of you are still in school, safely tucked under your parent's financial umbrella of 
security, while coming home to their house, eating their food, using their coinless 
laundry machines/detergent during holiday/summer school breaks. That's all fine, 
BTW. It's what you SHOULD be doing, while and if you can (I do realize not 
everyone's situations aren't so cozy)...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 10:29:59 No.145506303
>>145504651
But that said, realize and consider that a large majority of this corrupt, decaying 
swamp, got into "politics" thinking they were showing up every day, to serve the 
public, as intended. Most of them did not intend on being neck deep in the swamp's 
sludge, with what has become, SO MUCH at stake to lose for them. Most of them were 
set up and thankfully, most of them are taking advantage of they opportunity they've 
been given to crawl out and clean themselves off. M

When it's all done, you'll know who WAS DIRTY, but you'll also have to learn to 
accept and appreciate what they risked on Trump, to get out and help. The swamp only 
successfully DRAINS when YOU SEE those, once eyeball-deep in its filth, coming 
forward and helping the cause. You'll have no choice but to see them as Trump 
does... the ultimate "whistleblowers" and if you open your eyes/ears and give 
yourselves a headstart now, you'll see Trump's rationale over certain cabinet picks 
and candidate backings he's publicly made, that you've debated and questioned on 
this board. I mean really, /pol/ do you think people stiluck in the swamp weren't 
jumping at the chance to offer themselves, their knowledge and assistance to Trump, 
BEFORE HE WON?! I realize that might be hard for you to comprehend, BUT also 
remember, the swamp saw the REAL election polls and results. (((They))) knew Trump 
had been significantly leading and trending for MONTHS to win and NO ONE KNEW BETTER 
THAN (((THEM))), that the MSM would say/do WHATEVER IT TOOK, to keep that truth, 
from the public. Haha, incorporating and transitioning those begging and dying to 
leave the swamp was one of BANNON'S PRIMARY ROLES IN THE ADMIN!!!
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Pay attention y'all... you're slacking if you don't realize all of this. If you 
don't, then you've completely lost the very foundation, of the "4D chess", y'all 
claim Trump has been playing. This should not be a new concept for you. This is not 
"news". It's fact.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 10:36:16 No.145506800
>>145504206
Haha, not for nothing but if /pol/ was "connecting the dots" like I am and have been 
since May, when I first started posting on here, I probably wouldn't feel SO 
compelled to be here, would I?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 10:41:50 No.145507252
>>145504364
Again to be clear, I'm not, nor have I ever been, associated or employed by any 
alphabet... and for the record, from what I've seen on here, no one you've ever 
considered associated or employed by one, has been here either. The ones who've 
claimed to have been, exposed too many obvious holes in the cheese, they tried to 
feed you. I don't work for anyone but myself and I choose which jobs I ultimately 
work and the roles I fulfill, for others on their behalf. Always have, always will. 
If more did the same, they'd have avoided the swamp, too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 10:54:39 No.145508325
>>145505242
I have high hopes but I can't say for sure. Have to see how far down the field we 
get with the Awan investigation and the Assange release. The Awan investigation 
plays a huge part, but after Assange releases, we may not need to go further with 
the investigation. We might just find out if the file set clearly shows where the 
DNC corruption/Russia collision lies, you know what I mean? The release may very 
well make an investigation into Awan, moot because we will know his testimony is 
right. He did what he said he did for the DNC, he'll be convicted and sentenced, 
he'll serve his pled down term for cooperating and that will be the last you hear 
from him. I can (and did yesterday) confirm the time period and subjects a majority 
of the Wikileaks data set will cover, but the extent of miscellaneous shit that will 
also be included, as we've seen included in the past (like the unexpected, seemingly 
coded emails about what we now call "pizza", in the Podesta drop) which would then 
lead to unforeseen revelations, are what I can't confirm because I don't know what 
else could be in the files. Weiner's share of the laptop also adds a bit of personal 
interest for me. We already know what to expect based on Huma's involvement, but 
Weiner is a wild card of his own. I honestly can't wait to see what was directly 
captured from Weiner's files.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 11:00:58 No.145508860
>>145505398
Oh my God, stop it. You're cracking me up over here. Let me guess, you assume that
Ecuadorian Embassy goes dark +Wikileaks Icelandic HQ goes dark
+eyewitnesses report someone in a black hood, being taken out of the embassy and 
loaded by swat looking guys in a black, unmarked van as part of a two vehicle, 
unmarked caravan
= Assange IS dead?

Stop, fucking with me! Haha I'm dying... really. It's too much... even for (you).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 11:33:01 No.145511992
>>145506588
Fold?! Step outside of your mind and what you've been programmed by the MSM and 
every dirty presidential admin since George H. Bush and imagine for one second that 
maybe, just maybe, Mueller (and his best bud Comey, too), "folded" close to a year 
ago. Imagine if Comey and Mueller, LIKE MANY OTHERS, not only "secretly folded", but 
WILLINGLY volunteered, to not only help drain the swamp of all those who've ALWAYS 
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wanted out and NEVER wanted to be there, but have also been (secretly) HELPING to 
PURGE the rest of the REALLY corrupt, who ARE WILLING TO DIE TO KEEP THE SWAMP 
CHURNING.

Didn't it ever strike you as REALLY ODD that Comey, a man who has PUBLICLY CLAIMED 
AND TESTIFIED SEVERAL TIMES BOTH AFTER AND DURING THE ELECTIONS, THAT HE WILL NOT 
AND SHOULD NEVER CONFIRM, DENY OR DISCLOSE ANYTHING THAT MAY OR MAY NOT PERTAIN TO A 
SPECIFIC PERSON OR A POTENTIAL, ACTIVE OR INACTIVE "INVESTIGATION", BECAUSE THE FBI 
DOESN'T LET ANYONE KNOW WHO IS, OR ISN'T, BEING INVESTIGATED, proactively and 
voluntarily then sent a fucking memo to ALL OF CONGRESS, CONFIRMING HE WAS 
"REOPENING" the INVESTIGATION into PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE HILLARY CLINTON, due to 
"new evidence" as it pertained to their takeover of the NYPD's active Weiner 
investigation and new evidence presented, again, just a week before the election?!

Don't you realize, at least by now, what Comey was telling you?! Stick with me on 
this... you'll want to remember this forever. READ THIS CAREFULLY!

1. Lynch and Bill Clinton PURPOSEFULLY PLANNED to have an unironic, questionably 
shady, private meeting on the tarmac.
2. (((THEY))) ALL KNEW, Lynch would catch public shit for it, because that's how 
they planned it. THEY LEAKED THE SECRET TARMAC MEETING WITH PICTURES ATTACHED, TO 
ONE SPECIFIC, NO NAME LOCAL AFFILIATE REPORTER, IN AZ.
3. They leaked it themselves so when they'd awkwardly and eventually DENY rumors 
that they'd met (also started and circulated by them) in an undisclosed airplane 
meeting...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 11:57:59 No.145514550
>>145509028
All I'm ever going to say is this. MAYBE the SAME PEOPLE, who talk about Assange in 
the "present tense" are in fact, the SANE PEOPLE, who literally saved his VERY 
thankful ass. Think Hillary and (((they))) were kidding about droning him?! If not a 
drone, an unironic "terror attack" that just happened to be so unfortunately close 
(as planned) to the Embassy might have sufficed too, no?! I mean, you can't really 
drop a drone on a guy after you say it out loud in front of actual people, right?

I will never confirm or deny, but, hypothetically, if a covert, exhaustive effort 
had been made, to "save" Assange from an intercepted, impending and immediate threat 
against his life, then one could ONLY ASSUME that an EQUALLY exhaustive effort, to 
make him disappear from ANYONE LOOKING FOR HIM, would also be made... and yes, 
sadly, even innocent and concerned people like you, unknowingly begging him to 
EXPOSE HIMSELF, via requests for the "proof of life" he could NEVER FOLLOW THROUGH 
ON, IN THE EXACT WAY HE TOLD YOU TO EXPECT HE WOULD, because he knew what that would 
ultimately lead to.

See when you save and hide people, confusion is the FIRST line of defense. If not 
important, why not just ditch the hood and drape him in an American flag while 
sticking him in a car with Idaho license plates for fucke sake. Hell, maybe it 
wasn't Americans. Maybe it was a military ops contractor. Maybe they weren't 
contracted directly by the US. Maybe an ally did us a solid and came through on 
their promise to make it look good for the "eye witnesses". Come on, /pol/. Didn't 
his offer of extradition tip you off?! Didn't you find it all odd, at least by 
now... in 20/20 hindsight?!

Point is, you don't know who took him. You don't know where they took him. You don't 
know what he's done since being taken and most importantly, until it's time... YOU 
NEVER WILL.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:02:43 No.145515053
>>145509321
Assange and Wikileaks gave you the 21st, clown. Pay attention. They tweeted more 
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than a week ago that Trump and the DOJ had until the 21st. It's why Hannity is 
helping promote it with vague tick tocks and why Assange replied to Hannity last 
night saying Mueller not anyone else has reached to him. Remember, what's a man to 
think?!

They're poking Mueller to come out with it or Assange will. Either way Trump knows 
it's coming and doesn't care how, but he knows Mueller having to eat it and disclose 
it himself publicly bodes better for a Trump "win".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:12:00 No.145515985
>>145509790
Lynch and Clinton set Comey up to HAVE to publicly suggest indictment or not. 
(((They))) called Patsy Comey's number and he knew it was "his turn". Clinton/Lynch 
purposefully leaked the tarmac meeting, complete with photos making it look extra 
good, to a local network affiliate station and reporter. This allowed Lynch to 
formally recuse herself over "conflict of interest", so she wouldn't be forced to 
indict the first woman president they wanted/needed her to continue to serve, as 
Attorney General by ensuring she'd continue her role of covering their asses.

Didn't you find it weird how Comey basically spelled out EVERY SINGLE CHARGE, he 
would've nabbed ANYONE ELSE ON, BUT HILLARY?! Not for nothing, but when Comey gave 
that public statement and didn't recommend indictment on behalf of conveniently 
recused Lynch, to the DOJ, he looked just as green-faced and nervous, as fucking 
Lombardo, the puppeteered LV Sheriff.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:31:15 No.145517897
>>145510831
Trump's 3 main disclosures to the public are separate from this. Don't confuse. In 
my posts that are well capped and documented in full as related, do not mention the 
upcoming Wikileaks actions or Assange. These are all things that lead up to and will 
ultimately confirm, Trump's 3 much larger scopes of coverage.

To be honest, if Assange is able to seamlessly get this out, or Mueller gives in and 
is forced to publicly address/confirm it all and then recommends indictment to 
Sessions, Id go as far as to say we might not even need Trump to address all of what 
he's got coming for us, in a formal Presidential, network address. Assange's dump 
would devastate the "old" FBI, the portions that still think they work for 
(((them))), not Wray or Trump, to the point of no return. Trump might be able to 
just disclose the fall of the "old" FBI, that he will then have Wray gut 
immediately, from the rose garden or in a primetime aired interview. CIA and Fed 
will come, but the FBI is halfway out the door and they know it. That's why I eluded 
to them first, in my original post about it. The point is after Assange, there's no 
real strings holding the FBI together. The need for the demise and downfall of their 
"old ways", will be clear and their impending swamp, drained .

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:38:00 No.145518598
>>145512968
I know, I apologize for being/seeming brash sometimes. I really try not to be, but 
it gets exhausting repeating myself when I've posted it all before. If people could 
just think outside of their boxes for a second and just take care in making sure 
they've searched/read my archived posts, there'd be a lot less room for questions 
and more action. I'm not trying to seem condescending or arrogant but it'd be great 
if People who were interested in the things I'm saying would just find my capped 
posts from May until now and reconnect those dots, first.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:42:13 No.145519051
>>145513523
Nah, I heard he got "comped" and on a side note, BTW, the fucking "comped", "sushi" 
and "Taco Bell" shit, is incredible! I laugh to myself every time I see it. "Comped" 
literally could be used to explain everything from being murdered to hitting the 
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fucking lottery. Good work y'all!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:49:28 No.145519880
>>145515732
Oh, sorry... she'd have to recuse herself from having to formally indict and charge 
Hillary, once Comey had come back publicly seeking the charges he'd have concluded, 
were founded from their investigation/findings.

Lynch wouldn't be able to continue to obstruct justice from prevailing as AG, if 
Hillary couldn't win the election and become President if she was watching it all 
from a max security, women's federal corrections center, thanks to Lynch, could she?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 12:59:15 No.145520929
>>145516748
The same people who're made to look an awful lot like a lot of people who you only 
later realize, don't actually look like those people, at all.

The day Assange showed up on the balcony, the Embassy unprecedentedly roped the 
entire two-way street in front of the Embassy and around the whole bend on both 
sides, the smaller single-access street to the left of the front of the Embassy, if 
looking at it from the street the entire sidewalk in front of the Embassy and then, 
another 25 yards from that sidewalk across the street, into the open space behind 
it. No one could get close enough to confirm or deny anything they'd thought they'd 
seen, or hadn't. They were all just happy to see Assange, on the balcony, like he 
told them they could expect.

This really is fine all of the time, though. Dups are used frequently and not just 
to hide or protect people like Assange, they're used for many added layers of 
security in very high exposure/high risk scenarios.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 13:06:49 No.145521747
>>145518583
For me, I use (((they))) to describe or refer to the corrupt of anything. Every 
gov't, organization, corporation, group or population of people (whites, blacks, 
Hispanics, Asians, etc.) all have (((they))). In reality there's a (((they))) 
associated with everything and everyone. (((They))) are always the very, very small 
percentage, of the very top of everything and everyone, who ultimately dominate the 
3 most important things over the majorities of anything and everyone they represent 
- power, control and money.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pI4yGye9 Mon 16 Oct 2017 13:09:24 No.145522005
>>145519464
Not on what we are talking about here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:adpTSREH Tue 17 Oct 2017 08:41:12 No.145627033
>>145624177
Maybe that's a good thing. Go look at the politically-focused boards of any site, 
over the past 2 weeks, remotely talking about or theorizing over the collapsing 
investigation and rapidly failing event timelines of Vegas, the active Awan 
testimony happening, the abysmal Russia "special counsel investigation", pizza/hot 
dogs, the Seth Rich murder, etc. They thought they'd divert all of your 
alternatively hypothesizing attention spans enough to take the pressure and focus 
off ALL the other issues they have on their plate to cover-up/conceal, which seem to 
be coming to a head currently, by throwing Weinstein out there, like a raw steak to 
hungry tigers. As we've seen, the Weinstein scandal is quickly losing steam until 
it's rekindled with the next big creeper they'll purposefully throw you.

See how they work?! It's clear that each popular political thread board, like /pol/, 
voat, steemit, T_D, etc. is getting hammered with the SAME TYPES of foundational 
thread interests, topics and popular discussions, that their boards have 
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independently and specifically, become more "publicly" known/popular for. /pol/ is 
mostly known to the general public for their Shia "flag snatchings" and "art exhibit 
hackings". Don't believe me, search something like "popular /pol/ threads and Shia 
pops up like an unexpected, hard to pop zit on your ass. They take their groomed, 
probably sexually assaulted/abused puppet Shia, and feed him to YOU, like another 
piece of raw steak, hoping to divert your full attention back to a topic that got 
the whole board, so laser focused and jacked up, before. They're trying to get you 
back to a one-track, hive-mind mentality so y'all don't spread yourselves and your 
efforts out, across multiple areas of interest.

My unscolicited suggestion, if I may? /oil/ will always have plenty of undyingly 
relentless people, who will seek and chase the demise Shia, his flags and exhibits, 
to the ends of the fucking earth. Let those people do that... 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 09:37:22 No.145631276
Quoted By: >>145632248
>>145627295
Yup! I did say it... now wait for it to drop AND PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT IM TELLING 
YOU.

As I posted yesterday (anyone got my caps to post?) THIS is the "chance" I told you 
Assange is giving Mueller to come out with it all before Assange does. The Hill's 
headline and the others now popping up just like it from the MSM, are Mueller's 
attempts to get ahead of the Assange's leak and look like he's actually doing his 
fucking job. Assange planned to release the 3rd, final part of his promised, pre-
election "October surprise", in early Oct. 2016 as he/Wikileaks publicly committed 
to, but just before he could, NBC and the Clinton Campaign purposefully held and 
timed the release of the Billy Bush/Trump bus "grab 'em by the pussy" audio, which 
was also the week of the last publicly broadcasted, presidential debate. Assange 
then stated he'd delay the publishing of his final series of the surprise until 
10/21/16. Then a week later, the Embassy and his HQ in Iceland, went dark and 
witnesses confirmed they believed he was take from the embassy by unmarked 
operatives.

Assange posted the TMZ article link on twatter just a few days back, where TMZ 
reported on 10/12/16 that NBC purposefully held and timed the release of the 
Bush/Trump audio. Assange also tweeted a day or two ago, hinting around 
Hillary/Russian collusion, claiming her own election collusion "backfired" ON HER. 
He followed that up with another tweet, attaching a previously published DNC email, 
showing how the DNC/Clinton Campaign, planned to boost Trump thinking he'd secure 
them an easy win if he won the primaries.

Assange has been telling you himself what's coming for almost a week so this 
shouldn't be news. What I've specifically tried to prep you with over the last few 
days, is how they're playing Mueller because Trump wants this to come from Mueller 
directly before Assange releases. It makes Mueller and ALL THE FUCKING ESTABLISHMENT 
TROLLS WHO PUSHEDFOR A "SPECIAL" FUCKING "COUNSEL"...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 09:48:31 No.145632248
>>145631276
LOOK LIKE COMPLETE FUCKING IDIOTS, considering their OWN PARTY AND THE VERY 
CANDIDATE THEY PUSHED FOR PRESIDENT, WERE THE ONLY ONES ILLEGALLY COLLUDING WITH 
FOREIGN AGENCIES/ADMINS TO SEING THE FUCKING ELECTIONS RESULTS!

The second of thing I told y'all yesterday was WHERE this file set came from and a 
majority of the info it contains. I told you again, it won't include pizza and 
again, you'll never see her going down in an orange jumpsuit for pizza, BUT, it's 
coming from the WEINER/HUMA files and communications originally obtained by the NYPD 
as part of the active Weiner sexting investigation and was later handed to the FBI 
upon further review and FBI jurisdiction take over.
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For my biggest piece of info, you will see that Mueller AND Comey (as much as you 
want to hate them) have actually HELPED this all come to a head. The ONLY REASON 
Mueller let the clock run down so close on the Assange 10/21/17 deadline is because 
he's had to continue to string the corrupt establishment DNC/GOP trolls, along. This 
is why he won't release the private Comey "memos" like CNN is publicly demanding. 
Haha, the Comey memos were fabricated bullshit, created only so Comey could 
reference to them in his testimony. He couldn't stick his neck out on Lynch like he 
did without coming down on Trump like they expected him to, right?! He'd have 
SPOILED THE PLAN!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 09:55:43 No.145632865
>>145631839
The fake dossier which included details on the fake pissgate scandal and the fake 
Russian/Trump CIA collusion report, is under federal warrant for them to submit as 
evidence for review and they are refusing to comply and hand it over. They are 
actually breaking and obstructing the fucking law.

I told you FBI, CIA and eventually, the Fed. It's all coming down.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:11:23 No.145634180
>>145632935
Probably not, but if you're into the Vegas airport/Janet shit, look at who EG&G is a 
subsidiary of. Dyncorp is literally nothing compared to Raytheon and Raytheon + 
Lockheed + Area 51 + Vegas = a pretty fucking spooky sum I'd never wanted get the 
right answer on.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:14:36 No.145634451
>>145633648
They're covering their asses by helping and for their help, like many others with 
the same pre-negotiated deals, their guilt plea bargains on lighter charges will be 
less aggressively sentenced. I posted about all this yesterday and I know tgeee are 
caps. Someone that shit for me, please.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:19:45 No.145634883
>>145633651
It's not old news that it was SHE, the estab DNC/GOP that illegally collided with 
Russia to purposefully and intentionally swing and rig, the 2016 U.S. presidential 
elections. The backdoor uranium deal and ALL the other illegal and foreign 
Clinton/Obama/Lynch/Holder/Rice/Powers/Brennan lucrative side deals funneled through 
the CLINTON FOUNDATION that will come out with all of this too, will only further 
back and illustrate the extent and scope of their heinous crimes against our nation.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:34:11 No.145636304
>>145634000
Yup, as with every department, agency and political party. Like I said yesterday, 
99% of everyone comes into work thinking they're serving the public and our country. 
It's the top 1% of all of them, that are what's referred to as, "the swamp". What's 
sad is that many in the swamp, never intended or willingly CHOSE to be there. They 
were roped in and realistically, the longer they've served, the deeper they were 
dragged in. Bannon's main function as negotiated with Trump, was to drain the swamp. 
He did by vetting out who was willingly churning the swamp and who was there by 
proxy. 99% of the actual swamp as related to our govt, it's departments, agencies 
and admins, were dragged in. They're no different than any other patsy they rope in 
to serve their agenda. Trump made it clear from the beginning, do right and right 
will finally be done to you. The involuntary swamp patsy's held out their hands and 
BEGGED Bannon and Trump to pull them out and give them a platform and path to clean 
themselves, their professional careers and reputations, etc. off. This is also why 
you see this Trump/Bannon approach being used so effectively and efficiently with 
nations we have prolonged strained tensions and foreign relations with. He publicly 
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CALLS THEM OUT and holds THEM ACCOUNTABLE for THEIR OWN SHIT, and the shit THEY 
should be handling politically and financially, like you see him doing with China, 
Saudi and Pakistan, as an example. It's a "clean yourselves off, drain your own 
swamps, do yourselves right first" approach, OR, suffer the consequences, YOU'RE now 
accountable and responsible to your people/regions, for. Diplomacy works BOTH 
WAYS... crazy fucking idea, right?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:37:46 No.145636641
>>145634298
When this is all said and done, it's going to crush the crooked, long-term, abusive 
and overtly corrupt establishments, of BOTH PARTIES and we should ALL want it that 
way. McCains going to be using his non-ACA abiding private insurance to try and 
progress his own brain tumor at light-speed levels.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:44:25 No.145637253
>>145634582
The groundwork was laid while Reagan was President. They tried to off him to 
jumpstart their progress and get Bush in offfice early. The problem is that just as 
many were tired of the one party, two term Clinton and Obama eras, many were tired 
after a tough bout w/Reagan and another 4 years of GH Bush. So? They plucked their 
politically well-groomed, good-looking, younger playboy candidate, Bill Clinton, 
from public obscurity (much like they did after GW Bush with Obama) and puppeted him 
right into the Oval. In reality and assuming you were alive at the time, the votes 
of "we, the people", haven't "counted" since Reagan's 2nd term election and if you 
can stand more reality mushroom stamping you in the face, the JFK papers will show 
you exactly why. George. Herbert. Bush., Sr.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:45:20 No.145637333
>>145634966
I see these caps, thanks brah.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 10:46:41 No.145637448
>>145635665
It's not prophecy as I don't claim myself to be a profit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:02:48 No.145639006
>>145636676
Everything you will hear from now until the congress Christmas session break in Dec. 
will be about this. The MSM is not only addressing but validating and confirming, 
the information. Trump has a 2 real choices available right now. If he wanted, he 
could circumvent the Hannity/Assange route and address these findings himself today, 
which would then negate the window of opportuniy they've all agreed to leave open 
and available, for Mueller and his council to take advantage of OR, he could take 
the attention he's getting now with all the info and accusations coming out to the 
public today and use the presser to drop a few more, "Yuge Trump agenda wins" 
publicly, while letting the Assange/Hannity or Mueller routes, play out on their 
own, to which then he'd immediately address publicly, after.

I know Trump would love to just cut the bullshit and circumvent the MSM "system", 
since he also loves being the first to let everyone know about a good win, then take 
all the credit and accolades, BUT, if I were advising him, I'd remind him that while 
patience is a virtues we know he's had to work REALLY hard at over the last 18 
months, he absolutely has to sit this one out for just a couple more days and let 
Assange/Hannity and Mueller routes play out while he works on positioning his 
response for a public address. This was and has been, the smartest, most strategic 
way to handle this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:06:22 No.145639341
>>145636720
It has to do with many things but know that because of Trump's diplomacy efforts 
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already put in motion, whether Awan had actually slipped through and made it back to 
Pakistan or not, they'd have extradited him back, as soon as the Trump admin. 
would've requested it. No doubt. Absolute fact.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:24:19 No.145641155
>>145636720
You won't see it for a while and by the time it happens, you won't notice... just 
like most of the shit that actually "happens" that no one screams, "it's happening" 
about. The "missing" Kelly phone was important for two very specific reasons. The 
people who took advantage of it being conveniently "unsecured" and "left behind by 
accident", were the same staffer idiots who abuse their positions and take advantage 
of opportunities like this everyday and turn the info they hear, the 
docs/communications they can swipe and the now devices they can steal, and turn them 
over to the "swamp" affiliated people they've been convinced to think they still 
work for. Most of these idiots are just young, dumb Obama holdovers and left over 
Preibus plants who were "only doing what they were told", just like Awan testified 
he did, by "the people they were told they actually worked for".

Bottom line? The swamp USED AND ABUSED (past-tense) their network of ignorant 
staffers/admins. for two sole purposes, so they could - 1. Illegally collect, 
record, obtain, distribute, disseminate and "leak", the secured, confidential, 
classified, internal info, communications and, as we now know, even "accidentally 
left" devices, swiped and unreported, so they could then 2. Edit/frame/set-up the 
Trump admin./staffers via fictitiously edited, skewed, agenda-driven, narrative 
feeding and promoting, MSM-driven "breaking stories", with illegally obtained then 
intentionally falsified "proof" as manufactured and provided to the MSM, by the 
swamp. Nothing more, nothing less.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:28:16 No.145641547
>>145637262
You're right. The swamp isn't loyal to Obama. They weren't loyal to Clinton or GW 
either. They're loyal to their elite, shadow handlers and even a fancy title like a 
POTUS, doesn't buy you a ticket out of the swamp. Obama was in reality, no more 
important, powerful or prominent than Holder, Lynch, Brennan, Comey, Powers, Rice, 
Hillary, etc., according to (((them))).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:30:30 No.145641764
>>145637647
Merkle and Macron are on alert. They're losing their shit because THEY did the same. 
Cap this. It's epic.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:39:33 No.145642651
>>145637942
This is just an attempt to try and rehash OLD NEWS EVERYONE FORGOT A LONG TIME AGO, 
in a desperate attempt to further discredit Comey Using the sadly selective, short 
term memory loss of the masses, in hopes that WHEN Mueller eats his own shit 
publicly, like he plans to whether Assange releases or he addresses first, the 
people will remember that the ONLY reason Mueller exists is because Comey got fired 
for being "corrupt", just like they told everyone he was, after he ruined Hillary's 
campaign and chance to win by opening a dead-end investigation based off found 
Weiner files, that Comey himself had to say were nothing, 6 days before the 
election.

See how they do that?! They take old facts they once hid via their controlled MSM, 
then when needed, they re-spin it into "breaking news", as if it's a "new fact", 
now. This is called "editorial directive" and sadly, it's become the definition of 
what we now refer to as an "agenda-driven narrative". They're only repackaging shit 
the public forgot, as "breaking news". It's sad but standard practice.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5pJb98Rw Tue 17 Oct 2017 11:50:41 No.145643806
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>>145638088
All I'll say and ask you to consider, is this... Obama (and even Hillary during her 
term as Secretary of State) exhaustively tried to ram those fucking Embassy moves 
down his buddy Benji's throats, until literally THE DAY he left the oval.

Almost two weeks ago and only after 9 months in office, Trump announced that Israel 
has agreed to not only the strict Embassy/territory terms Obama would've NEVER 
stipulated or conditioned during his negotiations, but he also got him to bend over 
and territorialize a fucking AIR BASE. An AIR BASE for fucks sake. Trump keeps Benji 
and his Zionist handlers at arms length and they hate it. It's why Benji piliblicly 
sucks Trumps ass and Trump shoots him a few comforting statements about our 
unwavering commitment to Israel and it's people, all while jabbing him like an 
unseen thorn, in the side of equalized, two-way diplomacy. Israel, like China, 
Saudi, etc. has been publicly put on notice. Benji knows if Israel doesn't clean up 
their own swamp mess that Trump made clear he's fully aware of, our once unwavering 
diplomacy, will become best effort attempts. Then... air base hits.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 12:31:34 No.145647943
>>145643959
Here but leaving soon. Just want to be clear, go back to my original posts about 
Assange and the 21st from yesterday.

I DID NOT, NOR HAVE I EVER SAID THAT THE ACTUAL RELEASE FROM WIKILEAKS WILL 100% 
HAPPEN ON THE 21ST.

I SAID THE 21ST HAS SIGNIFICANCE AS ANNIVERSARY DEADLINE OF LAST YEARS 
DELAYED/FAILED RELEASE ATTEMPT, SET BY ASSANGE TO TRUMP AND I SAID HE HISTORICALLY 
RELEASES HASHES 5-7 DAYS, PRIOR TO A PENDING AND ANNOUNCED RELEASE.

AGAIN, the only real significance of the 21st is the deadline to Trump and his 
admin. including Sessions and Mueller indirectly, to move on it, or he will release. 
Could it drop on the 21st? Yes. Could this be the breaking news on Assange's release 
for Hannity tonight, absolutely. I'm not saying it will or won't happen on the 21st, 
I'm just trying to remind you that the 21st doesn't guarantee an Assange release. It 
only guarantees the deadline is up and the chance he negotiated to give the admin 
and adhered to on his end, has passed.

In my personal opinion, I think the MSM has been forced to trickle some of it out 
today because they've been tipped it's coming soon and know they need to be able to 
cover their asses and point to this coverage before it happens so they can say, 
"look, we wrote this or aired this earlier this week! See, we told you about it! We 
do our jobs! We're not fake news!" But sadly, it will only later prove for them that 
they were a day late and a dollar short. Another "win" for Trump chalked up.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 13:00:57 No.145650964
>>145648731
In short, we got an airbase that every President since GH Bush, Sr. has literally 
bent us over and pandered to Israel with false hopes and fake promises of getting, 
but never did.

Trump gave nothing and got everything and more, in return... and while some might 
consider the recent announcement and timing of out pull out from the Iran Nuke deal 
as our concession to Israel, let me remind those people that GHB, Clinton, GWB and 
Obama for the first 5.5 of his 8 years, BEGGED FOR THAT BASE while selling us down 
the river in so many areas with Israel, WELL BEFORE THE Iran Nuke deal was even 
positioned on the table.

Trump conveniently announced our pullout of the Iran Nuke deal around the time Benji 
gave us our long-awaited and overly-earned airbase, to throw Benji a bone to his 
people so he could use it to justify the decision to grant the base.
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That said, regardless of whether Trump had announced our pull out before, during or 
after the base negotiations, we STILL would've been granted it anyway. The Iran Nuke 
deal really had nothing to do with the airbase. It wasn't an negotiation point it 
was only timed in tandem to position Benji for a "win" with his people.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 13:19:28 No.145652946
>>145649239
Let me ask you, what happens if NK detonates one of the "lights out bombs" y'all 
talk about on here. If you're wallet is literally in the cloud, how will you access 
your "cryptocurrency".

Let me pose a theoretical... Say power is out nationwide, for a month. By that time, 
all back up grid stores and generators (even has powered) will be dead. All publicly 
accessible gas will be gone and whatever is stored will be controlled, rationed and 
distributed accordingly by (((them))). You could get electricity up if you even 
wanted to after a month and if you can't get the grids back up, you won't get the 
internet (this includes wifi) up either. So how do you propose cryptocurrency would 
sustain you very realistically more than a week or two, after a national attack, 
similar to the ones many of you claim are "happening now" from North Korea.

I'm also hoping by this time you'd also unironically realize your physical dollars, 
won't matter or be worth anything, either.

It's a crazy idea right? Get enough people to feel comfortable securely storing 
their whole lives, most personal thoughts, feelings, memories, pictures, documents, 
health records, educational records, etc. in the shiny new "cloud", instead of "old, 
dated way" and one day, you'll be able to get them to sink ALL OF THEIR LIQUID CASH 
IN IT, TOO.
Then all we'd really have to do is turn off the lights for a few weeks before the 
even the cryptomasses become our newest dependent "welfare recipients" as they file 
in line for a seat in the next FEMA bus to a government club med, right?! No lights. 
No internet. No crypto.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 13:31:19 No.145654209
>>145649293
I didn't state the 21st based on a twitter circulated image from a fake handle. I 
stated it for very specific reasons and only cited that others have been sharing an 
image that has been circulating on twitter but actually happens to illustrate the 
same point I was making. I don't know who made this image, why they apparently put 
it out from a fake twitter account or why they named that account as Assange with a 
misspelled last name, but I can tell you that whoever made it took whatever they 
know about Assange's year anniversary deadline to the admin., and apparently did it 
to relate Hannity's "tick tock" tweets to it, directly.

In all fairness, I only first heard or saw this image on /pol/ when someone had 
posted it abd said it was on Twitter. I haven't addressed it more specifically 
because I didn't know anything about it.

Now I'm just curious what else this fake Assange account has posted.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 13:42:45 No.145655305
>>145653332
Like the FBI and CIA, they won't go away, they will just be drastically gutted and 
their functions/authority will be reeled back in. They've abused their power, just 
like the Fed and once gutted, restructured and repurposed back to the restored 
andoriginally intended roots of their functions/purposes of serving the people, you 
won't even recognize them as the same. There are already plans in progress and there 
have been for decades on the Fed. This isn't the first time to the rodeo for many of 
the people Trump has brought on and worked with on this. The dollar nor the economy 
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will collapse when the Feds last strings are pulled. This is another reason I don't 
do dates or timeframes... no one successfully pulls the rug or plug out from any of 
these things without advanced planning and strategic rollout. This is why things you 
should want and expect to be done well, can and should take a while and be done with 
precision to ensure success, not catastrophic failure.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 14:02:53 No.145657381
>>145654748
Well, I see your concern and it's valid but considering the source the file/data set 
the Wikileaks dump will be comprised of (Weiner/Huma's laptop) and knowing Huma's 
role/relationship with Hillary through her term as a Senator, Secretary of State, 
both her Presidential campaigns, etc. this could be very interesting. Like I've said 
in previous posts, I don't know everything that's in these files, I just know where 
they're coming from and the extent of the main areas, they'll cover.

But if you are showing me this expecting me to be surprised that HILLARY, the 
confidential/classified email forwarding, private data/server storing, "wipe clean, 
you mean with a cloth?" and FIRST REAL OBAMA BIRTHER QUESTIONER, CLINTON, may have 
obtained something on Obama, that she probably would've then forwarded to her BFF 
Huma, whose now 10 years worth of incriminating info/secret-holding laptop, sits in 
the hands of the NYPD and now Chris Wray, FBI, as well as of all fucking people, 
Assange?!? Come on!

Now that I've seen this, you're going to have a hard time convincing me this ISN'T 
something we very well could see. Remember, this is going to be a really large (the 
largest) file set. The extent and detail on some of what I know, I've shared here. 
Some hefty Obama-implicating crimes will be included too. I said this already... but 
all I'm saying is that if this was part of it, I wouldn't be surprised knowing 
where/who these files came from. I mean, they did go after Joe Arpaio hard to the 
point where Trump had to pardon his ass 3 months ago... right?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 14:14:43 No.145658584
>>145657780
I getvthe point that person is trying to imply but in reality, isn't it true either 
way? If governments weren't clusterfucks of corruption, Assange wouldn't be in 
business because there'd be no one skimming and leaking corrupt shit to him to begin 
with. Corrupt shit wouldn't exist, right?
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 14:21:38 No.145659317
Quoted By: >>145659768
>>145658844
And here's the first publicly made attempt, to request a delay... right on queue. 
Again... it's why I don't promise specific dates/timeframes...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 14:25:45 No.145659768
>>145659317
Notice the tip-toed wording? Very specific, "2800 Abedin government docs on Weiner's 
laptop". We all know it's HUMA and Weiner's SHARED laptop and we all know there's 
more than 2800 files recovered for more than JUST HUMA, pertaining to more than JUST 
HER government docs.

It's specific yet vague enough. Also shows it will be rolled out in a series of 
releases as I mentioned yesterday. It's a good effort though, lets see how it plays 
out.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 14:32:02 No.145660432
>>145659678
Mueller having to publicly eat shit instead of watching it all happen through 
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Assange carries less immediate impact and will take longer to verify, confirm and 
investigate before indictments.

If it comes through Assange it's just more work and time to charge people because 
we'd have to open an investigation. If Mueller spills it himself, it implies the 
valid info he already knows he has that Assange will release, in full, has already 
been vetted and submitted as evidence. Indictments could be prepped ahead of time 
and ready to be served. The "investigation" part would be considered Complete and 
conclusive.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 15:31:17 No.145666484
>>145661426
Thanks. If you read the initial question I asked in reply to someone else's comment 
I mentioned a NK event/attack referencing lights out which could've been Nuke, Emp, 
etc. just meaning at some point if the lights are out too long, we run out of 
generator and gas power, so eventually, no one would have access to their 
cryptocurrency.

I never claimed to be some military or weapons expert. I've never called myself an 
expert about anything. I've only claimed to know some shit, about some specific 
shit, because my job requires me to know shit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qno+O5d Tue 17 Oct 2017 15:34:12 No.145666789
>>145663801
Sure, boss!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 10:21:53 No.145754545
Quoted By: >>145756257
>>145749106
Hi y'all! You're right, boss! Here's what everyone needs to remember (as I've said 
several times before in other threads that can be reviewed. I think they were 
capped/archived)

"Jesus Campos", BY NAME, is fake. This goes for fake Paddock, too.

The "Jesus Campos" they've publicly released pictures on, IS the same physical 
person as the man who appeared on Ellen, but again, HIS NAME IS NOT JESUS CAMPOS, as 
in "SECURITY GUARD - Jesus Campos". NOT THE SAME. Just as "Steve Paddock", as you 
know, is NOT THE NAME of whoever's body was found, photoed and publicly 
released/confirmed by LVMPD as the "shooter", in the hotel room.

The reason the LVMPD and FBI were forced to backtrack on Campos, which ultimately 
led to the timeline/events changes (not really because of the contradictory 
receipts, but they got to use it as a really good excuse) is because they missed the 
bullet holes in the door that any ballistics expert could immediately review and 
confirm, were shot FROM INSIDE THE ROOM, out to the hall. Meaning, the door HAD TO 
NOW BE CLOSED, and Campos would've had to have been shot through the door, NOT 
DURING A STRUGGLE WITH DOOR OPEN, as they initially claimed. This is what led them 
to ultimately have to acknowledge the receipt excuse, rollback timeframes, then come 
out and confirm Campos/Paddock engagement was BEFOTE the shooting with the door 
closed. This is why "Paddock" would've conveniently had to have his own "security 
cameras", right?! Had to see through the door that was NEVER OPENED to "scuffle" 
with Campos like they tried to claim. He had to have a way to "see" Campos creeping 
up, like they tried to claim, from a private camera stream, into his room.

Where you see the point above get too unironic, is during Ellen's interview where 
she specifically made it a point to NOTE (as she leads him through EVERY answer the 
whole time, BTW) the bullet holes from INSIDE the door. Watch the first 5 minutes, 
you'll see...
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 10:40:36 No.145756257
>>145754545
Ellen noting the bullet holes came from inside, behind the closed door, was 
INTENTIONAL. She was prepped hard for 2 days for this interview, just like Campos 
and the better late than never, FBI gap filler, "Schuck", who became an "engineer 
for Mandalay Bay", overnight.

Ellen highlighted the inside of the door because the LVMPD knows as soon as YOU 
eventually notice the holes THEY KNEW THEY missed and never covered for themselves 
after the pics were leaked, you'd then realize they came from inside. So they 
covered their asses, changed the story and timeline just enough, never mentioned the 
door because no one else had yet, AND THEN, THEY MADE ELLEN SLIP IT IN ON PURPOSE so 
that WHEN YOU DO REALIZE IT, they can claim that they had said it, it was publicly 
confirmed at "some point" because "even ELLEN mentioned it".

They tried to put Campos on Hannity to try and silence and appease the "alt-right", 
"conspiracy-driven", "tin foil hat wearers". The problem is, Campos is a shitty liar 
and he looks way too nervous. They weren't pleased with his practiced performance so 
they pulled him from Hannity, paired him with the newly discovered FBI agent turned 
MB engineer overnight, hid Campos, groomed Campos and Schuck, then brought Ellen for 
two days to practice, then she lobbed him softball questions she seamlessly guided 
Campos's answers on, using Schuck as a gap filler and buffer (remember, only CAMPOS 
was supposed to interview on Hannity, they added tge FBI composed, polished, 
professional under pressure, fake engineer Schuck), as a buffer and gap filler for 
whenever fake Campos started to deviate, ramble or look like he was going to lose 
his shit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 11:20:45 No.145760094
>>145757208
I'm not trying to tell you anything new. I'm just trying to show you how it will 
lead up to the very realistic next thing released about Campos.

They make Mandalay Bay publicly confirm that through this process they've realized 
their citizen/documentation verifications and provisions failed, "Campos" is illegal 
as they've learned he, like so many heroic and brave people positively contributing 
to our society currently, is a dreamer. Mandalay Bay apologizes, they make him the 
poster child for dreamers/DACA and they never have to worry about anyone questioning 
his multiple SS's or very limited and scarce background, again.

The "illegal" shit is the raw steak they threw hungry, questioning tigers, just like 
they threw Weinstein. It distracts and diverts. "Campos" is NO MORE "illegal", than 
fake girlfriend MaryLou and her multiple socials... only difference is, they boxed 
themselves into a corner with too many Campos mistakes that caught the attention of 
so many questioning people, that they're now throwing their own "conspiracy 
theories" like "illegal" at you, so you chase that for days while they continue to 
make Campos disappear like MaryLou.

Like I said, they can CONTROL the illegal narrative without any more hits to the 
investigation. It's a Mandalay mistake, he's a dreamer and hero. Their bad like LOTS 
OF OTHER COMPANIES BAD, every single year. Easily explained and contained. Everyone 
wins.

They CANNOT explain, control or contain Campos as a long time exploited, Gov't. 
abused patsy with multiple identities and SS's, (((THEY'VE))) GIVEN HIM, just like 
they gave the girlfriend. Don't let them literally larp you down the illegal path.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 11:45:35 No.145762668
>>145760510
Here's where you're wrong. Campos (the body) IS the same guy from pics and Ellen. 
Problem for them is, they never expected to have to physically produce HIM, other 
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than in pics and shit THEY CAN MANIPULATE AND CONTROL. They edit photos they 
release, create fake names/personal lives and backgrounds, etc and use the name 
network of patsy's over and over. They alter shit just enough that you or anyone 
would NEVER be 100% sure "it really was him" (or the girlfriend they put out just 
like him, "MaryLou"), if you passed any of them on the street. These people have 
lives outside the deep, they just answer when called and "do what they're told", 
just like even Awan testified, late last week. He just did for the DNC, what he was 
told and paid to do. Awan's no different then Campos and MaryLou.

The issue now is that they never expected to have to put him out there and they 
can't edit him in real life. They made too many mistakes they had to backtrack on. 
They planned to throw him on Hannity, hoping it'd shut the "alt-right" up/stop the 
constant questioning. They realized Campos buckles too obviously, brought in FBI-
owned handler/MB engineer as a buffer and groomed them and Ellen, allowing Ellen to 
lead questions to Campos, while Schuck covered gaps and kept Campos on script.

Again, question is not whether Campos is same from photos as on Ellen... question 
is, if "Campos" by name, doesn't match "Campos" by body, WHO OWNS THE BODY OF FAKE 
CAMPOS, and what's his deal. The illegal claims are disinfo (((they))) are planting 
because that's a really easy out for them. Mandalay Bay takes it on the chin and 
gets slap on wrist for accidentally hiring an illegal, which easily then explains 
false ID via multiple socials, BUT IT DIRSNT EXPLAIN MARYLOU, and how all the 
questions you have and info you've learned about her background, like her limited 
footprint and multiple socials, look/sound exactly like Campos.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 13:11:52 No.145771541
>>145767720
Did you know it's against the code of conduct and official dress code to officially 
represent the department without your uniform and not only that, but it's illegal to 
mimick the officially designated color schemes used by the department, when not 
dressed in uniform on or off duty?!

Search images of Lombardo. 90% of the ones you'll pull in your results are for 
articles with photos of him in uniform attached. In reality, 50% of the time he's 
actually been speaking and "representing the department's official jurisdiction", 
he's been wearing this or something like it. (pic related). You have your answer on 
that.

From my experience, Lombardo, like many of those used/abused when needed by 
(((them))), due to their positions, don't initially know what's up. Remember, the 
first responses, actions, witness accounts, footage, photos, etc. are always THE 
MOST IMPORTANT. They're immediate, raw and untouched. No one's had a chance to edit, 
cut, delete, strategize, practice, etc. That said, initial reactions, statements, 
actions, etc. by public figures like Lombardo are also just as critical, especially 
when (((they))) need someone like him, to be the face/brand and earn the public's 
trust and earn credibility, right?

Everything Lombardo said and did publicly, for The first roughly 48-72 hrs. was 
genuine and what should've been done. As the FBI presence increased and they 
ultimately assumed their jurisdiction, he and his probably 2 closest, highest 
ranking deputy sheriffs, probably started trusting their guts and admitting to 
themselves they were going to be in for a ride they'd have no control over.

Then the realize they have no choice to get off the ride, either. That's the minute 
you started to see him break in his pressers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 13:29:09 No.145773475
Quoted By: >>145774189
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>>145770242
True on many fronts. Look at Hannity yesterday. His big break was mueller Uranium 
everyone would've known about 2 yrs ago if they'd read the Wikileaks release or the 
MSM had done their job to report it. Nothing. Yesterday was only done for two 
reasons 1. Start calling out the same corrupt names and associating/normalizing them 
to crimes we have taken the last 9 months to thoroughly investigate. Few people even 
on /pol/, ever cite the 3rd party private investigation into the Clinton Foundation 
that's been opened and now active for the better part of the last 2 years. Sure, WE 
KNOW, Wikileaks is good. WE trust them, but the federal government and DOJ cannot 
and should not, solely rely on an external, private non-profit orgs info based 
outside of the US, as their only foundation for an investigation. The US based, 
federally DOJ sanctioned, 3rd party law firm that's been investigating the Clinton 
Foundation for almost 2 years is WHY Hannity can NOW TALK ABOUT old news to us, 
URANIUM. The DOJ has all they need on a lot of things that will seem like old news 
to you and it's all based on evidence submitted to the DOJ that's already been 
investigated. This is why the DOJ announced so quickly this morning, that they will 
pursue it. It won't take long to complete, either. So to recap- normalize the same 
names with big corruption, gradually.

The #2. Reason Hannity was important is because it reestablishes the name and long 
run credibility of Wikileaks, to the public, in prep for Assange's next dump. This 
is why you're now hearing about Huma/Weiner emails being obtained. The left and MSM 
have been bashing the reputation, credibility and validity of Assange (via sex 
crimes) and Wikileaks (by Obama letting manning out early) since last October. Go 
back and read/listen to Obama's statements and explanation on the release of 
Manning. He said what he said and did what he did so the public would think sure, 
what she did was bad, but not THAT BAD...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 13:35:05 No.145774189
>>145773475
Obama released manning and basically told the people, "national security and troops 
abroad weren't REALLY at risk because Wikileaks and their info are invalid since 
Snowden so I'm letting him go because our sentence was aggressive".

By using Uranium first, knowing more info on it and details will be included in the 
next Wikileaks dumps about it too, they re-establish Wikileaks and Assange's 
credibility and accuracy to everyone who's watched the MSM and listened to the left 
for the last year. This is why I posted 3 days ago when asked, that yes, Hannity's 
news would have to do with the next series of Wikileaks releases, but NOT in the 
direct way, everyone was hoping for as a "happening".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 14:48:57 No.145782618
>>145779357
I can't because everything you had asked are things I can't confirm and you're 
looking for answers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 14:52:05 No.145783046
>>145780412
I know... it's why I backed off of Vegas for a little. It's one specific dude I've 
noticed in a few threads, over the last few days. Thanks for looking out.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 15:00:15 No.145783883
>>145783132
Oh sorry, thought you were the guy asking me to confirm a helicopter and 3 other 
things.

Depending on how this all plays out in the coming weeks/months, 3 separate addresses 
may not be required, but can definitely be organized if needed. Meaning, it all 
depends on the gradual increase of public awareness, reaction and perspective. As 
you can see, the MSM still isn't covering what Hannity did last night, so we have to 
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watch this stuff play out a little more and see the effects or lack there of.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 15:55:08 No.145789695
Quoted By: >>145789743
Haha, I didn't think you were that guy... hmmm Sam... I'll have to look into it. Are 
you confirming a connection to Vegas? Was it published and missed or via your 
sources?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZzpNIjm+ Wed 18 Oct 2017 15:55:41 No.145789743
>>145789695
Sorry Scott, not Sam.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 11:09:14 No.145883655
>>145883335
Assange released the new hashes, then deleted them 2 days later... JUST LIKE HE 
ALWAYS DOES. You know it's coming... but be patient and don't fuck it up for 
yourselves by only retaining WHAT YOU WANT TO READ, from my posts. It will be 
glorious... WHENEVER IT HAPPENS. PROBABLY SOON AS ASSANGE HAS HINTED IN TRADITIONAL 
WAYS, BUT MOST LIKELY NO RELEASE ON THE 21st. Soon, but not that soon.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 11:05:24 No.145883335
Quoted By: >>145883655
>>145882650
Final continuation...

To be clear, the Saturday, 10/21/17 date, IS NOT NECESSARILY A GUARANTEED WIKILEAKS 
RELEASE DATE. In fact, I strongly doubt it as it's a Saturday. ALL I HAVE EVER SAID 
ABOUT THST DATE IS THAT IT'S THE NEGOTIATED DATE THAT OFFICIALLY ENDS THE NEGOTIATED 
GRACE PERIOD BETWEEN ASSANGE AND THE ADMIN TO RELEASE.

From Saturday on, Assange can release whatever the hell he wants, whenever the hell 
he feels like it and he knows he has the right to do so, as he's held up HIS end of 
the deal. STOP MAKING THIS SOMETHING IT ISN'T BECAUSE YOU WANT TO SCREAM "IT'S 
HAPPENING" at every single fucking thing you see/hear. This is why you've lost your 
appeal to good anons. Look how many times I've had to literally SPELL THIS OUT. It's 
pathetic and exhaustive. Don't make yourselves look illegitimate because you're not 
paying attention.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 10:57:43 No.145882650
Quoted By: >>145883335
>>145881055
To continue...

THE ONLY SIGNIFICANCE OF OCTOBER 21, 2017, is that it serves as the "unironically", 
specifically chosen NEGOTIATED deadline ("negotiation" details are outlined above, 
in earlier posts here) by Assange. THE ACTUAL 21st is nothing more than a date he 
negotiated as in internal "fuck you", to the corrupt establishment who purposefully 
thwarted, delayed and eventually (as we'd later learn, now know), CEASED the 
originally reschedule 10/21/16 drop of his 3rd Oct. Surprise release, thanks to 
(((THEIR))) manipulation and collusion, with the MSM/NBC.

The 10/21/17 negotiated date only has INTERNAL, significance. It shouldn't have 
significance for you. Assange negotiated and agreed that he/Wikileaks would play 
along for a while, but there would also have to be an end to the game, right? 
Wikileaks won't and didn't, agree to play forever. So, the deadline was established 
as a grace period to allow Wray, Sessions and in many ways Mueller, to formally open 
an investigation and adequately pursue, in what they all know would lead to 
indictments and formal charges. The negotiated grace period between the admin and 
Wikileaks, expires on Assange's "fuck you establishment date" 10/21/17. Hence all 
the subliminal hype up. Assange's NBC, Hillary bashing, Mueller/Sessions calling out 
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for no reach and "100% accuracy" reminder, tweets. Hannity's "tick tock, tick tock" 
tweets and the Uranium/Clinton Foundation/Obama DOJ releases ALL RELATED TO BUILD UP 
THE PRESSURE...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 10:38:55 No.145881055
Quoted By: >>145882650
>>145878575
AGAIN, I'm BEGGING y'all to PLEASE RE-READ THE ORIGINAL CAPS THOROUGHLY and NOTE 
what I said and what I'VE CONTINUED to RESTATE, regarding this "October 21st 
deadline", that /pol/ took WAY TOO LITERALLY, several times this week because 
frankly you're all too busy SELECTING/CAPPING WHAT YOU WANT TO HAPPEN AND NOT WHAT 
I'M ACTUALLY TELLING YOU IS HAPPENING!

TO CLARIFY FOR THE FINAL TIME (CAP/ARCHIVE THIS POST FOR YOUR FUTUE REFERENCE, 
/POL/) because I'm never clarifying it again. Read the original caps and then, read 
this, again. I've remained consistent ALL ALONG, in what I'm saying.

The 10/21/17 date represents the 1yr. anniversary of the date Wikileaks rescheduled 
their 3rd and final "October Surprise" file dump to, in 2016. Wikileaks made the 
proactive decision to delay and reschedule their originally announced final dump 
date, because two days before they were supposed to publish, NBC's unironically 
dropped the Trump/Billy Bush bus, "grab 'em by the pussy" audio, which was also the 
week before the last debate, which is the same reason Wikileaks planned to publish 
their data that week, too BTW.

Wikileaks knew if they didn't delay/reschedule that 3rd and final data dump, no one 
in the public or MSM would be paying attention. They would just cover the shit out 
of the Trump tapes. THIS IS EXACTLY WHY ASSANGE JUST TWEETED THE TMZ ARTICLE THIS 
WEEK! The article was written 10/12/2016, proving NBC proactively held these tapes 
they KNEW THEY HAD, and PURPOSEFULLY PLANNED AND HELD FROM RELEASE UNTIL the Clinton 
Campaign and DNC GAVE THE GO AHEAD. This shows Campaign, DNC and Fake News biased 
COLLUSION... but alas, I digress. Assange tweeted that piggy backing off Hannity to 
REMIND THOSE PAYING ATTENTION, of what's coming.

Con't below...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 10:17:25 No.145879151
>>145877228
Haha, anon! You have far too much faith. Let me offer my opinion on how this would 
look, if I may? If we get to the point of it ever coming down to Hillary vs. Bill 
(which I highly doubt) then Hillary's all too convenient, over publicized, 
consistatnly looming, seemingly progressive "health issues", will make the initial 
"shock" of her eventual MSM announced, "unexpected passing", seem a lot less 
"shocking" when it's rationally explained by the MSM, to the oblivious.

It will be pretty unironic hearing the same people who once desperately tried to 
convince everyone that, "Hillary is mentally and physically capable of handling and 
sustaining the duties, functions and roles of the presidency" now announcing, 
"Hillary Clinton has sadly lost her courageous, uphill, long-time battle with 
<insert convenient disease/cause that matches all of the symptoms she displayed 
during the campaign here>.", right?!

Hate to say it, but I'll say it again anyway like I did last week, if George H. Bush 
kicks it within the next 2-4 weeks from now, I'd bet "fake Campos's" entire gofundme 
account that those JFK docs are coming and they're going to be really good.

(((THEY))) don't actually go to jail. They die of unnaturally "natural" causes. 
Hillary would be charged, convicted and sentenced, at best, then she'd kick it 
before turning herself in.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 09:48:59 No.145876897
>>145874558
... then wouldn't it be SO MUCH EASIER to have Sessions start publicly barking about 
and releasing rogue statements like, "We are seeking the extradition of Assange and 
a formal investigation of Wikileaks", instead of trying to rationalize via the 
corrupt MSM why you're REALLY there, NEGOTIATING WITH HIM? The MSM and every guilty 
establishment swamp-dweller they cover for, spent the better part of the last 2.5 
years convincing every oblivious viewer/reader they had, that Assange and Wikileaks 
were "Russian-funded enemies of the state". That makes it pretty fucking hard to 
convince those masses of "sleeping" people, that a WH/Admin. sending an official 
representative to meet with Assange, was a great idea, right?! It would've been 
pretty hard for all those people to believe that an admin. currently and actively 
being investigated for supposed "Russian election hackings/admin.collusion", had 
really good intentions, for meeting with Assange, no?! Exactly, so what did they 
do?! They ramp up Sessions public calls for "extradition and investigation", so it 
looks "good for the cameras", while creating a solid cover for the oblivious, MSM 
bullshit swallowing, people. To be clear... EVERYONE IN THE "SWAMP" KNOWS WHAT 
ASSANGE HAS, WHAT'S IN IT AND WHERE HE GOT IT. Everything I've said DAYS AGO about 
what you're seeing NOW regarding the Huma/Weiner files (even the shit coming out of 
Judicial Watch about Huma/Weiner files - better late than never, I guess) IS A 
STRATEGIC PART OF THE PRESSURE BUILD UP.
PAY ATTENTION TO MUELLER AND COMEY... when it's all over and you realize I was 
right, you'll read tweets from Trump saying things like, "we kept our promise and we 
didn't even have to work that hard, everybody. The swamp drained itself and we 
helped them. Many good people who got pulled in a long, very long time ago, by some 
really bad, nasty, very nasty people, were begging us to save them and let them 
redeem themselves. We're not winning anymore, folks, WE WON!"

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dJBvgpQQ Thu 19 Oct 2017 09:22:57 No.145874558
Quoted By: >>145876897
>>145844824
Morning, y'all! Just remember what I said a couple of days ago in my previous 
posts... Hannity, old new (to us) Uranium breaking news stories, FBI/DOJ 
obstruction/admin. covering and colluding, the congressional and FBI witnesses the 
Holder/Lynch DOJ's threatened NOW coming out, etc. ALL PART OF THE PLAN. It's all 
designed to swell pressure cooker the Trump admin. has surrounded the swamp with. 
The dirty establishment and their deep bosses are desperately clinging to the ONLY 
THING THEY HAVE LEFT. The swamp-employed MSM, tirelessly continues to "do what 
they're told and paid to do", like every abused Patsy, to obstruct and cover for 
(((them))).

If you had to make a list right now of every outlet that IS "fake news", just lost 
anyone NOT reporting this... YET. Don't worry though because like I also said in my 
previous posts, one way or the other, it's coming and (((they))) ALL KNOW IT!!!

It's almost as if no one remembers when Dana Rohrabacher met with Assange in August. 
I've NEVER claimed to be "breaking news" on here, but for fucks sake /pol/, you seem 
to inconveniently forget, way too many REALLY important things, I feel the need to 
remind you of. Then, I'm left feeling like I need to pull a Wherl of Fortune and 
just finish the puzzle for you, too.

Think about it, y'all... remember when I said regarding Comey and Mueller for 
instance, that the admin. needs to make certain things look, "really good for the 
cameras"?! If you forget again, just read the archived caps (thanks to the anons who 
do all of that, BTW. It's very helpful!).

Stick with me here, y'all. Imagine you sent an officially sponsored U.S. 
representative (Rep. Dana R.) to "meet with Assange" on be half of the admin./WH and 
you (the admin.) knew that you'd eventually be called on it to publicly confirm the 
trip, because it HAS to be "publicly documented" on the "official calendar"...
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 11:30:27 No.145885545
>>145881846
I told you already, silly. Trump and 3 presidential disclosures. Think he tweets for 
nothing?! What does the media address the most? Trump's Tweets. Why? They can't 
avoid them. It's direct to the people and he's established that direct, constant 
channel on purpose to circumvent the media to get to everyone else, directly. He's 
purposefully conditioned EVERYONE TO PAY ATTENTION TO HIS TWEETS, whether they want 
to or not.

Know why Howard Stern was #1 in radio and held the longest record for having the 
most listeners for decades, even though most though statistically, most thought he 
was vile, offensive, lude and degrading? SHOCK VALUE! MORE PEOPLE WHO HATED HOWARD 
STERN tuned in everyday just to hear what he'd say next, as opposed to those who 
tuned in daily because they liked him and EXPECTED what he'd say.

This is a clear example of exactly what I mean BTW, when I say I feel compelled to 
post and "connect dots", for y'all, not "break news", necessarily.

Do you think Trump, the billionaire, business and MEDIA mogul, actually tweets like 
he does today, as President, any differently than he did when he fought for ratings, 
as a private citizen?! He tweets for rating Ms and attention using shock value, just 
like he's always done, just like Howard Stern successfully and verbally did, on his 
show. Trump doesn't tweet the shit he does FOR US, he tweets it for EVERYONE ELSE. 
He does it for the oblivious who only find themselves paying attention to HIM 
DIRECTLY (via his constantly buzzed about twitter, his off the cuff, hyped up 
rallies and on the road speeches or highly viewer watched/rated public addresses), 
BECAUSE THEY WANT TO HEAR WHAT SHOCKINGLY UNEXPECTED THING, HE MIGHT SAY NEXT.

Trump still OWNS the public, whether half of them want to admit it, or not.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 11:33:47 No.145885884
>>145883742
Do your homework and read my prior posts. I'm as detailed and thorough as I can be. 
I broke it all down already... I don't type this much because I feel like it. I'm 
not trying to educate myself... I already know, hence, I tell you. Not trying to be 
mean but if you claim to pay attention, then pay attention, boss. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 11:38:32 No.145886370
>>145885028
All y'all ever need to know for sure is that if it doesn't happen sooner than later, 
you'll already be too busy to notice, flooding this board with threads, posts, 
contradictory evidence you've uncovered and motive theories, about another "false 
happening", like "Vegas" and everything else.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 12:05:09 No.145889013
>>145885189
Remember that when you say "we" you mean the kinds of people /pol/ attracts who 
already think outside of the narrative. Sure, "we" know already, but "we", aren't 
the majority of those (((they))) brainwashed, right?! Sure Wikileaks told you this 
about Mueller years ago. And yes, the same media outlets the MSM deems "fake news" 
today, are the same ones who reported on the Wikileaks 
Uranium/CF/Mueller/Obama/DOJ/FBI corruption and "Russian-tied dem collusion" a year 
ago... but WE already know all of this because WE already consider the MSM and 
establishment government, corrupt. Therefore, WE ALREADY DEEM WIKILEAKS and the few 
MEDIA OUTLETS THAT DID REPORT IT, TO BE CREDIBLE, VALID SOURCES. Those who 
(((they))) overwhelmingly control via the (((they))) controlled MSM, weren't told 
Wikileaks has a 100% track record of accuracy when Wikileaks dropped the info more 
than a year ago, right? Nope. All the MSM brainwashed had EVER heard or read about, 
at that time, was that Julian Assange was a multi-count, criminally charged sex 
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offender, evading extradition and justice, from a room in the Ecuadorian UK Embassy, 
who ran a foreign-tied, illegally obtained and published document site, which landed 
one leaker/national security threat (Manning) in prison, sentenced to 35 years and 
the other, seeking never-ending asylum from the U.S., in Russia, for what will 
probably be, the rest of his natural born life, right?! What's seemingly "old news" 
today, for (you) enlightened keyboard warriors on a mission for the truth, is "NEW 
NEWS", for EVERYONE ELSE... and the MSM has worked VERY hard to discredit EVERY 
SINGLE MEDIA OUTLET AND EVERY "ALTERNATIVE" INFORMATION SOURCE, like Wikileaks, FOR 
YEARS, ON PURPOSE. They did it so that if and when, the shit ever got REALLY CLOSE 
to actually hitting the actual fucking fan, the oblivious majorities would be less 
inclined to believe it. Con't below... the following post will be important...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 12:26:59 No.145891363
>>145887426
It shouldn't work but like I also said in that post as well as several others, I 
don't do "timeframes/dates" because if I did, I would've been no different than any 
other "anon" you deem a LARP, who spontaneously shows up, throws up a few super 
interesting, yet vague posts that get y'all screaming "it's happening"... until it 
doesn't, right?

If my intent was to LARP big and go home, I'd start a thread screaming "IT'S 
HAPPENING AT 3:30 TODAY!!! GET THE FUCK IN HERE!!!" and then I'd attach a Ron Paul 
explosion meme, for authenticity.

I don't need to validate myself to you by throwing you bullshit based on my 
opinions, not fact. If you demand "truth" and "facts" then the truth and fact is, 
that no one who legitimately knows how this system works and would take the time to 
post valid shit on /pol/, of all places they could never be associated with, would 
NEVER actually commit themselves, to specific times and dates.

Yes, there are other legitimate anons who may come on here, drop something huge, 
never planning to come back, but look at it like this... anon John dropped a nugget 
y'all feel is legit NOW, after the fact, but as soon as the specific date he gave 
from his initial post about Vegas or Henderson came and went, YOU forgot about him. 
In fact, deemed him a LARP for another two days, using his cap as an example of 
such, then you archived his ass for what you assumed would be forever, right?

Poor anon John, a guy who doesn't post much + didn't meet your posting "criteria" + 
banked on a timeframe of a happening you deemed bullshit as soon as it passed = one 
of the biggest, most referred to anon caps you've attached and cited in every single 
Vegas thread, to date, am I wrong?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 12:53:38 No.145894374
Quoted By: >>145896025
>>145887500
Sure. But realize the "swamp" is comprised of two different kinds of people, as I've 
said before. The people who created it and keep it churning and the people who, just 
like Patsy's, were unwillingly pulled/blackmailed in and over time, grew 
increasingly and unavoidably entrenched in it.

The ones who keep the swamp churning are the minority. They're ones who'd die for it 
because they have the most at stake and the most to lose. For them, there is no 
alternative. It's life in the swamp as they know it today, or life in federal max 
prison, for the rest of their natural born lives, at least.

The majority of what's considered the swamp, is comprised of those who were 
unwillingly and involuntarily dragged in.

Like a Patsy, they pull you in by either blackmailing you on something they already 
know you did (like fudging one too many exemption claims on your taxes one year, or 
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using campaign funds for a family vacation you took), framing you for something you 
didn't do but (((they've))) falsified, edited or created enough fake proof on, that 
you don't stand a chance trying to fight in court (search Charles Kushner and what 
he did to his brother-in-law w/ and a hired hooker, as an example) or they con you 
into doing something you feel is shady at first but (((they've))) successfully 
convinced you is "ok", by claiming shit like, "it's for the greater good", "if you 
don't do this, then this will happen and hundreds of thousands in your district, who 
voted for you and look to you to represent them, will suffer the consequences of 
your lack of action that we'll have to admit to, when they come asking us", type of 
stuff.

Whatever (((they've))) found, falsely created or convinced you into doing that you 
later realized wasn't a good idea, they will dangle it over your head as collateral, 
every time they need you. It starts with one small, less obvious yet still wrong, 
"favor" or "task" and before you even realize it...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 13:09:10 No.145896025
>>145894374
... you're fucking swimming eyeballs deep in the sick depths of (((their))) 
corruption and sadly, the longer you're in office the deeper you are and you know 
they'll never let you go, because (((they))) need to keep the swamp churning, using 
and abusing all those they've sucked in, they relentlessly campaign for and fund 
your re-election, recommend you promotions, award you with honors you can't deny and 
must accept to thwart suspicion, promote public recognitions, nominate you for 
committee chairs, department heads, etc. all to FORCE YOU, to keep working for them, 
for years and years while they take comfort knowing you won't say a fucking word.

THIS WAS BANNON'S PRE-NEGOTIATED PURPOSE in the campaign/admin. Give those who 
desperately wanted to leave the swamp they never wanted to swim in, in the first 
place, a chance and path, to escape. You have NO IDEA, exactly how much of the swamp 
has already drained itself by flipping on those, who've kept the swamp churning. 
MANY have happily and thankfully exchanged info for pleas. WHY DO YOU THINK PEOPLE 
ACCUSING THE OBAMA ADMIN, the DOJ and FBI of "threatening them", are COMING OUT 
NOW?! Do you think it's really just "perfect timing"? Doesn't that seem too easy? A 
little too convenient?! Well, it's not. It's taken more than a year and those 
discussions/negotiations started privately, held behind closed doors, the day GOP 
Presidential nominee Trump, officially hired Bannon, to his campaign. That's the 
exact day the "swamp", started to drain itself and (((THEY))) ALL KNOW IT... now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 13:15:00 No.145896587
>>145892716
Haha, go dig through archives, find the cap and don't come back until you can attach 
it. I never claimed or said I was John anon, boss. I've only replied to posts asking 
me about him. I'm a chick always have been and that's been known since my first 
series of posts back in May. I've posted feet (which I'll never do again FYI, cause 
y'all took it down a creepy path I didn't foresee) and I've never claimed to be a 
"dude", or "John", in any post, ever.

But please, start digging now... it's gonna be a while, brah.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 13:39:48 No.145899205
>>145893335
I get asked all of the time on here, shit like "what can we do to help", like I'm 
some internet-certified life coach (and I'm not, those degrees are bullshit BTW) but 
that said, posts like yours drive me nuts (no offense). Y'all post about and/or 
reference JFK all the time. Did he not say, "ask not what your country can do for 
you, but what YOU can do, for your country"? I mean, I'm not trying to seem 
condescending but there's an awful lot of people bitching on here all the time about 
how long shit takes, it will never happen, they'll cover it up, (((they're))) too 
strong, etc. but other than that, not much else coming from y'all.
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Not for nothing but between two of the archive files on two capped images of posts I 
made, between /pol/, twitter and Facebook alone, there are like 150k views. Whether 
people think I'm a Larp or not, I don't give a fuck, but imagine if everyone who's 
"woke" enough to be here or click a link to read my posts they think I'm just 
regurgitating info on, actually picked up a fucking phone and used the same 3 
minutes of reading time, to call the FBI, DOJ, WH, etc. and DEMAND ACTION, or better 
yet, peacefully protested outside those offices, demanding JUSTICE and PROGRESS, 
then maybe YOU wouldn't have to wait! Know what gets shit publicly recognized and 
moving in DC?!? 150k people standing in front of THE SWAMP. If YOU think it can 
happen ANY FASTER, than MAKE IT FUCKING HAPPEN. Stop bringing more problems than 
solutions. Hasn't this admin, or the last 9 months of it's term, proven to you 
ENOUGH, what they're up against?! They're practically BEGGING YOU TO SHOW UP AND ASK 
WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR COUNTRY, then do it. If everyone on /pol/ right now took 
the 3 minutes it took them to read this shit and CALLED the DOJ and FBI asking THEM 
the same questions of "why" and "when", you know you'll just keep asking me, then 
MAYBE you will be able to say you had a small part in making "IT REALLY HAPPEN", on 
YOUR schedules, not (((theirs))).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 13:51:26 No.145900459
>>145897415
Haha, I posted my feet on my admittedly shitty, soon to be replaced tile, because it 
was a way to consistently ID myself, without doxxing myself... or showing tits if a 
chick, as policy states.

It was only when I actually saw a post with someone actually trying to imply that I 
specifically did my feet, as part of some "covert", "shadow" recognized way that 
"agents" secretly ID themselves to each other l, that I realized just how completely 
fucking ignorant some people truly were. That post got like 30 other deeply 
theoretical responses and after reading them all, I realized that's enough. It was 
and is, to this day, the absolute dumbest fucking thing I've ever seen on the 
internet. Ever.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 13:53:20 No.145900657
>>145898402
I don't know, the cap is too blurry and there's so many that have been attached that 
are long like this, I can't tell without reading it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 14:11:31 No.145902897
Quoted By: >>145904177
>>145898732
Many execs. will probably be forced by their own organizations and boards to resign, 
similarly to the Weinstein situation with his board. They'll force resignation of 
top-levels, rehire, spend countless dollars and hours trying to rebrand their image 
with a new focus and commitment towards "bringing you the bipartisan, unedited, raw 
facts", blah blah, blah, but in reality, you've heard it all before. They already 
promised the same shit the day after everyone who voted democrat, realized the 
media's epically inaccurate fail of elections coverage and polling, right?

Sadly the mainstream media will always be a vulnerable and compromised industry so 
long as billions can be made, selling anything other than facts. 24hr. news 
broadcasting was the beginning of the end, for "the truth". If we dismantled the 
funding of 24 hr. news networks, you'd go back to consuming news the way you do 
through your local affiliates. 3 or 4 hours, spread throughout the day, less time 
for bullshit time fillers, only time for straight facts, no editorialized, 
opinionated or narrative-driven discussions. No more "analysts" and "experts" being 
brought in and out like hookers in a lineup at their brothel, "speculating", 
"hypothesizing" and "theorizing" everything that could've would've and should've 
happened for hours to fill up "breaking news airtime" of an event, in between the 
next release of verified facts or press conferences.
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This is why the MSM is completely out of control. The more you watch, the more they 
make. The more they can clog your mind with their fluff bullshit than actual facts 
as they get them, the more you keep watching intently, salivating for more. They all 
used to have to wait for both the AP AND Reuters to confirm before going to 
broadcast or publishing. They used to have to name their sources but "news" isn't 
lucrative in a 24hr. cycle if you're breaking it at the same time everyone else gets 
the AP and Reuters confirmations too, right?...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 14:22:08 No.145904177
>>145902897
Today they don't have to double confirm, name sources or even retract appropriately 
anymore and no one holds them accountable. This is how according to them, "Tom Petty 
died", before he literally did. Considering the media pits themselves against 
"conspiracy theorists" and "citizen journalists" all the time, you'd think if they 
actually cared about their own credibility as "professional" journalists, networks 
and publications they'd put their reputations for accuracy, ahead of things like 
hungry viewers, eating whatever bullshit you're willing to feed them, without 
confirming or verifying the facts, first. Today they race eachother to slap as much 
wet spaghetti ("news") as they can against the wall, knowing the masses will consume 
as much as they can in a single sitting, so by the time you have to get up, turn it 
off and resume life, they've made millions in ads and you won't remember or even 
know how much of that spaghetti, is still stuck on the wall, when you come back, you 
know?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 14:42:40 No.145906730
>>145901931
Haha, trust me, I haven't proactively brought up my gender since May. I only did 
today because someone implied I claimed I was "anon John" and as I expected, they 
haven't produced that post because it doesn't exist. If that poster had been paying 
attention, since May, they'd have realized I wouldn't have claimed to be a "John", 
if I'm only ever posting as me and most already know and have known since May, me is 
a she.

Trust me, I give a lot less fucks about whether I sit or stand to piss, than y'all 
do. Relax.

Oh and to clarify myself, when I say "you" in a reply, I'm not actually referring to 
YOU directly, I'm referring to "you" as in "everyone". I like /pol/ and have ONLY 
posted here ever. Trust me, even I threw up in my mouth a little, when I saw that 
InfoWars published an article last night using my OWN WORDS, in it. Ironically, I 
only even saw it here because some people had started a few threads about it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:O4a3st1Y Thu 19 Oct 2017 14:45:17 No.145907081
>>145905511
True but with the country so focused on donestic US and international happenings 
thanks to 24hr. News, the localized affiliates don't have much to talk about that 
keeps the hungry, fed and full, you know?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rao1++pY Thu 19 Oct 2017 22:04:34 No.145952989
>>145951942
Do you have secured evidence of POTUS travel routes showing his bird landing at 
McCarrin on the night of?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rao1++pY Thu 19 Oct 2017 22:19:55 No.145954532
Ok y'all, look, I realize I've been noisy about Vegas and what's coming down the 
pipe for 3 agencies. There's a fucking post going on about me now for fucks sakes 
but Im going to tell y'all this right now and you need to take it seriously. I'm not 
trying to discourage any of you from continuing down this path but you need to 
realize EXACTLY what you're ALL getting into, by doing so. As I've tried to tell you 
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before, there ARE OTHER WAYS to bust this wide open if you focus on Eric Paddock, as 
Steve nor Campos actually exist as they've been named. I've said that since day one. 
They're merely "ID" names, they do not match the bodies of the people they're being 
publicly linked to. Eric fits into this.

That said, the Trump attempt is a hole I wouldn't fuck with your dicks, friends. I 
will never post again about this, but be very cautious going down this road. "Anon 
John's Friend" roaming around, is foe.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rao1++pY Thu 19 Oct 2017 22:35:56 No.145956044
>>145954887
Relax. I'm just telling you what I wouldn't do. The guy hanging out in threads 2 
days ago is not a "friend" of anon John. He's sniffing for info and looking for shit 
that may ultimately lead to this. I'm not telling y'all what to do, but I also know 
vetting this specific claim further is NOT for the unassuming, high schooler "just 
here to shitpost and archive memes while solving Vegas" kind of topic. This claim is 
for the "I'm sitting behind $15k in edge routers/firewalls with a robust, hub 
hopping VPN in front of my network" kind of topic. That's all. Whether this guy is a 
LARP or not, the specific claim he's made, is what a few spooky creepers have been 
lurking for. Just know what you're getting into.

~~~~~Anonymous Sat 21 Oct 2017 09:55:07 No.146116704 Report
Quoted By: >>146116704,1
>>146115799
Trump is publicly letting us know that HE is willing and committed to letting JFK 
release happen, "SUBJECT TO THE RECEIPT OF FURTHER INFORMATION". He's WARNING 
(((them))) that they better get their shit together and drain (((THEIR SWAMP))) to 
the public, before either Assange decides to publish what he has pending on it all, 
or what TRUMP HIMSELF has w/ the JFK files. Either way, everyone will know 3 
agencies/departments are corrupt and will burn, along with all those who aided and 
abided.

Do you know how you circumvent long, drawn out investigations for years with no 
action?!? Know how you just get people inducted, charged and convicted quickly?!? 
YOU HAVE THEM PLEA GUILTY by telling you and admitting it, themselves. THIS IS WHY 
TRUMP WANTS MUELLER TO HAVE TO DO IT HIMSELF, but he's reminding them if their not 
forthcoming, either Assange decides to release after today because after today, he 
can and has the ability, OR TRUMP WILL RELEASE JFK AND IT'S JUST AS EFFECTIVE IN 
PROVING TO THE PEOPLE THAT OUR DEPARTMENTS AND THEIR CORRUPT SHEEP LIE!!!

3 agencies/departments. Just read the posts I attached from last week. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:4kvpXMNg Sat 21 Oct 2017 09:42:03 No.146115645
>>146115226
Y'all, justcresd these two posts I made last week re: Assange/Mueller battle for 
ending deadlines and Trump's position w/ JFK release. Trump is using both as 
leverage against (((them))). He knows THE TRUTH will happen one way or the other and 
one of them, HE CONTROLS, himself. Today he made a good play on a SYMBOLIC day... he 
shot up a WARNING flare. He's not playing.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/145625471/#q145637253
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/145625471/#q145639006 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:05lufmyj Sat 21 Oct 2017 07:50:49 No.146107503
>>146106579
Happy weekend y'all!!!! His willingness to tweet this is great but PAY ATTENTION! It 
shows he's not playing around. Like I've said he's USING THE JFK FILES AS LEVERAGE. 
Today the deadline for Wikileaks is up and he can do whatever he wants with what he 
has after today is up.
Trump's saying "Subject to receipt of further information" is a WARNING.
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They all have no where to go, with lots of unwanted exposure at risk. It's all down 
hill after today for them and everyone knows it. It's gonna be a great weekend 
y'all!!!! Enjoy it!!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:05lufmyj Sat 21 Oct 2017 08:06:11 No.146108496
>>146108172
Maybe BUT, I'd be more concerned about what OTHER info he's awaiting "receipt" on.

He wants something he's not getting... this tweet is a warning shot.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:05lufmyj Sat 21 Oct 2017 08:13:15 No.146109024
>>146108579
They'll only prove hoe fucked up all the same types of people and agencies still 
are, as opposed to JFK, but just like with JFK files, Assange's ability to release 
after day puts another layer of pressure on this, like I've said before. It's why 
Assange went big after Hillary and Pompeo and it's why he released new hashes. Those 
were his way of sending his warnings. I mean, they pulled out fucking GW this week. 
If Daddy GH Bush kicks it in the next week, I wouldn't think it was "natural" 
causes. They offed him to spare him.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:05lufmyj Sat 21 Oct 2017 08:26:14 No.146109898
>>146109067
No. This is why I love everyone acting like I said Assange would dump the 21st 
too,BTW. Y'all don't understand. Please read carefully...

The JFK are under a legally signed protection which EXPIRES on 10/26. They DO NOT 
have to be RELEASED on or by the 26th. The 26th only indicates that they can be 
released upon request - as in, Judicial Watch could file an FOIA request and 
get/publish them.

As with this, Wikileaks had a deadline of the 21st that EXPIRED. After the 21st, he 
can choose to release and disclose whatever he wants, whenever he wants, just as 
he's done in the past. IT DOES NOT MEAN HE HAS TO OR WILL RELEASE ON THE 21st! Only 
that he can/could if he wanted to... of any day after. It's important that you 
really read these things thoroughly or you'll keep setting yourselves up for 
undeserved disappointments. Be excited but not so excited you overlook the facts.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:05lufmyj Sat 21 Oct 2017 08:59:09 No.146112220
>>146110874
Control. Either (((they))) continue to control you w/ lies, or you control yourself, 
knowing the truth. Easy as that.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:05lufmyj Sat 21 Oct 2017 09:16:02 No.146113538
>>146112559
No. They're public and can be requested and published by the public, as well as just 
being released. Again, 26th only expiration.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 16:40:31 No.146154719
Quoted By: >>146156014
>>146148518
Yes y'all, it's coming down the pipe like eventually we all knew it would but please 
remember (trying not to sound "condescending" by using "please" because apparently 
it gets people's panties in a twist and they complain) NOW IS WHERE YOU NEED TO 
FOCUS ON NOVEMBER 4th. You've been talking about it on here. I must see at least two 
active threads going at the same time every time I lurk. You know who funded it. You 
know who's stoking the fires and why they are. Don't let them turn the innocently 
oblivious protestors, into assclowns.

Remember, 75% of these idiots who show up to "protest" as the "resistance", honestly 
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think they're just doing the right thing. We ALL know people who claim to resist who 
are our family/long time friends, way before we cared about politics. NOW IS THE 
TIME TO USE YOUR MEME MAGIC FOR GOOD. Create easy to digest memes geared towards the 
"normies", that show FACTS. Make them clean, simple and concise. Convey messages 
like "the same people who hire/pay fake protestors to spark violence and destruction 
at peaceful advertised rallies, are the same people who don't want you to find out 
about JFK, Vegas, UraniumOne, Fast and Furious, Hollywood, etc.".

There's already enough of a public ramp up/prep work done over the last 9 months 
that even normally oblivious people are questioning Vegas, Uranium, etc. ALL YOU 
HAVE TO DO IS FLOOD THEIR SOCIAL MEDIA NEWSFEEDS WITH JUST ENOUGH TO SPARK THEIR 
CURIOSITY. Everyone has something they personally relate to, all it takes is ONE 
thing that strikes a nerve for them to fire up a search engine and dig. That's the 
"redpill". The ultimate redpill is REALIZATION AND ACCEPTANCE that the REALITY of 
something you've been told or believe, REALISTICALLY ISN'T, how you've been told to 
believe it. Once someone has the ability to realize, believe and accept that ONE 
SINGLE FUNDAMENTAL THING THEY ONCE BELIEVED, ISN'T TRUE AS TAUGHT/TOLD, they have 
the capability of opening their mind and rationales...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 16:52:39 No.146156014
>>146154719
... to rationalize the possibility that other core fundamentals of their realities 
may also be unrealistically skewed.

This board and all others like it, have the incredible potential to reach hundreds 
of thousands of people in just a day or two and millions by a week's end. There's 
ONE THING we should ALL WANT as citizens/people everywhere and that's the TRUTH. We 
should all at least, agree on that because until we have it, NOTHING ELSE can 
realistically be considered FACTUALLY TRUE. Truth based on lies, isn't truth. Enough 
people are now starting to question the truth. They see the agenda-driven narratives 
peeking through the gaping holes of information they're being told.

CAPITALIZE ON THE SWAMP'S SLOPPINESS! Meme the fuck out of them NOW, so in 2.5 
weeks, you don't find yourself scrolling and shitposting in threads about the 
clusterfuck known as "November 4th". I'm sure we'd actually like to enjoy the 
holidays, no?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 17:09:50 No.146157743
>>146156055
True. If /pol/'s meme creativity could be focused in a mainstream/normalized way, 
using the same witty sarcasm, paired with ACTUAL FACTS, no one can refute, it could 
actually be magical to those unaware of "meme magic". I'm telling you, it's 
incredible. It's like /pol/ has no clue that 40% of the older people coming here 
today, are coming because Shia made a complete bitch of himself during the elections 
that even MY DAD started coming here to see what y'all would do with the fucking 
flags! Do you know how awkward it is sitting down to an obligated Sunday night 
family dinner, hearing your dad say, "Hey, have y'all heard of that 4chan website 
with the /pol/ on it? They sure are kickin that Shia Le DouchÃ©'s ass at his flag 
game". I spit my wonton soup all over myself. This is real life y'all. Do what you 
do best and let's help the truth instead of bitch about when it's coming... before 
it's too late.

Remember... deadlines are one thing, but you still have to get it out there. 
Assange, JFK, Mueller verbal vomiting it all, it's all just deadlines and 
explorations UNTIL WE GET IT. Make it mean something. We've NEVER been closer to the 
TRUTH since Reagan and the only thing that makes me more anxious, is knowing 
(((they'll))) do whatever it takes, to stop it again. WE NEED TO SEE THIS HAPPEN IN 
OUR LIFETIMES, y'all... we DESERVE to say we were here when it did.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 17:14:13 No.146158145
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>>146156630
He and his office are quiet as fucking church mice. All the shit about Spicer the 
MSM was hyping is all to rile their base. There's nothing that connects Trump to 
Russia and they know they can't fucking hide it anymore. It's why they won't hand 
over the dossier. It's even drafted like it's complete bullshit. As if they expected 
it to never get this far or be called into question or review. Just like Comey's 
bullshit memos. Might as well have drawn stick figures on bar beverage napkins. 
They're all nothings based on a nothing investigation that have almost costvthis 
country and our people everything.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 17:18:21 No.146158538
>>146156945
Haha, really? I didn't see it. Sounds pretty fun though! ;o) Thanks for looking out.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 17:58:00 No.146162355
>>146158831
Who knows. For me, I didn't think Trump would drop anything on JFK until Tuesday. 
Let the clock run down on it a little more. It'd be nice if Stone stopped hitching 
his wagon to Trump all the time in a desperate attempt to stay relevant. That guy's 
been licking the outside bars of the WH gates since 2003. He gets his info on a 4th 
party account now at best.

The fault and power of Stone is that he's always known too much from his past skinny 
dips in the swamp that he uses what he knows as leverage with those he needs to suck 
info from, since he's been kept at arms length from the day Manafort had been hired. 
Let there be no doubt, Stone was the primary culprit for the demise of Black, 
Manafort and Stone and he's continued to ruin himself, since. Which is sad BTW 
because he's smart as a fucking whip.

Personally, I always compare Stone to Biff from Back to the Future when he got the 
Almanac. Stone is smart and in many ways expemplifies the "4D chess" that many 
accredit Trump with playing. He sees what actions of today will realistically bring 
tomorrow, just like the power of a futuristic Almanac gave Biff. But, like Biff, 
Stone took his wit/insights and made poor decisions with it. Now (also like Biff), 
he's filthy rich but miserably stale. He doesn't have "friends" in big places, he 
has "people" who just happened to shit and eat at the same fancy tables he did, who 
all regret it now. That said, they all have just as much shit on him so he's a 
controlled opposition puppet for the highest bidder. His loyalty towards others, is 
as shallow as a kiddie pool.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:01:57 No.146162730
>>146158976
I'm certain my dad's spent a total of 180 hours on /pol/, scrolling and lurking 
through Shia flag threads since last week. If he weren't already retired, he'd have 
been fired by now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:23:24 No.146164699
>>146159422
First, I do not nor have I personally claimed to have all of the truths and answers. 
I'm good and get a lot, but not that good. Very few, including the President, are 
that good, but until you realize how very narrow and extremely limited that group of 
people privy to this kind of Intel is, then it will always be easier to be angry and 
frustrated at people like me for assuming we're not giving you or the public 
something we have. Do you know how many people have physically read/seen the JFK 
docs, who are still alive, today? Less than 10. Think Trump has seen them? Obama? GW 
Bush? Nope. They get the standard, official briefing of it upon inauguration just 
like the "UFO/Alien" protocoled standard POTUS briefings. I mean, you saw the stink 
that was publicly made when JFK and Reagan had the audacity to try and throw the 
power of their office around (like it meant something to (((them))) by having the 
audacity to publicly request on record, all space/UFO documentation they had, 
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right?! Do you even realize that even today, hardly anyone in congress (house or 
senate Intel committees) has physically seen/read the Nikola Tesla files let alone 
the 9/11 "28 pages"?

This is why I don't tell you what's in them exactly, I only tell you 
areas/events/topics, I know they'll address and cover. Many are under the horrific 
misconception that the "deep" is this extensive group comprised of many. While it 
could be argued that way because their networks/resources are extensive, there's far 
fewer Chiefs running the show through their masses of Indians. (Like that phrase, 
"too many chiefs and no Indians, in reverse). The Indians don't actually know shit. 
They just know if they play nice they'll be rewarded and if they don't, they'll be 
ruined. Even the office of presidency has been allowed to become a high-ranking 
Indian, working for the few chiefs. This admin. is drastically changing that but 
don't be fooled, assuming "many know the truth" about anything isn't true...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:27:32 No.146165075
>>146164112
Not really... Stone is a dirty hack who technically took Manafort and Black down 
with him. I'm not saying they didn't do shady shit... but who doesn't? Much of what 
they did was legal when they did it. Can't blame them for exposing and abusing legal 
loopholes no one noticed til they did, right? Manafort is no saint, but he's surely 
not Stone-level corrupt.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:46:07 No.146166863
>>146159955
Ooooh, that's spooky... and a WordPress hosted blog, too? Yowza! Guess we'll just 
have to wait. Appreciate the heads up and archive dig w/ link, brah! I can't deny 
it, even I'm excited to find out who I am!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:48:35 No.146167103
>>146166842
What's an "eCeleb"? Not kidding, I'm really asking. I know what LARP means.. not the 
eceleb thing though.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:55:59 No.146167872
Quoted By: >>146168233
>>146167563
I don't know any of those people other than that loomer lady because of her Vegas 
tweets. Are the other people on youtube or something?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 18:59:48 No.146168233
>>146167872
Wait! I take it back, I'm not that far from the cool kids lunch table! I think I 
have heard of Mike Cernovich as related to pizza, right? Wasntvhe big into that? 
He's on Twitter, right?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 19:24:12 No.146170644
>>146168944
Ah, I get it. I saw some of his pizza shit but I'm not on twitter. I'm all for the 
citizen journalism movement but I can't get behind all these assholes turning it 
into a circus, much like the MSM, but instead of "breaking news" fake news on the TV 
or front page of a paper for viewers/ad revenue, they open PayPal accounts and beg 
you to fund them for saying all the shit you want to hear.

It's why I never liked the nickname shit, "identifying" myself by using a trip, etc. 
i get the rationale and arguments people made for it and I do admit it was easier to 
keep everything together for archiving purposes but I don't need to be known. 
There's already far too much talk about who I am and not enough about what I'm 
saying. It makes it pointless when I come on, only to see wasted board space on 
threads debating who I am. I only ever confirmed things about myself in an attempt 
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to get y'all past who I am and back on to what I'm posting about.

I don't know who this got so fucked up. It really sucks because now I feel like I 
can't say a lot of the things I want to. I should've known better than to ever ID 
with the nickname. My bad, y'all. Honestly. It takes time and efforts away when 
people are too concerned with what I do or the "mega" shit. Who gives a fuck about 
mega when we have so much more we can give lots of fucks about. Now I'm just a 
raging fucking shill campaign. It's pretty fucking awful.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 19:45:31 No.146172741
>>146171445
Thanks. I like to think I'm on the right side of things. You'll never be watching my 
"Netflix original" like sell-out Stone for fucks sake, I have a successful career 
and I didn't have to cannonball into the swamp like many, to get here with a clean 
nose. Thanks for the pep talk, boss!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 19:59:50 No.146174105
>>146172355
Because he doesn't need to see JFK files for it to come out. All he has to do is let 
their protections from public release, expire on the 26th.

I wish I never said anything about the 21st. Y'all haven't read all the archives in 
succession and the point of the 21st was taken way out of context. The 21st was a 
negotiated deadline between Assange and Rep. Dana Rohrabacher this summer. I don't 
know where that meme image with tick tick came from. Someone said I got it from 
there. I didn't and when they presented it to me, I told them I hadn't seen it 
before.

Assange negotiated in the Rep. Dana meeting that he/wikileaks would refrain from 
publishing the 3rd remaining part of his October 2016 surprise, which was originally 
delayed thanks to the NBC "grab em by the puss" tapes released, then delayed AGAIN 
from the rescheduled OCTOBER 21, 2016 release date, because his Embassy and HQ went 
dark the week before in an effort to STOP HIM FROM RELEASING ON THE 21st of last 
year.

The only significance of the 10/21/17 was that AFTER today, Assange can do whatever 
he wants, whenever he wants to, legally and the admin. Nor their departments or 
agencies can stop him. I NEVER SAID HE HAD TO RELEASE OR WOULD DEFINITELY RELEASE IT 
TODAY. Did I say we should expect it coming though?! Yes. WHY?! Because AFTER THE 
21st he can legally do whatever the fuck he wants, without losing any of the 
privileges he/Wikileaks negotiated, and because he released a new has my ties to his 
next release, the deleted it from twitter, after 48 hours... AS USUAL.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 20:36:49 No.146177393
>>146176202
Hey now! Great work, brah! Look at that, you just turned yourself into an "insider", 
too! Now you'll get shilled to death for your BINGO guess! Now you understand why 
they sent Hillary and Pompeo after him so hard last week. Because TODAY was coming, 
regardless of what some fucking tick tick meme pic said. You know what's funnier now 
that I think about it? I wonder who made it? Anyone know where that black image came 
from that had the tick tick and the 21st on it? I want to do a little digging on it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 20:38:51 No.146177549
>>146176475
He very well may... time will tell however in my personal opinion, I doubt anything 
he'd have isn't nearly as damning as what he's got. He poses little risk to the 
admin and it's affiliates for now. It was a consideration though, FYI.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WuC3gDOs Sat 21 Oct 2017 21:06:19 No.146180221
>>146179838
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No, sorry. It was like this black background with white writing. I knew I should've 
saved it but I'm always typing in between shit I'm doing and I get sidetracked. 
Which offers me no help now. FML. It doesn't have a picture on it I don't think, I 
think it's just words. But thanks for looking though.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 08:24:03 No.146358405
Quoted By: >>146358577
Morning y'all! Sure looks like it's gonna be another great week, right?!

Was anyone around for the few posts I made yesterday RE: the time is NOW for normal 
suitable meme magic?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 08:26:43 No.146358577
Quoted By: >>146359984
>>146358405
Y'all know by now I'm not big into screen capping/archiving my own posts, but if 
anyone has the posts I made yesterday on memes and wouldn't mind sharing them, it'd 
be appreciated and save me some time.

IMG_6055.jpg, 514KiB, 1200x1799

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 08:47:49 No.146359984
>>146358577
If you wanna see pizza shit hit the fans of Tony, now's the time to take FACT-BASED, 
"normies loving" infographics like the one attached, or the infographics on Podesta 
emails (include the Wikileaks email ID tags for validity) and add newly surfaced 
headlines linking "cheese pizza" to child sex abuse and trafficking, like last 
week's Myrtle Beach hotel arrests saving 84 kids, as young as 3 months old.

http://newjersey.news12.com/story/36654593/corrections-officer-arrested-on-child-
pornography-charges

http://wbtw.com/2017/10/17/fbi-operation-netprostitution-arrests-in-myrtle-beach/

The only way you're going to expose the harsh reality of pizza, Podesta's and ping 
pong to normies who still think "a white confederate hick shot up an innocent family 
pizza place because he was crazy" is by linking it for them, in a way they can 
digest it. Sessions may have recuse himself from "Russia" but REMEMBER WHY I TOLD 
YOU HE DID. He did so because HE DIDN'T NEED RUSSIA! Russia nothing more than DEAD-
END BULLSHIT, when INVESTIGATED in connection with Trump and they all knew it going 
in... even Mueller. Remember?! You learned a year ago that HE WAS THERE FOR 
URANIUM... guess what?! Mueller knew he was there for it all too and well before 
y'all did, via Wikileaks. HE WAS ONE OF THE FIRST, ALONG WITH HIS BUDDY COMEY, TO 
JUMP SHIP AND CUT HIMSELF A DEAL IN EXCHANGE FOR INFO! In the meantime, 
Sessions/Wray have been investigating and DISMANTILING (((their))) hardly MSM 
covered but STILL HAPPENING, CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING/SEX CRIME NETWORK, under the 
general public's noses. Sessions and Wray have had MORE WINS THAN EVER BEFORE IN OUR 
NATIONS HISTORY! Let me ask you... how's ANYONE from the former Obama (Bush, Clinton 
and Bush Sr., also) gonna answer to all of this?! How will any of (((THEM))) explain 
their supposed "neglect" or "ignorance" to what everyone will realize is an actual 
fucking EPIDEMIC, bigger than opioids for fucks sake?! Here's the answer... they 
CAN'T.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 09:12:43 No.146361781
>>146359126
Yay!!! Appreciate your help, brah! I gave a few strategic examples below!

Now everyone needs to ignore the ALL of the inevitable shill and slide threads and 
get on this relentlessly for the next few days! Create it, archive it, use normie-
geared meme magic that would spark your own mothers, grandmothers, aunts, etc. 
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interest. Don't scare them off with creepy/gore images. Keep it fact-based simple, 
with "normie verifiable" source links that will interest them enough to do the work.

Remember friends, something is only considered a "crazy conspiracy theory", until 
enough rational, educated, verifiable FACTS and CONNECTIONS can be made, to make the 
perplexed masses, QUESTION IT. PRO TIP! You do NOT need to redpill them. You only 
need to lead a thirsty horse to water. Only THEY can make themselves drink, you just 
gotta get them to the water. BRING THEM TO THE WATER.

Know why the "pizzagate" efforts of last year, ultimately failed to "redpill" the 
majority?! Here's why... IT WAS TOO POLITICS DRIVEN. Don't waste your meme magic 
trying to redpill a staunch democrat Hillary supporter/voter, by relating all of 
your memes and efforts to "democrats" or "Hillary". IT WON'T WORK and by now, y'all 
already know that. We are so divided as a nation (on purpose thanks to (((them)))) 
and trying to pin this on Dems or Hillary, via an already politically strained mass, 
isn't a winning option. No one wants to hear it.

Plus, let's get real. "Pizza" and all the benefits it provides ALL of (((them))), 
the dirty "establishment", is one of the MOST BIPARTISAN things, the swamp agrees 
and actively colludes together on.

YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE IS PARENTS! Know what PARENTS don't give a one single fuck 
about when it comes to the safety, security and protection of their children?!? 
POLITICS. Parents aren't democrat or republican BEFORE BEING A PARENT. In fact 
statistically, most adults agree that they didn't give a shit about politics UNTIL 
THEY HAD KIDS...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 09:35:07 No.146363431
Quoted By: >>146363498
>>146360678
Yes! Thanks, brah. My point about the 4th and the events planned/(((they))) funded, 
was that it's just being used and pushed, as another fucking exploitation of our 
division to rile the furiously divided masses up. Sure, you'd think 
Clinton/Obama/Mueller ties fucking backdoor uranium deals via millions in Russian 
Clinton Foubdation kickbacks they all split amongst themselves AT THE EXPENSE, 
SECURITY AND SAFETY OF THEIR OWN TAXPAYING, AMERICAN CITIZENS, would be enough for 
the masses, but sadly you're realizing, the POWER and CONTROL, the few still 
churning the swamp have. Thanks to the help of the corrupt MSM and the financial 
funding of a few multi-billionaire, string pulling puppeteers, crimes like "illegal 
Russian Uranium deals with lucrative backdoor payouts to private not-for-profits), 
apparently aren't a "thing", for democrats or "never-Trumpers", right?!

Thankfully this elections cycle has also taught us that the MSM, as we've thought if 
it, is literally dying on the vine. The elections defined new, now commonly used 
terms like, "fake news" and "fake facts". Even normies can't deny they're suspicious 
and the Vegas coverage/scrambling/fact-backtracking IS ALL THE PROOF YOU NEED to 
know that. The LVMPD/FBI ONLY cares enough to try and publicly backtrack on their 
"timelines", as related to "events" that occurred and when, because YOU, enough of 
the masses, care. If (((THEY))) THOUGHT THE PEOPLE, IN THE MASSES, didn't care or 
were still sleeping, they wouldn't be working OVERTIME to try and cover their 
tracks, right? They'd have said fuck it. Instead, they realize a shit ton of people 
on both sides of the political aisle actually care and guess what worse they 
realized?! THEY'RE ALL PAYING ATTENTION. It was a poor PR move for them to use the 
MSM to try and bait the public with those "crazy conspiracy" headlines they ran two 
weeks ago, right? Nothing pisses a rational, level-headed normie off more than being 
lumped into tinfoil hats groups...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 09:36:03 No.146363498
Quoted By: >>146365895
>>146363431
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... for asking REAL QUESTIONS they've validly formed, right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 09:43:54 No.146364115
>>146361453
Not trying to be mean because the info itself is great but something like this can't 
be on a cartoon-like pizza background. It makes it look invalid, less serious, 
pretty cheesy (no pun intended).

This is also why the pizzagate hashtag never really worked or trended with normies, 
in the intended way and by the time it was changed to #pedogate it was far too late, 
the potential public's appeal and interests had already been diverted to something 
else.

Simple white/black/gray backgrounds with bold prints and plain, AP style fonts work 
great. They have to look "in the box", for the masses who're still stuck, "thinking 
in the box".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 10:07:06 No.146365895
>>146363498
My point in tying the now obviously normie public's concern in Vegas to this Podesta 
opportunity on pizza, is that you are already seeing (((them))) squirm trying to 
address Vegas to a questioning NOT TINFOIL HAT considered, "general public". 
(((They're))) NOT rolling back timeframes and event happenings FOR YOU. (((They))) 
expected YOU. THEY DIDN'T EXPECT THE MASS NORMIE CONCERN or CONSTANT QUESTIONING, 
hence, they're public addressing to try and appease the masses. This is why the 
"conspiracy theory" blaming the MSM tried to roll hard with 2 weeks ago, DIDN'T 
WORK, leading the MSM to quickly pull back on that. Normal, everyday, hardworking, 
rational, level-headed people, didn't like the MSM implying they were wearing 
tinfoil hats or avidly following "dark, underground websites" like "4chan", simply 
because they had honest questions (((they))) were too sloppy to answer well.

Didn't you wonder WHY that small-time affiliate reporters story about 4chan and fake 
drug selling got SO MUCH NATIONAL MEDIA TRACTION?! It's was purposefully 
orchestrated to DEFLECT from the attention this board and others similarly, 
indirectly yet ultimately leads people to, who read shit on their normie Twitter or 
Facebook newsfeeds, that sounds a whole lot more like what they're starting to 
question and consider, that (((they))) and (((their-controlled))) MSM aren't giving 
them.

(((They're))) using little news affiliate "investigative stories", now MSM, national 
news, to push fake drug stories, in a desperate attempt to convince the increasingly 
curious masses, why they shouldn't come here, or anywhere like it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 10:15:58 No.146366577
>>146363827
No shit. I'm not claiming to be breaking fucking news, Kek. So by all means, please 
feel free to resume your shitposting about important shit, instead of actually 
participating in efforts to DO SHIT. I'm not here for (you), brah. I'm here for 
those who want to do more than complain about the "swamp", while using excessive 
parenthesis just talking about (((them))). I'm not here for keyboard warriors 
content with lurking and posting about Shia's flag just so they can run back and 
tell their little friends, they "were here" for it.

Simply put? I'm here for those who actually exude efforts to GET and bring the rest 
of (you), THE FUCKING FLAG!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 10:27:03 No.146367475
>>146363827
How about (you) stop reading my posts "hoping" something will happen", as you said, 
and start doing something to make what your hoping for, actually happen, boss?!
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Must be nice to sit on your ass, ademately demanding and avenging things like the 
"truth" and "justice served", while NEVER having to actually hold YOURSELF 
accountable or responsible, for anything more than a few keystrokes and a fucking 
captcha solving, while impatiently waiting for it to "HAPPEN", right?! Fuck, wish I 
was that ninja... I don't know how (you) heroes do it all. THANK GOD NO ONE IS 
WAITING OR DEPENDING ON (YOU) FOR IT TO ACTUALLY FUCKING "HAPPEN".

So here's another (you)... you know, for (YOU), brah. I think (you) need it more 
than most.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 10:42:05 No.146368761
>>146365733
Easy to toss out rogue statements without having to throw up proof. Post the caps 
and let everyone compare what I said about Mueller/Manafort/Awan months ago, to 
whoever else you're comparing me to.

If you think others have been on here saying the same shit and sharing as much 
rationalized detail as I have, then post it and let yourselves compare.

But when you do, I hope you ALSO REALIZE that if YOU FEEL I'm only saying what y'all 
agree many others have said before, then maybe YOU'RE THE PROBLEM, not those of us 
saying it. If YOU'VE heard it all MONTHS AGO and you're still bitching about all you 
think HASN'T HAPPENED FAST ENOUGH (desperately overusing CAPS for increased 
emphasis, here) THEN YOU ARE THE PROBLEM because you've done nothing more with the 
INFO ALL THESE "OTHER ANONS", you've apparently deemed valid and credible, have 
given you. But I told you about Mueller/Manafort flipping in July and I also told 
you it was all down hill after Awan goes. No one else told y'all that.

But please, by all means super Kek, enlighten me (and for the record... I already 
know you'll just be another brah who'll larp in other threads about me from here on 
out saying I'm "condescending" and "mean" because the truth sucks. I'm ok with that, 
if you are).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 10:49:26 No.146369378
>>146366186
Trust me, bustvthis wife open keeping it local to us and the rest will fall. Like 
Sessions and Wray here, there's been a coup for the truth happening everywhere. 
There's not a first-world, modernized country you can search on the internet, who 
HASN'T MADE huge child trafficking/sex crime busts over the last 18 months. You're 
just not hearing about it internationally and just like our MSM, their nations's 
(((they))) controlled mainstream media outlets, aren't reporting it to the masses 
either. You've gotta primarily stick to valid, local news affiliate sourcing, for 
the wins but know that the wins, are ALREADY happening everywhere. It's only a 
matter of time, but if everyone just worries about the exposure of their OWN 
countries crimes, to their normies, it will probably HAPPEN, a lot faster...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 10:54:01 No.146369747
>>146366687
Haha, I'm a lefty fag yet nothing I've said is apparently something you don't 
already know to be true? What exactly is lefty about me, I'm genuinely curious... 
unless you just inappropriately used a popularly /pol/-coined descriptive, because 
you've ran out of others?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 11:12:41 No.146371270
>>146368602
So maybe if you *think* it aligns perfectly, you could then understand why it 
could've taken so long to get here, then follow that understanding up with another 
important realization, which is that with a little more public help/action from 
those who believe and a little less hypothesizing, it could actually happen and 
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probably sooner than you'd think. ;o)

Fuck, I hate emoji's, but they'd be really useful on here. I'm not trying to sound 
as "mean" or "condescending", as some have criticized me for. I know my ALL CAPS may 
come off as abrasive but I can't use bold font for emphasis, so I instinctually 
revert to caps out of sheer habit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 11:23:45 No.146372200
>>146368851
Gaddafi and Sadam died for the same reason. They were not only blocking the US/UN 
proposed/planned ME pipeline, designed to cut through both of their countries, but 
as a result, they were actively pushing and getting increased ME 
feedback/participation, on their efforts to replace the perto dollar with the less 
regulated, but economically secure/stable, dinar. Gaddafi needed 2 more votes to 
pass a limited action replacing factions of oil trade via the dinar and he got 
"comped" (love this word by the way) 9 days before he secured them.

We illegally comped a foreign leader, 9 days shy of securing the last two ME votes 
that would've successfully and unrecoverably ended, not only ours, but the entire 
western world's, economies.

There's a reason once heavily allied ME countries, like Turkey, have turned their 
backs on us since. Gaddafi's death only showed them what (((they))) are willing to 
do to sovereign, foreign government leaders, for oil... whether those seemingly 
sovereign countries really want to participate in pipelines, or not. A choice just = 
death.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 11:41:25 No.146373591
Quoted By: >>146375731
>>146369213
Make normie appealing memes and infographics. If you can't make them, download and 
save what's being created and share them. Post the fuck out of it on social media. 
If you don't have normie trolling social media, get it and request all the friends 
who'll be happy you finally got social media then bombard the shit out of them with 
the truth. Know how these paid shill/bot groups have become a "thing" over the last 
2 years?! Because for 2 years, people stopped following the MSM directly and started 
peeling their "daily info gathering" and "news", off of their social media pages, 
instead. No one directly follows CNN, MSNBC, FOX, NYT, WaPo, etc. anymore. Their 
viewer/reader counts are abysmal. It's all online and shared now. This is why you've 
seen such an aggressive live streaming uptick from these outlets on YouTube, etc. 
offering WAY more content online, than via traditional cable broadcasting or reader 
access. We've changed the way we seek, receive, review, absorb, retain and discuss 
"news" and "facts" and (((they're))) trying to keep up with YOU, by penetrating and 
flooding your newsfeeds first, so they can tell you what to think before you have 
time to think differently, let alone think about it at all, on your own.

A bots sole purpose is to use their underlying mass to spread narrated, pre-
determined info on a large scale quickly, so by the time you're seeing it, half your 
loved and trusted friends and family members have already shared, liked, retweeted, 
subscribed, commented, etc. enough that most people won't read more than a headline 
or question it further, they just accept and move on to the next headline.

This is why (((they))) dint care about the actual content, their no-name sources, 
etc. today there's more effort put into the bolder headline and image of an article 
or video posted, than the body of the content itself. They know the mass majority 
will click no further...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 12:03:33 No.146375731
>>146373591
... the MSM and sadly now, even a lot from what I've seen/learned over the last 24 
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hrs., after looking into the "e-celeb" thing someone mentioned and enlightened me 
to, in yesterday's thread (I had no clue this much shit on Twitter and apparently 
YouTube, actually exists) banks on the fact that the majority of people, will just 
scroll past a shiny bolded headline with a captivating picture attached and will 
consider it have all the "fact" and "truth" they personally need, to consider 
themselves to be, "in the know".

After killing some time last night digging into these political "e-celebs", it was 
VERY self-defeating to see many of these twitter/YouTube warriors, with huge 
followings and subscribers, using the golden opportunity the completely fucked MSM 
has given them, to exploit broad platforms and their eager for truth audiences, by 
jumping over and attacking eachother with enticing yet unsubstantiated headlines and 
screams of "BREAKING NEWS" under the purposefully misleading guise of "EXCLUSIVE 
COVERAGE", all just trying to beat eacother out and discredit the validity and 
credibility of eachother in stiff competition for followers and subscribers they can 
pander for PayPal donations to. In my personal view and nothing against those you 
may feel who are producing doing good work - share them with me, like I said, I'm 
not an active social media user/"e-celeb" follower), but not for nothing, a lot of 
these people look no different than the MSM. They seem to care as much about 
followers and subscribers, as the MSM cares about viewers and readers, all of which 
ultimately relies on driving headlines the masses share which generates funding in 
some way, either via paypal-type transactions/"donations" or corporate ad 
sponsorship revenues or subscription fees/broadcasting cable/streaming packages. 
Anyone else think this? Am I wrong or missing something?! Please tell me, this has 
all been pretty interesting to me. I knew it existed, just not to this scale

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 12:28:18 No.146377903
>>146370705
It was a negotiated deadline. Read and post the rest of the thread caps on this, 
boss. You already have the answer, posted on the same day. The deadline was 
negotiated that Assange/Wikileaks wouldn't publish anything they're sitting on 
regarding the last unpublished dump of the October 2016 surprise, before 10/21/17. 
Assange picked the 21st specifically as a fuck you to (((them))) for what they did. 
He doesn't, nor did I imply or say he did, have to publish on the 21st.

Again, those who didnt or never bothered to read threads/posts in ful, or only 
choose to pick through conveniently available caps or lack there of hence missing 
caps, came to the horrifically uninformed conclusion that the 21st was supposed to 
be any more of a happening, than I clearly outlined the specifics of, in detail.

What many of you CHOSE to limitedky read, believe and then intentionally or 
unintentionally larp about amongst YOURSELVES for 3 days after, is of your own 
inaccurately formed perceptions and disinfo spreading, not mine. I tried to make 
myself clear until I eventually gave up. Those attempts to clarify are also capped, 
available yet unironically avoided.

If I had wanted you to think the 21st was anything more than what I've just 
explained again here, I'd have made an "ITS HAPPENING" thread of my own, in typical 
yet exhausted /pol/ standard form, attached a colorful, corresponding Ron Paul meme 
and followed up by a single vague sentence, completely void of any effort to include 
details, facts or prior events to validate my single sentence claim. I surely 
wouldn't feel compelled to post much of the same, repetitive facts and rhetorics, 
over and over and over again, if I intended to be a one-hit wonder larp, right?

This isn't a fucking game for a lot of us. Many of the anons you in hindsight, note 
credibility towards now, don't think so either. If you legitimately care, read 
everything, post caps you question in full and I'm more than happy to clarify and 
respond.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 12:31:53 No.146378201
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>>146373030
Haha! Yup! Were you the one who mentioned "e-celebs"? I was scouring the internet 
until 3:30 this morning looking into this shit. I'm struggling today...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 12:33:34 No.146378346
>>146373694
You should MAGA'ing right now, so just keep on, keepin' on... the rest will follow 
eventually.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 12:52:06 No.146380147
>>146378308
Nope, it was me. Read the whole thread related to the caps... "you'll see".

Unironically, half this board seems to think it's the only valid thing I've put up, 
when they're looking to tie things Ive said to "happenings"... but while they're 
busy bringing up my old posts, they're missing happenings like O'Reilly's 
announcement of contract renewals back to Fox, right? I told y'all almost 2weeks 
ago, Fox won't be Fox for long and O'Reilly took a hit on purpose to get out of the 
exprbident contract termination fees, conflict of interest/competitor clauses and 
NDA's he'd signed and legally have to pay off in full, to terminate, no?!

Pro Tip: Networks don't just hire back formerly accused, sexually offending 
anchors/broadcasters, who they spent months and millions in wasted credible "news 
network" airtime, justifying the firing/volunteer resignation of. If it were really 
Fox News Network hiring O'Reilly back, you'd see them making more of an effort to 
publicly justify why they're doing so. Oh wait, that's right! It's NOT ACTUALLY FOX 
hiring him back... it's soon to be Breitbart. JUST LIKE I SAID ALMOST 2WEEKS AGO!

The archives are a beautiful thing, y'all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 13:02:43 No.146381188
>>146378506
No. I told y'all you'd never see Hillary herself, going down for pizza. I also said 
in the same thread that no one seems to care about, that the closest we could get 
would probably be Tony, not John... but unironically, those aren't the popular caps 
everyone throws around, which then loses context.

You all have an opportunity right now, especially coming off Hollywood, to cash in 
on pizza, using the spotlight and attention the MSM is giving Mueller's 
investigation on Tony P.

NO ONE KNOWS TONY PODESTA unless they were actively paying attention to pizza for 
the last 18 months. Normies only know John Podesta and believe it or not, not even 
he is a well-known household name. I'm only posting in here because others brought 
me up, I noticed, so I replied. I'm merely pointing out an opportunity and the 
effective ways this window can be efficiently utilized, to finally start 
mainstreaming normies to pizza and ultimately tying it in with (((them))), using 
very recent headlines, not old shit from a year ago most never saw before anyway.

Today you have an epic chance to tie literal cheese lingo to every creepy Podesta 
email sent/received AND IT WILL MAKE FACTUAL SENSE, instead of being just a 
forgotten headline about a dude shooting up a fucking family pizza place in DC.

Am I making sense?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 13:06:14 No.146381555
>>146378927
It's cool, I remember. Most of the people I looked up seem no less genuine than the 
MSM. They fight over hot steaming shit piles of "breaking news", like fucking flies. 
Holy shit, it's awful, haha!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 13:22:04 No.146383113
>>146378506
To clarify, Tony isn't being investigated for pizza but if you start tying him to 
pizza now, while his name is being thrown around by the MSM, then you can use that 
with your pizza related archives and tie The "Russia meddling and illegally funded" 
Podesta Group, being investigated with Tony, to the pizza dealings y'all already 
proved they funneled dirty, pizza-tied funding/revenue/payments through, a year ago.

The MSM just made Tony Podesta a recognized name because Mueller is investigating 
him in direct connection as co-partnership, with his brother John, to the Podesta 
Group they own/operated together, to funnel half the backdoor shady Clinton/Obama 
deals through (Clinton Foundation is the other one they all used, as you know), 
right?!

I'm suggesting y'all use the opportunity the MSM has given you by already telling 
everyone the Podesta's are being investigated for shady, unfathomable shit, to 
connect them further, to more shady, unfathomable shit, like pizza. I mean, you have 
a headline from last week via several credible news outlets confirming a dude 
looking to sexually abuse young children, referenced pizza and cheese, in his public 
request for kids to abuse on Craigslist. Connect those dots alone to the normies and 
you instantly make those once seemingly vague, misunderstood emails of Podestas and 
everyone else, referencing the same gross as fuck shit with "pizza maps" left behind 
and "pastas being questioned a year later that were given last Christmas as a gift 
in a big box from an unidentifiable sender" start looking pretty fucking weird to 
even the most normal of normies, no?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rZCdGEFz Mon 23 Oct 2017 13:24:09 No.146383320
>>146380612
None yet... there's still ME countries holding out... Turkey for instance. There's 
lots of publicly accessible info on this, even pipeline designs from years ago.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 14:54:50 No.146392501
Quoted By: >>146392996
>>146390344
Haha, relax y'all! He's not your guy... he's just no different than the rest of the 
swamp dwellers who know a lot of valuable swamp shit, cause they've been in the 
swamp for a long time and are willing to trade what they know in exchange for plea 
bargains, because they realize the swamp is draining. They realized this the day DWS 
had to resign on the stage of her own party's convention. They did everything they 
could and as soon as Trump officially named the nominee, those who wanted to get 
themselves out of the swamp most and those who knew they'd go down when Trump was 
elected (because they saw the REAL poll stats and news) started coming out of the 
woodwork, begging Trump to let them help in exchange for info. When Trump started 
seeing the overwhelming advantage, it was also the very same day he officially 
brought Bannon on. Bannon told you he had an agreement w/ Trump. His job was to help 
sift through swampers and decide who was relevant/helpful and who wasn't. It was 
also to help weed out the Obana holdovers/leakers.

If what I've been saying on Mueller is starting to make sense, especially when I 
refer to Bannon's role, then it's probably no surprise to you now, why people like 
McCain, Graham and Jeb started publicly gunning for Trump when they did. They, like 
Schumer, Pelosi, Waters, etc. never got the opportunity Mueller/Comey have. They are 
insignificant, which is a huge ego blow... especially for Pelosi.

Anyone pay attention to McConnels face last week in the rose garden press conference 
w/ Trump? The hand ilding one?! Didn't it look like he'd swallowed a fucking 
canary?! He looked like he was scared to go back into the WH or back to his office 
on the hill. He looked like he could feel burning eyes on him. Why?! Because once 
Trump, turned never-Trump McConnell, begged for a ticket back on the MAGA train, in 
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exchange for his info and plea.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 14:59:22 No.146392996
>>146392501
Sorry brah's lots of typos... phone posting. McConnell in the rose garden.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 15:23:39 No.146395439
>>146393079
Whether directly or indirectly I can't confirm. Meaning, the Clinton's cashed a lot 
of big/illegal payroll checks from lots of people, foreign contractors and 
governments. They then used/exploited their networks of local (US-based) 
colleagues/connections, to make big shit happen. McCain and those like him, may or 
may not have always been fully aware of who they were dealing with. They just used 
their public elected seat to facilitate their equally corrupt parts, in the totally 
corrupt shit they were doing, every time they were called on, for "favors", they'd 
be paid lucratively for. Hope that makes sense.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 15:32:14 No.146396278
>>146393970
Yup. Absolutely. And for the record, do not think for a second these fuckers are 
getting off the hook. They've all got what's coming to them in many different ways. 
Yes, some more than others but we beggars can't be choosers. Not everyone is gonna 
serve life in prison, but by the time it's all over, a ton of these assholes who 
don't serve life, will have the far greater problem of living the rest of their 
lives via the court of public opinions' sentencing and punishment. I've gotta 
imagine it's gonna be a hell of a lot harder out here, than in the slammer.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 15:55:27 No.146398723
>>146397063
No, because he didn't have a choice to begin with. If Mueller wanted to play plea 
deal ball, he always knew he'd have to go for the gold because everyone else on 
"team Truth", already knew a lot of it anyway. Remember, what's old news to us is 
even WAY older news, to all of them. Trump knew it all decades before he ran for 
President. He knew exactly what he was getting into and he already knew how he'd 
come up on top, before he publicly confirmed and announced his candidacy.

This is important for you to know. Every single person Trump has put on his campaign 
teams, advisor teams and in his cabinet, serves a well-defined, a pre-determined and 
pre-negotiated purpose. Preibus and his leaking girlfriend Kelly, even served a 
purpose. Every "holdover" he CHOSE to let remain, he knew about. Everyone he's 
hired, fired, who's resigned or recused themselves, he's known it would all happen. 
Again, what you see publicly isn't always what it seems. Many "Trumpers" have 
questioned his picks, hirings or motives. Don't if you're only doing it because you 
can't personally rationalize or explain it. He can and just like when he says 
seemingly crazy things like "the Obama admin wiretapped me" that don't make sense 
when said or done, it's not because they don't make sense to him. It's only because 
they don't make sense to you, yet... and that's on purpose. It's not supposed to 
make sense to you, yet.

Shit like that is only supposed to make sense (sorry, gotta use caps, I can't 
resist) TO THE PEOPLE HE WANTS IT TO MAKE SENSE TO, to let them know, HE KNOWS. 
"You'll see".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 15:57:26 No.146398938
>>146398300
I'm sure he knows no less than the rest of us. He's got his thumb on the pulse of 
everything.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 16:09:24 No.146400269
>>146398519
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Lets be clear, Israel/Benji, like Saudi/Royals, have exploited opportunities to use 
us for their interests, for decades. That said, they also realize the tides have 
turned, the games of yesterday's administrations are gone and their governments got 
the same deal as half the swamp. You either play nice in the sandbox and contribute 
to the solution for the good of all our people, or I'll publicly put you on blast 
for your corruption and caused chaos, by proxy, and let your people deal with you.

See, these asshole leaders knew the day Trump was elected, their corruption club was 
over. If our swamp doesn't exist, the international swamp doesn't exist and without 
us, they go back to kicking sand at eachother.

Like I said a week ago, the airbase in Israel is Benji's way of playing nice because 
our last 5 presidents literally sold us down the river for the last 5 decades and 
secretly begged for that base we never got. Not even a nudge. Trump? He hardly had 
to ask... with Benji and his wife's hands full with their own horrendous legal woes 
of corruption that Trunp (and Jared, BTW) know a WHOLE LOT ABOUT, all Trump had to 
do was kindly ask for that base and we got it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 16:28:11 No.146402434
>>146399483
I do not know. I hope, but I can't comment with any type of confirmation at this 
point. It would be purely speculative. Personally, I have enough faith, based on 
what I've professionally/personally seen, in our admin that when the truth of 
anything is deserved, justified and the right thing to do, we will get it when the 
time's right, for all of us.

I know you may take that as "this means it will just be another 9/11, etc.". I do 
not believe that. I believe it took 50+ years for JFK to come out for specific 
reasons, both good and bad. I believe that tiday we are able to absorb and digest as 
a nation, whatever the JFK release, contains. I also believe that after we have 
accepted that what many believed happened, actually DID happen and they now know 
exactly who, how and why, many other questionable things like 9/11, Vegas, etc. will 
be exposed. It won't be a shock. In fact, after JFK, Id go as far as to say that the 
facts on every other questionable event (((they))) deemed a tinfoil hat "conspiracy" 
will most likely just be considered the accepted truth, by the masses, with or 
without the proof. I feel once JFK hits and a lot of these more current pieces 
continue unraveling, when it's all over, there won't be anyone left who needs a 
redpill. The CIA, FBI and Fed, will never again exist in the way we've known them 
and it will be our jobs, our kids, grandkids, their kids, etc. jobs, to keep it that 
way.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 16:31:41 No.146402807
>>146401155
Not "you guys", I'm not part of them in the ways I've described and it's been 
perceived, or larped by others about, who've then called me a larp, as if the caps 
don't show the truth. I work for myself and choose what I work on. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 16:55:49 No.146405550
>>146402330
No. He's not going to redpill the world. I've already said it. The ultimate redpill 
is the realization that no one can redpill you, but you. You already know that a 
literal "redpill" itself, is the truth of anything. Trump is only going to hand you 
the redpills/truths of many things, but the masses have the choice of accepting the 
truth and swallowing it, or not.

For example, you'd have thought the masses would've swallowed the pill they were 
given when they watched DWS resign for rigging her own party's primaries, against 
her own candidate, on her own party's convention stage... but as history now shows, 
they still nominated their rigged primary winning candidate, for the presidency, 
right? The 2016 elections cycle only showed us all that you could literally punch 
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millions of people in the face with the truth/redpill and they STILL wouldn't 
swallow it, if their lives depended on it. It's why (((they've))) worked so hard, 
for so long, to dumb us down, put us against eachother, diversify is so much between 
race, religion, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, economically, educationally, socially, 
etc. they did it so that when the reality of what IS reality, punched us square in 
the fucking faces, we'd be too fucking dumb and numb, to actually believe it.

Trust me, (((they))) love nothing better than us, everyone in the world, squabbling 
about who's the best race, religion, gender, who's smarter, more athletically 
inclined, which religion came first, whose God is really real, etc. The more we 
pander into the divided they created, the more divided we are and ultimately the 
more power and control we lose, as the mass. This is how the very few in the world, 
successfully yield so much power, over the very most.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 17:15:58 No.146407630
>>146403192
So let me pose this to you... if he had publicly stated he was going after the 
opposition, in very certain terms, wouldn't he then be no different than say, Lois 
Lerner, who illegally abused the power of her position, by illegally targeting, 
auditing and obstructing the tax/status filings of what she and the Obama admin. 
considered the "opposition party", as head of the IRS?!

Would he then be no different than his predecessors Eric Holder or Loretta Lynch, 
who both illegally targeted their opposition parties by purposefully obstructing 
justice, using the powers of their offices by swinging their hammers at 
investigations and potential calls for indictments, against their own respective 
parties?

Wouldn't Sessions be no different than anyone we've had appointed or elected to a 
position of power, over the last 50+ years? Haven't you had enough, brah? Justice 
isn't targeted. Truth isn't oppositional. So I ask you to recall an exposÃ© NYT 
article, from a few weeks back entitled, "Trump, The President Without A Party". 
Then, I ask you to realize how fucking a-right they were with that title. Trump IS 
the President without a party because WE aren't republican or democrat. WE ARE TGE 
TRUTH, brah. We are fucking JUSTICE and we don't care WHO you are, WHAT side of the 
aisle you sit on or WHO you're friends in high places are cause their dirty money's 
NO GOOD, here.

Anyone who doesn't seek, defend or uphold honesty, integrity, truth or transparency, 
of their publicly elected seat and promise to serve the American people they 
represent, IS the "opposition" party. End of story and when Sessions, like Trump 
says shit like that, it's meant for them to know exactly what he means, not you. 
They expect you to get it because frankly, you're already here. It's what you voted 
for, isn't it?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 17:36:51 No.146409909
>>146403779
To be clear, I've personally confirmed prior and will here again for references 
sake, I'm not directly affiliated or employed by an admin, department or agency, of 
the federal government. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 17:50:54 No.146411315
>>146406111
And Sessions recuses himself and busts more pedos and all the corrupt Clinton tied 
foreign/corporate back channels/fraudulent networks they all spent the last 50 years 
building, while know ones paying attention because he's "muh Russia" since he's 
known all along it leads to no where.

He didn't recuse himself without Trump's knowledge. Trump knew he would from the day 
he nominated and appointed him as AG. But he couldn't tell (((them))) OR you that, 
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right? Just like firing Comey, and keeping Mueller on, it's all gotta look good for 
the cameras/ratings.

Please try to always remember first, before speculating and theorizing... Trump only 
has the same confidence in YOU, that you had in HIM, when you elected him. You give 
him the reassurance he needs to do the things he and the admin need to do and he 
truly hopes while he's confusing or worrying (((them))), with his seemingly odd, 
random, vague tweets, or little quips, that YOU, still get it and haven't forgotten 
about it. Nothing personally bothers me more than the base backlash he gets for 
things he only assumes we already know/understand. He has zero doubt about us, 
ever... and that's the honest to God, truth.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 17:55:52 No.146411773
>>146406147
So to your point, explain to me what Israel or Saudi ARE then exactly, without 
Trump, by proxy, really us? I guess I'm asking for you to define to me using 
historically documented facts and numbers, what either of them look like, without 
us?

Here's a hint... a rubbled beach-front coastline, surrounded by lapping waves of oil 
they can't sell let alone use.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:08:54 No.146412989
>>146408121
Ahh, there ya go! You answers your own question! He "dropped the investigation" on 
Lerner, yet no one's publicly confirmed or denied whether there's an investigation 
on the IRS this entire time or not, right?!

Ever think maybe she got a deal for info, too? Ever think maybe Lerner is no 
different than Awan? Just another federally sanctioned, government employee, who did 
what they were told, kept their mouths shut and were paid well to doing it?

I'm not saying what they did wasn't wrong, I'm just saying why scrap in battles, if 
you actually have a chance of jumping right to the war and winning? No one gives a 
shit if Lerner, an Obama-bot rots in prison, if in exchange for that can bring it 
all down, no?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:17:06 No.146413810
>>146408478
No one is denying he's corrupt. He's certainly not your guy. He's just a guy, who 
like many other guys, knows he's in deep, unavoidable swamp shit, one way or the 
other so he's playing the cards he was dealt, by the admin.

Ask yourself this, if you'd managed to dig yourself into such an abysmal state of 
swamp shit that you knew you had two options... 1. Go to prison for the rest of your 
fucking life knowing your literal ass will become prime sexual real estate or 2. Do 
whatever you could for yourself, family, friends, etc., to reduce the 
charges/convictions/jailtime you know you'd face, in exchange for info you know 
they'll find anyway, with or without you, cooperating or playing along.

If you had the same chance as Mueller, facing the same circumstances as he is, you 
know what you'd do, so why is it so hard for you to believe he wouldn't? Especially 
when you're watching everyone else you swam in the swamp with, begging for the same 
and complying?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:22:13 No.146414271
>>146408594
Trump's been in office 9 months. Doris and those like him have been exploiting and 
dividing us and our government for decades.
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Assuming you're older than 9 months, where have you been, brah? First ignorant 
mistake you make is implying someone else divides us. Guess what? We let them... and 
not only do we let them, we've ignorantly voted their puppets and pawns into public 
office's of service to "represent us" on our behalves, for 50+ years. Don't blame 
them, before blaming yourself, boss. Keep that kind of shit up and you'll still be 
dealing with "career politician" McCain-types, for the rest of your life.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:23:46 No.146414412
>>146409445
Haha, he's too busy quietly hinting that rogue twitter account is actually his... 
;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:40:20 No.146415981
>>146410489
He wants no more or less from them as he does with China. He wants everyone to have 
more of a role in cleaning up their own shit. SA and Israel need to focus and form 
regionally based/funded coalitions to combat their terror problems. He expects the 
same from China, Japan and S. Korea, regarding North Korea. He put them on all on 
blast telling them at the UN summit, that if they want the US out of their shit, 
they need to do more to keep their problems out of our shit. Meaning, if you, the 
ME, allow ISIS to expand, we will cut our diplomacy, funding and trade with you, and 
allocate those funds towards tightening our borders and combatting ISIS, in your 
region. We'll fly right over Syria and scud the fuckibg shit out of an airbase, just 
to show you we can. Alternatively, North Korea isn't as much of our problem in terms 
of a threat, as it poses to China, Japan and S. Korea. Could they reach us? Maybe. 
Feasible? Probably not. If they have nukes, are they more of a threat to their own 
region than us? Absolutely. So sure we'll help y'all with your problems... but we 
aren't in the business of towing the lines for you anymore.

See, pay attention here, this is important! Trump publicly calls them ALL to task 
because in reality, he knows these "regional issues" like NK and ISIS are 
used/abused by their powerful neighbors, as proxies. We both know China and S. Korea 
could independently obliterate NK in two days, tops. Do you really think either of 
them are actually scared or concerned about NK and Kim's consistently failing 
launches?! No, they're not. NK isn't our problem. He's their problem just like ISIS 
is a proxy abused/used by ME. Problem for us is, WE, unbeknownst to us and thanks to 
every admin since Reagan left office, have been proactively contributing towards the 
orchestration and organization of "terrorism". So, Trump let them know, we're not in 
that game anymore. You either put up your share, or we cut you off. Diplomacy really 
is that simple.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:51:52 No.146416907
>>146412651
Nope, not far off... but it's not so much US dependent initially, it's just also not 
ME dependent. When the world stops needing oil and opioids from the ME, they got 
nothing left... but the rest of the world has a fuck ton of oil we don't 
collectively use, because it's easier to depend on and justify the then "need" for 
the ME. Notice all those clusterfucks of red-taped EPA regulations coming down so 
quickly? Not even just here in the US, but everywhere? Those were put up on purpose 
by the UN and global warming/environmental larps to increase our dependencies on the 
ME, which ensured and solidified we could all continue to fuel terror issues we can 
then all use as scapegoat via wars, for contracts and profits we, the people of the 
world, never see any benefits our governments see. We only lose our innocent fallen 
soldiers and resources, right?

Like I said, no ones gonna pull a rug out from under us, which is why we see all 
these side things happening we aren't giving enough attention to, because we're too 
busy looking at North Korea and ISIS while screaming, "IT'S HAPPENING NOW!! GET IN 
HERE!!!"
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:57:58 No.146417455
>>146416147
True. But remember that even a preemptive strike from NK is a proxy of China and 
they know better than to let that happen.

If NK tried to preemptively strike us, we'd light the top of that peninsula up like 
a god damn Chinese New Years fire cracker wheel and you wouldn't be hearing about 
boots on the ground in NK, we'd be at legitimate war with China. Again, please look 
into it and know that Kim doesn't shit without China saying it's ok so he's not our 
threat. His big, secretly bully, red brother to the north, would be.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 18:59:37 No.146417603
>>146416306
Haha yeah. In my first post in a thread, I try to play up the y'all for those 
looking. From there, I have the colored ID and try to post when I'm not IP hopping.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 19:01:59 No.146417838
>>146417085
The art is creepy it could be a good avenue to take.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 19:08:43 No.146418442
>>146417640
All I can say is that your hard work wouldn't feel like financial slavery. You'd 
have more in your pockets, more in savings/retirement and more control over your own 
money to buy the health insurance you choose, pay for the education you want your 
kids to have, etc. all with lower interest rates that will only profit creditors if 
you make bad decisions spending borrowed money you don't have, on things you can't 
afford.

As far as the debt is concerned, please realize that if every country who owed us 
money, paid us back, we'd be in a few trillion dollar surplus, correct?! Even China. 
We haven't been reminded of this enough sadly, but don't worry, soon we will be.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uKzzsEAB Mon 23 Oct 2017 19:11:15 No.146418669
>>146418585
Truth.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UrXJDppr Wed 25 Oct 2017 21:45:53 No.146674199
Y'all, for the love of fucking god, please don't do this. Weeks ago I told you 
Weinstein was fucking bait. The first 3 women who publicly came out against him 
should've proved it to you. Is he a sick fuck? Yes. Is Hollywood sick? Yup. He was 
bait.

Sandy Hook's Lanza pizza claim by the FBI released today? BAIT!

Corey Feldman is being paid to throw himself out there after Y'ALL REHYPED HIM, as 
BAIT! BAIT! BAIT! And the nerve... telling y'all in a YouTube video 16 hours ago 
he'd give ya the names, then trying to tweet his followers about some $10 per 
follower, "donation" cover charge for the fucking show... GTFOH!!! Now he's gotta 
reach $1 million before he gets the balls to save all the OTHER KIDS, being abused 
every single day, until he does?! You don't think there's something fuckibg WRONG 
with this situation, y'all?!?

Why are you biting?! The same people LYING TO YOU about EVERYTHING ELSE are the same 
people you're NOW believing about Lanza, Paddocks "missing" hard drive and his 
brother with dirty porn?!

ARE YOU SERIOUS /pol/? If usually keepblooking the other way every time they shake a 
raw steak in front of you hungry tigers, the happening is gonna FUCKING HAPPEN and 
you're going to miss it. Keep this kind of shit up and you won't even be able to say 
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you were here for it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UrXJDppr Wed 25 Oct 2017 21:49:51 No.146674611
>>146674495
Did vault 7 from Assange not show or teach you anything?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 10:12:33 No.146727854
Morning y'all!!! It SURE IS shaping up to be another GREAT day, isn't it?!

Rarely do I feel the need to point out my own credibility so I'll just remind you 
that this was filed independently yesterday, on behalf of Donald J. Trump for 
President, Inc. as the DEFENDANT. Note, it wasn't filed by the DOJ or on behalf of 
an individual.

Now as yourselves this... why would this FACT, be important? Why would Donald J. 
Trump for President, INC. want to legally file this? What protections are afforded 
from the day organizations like "Wikileaks.org" are named/implicated, in a formally 
filed US District Supreme Court?

Hypothetically and all... if you were in the position of releasing valuable, leaked 
information you've obtained to the public, you'd probably want to first ensure the 
ball you PRE-NEGOTIATED federal protections on, was legally rolling, right? If you 
had secretly negotiated your terms with Rep. Dana Rohrabacher back in August and had 
agreed you'd keep a lid on your shit until the negotiated deadline of 10/21/17, then 
you'd also need to wait for the parties/campaign INC's you negotiated with, to 
legally file action in favor of your protection, no?!

Except here's the thing, as soon as you file ANYTHING with a federal US District 
Court, it BECOMES and is ADDED to accessible, PUBLIC RECORDS, isn't it?!

So, if you're trying to keep shit under wraps until you're ready to pull a trigger, 
you'd probably wait to file what will become a matter of public record, until you 
absolutely have to do it, right?!

Y'all let paid /pol/trolls turn me into some "10/21 Assange release happening", that 
I NEVER CLAIMED would actually happen, on the 21st. Instead of reading my well-
documented, archived posts thoroughly and IN FULL for yourselves, y'all chose to 
become the LARP's you claim you know better than to fall for...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:07:07 No.146732863
>>146731521
I already said no more feet. You can take it or leave it... I'm not pandering to 
your bullshit anymore. Sorry, brah.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:08:41 No.146733003
>>146732310
Are you surprised?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:11:21 No.146733282
>>146732743
Yes. Very good summary, thanks boss!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:12:23 No.146733397
>>146733114
Of it wasn't everything I know it will be, I wouldn't be here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:17:00 No.146733881
>>146733308
True, when considered from a surface perspective however, realize there's a lot of 
balls being juggled (haha) that don't make sense NOW, but will.
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You don't think that story about Trump Inc./Wiki came out from MSM "investigative 
reporting", do you? This was purposefully leaked just like the Trump Jr./Russia 
meeting and the emails Jr. conveniently had compiled in full and on hand ready to 
purge himself, 2 hours later. No different.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:20:13 No.146734190
>>146733614
It's being hyped to bait everyone opposed into showing up with good intentions so 
the paid protestors can turn it all into another shit show. Be smart, spread the 
word and don't go.

In fact, don't give it any attention. If they show up and no one opposed does, 
there's no one to pick fights with but themselves. No "white nationalists" to blame 
car plowing a/innocent deaths on.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:24:42 No.146734639
>>146733922
He's not dead. The rest about filing will come out and pieces will start to add up 
rather quickly now. I'm not comfortable rattling off more or even trying to spin 
more than I already have, as a hypothetical at this time. It's moving quickly... 
you'll get your answers soon enough. Promise.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 11:36:46 No.146735757
>>146734610
Yes. Like I said... you can give people the "redpill", but only they choose to 
swallow. Those who complain this is all taking so long are those swallowed theirs a 
long time ago. These are the same people who aren't viewing the Uranium 1 and 
dossier news this week, as "breaking". Those people already validated and justified 
Wikileaks, as a credible, valuable resource. Unfortunately for us, half the country, 
if not more, have listened to people they've voted for and trust, like Hillary, 
their senators, reps, department/agency heads, former Obama admins, etc. banging on 
them for years that "Wikileaks is a national security threat", they're "Russian-tied 
agents working against our democratic process and sovereignty", "Assange is a 
rapist", etc. it's all bullshit to us, but we have far too many with their heads in 
the sand.

Hell, even people I thought were woke, are buying to Corey Feldman bullshit and 
opening their wallets to donate to a honeypot for "truth"... haha! GTFOH! Come on!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 12:01:40 No.146738123
Quoted By: >>146740451
>>146734684
Maybe, but either way, if y'all stay away, it will be clear who is there, for who.

They payroll black "BLM protestors", unidentifiable, face-covered "Antifa" 
protestors and white, "white nationalists" for a reason. It's so they blend and blur 
the lines between who's there starting shit and who's not. This is why it was hard 
for any "whites" in attendance of Charlottesville to differentiate themselves, post-
Charlottesville. That's intentional and purposeful. Blur the lines, get everyone 
used to seeing, hearing and thinking that every black person at a BLM rally, every 
covered face/head at an Antifa rally and every white person at a white nationalist 
rally, is FOR and unopposed of the violence the paid people are tasked with 
instigating and implementing.

Remember, 95% of everyone who shows up to these things only do so out of ignorant 
innocence. They are well-intentioned people who feel personally compelled and 
obligated to attend with those alike and "publicly stand" for their "cause". What 
95% of the innocently ignorant "black", "face hiding" and "white" people showing up 
DON'T seem to realize or understand, is that simply by doing so, they're allowing 
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themselves and their far greater masses, to be implicated and publicly tied, to the 
few pay-rolled, "bad apples" of their respective "bunches", whose sole purpose is to 
confuse their causes, by instigating and perpetuating violence and destruction, to 
blur the general public's perceptions.

Imagine what one of these rallies would look like if every single, innocently 
ignorant, well-intended person, regardless or social/political affiliation or 
stance, madectge conscious effort to just stay home that day. If everyone who knows 
they'd never instigate, perpetuate, agitate or participate in violent or destructive 
actions just stayed home, then who'd really be left to protest? You'd literally see 
a scenario created that indirectly FORCES paid "co-workers", if you will...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 12:27:14 No.146740451
Quoted By: >>146741074
>>146738123
... to pursue violence and destruction against eachother, with far fewer, more 
easily identifiable "protestors", to contain. Can't cause damage and provoke 
violence banking on your ability to easily camouflage yourself as a "white 
supremisest" protestor, if you show up and realize all the innocently ignorant white 
people you planned to blend into stayed home, right? If there's only 100 paid "white 
supremisists" protesting, it's a lot easier to find you, isn't it. You're more 
exposed which would only make the personal risk for these paid shit starters, not 
worth the $8.25/hr.

We have the right to our differences, our thoughts, opinions, speech, association 
and assembly. We have the right, as citizens, to protest on behalf of our causes or 
dissatisfactions but we CANNOT continue to allow a few paid, bad apples being 
purposefully exploited and hyped up by their politicized NGO employers and the NGO-
owned MSM, cripple our bunches at our expense. If we continue to fuel these fires, 
we will all regret it. There will be nothing Trump or his admin could do to save us. 
We'd essentially FORCE him into becoming the SAME civil unrest, martial law 
imposing, FEMA camp bus driving President, we spent the better part of the last 8 
years, expecting Obama to be, right? This is WHY (((they))) are doing this. They 
don't need Trump to WANT globalist/UN assisted martial law like Obama would've 
wanted it. All they have to do is create the necessary, dire conditions that would 
FORCE him to start imposing civil restrictions, limitations, curfews, etc. See how 
this works? Thankfully, this is one thing WE actually can control by managing our 
own judgements and actions properly. If WE ignore their efforts, they'll go away. 
Notice how they're marketing the fucknout of this shit? Now it's got a fucking 
color, to boot?! Haha! They've got the MSM hyping it like D-12 hyped Eminen, Kid 
hyped Play, Salt hyped Peppa, T hyped LC, for fucks sakes. They're telling YOU what 
it's "going"...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 12:34:01 No.146741074
>>146740451
... before anyone even gets there. This is purposeful. It's PR. That way, when it 
turns into the complete shit show (((they))) planned it to be for weeks, the media 
can report to everyone else, "see we told you so. This civil unrest, violence and 
destruction we've been reporting and warning you about is out of control. We NEED 
the President to take action immediately before we find ourselves deploying our 
military to combat a civilian started, civil war... just like (((they've))) used us 
to make you believe, is a very possible reality".

Don't be stupid, y'all. Don't let yourselves contribute to the solutions (((they))) 
are looking for to end the problems (((they))) cause.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 12:49:31 No.146742503
Quoted By: >>146744328
>>146736245
He's being handled to exploit himself to keep Weinstein/Hollywood relevant to YOU. 
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In fact, his "number", very similar to a Patsy situation, was ONLY called because 
y'all teed him up for it without even realizing it. Before Weinstein, very few 
people had talked so candidly or detailed as Feldman, on the rampant sexual abuse 
happening to young Hollywood. Immediately after Weinstein broke, where was the first 
place Twitter, /pol/, Reddit, etc. went for more?! Corey Feldman and his buddy Haim.

Here's the timeline... (((they))) sacrificed Weinstein to distract y'all from 
everything else they knew was inevitable going to lead to all that's happening, 
right now. Then, (((they))) sat back and watched y'all drive the Weinstein chatter 
right to Corey Feldman, the unsung hero y'all made famous amongst yourselves again 
as the first unsung hero of pizzagate. Then, they tapped Feldman on the shoulder, 
told him he's going to play along... and remember, it's all gotta look good for 
(you) right?! So theyvtell him to keep his mouth shut, reply to nothing, while they 
watch social media traffic/attention build and increase towards Corey's way for a 
week. Then, they let him tweet back. Vaguely at first, stringing you along, building 
you up and further diverting your attention/efforts while you wait in baited breath 
for scared, intimidated, abused Corey to give you the "truth" you've now, "long 
awaited.

DON'T GET ME WRONG! FELDMAN WAS HEINOUSLY ABUSED, so was Haim, but if you think that 
abuse is over or long gone, you're wrong... they're still abusing him today by using 
him like raw steak bait, for you hungry tigers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 13:09:20 No.146744328
Quoted By: >>146745077
>>146742503
I ask you this... based on what you'd seen and heard from Feldman over the last 3 
weeks total, did you feel Feldman was just a day or two away from personally 
exposing his abusers? Just when you thought he'd use his 50k spike in new twitter 
followers as a platform for good, he gets arrested on bullshit that unironically, 
allows him to go home that night but all too conveniently also serves as 1. "proof" 
that he needs to be concerned for his safety and well-being now that he's "getting 
close" to "dropping names", like he built y'all up to expect and 2. "proof" that to 
remain "safe" while "exposing" his abusers, he needs more than just public exposure 
and awareness, HE NEEDS YOUR MONEY. $10 per "follower" to be exact and up to $1 
million, is the minimum goal. Then, he'll have the $1 million cushion in safety he 
needs to create and produce another documentary on elite Hollywood sex pervs and the 
celebs they bang for bucks, that will ultimately get shelved when this ALL BLOWS 
OVER, just like An Open Secret got shelved.

Oh and don't forget, Feldman got arrested, released, tweeted about it, recorded a 
video he tweeted, then had bought a domain, hosted a website, created the website 
added a crowdfunding component and even crafted some incremental donation perks like 
"donate $50 and you'll get a signed CD", "donate $100 and I'll publicly tweet you a 
thanks", "donate $1000 and I'll send you a personally handwritten thank you letter". 
I mean really... REALLY?!? AND ALL THIS WAS APPARENTLY DECIDED ON AND DONE WITHIN 24 
HOURS OF THE ARREST THAT CONVENIENTLY COMPELLED YOU TO BE CONCERNED FOR HIS SAFETY 
AND OPEN YOUR WALLETS?!

Please /pol/. He got arrested to falsely prove to you that his exposure makes him a 
target of (((theirs))), not handled bait for (you). It worked though right, $100+ 
grand in 24 hours?! Hope everyone donates quick so he can get onto producing his 
riveting documentary and release it on iTunes for $19.99 so we can all run to buy 
it...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 13:17:13 No.146745077
>>146744328
... even though we all technically paid for it, right?! It's a sad day when you 
tweet a video claiming you can name 6 Hollywood elites off of the top of you head 
guilty of the same heinous crimes that drove your best friend to drugs, depression 
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and death, while also stating one of them is still in Hollywood right now, tied to a 
big production company.

I feel badly for every kid being abused in Hollywood RIGHT NOW, who'll wonder in 2 
years why people like Corey needed $1 million and a documentary, to expose these 
fuckers and SAVE THEM FROM THEIR ABUSERS!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 13:39:06 No.146747169
>>146738308
Because it's important. Weinstein, Feldman, Bruce Paddock, Steve's missing hard 
drive, out of the blue FBI released Sandy Hook files on Adam Lanza "discoveries"... 
it's all ON PURPOSE!

Feldman was "tapped" because y'all weren't putting your political and social 
differences aside to embrace Ashley Judd, the first celeb patsy they sent you to 
publicly come out about Weinstein, hoping you'd rally around her and (((their))) 
cause. Then they threw out another Patsy "victim", Streep. (((They))) didn't send 
them for the left to embrace, they've been embraced by the left as champions of 
women's match speeches and Oscars acceptance stages, right? They were hoping you'd 
eventually embrace (((them))) out of Weinstein, which doesn't then make Weinstein a 
total waste and loss, but NOOOOOOO... y'all trolled the shit out of them. Then, they 
tapped defector McGowan. Let her leak a little more and a little more, but she's too 
far removed from both Hollywood and fans that (((they))) forgot just how much 
Marilyn Manson ruined any relatability to the general public, she may have had. By 
that point, so many had come out on their own it was getting out of (((their))) 
control, right? So? They throw you who you've been waiting for all along... Corey.

He's NO different than "Bruce Paddock" and "Adam Lanza" as related to pizza and how 
(((they're))) USING IT AGAINST YOU by manipulating your good intensions and undying 
quests for the truth by being all too eager to connect dots with squiggly instead of 
straight lines.

I'm not trying to seem condescending or degrade y'all. I know pizza is real and it 
WILL burn eventually, but if I didn't point these intentional misdirections out to 
you, I'd only be defeating my single purpose for being here as much as I have been 
this month. That's all. I have to know I at least said it, for myself.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 13:43:01 No.146747560
>>146738320
But look into the federal protections imposed on legally filed named parties, that 
start the day of filing until casecis closed. Do that and you'll see why it was done 
now and how "months" won't apply, in the specific areas it needs to.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QHQSZUwT Thu 26 Oct 2017 14:01:58 No.146749489
>>146742854
It's only as much of a "coincidence", as (((they))) banked on YOU, finding it to be, 
right?

The same people who 4+ weeks later still can't give you a shooter motive, all the 
sudden realize crazy brother in assisted living Bruce, has pizza on his computer?

Same people who can't tell you where the hell Campos was in the actual country, or 
not, between the shooting and Ellen show, are telling you now a laptop they've had 
for 4+ weeks is missing a hard drive? Must've been really hard for them to have to 
admit such blatant oversight on the same day they took down Bruce, right? Especially 
after having to also explain missing, border hopping Campo, too.

And to top it all off, as if they weren't desperate enough to get you off their 
asses, they tied in an "oldie but goodie" by throwing y'all another good Sandy Hook, 
conspiracy confirming, "Adam Lanza had pizza on his computer" claim, of course now 
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coming to light, after the SAME FBI, trying so hard to snuff y'all off Vegas, 
unironically released "declassified Sandy Hook docs", just in the unannounced yet 
completely right time... for (((them))). It's all bloodied chum for the sharks who 
don't know there's a hook attached...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HKUnwiAC Fri 27 Oct 2017 19:40:45 No.146912707
>>146911679
Come on, y'all! Sessions had to get involved because those "withholding", were 
overreaching the realms of their authority! Yesterday was a delay tactic and the 
disinfo spun via the MSM, didn't give you all the facts.

Admin. wanted those docs released by 8:00a.m. yesterday morning. CIA kept holding 
out. Trump engaged Sessions yesterday afternoon, he came in and threatened officials 
with contempt, then held a mandatory call at 5:30.

They have a timeframe. They know it. Trump isn't fucking around and as if it 
couldn't get any better, he stuck their delay right up all their asses today by 
demanding the rest of Hillary's emails be processed by Tillerson/State Dept. the CIA 
isn't gonna like it, when everyone's reminded that Benghazi didn't happen over a 
fucking YouTube video.

We've got another great week coming up! 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:izjDt84J Fri 27 Oct 2017 20:39:16 No.146918908
>>146917231
Haha! Yes, you're right! He's gotta make it look good for the cameras, y'all! I told 
you this.

Trump will never be indicted for anything. Everyone corrupt will and yes, the 
corruption and swamp is bi-partisan! Manafort worked for Dems longer than Trump and 
Trump briefly and purposefully brought him in for a very specific reason and no, 
it's NOT the reason you think.

You're going to see establishment Dems AND Repubs go as part of this 
"investigation", but it won't touch Trump. All the Repubs. who will go down were 
never Trump supporters. They'll be the John McCain's, Lindsay Graham's, etc. of the 
establishment.

Stop responding to the shills, you're wasting your time. Instead, enjoy your 
weekends, y'all! You're going to get the rest of JFK, Hillary's emails from the 
State Department and a new "head of the FED"!

I told you - 3 downfalls

FBI
CIA
FED

~~~~~Anonymous ID:izjDt84J Fri 27 Oct 2017 20:45:57 No.146919567
>>146919233
Awe shucks, thanks boss! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:izjDt84J Fri 27 Oct 2017 20:49:23 No.146919947
>>146919600
Thanks! Ahhh!!! I finally get to say it! Nice digits ya got up there, brah!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:izjDt84J Fri 27 Oct 2017 20:55:06 No.146920506
>>146920238
It's going to be exactly who you've expected. The low-hanging obvious fruit they 
already made ripe for the picking. You're not going to be shocked but it all only 
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gets better from here. I can't even deny it, even I'm getting a little excited.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:izjDt84J Fri 27 Oct 2017 20:58:22 No.146920848
>>146920477
Who's "Megs"?! Can I get a rundown? ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:izjDt84J Fri 27 Oct 2017 21:10:29 No.146922116
>>146920931
Ha, that's funny. I seem to get a new "job title" every time I come here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 21:36:34 No.146924832
>>146923745
She doesn't use a nickname anymore, y'all! Geesh...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 21:47:30 No.146925947
Quoted By: >>146927055
>>146925360
Remember y'all, Manafort's lawyers wouldn't know he's been indicted until he's being 
arrested. You don't give people a chance to flee with a big old heads up in the MSM, 
do you?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 21:56:49 No.146927055
>>146925947
Let me also remind y'all that Mueller is riding both sides of this fence. This 
indictment is nothing more than a fucking show because he was pushed into plucking 
some low-hanging fruit so y'all would go into the weekend talking about this, not 
Uranium, fake Russia collusion thanks to Russian tied lawyers and orgs, hired/paid 
for by DNC and Clinton Campaign, to produce fake Intel to justify corruptly appealed 
FISA warrants on the Trump campaign/admin.

This is nothing more than a show and whoever has been included in the indictment, 
will not be a surprise because it will only be someone you should already expect. 
Again, all a show for the cameras to make it look good. Mueller was pressured to 
give the swamp a "win" going into the weekend after an unbearably looooong two 
weeks. Nothing more, nothing less.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:09:27 No.146928258
>>146926375
Haha, no offense but who doesn't know Manafort? Manhattan is a shit hole but it's 
still a really tiny strip of land. Especially amongst the rich, successful, 
powerful, political and corporate elites, no?

Trump knows Roger Stone and DeBlasio well too. You can't let common sense create 
conflicts of interest that don't exist. There isn't anyone in Manhattan in a 
position of power and authority, who Trump doesn't know and it's been that way for 
decades. That's common sense. That's why it's easy to find him in pictures shaking 
hands and kissing babies with anyone and everyone the media would ever want to try 
and politically, personally or professionally tie him to, over the last 35+ years, 
right?

Don't let them create conflicts of interest that don't exist around your better 
common sense.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:12:59 No.146928594
>>146926742
I'm not saying it's not Manafort. I don't know who it is. I'm only saying Manaforts 
lawyers tweet saying they haven't heard of an indictment on him isn't unusual. It's 
actually the dumbest thing that was posted on here all day. I'm saying Manafort's 
team wouldn't know if he has been indicted or not. No one will know anything until 
people are banging on their doors with handcuffs.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:18:39 No.146929155
>>146927300
Who knows... they're biding their time because they all know there's only so much 
low hanging fruit that can be picked before it's their turn. Mueller's filing today 
was a desperate effort on their part. We'll probably see a few more, too. But you're 
going to see this go from shady, never Trump bipartisan types, right on over to the 
dem establishment fast if they don't think of something else. They know they have 
very few people they can throw under the bus, before the bus starts to come for 
them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:28:06 No.146930151
>>146927306
>>146927306
I've said all I can on Vegas. It was thankfully a failed attempt of epic proportions 
but there's nothing more other than what Ive already posted that I will add.

The only thing I will comment on however, is the Bruce Paddock arrest. He is being 
used to throw you off. Pizza truly had nothing to do with Vegas. I'm not saying 
whether they did or didn't engage in pizza activities, Im just saying that if they 
really were, it was in no way a contributing factor or motive for the attack.

We all know 2 important things. Shady patsy's engage in lots of shitty stuff, 
including pizza, but shady agencies and departments can frame shitty patsy's with 
anything they want... like mass shootings and pizza.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:31:12 No.146930453
>>146927343
Mueller and Manafort know what's up. All of them know what's up to be honest. If 
they're not 100% certain, then they're just pretty fucking sure of what's going on, 
especially by now.>>146929380

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:37:39 No.146931047
>>146929380
Could be something to it but I can't confirm. As far as I'm concerned, it wouldn't 
surprise me if we start seeing a ton of people starting to jump ship to try and 
distance themselves. Look at Flake and Corker this week. Flake thinks he can hide 
from his McCain-related skeletons. Watching him speak made me throw up in my mouth a 
little. He tried to turn his cowardly abandonment into a Trump issue. It was fucking 
ridiculous to say the least. Worst performance I've seen since Affleck butchered 
Batman.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:52:15 No.146932385
>>146929385
Let me ask you an honest question. Have you been following Sessions and Wray's 
progress, especially Sessions over the last 9 months?

I'm not saying there won't be some pizza thrown into this... especially as official 
Clinton Foundation and Podesta Group investigations really get moving now, but you 
all really need to go back and revisit the EPIC progress that's been made over the 
last 9 months. The DOJ and FBI have busted more networks/rings, arrested, charged 
and convicted more pedos/traffickers and saved more children so far than any other 
President has in first 4 year term, already and it's only been 9 months. The network 
as y'all knew it a year ago, is so completely fragmented now, it's almost 
unbelievable it's only been 9 months. I want these fuckers to go down for everything 
they're guilty of, but please also recognize the massive accomplishments that have 
taken place, while y'all have been waiting to see Podesta/Hillary in handcuffs.

It truly fucking sucks watching these massive effort, successful 
takedowns/convictions being blatantly ignored by the MSM, but it sucks even more 
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that the pizza community doesn't seem to be recognizing it either. Sorry brah, not 
trying to take it out on you. I just get a lot of pizza questions and I feel the 
frustration too but I hardly see anyone talking about the historical achievements 
being made either.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:56:26 No.146932791
>>146929661
Yes it could be. I did reply to you and said it's hard to investigate the CF/Podesta 
Group without it coming into play... but also vented about people not recognizing 
the wins that have been made on the pizza front in 9 months by DOJ and FBI, too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 22:59:35 No.146933089
Quoted By: >>146933245
>>146930380
Oh Christ, please don't turn this into a termite bopper sleepover... for fucks 
sakes. Can ya stop w/ all the chick shit? It's like you're trying to bother me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:01:16 No.146933245
>>146933089
I'm not trying to be mean about that, but I don't need to be shilled to death over 
the girl shit, that's all I was trying to say...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:06:00 No.146933674
>>146931310
Right. To the Trunp admin and most of his supporters, Manafort, McCain, Graham, etc. 
might as well be Hillary, Podesta, Obama, etc. corrupt is corrupt. Swamp is swamp. 
It doesn't matter which side of the political aisle you sit on. It's over for 
everyone. Party ties won't save you anymore. That's the point of draining the swamp.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:12:59 No.146934266
>>146932439
Haha, I'll let you fire up your Google skewed search engine and prove yourself 
wrong.

ProTip: Don't use Law & Order "facts" if you're ever arrested, mmmk?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:14:11 No.146934383
>>146932428
Awe, you're too kind! Have a great weekend!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:17:42 No.146934712
>>146933203
Sorry, typing on my phone and got fucking auto-corrected, my bad. I meant "teenie 
bopper", haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:27:11 No.146935608
>>146933909
Why was it a big mistake? Trump took a hit on Flynn over bullshit as you know now. 
He could afford that. He couldn't afford a hit on Sessions over bullshit they'd try 
to pin him on. Trump knew he'd recuse and y'all would be pissed. So Trump acted 
surprised and "disappointed" while Sessions acted like he just did what he knew any 
good AG would/should do.

You're watching everything Russia-related implode on itself without Sessions, 
right?! Don't y'all think Sessions and Trump knew this would be the case all along?! 
If you know you, not those on your team, didn't collude with Russia, then you know 
how the story ends. In 5 years you'll look back on this and consider it one of the 
best moves the admin ever made. You're literally watching the swamp drain itself. No 
one can deny that.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:29:59 No.146935853
>>146934316
Yes. All of the above!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:32:25 No.146936085
>>146934910
I linger...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:35:56 No.146936395
>>146935180
So you missed the 2 busts last week alone with more than 400 adults arrested in 
Myrtle Beach and FL and 200+ kids as young as 3 months saved?

Guess you missed the NJ corrections officer busted on charges for seeking "cheese 
pizza" on Craigslist, no older than 8 y/o last week too then.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NDzlgQhB Fri 27 Oct 2017 23:40:11 No.146936794
>>146936239
Who knows. Pay it no mind, give it no attention and don't go. If everyone not being 
paid to go to these things would stay home, it'd be harder for them to blend in. 
They pay people from all sides to be at these things knowing they can blend in with 
the rest of everyone else. Eventually $8.25/hr. Isn't worth jail time when these 
fuckers can't get lost in a crowd, right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:AwJacvz2 Sat 28 Oct 2017 13:35:26 No.146999728
I swear y'all, the increased number of threads on this over the last week are 
painful to watch. They only prove Alex Jones & Co. have succeeded in their well-
funded goals of sending y'all on a never-ending wild dick chase, that will NEVER, I 
repeat, NEVER materialize in YOUR favor. You'll never feel justified or validated 
because you're being set up like bowling pins, to fall.

How long will y'all let them laugh at your expense while they proactively poke, 
confuse and instigate you, with their efforts to blur the lines so much that by the 
time they're done, you can't even intelligently, educatedly or rationally recognize 
the signs/symptoms of an actual "happening" vs. a "never happening"?

Do you not see the faces behind the hands, so eager to dangle these carrots right 
down the rabbit holes they've dug for you?

Please someone, ANYONE, tell me this is a shill thread. Tell me that /pol/ fully 
understands and factually knows EXACTLY WHY a "DRILL" of this nature, could NEVER 
ACTUALLY FUCKING HAPPEN. Please y'all, I know these types of threads don't relate to 
topics I usually post in but I've seen so many of these over the last week that I'm 
just trying to personally determine whether or not this board have shit itself 
completely off the toilet, or not.

Someone please tell me right now, WHY a drill like this, even if trying to be 
positioned as some kind of "false flag", could NEVER actually or factually, ever 
fucking happen.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:AwJacvz2 Sat 28 Oct 2017 13:49:16 No.147001009
>>146999957
Really?! You're here on this board right now and asking me this?

It's done to discredit you. Shit like this is exploited and designed to target and 
market you as a "brand" of "crazy conspiracy theorists" instead of real, level-
headed, educated, rational, logical people with valid, credible, justifiable, fact-
based questions, that demand legitimate attention, concern, further investigation 
and answers. It's far easier for them to corrupt and discredit your masses, than it 
is for them to actually validate the trouble you'd really cause them if they 
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couldn't easily label y'all "crazy" and "extreme", using thread topics like this as 
a clear example to the general population.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:liiT1kPO Mon 30 Oct 2017 08:45:27 No.147219824
Quoted By: >>147222911
Happy Manafort Monday, y'all!

Remember our convo on Friday 
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/146923745/#q146927055
This indictment was for show! Y'll already knew before Mueller ever even filed the 
grand jury indictment on Friday that if he ever proceeded with an indictment, it 
would be bi-partisan, low hanging, fruit. I tolbyou this Friday. Manafort/Gates are 
low-hanging, bi-partisan fruit. Again, the ONLY purpose of this (LEAKED, BTW) 
indictment was to temporarily get Y'ALL to stop talking about what's IMPORTANT and 
give the Dems who've been crushed over the last 2 weeks, a small "WIN", going into 
the weekend. This indictment was EXPECTED.

It's not news. Manafort knew it was coming, Gates knew, Trump knew, Dems knew, etc. 
Purely for show/cameras. It was pushed through on Friday to appease the dirty 
establishment after a really bad two weeks, while distracting you and falsely hyping 
the sheep, for an entire weekend.

Manafort and Gates are being indicted for criminal, off-shore activity/transactions 
from "deals" that took place WELL BEFORE Trump was even a candidate for President. 
He is being indicted for federal crimes he was technically on the DNC's payroll, 
while committing. YOU know this but they're not worried about YOU. They're banking 
on all those who seem to forget what they LOVE to disguise as "little details" 
a.k.a., FACTS.

Don't let blatant shill posts dilute the FACTS you already know. Facts are you 
friends. Factually, Manafort/Gates are no more "tied" to Trump than they are to 
Dems. In fact, their crimes were committed under Obama's term, are FACTUALLY TIED TO 
HALF HIS ADMIN./NAMED ADVISORS, DIRECTLY. Manafort FACTUALLY = Dems, Hillary/Bill, 
the Clinton Foundation, Podestas, the Podesta Group, and Steele...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:liiT1kPO Mon 30 Oct 2017 09:22:12 No.147222911
>>147219824
I'd also like to remind y'all how happy you should be Manafort was indicted first. 
Shows all is going to plan. Manafort's testimony tirs up a few huge loose ends 
separating the dirty, bi-partisan establishment from the rest. THIS IS WHY SO MANY 
CONGRESSMEN ARE ANNOUNCING THEIR RETIREMENTS/WITHDRAWALS FROM RE-ELECTION. They are 
proactively distancing themselves from their swamp affiliations and ties. They know 
the ONLY THING LEFT is to drag all of the last 8+ years out in court. They have NO 
OPTIONS left. They are desperate, like lobsters trying to stay out of the hot pot, 
just hoping they're not picked next. Trump isn't losing sleep over ANY of this, so 
you shouldn't either. The next few months will literally play out like a game of 
strategy to see how long they can last. Eventually, there will be no low-hanging 
fruit left. You'll eventually get up to the Podesta's, Susan Rice, Lynch, DWS, 
Holder, Comey and of course yes... Mueller himself. We can hope for Hillary/Obama. 
We deserve it but it's too early to bank on it right now. For now, they're going to 
waste a few more months and hundreds of millions in tax dollars, distracting, 
ducking away and trying to evade the hand that selects/pulls the next lobster and 
plops it into the boiling hot pot of justice. They know their claws were rubber 
banded the day Trump won the election. No where to go... just stall, divert, 
distract, duck, evade and wait. This is a happening! This is what "winning" feels 
like! If you were smart, you'd be hoping Rice AND Flynn go next.
CAP THIS Y'ALL: I can't WAIT for Rice to have to testify under oath that she 1. 
forged Susan Powers unmasking requests, per the Hillary-run Obama Admin., 2. then 
illegally approved them herself, based on FAKE/DEM PAID FOR DOSSIERS and that 3. the 
ONLY REASON Trump knew/vaguely tweeted about "Obama admin. wiretapping", was thanks 
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to FLYNN. We WANT FLYNN ON THE STAND! Flynn was FRAMED like Roger Rabbit. The swamp 
will really regret going after Flynn.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:liiT1kPO Mon 30 Oct 2017 09:39:25 No.147224472
>>147222076
Trump doesn't have to make moves. He's done... he won and drained his own internal 
swamp. All he will do is just like he has been... he'll continue to poke the bear. 
His public statements and tweets force them all to address and respond. They fucking 
HATE IT because it's so effective ot paralyzes the narrative they are trying to skew 
and push.

Oh and brah, not sure if you're new to my posts, but I'm always clear where I'm 
giving fact vs. opinion based on knowledge.

BTW, using my phone again! I meant Samantha Power, not Susan Powers. Fucking auto 
correct is killing me. It just fills in shit I don't bother enough to realize.

To clarify, you will find Susan Rice will have to testify if indicted that she 
forged the unmasking requests under Samantha Power's name, then sent them to 
herself, for approval. This is why Power testified 2 weeks ago that SHE didn't 
personally request/submit the unmaskings that stemmed from the fake dossier that 
lead to illegal wiretappings Flynn found out about, told Trump, then had to take it 
on the chin and resign as a martyr. "You'll see".... it's gonna be GREAT, y'all!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:liiT1kPO Mon 30 Oct 2017 09:48:38 No.147225232
>>147222556
No brah, not how Trump works. They're all gonna get pinched... only difference is 
whether it's done the harder/longer way or not. Trump and team selected WHO they'd 
NEGOTIATE with. THIS WAS BANNON'S ENTIRE JOB. IDENTIFY and NEGOTIATE on behalf of 
the admin. w/ those in "the swamp", whose info/testimony would benefit the greater 
good. Those big names you really want to see eat their own shit, DO NOT HAVE A DEAL. 
They weren't needed. There were more than enough people willing/begging to talk.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:liiT1kPO Mon 30 Oct 2017 10:02:02 No.147226391
>>147225867
Nah, I like lurking/posting as I please. A thread implies I can be around for a 
while and today is a busy day. Plus, I'm not trying to AMA myself on /pol/. I've 
said a lot. No one reading thoroughly and following should be surprised or worried. 
If there is cause to worry, I will come here and say it but so far, sooooo great!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:liiT1kPO Mon 30 Oct 2017 10:04:12 No.147226585
>>147226336
Explain. Not seeing how you're trying to compare the two.

Mueller is a corrupt as fuck, Gowdy is not, never was. There is never a comparison, 
in my opinion. Ever.

~~~~~

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZpZERowI Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:06:29 No.148000545
>>147998096
Here's what's sad... it's not a fucking LARP y'all and by the time it's over, you're 
going to realize EXACTLY how much time and effort people have been putting in to 
this board, to give you the truth. Some of us, for MONTHS.

Most of us have admitted we aren't daily /pol/ posters. We know this. It doesn't 
make us a shill or a LARP. It makes us people purposefully coming here, with a 
specific goal. I told y'all about Trump's willingness to extend a hand and make 
deals with those he was willing to work with and salvage from the "swamp", to 
include "deal making"/"negotiating" with Congress, our departments and agencies, the 
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ME, Russia, China, etc. months ago. I told you about SR, Awan's, Manafort would 
walk, Tony would be indicted (and it will be confirmed soon), etc. since May.

I've sat back and watched all these "QAnon" posts because frankly, brah is on point. 
I haven't personally felt compelled to post at all. He's doing a fantastic job. If 
anything, I've realized what's kills me in here, is my wall boards of detailed 
paragraphs but alas, I'm not a writer. QAnon is breaking down a ton of detail in a 
more /pol/-friendly format.

So, enjoy the breadcrumbs y'all. You're not being larped, you're being leaked to. 
Great job cracking the /pol/ post formatting, Q. You're super effective and 100% 
accurate.

FBI
CIA
FED 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:55:20 No.148014353
>>148012400
Hi y'all! Here's what I tried to post in last thread before it got archived. 
Connects Huma, Talal and unironically, 9/11 and Vegas.

>>148009095
True, as related to Pakistan. Specifically those Pakistani's that helped coordinate 
9/11 with the Talal faction of the royal family. This is the faction Bush immunized 
and had securely extracted from the US after they watched 9/11 go down. Just like 
they were about to watch Vegas go, you know...

If you wanna go down this road pay attention.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:58:52 No.148014757
>>148013267
Yes. Lots of people do and the leash is tight, brah. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 23:10:50 No.148016184
>>148015803
Yup. But remember, some of it they control and some of it Trump. Like Kelly's 
missing phone, WH/Trump Tower wire sweeps, etc.

It's important to recognize the difference between the two. There's a reason Trump 
made his twitter outage clear. There's also a reason you found out this week that 
twitter filters subject related tweet traffic.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 23:18:32 No.148017066
>>148016396
I told y'allnabove how this connects to Huma/Pakistan, 9/11, Vegas and what Talal 
and gang had planned for Trump/US this week.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 23:35:50 No.148018797
This thread really fucking sucks now, y'all. I'm disappointed. I was really starting 
to get into this. Do you even realize that Talal and his faction's arrests today is 
what Trump was referring to as in "you did your job, Ill do mine", in his remarks 
today? Do you realize we literally averted a much larger 9/11, thanks to today? Keep 
chasing old news about Saudi Royals backchanneling money to the CF. The Saudi 
arrests had nothing to do with "money laundering". They've been laundering money 
back and forth for decades. Today was much, much fucking bigger. And you're all 
wrong about Alice and Wonderland and Tony. He's been detained. PAY ATTENTION.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 23:43:48 No.148019524
>>148018556
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Hitler lost because he was an illegitimate bastard half breed of Barron Rothschild's 
who Zionists and the US cherry picked, groomed, politically set up and literally 
funded to fail... all to accomplish 2 things...

1. Justify the establishment of the Jewish State of Israel

2. Justify the globalist establishment of the UN and convince countries via post-
Hitler fear that they NEEDED the UN.

It was literally the day the "westernized world" was established and it's why half 
the world hates us, Europe and Israel.

WWII was the biggest 9/11 grade psyop ever and Hitler was no more in control or to 
blame than Bin Laden.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:48ri1S5J Sat 04 Nov 2017 23:46:23 No.148019787
>>148019207
He tried to run. He was detained by those he thought were allies but never saw their 
flip coming. He's not missing and hasn't ever been. Admin knew where he was the 
while fucking time.

Nah, she's here "lurking", but she didn't post that pic. Wasn't me y'all. ;o)

It was a great day though, wasn't it? Really glad y'all stayed home today. See how 
nothing happens when it's mostly clocked-in employees, showing up?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:25:54 No.148003288
>>148002307
Umm... this ID is NOT ME, y'all. They don't even put the apostrophe in the right 
fucking place. Unfuckingbelievable. And I always use a wink with a nose, too. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:27:47 No.148003562
>>148003030
Yup! Thank you!!!! Don't let people pretend they are me. I'm here but lurking. "Q" 
brah is doing a solid job.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:35:15 No.148004484
>>147999081
Only mistake he made was relying on intel leaks from a normally utilized channel 
that didn't pan out. Everything this Q brah is saying I 100% agree with. This IS the 
reality of what's going on. Only thing I don't agree with in all honesty, is the "we 
need you to save the world" bullshit. We don't need you (no offense). It's happening 
regardless. It's either accepted or not, but it's not stopping. I'm only implying 
that what's being detailed in these Q threads, is a reality /pol/, nor anyone else 
can change. That's all. Im implying you shouldn't let anyone take credit away from 
you or the board. You already did your jobs on your own, with or without the info 
we've given you. In fact, most of us came here because of what you've done on your 
own. Most of you, make it worth coming here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:49:00 No.148006224
>>148002979
Gee, I'm loving Q and I know my walls of paragraphs annoy /pol/, but he could've 
just saved y'all the time/threads and told y'all that the Saudi's responsible for 
9/11 and Vegas are the ones who were gonna try to pull off another Trump attack this 
weekend... and their ring leader was arrested today.

Come on, really?! I get you like the question answer play but This shouldn't be news 
to you. Once you tag these Saudi's to CIA and FBI, just like the rest of (((them))) 
the "Zionists", you'll realize 3 epic falls ARE happening.
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FBI
CIA
then the FED. All gone.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:53:40 No.148006809
>>148004672
Haha, good. Hoped that came across right or I'd get a lot of "muh... she's 
condescending" again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:55:18 No.148007010
>>148005967
Ahh ok. Missed that.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pHrNcAnK Sat 04 Nov 2017 21:57:22 No.148007260
>>148007044
Yes I did. Good catch brah!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:24:49 No.148010565
>>148005337
I'm still lurking y'all... but that mega shit bothers the ever loving fuck out of me 
;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:27:47 No.148010936
>>148005937
Why is this being reposted. I told y'all in the last thread exactly what this means. 
You can move on...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:31:03 No.148011327
>>148006345
You don't need to find Tony. He was found last night when he landed and he was 
brought back and arrested.

Only misinfo being spread on this is that he negotiated some media blackout on his 
arrest coverage over the weekend. This isn't necessarily true. You'll find out why 
it wasn't covered this weekend after you find out about his arrest.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:36:06 No.148011995
>>148007590
Yup. You're right. It's referring to Assange/Wikileaks. There's more to this than 
you know, really guy now, but Assange isn't feeding you old releases from last 
year's Oct. Surprise today, by mistake, that always seem to tie in at exactly the 
right time.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:44:42 No.148013077
>>148007794
It's because a certain Obama grooming and funding Saudi Prince who got arrested 
today ran the swamp epicenter for the ME. BO/HRC saw the writing on the wall that 
she was going to lose and tried to pay them back to keep them quiet, via secret 
planes carrying lots of cash. In hindsight, it'd have worked out better for them if 
they'd tried to pay Assange that money, though... you know, instead of trying to 
kill him, instead. Come on y'all... Q's questioning post methods are cute, but 
answering shouldn't be hard. You've had these answers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:24:49 No.148010565
>>148005337
I'm still lurking y'all... but that mega shit bothers the ever loving fuck out of me 
;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:27:47 No.148010936
>>148005937
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Why is this being reposted. I told y'all in the last thread exactly what this means. 
You can move on...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:31:03 No.148011327
>>148006345
You don't need to find Tony. He was found last night when he landed and he was 
brought back and arrested.

Only misinfo being spread on this is that he negotiated some media blackout on his 
arrest coverage over the weekend. This isn't necessarily true. You'll find out why 
it wasn't covered this weekend after you find out about his arrest.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:36:06 No.148011995
>>148007590
Yup. You're right. It's referring to Assange/Wikileaks. There's more to this than 
you know, really guy now, but Assange isn't feeding you old releases from last 
year's Oct. Surprise today, by mistake, that always seem to tie in at exactly the 
right time.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BiQN4ya8 Sat 04 Nov 2017 22:44:42 No.148013077
>>148007794
It's because a certain Obama grooming and funding Saudi Prince who got arrested 
today ran the swamp epicenter for the ME. BO/HRC saw the writing on the wall that 
she was going to lose and tried to pay them back to keep them quiet, via secret 
planes carrying lots of cash. In hindsight, it'd have worked out better for them if 
they'd tried to pay Assange that money, though... you know, instead of trying to 
kill him, instead. Come on y'all... Q's questioning post methods are cute, but 
answering shouldn't be hard. You've had these answers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:+N6Mksf2 Sun 05 Nov 2017 00:01:57 No.148026760
>>148025773
For fucks sake y'all, GO TO WIKILEAKS. SEARCH ALICE & WONDERLAND. Scroll and click. 
This is literally, NOT brain surgery.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:+N6Mksf2 Sun 05 Nov 2017 00:04:05 No.148026919
>>148026398
Bin Talal is considered a "ROGUE" faction of the royals, brah...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:+N6Mksf2 Sun 05 Nov 2017 00:10:09 No.148027427
>>148027259
Bin Talal is Zionist.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:+N6Mksf2 Sun 05 Nov 2017 00:56:59 No.148026362
>>148020278
Hey, brah! Think it's tome to spell out 9/11, Bush, a Raytheon TIA chartered Boeing 
757, Vegas, footballs missing, 9 Saudi's and Bin Talal and another Raytheon TIA 
charter, yet?!

Or do we wait til they find out Bin Talal and team were going to try again this week 
since Vegas was flop?

Asking for me, y'all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSWAFDFD Mon 06 Nov 2017 13:54:50 No.148271864
>>148265658
This y'all. I know I said I agreed with what Q anon brah was saying, I still do to a 
large extent. That said, y'all are taking these questions WAY off their intended 
paths.

Not every single question Q brah posed, is equally as important. I get why he tried 
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to do it that way and it probably made sense to him at the time, but you've been at 
it so long, through so many threads with the same eyes and brains mulling it all 
over that y'all are losing the main points.

John was never included with Tony, nor should he have been. I don't believe Q said 
that either unless I missed something. Now don't worry, John has his coming and will 
get what he deserves but not yet.

STOP chasing your dicks on Alice and Wonderland. It's not as important of a 
"breadcrumb" as y'all are trying to make it out to be. Go to wikileaks, search it. 
You'll find all the references you need on it.

TO BE CLEAR, I did NOT "confirm" QAnon because I thought or think today, that he's 
some "insider". He said "breadcrumbs" for fucks sake... that's a term I've used 
since I've posted here. Wasn't that your first clue he's just a dude reading what 
I've already written for months? I only confirmed that he was spot on with his 
methodology behind posting in a "question" format because his questions led to the 
same things I was trying to get you to go. The problem is, he hasn't stuck around 
with y'all long enough after posting, tonkeep you on track by clarifying what he 
intended to be really important and what he didn't. Due to that, you've spent the 
last 48 hrs. literally digging and jumping into your own created holes that don't 
require or justify, the work your putting in.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSWAFDFD Mon 06 Nov 2017 14:01:40 No.148272763
>>148272161
Maybe ;o) but that's a silly name, don't y'all think?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:JSWAFDFD Mon 06 Nov 2017 14:19:01 No.148274909
>>148272757
I don't have time right now to go back through every question set he posed, to give 
you specifics, but from what I recall, I know that nothing I initially read stuck 
out to me as purposeful misleading or misdirection. What I personally wouldn't have 
done was pulled the trigger on citing the 3rd. It's why I hate "timeframes", as you 
know I've said several times.

The other thing I stated that bothered me, was pointed out later to me that Q brah 
wasn't the one who actually posted/said it. So, other than the date thing you know I 
loathe, there's nothing this Q brah said I don't agree with.

The excessive threads are what's killing the main messages he was trying to convey 
though. Too many anons are following so many paths like Alice & Wonderland for too 
long, that aren't as important, whose meanings are also easily uncovered using 
resources already available, like Wikileaks.

If y'all want my advice, I'd take what y'all have learned over the last couple of 
days from these threads and what you now know has/hasn't happened since they were 
posted, then you should all individually copy Q's questions into a word doc or 
something, type your own answers/theories, then repost/attach your docs or caps to a 
new thread. This will help y'all refocus and contextually keep all of Q's original 
questions posed together. Y'all have spent too much time debating the actual 
questions as opposed to just debating yourselves as anons and your answers, instead.

Simply put... y'all started loosing the most important pieces of Q brah's posts, 
Saturday afternoon and because of it, you've dug holes that didn't need digging.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9BBiTgiw Mon 06 Nov 2017 16:56:03 No.148296075
>>148295275
If y'all don't link it all the way back to Bush and 9/11, its a dead cause.

Bin Talal
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Raytheon TIA flights
9/11
McCarran
Wikileaks CIA Dump
Vegas
Football
JFK Files
Trump
11 Govt Saudi's Arrested
11Federal DOJ Indictments That Are Drafted/Filed/Pending RIGHT NOW

See y'all? I'm trying the Q route for posts seeing if you'll finally get it. It's 
clear y'all like the questions game. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:T+vJ+vhp Mon 06 Nov 2017 17:51:22 No.148303368
Quoted By: >>148303921
Y'all, if you don't bring these questions all the way back to Bush and 9/11, you're 
gonna miss the boat on this. Same Saudi's arrested right now are the same ones who 
watched 9/11 happen, then got a few POTUS approved Raytheon Boeing TIA flights 
secretly secured, out of the country. Same Raytheon Boeing extracted a bunch of 
Saudi's out of Vegas via McCarran, after the attack.

Difference? Trump didn't approve these. When he found out Vegas was going to hit the 
fan he took action to divert. Where's that missing football, y'all? Was it even 
missing at all? WHO WS REALLY BEING SHOT AT, AT MCCarran? If you had to get from MB 
to McCarran after the shitshow you'd planned to watch wasn't as big of a hit as 
you'd thought it would be, how would you get there?

And which big name corrupt fuckers, if NOT Trump, would have to approve and secure 
such shady travel out of the US, from an airport that's just reported shots fired?! 
I mean, an approval like that would have to come from someone pretty fucking high 
level, as in a cabinet, or even a VP position, if shots at an airport were just 
reported as active, right?

Pay attention y'all... not trying to sound "condescending", but you're literally 
missing the biggest point of these fucking questions and this thread is in the 
90's!! How long til you realize they've tried to JFK, Trump and he knows it.

Saudi had to drain their swamp first, so Trump could drain ours, now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:T+vJ+vhp Mon 06 Nov 2017 17:56:10 No.148303921
>>148303368
Oh and Imran Awan and Huma Abedin are both Pakistani. Where were most of the 9/11 
"hijackers" from? Saudi... BY WAY OF PAKISTAN.

Do Imran and Huma know each other? Yes. Is the media telling you this? No. Why? 
Because they fucking suck and cover for shady as fuck politicians/admins. I'm liking 
these q&a formats. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Eu8urfE9 Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:49:59 No.148339087
>>148337111
Shhhh y'all. Chill. Let it bake. Trump never wanted Pence. He was the swamp estab 
play. He had to take him because if he didn't they'd have tried to oust him out of 
the nomination.

I posted a ton about this back through May.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Eu8urfE9 Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:56:51 No.148339824
>>148338096
Ok y'all... let's talk about HAARP for a minute? What foreign nation owns a majority 
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of what was known as HAARP? Who sold it to them? What did Trump just say in Japan 
about Tsunami's? What do the Japanese "conspiracy theorists" think caused their 
Tsunami?

Trump says what he says to constantly call people out and to task for their corrupt 
bullshit. He dies this on purpose all the time.

That's a fun one.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Eu8urfE9 Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:58:55 No.148340024
>>148338278
Oh don't be shy, brah! Thanks for hanging out! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Eu8urfE9 Mon 06 Nov 2017 23:01:44 No.148340307
>>148338530
You'll never find it if they (Trump and team) don't want it to be found. That's the 
point. If you can find every flight, so can enemies for the state. Stick to secret 
Raytheon Boeings chartered for shady people.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Eu8urfE9 Mon 06 Nov 2017 23:08:33 No.148340989
>>148339771
Holy fuck! This is fantastic boss. I agree. I'd also add an emoji, but sadly, I 
cannot. So ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Eu8urfE9 Mon 06 Nov 2017 23:14:42 No.148341600
>>148340739
No. Hillary is already a puppet. Trump not, like Reagan and JFK weren't either. 
Pence was the establishment's negotiated agreement and Trump only let him tag along 
because at the time, he couldn't risk the party pulling shit on his rightfully won 
nomination, at the convention. Remember, half of even Trump voters still thought 
Hillary would win at that point because even polls were being fucked with as we 
later learned.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:04:21 No.148334451
>>148331015
Hey (you)! I'm not fucking dead! Haha, I'm here. Lurking, scrolling... but for the 
record, I saw a few threads back someone was pretending to be me throwing out a 
bunch of misspelled y'alls and at some point it was determined I was Sarah Huck 
Sanders. That's NOT true and one day, y'all will know who I am because I'll tell you 
myself. ;o) promise.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:13:23 No.148335368
>>148334588
Indirectly like 9/11. They fund, watch the show, fly away in Raytheon Boeings with a 
fuck load of cash/new contracts.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:14:28 No.148335484
>>148334633
Nah, I'm not a mod and I'm never on Reddit. Only here. Ever.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:16:30 No.148335734
>>148334672
Next time I'm posting my legs/feet, I'll post the rest to prove who I am. That's the 
plan at least and I'd only be doing it for those who read my shit, capped my shit, 
put my shit to good use and stuck it out with me. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:19:17 No.148336027
>>148334939
I haven't posted my feet since the green post-it time stamp one. Anyone else is 
razzing you, pretending to be me. I wear same shoes on same shitty tile job on 
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purpose for you to know better than believe bullshit. Also why I don't/can't do it 
on demand. Takes away the consistency and credibility, no?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:24:43 No.148336550
>>148335401
Awe shucks, brah! Thanks, that's nice to hear! Especially since I'm pretty sure more 
than a few on here would disagree with you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:25:55 No.148336673
>>148335699
Tiff? What's that? Tiff like an argument?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:28:27 No.148336925
>>148336504
Haha, remember when he did the Top 40 on Saturday Morning radio shows? I loved that!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6Ul3qDJl Mon 06 Nov 2017 22:30:16 No.148337114
>>148336867
Oh, haha... no. I'm not that young. I wish, but sadly not. I've told y'all how old I 
am.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88/zP9Ds Tue 07 Nov 2017 09:20:17 No.148391315
>>148386452
Haha, y'all. NOT WRONG. Pence was showed his colors w/ Flynn. You should know who he 
really works for. Why don't you dig into his relationship w/ Benji and his prior 
voting records before spitting opinion as if it's just fact cause you said so... 
there's reasons Trump didn't confirm him until literally, the very last possible 
minute. There's also reasons he's strategically made it a point to keep him at arms 
length the last year.

Why do you think Pence had no forewarning about Comey? Why do you think he's left 
out of far more than half of the foreign strategic cabinet meetings? This is 
purposefully coordinated. Especially after Reince got the boot. Pence worked for the 
establishment. His boss was Reince. Now, he's just trying to make it all look good 
for the cameras like the rest of them.

At this rate... I'd be surprised if he made it back onto the 2020 ticket. THIS IS 
IMPORTANT, so CAP THIS AND ARCHIVE IT, so you can say you were here...

Pence's ONLY JOB EVER was to win Trump's nomination for VP, keep him in check on 
behalf of the GOP/DNC swamp establishments long negotiated goals (via McConnell, 
Ryan, McCain, Graham, etc.), while ensuring it ALL LOOKED GOOD for the cameras, to 
appease Trump's diehard, unwavering, base. Pence is the establishment swamp's last 
"get".

To be clear, cause I've seen how some of my words get diluted and misinterpreted... 
I'm NOT IMPLYING that Pence is some "covert" Democrat plant. I'm implying that he's 
the establishment DNC/GOP swamps, bi-partisan negotiated VP pick, who was to serve 
THEIR mutually beneficial agenda and PROTECT the swamp's backchannels. Trump, 
Bannon, Flynn, Lewandowski, etc. knew this ALL ALONG and they ONLY let it play out 
to ensure the corrupt estab. GOP heads didn't try to oust Trump from the nomination 
he won, during the convention.

I promise y'all, one day, you'll be pulling your hair out trying to dig through your 
archives, for this post. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ipgeCcKy Tue 07 Nov 2017 10:36:14 No.148399256
>>148394210
True and I'd still stick to that but let's get real for a second because being 
flexible and nimble in changing environments is what keeps you from screaming "it's 
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happening" every time a surprise pops up.

Just 18 months ago when we were working through the beginnings of the primaries, up 
to the campaign, I'd have punched myself in the face if I'd have even suggested to 
myself that some of those who have reached from the swamp and worked with the 
admin., many for a year already, would've done so. We knew we'd get some desperate 
low hanging. Bannon was brought in to negotiate and coordinate a lot of the outreach 
efforts amongst the parties. But for as cynical and pessimistic as I've always been 
known to be, especially when it comes to the GOP/DNC establishments, I would've 
NEVER even allowed myself to believe that what HAS happened over the last year, 
would've ever been a possibility.

That said to answer your question, as of now and candidly since Wray's confirmation, 
Pence has been laying low, keeping his nose clean. They teach less to him every day. 
Favors are no longer a viable option as everyone now know, no one's getting away 
with shit. It is really becoming a "dog-eat-dog" environment. Little 
factions/pocket's who once partnered locally in their own corrupt contributions are 
breaking off into their own little corners in an attempt to separate themselves from 
their corrupt party leaders who churned the swamp, while still trying to maintain 
some of their localized political power, in smaller numbers they can more easily 
control.

Based on this current environment (which honestly changes more for the better 
everyday), I know Pence will reach to work something out when he can and I also know 
this admin is willing to work with him. I still do not think he will serve in a VP 
capacity next term, but even I admit how surprised I am and continue to be, with 
every swamp dweller, looking to end their ties.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ipgeCcKy Tue 07 Nov 2017 11:03:05 No.148402009
>>148397719
Probably. But relax on the stupid nickname boss. I hate it, you hate it, it's tired. 
Remember, anyone who comes on here and posts, solely dedicated to the truth and 
discussion of such, shouldn't care what (y'all) "call" them.

Two weeks ago, y'all enlightened me to the term "e-celeb" and explained what it 
meant when I asked. Since then, I can't help but admit that I sadly took the bait 
and dabbled into some of the folks y'all offered as examples. Here's what I came up 
with, please feel free to tell me if I'm wrong...

A stage-stomping, book signing crashing, Jewish lady from New York, being accused of 
raping a metro-sexual nu-male, arguing about it all with a d-tier journalist, her 
unironically nationalistic Canadian friend and the Canadian's (also unironically) 
lesbian testing "girlfriend". All who also consider themselves to be self-proclaimed 
swamp fighting social media warriors, who all happened to beg for my subscription, 
follow, RT and patreon/PayPal donation, so they could "continue the work", they 
claim they do.

This was just one example but in reality, I've realized how incredibly sad it is 
that we're all so desperate for the transparency and truth we haven't been afforded 
for so long, that we're not only willing to, but enabling these social media 
political warriors by unjustifiably giving them such an epic platform to exploit and 
profit from our eagerness for the truth... whether what they're saying is actually 
true, or not, seems to be moot at this point.

Sorry for ranting here. I just had to say it because it's fucking disgusting that 
these people, are who many of those who are innocently just looking for answers and 
transparency to questions they legitimately have, actually feel forced to consider 
as a viable option, regardless of whether what they're being told, is correct. For 
almost an entire day last week, I watched at least 7 or 8 different social media 
accounts y'all pointed...
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:taQb4tHl Tue 07 Nov 2017 17:14:35 No.148449961
Y'all, I love the fuck out of you, you know this. But WHY ARENT YOU MEMING THE 
ABSOLUTE SHIT out of HILLARY AND MCCAIN's MATCHING ANKLE BRACELET BOOTS?!?

Do you REALLY think it's a coincidence?! GET ON IT!!! Call normie, bi-partisan 
attention to it!!!! Their movements ARE BEING MONITORED as they're potential flight 
risks. For fucks sakes, y'all. I thought the whole q&a shitvfor the last 4+ days was 
all fine and dandy but you're missing actual shit.

You should be grabbing and archiving pics, meming and spreading. Put those two 
corrupt fucks on the same image so your regular friends don't write it off as you 
picking on Hillary. Show them your bi-partisan and fair when it comes to the swamp. 
Put facts about why it's really NOT a boot. Just do it for the love of god... you've 
focused too much time and energy on this thread trying to figure out shit that y'all 
should already know is a moot detail.

You've done ENOUGH! Stop swelling Q's dick. If HE cares about the answers to HIS OWN 
questions and whether Y'ALL are getting it or not, then let him come back and earn 
your attention. You already know the main answers his questions were leading to. 70% 
of the rest could've been correctly guessed or scrapped as bullshit cause they 
didn't matter. IT'S TIME TO PAY ATTENTION to everything else you've been missing 
now.

Please, for the love of God. You've done your jobs. Let this anon EARN any more of 
your time you spend by putting the effort in to giving you straight answers and 
confirmations YOU FUCKING DESERVE after the last 4 days!!!! 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yXkzZCO1 Tue 07 Nov 2017 20:01:20 No.148475251
>>148451346
This theory is wrong y'all. Salman was the reason Bin Talal's bigger crisis show, 
was averted.

He sold out Bin Talal, just like he was put in position to do, then Bin Talal and 
his 10 henchman we're arrested, just like they were supposed to be. Salman got 
special VIP escort to and from so he could do HIS JOB without getting BTFO by Bin 
Talal!

PAY ATTENTION HERE... HE WAS Secretary-GENERAL, of the Riyadh Competitive Council. 
He's a Royal. Deputy Prime Minister. VIP. ESCORTED. Arrived and Extracted.

Saudi did their job.
Trump's doing his job.
China and S. Korea will do their job re: North Korea.

Everyone drains their OWN swamp's. Cleans up their OWN messes.

Oh and once y'all realize that more than 50% of China's aid to NK, is directly 
funded by Rothschild run investments in Chinese companies alone, the sooner you'll 
realize the "central bank", doesn't have to actually be "accepted", to get "the 
get"... get it, yet?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yXkzZCO1 Tue 07 Nov 2017 20:25:41 No.148478828
>>148476943
NK isn't the problem. China is the arm of the NK proxy. If NK ever hit the US or SK, 
it wouldn't really be NK striking, it would be China.

Trust me y'all, our dog and pony shows in the Pacific aren't for fucking Kim. 
They're for fucking China. Trump is propping SK and Japan up by directly pointing 
finger of accountability and responsibility for NK at China. Just like he called out 
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Saudi and Pakistan for Iran, Iraq, Silurian and their ISIS problem and all the 
sudden Pakistan give us back prisoners for nothing in return. Israel gave us 
sanction for a US airbase every fucking President since GHWB has begged for and 
never got and Saudi arrested their royal swamp and is starting to cut deep ISIS 
funneling Iran back channels. This is why we cut Iran Nuke Deal. They were using the 
sanction money we lifted w/ the Nuke Deal to add to the weapons $$ they were sending 
to NK, for weapons/chems, which helped lift some of the financial aid burden China 
had with NK. This is why y'all are actually connecting BHO to NK. We funded NK via 
Iran.

You'll see... you're going to watch regions like SE Asia and the ME, start being 
responsible/accountable for their own actions or they don't deal with us.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:N3Satw6O Tue 07 Nov 2017 22:43:42 No.148497699
>>148496784
Haha, y'all! Q is NOT Trump. But a few people around him happen to like /pol/ and 
like to throw y'all a (you), when they can (indirectly), just to show you that he at 
least knows it exists and it's usually in his favor. He liked the Hillary/newspaper 
route video A LOT, you know... ;o)

Keep up the good work y'all. CERN is a distraction.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:N3Satw6O Tue 07 Nov 2017 22:48:54 No.148498319
>>148496990

Yup! How did y'all think we'd manage to Drain the backchannel slush fund swamp, 
reduce business/income taxes AND gut the USD/Oil-based FED?

Now maybe DOE dots/references are starting to make more logical sense?! When that 
shit hits, Dems are gonna be REALLY pissed about shit like Enron they ignored.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:N3Satw6O Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:02:51 No.148499871
>>148497822
Listen brah, I know this q shit is fun. But Zach in FL isn't going down a completely 
wrong path. Your "happenings" in terms of wars, attacks, etc. are more along the 
lines of Zack than Q. Our dog and pony show in the Pacific isn't for fuckibg Kim. 
It's a mindfuck for CHINA and they know it. NK is China by proxy. We know it. SK 
knows it, Iran knows it, Saudi and Russia know it, etc. everyone is gonna clean up 
their own bedrooms, or they'll be held accountable. Trump is publicly calling 
EVERYONE ON THEIR SHIT, for months, on PURPOSE. We cut Iran funding to NK. Now China 
isn't taking their dirty cut. They also now have to go back to using their 50% 
Rothschild corporation funding (that's fuels more of their actual economy than their 
own GDP contracted buttons do for the last 16 years) to supplement what Iran can't 
finance via Nuke/weapons/chems. Bush and Obama turned NK into the next fucking Iraq 
while we were too busy looking at Afghanistan, Libya, Syria and Russia.

What's going to happen is going to happen whether y'all do a single fucking thing or 
not, to be honest. Stop working yourselves into a fucking frenzy. Your "job" is no 
different than it's ALWAYS BEEN FOR YOU. If you wanna do shit, go ahead, make some 
memes, assemble info boards your own mothers could understand and digest. But RELAX 
for fucks sakes. You're not getting Nina speed anything up, slow anything down or 
prevent/provoke anything from happening cause frankly y'all, it's happening. It's 
BEEN HAPPENING! So, enjoy it...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:N3Satw6O Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:13:00 No.148501050
>>148498551
No. Every time y'all have asked I told you I had no clue who he was. Still don't. I 
know no one around me is him because trust me, I'd fucking know.

There are things I've seen that he's said and implied that I don't like or agree 
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with and I can confirm based on my knowledge, are incorrect. To his defebse though, 
there's way too many posts/caps to pick through and determine who is him and who 
isn't and I'm too lazy to try. I also believe he's not directly afflitated with any 
specific agency or dept. but rather a 3rd parties vendor with clearance - that 
millions of fucking people have BTW.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:N3Satw6O Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:21:25 No.148501907
>>148498972
Sara? Like Sanders?! Nah, not me. I'm a lost cause. I'm not public in any capacity 
you'd ever recognize. I'm unseen. That's a big part of what I do.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:N3Satw6O Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:27:23 No.148502557
>>148500172
Awe thanks. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xbECZ0Um Wed 08 Nov 2017 00:15:55 No.148507528
>>148505159
Y'all, this refers to Jeremiah Wright. His pastor was a fucking radical. He said sat 
in this man's church ever day for 20+ years then tried to take it back during my his 
campaign. You can YouTube the shit out of this guy's sermons. He's Obama's mentor... 
right next to Bill Ayers. Wright and Ayers hosted his god damn 2008 presidential 
candidate announcement party, in Ayers living room.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xbECZ0Um Wed 08 Nov 2017 00:26:21 No.148508599
>>148506117
What's to fucking miss?! Holy fuck y'all... YOU KNOW THIS ALREADY! It's the 
globalists now indirectly own social media via the US handover of internet/IP's via 
ICANN in MAY 2016. They are like the fucking Stasi now, controlling the content 
through their Jack via Twitter, Zucc via Facebook, and whoever the fuck owns 
YouTube. "They" control it all now. You put your whole le life on the internet, and 
get control your fucking life and reality, like 48% elections tweet filtering and 
$100+k in bot ads via Twitter.

MOVE ON...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xbECZ0Um Wed 08 Nov 2017 00:42:40 No.148510143
>>148507961
Yup. He mixes in with MLK and tried to pretend he had no clue who killed him. 
Unironic.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xbECZ0Um Wed 08 Nov 2017 00:52:55 No.148511079
>>148510655
So y'all are going to try and tag a white rabbit on everything after you just rolled 
out IOTBW, to which every normie media outlet claimed was a white supremisist 
movement via 4chan?

That's marketing genius for red pilling right there! Way to turn them off before 
they even got in line to get on...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g5m2uSxJ Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:35:58 No.148503456
>>148501010
Meaning they'd all have a pretty filuckibg hard time covering DOJ indicted ankle 
bracelets. I mean, how many of them can break toes without it looking like a CDC 
epidemic alert, right?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g5m2uSxJ Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:40:33 No.148503915
>>148502293
Yup! â€˜â€˜Twas me!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g5m2uSxJ Tue 07 Nov 2017 23:57:38 No.148505747
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>>148502531
Thanks, brah. I imply "relax" when y'all are focusing too hard on minor things in 
these threads that don't matter in reality. You're starting to lose what's important 
and what's not. That's half on /pol/ and half on Q for inadvertently leading a 
little too directly/obviously in his questioning format. He did it to make it as 
easy as it could to stay on track, but also led you to believe almost everything is 
a fucking sign, without realizing he was doing it.

What y'all need to remind yourselves of is that the global "swamp", the government's 
they represent and their financiers (REMEMBER THIS, ITS IMPORTANT) have their dirty 
fucking hands in everything and everyone to some extent. So, try to keep in mind as 
you dig into shit that if you dig far enough into anything, you'll be able to 
connect anyone and anything, sure, even Oprah I guess, but that's ONLY BECAUSE dirty 
money is exchanged through lots of hands, companies, NGO's, governments, etc.

I don't think Q's questions intend for you to go that far. That's not the point. He 
tried to be thorough on purpose to point you from one very specific dot to the next. 
The answers to many of his questions are already in a lot of the very next 
questions. He does this on purpose. He's not leading you to oprah or asking you to 
get all entrenched in fucking CERN. You know Oprah plays in the elite sandbox. You 
know what CERN is, who finds it, who benefits and you could list 10 reasons off the 
top of your head right now, why. So, MOVE ON.

People drop breadcrumbs here because your masses are efficient and effective wheb 
used to decifer and spread valuable info. Not Oprah memes.

Try to remember that the right answers are usually the most obvious. It's why the 
hints we give don't require hacks. It's publicly available info.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:te9PDgep Wed 08 Nov 2017 22:59:57 No.148645499
>>148640856
Haha, brah. I haven't hardly been on nor have I been following these. I don't even 
know why I'm mentioned in this thread, y'all.

Even I'm tired of seeing it all. Everyone is chasing their dicks about too much shit 
that doesn't even matter at this point. I initially agreed with the direction it was 
all leading everyone to and in many ways I still do, but then it just got all fucked 
up.

I came here and note, ONLY HERE BTW, in an attempt to bring some clarity around 
things I knew (and STILL know) would be/are coming, so that when you started seeing 
the things I'd mention coming to fruition, like Manafort, Awan, Mueller, Comey, 
Guccifer 2.0, fake Paddock/Campos, etc. in the media, you'd have a better idea of 
who, what, when, where, why and how, it was all happening the way it was.

I never came for "attention" or some fucking "nickname". That was y'alls doing, not 
mine. I apologize if I unintentionally shit up the board. I just hope that as the 
pieces start falling into place, between two weeks ago and the new year, y'all will 
realize you were never being "had", by me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:te9PDgep Wed 08 Nov 2017 23:19:04 No.148647458
>>148646142
No. Please stop worrying yourselves to fucking death over all this. There's no need 
to worry like that. You will know when you need to worry because this admin will let 
you fucking know and not via some InfoWars message, telling you it's "happening", 
who tries to sell you gourmet MRE's and apocalypse supply kits for $99.99, right 
after.

Holy shit, please take a deep breath, and sleep in peace. Nothing you're doing on 
here right now is going to stop or slow, what's cooking and Trump is NOT some 
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trigger Nuke happy POTUS. He's not dumb. We are SUPPORT for E. Asia, not the war 
starters. That's the difference. If anything is pre-emptively initiated against NK, 
it will come directly from China and SK. Trump has made that clear to all of them. 
NK is their mess to clean up. Kim is their problem and if they let Kim or NK become 
our problem ever again, they will all cease to exist in the way they do today.

We only play nice with those who play nice, now. We don't do shady deals through 
secret channels and we all hold ourselves accountable and responsible for the 
problems we've all created for ourselves. No more hiding. No more dirty deals and 
money passing under the radar. YOU'RE FINE!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:te9PDgep Wed 08 Nov 2017 23:20:34 No.148647618
>>148646148
Yeah, well I don't trip brah. Never did, never will. Take it or leave it. I'm just 
another anon, boss.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:K0iB1VSh Thu 09 Nov 2017 23:10:12 No.148785906
>>148785421
No, y'all. NSA hates the CIA and FBI.

3 will fall.

CIA
FBI
FED

NSA is actually helping, not hurting, boss... they have been for a while now. You'll 
see. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:K0iB1VSh Thu 09 Nov 2017 23:22:27 No.148787038
>>148786841
Admiral Rogers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:lzydwVV7 Fri 10 Nov 2017 13:48:58 No.148863683
>>148860469
Haha, boss. Would the same theory NOT apply, for every fucking meme you'd put out to 
your normie friends? Think your normie friends are following those vague white 
rabbits down your holes?!

Tell me this, brah, why do YOU think Q is telling you to spread the word by 
connecting dots for normies by specifically using questioning formats, leading you 
sequencially from shit you ALREADY KNOW and can FACTUALLY SUPPORT with solid 
evidence and MSM coverage, right into the shit he's leading you to look into and dig 
on, that hasn't come out publicly or been covered yet?!

Let me help YOU. What ends up making memes unironically effective, when viewed in 
20/20 hindsight? The fact that they told you so, after the unironic, ironically 
happened. The most effective and popular memes are the ones that only start trending 
AFTER they've become relevant. The ones that create the "I told you so" effect. 
Memes that "get", the get, are the most impactful, after the get, was got.

Q is trying to tie memable subjects together that will one day relate to each other. 
He's using publicized events you CAN prove today and pairing them with events he's 
telling you are coming, that you can't yet prove. He's trying to get you to CONNECT 
THE DOTS for normies between shit they can't deny because it's factually been 
publicized/covered in normie mainstream, with shit they will SOON START HEARING 
ABOUT. He wants YOU to start normalizing the LINKS between, VERY SPECIFIC people, 
agencies, departments, nations, money exchanged, deals made, companies, foundations, 
NGO's, crimes committed, cover-ups, arrests, etc. between THE FACTUAL PAST and the 
VERY REALISTIC, SOON TO BE FACTUAL, future.
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It's your job to connect the seemingly ironic dots of today, to the factually 
unironic dots normies will start to see coming out so that WHEN THEY START TO SEE 
IT, THEY RECOGNIZE WHAT EXACTLY THEY'RE FUCKING SEEING, y'all!

Do you see the MSM connecting dots? 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D+HcoK36 Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:16:23 No.148995459
Quoted By: >>148996423
Y'all, nothing happens until Trump comes back from Asia.while he was gone, elections 
took place. Waiting was intentional. Unlike his corrupt counterparts on BOTH SIDES 
of the swamp separated, politicical aisle, Trump is NOT Obama. YES he, like every 
other POTUS, BTW, endorses and champions candidates, but NO... he doesn't endorse or 
sabotage YOUR RIGHT and FREEDOM to VOTE, uninhibited. Remember this. Trump doesn't 
pull a Hillary before elections. Trump doesn't dig ignorantly vulnerable, former 
employees who are 32 years late to the sexual accusations party, in an attempt to 
discredit those who are running and pose valid political threat, to the bi-partisan 
corrupt. You're going to realize Leigh Corfman is a recruited and exploited 
political patsy, no different than every woman they threw at Trump weeks before the 
election, that you only later found out, were all 100% discredited and recruited by 
the MSM. When this is done, you'll find out "Stephanie", the innocent reporter from 
WaPo who "broke the story", is corrupt herself and was assigned to Moore 
specifically and most importantly, to discredit Bannon's endorsement which led to 
the base's overwhelming support, right? Please know there is a REASON Trump endorsed 
Strange and it's NOT because he actually endorsed him. There's a specific and 
strategic reason Trump endorses or picks EVERYONE he does. You need to know that 
BOTH Bannon AND Trump KNEW almost 3 while months ago that BOTH sides of the equally 
bi-partisan, corrupt swamp, were going to hit Moore with this. Trump insulates 
himself. REMEMBER THIS!!!

But I digress... back to the initial point I was trying to make. Do YOU honestly 
believe that everything y'all have spent the last 6 days hyping this shit up to be, 
would actually "happen", while Trump is in Asia? Do you rationally believe that 
Trump, at the helm of this ship, as Captain, would abandon y'all, unassuming 
passengers still aboard by hopping a 10-day abroad?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D+HcoK36 Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:25:35 No.148996423
>>148995459
Don't get me wrong. I'm NOT implying your brah Q is misleading or misdirecting 
y'all. I'm implying YOU'RE misinterpreting, therefore misleading and misdirecting 
YOURSELVES.

You need to know that NOTHING y'all are waiting for, hoping for, assuming and 
discussing, will EVER actually happen, while Trump is in Asia. Trump CONTROLS and HE 
WILL BE HERE, IN CONTROL of shit, when shit that needs to be CONTROLLED, is actually 
fucking happening.

Until then, Hillary and McCain can enjoy their EM monitored toes like ALL THE REST 
who ALREADY KNOW what's coming and are just biding their monitored and restricted 
time publicly, while privately waiting... for the storm.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3HwkqtGl Sat 11 Nov 2017 12:47:12 No.148998656
Sorry, I was typing this reply and previous thread got archived before I could 
post...

>>148996439
HE didn't deceive y'all, you unintentionally deceived yourselves. I'm not denying 
that a lot of what you're anticipating and discussing isn't already in progress. I'm 
not suggesting that what you're digging into isn't valid. It's all valid and pretty 
fucking accurate actually (besides a few things I could personally, 100% confirm to 
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be incorrect, but I'm not going to harp on those things. They're important, but 
trivial so it would be pointless).

I'm only attempting to level-set your expectations. I don't know when exactly shit 
will happen because as you know, I don't do timeframes, sowwy. I'm not going to go 
out on a limb and claim the swamp's balls will drop on the 14th, 15th, the 21st, 
etc. what I CAN 100% CONFIRM is that NOTHING that's been suggested in these threads, 
will happen BEFORE Trump returns. So it's ok to let yourselves keep digging but also 
allow yourselves to feel safely and literally "comfy", in the meantime.

Anything that happens here or globally, BEFORE Trump's return would be something 
he's not controlling. Like Russian Nuke leaks across Europe, Saudi, Yemen and 
Lebanon increasing flare ups, etc. Situations like these aren't specifically Trump 
or admin. directives. For example, the fallout in Saudi, Yemen and Lebanon right now 
is reactionary to Saudi advancing the public drain of their own swamp and those who 
churn in it and feed into it. Saudi is handling their shit. This isn't for you to 
concern yourselves with right now. Your concern was the events leading up to and 
initiating, what you're seeing happening now. The events leading and initiating 
between Saudi and Trump admin. were Trump associated directives/actions. The fallout 
is only the reactionary repercussions of such. Get it, y'all?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3HwkqtGl Sat 11 Nov 2017 13:23:44 No.149002642
>>148998841
Right and I'm telling you 100%, that's INCORRECT in the way you're either 
interpreting it, or it's being positioned.

I interpreted it as Q implying eagle would be @ 40k cruising when shit happens.

However, I KNOW, 100%, Trump would not be in or over Asia, when the things Y'ALL are 
implying will happen, would actually happen.

If there's ever an identified, inevitable threat posed to the US or POTUS, on the 
ground within the domestic 48, POTUS is evac'ed to air control. So, on the surface, 
what Q is implying, isn't technically wrong. It's protocol.

But let the record show... I'm telling you, that for what Trump and this admin. 
knows about, nothing Trump controls will happen before he returns. Could an unknown, 
radon attempt or attack be made, yes but unlikely and not is that what Q seems be 
implying. He's telling you everything he's claiming, TRUMP ALREADY KNOWS.

I'm telling you, none of anything that will happen, is going to happen until he's 
back on US soil. Might he need to be evac'ed via AF1? It's possible and protocol 
based on the extent of the circumstances. But while Trump is in Asia, nothing Q is 
telling y'all that Trump already knows about, will happen, the way y'all are 
thinking it will. That's a REALLY good fucking thing, BTW. You shouldn't want or 
wish for anything like that to happen while he's gone, out of disparity to prove or 
believe something is right or valid.

It's always fun to tell people you were "there when shit happened", but it's not as 
fun if there's no one left to tell shit to, right?!

All that is right, will be righted. Take it or leave it. ;o)
When I'm

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zDoGvtcP Sat 11 Nov 2017 13:50:46 No.149005349
>>149000712
It's cool. When the 14th comes and goes, caps will confirm. I'm not a shill or a 
Larp. Newfags w/o caps throwing shade don't bother me. I haven't been here since 
May, posting what I have, using the stupid nickname it earned me, just for using 
what I know to be true to try and connect the upcoming dots by dropping a few "huge 
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breadcrumbs", in tandem.

I mean, didn't Q use breadcrumbs in one of his first posts? If I didn't know any 
better, I'd think we'd have the EXACT same intentions and purpose. Weird... 
"breadcrumbs", huh?

Regardless, I'm not "shilling", Q. Anyone who's taken the time to read my caps and 
what I'm saying now, realizes that. Anyone claiming I'm a "shill", simply hasn't, or 
is too new here, to realize or substantiate what they're ignorantly claiming. I'm 
not here for them. They'll see... eventually. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zDoGvtcP Sat 11 Nov 2017 14:01:45 No.149006530
>>149004441
I never implied nothing was happening right now either. In fact, a few days ago, I 
tried to call attention to all that is currently happening that should be addressed. 
A lot of what's happening now adds into what you WILL start to see happening in the 
coming weeks.

Isn't this Q's while positioning to you?! To recognize and link things of today that 
you can prove, to his clues that give you insight on what he's saying is coming? 
Isn't this how you're supposed to connect his dots between the reality of what's 
factual today and who/what is behind it all, to the future dots/events of tomorrow 
using the "breadcrumbs" he's dropping to guide you in the right direction?

Correct me if I'm wrong but that's how I see it and understand it. I mean frankly, 
it's what I've been trying to come here and do myself, since May as my archived caps 
(thanks for capping y'all) have consistently shown.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xEinXDbc Sat 11 Nov 2017 14:14:00 No.149007759
>>149004598
Yup. 2 abysmally bumpless threads last night about a dude with a WMD and access to 
Charlotte's air control, in one of the most high commuter trafficked international 
airports on the east coast , who's got a shady background and even shadier prior 
connections than patsy Paddock (POLLOCK), which was ALL broken to the MSM by a 
locally affiliated, virtually unheard of (hence uncorrupted), newbie clean reporter 
who no one could question the intentions of, who was conveniently tipped as 
unironically as the Lynch/Clinton tarmac local affiliate, unknown/clean reporter in 
AZ... and barely a fucking blip.

Breadcrumbs, y'all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xEinXDbc Sat 11 Nov 2017 14:31:30 No.149009626
>>149006071
Niger is important because it was a preemptive set-up and ambush, just like 
Benghazi. It is directly related to the SAME people, same NGO's, same backdoor 
dealmakers, their corrupt network of channels and their black ops. 3rd party 
contracted, wheeled and sealed weapons caches and supplies all financially 
transacted at our troop's and Nations expense, unbeknownst to us, by shady 
backchanneling political elites and they checks they cash they via Soros and the 
likes, then reciprocate amongst each other as cuts, via NGO "campaign 
contributions", "foundation donations", "foreign speeches", etc.

Only difference? When the Trump admin. regroups publicly on this to release the 
details, and you can bet your sweet asses they WILL, you won't hear it was because 
of a fake fucking YouTube video. You'll get the TRUTH that you've candidly known 
this whole time... and by the time your normie friends and loved ones get the truth, 
they'll actually believe it, because the pillars are gone. They'll have NO REASON 
not to.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xEinXDbc Sat 11 Nov 2017 14:50:30 No.149011786
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>>149008197
Depends. The actions the admin will take aren't the problem. That's justice served a 
long time coming. As I in the past and even Q has emphasized as well, is the 
public's reaction.

Think of it like this, if anything ever happened to Trump, there's zero doubt in my 
mind a civil war would soon initiate and follow. They know they can't realistically 
today, even attempt to pull a JFK. I mean, look how y'all handled Vegas. Questions, 
questions, questions... not enough answers so they stop answering all together, but 
you won't go to war over Vegas. You would for Trump. They're good, but not that good 
anymore. They know this. You know this.

In the very same ways you'd react and take action concerning Trump, many will and 
already have, i.e. Antifa, etc., proven they can not only be expected to react and 
act the same way, it has been tasked to them by their own shill leaders serving as a 
proxy between those who benefit the most from manipulation and distortion of 
screaming resist and unrest,
for the ignorant majorities, to hear.

Just as with any elections, it's smartest to try to get die hard Bernie, still anti 
Hillary people, to follow your white rabbits. "Birds of a feather flock together". 
Why? Because birds alike trust each other to lead the paths of migration to warmer, 
sustainable climates in fall and spring.

NK is not our immediate problem. They're a last resort, for them. Our biggest threat 
is OUR OWN IDIOTS!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:l2OBVN1f Sat 11 Nov 2017 22:58:08 No.149065999
>>149063099
Nah, wasn't me y'all... but I kinda wish it had been! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:l2OBVN1f Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:11:03 No.149067231
>>149063549
Gosh golly, y'all... between Mueller and McCabe getting fucked via their FBI 
investigation of fake Russia, Pompeo begging for his ass via the CIA now having to 
revisit Russiathanks to Binney's testimony and Q's post here mentioning the FED, the 
lack of irony is stifling.

Kinda sounds like...
FBI
CIA
FED

No?! Didn't Q beau mention something about an Emergency Broadcast announcement?! In 
other words, cutting off outside media interruption so Trump could address the 
people, uninterrupted?!

Didn't someone else tell y'all that a month ago?! She went by some nickname y'all 
gave her... hmmm.

I'm liking this Q guy to a certain extent y'all... sounds like he knows his shit. 
Can't deny it, he's starting to trip me out. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:l2OBVN1f Sat 11 Nov 2017 23:15:20 No.149067632
>>149063582
That's it!!!! Do we know each other?!? I made this point two weeks ago!!! If they're 
paying attention to you now at least, thank fucking God. It needs to be addressed. 
If questions work, so be it. Way to crack their code, bud. My paragraph walls were 
the death of me! Ha!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:qFecYUdV Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:10:43 No.149116309
Morning y'all! I hope you've had a great weekend and haven't chewed your nails to 
bits yet...

Just curious, other than just another example of Trump's absolute love for 
shitposting on Twitter last night, has anyone picked up on, or yet discussed WHY 
Trump might always seem so blatantly ballsy in his tweets, when directly referring 
to Kim?!

I know Q has been trying to lead y'all down the Kim route, but not sure if anyone 
has discussed or noted WHY Trump's directness, when pointed singularly at Kim, is 
significant, yet?

If this has been discussed in detail, just let me know. Not trying to rehash an 
already recognized and covered topic... but I'm also too fucking lazy to sift 
through the 15,000 archived threads, over the last 10 hours. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:qFecYUdV Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:43:43 No.149119621
Quoted By: >>149121197
>>149116141
Y'all, VAULT 7 should tell you ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE CIA AND THEIR 7 INTEL 
DOMINATING DWARFS!!!

WHY are y'all still chasing your dicks on shit YOU ALREADY HAVE THE ANSWERS TO?! I 
told y'all the 7 dwarfs reference referred to Wikileaks Vault 7. Vault 7 tells y'all 
that the CIA has been meticulously circumventing the NSA (and I also told y'all 
EXACTLY WHY the NSA hates the CIA and FBI a month ago and AGAIN, just two days ago). 
The CIA has spent the better part of the last 15 years abusing their authority and 
dangerously increasing GWB/Obama administration approved power, to covertly design, 
develop and maintain the efficient and effective data networking, applications, 
softwares, systems and infrastructure platforms, which BY NOW, have been 
unassumingly (to us) and horrifically abused, at the discretion of the admins., the 
CIA and the FBI, which have FACTUALLY rendered the NSA obsolete.

Vault 7 proves that the CIA has been specifically TASKED AND FUNDED behind YOUR 
backs, with YOUR TAX DOLLARS, since the signing of the fucking Patriot Act, to 
accomplish a few VERY SPECIFIC goals...

1. Covertly design/implement paths to skim data to OBTAIN and SECURE AS MUCH INFO on 
civilians as they could, in a massive effort to track, aggregate, obtain, store and 
monitor, as much as they can about YOU as possible AND in REAL TIME.

2. Design applications, softwares, networking and infrastructure platforms, to 
overlay and manipulate the core provisional programming, of some of the largest, 
most commonly used global vendors in the world, like Cisco, Dell, etc. to have the 
ability to create backdoor, undetectable paths to obtain, aggregate, store, monitor 
and track, REAL TIME INFORMATION, as it transverses the data paths.

3. Design, develop and implement the ability to access and monitor civilians, 
corporations, organizations, websites, etc. WITHOUT DETECTION OR WARRANT and at 
will. Con't...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:qFecYUdV Sun 12 Nov 2017 10:59:16 No.149121197
>>149119621
The BIGGEST BLOW TO FUCKING REALITY THAT VAULT 7 gave you the courtesy of realizing, 
is that the CIA (and FBI via the CIA) had not only designed, but has successfully 
IMPLEMENTED YEARS AGO and used for YEARS, is the ability to hack into anything it 
wants anywhere undetected and PLANT untraceable shit, on anyone and anything, via 
their hardware/embeded in software/applications, etc.
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They VERY LITERALLY and FACTUALLY HAVE, as VAULT 7 PROVES, planted shit on people, 
companies, organizations, foreign governments, etc. and NOT ONLY can they do it 
without tracing it back to them, THEY CAN AND HAVE, MADE IT LOOK LIKE IT'S COME FROM 
OTHER COUNTRIES, instead of the US.

Vault 7 proves these methods have been proactively coordinated, abused and used, to 
SWING foreign elections, like in Iraq, Germany and France. Vault 7 basically proved 
to you how Merkel and Macron won and most importantly (I mean, just look at the 
release date for fucks sake) it proved to you that the CIA and FBI could CLAIM AND 
"PROVE" that RUSSIA HACKED THE ELECTIONS, because THEY HAVE THE ABILITY (AND HAVE 
FACTUALLY DONE IT BEFORE), to make it look like a hack came from ANYONE, ANYWHERE... 
even Russia.

Technically, Assange is Snow White
and his 7 loyal dwarfs are Vault 7.

Doesn't matter, thanks to Binney and Trump's directive to Pompeo to "investigate", 
you're going to watch the CIA dismantle and discredit itself publicly, like the Dems 
via Mueller/Comey will do. Swamp drains itself most efficiently and effectively. 
Pompeo is answering to the NSA for a few weeks now and he knows exactly what's 
coming.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:qFecYUdV Sun 12 Nov 2017 11:01:30 No.149121418
>>149120090
Yes, I did because it wasn't far off, in a few important areas I've also highlighted 
and discussed, in posts weeks prior.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:qFecYUdV Sun 12 Nov 2017 11:11:49 No.149122468
>>149120090
To note, I HIGHLY DOUBT anyone I actually know/work with, is Q. I said this "do I 
know you" in candor because the post I was responding to, literally implied almost 
verbatim, MANY things I'd posted over the last two weeks prior to him posting that, 
last night.

Again, I'm 100% certain that I do not personally know whoever "Q" is. I don't think, 
based on what/who I personally know/work or have worked with, that any of them would 
post here, let alone frequent here's However, I'm always forced to be honest with 
myself and admit that NO ONE would think or believe that I'm here posting, let alone 
even viewing this board. It's well out of my perceived professional or personal 
character, to do so. With that, I always have to assume the possibility exists. So, 
I made a joke...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ifBmkH2j Sun 12 Nov 2017 17:41:06 No.149167540
>>149160936
Haha! I'm one person. Same person since May. I can reiterate every convo on here 
about Rich with the SysAnon guy who compelled me to start commenting in the first 
place. He was great. I hope he's still around.

Why are you so fucking hellbent on trying to call me out? Who am I? I'm no one. I'm 
anon like you. I didn't give me a nickname. I didn't care. I don't still don't care. 
Stop caring about me and care about what's being discussed. That's how this works, 
no?!

I don't use a trip because I don't need one. Posts like yours only prove me right. 
If anyone is looking for me, they'll find me. I don't make it hard, on purpose. ;o) 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8b+04yfE Sun 12 Nov 2017 20:23:50 No.149185739
I was posting my the below when thread archived out, y'all. It's important though so 
I'm posting it here.
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>>149182169
Ok brah, I get that ignoring shills is key and we certainly don't want to waste time 
entertaining them with attention but but you do realize that Keystone (part of the 
CIA's AngelFire project) and ELSA were part of the Vault 7 release, correct?

If you know this because you've reviewed Vault 7 thoroughly and understand what's 
being covered, then you also realize WHY Vault 7 ties directly back to those 7, 
super secret "super computers" named the Seven Dwarfs and EXACTLY WHAT THEY DID for 
the CIA, while illegally being funded to circumvent the NSA, right??!

I just want to be sure y'all are fully aware of this yourselves and have reviewed 
the attached in full, before discrediting and disregarding. I think you'll find A 
LOT here that's very credible. Much of which ties DIRECTLY to what Q has mentioned 
in specific sequence, as well.

I'm not saying Disney IS North Korea or runs North Korea, at all. That's just 
fucking silly. But I will say that in many of the same ways the corrupted 
entertainment industry has colluded with "them" to manipulate, brainwash and 
influence many of us, the degrees to which North Koreans have been manipulated, 
brainwashed and influenced by the same "them", are far, FAR worse, in comparison. 
But don't let AngelFire/Keystone and ELSA slip past you just because shills piggy 
back off of legitimate facts, to distract and dissuade y'all. Like I said earlier, a 
lot of what you're looking for, is already easily available/accessible. Q isn't 
trying to make this complicated, hence his sequential redundancy. He's just trying 
to get you to take what's there, and link it to what he's telling you is coming. ;o)

https://www.wikileaks.org/vault7/#Elsa

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8b+04yfE Sun 12 Nov 2017 20:43:58 No.149187967
>>149186224
Awe, I always think little sidebars like this are very nice and I do see them, even 
through my paragraphs of posts, haha! So thanks y'all. I appreciate it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:oW7Dyju+ Sun 12 Nov 2017 21:45:07 No.149195075
>>149193840
Y'all are severely missing the "AI" point, if this is where you're headed.

The point of the AI reference also happens to be the point of why anons with 
breadcrumbs might choose to drop a few here. YOU have what AI never will. AI will 
never compete with enlightened, educated, "woke" masses. It's literally an 
impossible technology to achieve because the difference is what makes us humans, 
which AI will NEVER possess.

Simply put, AI declared a war on the human masses, decades ago. The more time that 
went by, the dumber and more reliant we allowed out human masses to become. /pol/ is 
an example of AI hive defection and defiance. Plain and simple. It's more 
complicated than this because it gets into the technical 
software/application/network specifics of AI and the automation of such, but that's 
a lot to phonefag and I'm too fucking lazy right now. I might have posted about it 
earlier... I forget if the thread had archived before I could post.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:oW7Dyju+ Sun 12 Nov 2017 22:16:38 No.149198334
>>149197641
Technically it all relates to Assange and Vault 7 based on Q's question sequence 
because he's trying to direct y'all BACK to WHY Vault 7 had 7 releases and what each 
of the 7 referred to. Yes, it includes the functions of 7 quantum "super" computers, 
the CIA refers to as "7 dwarfs", but that wasn't Q's main point. His point was the 
much bigger picture and far worse meaning.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:oW7Dyju+ Sun 12 Nov 2017 22:29:59 No.149199711
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>>149198567
The Snow White reference really isn't as important as the seven dwarfs, y'all. Re-
read the sequence again and you'll see what I mean.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:oW7Dyju+ Sun 12 Nov 2017 22:39:52 No.149200773
>>149198903
It's not the 7 dwarf computers that are important. They are, but what they DO and 
facilitate is more important. Vault 7 shows you everything you need to know. Much of 
it is being covered now and will because me more relevant via Pompeo's investigation 
into Binney's testimony.

Eventually you'll see when all this shakes out that NSA will be in control of info 
for a while until CIA/FBI are restored after they're gutted. In many ways, Pompeo's 
balls have already been strapped and Rogers is in control (thankfully). The CIA will 
no longer be directed or funded by presidential admins to exploit and abuse 
provisions of the Patriot Act to undermine the unwarranted and illegal privacy 
breaches of citizens, nor will they have the ability to abuse those technologies as 
a weapon to entrap and penetrate foreign governments, or make "them"-created 
hacks/leaks look like foreign foes, i.e. "Russia".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:U/bI1tnS Sun 12 Nov 2017 12:25:52 No.149130474
Quoted By: >>149132771
>>149098507
Y'all, PLEASE read this thoroughly. It's the link that Q is attempting to draw 
attention to and clarify regarding AI, which is why religion, manifestation and 
intent based discussions have been so prevalent on these threads.

When Q refers to AI, he's not trying to imply HE is actually AI or bot-generated. 
He's trying to lead you to the realization that the main goal of AI is to simulate 
the inherent, soul-based complexity of human nature, as seamlessly and flawlessly as 
possible, so eventually, y'all won't tell the difference. They position this 
technology and development is good, right?! Automated customer service agents sound 
more like real people answering your calls every day. They're "smarter", they 
understand and process inflection and imperfection better. If you say you want to 
"stalk tomb a trestiventative", it connects you, so you may to "talk to a 
representative". AI manufactures half the shot you buy from an assembly line. It 
"live chats" with you in a chat box, it plays you music, turns your volume down, 
suggests movies you may like, tells you the weather and answers your questions on 
demand, simply by waking when you call for "Siri" or "Alexa", right?!

With this, Q is trying to remind you of what AI will forever strive to become, but 
will never achieve, which is the connected, soul-based, inherently reality of 
humanity. AI will never have the capacity to make decisions or take actions based 
emotions, ethics, beliefs, morals, values, life lessons, upbringings, experiences, 
etc. AI can't process THOUGHT, on demand. It processes coded packets of programmed, 
uploaded/downloaded, updated, integrated packets of preconfigured data.

AI can be programmed to decipher right and wrong, sadness, happiness, empathy, 
sympathy, etc. but it cannot FEEL these inherently HUMAN and natural characheristics 
and then, react on them. AI lacks human intuition. It does not have a "gut feeling" 
that isn't programmed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:U/bI1tnS Sun 12 Nov 2017 12:46:14 No.149132771
>>149130474
To continue... AI will NEVER BE SMARTER THAN YOU and it will NEVER have the ability 
to recognize, absorb, process, decipher, retain, decide or act/react, in the way 
humans are naturally designed and genetically coded to do so. WE ARE ALWAYS MENTALLY 
MORE EQUIPED THAN ANY AI TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL EVER EXIST ON THE PLANET.

Remember, a robot can be designed and programmed to perform a fucking brain surgery 
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with human precision, but it can't emotionally relate to the patient and what the 
patients life and success of the surgery means, for the emotionally distraught wife 
and kids of the patient, praying for good news, in the waiting room.

AI doesn't make a decision or act based on instinct. AI doesn't pull over after a 
car accident, seeing if it can help. The AI in that Tesla car that killed its 
driver, sure didn't instinctually react to that 18 Wheeler it collided with, after 
it missed the instinctual gut reaction to panic and swerve out of the lanes of 
opposite traffic it crossed, right?

A robot will never be YOU and All the AI power/technology in the world combined will 
NEVER PRODUCE, surpass or compete with the complexities or capabilities that the 
human minds, of the focused, manifested, intentioned masses, can achieve.

Q is reminding YOU that YOU and YOUR INHERENTLY AND GENETICALLY DESIGNED POWER AS AN 
INFORMED, EDUCATED, FOCUSED, INTENDED, DRIVEN MASS are far greater than AI will ever 
be, and THEY know it.

Hence, them dumb you down, make you sick, overcomplicate and penetrate every aspect 
of your world and individuality so that by the time they're fine with you, you don't 
know or recognize what's real, fake, right, wrong, threatening, non-threatening, 
etc. All the sudden, AI doesn't have to strive as hard be identical to a human, all 
it has to do is get everyone so reliant on it, they forget that they're actually and 
naturally smarter. Your cars GPS is a successful example of this. Reliance.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:U/bI1tnS Sun 12 Nov 2017 13:07:50 No.149135325
Quoted By: >>149138072
>>149121215
Hey brah! Re-read your post, then think about it logically, for one fucking second. 
Blacks aren't the same as you, assuming you're white. They're different than you. 
Guess what?! It's ok to be different. We are NATURALLY CREATED DIFFERENT and guess 
what else?! The SAME PEOPLE, who have convinced you that it's NOT ok to be and 
accept that we were created naturally and inherently different, are the same 
corrupt, globalist, multicultural pushing, immigration supporting, human 
experimenting FUCKING FREAKS, who've successfully brainwashed you into apparently 
ignorantly and blindly believing that natural and inherent human differences 
SHOULD'T MATTER, be recognized or even considered, all under the guise of 
"equality", they've purposefully pushed and spoonfed you to believe.

YOU think this way because THEY told you that you HAVE TO... that we ALL HAVE TO. 
That we have to DENY AND DENOUNCE our inherently and genetically designed 
differences, because DIFFERENT can never be EQUAL to ANYONE. It's how they've now 
successfully convinced y'all that even if you weren't born with a fucking dick, you 
can still "identify" as a man because in the name of "equality" today, you have the 
equal right to be whatever ducking gender you choose, regardless of what any DNA 
test, would inherently and genetically prove. It's why women can no longer embrace, 
appreciate and value the naturally inherited, genetic characteristics and traits, 
that make women, fucking women. Today, you can't just say out loud that you're 
completely happy, satisfied and more than content with being a stay at home mom, 
taking care of your providing husband and the family/home you've created. Fuck no, 
right? If you say that, you're deemed oppressed, ignorant and self-deprecating by 
society. After all, "equality" can't just consider "humans" as "equals" anymore, 
right?! They've taught US how unequal WE are by all the fucking societally...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:U/bI1tnS Sun 12 Nov 2017 13:32:24 No.149138072
>>149135325
... defining terms, limitations and predefined boxes, THEY'VE purposefully created 
and pushed to divide our masses.

Ever talked to or met a REAL "kek'ed" black person?! If you have, then you can't 
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deny that they don't want forced multiculturalism, secularism, immigration or 
societal integration, any more than you do. Why?! Because they realize, unlike 
(YOU), brah, how their inherent, genetic differences and vulnerabilities have been 
purposefully USED, ABUSED AND EXPLOITED AGAINST THEM, FOR CENTURIES. Really kek'ed 
Black people recognize that their inherently natural strengths and weaknesses (like 
every other fucking race has, BTW) have been manipulated and exploited in an effort 
to set them up to fail. If you're a WHITE MAN TODAY, you should know EXACTLY what 
this looks/feels like, shouldn't you?!? You're inherent and genetic 
strengths/weaknesses are being exploited and manipulated RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU, 
RIGHT NOW!!!! Aren't they?! You're apparently deemed too masculine for society, no? 
Isn't your masculinity toxic to society?! Isn't all that hormonally driven 
masculinity and male shovenism, what causes you to rape and beat women at staggering 
rates?! Isn't that toxicity what forces you to oppress women? Disrespect them? 
Stifle them? Isn't your toxic manhood the reason that you lack sufficient levels of 
emotion, empathy, sympathy, etc?! Isn't this why men lack compassion?! Why don't you 
cry more, brah? Are you never sad?!
I could be wrong, but that's what I'm hearing, right?! THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE TELLING 
US ALL NOW ABOUT (YOU), ISN'T?! Are THEY ALL wrong, brah?!

DUH!!! OF COURSE, THEY'RE fucking wrong. White men are naturally/genetically, no 
more of a fucking "societal problem", than anyone else but only thing worse than 
feeling the need to point this out to people who consider themselves "woke", is 
knowing YOU don't even realize THEY just made "white men" the new "black man".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jdHms7xD Mon 13 Nov 2017 09:21:46 No.149246200
>>149243944
Very well could be valid, y'all. There's some big shit coming down the pipe for the 
CIA's breach of power and overreach since GWB admin., that not only continued, but 
accelerated right on through the Obama admin... and candidly, was planned to 
continue right on through Hillary's, too. This IS fact.

So knowing that and knowing how leaks of info good AND bad, provide intentional 
forewarning of what's to come, this isn't completely unbelievable, or unironic in 
timing to me.

Like I mentioned last week, Binney's testimony was alarming, critical and extremely 
important, in outlining the covert, festering corruption that's illegally been going 
on right under our noses, for the last 15 years. Trump directly and personally 
mandating (publicly too, remember) Pompeo, to investigate Binney's devastating 
claims and accusations in testimony, should only serve as further proof to you of 
where this is headed... and it definitely won't be good for the CIA as you've known 
them.

Again, I cannot stress this enough, NOTHING will be the same for the FBI, CIA and 
eventually, the FED, when all is said and done. Knowing this, "catastrophic leaks" 
illustrating of the "old days" of the last 15+ years of corruption, isn't a BAD 
thing. We will never need to rely on those methods, operations, protocols or 
procedures again because they are ILLEGAL and UNCONSTITUTIONAL... so, "outing" or 
"leaking" what's considered today to be catastrophically detrimental information 
between the CIA and NSA is a GOOD IDEA, when your goal is to PROVE to the oblivious 
public, just how fucking CORRUPT the REALITY of what will soon be considered "old 
days", REALLY ARE, today... and have been.

Keep your eyes peeled, y'all! I promise, it really does only get better from here. 
The FBI, CIA and FED will be epically gutted and reset and as if it couldn't get ANY 
BETTER?! They're going to end up PUBLICLY investigating, purging and draining 
THEMSELVES.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jdHms7xD Mon 13 Nov 2017 09:40:45 No.149247905
Quoted By: >>149250075
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>>149244014
RELAX, boss! This is why dares shouldn't be given or timeframes of expectations 
shouldn't be established ever, in reality. If y'all are always hyped up, waiting for 
things like this with such personal conviction due to the extreme and sensitive 
nature of what's being discussed, then sadly you'll STOP seeing/recognizing ALL THE 
REALLY IMPORTANT THINGS that are happening around you, right now.

In reality, you shouldn't want (let alone wait on pins and needles for), a 
"happening", to the extent of what's being discussed in these, or any threads. 
Regardless how how bad y'all think it is today, or has been for a while, if a 
happening actually happened in the ways your thinking or even hoping, your life and 
the lives of everyone you know and love, your families, children, friends, 
neighbors, coworkers, etc. would be COMPLETELY FUCKED. Not for hours, days, weeks, a 
month or two... they'd be fucked forever. Lights out?! Hahaha, guess what?! The 
electrical and telecommunications grids and infrastructures are so completely fucked 
you'd spend the next 50 years trying to get them back on. Remember, in today's 
world, there's pretty much nothing anyone can't do without power. We certainly 
aren't restoring or repairing infrastructure without it. We're not splicing or 
trenching new copper, coax, cable, fiber, paths back to dead SWC's or CO's filled 
with millions of dollars worth of dead hardware. You aren't flipping a switch back 
on at your municipal power station, right?

You don't need a happening like you're thinking or expecting will happen, to 
ACTUALLY MAKE THE SHIT YOU WANT TO SEE HAPPEN, happen. Diffusing and dismantling 
their networks of corruption in the Middle East, North Africa, N.Korea, MS-13, 
pizzagate, draining our biparisanly dirty swamp and allowing justice to prevail 
against the guilty, etc. DOESN'T HAVE to require nuclear war w/ NK, Russia, the 
entire ME/N. Africa, etc. it doesn't require lights out...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jdHms7xD Mon 13 Nov 2017 10:03:38 No.149250075
>>149247905
... via an EMP. It doesn't have to require a National or global catastrophe, don't 
you see?!?

THEY wanted YOU to WANT and EXPECT a HAPPENING, because they've spent EVERY SINGLE 
FUCKING DAY, SINCE THE LAST "HAPPENING" THEY GAVE YOU (9/11/01), successfully 
convincing YOU that shit only gets done, moves forward, unites us as a nation, 
secures us better via bullshit, right/freedom infringing, removing and repealing 
bills like the PATRIOT ACT, that they can exploit and utilize against us, thanks to 
the FEAR they've instilled in you, as you constantly expect and wait for THE NEXT 
HAPPENING.

Sorry for the rant, but for the love of fucking God y'all, please realize that even 
a "happening" is nothing more than a psyop, used to manipulate and control YOU, the 
masses.

If you're really following Q's completely and purposefully, blatantly obvious 
question sequences, then try for just a second to step back and realize what's 
actually happened over the last 18 months, when trying to answer. He's obvious and 
very LEADING on purpose. He's showing you that you don't have to RECREATE the 
fucking wheel. Boards like /pol/, who've already been openly researching, 
discussing, documenting, archiving, etc. IN MASSES for the last 18 months alone, 
ALREADY KNOW a LARGE majority the answers to many of the questions, being posed. 
Don't y'all realize it yet?! Don't you understand WHY people like Q, choose to come 
here?! They come because they expect you to already know for yourselves what's being 
discussed. Hence he wanted YOU, to take what YOU ALREADY KNOW about the things he's 
stating that YOUR MASSES have ALREADY openly researched, discussed, documented, 
archived and have PROVEN you already understand and can factually validate/justify 
with proof, to specifically connect OLD NEWS, to what will be, NEW NEWS.
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Dots of today = dots of tomorrow. Draw the lines for the sleepy. ONLY "happening" 
threat, is threat WE pose to ourselves.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g9drJ/U5 Mon 13 Nov 2017 14:23:50 No.149278184
>>149275665
And guess who funded it all, y'all?!? Who might have had a vested interest for the 
last 15+ years and due to that interest and agreed upon extensive, unprecedented 
access, might have funded such covert, NSA/FBI/DHS circumventing, CIA intel 
operations like Angelfire/Keystone, specifically?!

Maybe a US stakeholding Rothschild, named Lynn? See how it all comes full circle 
y'all?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g9drJ/U5 Mon 13 Nov 2017 14:38:28 No.149280048
>>149276369
It's true y'all. CIA's intel operation was designed and built, amongst lots of other 
scariervthings, to siphon intel off NSA, FBI, DHS, etc. internal intel systems 
programs, and aggregate it back to CIA.

I mean, you can read this for yourself on wikileaks. You can read through the source 
code for fucks sake. Wikileaks even wrote y'all a nice cover letter explaining what 
Vault 7 was, that even most non-tech people could comprehend on a high-level. This 
shouldn't be posed as question anymore. It's been a fucking publicly available fact, 
for 6 months now.

It's why Trump is publicly forcing Pompeo to investors hate Binney's testimony 
officially. It's why Rogers pretty much controls every intel arm of CIA right now 
and has, it's why the CIA and FBI are falling all over each other to testify against 
each other, it's just another reasonwhy Comey is pissed at Obama and ultimately GWB 
for initiating it, it's why Clapper, Brennan and Rice went after Flynn so hard, I 
mean, this is factual.

If you're still questioning this, no wonder y'all have a hard time believing people 
like Mueller and Comey could have flipped to save their asses and worked out a plea 
deal. You're missing one of the biggest factually proven "WHY" they'd do it, which 
answers the incentive you can't imagine, for doing so.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 15:54:41 No.149289691
Y'all, I posted this in the Don Jr./Assange/Atlantic thread, but iI just HAVE to 
post it here, too!

>149286083 (OP) #
HAHAHAHA! Well, we knew it'd surface soon, after Rohrabacher was named in Flynn 
probe last week, so The Atlantic must've won the leak (I pushed for NYT just to 
stick it right up their asses), but alas... I digress.

If after ALL I've told y'all about Assange since May for fucks sake, still seems 
like a LARP after this, I give up. Like I said, a LONG TIME AGO, no one "BAD" got 
Assange. Disinfo is good, like Q guy says though, right?! Maybe we just needed y'all 
to think he was "got", for the "get", until we didn't need it any more. Might not 
have needed the "get" anymore, after right around May 2017, no? Unironic... of 
course. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:02:44 No.149290636
>>149289071
May, brah. Since May. And I'm the same, one single person as I was in May, then in 
July, then again more routinely since October. This is my longest consistent stint 
and between us, y'all, it's been really fun. I actually get how this place full of 
nameless, faceless "anons", can still give you the feels, like a community.
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I'm not a LARP, I've never tried to steer y'all wrong. I tell you as much as I can, 
when I can, the best way I think I know how and I do it all without begging for 
followers, subs, RT's, or donations.

So if any of those airplane radio people are here, and without diverting from the 
topic too much because it may relate, is there anyone here now, who listens to the 
weird channels in those threads, who might be able to help me out?! I have a 
question I need to ask...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:11:28 No.149291685
>>149290030
No, it doesn't and just like vague tweets about "wiretapping" that played the 
fucking media like a fiddle on purpose and then made them all look like assholes 
later, so do purposeful, intentional leaks, covering purposeful and intentional 
docs, that only seem vague, NOW.

Let this bake, brah. Let the media pick it up, chew it, spin it and spit it out. 
Then, re-read the cap you should personally make of THIS POST and archive it, as 
soon as you're finished reading... because WHEN today's "VAGUE", becomes tomorrow's 
"MADMAN", you can pull this right back up and say you were in the cap! Trust me, 
it's a keeper. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:18:48 No.149292612
>>149290937
Ahhh!!! That's it, thanks, boss! SKYKANGS!! I could picture it in all caps telling 
us to get comply and listen in the threads I've scrolled past, but I couldn't think 
of the exact word! It was killing me!!

I need one of those SKYKANG dudes. One that's been consistently listening from about 
6:00-11:00 p.m. EST for the last 5 months but more importantly, over the last 4 
days, Friday -Sunday.

To make sure I'm clear, these people are listening to AF radio communications 
transmitted, is this right?! I'm not trying to waste anyone's time or energy if 
they're willing to help me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:22:56 No.149293154
>>149291325
He is and he will, but he's sold them out to save his ass, for the very same reasons 
he worked with the swamp, too. He's an asshole trying to save his own ass now that 
his friends aren't in charge. Just like most of them resigning from seats or not 
running for re-re-elections.

TRUST ME... YOU WANT FLYNN INDICTED! He's been waiting 5 months for it. HE WANTS IT. 
He's DYING to go on the record, under oath, and tell YOU EXACTLY HOW HE GOT THERE!!! 
Manafort was excited too, y'all!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:29:17 No.149294023
>>149291496
No. Not implying that. I'm not exactly sure what I'm asking, I'm relaying something 
asked to me, that I found interesting.

They thought I might know because no one really knows what exactly I do, but I don't 
know... I'm just curious now, like the cat, I guess, haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:31:58 No.149294356
>>149292733
It could be, that's what I'm trying to determine. I want to know what's been heard, 
if anything. Who can help?!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:znZKJkTg Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:32:53 No.149294481
>>149292879
Thanks!!! Going now!!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZlZqND3v Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:42:26 No.149295727
>>149292504
Yes but as to not distract or deter from this thread, think someone could do me a 
solid and whip up a separate thread for to catch more of the skykang guys 
attentions, to get more feedback?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ZlZqND3v Mon 13 Nov 2017 16:58:54 No.149297824
>>149296037
It's regarding a significant uptick of B-2/F-35 activity, noticed sporadically over 
the last 5 months, but specifically heightened Friday - Sunday nights, roughly 6:00 
- 11:00 pm EST.

I'm not trying to be vague if that's how this is coming across. I'm just relaying a 
question that was relayed to me. So I've been trying to piece together what was 
"normie" described, simply because I'm now just interested and want to know, if that 
makes sense?

I just don't wanna shit up this board if it's irrelevant. If it's relevant to this, 
we can link it back, but I think a separate thread might be better. I was gonna wait 
for a skykang thread, but I don't wanna shit up their comfy threads either.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iCY1i70Y Mon 13 Nov 2017 17:19:45 No.149300540
>>149298882
Haha, it's good but want breadcrumbs?! Watch Risk if you haven't. Woman who produced 
Snowden, did Assange's Risk. When youre done, let us know what you picked up. I'd 
watch it twice, pay attention to the VERY end, then go back and compare to 
INTERESTING timeframes.

ANOTHER NOTE ABOUT ASSANGE FOR THE REST OF Y'ALL...

Pay attention to what's coming out today about Don Jr. and Assange's communication. 
If you've read any of my posts made in May or July, specifically the Seth Rich ones 
and the Assange dump ones and what he's sitting on, note what I said in detail about 
the Rohrabacher meetings and timeframes, in comparison to the timelines of the Don 
Jr. communications. Then, note that Dianne Feinstein requested the release of all of 
Assange's twitter DM messages from Twitter directly, right before Rohrabacher was 
named in probe earlier last week.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iCY1i70Y Mon 13 Nov 2017 17:43:01 No.149303384
Quoted By: >>149305101
>>149300865
I hate the nickname, so maybe it is, haha!

Sorry, but realizing I'll probably get made fun of for this, what does "RN" mean?

Look, let me try to simplify this for you brah... "proof" is a relative concept 
anymore, isn't it? I mean, did ALL the "proof" the MSM fed you, claiming Hillary 
would "win the election", actually prove she won? No, because she didn't win. The 
proof was wrong. Did all of the statistical "proof", based on the solid, accurate, 
confirmed reports that all of the most reputable polls in the country "backed up" 
and "proved", price the MSM reports were right? No, because they weren't right. The 
numbers and statistics were as wrong, too. I mean, you and I could dedicate 300+ 
threads on all of the bullshit "facts" and "confirmations", our once normally 
trusted channels and sources for "proof", have been disproved and discredited on, 
countless times, right? Therefore, "proof" is relative.
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If you're already here, then you already realize this. I'm never asking any of y'all 
to believe me. I'm asking you to use your own brains and simply consider what I'm 
saying. PROVE it to yourself because in the end, we both know only YOU can "redpill" 
yourself, especially when learning and proving the truth to yourself, only becomes 
more important after you've learned you've been lied to.

Forget me, forget "Q", forget any nicknamed anon on here. We are ALL any n. We are 
equals, we have to be. It's WHY here is important. That said, do you think any of 
the info you've read, researched, posted and contributed to in these threads or any 
threads for that matter, hasn't felt good? Do you feel YOU'VE learned a lot more 
about shit you already assumed, because YOU put the time in YOU needed to, to 
justify and prove to YOURSELF, what you believe is, or isn't? If you've learned 
more, that's not in vein, right?! Con't...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iCY1i70Y Mon 13 Nov 2017 17:56:53 No.149305101
>>149303384
If you've proactively taken it upon yourself to research, absorb, communicate and 
source, well documented and supported, thoughts opinions, perceptions, etc. in and 
effort to "prove" your observations and then continue the open conversation and 
communication of the flow of ideas based on educated, thoughtful processes, is that 
time or effort spent in vein? Is that not positive and good?!

If I'm wrong, then what the fuck is /pol/ here for, boss? The continuance of openly, 
free flowing information and discussion, especially online, which allows the masses 
to engage, is one of the ONLY things we all still have working in our favor - Sorry 
Brits, I know it's getting rough over there. :o(

All the proof you should ever need... is here. It's one of the only places left. 
Don't take it for granted. Decide for yourself, brah. It's ok to be led to water, 
but don't let ANYONE FORCE YOU TO DRINK!!! It's YOUR job to prove anything you wanna 
know, to yourself.

IT'S WHAT MAKES YOU FOREVER BETTER THAN ANY AI!!!! WATSON ISN'T LOGICAL, RATIONAL, 
OR EMOTIONAL. Watson isn't and will never be, HUMAN. It's only as good as it's last 
fucking update. You're good, brah! I sleep comfy every single night and if I ever 
can't because of something I know, y'all would be the first to know (right after my 
senpai and still sleepy, oblivious friends, of course)!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:GJv8a0NC Tue 14 Nov 2017 18:34:52 No.149452572
>>149448666
Untrue, y'all. I'm never posting in those threads again, not probably in any thread. 
Since approx. #144 those threads have been purposefully baited by coordinating 
bakers and about 7 additional people injecting their own opinion, agenda driven 
narratives into the threads, the enduring they're creating new threads.

They think they're doing a "right" thing, of course as only they've deemed, "right". 
What they're doing is spreading blatant disinfo and it's wrong. I admit that when I 
lurked and saw people looking for me or asking a question, I answered and tried to 
bring them back on track because original Q was interesting and correct about a lot 
of things, but like I said in prior posts, a few things stuck out that seemed 
trivial at the time, but they're completely incorrect now as being altered and 
manipulated by whoever this group running these threads have been, since.

I will not support or participate in the threads anymore. They're bullshit.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:GJv8a0NC Tue 14 Nov 2017 18:59:39 No.149455853
>>149453284
... shhh... it's not a very good one. You're Larping to those who don't know any 
better. You're directly changing narrative to promote what YOU DEEM important and 
candidly, who the fuck are any of YOU, to do so?! Instead of "containing", you've 
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expanded your audienc. You're drawing more of the oblivious to the threads, only to 
read YOUR bullshit and lies.

It's extremely irresponsible. It's why your Q friend probably isn't coming back. It 
will be the demise of credibility for the board.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:GJv8a0NC Tue 14 Nov 2017 19:12:19 No.149457495
Quoted By: >>149457595
>>149456680
Haha, they're "directions" to each other in "containment plotting", tells them to 
shy away from naming or mentioning (((them))), even when warranted I guess.

I get their intentions, but for them to not realize how fucking awful this has 
gotten, is atrocious.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:GJv8a0NC Tue 14 Nov 2017 19:13:00 No.149457595
>>149457495
*their

~~~~~Anonymous ID:X3o2pxbq Wed 15 Nov 2017 14:33:46 No.149571704
>>149565615
Y'all, this anon is EXACTLY correct. I'm sorry, but please do not include or 
reference me or anything I've said, in any further posts. I do not support anything 
outside of the ORIGINAL "Q" posts. Admittedly, I don't know Q, I do not think I know 
this person and I can assure you, anyone who is implying or claiming to have the 
kind of access that Q does, would NOT say anything beyond or further than the 
original posts.

At the #130 mark of these threads, I started to notice an agenda-driven underbelly 
of a few ID's that seemed to follow from thread to thread, purposefully injecting 
bullshit rhetoric into still valid, innocent discussions. Since that time, anons no 
different, credible, valid or "in the know" than any of the rest of you, started 
driving this conversation. Even coordinating OP's to pre-create the next threads, 
right after a current thread had just been added.

OTHER ANON'S took it upon themselves to DECIDE FOR THE REST OF YOU, what THEY deemed 
valid, credible and "correct". THEY have been telling and confirming to YOU, what is 
"TRUE" and "CONFIRMED" and sadly, THEY are NO ONE to do so... even worse?! Many of 
YOU participating every day/night, don't even realize what's going on. These people 
have taken it upon themselves, in some theorhetical name of "Q" and "truth" to 
attempt to "preserve" some "message" this Q person was giving (as conveyed and 
confirmed by them, without the rest of y'all's input, don't forget), on some quest 
to save the fucking world. They have actually justified the coordinated and 
orchestrated dissemination of disinfo in an attempt to keep you on "task", "on the 
right path" all while convincing YOU, "you're holding the line" and "containing" the 
nay-saying shills, even the many who have an innocently derived difference of 
opinion, or valid argument against something THEY'VE SOLELY DEEMED, "correct" or 
"confirmed"... 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:GrIaEuHL Wed 15 Nov 2017 14:56:48 No.149575580
>>149571704
For those who feel "meg" made sense, then I'd like to say this...

Know why I used to actually like this post that showed up in the better part of the 
first 130+ threads or so?! >>149565587
Because it USED to say, "-DISREGARD MEGAANON". I LIKE that. I liked that YOU didn't 
just believe and swallow anything you were fucking fed. I like knowing I had to work 
for shit here. I liked knowing you'd make educated, well-sourced and documented, 
verifiable, credible arguments and rebuttals. I liked that YOU were discussing these 
things in REAL TIME, and while yes, as a community, your anonymity allowed you to 
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remove the traps of hive-mind mentality.

These last 200 "containment" threads are NOTHING MORE THAN HIVE-MIND driven 
propaganda. Whether "Q" is ever right, I'm ever right, it doesn't even fucking 
matter because YOUR PURPOSEFULLY coordinates bared, manipulated AND injected SPIN, 
has TAINTED any validity or relevancy that credible posts or anonymous posters, 
brought to the board.

Those of you who took it upon yourselves to orchestrate this clusterfuck, thinking 
you're all "Kek's" for doing so, as you pat yourselves on the backs, should realize 
you'll never be anything more than the fucking shills and LARPs you accuse others of 
being. When this is all over and the unassuming are now aware leading y'all to make 
you ways back over to your normally frequented "trip" loving Reddit, Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, etc. sites you troll for "information" on, please 
remember YOU WERE NEVER RESPONSIBLE FOR ANYTHING YOU'VE WASTED THE LAST 2 WEEKS OF 
EVERYONE'S TIME AND ENERGY ON. You were NEVER part of a solution... YOU ARE NO 
DIFFERENT THAN THE FUCKING PROBLEM.

I will never post in these fake ass threads about "Q" AGAIN, y'all. Know this so you 
don't believe anyone claiming to be me. You're being played and the longer you 
pander, longer you're in the hive, oblivious to what YOU'RE MISSING. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NZ3XEuME Wed 15 Nov 2017 15:51:15 No.149583033
Quoted By: >>149585374
Here's the thing y'all... original Q is kinda no different than I am. I'm called a 
LARP, he's called a LARP, potato, potado. Someone came on here as an "Anon", made a 
few posts a few times and left. Simple as that. Who he is, what he does, where he's 
been, no one knows. What the original Q said wasn't all necessarily incorrect or 
wrong. In fact, I get a lot of shit for saying things some of y'all have said you 
already know. Posts like mine and like Q's originals, aren't meant as "breadcrumbs", 
with efforts to "connect dots" for YOU. They're meant for others.

The problem isn't Q, or me, or anyone who y'all have ever considered a LARP on here, 
for that matter. The biggest problem with the last 200 threads is that since roughly 
the 130's through 140's, a group of fucking anons deemed themselves, responsible and 
accountable for being the authority on all things Q.

They took everyone's equality of individuality as "anons" and purposefully made them 
and organized team. THEN, they created fake Q posts, fake trips, faked and pre-
"baked" threads, etc. to push an agenda and narrative THEY deemed "right" and 
"correct".

Many of the links that the original "Q" made were correct. In fact, many of you 
should've already known and linked these things. Again, these weren't necessarily 
intended for YOU, they're intended for those on here that need the push. In many 
ways y'all act as "Q" when you individually and anonymously "connect the dots" 
correctly for others. The issue is not the mass, open and public discussion and 
thought sharing of individuals... that's the POINT of the board and boards similar. 
The real issue with the CBTS is that a certain group of well-intended but 
horrifically fucking wrong individuals, took it upon themselves to instigate and 
perpetuate the intentional dissemination of made-up bullshit, sprinkled with 
legitimate fact, to get innocent people...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NZ3XEuME Wed 15 Nov 2017 16:09:55 No.149585374
Quoted By: >>149588583
>>149583033
... desperate and already in search of truth and transparency, like so many of us, 
to not only join but tirelessly contribute to a hive-minded, agenda-based narrative, 
those outside of this little colluding group, had no real clue they were actually 
contributing to.
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I tried to interject a few times when I felt like I could do so effectively, without 
being shilled to death. I tried to point out the Q parts that were already factual 
and why they were important, while also calling out the parts that were being 
purposefully created and injected, like ALL of the "trip Q". Hell, half of those 
colluding to spread bullshit don't even realize THEY were roped into it because even 
"trip Q" wasn't the original Q. I realize I'm a shitty /pol/ poster. I don't meme, I 
don't know all the "terms", etc. BUT, I NEVER lead y'all down 400 thread fucking 
rabbit holes over the course of 2 fucking weeks, dropping bullshit on purpose to 
distract you. I join already existing threads and post anything relevant that I KNOW 
I can contribute to. Nothing more, nothing less, take it or leave it. It's what I 
always say. I never lurked or posted here for hive mind discussion. If I wanted 
that, you'd find me on fucking twitter and YouTube, I guess. Ever see reddit posting 
caps of shit I've said there, here?! No because I don't post there.

Sad thing is this... if Q had any legitimacy to him, we'll never know. So much had 
been missed on here the last two weeks it's not even worth discussing anymore. It's 
relevancy has passed.

Just remember, FBI, CIA and Fed will never look or function the same again (in a 
good way) when Trump is done. Anyone screaming a happening, has NO FUCKING CLUE, 
what's ACTUALLY happening, let alone when. Anyone who knows a thing or two, wouldn't 
be dumb enough to say it on here unless they're on a one-hit-wonder post, 
incarceration or suicide mission. Trumps presser today was routine. You know this...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NZ3XEuME Wed 15 Nov 2017 16:35:45 No.149588583
>>149585374
EVERY PRESIDENT recaps a foreign trip themselves, upon their return. It's stabdard. 
It's procedure. Does Trump like to be coy and mysterious in vague phrases, tweets, 
etc.? Yes! Does he use his OWN handle to say or convey things to you indirectly and 
directly? Sure does... it's not like the media does him any favors, right?!

Most of y'all already know what's real, what isn't, what could be such and what 
shouldn't be even considered, right? Stick to your individual, Anon guts, post what 
YOU think is real, what YOU think is fake, valid, credible, plausible, etc. and let 
your independently driven, generalized mass consensus, drive the conversations. Do 
it this way, all the time and you'll only force these paid shill organizations to 
have to overstaff and work overtime.

Remember y'all, when 1,000 educated, well-informed individuals, freely and 
rightfully vocalize their OWN opinions, formed on facts, valid sources, credible 
information, etc. you'll eventually come to a consensus and conclusion, that 
reflects the individualized contributions of the overall mass. When individuals 
independently contribute to the greater mass, it creates a far greater, stronger 
more powerful and impactful movement than hive mind, mentality.

Know why it's actually easier to red pill people than you might think?! Because even 
as Mockingbird shows you, when people in masses are told something repeatedly and 
redundantly, sure after a while they'll go along and say they believe it, but in 
reality, unless they've actually researched it, educated themselves on it, have a 
vested, inquisitive interest or concern in it, etc. for whatever "it" is, they don't 
care either way. They're not married to the answer they've learned and regurgitated 
in the hive. They're not vested in it, they're not committed to it. They don't give 
a shit until you ask them to explain or support the reasons they believe whatever 
they're saying...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NZ3XEuME Wed 15 Nov 2017 16:44:20 No.149589716
>>149586814
Can you give me an example of an Anon ever on here, not on an arrest or suicide 
mission, who's actually given y'all something as substantial as you deem a 
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"happening" like you're looking for, where what they said would happen, actually 
happened, during the exact date/time they said it would happen, just the way they 
detailed it would?!

I'm curious because I've been here for the better part of 3 years and I haven't seen 
a fucking thing. I'm just genuinely interested in what I'm missing that y'all have 
apparently witnessed first hand and consider legitimate.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NZ3XEuME Wed 15 Nov 2017 16:53:01 No.149590797
>>149589654
The same people who believed someone posting on here nicknamed "Q" was fucking 
posting "secretly" taken pictures out of AF1 windows, during active cruise time, are 
the same people screaming fucking LARP when someone with legitimate shit to offer, 
might actually do so, without selling themselves or those around them, down the 
fucking river to do it.

Those are the people you should be concerned about and suspicious of.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NZ3XEuME Wed 15 Nov 2017 17:11:39 No.149593032
>>149591605
We'll wait brah, do you really think it's just that simple? I'm genuinely asking. I 
agree, (((they))) have an undeniably, historically proven, huge role in all of this, 
but if you stop there, without giving credit where credit is REALLY due, you're 
missing the biggest picture, which will allow (((them))) to continue, for hundreds 
of years to come.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:K77ARIti Wed 15 Nov 2017 18:06:19 No.149599732
Y'all, this NEEDS TO BE SAID (and you might wanna save this so you can say "told ya 
so", to everyone doubting you, now)...

These Moore accusations are going to the the end of the estab. GOP. They are 
literally DNC'ing the election in Ala. like they did Bernie and you're going to 
watch it ALL play out.

Only difference between the DNC and GOP was you had to read emails to find the 
elections were illegally rigged against Bernie, by his own party. Take note of 
EVERYONE who's come out publicly calling for Moore to resign. They're going to 
regret it.

Oh and don't worry, Moore, Bannon, they ALL KNEW it was coming. It's why Trump threw 
a short and sweet nod in Strange's favor, Bannon pushed what was important by Trump 
proxy in the field and Moore is getting harder to handle every single day because 
he's fucking dying to bust the lid. Hate to say it, I kinda hope it doesn't break 
until after elections. If he looses and the lid pops, do you know what that does to 
the GOP?!? How much WORSE it is for them that they ruined a campaign on planted 
bullshit leading him to lose the actual election, not just the nomination?!?

This will be the end of the McConnell, Ryan, McCain, Graham, etc. reign. The DNC is 
gutting itself, the GOP is gutting themselves, neither can keep secured seats from 
resigning, too many aren't going for re-election... don't you see what's actually 
happening?

THIS IS THE SWAMP GOP's election rigging and "collusion". COME OUTSIDE Y'ALL ARE 
MISSING THE STORM!!!

Oh and Menendez's Dominican accusers are awfully close and sound a lot like 
Hillary's Haiti accusers, no?! Please pay attention. It all comes full circle. ;o) 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Zc/kCIgG Wed 15 Nov 2017 20:34:41 No.149617354
>>149616818
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Ha! I was scrolling through Roy threads and saw this as I scrolled right by thought, 
"that looked like my shitty tile".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Zc/kCIgG Wed 15 Nov 2017 20:38:18 No.149617771
>>149617406
Umm, who is that? Why do y'all keep spreading bullshit like this?! Like whoever said 
I was Huck Sanders?! KellyAnne? It's dumb...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Zc/kCIgG Wed 15 Nov 2017 20:52:23 No.149619556
>>149617764
The initial threads on the first Q Anon were interesting. But sadly I realized the 
threads had been spun and tainted with bullshit on purpose by a group of anons who 
deemed themselves to be some self-nominated patriots of the thread and they ruined 
it all. I posted about my discontent earlier and I'm upset for those who were 
innocently unaware they were contributing to a massive thread that was purposefully 
turned into a LARP, by those who choose to LARP in a name of "containment". They're 
still doing it, creating those CBTS threads, now trying to be blatantly obvious as 
to their explanations of why they did what they did. It was a bullshit experiment 
and it still is. I can't even understand how anyone is reading the shit these people 
are posting and blindly swallowing it.

They're not helping anyone. At this point, they've made it too much fucking work to 
actually confirm what came from Q, what was their concocted bullshit, etc. Half the 
"answers" to Q references they've deemed "confirmed" as "correct" on the spreadsheet 
are actually wrong so I got pretty tired of watching it all happen.

Too many things are actually happening right now and they're important yet being 
missed. I can't take the blind hive mind. I'm more pissed about the innocent people 
who came here and had no clue what was going on within the threads. People are 
really being caused to stress and worry on such an uncalled for and unwarranted 
degree.

A majority of the actual Q posts are fantastic. It's a shame these idiots ruined the 
whole point of it all. I don't want to be associated with it anymore.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Zc/kCIgG Wed 15 Nov 2017 20:54:18 No.149619785
>>149617869
I wonder who that good brah Todd is?! Like Todd Whiskey or something?! Is he in this 
thread?! Todd, you here boss?! >>149619065

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Zc/kCIgG Wed 15 Nov 2017 21:07:09 No.149621279
>>149619065
I'm not Hope, can't hook you up.

I don't know what your role is. I don't come here to dictate roles, though yes, I do 
like to encourage things that could help, for those who ask. I think everything 
y'all have been doing (pre-CBTS) is fine, no?! Isn't it why people with things to 
say might wanna come here, in the first place?! Why are y'all so eager to bend 
yourselves when just doing what you have been doing, is probably what brought people 
here and compelled them to "help" in the first place?

I think sticking it to the MSM is great. You keep them on their toes. "Citizen" info 
researching, archiving, sharing and discussing is great too! Keeps the real 
"investigators", on their toes and forces them to answer your masses. I think 
talking about these things you question with your families, friends, neighbors, etc 
is great! It's your freedom and right to do so and it shouldn't be stifled or 
threatened. Silence is scarier than hard, well educated conversations.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Zc/kCIgG Wed 15 Nov 2017 21:21:46 No.149622940
>>149621328
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Let me say it again, when I say or imply, "falling for", I'm not talking about the Q 
directly related, initial posts. Whether a LARP or not, it doesn't matter... the 
content IS mostly true and you can fact check and source it all via already publicly 
documented and accessible resources and materials yourselves. You didn't need Q for 
that. In many ways, you don't need me for that, either. The problem that's 
frustrating which compelled people (like me) to post on here for instance, is when 
you see 10 separate threads on 10 different topics at the same time, all related and 
no one connecting the dots between.

This is how these citizen-driven investigations start to die out. People get so 
driven into one specific thing, they don't pick their heads up until another 
"happening" happens. The research and documentation is great and needed, but if it 
doesn't get y'all anywhere, what's the point?

It's like every time everyone gets all wrapped up in another thing, they realize 3 
weeks in that Pizza, trafficking, etc. ties in. Uh, yeah! It does. Dig enough into 
all these things and you'll see all the same names, same agencies, departments, 
directors, congressmen, etc. for decades, or their plucked and groomed predecessors. 
The swamp is dirty, it runs deep and in reality, it doesn't take many to keep it 
churning.

I don't know what else to say...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iOsLY9eT Fri 17 Nov 2017 17:49:24 No.149866458
I told y'all morecthan 6 wks ago the CIA, FBI and Fed will be guilted and won't 
exist the way they do today.

FBI
CIA
FED

It's all going. You can keep talking about it, theorizing, hypothesizing, wondering, 
questioning, worrying, etc. but EVERYTHING THATS BEEN HAPPENING OVER THE LAST 4 WKS, 
IS PART OF "THE HAPPENING".

You are watching it all collapse and the ONLY difference between us coming out on 
top or not, is US and how WE handle it, as a society. NK isn't our threat. SA isn't 
out threat. MS-13 isn't our threat. WE ARE OUR OWN BIGGEST THREAT!!!! How WE as a 
mass handle all of this, is what will ultimately solidify our own history in stone. 
I don't agree with this Q guys constant hype party like the world is gonna fucking 
end tomorrow, but the reality of what he's trying to imply, is what threatens us 
most. Our own ignorant, their reactions and actions are our threat. Talk about THAT 
with your family and friends. MEME THAT. They WANT us to turn all of this into 
constant Charlottesville's where they can pay supremisists and antifa to show up and 
purposefully instigate and provoke problems, while throwing a patsy you'll never 
hear about again, into a Dodge Charger and claiming someone actually died, with VERY 
little proof to support.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iOsLY9eT Fri 17 Nov 2017 17:51:39 No.149866705
>>149865732
This isn't from me, y'all. I didn't write or post this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:iOsLY9eT Fri 17 Nov 2017 17:57:42 No.149867388
>>149866078
This is great! So true, too. It's so fucking easy to edit pics from planes and say 
you're on AF1. Do you think ANYONE is just allowed to take, let alone post pics from 
AF1?! Has ANYONE believing those pics of Q's ever been in flight with AF1? Do y'all 
even know what the protocols are for preboarding and deboarding?! It's fucking 
incredible how far these threads have gone without these things being looked into.
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Here's a tip y'all, you don't get to hop on AF1 w/ POTUS and just Snapchat/selfie 
the whole active flight. You don't get to take/post shit in-flight like that. It's 
not how it works.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:eLz34JoC Sat 18 Nov 2017 15:33:53 No.149979733
>>149977189
I'm talking to you directly on purpose because you ID'ed yourself in another thread 
to me as "the spreadsheet guy in the CBTS threads" a few days ago. I have a few 
questions directly for you, I'm hoping you'll help me with? I realize I could dig 
through archives but because I haven't followed closely, I want to make sure I'm not 
missing anything.

1. Of the airplane window pictures "Q" posted, did he or was he, claiming they were 
taken from AF1, while in active flight travel, during the Asia trip?

2. Are the airplane pictures "Q" posted from AF1, the ONLY pictures he posted, or 
are there others taken from the ground I may have missed? If there are, can you link 
them or point me to where I can find/view them myself?

3. Of all the pictures "Q" posted, were they from The original "Q" before a trip 
code, or did they also come from the signed "VQC" and the "Q" tripcoded posts as 
well? If "Q" posted any pictures from the "VQC" or "Q" tripcode ID's, can you please 
indicate which exact pictures those were?

Thanks for any help you can provide! ;o) 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iaqm1Vop Sat 18 Nov 2017 15:57:29 No.149982214
>>149981244
Thanks for your reply in the last thread. I've looked through but is there any 
screen cap or archive that shows only "Q" original posts, before the VQC and 
tripcode Q? I'm only looking for the original Q posts or pics from day 1, not the 
VQC posts or the posts after a trip code was added to "Q".

Are these archived anywhere?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iaqm1Vop Sat 18 Nov 2017 16:10:00 No.149983499
>>149982870
I can't find a readable one in the OP, all too blurry. Any tricks to make this less 
blurry that I'm missing?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iaqm1Vop Sat 18 Nov 2017 16:28:15 No.149985457
>>149982958
I'd love to see a clear cap or archive of original Q posts only. No trip, no VQC... 
just what pertains to the original Q and related posts, if anyone has them?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ac2fcfum Sat 18 Nov 2017 17:08:11 No.149989996
Spreadsheet Anon...

>>149984833
Thanks this is great! I can read it all!

Next question, when do y'all feel the original Q posts ended? 11/7 before the trip 
was added, with first tripcode posts starting on11/9? Is that the general consensus 
of those genuinely participating and contributing to these threads?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ac2fcfum Sat 18 Nov 2017 18:02:12 No.149995875
Quoted By: >>149996825
>>149992442
Here's the problem y'all. I'm one of the two people you mentioned as an Anon below. 
I'm not a LARP. I know I'm not a LARP. That said, I have a very hard time reading 
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these threads, because again, I know I'm not a LARP.

I'm sorry if what I'm going to say pisses some of you off, that's not my intent, but 
again, IT NEEDS TO BE SAID BECAUSE IT'S THE TRUTH! Turn off your blinders for a 
second, read, absorb and digest what I'm telling you, for the love of fucking God! 
If you REALLY DO CARE about the things you've spent 430 threads and 3 weeks 
researching, archiving and discussing, then PLEASE, recognize that it's important 
you realize EXACTLY what's going on so you can continue to focus your attention and 
efforts in the right directions. DO NOT ALLOW THE CREDIBILITY OR VALIDITY OF YOUR 
HARD WORK AND THE CONNECTIONS YOU'VE MADE, BE TARNISHED OR DISCREDITED AND RUINED 
BECAUSE YOU DUDNT STOP TO REALIZE WHAT'S REAL AND WHAT'S NOT.

On Saturday 10/28/17, a few posts were added to a thread by a single anon and sadly 
overlooked. On Sunday 10/29/17, this same poster returned, referred to his 10/28 
posts and asked y'all to "Open your eyes". THIS POSTER, continued to return and 
engage in discussions with y'all in a series of posts from his first initial 
10/28/17 post, through to his LAST POST ON 10/31/17, ending with "Take good care. 
God bless".

THAT WAS IT FROM THIS POSTER. NOTHING MORE.

On Wednesday 11/1/17 a new poster showed up and started HIS FIRST POST by ID'ing 
himself as "Q Clearance Patriot". This poster can be seen clearly mimicking the 
original 10/27/17 poster's styling and formatting, while also adding his own 
inherent style.

THESE TWO POSTERS ARE NOT THE SAME!!!

"Q Clearence Patriot" is NOT THE SAME as the first Anon who dropped LEGITIMATE 
breadcrumbs for y'all. The anon from 10/28-10/31 IS THE ONLY LEGITIMATE ANON YOU 
SHOULD BE PAYING ATTENTION TO!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ac2fcfum Sat 18 Nov 2017 18:09:57 No.149996825
>>149995875

The 11/1/17 "Q Clearance Patriot" anon and "Q tripcode" anon are the same person and 
THEY are who you shouldn't be legitimizing with your time and energy. They have had 
y'all chasing your dicks, claiming happenings will happen that won't, that martial 
fucking law is coming that won't, that an EMP is imminent, that isn't, that they 
have access to AF1, POTUS, ASIA trips, etc. they DON'T, etc.!!! They are 100% 
BULLSHIT.

Sure, the questions and "dots" they're connecting seem valid, but SURE TGEY WOULD... 
unless YOU, YOURSELF KNOW BETTER, right?! They are purposefully mixing in 
disinformation with fact and worst of all?!?! They're TELLING YOU THEY ARE, while 
probably laughing at you defending them, through the last 430 threads.

In all of your researching, questioning, digging and discussions, did ANYONE think 
about pre-flight, in-flight and post-flight, AF1 security protocols and procedures? 
Did any of you research WHO gets a seat on AF1 and WHAT standard, security 
protocols, procedures and measures are taken to secure the pre, in and post flight 
passengers and travel routes?

If you have never been on AF1, I wouldn't assume you'd know how lengthily and strict 
of a process it is. That said, TRUST ME when I tell you, "Q Clearance Patriot" and 
"tripcode Q", absolutely have y'all following a white rabbit down a hole THEY dug 
for you, alright.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dB5fJ7Mf Sat 18 Nov 2017 18:54:06 No.150002986
>>150001563
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>>149996825
WHERE IS Q?! Either I'm a larp or he is so I say we have it out, shall we, boss? 
What say YOU, fake Q?! Let's talk about WHO we are. What WE "know". Let's talk about 
how FAKE Q Clearance Patriot/tripcode Q, would've actually taken a window shot from 
AF1 in-flight or how ANYONE staffed/traveling on separate charter. If FAKE Q has 
y'all believing he's traveled WITH or ON BEHALF of Trump and team to Asia, then 
let's dig into WHY it'd be fucking impossible for anyone to snap and post an 
unauthorized, in-flight pic. THIS IS WHY I NEEDED TO SEE THE ORIGINAL Q POSTS. Q is 
fake. Anon from 10/28 (which is missing from caps) until 10/31 is the original 
poster that led to FAKE Q Patriot and tripcode Q. Pics CONFIRM!

Where ARE you Q? You're a lying piece of shit brah and between us, I got your 
number. If you did this for faps and giggles, guess what? You're a fucking loser. 
When this is all over, you'll STILL be a fucking loser. You didn't help anything or 
anyone. You just led already concerned, scared, vulnerable people, into chasing 
rabbits, down fake holes YOU DUG, who literally think the safety and security of 
themselves, their families, friends, etc. are at imminent stake!

SO WHERE ARE YOU FAKE Q?! GOT THE BALLS TO BACK UP THAT INSIDER DICK YOU'VE BEEN 
SWINGING ON HERE THE PAST 3 WEEKS?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dB5fJ7Mf Sat 18 Nov 2017 19:31:01 No.150006611
>>150004499
Haha, kinda felt better... but it's fading fast.

I just don't understand how anyone is justifying the further creation and spread of 
disinformation. It completely ruins the advantage open source boards like this have.

It's one thing to deal with a blatant larp or shill when the concensus of the 
majority is clear, but to think people are innocently and unassumingly willing to 
voluntarily waste more time and energy trying to connect fake dots, purposefully 
mixed in with a few real dots, just because some asshole, mooched traction/attention 
from a seemingly legitimate anon who dropped valid breadcrumbs, leading to more 
valid discussions in the right direction, is unbelievable to me.

/pol/ gets the larp and shill game. Even reddit to some extent, but many people in 
these threads don't get it and don't realize they're actually contributing to the 
SAME "disinfo spreading" problems they hate the MSM for, instead of being part of 
the solution, like they hope and assume they are.

That's wrong, boss. I don't care how you slice it. Fake Q owes it to y'all to prove 
himself. He can't, trust me... so he'll never be back. If he has the balls, he 
should answer for himself. AGAIN, I'm not saying anyone here is wrong for doing what 
they're doing, I'm only saying doing what you're doing, based on a fake Q, is in 
vein, especially when half the "dots" that have been confirmed as "connected", are 
wrong and thanks to fake Q for intentionally misleading y'all, they could never be 
right. That's his point. Make y'all look like assholes by larping off the attention 
a VALID anon was generating for being correct. That's all... it's just sad to watch 
happening.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dB5fJ7Mf Sat 18 Nov 2017 19:45:52 No.150007998
>>150005177
The problem is that y'all don't realize that you're feeding a fucking larp who 
spread disinfo that you're now unknowingly and unassumingly spreading.

Don't you see?! Fake Q has turned this original anon's valid breadcrumbs, into a 
larp and has turned you all into LARPs by mixing fact with fiction on purpose so you 
NEVER QUESTION THE LEGITIMACY ENOUGH.

You innocently think you're helping, slapping each other virtual high fives for 
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trending rabbit memes and Roseanne Barr retweets when in reality, you're only 
perpetuating a larp, without even realizing you're doing it. You're INNOCENT.

Fake Q is to blame. Not any of YOU If I'm wrong let HIM come at me, brah. I know who 
I am and I know who he can't be. So let him prove himself. Any "insider" willing to 
tell y'all you're gonna have 10 days of darkness and endure fucking martial law as 
if it's imminent, should have no problem justifying himself to me. My beef isn't 
with y'all... I'm looking for FAKE Q.

Until then, just go back to connecting most of his intentionally bogus l, disinfo 
spreading dots then flooding your newsfeeds, families and friends with disinfo 
hashtags like CNN, I guess...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KIflFIU5 Tue 21 Nov 2017 21:15:19 No.150413134
Quoted By: >>150414285
>>150404838
Umm... that's cause I cared about the discussions I'd hoped to create by coming 
here. ;o)

I said it once, twice, three and now four times over the last 2.5 weeks. Any "Q" 
posts from 11/1 until now are LARPS's. Sure, fake Q is asking decent, seemingly 
related questions, but again, this fake Q is ONLY riding the coattails of the 
ORIGINAL POSTER y'all should've been paying attention to, who posted from 10/28-
10/31. "Q Clearance Patriot" and "tripcode Q" are NOT THE ORIGINAL POSTER. They are 
MOOCHING off of the attention y'all initially gave the original poster and they've 
continued to LARP y'all for 4 weeks off of it.

Please understand, I'm not denying that the fake Q's posed a few solid sets of 
rational, good questions. They did. I'm not trying to discredit or take away from 
the exhaustive work, time and efforts many of you have put in to research, archive, 
discuss, "connect dots", etc. because if you've learned things you didn't know 
before, gained new interests or insights into other related things, if you've 
presented your findings with sources, facts, numbers, citing, etc. and created 
healthy discussions over it, either on here, on social media and more importantly, 
with your families, friends, neighbors, etc. that's all FANTASTIC!!! That's what you 
SHOULD be doing all the time! We should all be able to openly engage, discuss and 
consider, well-sourced and educated issues and topics. Remember, silence is far 
scarier than difficult conversations.

That said, there are MANY THINGS... TOO MANY THINGS that are COMPLETELY WRONG about 
what the fake Q from 11/1 until today, has said. In fact, it's purposefully and 
intentionally misleading. It's disifo and you're being led to believe it's YOUR JOB 
TO SPREAD IT TO THE MASSES.

Con't...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KIflFIU5 Tue 21 Nov 2017 21:25:33 No.150414285
>>150413134

The problem with questioning formats on here, is that when they're coupled without 
enough credible confirmation, y'all unintentionally take a hive mind approach and 
just agree on answers based on your mass concensus. Sadly, in the real world, we can 
all agree the sky is purple, but it's factually blue, so we're all wrong, even 
though we all think it.

There's so much disinfo mixed in with legitimate info, that anyone who innocently 
didn't know any better, could easily believe all of it, because just enough of it 
actually checks out that it's then EASY to convince yourselves the rest is valid. 
Sorry y'all, it's not all valid!
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So all I dropped by to say before I got distracted was NO, a fucking MAGTF unit WAS 
NOT deployed on Langley this weekend. Again, NOOOOOO, this NEVER HAPPENED and 
frankly, y'all should've ALREADY debunked this shit yourselves, the reasons why it 
could NEVER HAPPEN, are factually there and publicly accessible.

Come on y'all, this is just painfully sad to watch. I give up...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KIflFIU5 Tue 21 Nov 2017 21:43:58 No.150416373
>>150414903
I try... I've bailed out of these threads and apparently those "e-celebs" keep 
trying to reel me back into this shitmix...

All I know is, I left some David Wilcock brah a friendly voicemail tonight, in my 
female voice, reminding him I'm not a dude and no, I haven't been posting since June 
2016, as his "forensic analysis" confirmed. Who the fuck are these people? I mean 
really...

I also left him my #, hope he calls back!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KIflFIU5 Tue 21 Nov 2017 21:46:52 No.150416744
>>150415220
Yes, November 1st. Last post from the real guy this "Q Clearance" then Trip Q 
started larping off of, ended 10/31 with "take care god bless" or something like 
that. After 10/31, you haven't heard from that anon again, or wouldn't know it, 
cause Q Clearance has been fucking with y'all since...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Q0pDloac Tue 21 Nov 2017 22:25:03 No.150421065
>>150418529
Umm, yes that. Your clearance and Tripcode Q's are LARPING off the original poster.

I've called out Q several times. Why? Because he knows there's no chance in fucking 
hell ANYONE could've snapped and sent pics from AF1 in active transit, OR from the 
chartered tail of staff/press. HE LIED TO YOU!!!

I'm not trying to be mean but come on y'all... just pick your heads up for ONE 
SECOND and just attempt to imagine how ALL OF THESE THREADS would look if THE GOAL 
OF Q was to LARP, spread disinfo mixed with ry'all al info, then convince y'all to 
ignore shills, naysayers anyone legitimately questioning, disagreeing or opposed, 
while you created memes, infographics, etc. and then spread it all like herpes, all 
over social media, to the point Roseanne is retweeting it.

I mean for fucks sake y'all, DO YOU REALIZE HOW BEING PLAYED NOT ONLY DEFEATED YOUR 
PURPOSE, IT HURT YOU? It delegitimizes and invalidates ANY CREDIBILITY "citizen 
investigators" or the "masses" had proved over the last specifically 1.5 years where 
"fake news" became a "thing".

It sure would validate arguments for things like net neutrality and social media 
filtering, tracking, monitoring, etc., to normies wouldn't it?! Sure would validates 
Jack's decisions and moves on Twitter regarding his goal to stop the dissemination 
of "fake info", right? Sure would confirm if you're factually wrong about some of 
the questions, you're probably wrong about most, so you must be no different than 
those "crazy conspiracy theorists" bitching and falsely accusing people about Pizza, 
no?!

Of course WE are here because WE know what's really going on and what the factual 
truth is about MANY fucked up things the corrupt establishment has done for 50+ 
years, BUT don't let Q drag you down his hole of disinfo sharing and spreading 
anymore! This isn't going to end well and you're missing what's actually going on 
following intentionally misplaced crumbs. 
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:ovgPdQAB Tue 21 Nov 2017 22:54:49 No.150424343
>>150419965
If you read all of my posts, that a nice fella named "Todd Whiskey" painstakingly 
put together for y'all, you'd see EXACTLY when I flipped and WHY.

Or just be you, keep digging, connecting real dots with fake dots, shit you already 
know with shit intentionally questioned to get you chasing your own white rabbit 
down a hole that never ends, etc.

I explained IN DETAIL, like I always do, because I try not to stir the pot then 
leave y'all hanging, why I know the Q Clearance Anon and Q tripcode Anon is 
factually bullshit. I even admitted I did not realize initially, that the original 
10/28 - 10/31 poster was NOT the same as Q Clearance/trip and when I DID realize it, 
I said it here. The first indication I had that something was extremely off, were 
the claims that if YOU didn't do something, certsin events would, or wouldn't, 
happen. That's not the fucking case... at all. Sorry, y'all. Your memes and well-
sourced archives can help shape public opinion, when shared, but if you think and 
attempt on Trump, NK preemptive strikes, EMP's, 10 days of darkness etc. are 
determined or diverted by /pol/, then you are very mistaken.

The next red flag were the supposed AF1 pics. In hindsight, this is what I get for 
having a couple long and busy weeks at work I guess, because I missed these at 
first. I can 100% guarantee and assure you that NO ONE in active route on AF1, or in 
tail on charter, in Asia or ANYWHERE EVER, is snapping a pic out the windows and 
posting them anywhere on the internet, let alone 4chan. If you know the pre-boarding 
security protocols/procedures for AF1/charter, you'd know WHY I AM 100% RIGHT.

I'd NEVER imply that digging and dot connecting isn't productive or a valid use of 
time. IT IS!!!! It's why I've come for so long!!! But please, at least consider what 
I'm saying for YOURSELVES! Aren't you the slightest bit concerned that Q keeps 
pushing you on HIS mission? 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Q5N+4hsw Tue 21 Nov 2017 23:09:11 No.150425920
Quoted By: >>150427088
>>150414665
When everyone realizes WHY those Asia airplane window pics COULD NEVER BE TAKEN, let 
alone posted, in active flight, they'll realize it's a giant fucking scam. But like 
the saying goes, you can only lead the horse to fucking water, y'all. You can't make 
them drink.

They've turned these threads into CNN.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Q5N+4hsw Tue 21 Nov 2017 23:20:39 No.150427088
>>150425920
Watch Twitter use these hashtags and memes as "examples" of why they're doing what 
they're doing on 12/18, to "prove" to normies how disinfo is dangerous and needs to 
be tracked and monitored for the greater good. They'll label the Trump base as 
fucking crazies then they'll say how everyone thought it was Trump himself posting 
and they'll use the candor of his tweets, to try to imply that for all they know, he 
may as well could've been.

It's unfuckingbelievable.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Q5N+4hsw Tue 21 Nov 2017 23:47:19 No.150429798
>>150426973
Yes, the series of pics posted in flight implying they were taken and being posted 
in real time from AF1, are infact, bullshit.

Sadly, I hadn't kept up either for a few days during that time and didn't catch that 
the original poster from 10/28-10/31 that the QClearance Patriot and then later what 
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they called, Q tripcode (because he started to use a trip to ID himself) werent the 
same as the original poster.

The threads were archiving so fast I missed the posts between 10/31 and 11/1 and 
didn't realize it until it was too late. The 11/1 Q Clearance Patriot isn't the same 
as the 10/28-10/31 poster and in-flight pics he posted are 100% NOT from AF1. At 
least I admit I now truly understand what a "LARP" actually means.

To be honest, I'm sad for these people. They're innocent and truly believe they are 
helping. They're all, like most, so on edge. Everyone feels so vulnerable and lied 
to, for so long and this Q person is taking advantage of that.

I came back here in September/October because I felt compelled to get people EXCITED 
about all the great shit I knew was coming between then and the new year and do it 
in a way that would alert, without alarming, which is why dates/timeframes never 
would've worked, cause we all know how DC works. I tried to be honest, thorough, 
consistent and give enough details without unintentionally setting false 
expectations. Y'all are used to LARPs but as you've seen, most of the people in 
these threads aren't even used to /pol/, let alone a LARP like this. I just hope 
these people don't take it too personally when they realize what's been going on. We 
need as many as we can get, questioning and pressuring the status quo of the corrupt 
system. I hope the spread of this across all these social media sites, boards and 
platforms, isn't used against us by the MSM, social media, etc. to stifle or silence 
the progress we've all made over the last 2 years through the primaries, elections, 
etc.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 18:30:41 No.150534587
>>150531307
Q didn't "predict" anything you couldn't have, had you been paying closer attention, 
specifically between August 28th and October 12th.

Q's "images", should sadly be his BIGGEST giveaway... of you were paying more 
attention, you'd fairly easily realize why.

Technically every "insider" larp we've ever had, had a "bone to pick" with the CIA.

Now what? Awfully convenient he "admitted" and convince you disinfo is good, isn't 
it? Guess you're just supposed to know the difference? Think for a minute.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 19:03:19 No.150538145
Quoted By: >>150540273
>>150534773
But here's the problems with that...

1. Dig deep enough into anything and anyone, you'll find connections, especially 
when talking about governments, big corporations, Royals, commodities, industries 
and ALL their big global players. You can literally "follow the money" all day, 
especially if your doing it blindly. Thayer/Nex-Tech Aerospace DIRECTLY connects 
Pompeo six ways from Sunday to. bin Nayef, to the time of HINDREDS OF MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS over a decade. Does that mean you should chase your dick over it for 3 
threads? No. Just know it and move the fuck on.

2. Yes, there are far too many sadly oblivious people in this country, who need a 
bitch slap of fucking reality. Duh. That said (and for fucks sake please remember 
that you always need to be realistically honest with yourself, before you should 
even think about trying to be realistically honest with others), do you REALLY THINK 
ANYONE in DC who is in it to win it, for the destruction and drain of the swamp and 
exposure of the TRUTH, is realistically and honestly banking on a few well-played 
memes, sprawled across the popular yet factually corrupted, deceitfully and 
intentionally filtered, shadow-banning, traffic throttling social media sites, to 
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redpill and save the normie world, from it's own obliviously ignorant demise? Come 
on... you know better. You know that you know better.

3. We know that the power of an aware, focused mass, dedicating their time and 
concentrated efforts to the researching, sourcing, documenting, sharing, discussing, 
debating, theorizing, etc. of valuable information is THE MOST POWERFUL TOOL WE 
HAVE. We know it's what keeps THEM on their toes and up at night. What concerns me 
is the justification, validation and blind acceptance everyone is giving to the 
whole "Q admitted he spreads disinfo and disinfo is good", or "Q said memes will 
save the world we need to act now" and "Q said this so it has to be true and because 
he said this w/ that..."

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 19:23:54 No.150540273
Quoted By: >>150541077
>>150538145
Con't. from above

"... and it was asked above this other thing but mentioned 3 things under that one 
thing, so it's just gotta be important and mean something", type of prophetic 
bullshit going back and forth, that has factually led y'all to INCORRECTLY CONNECT 
DOTS, which now leads you to believing, confirming THEN SHARING AND SPREADING, a 
fuck ton of FAKE NEWS, that can and will (if needed) be FACTUALLY discredited. And 
should it all ever hit the MSM and all those little dots you chased your dicks 
incorrectly connecting are called out? Guess what you just accomplished? NOTHING. In 
fact, YOU RUINED YOUR OWN CREDIBILITY on EVERYTHING you've ever researched and 
worked so hard on, by spreading so much disinfo. Don't you see how this works?!

If you don't take a step back to sift through with an open mind and fresh 
perspective to sift through and realize what's ACTUALLY valid and 100% true or 
correct, then you'll just keep leading more rabbits down more of the bullshit holes 
you're unknowingly digging and I promise you, THE MSM CAN'T WAIT TO DECIMATE BOARDS 
AND FORUMS LIKE THIS, citing them all as DANGEROUS fake news creators and disinfo 
pushers. THEY CAN'T WAIT to be able to use something THIS BIG to publicly call y'all 
DANGERS TO SOCIETY. They'll use it to further justify and INCREASE their 
regulations, monitoring, tracking, etc. on the internet, social media and board 
sites to SILENCE YOUR MASSES.

They'll start referring to it and normalizing the term as "SOCIAL TERROR"! Don't 
believe me?! It's been played with and pushed around 3 major networks and 2 
publications!!

They'll label you "crazy", "dangerous", "socially threatening", "Internet-terror 
provoking", "conspiracy theorist terror outlets" and they'll have all the 
justification they'll need after y'all ran around for almost 2 FUCKING MONTHS, 
telling everyone shit like Q is the President, he's posting from AF1 on 4chan...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 19:32:36 No.150541077
>>150540273
... we're going to have 10 days of fucking lights out darkness in November, EMP's 
are gonna go off, North Korea nuking is is HAPPENING RIGHT NOW, etc. I mean, WAKE 
UP!!!!!!!!!

ARE YOU NOT CONNECTING THE DOTS ON THIS?! Do you not think like just for a second, 
justvtgink for one second, that some people with VERY BAD FUCKING INTENTIONS, 
pulling some PRETTY BIG STRINGS, with a few really good, accessible and believable 
tricks up their sleeves to keep y'all hungry, baited and satisfied to continue on, 
COULD POSSIBLY BE AT PLAY HERE?!!

I repeat, NO "Q" after 10/31 is legitimate. This is getting more out of hand than 
you actually realize and not just for y'all... it would include EVERY site like this 
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and similar. You have got to get a rational grip and USE THE SAME awareness and 
ability you had to see outside the box on everything else, to realistically and 
seriously consider whatvImnsaying. TURN OFF YOUR BLINDERS!!!! LOOK ALIVE!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 19:49:46 No.150542825
>>150541054
I am and to your points, the goal to PROVE boards like this ARE NOT ONLY DISCREDITED 
but are SOCIALLY DANGEROUS IS THE FUCKING POINT FOR "THEM".

They are actively going to USE the last two years AGAINST YOU, citing everything 
from Pizzagate, to racism, sexism and literal fucking TERRORISM, like y'all HELPED 
THEM PROVE when you tried to take credit for that Texas Church shooter 3 weeks ago, 
by implying all over social media that he posted HERE first, for fucks sake. They're 
going to turn YOUR WORDS, POSTS AND THREAD TOPICS INTO NOTHING MORE THAN THE GUNS 
THEY BLAME FOR MASS SHOOTINGS!!! You're going to watch them start to narrate this 
shit into Social Terror and they'll consider places like this national threats to 
security and they all benefit from it. Facebook gets to do whatever the fuck they 
want. Twitter is doing whatever they want. Google gets to do whatever it wants, they 
get to use all your rational logic against you and they didn't have to assassinate 
anyone to do it. YOU DID IT. They'll get to make Trump look like a cult leader who 
everyone thinks LARP's on boards like this. Why do you think they play up his tweets 
as crazy and unpresidential so much.

These Q threads filled with a healthy mix of reality and bullshit, are hurting more 
than helping. It could literally make or break the actual gutting of the FBI, CIA 
and then FED. Our great great great great great grandkids will STILL be paying off 
our social slave debts to the Rothschilds and China.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 20:43:25 No.150548262
>>150544116
It's bigger than this site and the purpose and impacts, far greater. Sure, this 
place is fun and rather thought provoking but let's not kid ourselves.

That said, what we DO know, is that people hardly talk to each other or engage each 
other personally anymore and they increasingly haven't for a very long time. I mean 
we're all here as anons, saying shit we wouldn't say in front of real, live people, 
let alone on on Facebook after remembering Aunt Nancy and Uncle John can see it all, 
right? The point is that they've dumbed us all down, herded us (and by "us", I mean 
"normal people") onto social media, encouraged us to verbal vomit and upload every 
aspect of our lives in real time, they've literally redefined what's appropriate and 
acceptable to discuss or debate with others, to the point you can't say anything in 
person, can't say anything now on social media and soon, you won't be able to say 
anything on boards like this. Apparently we can now offend everyone over everything 
and anything can be justified as a crime. Our personal lives, reputations, 
livelihoods, families that depend on us, etc. are literally at stake when you risk 
losing it all over undocumented frivolous accusations and unfounded allegations you 
never actually have to prove, just say out loud, right? I mean #metoo now covers 
everything from a full-on kidnapping gangbang rape with semen and blood on your 
panties to to prove it, to "he looked at me the wrong way", or "he had the audacity 
to compliment my hat", for fucks sake.

It's not /pol/ that's important, it's everything that /pol/ and other open, 
accessible discussion forums represent. We no longer have the power of the purse, as 
a "people" over. Our government but unitonically for them, we do have the fast, 
effective and efficient means to access, sift, review, download, save, upload, 
share, post, like, comment, retweet, debate, educate spread and ultimately 
distribute a shit ton..

~~~~~Anonymous ID:dxyJscSI Wed 22 Nov 2017 20:59:07 No.150549882
>>150549099
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Haha, I agree with a lot of what you said and very well written and stated, even 
with a few brews! If this is shitfaced, what's sober look like? ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:YbwqecQl Sat 25 Nov 2017 16:44:25 No.150897222
Hi y'all! Hope you had a great Thanksgiving!

Remember when I reminded y'all 2 months ago, about a missing kelly cell phone and a 
few young, heinously ignorant and tragically unprofessional, Obama holdover staffers 
with very limited access to begin with, who went rogue for the swamp, in an attempt 
to obtain and leak info from the Trump admin.? Well... I told y'all that for a 
reason and like I said, it would be conveniently important, later.

So, to the "Q's" (because there's more than one)...

Hey Kids! Did you have fun? We know who you are and you're about to find yourselves, 
in the same boat as your other comms friends. Haven't you realized that swimming in 
the swamp, never pays? I mean y'all should've known better! Who actually says, 
"y'all" this much, in real life? Wasn't it obvious enough? 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 16:56:36 No.150898479
>>150897894
What? What do you need "help" with on this? I'm confused. Oh and because it's 
important, I just posted this in the last CBTS thread and wanted to post it here for 
y'all as well...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 17:13:08 No.150900124
>>150898379
What you think the meaning is and what the meaning actually is, are two very 
different things.

Right now, all you need to know is that Trump is seriously considering and 
advocating for the voluntary relocation of Ivanka and Kushner.

In reality, Ivanka is fucking harmless. She thinks she's just doing right by her dad 
and the public. To a large extent, the same can be said for Kushner. Jared is kept 
at arms length on purpose. I've gone into his background and specifically his ties 
to Bannon, in other posts.

Jared isn't as corrupt as many would think, but he is tied to corruption and the 
swamp, directly through his Dad. In fact, Christie didn't get a cabinet position, 
directly because of Jared. More will come out about Jared in time and it will 
explain that he, like Bannon, like many others including Manafort, were brought on 
to play VERY SPECIFIC, pre-negotiated and determined roles within the admin.

Nothing has been a miscalculation or mistake... not even Jared. Don't let the 
illusion of Jared fool you either. I know his background and ties seem all too 
obviously pointed in one horrible direction but HE is one of the BIGGEST sole 
influencers over what you have been seeing and what you'll continue to see 
happening, specifically when it comes to Saudi, China and their stakehold in the 
establishment of themselves as primary oversights in their regions. Saudi and China 
are acting as their own regional swamp drainers and you're watching them both 
strategically (and very publicly) move in their efforts to assuming direct 
responsibilities and accountabilities for any future actions of their shared problem 
children.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 17:24:17 No.150901260
>>150899571
Blake me, it's ok. Call me out. I had a purpose in those threads and I don't care if 
you know what it was, those staffers now know that I know and that's all that 
matters. They exploited an opportunity to use the traction a poster between 10/28 
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and 10/31 had gained and from their initial post on 11/1, until they royally fucked 
themselves yesterday into today, they've been playing this board like a fiddle.

They know who they are and soon their congestion on here and everywhere else won't 
matter. They won't be able to use and abuse what little access (and certainly not "Q 
Clearances") they had, to validate insignificant credentials to the rest of the 
board. All I'll say is that their limited access to internal social media post 
verifications and comms approvals will be revoked and they will face the 
consequences for their abuse of privilege, like their friends did w/ Kelly's phone.

They fucked up.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 17:26:39 No.150901514
>>150900280
Kinda wish you were right! It'd be great if y'all would stop calling me that, too! 
;o)

My job is pretty much done.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 17:43:45 No.150903242
>>150900867
Q isn't real. Q is what y'all call a LARP, comprised of 4 different people who have 
low-level, indirect access to internal comms verifications for social media accounts 
of the admin. They used that access to validate themselves as "insiders" on here, 
but they're not.

I'm not going to say much more, but in reality, they created their questioning 
format, to craft and weave together a lot of shit y'all already knew, or had been 
focusing on, then mixed it in with a bunch of fake shit like claims of 10 days of 
darkness, imminent happenings, flying at 40k ft. as if THEY were actually there, 
with POTUS when in reality, they were just seeing the comms social media 
correspondence going back and forth and using it to "predict" tweets and posts 
before they happened, upon confirmation.

I tried to quell the hysteria they were causing, when they started bullshitting 
everyone about fucking "happenings" during the Asia trip because I was actively 
watching but couldn't directly say anything, at that time. I did try, but then I 
backed off because I'm not good at playing vague games on here and didn't want to 
inadvertently "out" myself.

They are independent of me, though. As I've said several times, I don't work as a 
direct employee of the admin, any agency or department. I work for myself only.

But now it doesn't matter anymore. They know who they are and thanks to their 
undeniable fuck up today, they will be handled internally, accordingly.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 17:47:07 No.150903576
>>150901024
Only on the important ones, brah! ;o) I've done it in like 2 or 3 other occasions, 
too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 17:56:00 No.150904489
>>150901777
Haha, "Q" doesn't have "Q Clearance" first of all and second, have y'all even taken 
5 solid minutes to actually validate what Q Clearance means or who can apply 
for/obtain it?!

It's not hard to get and it's not as high level as you perceive. The only reason 
it's required is due to the sensitivity of information that COULD BE seen, 
overheard, obtained or discussed by anyone either working directly or indirectly 
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with DOE. 3rd party contractors and vendors get Q Clearance approvals so they can 
access sites and facilities as needed. I don't know WHY this has been allowed to be 
so misconstrued. I had Q clearance 4 years ago and when the credentials expired, I 
didn't resubmit for re-approval because I didn't need it, therefore my submission 
would've/should've been denied anyway, because I didn't have a valid justification 
for the clearance level anymore.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 18:13:07 No.150906097
>>150903249
Here's an example... they took things that y'all have already dug into and vetted 
the shit out of like Pizza, Podestas, Rothschilds, corrupt central banks and shady 
foundations/backdoored payouts, etc. and tied it to lots of other shit that you 
either haven't touched on or talked about very much yet, if at all, or shit you'd 
assume could be linked, yet haven't dug into it or linked it at all. Then, they 
attempted to use what little access they had and could exploit in real time to 
justify the wild goose chases they were sending you on, ON PURPOSE, and used it to 
validate themselves to you so you'd believe them and think you should be digging 
into the areas they were intentionally misdirecting you on FOR THEIR OWN LAUGHS.

Like I've said lots of times before, if you dig enough into anyone or anything, you 
could technically connect lots of the same names, places, orgs, foundations, 
departments, agencies, offices, corporations, etc. but THAT DOESN'T MEAN ALL OF 
THOSE DOTS ACTUALLY CONNECT, in the way you're being misled to believed, by people 
inappropriately abusing limited accesses they have, to validate why you should 
believe them, to you, to keep you baited and hooked.

Basically, 50% of the shit y'all chased in those threads, you'd already connected 
the dots on, over the last 18 months, across lots of different boards/discussions. 
The other 50%, was intentional misdirection, mixed in on purpose, for their laughs 
not for your "education" and the "spread of awareness" on behalf of the oblivious 
greater good.

50% of what was spread over the last 5 weeks now, was based on fake, falsely 
connected dots, laid to laugh at and discredit y'all's real efforts and any traction 
you'd made. Nothing more, nothing less. It was a sick joke at your expense made by 
intern-grade, $13.25/hr. coffee and copy fetchers under the false impression that 
they still work for the old admin.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 18:29:57 No.150907856
Haha, it's ok, brah. You're not going to "dox" me... it's not a valid threat for me. 
When this is all said and done, I'll probably dox myself just to shut all the people 
up, who have the fucking balls to claim who I am and who I'm not so matter-of-
factly, like they actually know. I will be honest, that's been the absolute worst 
fucking thing about all of this. Seeing and hearing people talk about and write me, 
as if they know or have talked to me personally, and then stare it all so factually 
as if they're confirming to people who I am, on my own behalf.

I only realized this goes on when y'all got me interested in the term "e-celeb" and 
what it means. It's ridiculous! There a guy named David Wilcock who is apparently on 
the History Channel as an "analyst and expert" for fucks sake, telling everyone on 
radio shows, podcasts and his blog I'm apparently a fucking man because he concluded 
it through "forensic analysis" he's apparently "expertly trained to do". If this 
rant alone doesn't serve as proof I'm a woman, capable of reacting via my emotions, 
then I don't know what does, haha!

I went as far as to leave this guy a voicemail and gave him my direct phone # last 
Wednesday night to call me back, if he wanted to explain to my FEMALE Voice on the 
other end of the line, how his forensic analysis, led him to believe otherwise. No 
call back yet! Duh.
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Don't worry, I'll probably "dox" myself when we're all celebrating so we can all use 
it to confirm who is full of shit and who isn't. These people are idiots.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 18:50:11 No.150909863
>>150905754
You're comparing literal all plea to oranges, so you can't. You're trying to 
correlate what Trump directly says, to what a few sad folks are falsely convincing 
you to believe he's implying, ahead of time.

When Trump tweets, yes, he does it in a tinge and cheek manner to you, hoping you'll 
get and understand vague things. For instance, when he makes statements about 
wiretapping, that the media rakes him over the coals over for months until THEY 
finally "get it", he's hoping YOU GET that he isn't fucking around, from the minute 
he tweets it. That's him communicating directly to YOU.

When he vaguely says a storm is coming, he knows you'll pick up on it and know that 
means the swamp is getting the plug pulledcsooner than later. Nothing more, nothing 
less. These Q people abusing their low-level positions to view comms on internal 
social media post validations/confirmations on the DJT handle is utter bullshit. 
They're implying that Trump is suggesting things that are not only FALSE, but are 
blatantly harmful, especially to those thinking 10 days of fucking literal darkness 
are not only possible, but imminent. That's dangerous and these people don't even 
realize they're not only eating this bullshit unknowingly, they're spreading it via 
white rabbits and the fake holes being dug FOR THEM, all for shits and giggles.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 18:57:50 No.150910598
>>150906367
I thought the initial and original poster from 10/28-10/31 was legitimate. Sadly and 
admittedly, I missed a few of the 150 threads in between where the fake one calling 
himself Q Clearance then giving himself a trip, had posted.

My bad. However, in my own defense, as soon as I realized something was up, I used 
my resources to start digging internally and I did try to inject myself by call 
attention to these things in these "Q" threads, in a way that would instigate 
attention and further questioning and consideration, before I'd get bashed on it by 
the rest of the overly believing board.

Obviously, it didn't work, so here we are.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 19:08:31 No.150911608
>>150906623
I'm not commenting because I can't confirm. He's shady and has had his hands in a 
lot of crooked pots, either indirectly just via his dad, or directly via his own 
business dealings. I can only confirm if he's guilty of anything we would find out 
about on the surface, it's nothing more than loopholes he may have legally (but 
still kinda wrongfully) taken advantage of and exploited.

That said, PERSONALLY, I loathe his dad and their direct family ties to people like 
Benji and Soros. My personal opinions and speculations are only that, so trying to 
say it as fact, would be larping because I don't know and can't prove anymore than 
any of you can right now.

But I can assure you that whatever may come out about him, wouldn't shock me, it 
shouldn't shock you and it most certainly wouldn't shock Trump. Trump knows exactly 
who h s dealing with, what they're dealing with and exactly what the pros and cons 
of dealing with those people, for the specific purposes he does, are.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 19:21:43 No.150912852
>>150906703
Probably not. I mean, this isn't some big deal to the admin. They're not even aware 
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of it. These kids will be let go, just like they're friends before them and you'll 
never notice because you'll never know their names or hear about it. It will never 
be reported. The only think you'll see is that tweets being leaked early from comms 
will cease because indirect access/visibility to those communications will be gone. 
Sure, they could try to continue larping and using their tripcode name, but 
eventually people will stop believing them.

It's sad because I liked the initial momentum the unnamed Anon was starting to build 
from 10/28-10/31, but this Q shit has ruined the power a good anon can have on 
boards like this.

I mean, big things are coming and have been purposefully flooding the MSM for weeks 
now. Flooding is on purpose so they can't spin it or disregard it fast enough. The 
MSM is losing the info war because they can't keep up with the speed it's being 
released. This is another reason everyone me thinks things took so long. It was 
intentional so they couldn't cover things one by one over an extended period of 
time, giving the media weeks/months in between to editorialize and bury it all. You 
are literally watching the admin pummel the MSM with so many dots on purpose, so 
they don't have enough time to falsely DISCONNECT THEM, before the next connected 
dot, hits the lines.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 19:29:25 No.150913557
>>150908327
Yes!!!!! You should hear it, it's awful and this guy is on Ancient Aliens!! People 
believe him and I know me, so I also know he's wrong about me when using the 
platforms he's created for himself to convince people he's right about me. I can see 
my own feet!!! They're on my own body!

I don't understand it... I've learned more over the last 6 months from all of you, 
than you've probably learned from me. I didn't know these types of people existed 
and had as much of a public following as they do.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 19:37:52 No.150914398
>>150909084
Eh... I am. I admit it and truly don't intend to be but I do get frustrated like 
anyone else and can get explosive and start to say fuck and over utilize CAPS 
excessively.

I'm not everyone's cup of tea. I'm not some professional writer. I'm not trying to 
win Facebook friends or twitter followers for PayPal profits. I genuinely like and 
appreciate this board. I like what y'all do with info you find or receive. I like 
and appreciate the opportunity to come here participate and contribute to those 
discussions and topics... especially when I know a thing or two about them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 19:43:27 No.150914930
>>150909542
They were NEVER in charge. They can't access shit. They can only see the process of 
confirmation that takes place internally, before a social media post is posted to an 
account. These people I'm referring to directly are NOT in control of posting or 
creating content. They have NO SAY, they only see the queued up posts and back and 
forth communications, then the eventual confirmation. They're using that finalized 
confirmation to post here, within minutes of it being published to the accounts.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:00:39 No.150916609
>>150911387
No. They were only able to validate anything to you ahead of the tweet because the 
confirmation was set as a go on the tweet itself and submit time. They were not 
physically with Trump in Asia or anywhere, the +++ doesn't mean anything you think 
it does, not do these kids actually know why it was added, they have ZERO DIRECT 
TIES TO POTUS! I can't stress this enough.
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These kids literally ONLY KNEW about the 11 minute Twitter outage, due to the 
internal communications going back and forth about it approproving the evening 
tweet/social media update series of the night, before the series was released.

That's it. Trump typically posts in 3 series daily... morning, afternoon and 
evening.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:04:15 No.150916936
>>150911793
I'm sorry, boss! You'd probably like me if you met me. I'm pretty nice and I'm funny 
as fuck! I'm a walking HR complaint... it's why I love working for myself. No be can 
fire me or report me for my jokes!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:11:21 No.150917592
>>150911949
She's so private, she could have 7 kids and I'd never know. She's smart though. She 
was covering her ass and thinking about her career and the implications/negative 
impacts of social media from a professional standpoint, before half these 
millennials even realized what it could/would mean to have pics/info wouldn't want n 
the internet... on the internet. And yes, she's smokin' hot in real life and I'm not 
even embarrassed to admit it! When people try to say I'm her on here, I wish!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:15:32 No.150917992
>>150913000
Because maybe I'm not implying Trump believes Kushner is as bad as you think he is, 
because he actually knows more than we do about him and knows exactly where his 
hands have been and where they haven't.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:18:56 No.150918317
>>150913083
No you don't. I'm so sure you don't, you can dox me, I promise. I'm not scared. 
Trust me. I'm not anyone to anyone. As far as everyone knows, I'm no one you'd ever 
know or be able to associate with anyone directly.

Trust me, it's kinda the point... ;o) In all honesty, I'd just hate for you to 
unintentionally dox someone else! Care to throw up some of my supposed initials?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:21:22 No.150918582
>>150913137
If you knew all the details behind Jared, his dad, the circumstances and business 
behind that acquisition, you'd see how technically, Jared was only a name and body 
behind it for legal/asset protections and purposes. That's not me being vague 
either, just too lazy to re-explain. You can look it up, it's public.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:30:30 No.150919463
>>150914214
I did what I did because personally, I don't like people thinking their world is 
going to fucking end tomorrow, next week, next month, due to a few low-level 
staffers exploiting shit as "validation". See, I don't care if you believe me or 
believe them. I say it, because like I said just two weeks ago when I first tried to 
intervene, if I knew it and didn't say it, I'd feel liable and badly for NOT trying. 
You can do with it, whatever you choose, like everything else I say.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:37:06 No.150920136
>>150917636
Awe thanks, brah! That's nice of you! Have a great night, too!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:db2yKMeq Sat 25 Nov 2017 20:42:02 No.150920665
>>150919301
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If "SAC" are supposed to be my initials, then you have nothing to worry about, 
friend! I'm definitely safe!

And I promise, one day I'll dox myself and I'll attach my feet/legs to the rest of 
me and I'll lay right next to my shitty tile grout, to triple confirm it!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8PEH2/vx Sun 26 Nov 2017 09:34:24 No.150976538
>>150972293
Hey! Don't worry, brah! Enjoy your Sunday! I saw a few comments below a bunch of 
them went to 8ch? That's good! Eventually the ones here will tire from lack of convo 
and will get sick of missing all the "action" in the new threads. It sounds like 
they took the new people with them, no?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8PEH2/vx Sun 26 Nov 2017 09:39:19 No.150976920
>>150973267
They're not "red-pilling" anyone if it's based on blatant bullshit. They're 
spreading disinfo to their families and friends like CNN does. The worst is s they 
don't even realize it and to question is apparently against "Q" code of conduct. 
It's sad. There are lots of people obliviously dedicating a lot of time and everyday 
to connecting the dots falsely laid out for them.

Those responsible know who they are. That's all I care about. They know what's 
coming for them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8PEH2/vx Sun 26 Nov 2017 09:40:24 No.150977006
>>150973601
Haha, when did I have a "cult"?! Did I miss something?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8PEH2/vx Sun 26 Nov 2017 09:49:58 No.150977841
>>150976908
I mean, not to toot my own horn but I did tell y'all you should be watching McCain 
and Hillary's boot like 2 weeks or more ago, you didn't, then McCain forgot which 
foot he broke. Nothing would come of Mueller/Russia except Hillary, that Manafort 
would walk on a deal, Mueller has a deal too, Awan's will get a plea and sell out 
Dems and they are now... I said all that shit in June/July.

There's a lot more coming and the last month has been huge! Sometimes I really think 
y'all need to watch the entire world to blow up to consider something a victory or 
win. Why is that?

Pompeo and Rogers are gonna be great to watch, too! Lots of big shit!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8/GQycbz Sun 26 Nov 2017 10:07:13 No.150979329
>>150977344
Umm, no they're not being asked the right questions and especially for the RIGHT 
REASONS. They're not helping by "answering", connecting falsely tied dots, then 
spreading that disinfo if falsely connected dots around. In fact, they're HURTING 
the efforts of everyone over the last 18 months by making everyone look crazy like 
the MSM would love for it all to look.

If you don't get it, then no one can help you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:8/GQycbz Sun 26 Nov 2017 10:14:24 No.150979994
>>150978322
It's ok. I told the truth for me, so I'd never be able to say I didn't try. People 
can do what they want with it. Those responsible know who they are. They will be 
dealt with internally. That ball is rolling. They know it... they moved themselves 
and everyone else on purpose and they'll get what they deserve for doing it. You 
don't get to scare masses of people into submission for shits and giggles based on 
absolute bullshit. Nor do you get to exploit what little visibility you have under 
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your employment, to do so.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pYcpCYss Sun 26 Nov 2017 10:40:27 No.150982189
>>150980194
It's interesting that no one seems to find it odd that "Q" won't touch anything I 
say with a 10ft. pole? I mean, I've blatantly gone in those threads and called them 
out and a lot of other people have reposted things I've said and directly questioned 
them.

Something else I find interesting, is that a hell of a lot of people tag me into 
shit with the Q shit on social media using the "mega" nickname and none of them ever 
call me out or debate me directly. It's not like less people are tagging the "mega" 
nickname because of "Q" and they're not tagging me LESS because of the shit I say 
about him either.

In fact, it's almost as though many still agree with me, who now agree with "Q" too, 
but they don't want to forget me or something so they keep tagging me to them, even 
AFTER I started calling them out on here directly, almost 2.5 weeks ago.

This is one of those scenarios where while yes, I loathe the whole "nickname" thing, 
I truly hope that anyone who believes in the things I've said because they've seen 
much of it all play out over the last 5 months and realize where I was right, knows 
that I do not and haven't supported or agreed with the "Q clearance" or "Q tripcode" 
posts, as a whole, for the last 2.5 weeks and I also hope they've seen and read all 
of those posts for themselves.

The only poster I fully agreed with was the 10/28 through 10/31 poster that the 
first Q Clearance Anon(s), starting on 11/1, LARP'ed off of.

No one's heard from that 10/28-10/31 original poster since and that's a damn shame. 
I promise you that after these last 2.5 weeks, especially as I realized WHO was 
behind this, even I've thought about bailing completely from the board. I cannot be 
associated in real life, with these Q kids and I'm afraid others like me, will be 
discouraged to post here as well, after this. Guess we'll see how it plays out... 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:WC3PFfOo Sun 26 Nov 2017 11:21:59 No.150985689
>>150983880
Let's get shit straight, boss. First, none of y'all were talking about Kelly's 
"missing phone" BEFORE I SAID IT less than an hour after Politico went to publish 
it, so don't act like you're some fucking hero, cause where were YOU, saying it 
before me? Second, you'd have zero clue whether I was the SOURCE to Politico leaking 
that story as well, so mull over that for a second. Third, and for that matter, 
you'd have no clue what I may or may not have officially or unofficially leaked or 
not leaked, to ANY outlet about ANYTHING, EVER.

So before you let yourself go too far down a rabbit hole some cute kiddies with some 
low-level comms exchange visibility and queued social media application/overlays, 
dug for you, accept that there's a lot you're MISSING that you'll NEVER KNOW and 
that's ok, too.

At the end of the day, you could go through all these fake Q questions thoroughly 
yourself, research them all out yourself and you'll realize EXACTLY what bullshit 
has been falsely and purposefully dropped to lead people to intentionally connect 
dots that in reality, have NOTHING to do with each other, THEN, you'll realize FOR 
YOURSELF, how much disinfo has been blindly spread.

It's ok to debate me on here, but don't come at me with your bullshit as if YOU'VE 
done ALL OF THE WORK YOURSELF. I know YOU haven't because if you had, you wouldn't 
be arguing me on this bullshit. You'd be saying I'm right. DO THE WORK YOURSELF if 
you don't think it's a waste of time... only way to realize the truth, is to 
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rationally and logically dig through it all and source it all, ON YOUR OWN.

PROVE I'm wrong, then get back to me. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:vh1PB98b Sun 26 Nov 2017 11:43:09 No.150987462
>>150984469
Serious question, have you actually read all of my caps back to May? For you or 
anyone who hasn't, I suggest if you'd like to actually engage in debate, that you 
first, do your homework.

That said, if you're unaware of EXACTLY how many times Bannon/Trump/Flynn/Sessions 
and later Kelly/Wray, have literally and factually (like you can find this shit now 
with a google search) been "setting up" and internally exposing their corrupt, 
holdover leakers, then you wouldn't be questioning me over it, you'd just be adding 
this to the mix.

It'd be much easier to take you seriously, if you'd tried to claim I wasn't breaking 
news about the Kelly phone set up, simply because you already knew this has been a 
common practice for the core Trump admin., since the beginning with your first proof 
as the Manafort/wiretapping exposing.

Do you not realize THIS WAS BANNON'S SOLE PURPOSE AND JOB?! The implementation and 
facilitation of the swamp drain, everything from identifying the corrupt, 
negotiations, strategizing, orchestrating and facilitating between the trump team 
pre-election, Post-election, Post-inauguration, etc. UNTIL HIS NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT 
WAS UP IN AUGUST, WAS BANNON'S PRIMARY JOB. I mean, holy fuck... where have you 
been?!

Again, to catch YOU UP, Bannon's ONLY ROLE was to insulate Trump and team during his 
candidacy and presidency, while acting as the primary liaison, between the 
completely fucked establishment swamp and the Trump admin. Nothing more, nothing 
less. When his job was over, he got to submit his resignation August 7th, just like 
they'd agreed prior to his on-boarding. These same type of "pre-negotiations", were 
agreed upon for Manafort too, you know... it's why you watched him get indicted like 
I told you in June he would, it's why he walked with nothing more than a fucking gag 
order like I told you he would in June, too. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nyuF9NNJ Sun 26 Nov 2017 11:55:13 No.150988500
>>150985689
I told you all about the Awan's and EXACTLY WHY you'll watch them WALK, MONTHS AGO. 
I told you WHY Flynn not only KNOWS he's one of the sealed indictments, but WHY YOU 
SHOULD WANT HIM TO BE. I told you WHY he's going to blow the absolute fucking lid 
off of this entire thing and why he can't wait to do it. He's going to VINDICATE 
HIMSELF AND EVERYONE ELSE WORKING TO DRAIN THE SWAMP and I said it all months ago. 
Flynn, like Manafort, like Awan, etc. all planned. All negotiated. All will walk. 
And only more to come. Those who witnessed the swamp are singing like canaries and 
have been for months. THEY BEGGED TO, including dirty fucking Mueller and Comey. 
EVEN HUMA picked up her tits, stayed MARRIED to Weiner ON PIRPOSE so she couldn't be 
forced to tcome study against him as his wife, and together they've worked out a 
negotiated plea for their testimony under deposition.

I said all of this months ago. GO READ IT FOR YOURSELVES, then PROVE ME WRONG. When 
you can't, just. apologize... it's ok. No hard feelings.

Until then, just keep waiting for 11/3 and 11/4 and those 10 days of imminent 
darkness while Trump is "insulated in AF1" during his Asia trip. Guess he's not back 
yet? I'm still waiting for that NK EMP to detonate. ;o)

I'm not trying to sound condescending but very nice people have taken the time to 
put all of my posts together in dated order. They're easy to search, find and read, 
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in full. If everyone actually did that, we'd have a lot less bullshit questions and 
a lot better conversations about what's ACTUALLY going to "happen". If you don't 
want to read it all, just remember the cliffs notes... FBI, CIA and Fed. It's what 
all the bullshit eventually leads to. It's the literal end game. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3dW37Fa1 Sun 26 Nov 2017 12:06:42 No.150989540
>>150985898
Oh sorry. Maybe it's me getting all jacked up. I took your comment as implying I was 
wrong about it all or that I tried to mention Kelly's phone as if I was breaking 
news or something here.

In my original posts about Kelly's phone, I didn't imply it like I was giving 
insider info. I knew it was out before it was even coming out, FYI. That wasn't the 
point. I was only mentioning it when I did, to CITE and reference it, to the other 
things I was linking it to. I hate knowing that people can literally search these 
posts, easily find them and READ THEM ALL for themselves, but instead of doing that, 
they'd rather call me out and put words in my mouth, implying I said shit I never 
did, or said certain things in specific ways I never did.

Sorry if I misread that. I never care about being called a LARP, by people I can 
tell have put the time in and just don't believe. That their perogative. I'm not 
going to demand they believe me threatening that their entire fucking lives and 
potus's depend on it, like these Q kids did.

It bothers me more when people clearly haven't read or haven't read in full when I 
know it's available, then spend so much time banging on me, instead of actually 
reading. I know, I know, "shills exist", blah blah, but I don't always think 
everyone writing a non-generic, detailed paragraph about it, is shilling so I feel 
compelled to respond.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3dW37Fa1 Sun 26 Nov 2017 12:34:11 No.150992243
Quoted By: >>150993124
>>150986283
Ok fair enough. I'll be as direct as I feel ok being and I'll try not to be too 
vague...

First, it's important to know that I'm personally and deeply vested, in the complete 
success of the swamp drain, for reasons and events, I will not share or discuss 
further.

Second, I'm not necessarily always in a position to know things ahead of time yet, I 
am always in a position to know that even WHEN I do, those scenarios, situations, 
events, etc. are far LESS LIKELY to specifically "happen" or publicly play out, 
exactly like they should've, to the extent they should've, where, when, how they 
should've, etc. it's because I've been around this shit long enough to KNOW these 
things, that it wouldn't be beneficial for any of us, including me, to post those 
kinds of loose ends with detail, in a matter-of-fact way. I mean, doing so would 
literally serve as a great example y'all could cite forever, when defining a LARP, 
no?

Third, I never come on here intending to "break" anything to y'all and I've said 
that countless times. Since I fully intend to keep my contracts and contacts in tact 
while maintaining my career and livelihood, that would be silly. I only EVER INTEND, 
to enjoy conversations, engage when I can and comfortably drop a few important 
connections between already publicly known, reported events, situations, scenarios 
and people, that anyone could technically link, if they knew where to look and what 
to look for. Does that make sense?

I'm never someone who's gonna die or who you should think or assume is missing or 
something because I've given something I shouldn't, away on here.
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That's just how it works for me and in reality, for many like me. It doesn't make 
what I'm saying or claiming, any less credible or verifiable, it just honestly 
requires time and patience that sadly, less and less on here are willing to consider 
and give. Everyone wants a happening predicted...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3dW37Fa1 Sun 26 Nov 2017 12:42:59 No.150993124
>>150992243
... and when it doesn't happen exactly as predicted, they're a LARP, right?

Please remember again, because I've said it LOTS of times before, I didn't come 
here, lurk and post, hoping you'd give me some nickname, trying to accumulate 
subscribers, followers, friends, retweets, PayPal donations, likes, shares, etc. I 
came here to read and talk about things not many people are openly acknowledging, 
admitting, accepting or even talking about, and when I can, I contribute what I can 
and try to use what I DO KNOW, in areas I see being overlooked and not 
addressed/discussed, to at the very least, make you aware but even better, peak your 
interest and attention enough to look and find it for yourselves.

This is, in fact, the only reason I had initial interest in Q before I realized that 
I'd missed things posted, that would've tipped me off immediately, if I'd seen it 
happening in real time. I'd have NEVER engaged in ANY of the Q threads AFTER 10/31, 
had I seen everything upfront as it was happening. I missed a lot and I admitted it 
was my bad.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3dW37Fa1 Sun 26 Nov 2017 13:19:24 No.150996694
>>150994498
Here's how I see it and really wish all of you would see it, too. I'm here lurking 
and posting just like y'all, for many of the very same reasons which are primarily - 
no one is talking as in-depthly, if at all, about 99% of the shit being openly 
discussed on here.

That said, how about y'all stop ASSUMING that I'm just dying to be some "insider" on 
here and instead, let me lurk and post, same as you. If shit I've said seems to 
makes sense to you, great, cause guess what? I'm not the one who considers ME and 
different than YOU. I'm literally no different than ANY of y'all because in reality, 
LOTS OF THE SHIT Y'ALL SAY ON HERE, makes sense to me and many others, too. If 
something I've posted causes YOU to want to dig further, research and look into 
things more, then great. I do the same on shit y'all post... that's the point.

How about y'all stop trying to MAKE me something I never wanted or even tried to be 
here and instead, just let me lurk and post shit, just like y'all. I appreciate 
anyone who's read my posts thoroughly and has taken it upon themselves to dig 
further, but I didn't give me a nickname for it. I didn't ask social media people to 
hashtag it or discuss it. I honestly only even respond in these kinds of threads or 
specific posts about me, because it's kinda hard to ignore someone who's taken the 
time or effort to question, debate, compile or discuss. But I'm tired of talking 
about ME. ME doesn't matter. YOU don't matter... it's fucking Anon! But I don't know 
how to stop it now and I'm certainly not going to stop it when I KNOW 4 hourly 
fuckbags are larping from a closet-sized comms office to a bunch of innocent people. 
I mean, we know I'm a chick. I'm empathetic. I'm not gonna not say anything. They 
left cause they know who they are, they know I'm right and they know there will be 
consequences for their actions. End of story.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:3dW37Fa1 Sun 26 Nov 2017 13:38:23 No.150998692
>>150994974
True but for anyone looking for me, I made it perfectly clear from the minute I 
first sniffed suspicion. In fact, someone posted my literally first attempt at 
sniffing out Q here in this thread. Q did reply, but only with intel many already 
know about NSA/CIA and Wray-led FBI. Even I had indirectly already told y'all about 
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Rogers and the NSA.

Again, I've never said that everything in the q posts from 11/1 until even today is 
false. What I e clearly said, that y'all can re-read for yourselves, is that there's 
a healthy blend of 50% disinfo and 50% truth, purposefully mixed in to keep this 
shit thriving and keep everyone baited. What makes it ALL FALSE AND ALL A LARP from 
11/1 on, is that I know WHO is responsible and WHAT their roles are internally. I 
know what access and visibility they have and to what, and THEY KNOW how I KNOW. 
That last post from last night with the long, application coding confirmed exactly 
what I needed and gave them away as soon as they posted it. Then I couldn't help 
myself, so I called them on it directly.

It was these internal coded application formats I had seen sporadically coming up 
while I was lurking that were shorter in length, as well as the initial feeling I 
had about the AF1 pics and the claims posted with them by "Q", that made me seek out 
that spreadsheet anon guy a little over two weeks ago. I was trying to find a total 
cap of every "Q thread". I know why no anon on here would've been able to post those 
pics, especially directly to here and supposedly in real time, while in active AF1 
flight or from the chartered tail (the follows are private charters, often utilized 
for additional WH staff, personal staff, accompanying press, etc. on multi-stop, 
regional foreign tours, like Asia). Once I knew that was bullshit, it didn't take me 
long to suspect who could be or was behind it, who'd also have access/visibility, in 
advance. Problem is, like many of you, I'm busy during the weeks...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:LJ9w/a7e Sun 26 Nov 2017 22:31:49 No.151052053
>>151046745
It kills me to say this... but I think we're dealing with a little more than I 
thought around these Q fucks and a few of their friends.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:LJ9w/a7e Sun 26 Nov 2017 23:56:22 No.151059191
>>151055025
We might not have much to argue about soon cause it's looking like this shit's 
probably gonna get worse, before it gets better. 3 of those 4 primary staffers 
larping as "Q", appear to have direct connections to 2 different Soros-funded Antifa 
groups in the DC metro area and it's likely they're being compensated for this. 
Crazy, right? "Follow the money" actually works.

That Newsweek article, linking Trump to Megapill, making Trump look like some kind 
of "tinfoil" idiot, just like they planned to make him look, came out just a little 
too fast. Megapill isn't to blame though... they probably don't even realize what's 
going on. They're innocent like all the other people following and wanting to 
"help".

There's gonna be more to this and in another unironic twist, where are all these 
"breaking news", "researching", "citizen investigator e-celebs". Why have they 
forgotten that blindly following anyone or anything without question, is exactly 
what got us all that "fake news" in the first place. They've all got their heads, 
tweets, YouTube videos, blogs and paypals shoved so far up Q's asses, they don't 
even consider or question anything else.

This could be the beginning of the end for any legitimacy and credibility that the 
advancements, publicly sourced and discussed, good "citizen journalists" have made 
over the last 18 months... and they all just think they're "helping".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 08:14:11 No.151211227
Quoted By: >>151212643
>>151207425
Umm... yeah there was "something" to it and there will be more to it, too! 
Admittedly, it's even a little more than I bargained for or knew about, when I 
initially told y'all about these kids.
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The group of these "Q" Anons will NEVER return. They know the ball is rolling 
internally, they know they're going to be let go and honestly they knew it yesterday 
when they had to check their phones like everyone else before clocking in. New 
policies are under way... not just because of them and this Q shit, because frankly 
(sorry if this offends anyone, not trying to be "condescending" like people complain 
about me) no one knows or cares about it here. Again, no one here is on 4chan.

New policies are being implemented and HAVE been in the works since THE DAY, Kelly 
had to come out publicly on a Friday during the WH briefing and confirm he wasn't 
"quitting", "being fired" or "arguing with Trump". Like I explained to y'all, back 
then when it happened... all of that, like a few other things I also mentioned, was 
brought out publicly as it was TIED to Kelly's purposefully left behind and 
UNLOCKED, "missing phone". The Kelly rumors were easily dealt with publicly via his 
statement, but THE DAY the msm broke the "story" about it, was THE SAME DAY, 
EVERYONE INTERNAL KNEW WHO TO LOOK AT!

Unironically, those low-level, phone swiping staffers are gone BUT, there ARE a few 
stragglers, there always have been and everyone has been and STILL IS aware. THEY 
KNOW WHO THEY ARE and THEY WILL BE VETTED, ID'ed and they will be gone. These "Q"'s 
are part of it and sadly we are learning there's a lot more to ALL of these kids 
coordination, direction and efforts and coordination, than originally assumed.

As the swamp started to drain here and the circles of those tied to the "swamp", 
their teams and internal/external communications and networks started to become much 
tighter, in an efforts of self-preservation...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 08:32:15 No.151212643
Quoted By: >>151214083
>>151211227
... and self-protection, it's become VERY CLEAR that these internal efforts to 
penetrate and leak, have shifted in regards to WHO is now directly orchestrating, 
coordinating and even FUNDING these efforts on the side. It's looking as though 
these low-levels have been getting their direction from Soros funded, Antifa 
affiliated, NGO's operating internally and these orgs have been proactively trying 
to increase their efforts over the last 2 months.

The problem is that they've lost a lot of people through staff shuffles and shake 
outs. Let's be clear here, these staffers are pretty young, they're in their 20's, 
most fresh out of college or only a few years removed. Most of them haven't been in 
DC long, nor did they work for the Obama admin or their congressmen, federal 
departments or agencies very long either.

These "kids", in all fairness, really don't know any better and they haven't had 
enough experience to realize they've been successfully recruited (if you will) and 
convinced that they're literally doing a "good thing for the country". They've been 
purposefully misguided and are under the VERY FALSE IMPRESSION that their efforts 
and actions will lead to reward, instead of punishment. They honestly think they're 
helping to enact and progress a movement for big change in DC, that will NEVER and 
can never, legally happen.

Simply put, they're fucking idiots being exploited by veteran swamp stragglers and 
some of the few left, like these "Q" kids, are starting to get scared. If any of 
them dabble on here and happen to read this, I'd suggest they immediately start 
looking for another job and resign, before they're fired and ruin their resumes and 
eligibility for future employment. See, that's the thing about public, federal 
employees and staffers. Sure, Trump or the admin. aren't going to publicize or 
publicly denounce every staffer or employee they have and will continue to expose 
and terminate...
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 08:50:21 No.151214083
Quoted By: >>151214659
>>151212643
... for their actions, that would be extremely inappropriate. They'll just be 
terminated. BUT, when you're fired as a federal public employee and/or staffer, "HR 
rules" don't work the same. If you try to get a another job in the public OR private 
sector, ANYONE who'd contact to verify your former federal employment and roles, can 
find out why or how you left or were terminated because it can legally be requested 
and confirmed as it was a federally/publicly held position of employment. Get it?

You're already seeing a lot going on that ties into a ton of this. Congressmen 
who've been publicly and proactively announcing their resignations and/or publicly 
confirming and announcing they will not seek re-election, though eligible, are 
RUNNING. They're running because they're either DIRECTLY INVOLVED with swamp related 
things or people they do not want to perpetuate or provoke the exposure of, OR, they 
have personal things in their past they don't want exposure on, like past sexual 
misconduct they don't want to attract attention via a re-election run.

You are literally watching the swamp drain itself with EVERY SINGLE PERSON who 
resigns or removes their candidacy from re-election. You're starting to see it with 
the MSM as well. That Roy Moore WAPO reporter (Stephanie) and her editors,who 
wrote/broke the first story on the first 3 Moore accusers, highlighting Leigh 
Corfman know EXACTLY how this all played out and they know it's not going to play in 
their favor when the broom shakes. There WILL be negative fall out for WaPo, Bezos 
and unironically you'll find O'Keefe actually ended up playing an indirect, yet 
decent role in exposing it.

It's a shame "Q" ruined the whole "Calm Before The Storm" shit with their giant 
LARP... it really makes for a good thread title.

Oh and before I forget, to whoever that random IT brah was on here last night, 
explaining the short codes Q posted, THANK YOU!! You explained it...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 08:57:12 No.151214659
>>151214083
... WAY BETTER than I could've and you did it in an easy to understand way, without 
getting too technical. I appreciate it as I was having trouble trying to figure out 
how to explain it more myself.

I hope everyone saw those posts IT brah made. He clearly explained what those "Q 
code blocks" were and exactly what they're NOT! Funny thing too, I'm not even sure 
after reading it all, that he meant to be so helpful. Poor guy seemed like he was 
just here lurking and catching up on Q shit, haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 09:07:31 No.151215613
>>151211334
Right. Just like Soros would want, no?! The "alt-right" basically validating and 
discrediting THEMSELVES via the "fake news", "tinfoil", "conspiracy theories" 
they're pushing and perpetuating ON THEIR OWN because "Q" helped them link fake 
facts to real facts so masses of people would believe they were "connecting dots" 
correctly, when they weren't THEN SPREADING THOSE FAKE FACTS via the FAKE NEWS they 
denounce, RIGHT?! That's the point, boss.

You do realize the MSM picking this up is on fucking purpose, yes? When they prove 
your Q wrong, they'll tie it to how "ridiculously ignorant" all the other shit 
"citizen investigators" told you was true, like "Pizzagate", which we KNOW isn't 
bullshit.

THEY ARE USING YOU, SETTING YOU UP, TO MAKE YOU LOOK DUMB! And if you don't STOP 
contributing you'll realize YOU HELPED THEM SUCCEED. Choice is yours.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 09:18:45 No.151216528
>>151213734
What you need to remember is that Q was literally a Soros and swamp funded "shill" 
using your own tactics, honest curiosity and masses dedicated to finding the truth 
outside of what the MSM spoonfeeds, against you... all in an effort to discredit not 
just the things you've already correctly exposed and justified, like Pizzagate, but 
to prove the methods of research you claim to do, are bullshit.

"Q" mixed in enough real with fake (remember? They even managed to convince everyone 
that "disinfo is good") so you'd purposefully connect fake dots to real dots, then 
feel so fucking good and confident about it, you'd willingly and voluntarily SPREAD 
ALL THAT DISINFO, just like YOU CLAIM THE MSM DOES. "Q" just made all of your 
honest, innocent, REAL EFFORTS AND ALL THEVTRYTH YOU DID UNCOVER, look like complete 
bullshit... then they all unknowing spread that bullshit! Why do you think they 
pushed so fucking hard to reach and meme to normies?! Yes, reaching normies is good, 
memes can be effective, but NOT IF THEY'RE BASED ON BULLSHIT. Then they become as 
dumb as "Occupy Democrats" infographics and memes, right?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ojJB3dfi Tue 28 Nov 2017 09:36:55 No.151218143
>>151213954
Actually boss, if you've read my posts thoroughly, in full and in order, you'd 
realize a lot of what I said would or will happen, either has happened, is still 
happening and eventually will happen. I haven't been "wrong" about anything. I only 
appear "wrong" to those who haven't read in full, have put words into my mouth, 
those who assumed things I've said, believed the claims they've read by others that 
were made or assumed against me and/or those who innocently but literally 
misinterpreted, misread, or misunderstood what I was saying or meant, which happens. 
That's not my fault. I always stick around and try to answer questions or arguments 
made in rebuttal and I always clarify things further when I see I was misunderstood 
and could've done a better job explaining something.

Again, I don't post or comment to "break news" to you, not do I claim to be doing 
that. I only come, lurk, comment when and if I have something I can contribute 
positively, just like most of you.

If some of the things I say always seem like an "insider" is trying to "break news", 
then maybe the reason it seems that way to those people is because to them, it seems 
"breaking", because it's new to them. I say what I say. You can take it or leave it. 
I'm not "Q", telling y'all shit like "you have to believe me", you're saving the 
world", "some disinfo is good", "anyone who questions or debates is a shill", "now 
meme and spread the awareness I've given you to normies before we all die from EMP's 
and 10 days of darkness... but don't worry, POTUS IS INSULATED", right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:53BDqYPr Tue 28 Nov 2017 10:00:24 No.151220092
>>151214550
Haha, then you should look into a few more of the Bannon/admin internal games of 
leak exposure, that have been played over the last 18mos. between the primaries and 
elections. These things are googleable you know... if you dig hard enough into the 
right areas, you'll find what you're looking for. You don't need me to tell you... 
if you're interested, you'll find it and you're right. Not everyone got a "slap on 
the wrist". McCain's storm will soon prove this. How do you think they found out 
about his cooperation and direct coordination to the dossier and the doctored 
"Russian intel report"? Think he just hobbled over and told them? Haha, he was 
unknowingly (at the time) taken for a ride, too.

Please try to logically and rationally remember that this is the only kind of 
disinfo that's good. McCain being "got" won't be outted, but the results and 
repercussions his being "got", produced and proved ARE what IS important and he WILL 
be held publicly AND legally responsible and accountable for what he's done. No 
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question. It's done and he knows it's coming. So does Hillary, the Podestas, Lynch, 
Holder, Brennan, Comey, etc. they will all get what's theirs to own. Unironically, 
Obama is playing pretty nice right now to the dismay of Clinton's and especially GHB 
- HE'S pretty fucking pissed. GH Bush is probably gonna start trying to speed up his 
own natural causes soon.

FYI, I can't stick around in these CBTS threads much. I only try to comment in the 
ones that seem at least 60/40 who realize "Q" is a joke. Not trying to encourage 
actual "Q" followers by posting in these threads too much, especially since most of 
them hiked it over to 8.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:53BDqYPr Tue 28 Nov 2017 10:18:40 No.151221620
Quoted By: >>151223806
>>151219529
Look, Im going to be real straight with you because your post right here is an 
example of EXACTLY WHY this "Q" larp is so negatively impactful to your efforts, the 
more it continues, expands its reach and exposure and spreads.

If YOU'RE HERE, following, researching, contributing to and spreading the info 
you've "obtained" or "learned" based on "Q's" posts and questions, BECAUSE you truly 
believe in public forums, discussions, research and efforts to spread awareness on 
ALL OF THE OTHER REAL THINGS WE KNOW ARE TRUE, especially like Pizzagate, Vegas, 
etc., then WAKE UP!!!

YOU absolutely need to realize that you have been innocently, intentionally and 
purposefully mislead by a small group of people, orchestrated and tasked with the 
SOLE PURPOSE of DISCREDITING AND DEMORALIZING ALL OF YOUR CREDIBLE, VALID, WELL-
SOURCED AND DOCUMENTED EFFORTS on things like Pizzagate, Vegas, Russia, Federal 
corruption, Clinton/DNC corruption and collusion, etc.

These people are PURPOSEFULLY USING YOUR OWN MASS EFFORTS TO FIND AND EXPOSE THE 
TRUTH, AGAINST YOU, by stringing you along with a mix of FACTS AND BULLSHIT, they 
INTENTIONALLY WANT YOU TO CONNECT THE DOTS ON INCORRECTLY, THEN HYPE AND SPREAD to 
the ignorant, sleeping sheep, so that THEY CAN USE THE DISINFO YOURE SPEADING, 
THROUGH THE FAKE FACTS AND DOTS YOUR INCORRECTLY CONNECTING TOGETHER, TO DISCREDIT 
EVERYTHING YOU'VE ALL BEEN DOING RIGHT FOR SO LONG TO RESEARCH, CONFIRM AND EXPOSE 
THE TRUTH, THE MSM WONT TOUCH OR INVESTIGATE.

You're being played so the MSM can come back and USE ALL OF THIS FAKE Q SHIT AS AN 
EXAMPLE WHEN CONFIRMING TO "NORMIES" that you weren't right on these Q things, so 
you OBVIOUSLY CAN'T BE RIGHT ABOUT ANYTHING ELSE, like Pizzagate or Vegas, or 
Russia, or the "deep state"/"swamp", etc. they'll pin all of this BACK ON ALL OF US, 
as dangerous fear mongering, fake news spreading, alt-right, Trump base. They'll use 
his mistake of retweeting...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:53BDqYPr Tue 28 Nov 2017 10:44:26 No.151223806
>>151221620
... against him on purpose, as just another example they can toss out when trying to 
convince people Trump and his admin are dangerous to America who follows and gets 
their facts from conspiracy sites while he so publicly denounced the MSM and tried 
to tell Americans they can't trust the "professional" MSM.

You're ALREADY SEEING THEM TRYING TO PUSH IT RIGHT NOW! They jumped all over Trump 
and magapill! They're going to build this up so much WITH YOUR HELP, that by the 
time the fucking Podestas, HILLARY AND EVERY OTHER PIZZA-LOVING MOTHERFUCKER GETS 
INDICTED, NO LEFT-SWINGING NORMIE WILL FUCKING BELIEVE ITS TRUE BECAUSE YOU AND 
ACCUDEJTALLY THE PRESIDENT, FUCKED UP WITH Q, SO YOU MUST BE WRONG ABOUT PIZZA AND 
VEGAS TOO, IF YOU'RE WRONG ABOUT THIS Q SHIT, LIKE THEY WILL PROVE YOU ARE BECAUSE 
THEY KNOW YOU ARE BECAUSE THEY DID IT TO YOU BY SETTING YOU UP AND EVERYONE ELSE 
SPREADING IT... AND THEY FLDUD IT ALL ON PURPOSE, TO TAKE YOU DOWN. DISCREDIT YOU 
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and EVERYTHING you have legitimately and correctly qu stunned, uncovered and 
exposed.

I'm don't talking about it on here. If you can't see what's going on, I can't help 
you. It's why they're getting so ballsy letting Mueller get called out. Mueller 
isn't a good dude. He didn't "flip", he's just doing his job, knowing he's covered 
by the deal he negotiated because EVERYONE ALWAYS KNEW RUSSIAN INVESTIGATIONS WOULD 
LEAD TO EVERYTHING ELSE AND ALL WHO ARE GUILTY OF CONTRIBUTING AND PARTICIPATING, 
which everyone including Mueller, also already knew would NEVER link back to Trump. 
They tried, they failed then were exposed for fucking wiretapping then leaking their 
OWN EFFORTS to set Trump up, JUST LIKE YOU'RE BEING SET UP!!!

If you give a fuck about all those kids and Pizza and ALL the shit they've ruined 
this country with like Vegas, then realize YOUR MASSES scare them. What better way 
to discredit ALL YOU'VE DONE, than a "Q" THEY CAN PROVE IS WRONG?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:53BDqYPr Tue 28 Nov 2017 10:51:35 No.151224443
>>151222012
See? Another example of how planted "Q's" and their disinfo HURTS!!!

This isn't a fucking "Q result", THIS IS A FLYNN RESULT AND IT'S IN LARGE PART WHY 
THEY'RE BOTH HAPPY AND WILLING TO COOPERATE WHEN INDICTED!!! THEY KNOW ITS COMING!!!

FLYNN MADE THIS HAPPEN 6MONTHS AGO!!!! NOT Q!!! Holy shit, wake the fuck up... this 
is painful to witness at this point. Shit like this is exactly how they hope you'll 
react. Unreal.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zr4zxOWH Tue 28 Nov 2017 11:37:35 No.151228747
>>151187404
He's trying to detach before shit hits the fan, hoping he'll be employable as 
considered by the public, after it does. Same with Joe. You'll start to see more of 
the MSM trying to detach themselves now just like you're seeing Hollywood upping 
their efforts to drop their dead weight detach and congressmen by resigning and 
declining their candidacy for re-election.

You'll also start to see bigger names like you saw with Brazille with her book 
release and with Clapper this week. Bigger, prominent names will start to expose 
themselves and come forward on their own publicly, in an effort to salvage 
themselves, their careers their personal names, self-pride and credibility, in an 
effort to go "on-the "-record" for denouncing and removing themselves from "the 
swamp" proactively, hoping y'all will see it as such and allow them to either 
continue their careers in some or the same capacity, or just let them live the rest 
of their personal/private lives in peace because you're thankful for their 
cooperation in exposing the corruption, even if you find out they unknowingly, 
unassumingly or unwillingly May have played a part in it.

It's self-preservation and protection. All of them covering their asses for either 
shit you know or assume they did, shit you don't even know they did yet, but don't 
want it to be exposed either by sticking around or running for re-election, or just 
because yes, there are actually still blissfully ignorant but GOOD PEOPLE left who 
realize what's been going on and they want no indirect part of it. Either way all 
good things, all the swamp draining itself and lots more to come through the rest of 
the year. Pay attention to everyone dropping everywhere, regardless of whether 
you've heard of/suspected them before. They'll be names you'll hear/see again 
throughout 2018, after we get passed the immediate shit and pending takedowns set to 
happen in smaller, manageable waves before the new year.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:zr4zxOWH Tue 28 Nov 2017 11:45:21 No.151229512
>>151229026
I mean yeah, I could. I'm fucking devastated that I can't watch House of Cards 
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anymore because Spacey got it cancelled for recklessly poking his penis into the 
literal assholes of innocent "twinks" he assaulted, so... there's that.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:14+aUjsQ Tue 28 Nov 2017 12:09:57 No.151232059
Quoted By: >>151233905
>>151228566
Uh, but they are coming from me and frankly, should be coming from you. I'm saying 
what I am to show you how these 4 Q posters are being found to be connected to 
bigger orgs. Those orgs unironically, are connected to DC metro Antifa groups who 
HAVE factually been funded by Soros. This isn't new news overall because there have 
been a few staffers/employees let go previously who were found to have been 
connected to these groups, but I didn't initially think these Q kids I'm referring 
to, had affiliations, but even to my surprise, it seems as though 3 of the 4 do.

The MSM picking up the magapill retweet so quickly, plays well with a fewer the 
coordinated directives and efforts sponsored by these same locally affiliated orgs 
that were uncovered through the exposing and firing of a lot of the holdover 
staffers, who've been let go, prior.

I'd find it very unironically coincidental that these 4 Q kids, with direct ties to 
the same orgs as a lot of their hold over friends were, would just be on here 
LARPing for so long, coordinating their efforts to post, ensuring their consistently 
in post formats across the 4 of them posting as a single "Q", etc. and somehow those 
efforts NOT being directed and coordinated by the orgs they're tied to.

Knowing that it's way more probable than not, because it's factually BEEN DONE 
BEFORE, realizing how small coordinated, localized efforts like this have been used 
before to accomplish the very same goals of discrediting (I mean, hello, do you not 
realize shareblue/media matters/think progress are the same, but on a bigger scale) 
the efforts and people actively collaborating and participating on boards like this 
and places like here, including social media, it's not hard to see what's being done 
and what the goal is.

Everyone should already know what the goal of organized and sponsored orgs. like 
these are. Knowing what we factually know, this was a solid and fairly successful, 
organized effort.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:14+aUjsQ Tue 28 Nov 2017 12:26:21 No.151233905
Quoted By: >>151235261
>>151232059
So knowing and saying it's successful, then trying to explain to y'all how it was, 
why it was and what the goal of this effort, like all the other efforts we FACTUALLY 
KNOW have been attempted, have failed or have succeeded are, should justify the 
sounding of a very credible alarm for everyone.

See, no one like the MSM or admin., actually gives a shit or even pays attention to 
anything going on here. The only time places like this and people like you become 
relevant is when "THEY" need to EXPLOIT you directly or indirectly, for THEIR 
purposes... especially when they can use the MSM to exploit you, against the admin. 
See how this works?

Use this example, Trump made an off the cuff comment in reply to a reporter at a 
presser that he "wasn't sure" and no one "was sure" that "terrorists" or "Isis" were 
"tied to Vegas" yet. He said he "hadn't seen anything confirming that yet". This 
statement was made in the heat of the "citizen journalist" hype on social media and 
the dedicated, unwavering attention every board like this discussing and questioning 
Vegas relentlessly, was focusing on. Obviously, the LVMPD and FBI were drawing more 
negative attention to themselves than they could even handle due to the sloppy 
answers they were being forced to give AND due to the highly suspicious LACK OF 
ANWERS they had on what in reality, seem like very basic things, right? Your hype 
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attention and focus kept them on their to s and held them publicly accountable for 
shit they didn't expect to have to answer for or explain, like they didn't really 
have to with other questionable events like sandy hook and Boston, thanks to a 
corrupt former admin, not holding them responsible or accountable to do so.

So what did they do?! They exploited Loomer, cited conspiracy "citizen journalists", 
"investigators" and boards like this...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:14+aUjsQ Tue 28 Nov 2017 12:39:48 No.151235261
>>151233905
... making up fake theories as "dangerous", letting Lombardo publicly claim that 
because these things were hindering and impeding the investigation and threatening 
the privacy and safety of victims and witnesses, like Campos "fearing for his life", 
the LVMPD and FBI got to EXPLOIT YOU as an EXCUSE, to confirm they wouldn't be 
holding any more press conferences, and would no longer take questions or make 
further comments in an effort to secure the safety and security of the victims, 
witnesses, law enforcement and to preserve the integrity of the investigation.

See what they did there? See how they use your validity and credibility against you?

Every Soros and/or Rothschild funded, NGO from local affiliates to regional chapters 
to nationwide sponsored, actively coordinates, orchestrates and facilitates efforts 
like this, all of the time. This isn't LARPing or shilling. This is fact. Just 
because you can't call it share blue or media matters in this instance as related to 
these Q kids, doesn't mean the same people pupeting and sponsoring these localized 
efforts, aren't happening... and in reality, they happen WAY MORE than you know and 
they're WAY MORE negatively impactful when they do, because their efforts are 
precise, calculated, concentrated and rather short-term as opposed to say Media 
matters who employs these tactics in mass, with broad spread and reach, on a daily, 
24/7 basis, across all topics, platforms, boards, etc. across the whole internet, 
all the time.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:14+aUjsQ Tue 28 Nov 2017 13:07:20 No.151238196
Quoted By: >>151239197
>>151235066
I didn't and don't need to "prove" them. I said what I said HERE specifically, 
because I knew I could just say it and that as the events/facts played out 
themselves, you'd realize I was right.

I told you Paddock wasn't real, he is fake. He's still fake. Steve Paddock isn't the 
real name of that body.

I told you Jose Campos wasntvreal, he's fake and he's hardly a security guard. Guess 
what?! He's still fake, he was still, never an actual security guard.

I told you exactly when the FBI obtained jurisdiction over LVMPD using fake ISIS 
ties, WAY BEFORE Lombardo admitted it and I told you why. Not my fault y'all only 
found out about a missing hard drive 2 weeks later cause the MSM said so.

I confirmed another anon who did you a solid and told you VIP's were in Vegas, it 
should've been bigger and wasn't, then I linked even more than I actually wanted to 
by tipping y'all off to chartered Raytheon flights in/out of McCarran before and 
just after the attack and then, I even specifically and purposefully made SURE to 
highlight that the private Raytheon charters at McCarran we're JUST LIKE THE ONES 
THAT Bush called in and approved for Bin Talal and fucking Bin Ladens in US during 
9/11!

Look what y'all did with that 2 month old breadcrumb. Nothing. You let it sit and it 
was only after Bin Talal (and the same initial 11 SRAF regime officials he had with 
him IN VEGAS too WHO ALL FLEW HOME AFTER ON A RAYTHEON CHARTER NO ONE PAID ATTENTION 
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TO) were arrested 3 weeks later in the start of saudi's own swamp drain, but did 
anyone give a fuck to look a little further?

Unless you're under the false impression that the LVMPD or FBI are going to hand you 
the keys to an evidence room with a handwritten apology and admission, then you can 
either take what I say and look into it more for yourself, or call me a larp. What 
the fuck do I care? I'm not riding PayPal donations on whether you believe me and 
subscribe/follow or not.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:14+aUjsQ Tue 28 Nov 2017 13:16:17 No.151239197
>>151238196
Look at it this way, I don't owe you or anyone shit in reality but I also haven't 
been proven wrong by anyone or anything I've actually said myself, yet.

That said, it's fine to be skeptical of me, you should be, shouldn't you? Just 
recognize that you're not debating my credibility, on the "10 days of NK EMP 
darkness" or "11/3" and "11/4" happenings promised, that never happened.

I didn't say those things and here we are, 20+ days later... still turning on 
lights, flushing toilets, showering and cooking dinner like people with lights on, 
right?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 12:43:45 No.151497616
>>151475932
I told y'all...

FBI
CIA
FED

You won't recognize "them" when it all happens. Let it shake out and for fucks sake 
y'all... FEEL GOOD ABOUT IT! You wanted it, you deserve it, you showed up, you voted 
for it, YOU made THIS happen and IT IS HAPPENING. IT'S BEEN HAPPENING... and it 
would've happened whether the "Q" kids ever posted here or never post again. Nothing 
you type or post on here makes shit happen. ACTION makes shit happen and candidly, 
y'all ALREADY ACTED last November. So please, I love y'all. Sit back, relax, enjoy 
the fruits of your labors.

And for all of our German, Britbong and French friends... buckle up. Your swamps are 
about to drain, too. Germany's gonna be in for a post-May comeback! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 12:53:01 No.151498506
>>151497315
Pompeo isn't really the "Director" though and hasn't been since mid-October. It's 
why he hasn't had the balls to say a fucking word after trying to call out Wikileaks 
and DOJ to "investigate".

Rogers is a CIA sleeper and has been for almost the last 2 months. Pompeo has been 
nothing more to the CIA than a breathing body maintained for show. He's only a been 
a title since mid October, as a premature ousting would've caused a disruption that 
we all couldn't afford at the time. You'll see how this plays out.

Like I said last time I posted about all this and specifically about Pompeo and 
Rogers a few weeks ago, it's gonna continue to be a ride through the new year.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 13:17:28 No.151501080
>>151498525
Let's be clear. Assange wasn't BTFO. In fact, Assange holds the very literal balls 
of every fucking western government's deep state, in his hands, today. No one, 
BTFO's, Assange.
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He's not wrong about Cotton. Study up and you'll see why. Assange is growing 
increasingly impatient, like most of you. I promise y'all this, if you knew all of 
the shit Assange was sitting on regarding every country and their decades long worth 
of corruption at OUR expense as citizens of our nations, you'd be VERY thankful he's 
sacrificed so much of himself and his own pride as an individual, so that you could 
maintain your everyday lifestyles and enjoying your freedoms at leisure and at will.

If Assange decided to renig on anything today and dropped everything he had 
tomorrow, you wouldn't have to wonder if WW3 would ever happen, you'd all start it 
yourselves agaibstvyour governments first.

So relax. He needs to keep poking these bears. You forget that they're working on 
HIS now borrowed time. Pokes like this gently yet publicly remind our governments 
and their swamps that THEY can get it done on their terms as agreed, or HE can 
(legally now, too).

Don't forget what he's done for YOU. If not for him, you'd have nothing more to do 
than believe "them" about Russia cause you'd have nothing else to PROVE it's all 
bullshit. Podesta would've been Hillary's Chief of Staff, Alinsky as CIA Director, 
Huma starring as fucking Nikki Haley and DWS running every WH Briefing from behind 
the podium. You really do have no clue how bad this all could've been. Humble 
yourselves.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 13:19:13 No.151501257
>>151499158
A boss on reddit has some how managed to find every one of my posts back to May and 
has kindly put them all in dated order. You did miss it, but you can find it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 13:24:53 No.151501848
>>151500865
Remember, "rates" reflect debts and both are based on fiction. When fake debts 
adjust to realized actuals, rates will accurately align and adjust accordingly, 
y'all.

We talk enough about central banks on here that everyone should realize what's 
actually going on. Hint: we aren't going to owe "China" or everyone else the Obama 
and Bush admins. sold us down the river to, as much as you've been told.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 13:27:41 No.151502137
>>151501801
Because Pompeo was the last corrupt "pillar" standing. Rogers was and is a temp 
protection and fix... until now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UcGxotDX Thu 30 Nov 2017 13:30:15 No.151502387
>>151502196
Nah, everyone knows I don't like the nicknames too much. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yqRd339z Thu 30 Nov 2017 13:51:58 No.151504694
>>151502517
No, it's not Pompeo personally, who's corrupt, hence he's being recycled... just 
like Flynn will hopefully be after he's indicted, testifies, is cleared like they 
all know he'll be for bringing the house down (Flynn and Clapper to be fair, they'll 
both be the heroes).

Pompeo is just in a similar situation as Flynn. This will make more sense later but 
you'll realize what I'm saying as it plays out. Pompeo cannot proceed nor has he 
really since mid Oct. because he has to detach himself from the corruption that's 
GOING TO come down around the last pillar. It's preservation in a very good way. 
It's why Sessions recused, why Wray has stuck to drugs, MS-13 and human/child 
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trafficking as Russia implodes around his dept. There are things being shifted on 
purpose as things shake out too. Pompeo is one of these.

Alternatively, McCabe being demoted and relieved of investigative duties this past 
week and Tillerson leaving, are not for preservation or detachment. It's instead, 
swamp related.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yqRd339z Thu 30 Nov 2017 14:14:20 No.151506983
>>151505315
Because he's have been tied and exposed to more indirectly, than he already has 
been... much like Flynn and Clapper has been. Can't clean it out the way it needs to 
be done by further implicating and exposing an innocent you'd like to use again. 
Much of the clean up is already done though... hence is why I say mid-Oct. that's 
when it started. Last week put a nail in the coffin, but what went down in Langley 
was not exactly an MEU op. There's a "misidentification" of ops. teams going on with 
that being spread on the internets. Can't say more though but not the ID'ed MIops 
the Internet e celebs are trying to confirm and not exactly for the reasons they're 
implying either. Close, but not nearly how they're portraying it and certainly not 
to the extent. It

That's what I meant but I was glad someone asked that cause i re-read it and was 
gonna post to clarify anyway.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yqRd339z Thu 30 Nov 2017 14:22:07 No.151507795
>>151506315
Don't get it twisted, y'all. Tillerson isn't swamp dirty like McCabe, Mueller, etc. 
it's just when you have to dip your toes in to do your job because until it's 
drained, there's no way to avoid it, you end up coming back with some dirty shit on 
your foot. There's a big difference though so try to remember that as you watch it 
unravel.

Tillerson, Pompeo, Flynn, all good guys. All doing the right things the best ways 
they could under very dirty circumstances they did their absolute best to not only 
avoid and clean up on their own, but also helped expose. These 3 are a good example 
of those internal "white hat" types y'all refer to.

McCabe's demotion/investigative relief was huge this week and it hardly got any 
coverage. Even on here, I was surprised.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yqRd339z Thu 30 Nov 2017 14:29:38 No.151508634
>>151507314
Implying it was marines-affiliated is what's incorrect. I promise you, if a 
MAGFT/MEU Team were to EVER deploy on American soil, the entire world would know... 
not just a few local, unnamed witnesses or "residents". In fact, that should've been 
everyone's first red flag on this because no only could this like never happen as 
reported, did anyone really think "local residents" would've "witnessed" it?

I'm hearing if Cotton shifts that will be temporary too. Again I'm hearing this, NOT 
CONFIRMING. It'll just be interesting to watch.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yqRd339z Thu 30 Nov 2017 14:33:20 No.151509044
>>151507518
Good point! How could I be posting right now, if you're watching Sarah right now, 
too!

Yay! Debunked! Onto the next... haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:LGLdCtAf Fri 01 Dec 2017 09:42:48 No.151607242
It's gonna be beautiful, y'all. The MSM and FBI/Mueller investigation will never 
recoup after Flynn is done with them. HE and his formal testimony will be the 
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beginning of the end.

Like I've said for months... Manafort cooperated and knew what was coming and he did 
it for a reason. Flynn knew what was coming and cooperated for a reason. MANY 
pending indictment KNOW what is coming and SOME of them have cooperated for a 
reason.

So enjoy watching the MSM completely blow this SINGLE charge up, based on the 
conversation you ALREADY knew Flynn had with Russia and the accidental "lack of 
detail" and honest "miscommunication" he had with Pence. Remember Pence's public 
statements about this. Remember how much the MSM is blowing this out of proportion 
right now... even Fox. All desperate to save their assets and look like they're 
"working" this story.

Flynn, like Manafort, will walk and when this shakes out, all you're going to be 
talking about is THE TRUTH you got from all his TESTIMONY that came from these 
"charges". It's unitonic that they blew up Manafort on technicality charges no one 
will EVER really care about, but AFTER he testified, he walked out with a gag and 
you haven't heard SHIT since. THIS IS ON PURPOSE.

It's not these charges that matter, IT'S THE TESTIMONY BEING COLLECTED and the 
establishment, Hillary, DWS, McCain, Obama, Podestas, Holder/Lynch, Pelosi, Schumer, 
etc. AREN'T CELEBRATING THIS SHIT! They're fucking TERRIFIED. They know what's 
coming too and Manafort's indictment? Flynn's "plea" on shit he ALREADY PUBLICLY 
ADMITTED and resigned over?! It all ONLY MEANS WHAT'S COMING FOR THE REST, is just 
ONE DAY CLOSER, y'all. Enjoy it! 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 10:09:56 No.151609876
>>151608076
Umm, it was leaked on purpose y'all.

All you need to remember about Flynn is that they're snagging him on the SINGLE 
CHARGE for the "miscommunication" technicality they were able to snag him on for the 
shit YOU ALRWADY KNOW ABOUT between that bullshit "Russia call" and Flynn's recap to 
Pence. You already know about this. Flynn resigned after admitting that it was 
nothing more than a miscommunication but because Pence is a dirty fuck, he danced 
around it like the good little establishment monkey he is and didn't come to Flynn's 
defense so "they" could squeeze Flynn out.

Why?! Because as you'll see, Flynn, Kelly, Wray, Rogers, Sessions (to an extent), 
etc. ARE THE BIGGEST THREATS. THEY are the beginning of the end. Even Manafort and 
Awan were threats.

Be glad Flynn pleas to get the ball rolling. He knew he would be indicted. Manafort 
knew he would be, many more know they WILL be! But like Manafort and Awan, Flynn's 
testimony will be explosive and he will also probably leave with a gag when he's 
finished testifying, like Manafort did.

THIS Flynn shit isn't important... it's the TESTIMONY that WILL COME from it, that 
is important. It's WHY all of this is happening in the first place and even Pence 
knows he's about to look like one giant, lying, backstabbing asshole to Americans. 
He knows who he works for. Trump does too. It's why Trump didn't want him on the 
ticket and fought it til the very last minute. Only reason Pence was named was 
because Trump didn't want the GOP to try to pull any of their tricks at the 
convention. Trump won the nomination by a lot but the GOP was already trying to 
start the buzz that they may seek an override. They started that buzz the MINUTE 
they thought Trump would push back on their NEGOTIATED PICK PENCE, and Trump kept 
them on their toes, delaying his VP pick announcement, even bringing Chris Christie 
in late in the game, all for show, to keep the estab. worried.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 10:21:12 No.151610999
Quoted By: >>151611480
>>151609994
This is on purpose. This kind of shit is intentionally done PUBLICLY, so it will go 
on the records that it WAS DONE and so the MSM will report it, which is the ONLY 
REASON YOU CAN SAY IT WAS DONE, HERE IN YOUR POST.

It covers asses on purpose and for good reason, like they should be covering their 
asses. It's done so no one can claim fault or error and get caught on another bogus 
"technicality" LATER, like you're witnessing Flynn's "single charge" over nothing 
being used as, right now! Flynn cooperated, like Manafort cooperated, like Awan's 
were all too happy cooperating while signing like canaries, just like their 
Pakistani family friend Huma Abedin willingly sang with her hubby Weiner. Just like 
Lois Lerner and her deputy, just like Comey will, even like Mueller will when his 
turn comes last.

They sold out the swamp to save their asses and the best thing about Flynn today is 
that it's only ONE DAY CLOSE, just one more box checked, until those we KNOW are 
guilty of SEVERAL CHARGES, are forced to stand before the American people so JUSTICE 
can finally prevail and WILL be SERVED.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 10:22:17 No.151611124
>>151610104
Haha, yes! Thank you! You?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 10:26:00 No.151611480
>>151610999
If McCabe's DEMOTION AND REMOVAL FROM INVESTIGATIVE DUTIES this past week wasn't 
something you were paying attention to, you might wanna start... when it's McCabe's 
turn to answer "FBI questions", you're not gonna remember what Flynn was even 
charged for. No one will...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 10:43:31 No.151613438
>>151611451
Yes... and the only actual thing that will ever end of being important about these 
these indictments/guilty pleas when the history books are written, is what CAME FROM 
THE EPIC TESTIMONIES, of people like Flynn, indicted on bullshit. No one will ever 
talk about Flynn's guilty plea, Manafort's indictment, even the Awan's, etc. the way 
they *think* it will be talked about, based on how it's loosely being positioned 
today. They will only ever talk about what all of this led to.

Remember that completely innocent filmmaker dude who was LITERALLY raided, arrested 
and charged for his supposed "YouTube video" that "caused" Benghazi? Yeah, poor that 
guy and poor Flynn. No different but will soon be vindicated. He knows it. It's why 
he pled instead of waiting. He was tired of waiting. He wants it done so he can 
testify, vindicate himself, wash his hands of it and move the fuck on, just like 
he's always known he'd be able to do because HE'S NOT GUILTY, just like the YouTube 
brah wasn't guilty either.

See, they tried to tag Flynn with a "legal technicality" to use and exploit his m as 
a pawn, like they did with many people. They did it thinking Comey and eventually 
Mueller, would just turn a blind eye, like they ALWAYS DID and wrap up another one 
of "their" messes with a pretty little bow again. These ARE their tricks. This type 
of shit is just an example of corrupt, DC standard political policy. It's been 
tried, tested, practiced, polished and implemented for decades. Only difference is 
that NOW, there's no one there willing to clean and wrap up all the messy loose ends 
for them.

Only people who woke up this morning dreading the news of Flynn's "guilty plea" were 
former O admin and Hillary. Flynn work up and walked in there like the GENERAL 
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fucking BOSS, he ALWAYS IS. Remember this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 11:00:03 No.151615240
>>151611957
Correction. He "shouldn't have been charged with anything" but he WAS to FORCE 
TESTIMONY because THEY were SILENCING Flynn, like they did Manafort. See, when you 
"cooperate" hand over everything you've got and even do things like "offer public 
testimony, under oath" to things like the "Senate Intel committee" and they reject 
because YOUR VOLUNTARY OFFER AND WILLING COMPLIANCE doesn't mesh well with the 
whole, "you're guilty of crimes we're trying to blindly convince the American people 
you are guilty of" then you being cooperative, compliant, proactive, willing and 
voluntary, day rant really fit the "narrative" or "agenda" they're pushing, to 
"prove" you're "guilty" in the "court of public opinion", does it?

They didn't want Flynn or Manafort to testify. They didn't want Awan brought in. 
You'll see they even tried to help him leave, hence it will prove important later 
why he was detained at the airport. It wasn't by accident. It was done so they could 
show you how "THEY" tried to scoot him off back to Pakistan so he wouldn't be 
extradited... or so they assumed. Until a couple months later when "they" watched 
Pakistan release a family they've held captive for a long time, FOR FREE and for 
NOTHING in exchange. While that release symbolizes MANY THINGS, it also served as a 
whispered "fuck you" to Clinton, Huma/the Abedin family and the Awan family because 
Pakistan isn't going to be bulldozed, exploited and blamed by "them" anymore. 
Especially when they know "they" don't pull the strings because TRUMP has made that 
clear.

This is fact, y'all. You're gonna find out exactly who technically got the Awan's 
hired before Debbie or any Dems even knew who they were. Awan went to Harvard you 
know... on the same kind of Bin Talal scholarship Obama somehow got, too... hmmm...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 11:23:43 No.151617814
>>151614496
Here's the deal with Manafort. He's no different than his old partner Stone, except 
he doesn't sell himself out on social media, he just sells himself out to anyone 
still willing to pay him and keep him relevant, regardless of party 
ties/affiliations.

Manafort and people like him (lots in DC) care far less about who they work for and 
with, than they do about the hundreds of thousands they'll earn from whoever's 
looking for their services.

Manafort stepped in his OWN shit and didn't care about it until he REALIZED he had 
to. He tried to buddy up tobtge admin and yes, he was brought on, but ONLY to serve 
a purpose.

Flynn doesn't care about people like Manafort really being around DC. Begging for 
contracts like ambulance chasing lawyers. Alternatively, Manafort would do anything 
to get people like Flynn to care about him, so that should tell you enough about 
both.
The only thing that ties these two together is that they both worked for Obama, both 
worked for Trump and BOTH have a to say about it. The only DIFFERENCE they share in 
those ties, is that Flynn is doing it so the TRUTH can prevail, even if he had to 
take it on the chin publicly for a little while and resign/face indictments over it 
and Manafort is doing it because honestly, it's just another shady deal he made, 
like all the shady deals he's made, selling out people to cover his ass if and when 
he's ever needed it, including today.
I know it sucks thinking guilty, shady people like Manafort, Comey, Mueller, Awan, 
Lerner, etc. won't be sentenced or served the time they deserve, but if you knew how 
bad it really was here, you'd be willing to sacrifice on exchange for the big names 
and their networks.
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Trust me, even I'm ok with Comey, Mueller, Lerner, etc. don't get me wrong they'll 
pay in many ways, but not as big as we'd expect. Sadly, you still need a little 
cooperation and help to force the swamp to drain itself.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MHJZh6dh Fri 01 Dec 2017 11:47:29 No.151620488
>>151615017
Awe, that's nice of you to say those things. But try to only post away HERE, ok?

I think I've decided that when the fan has hit all the shit it can and the MSM has 
nothing else to report but the truth anymore, I'm going to out myself (on here of 
course), just so every EVERY SINGLE ONE of these "e-celebs" who thinks they're 
"helping" with their "research", "analysis", "breakdowns/explanations" of my posts, 
as if they're confirming who I actually AM, or WHO I'm affiliated with or not, has 
to eat their own shit, for being no less credible than the SAME MSM, they denounce.

So let's keep it "anon", keep the posts HERE and let THEM CHOOSE how they'll 
proceed. But it sure would suck for people like, but not limited to, David Wilcock, 
to have to "explain" to his tens of thousands of innocent readers and viewers, how 
the very same , "sources", "expertise", "research", "analytics" he uses to 
"validate" and "verify" his disclosure and ascension theories/predictions, could 
also lead him to be SO INCREDIBLY WRONG about ME.

If he wants to use actual "evidence" provided by a "source" to support his claims 
about me, maybe he should just post audio of the voicemail I personally left him the 
day before Thanksgiving. THAT'S REAL. He knows it. I know it. So why would he or his 
buddy Corey Goode post the things they have? I just don't get it. Same for all these 
other people. It's just disappointing.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NwaJOxwG Fri 01 Dec 2017 13:20:00 No.151631079
>>151623422
Haha! It's gonna get better! All was "found out" by a wiretap-TRAP. Stop thinking so 
small. Think big picture. It's draining itself.

FBI
CIA
FED

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NwaJOxwG Fri 01 Dec 2017 13:27:09 No.151631820
Don't forget this... kinda sounds like a cry for REAL "Russian election intervention 
and meddling", no? You'll see...

https://youtu.be/XsFR8DbSRQE

CF1274D1-94E0-494B-BBC5-42921DD0 (...).png, 97KiB, 622x345
~~~~~Anonymous ID:NwaJOxwG Fri 01 Dec 2017 13:36:46 No.151632843
>>151632541
Just make sure you've saved all these... you're gonna wanna make sure you have them 
on hand when the MSM goes REEEEEEEE!!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NwaJOxwG Fri 01 Dec 2017 14:48:33 No.151640846
Holy shit! Are y'all really going on about the Logan Act? A 200+ year old piece of 
legislation that NO ONE has ever been convicted under, EVER?!

Let's put it this way, if they try to actually charge Flynn with this, which they 
won't, then you've got a lot more to fucking worry about than Flynn.

But hey... if we're gonna start prosecuting people under it now, that's actually 
FANTASTIC!
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We can arrest and charge...

Obama (again this year) for his illegal meeting w/ S. Korea this week as a private 
citizen without authorized approval.

Hillary Clinton (again - total of 12 other time's outside of this) for her Feb. 2017 
meeting in China w/ Govt officials without authorized permission.

47 members of Congress including John Boehner for their 2015 invitation to Netanyahu 
to speak in congress about the Iran Nuke Deal and their letter to the Iranian 
Government advising they NOT sign the Nuke Deal all without authorized permission.

Pelosi for going to Syria behind Bush's back in 2007 (and honestly too many more 
times she's broken the law to list here) to speak with Assad of course, unauthorized 
and without permission.

Should I go on, y'all? I can if you need me to...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Siwc51hk Sat 02 Dec 2017 10:56:53 No.151749460
Quoted By: >>151751894
>>151718401
Guess Hillary and that crowd missed this?

http://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2017/10/23/child-porn-cheese-pizza-arrest/

Be happy she addressed it publicly and it was recorded. Make sure y'all archive the 
video of her replies to the crowd, too!

Sooner than later, she and the Podesta's are gonna have some explaining to do on 
what things like "playing dominos on pizza", "pizza-related handkerchiefs with maps 
on it the realtors found", "odd shaped boxes sent", why "walnuts with sauce are 
better than without" and what exactly "guess we'll just have to eat the pasta you 
get last year" meant. They'll have to explain their astronomical campaign spend on 
"pizza", every time she ran in an election. No one likes THAT MUCH PIZZA. Even 
Trump's campaign only spent $1100 over 6 months for 20+ staffers in comparison, 
right? Guess legitimate pizza, is far less expensive.

https://mobile.nytimes.com/2008/02/22/us/politics/22clinton.html?referer=

One day they're going to have to explain why ANYONE, let alone John Podesta, would 
have a single fuck to give about whether or not "the pool" on the "walnut farm", 
would be "heated" enough to "swim" with Tammy Luzzatto's grandkids, "Bonnie acting 
as uber transport" from the "airport" and the kids respective genders/ages. John's 
gonna have to explain what exactly Luzzatto meant by the "entertainment" her 
"grandkids" would provide (oh and here's something you might want to ask yourselves 
again... were those kids REALLY Tamera Luzzatto's actual "grandkids"? Just 
saying...)

When they DO have to explain, you're gonna wanna pull these videos of Hillary up 
again. Like those people on Twitter always say... "this isn't going to age well", 
y'all! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Siwc51hk Sat 02 Dec 2017 11:22:27 No.151751894
>>151749460
I'm just waiting for everyone to realize that "crazy conspiracy theorist" naked 
"Edgar Welch", who only managed to successfully shoot up and destroy the Comet Ping 
Pong computer, which also happened to be running a backloop of kid porn across 9 
different international servers/network hops, from the "office" of a "family 
pizza/ping pong restaurant in DC, is NO DIFFERENT OR MORE REAL OF A PERSON, than 
STEVE "THE PATSY" PADDOCK was.
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Is Edgar actually even "serving time"? Is "Edgar" the literal person, physically 
sitting in a jail cell? What ever happened to him after he was arrested? Crazy 
right?! You never heard shit about him again...

Unitonically a lot like that dodge driving, crowd plowing, "white supremicist" in 
Charlottesville, no?!

The answers to LOTS of things are there... shame "Q" didn't ask hundreds of people 
to follow these kinds of rabbits.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 12:16:21 No.151757046
Quoted By: >>151758284
>>151751900
Not true. In fact, while it wouldn't be common or standard practice to administer a 
boot on younger, able-bodied people who can physically overcompensate for a broken 
toe by adjusting their weight/stride for an extended period of time as it heals, it 
is NOT UNCOMMON and in fact, is fairly standard practice to implement a boot for 
OLDER, LESS physically capable/mobile people, unable to physically compensate on a 
consistent basis, to adjust their weight, balance, stability, etc. for extended 
periods of time.

In fact, even if your younger, depending on your job, lifestyle, etc. a boot may be 
suggested and utilized for the same reasons. If your job requires you to be in your 
feet for extended periods of time, it is standard medical practice, even for a 
broken toe, to utilize the assistance and support of a boot, to ensure you can keep 
pressure off the toe in hopes of allowing the break to re-align/heal as naturally 
possible, without further intervention or later complications, like arthritis, etc.

The question is not whether a boot for two people as old as Hillary and McCain would 
be used. It would. My own grandmother had a boot for a broken big toe at 77 years 
old. The question is did they actually break something that would require a boot?

But alas... that's a question we'll also NEVER be able to answer or factually prove, 
without either of them personally admitting it, or it being leaked with 
documentation/proof, right? Hence THE BOOT, is a FANTASTIC COVER. Most people will 
never question. Anyone who does, would never be able to prove otherwise.

It's also important to note that when you're legally mandated to wear an EM and 
depending on the specific charges, you typically ARE PERMITTED and allotted a 
certain amount of time every day, to REMOVE THE EM and shower/bathe, etc. During 
this time you also have the option to SWITCH LEGS. This is allowed in case the EM is 
causing or you're trying to prevent physical discomfort...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 12:28:29 No.151758284
>>151757046
... like if the EM keeps rubbing a certain spot on your leg raw, scratching up or 
bruising your skin, etc. Believe it or not, back in the late 90's and early 2000's 
when the technology/manufacturing of these EM's improved and started being used 
more, predominantly to keep non-violent offenders from wasting tax dollars and 
taking up bed/cell space, a whole bunch of criminals started filing and won class 
action lawsuits claiming shit like unnecessary torture, because they couldn't take 
them off, properly or regularly bathe, switch the legs when the EM's were 
irritating, brushing or cutting up their skin, etc. They cited personal sanitary 
concerns and unnecessary physical discomfort in their claims AND WON. Hence now, you 
are permitted a certain amount of time daily to remove the EM to bathe and switch 
legs up. THIS IS EXACTLY HOW MCCAIN'S BOOT literally ended up on the WRONG FOOT.

These medical boots are usually generically made. They literally come in like 3 
generic sizes - S, M, L AND can be worn on either side. They don't really make 
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"right" or "left" boots. Now they're usually just manufactured as ambidextrous.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 13:43:00 No.151765845
>>151763113
Uh yeah. Keep digging... ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:00:45 No.151767625
Quoted By: >>151769390
>>151759103
Lots of people are in trouble, they know they are, they know what's coming and 
they're being monitored. Tony Podesta was turned right around when he thought his 
travel/passage was secured... but he was wrong when they sent his ass right back to 
the US. You'll see more on this, I've posted more a few weeks ago about it too and 
they're easy to find if you search the internets for them by subject. I'm just too 
tired to phonepost it all here again.

They haven't been formally "indicted" yet because if they had, you'd know. They'd 
have turned themselves in or would've been arrested already.

Here's the thing about the "indictments" everyone keeps theorizing about that 
everyone needs to understand. First, are there a lot of indictments being filed now, 
than in prior years? Sure. You're only noticing them NOW because you're all trying 
to incorrectly link and assume they're ALL tied to Mueller or these investigations. 
They're NOT. Are there a lot of Mueller/investigation's-related indictments? Yes. A 
lot of DOJ/Federal indictments? Sure. But y'all first need to understand that what 
you view and correlate to a mass uptick of Federal indictments is actually, in all 
fairness, ONLY correlated to the FACT that EVERYONE HAS FORGOTTEN what a REAL DOJ 
LOOKS LIKE, when they're doing THEUR JOBS. Does this make sense? The Clinton, Bush 
and Obama admins. spent the last 20+ years pupeteering, evading and obstructing 
justice, via their cabinets and respective departments. So to think the mass 
increase of indictments being filed over the last 11 months of the Trump admin. must 
ALL be directly related to Mueller, Russia, Uranium, etc. is sadly short sighted. 
Again. There are a lot of sealed indictments related directly to all of this, but 
NOT thousands directly related to this. You're noticing numbers because you're 
paying attention now, but you're missing all of the efforts and successes a now 
WORKING DOJ has accomplished...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:17:46 No.151769390
>>151767625
... Second, if y'all are just patiently waiting to scream, "IT'S HAPPENING", when 
you think 300, 500, 1000 people at a clip, are about to be unsealed, served and 
arrested, in some massive federal swamp sweep, then I'm sorry, but you're going to 
be waiting a LOOOOONG time.

Any sealed indictments directly related to anything you're expecting them to be 
related to, WILL NOT, I repeat, WILL NOT be unsealed and served in some massive 
round up. You will only see waves of these indictments being unsealed/served and 
those who are indicted will either turn themselves in or be arrested (most will 
voluntarily turn themselves in though, to save face publicly). These will be smaller 
waves, like 5-8 or even maybe 10-12 if lower-level. Certainly not 800+ all being 
rounded up at the sane time. Not even 30 or 50 really.

That said, y'all also need to realize that as you see these smaller waves happening, 
the majority of those being indicted will be related to lower level people, related 
to roles, organizations, departments, agencies, affiliations, ties, etc. They will 
increasingly lead to bigger people with bigger roles, organizations, departments, 
agencies, affiliations, ties, etc. make sense? A majority of all of this will be 
progressive with maybe just a couple of bigger names you've heard being mentioned, 
being mixed in, but it's not like Hillary, Obama, Huma, the Podestas, Lynch, Holder, 
GWB, etc. are all gonna be arrested in one giant, epic, Federal sweep.
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So just keep your expectations appropriately set and checked so you won't feel 
defeated all the time and instead, you'll realize and celebrate the successes that 
ARE happening, as they're happening, you know?

CC77E233-60C4-4486-9980-995ECD84 (...).png, 97KiB, 622x345
~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:22:56 No.151769946
>>151768207
Just do yourselves a favor. Keep this [pic related] and this (see link) on hand! One 
day, these are gonna go like fucking peanut butter and jelly together when you want 
to stick it up every normie friends ass you have on your social medias. TRUST ME, 
y'all. (I always wanna say, "I'm a Doctor" after I say that! Haha!)

https://youtu.be/XsFR8DbSRQE

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:46:57 No.151772254
>>151771913
Thanks a lot! This is one of my favorites so appreciate the help!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:52:47 No.151772851
>>151772224
He does. It's why he tweets to you from his personal handle not the official @POTUS 
accounts that comms manages.

It's funny when people say, "he's gonna get in trouble for posting this or that". 
He's never gonna be in nearly as much trouble for shitposting as those will be for 
the truth he shitposts about.

In fact, the little mistakes he makes here and there (mainly retweeting things in 
hindsight he may not have) should only serve as proof to you, he operates, accesses, 
scrolls through and types/tweets most of it all himself, in real time. It truly is 
his direct line to you. That how he sees it and that's how he uses it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 12:16:21 No.151757046
Quoted By: >>151758284
>>151751900
Not true. In fact, while it wouldn't be common or standard practice to administer a 
boot on younger, able-bodied people who can physically overcompensate for a broken 
toe by adjusting their weight/stride for an extended period of time as it heals, it 
is NOT UNCOMMON and in fact, is fairly standard practice to implement a boot for 
OLDER, LESS physically capable/mobile people, unable to physically compensate on a 
consistent basis, to adjust their weight, balance, stability, etc. for extended 
periods of time.

In fact, even if your younger, depending on your job, lifestyle, etc. a boot may be 
suggested and utilized for the same reasons. If your job requires you to be in your 
feet for extended periods of time, it is standard medical practice, even for a 
broken toe, to utilize the assistance and support of a boot, to ensure you can keep 
pressure off the toe in hopes of allowing the break to re-align/heal as naturally 
possible, without further intervention or later complications, like arthritis, etc.

The question is not whether a boot for two people as old as Hillary and McCain would 
be used. It would. My own grandmother had a boot for a broken big toe at 77 years 
old. The question is did they actually break something that would require a boot?

But alas... that's a question we'll also NEVER be able to answer or factually prove, 
without either of them personally admitting it, or it being leaked with 
documentation/proof, right? Hence THE BOOT, is a FANTASTIC COVER. Most people will 
never question. Anyone who does, would never be able to prove otherwise.
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It's also important to note that when you're legally mandated to wear an EM and 
depending on the specific charges, you typically ARE PERMITTED and allotted a 
certain amount of time every day, to REMOVE THE EM and shower/bathe, etc. During 
this time you also have the option to SWITCH LEGS. This is allowed in case the EM is 
causing or you're trying to prevent physical discomfort...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 12:28:29 No.151758284
>>151757046
... like if the EM keeps rubbing a certain spot on your leg raw, scratching up or 
bruising your skin, etc. Believe it or not, back in the late 90's and early 2000's 
when the technology/manufacturing of these EM's improved and started being used 
more, predominantly to keep non-violent offenders from wasting tax dollars and 
taking up bed/cell space, a whole bunch of criminals started filing and won class 
action lawsuits claiming shit like unnecessary torture, because they couldn't take 
them off, properly or regularly bathe, switch the legs when the EM's were 
irritating, brushing or cutting up their skin, etc. They cited personal sanitary 
concerns and unnecessary physical discomfort in their claims AND WON. Hence now, you 
are permitted a certain amount of time daily to remove the EM to bathe and switch 
legs up. THIS IS EXACTLY HOW MCCAIN'S BOOT literally ended up on the WRONG FOOT.

These medical boots are usually generically made. They literally come in like 3 
generic sizes - S, M, L AND can be worn on either side. They don't really make 
"right" or "left" boots. Now they're usually just manufactured as ambidextrous.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 13:43:00 No.151765845
>>151763113
Uh yeah. Keep digging... ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:00:45 No.151767625
Quoted By: >>151769390
>>151759103
Lots of people are in trouble, they know they are, they know what's coming and 
they're being monitored. Tony Podesta was turned right around when he thought his 
travel/passage was secured... but he was wrong when they sent his ass right back to 
the US. You'll see more on this, I've posted more a few weeks ago about it too and 
they're easy to find if you search the internets for them by subject. I'm just too 
tired to phonepost it all here again.

They haven't been formally "indicted" yet because if they had, you'd know. They'd 
have turned themselves in or would've been arrested already.

Here's the thing about the "indictments" everyone keeps theorizing about that 
everyone needs to understand. First, are there a lot of indictments being filed now, 
than in prior years? Sure. You're only noticing them NOW because you're all trying 
to incorrectly link and assume they're ALL tied to Mueller or these investigations. 
They're NOT. Are there a lot of Mueller/investigation's-related indictments? Yes. A 
lot of DOJ/Federal indictments? Sure. But y'all first need to understand that what 
you view and correlate to a mass uptick of Federal indictments is actually, in all 
fairness, ONLY correlated to the FACT that EVERYONE HAS FORGOTTEN what a REAL DOJ 
LOOKS LIKE, when they're doing THEUR JOBS. Does this make sense? The Clinton, Bush 
and Obama admins. spent the last 20+ years pupeteering, evading and obstructing 
justice, via their cabinets and respective departments. So to think the mass 
increase of indictments being filed over the last 11 months of the Trump admin. must 
ALL be directly related to Mueller, Russia, Uranium, etc. is sadly short sighted. 
Again. There are a lot of sealed indictments related directly to all of this, but 
NOT thousands directly related to this. You're noticing numbers because you're 
paying attention now, but you're missing all of the efforts and successes a now 
WORKING DOJ has accomplished...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:17:46 No.151769390
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>>151767625
... Second, if y'all are just patiently waiting to scream, "IT'S HAPPENING", when 
you think 300, 500, 1000 people at a clip, are about to be unsealed, served and 
arrested, in some massive federal swamp sweep, then I'm sorry, but you're going to 
be waiting a LOOOOONG time.

Any sealed indictments directly related to anything you're expecting them to be 
related to, WILL NOT, I repeat, WILL NOT be unsealed and served in some massive 
round up. You will only see waves of these indictments being unsealed/served and 
those who are indicted will either turn themselves in or be arrested (most will 
voluntarily turn themselves in though, to save face publicly). These will be smaller 
waves, like 5-8 or even maybe 10-12 if lower-level. Certainly not 800+ all being 
rounded up at the sane time. Not even 30 or 50 really.

That said, y'all also need to realize that as you see these smaller waves happening, 
the majority of those being indicted will be related to lower level people, related 
to roles, organizations, departments, agencies, affiliations, ties, etc. They will 
increasingly lead to bigger people with bigger roles, organizations, departments, 
agencies, affiliations, ties, etc. make sense? A majority of all of this will be 
progressive with maybe just a couple of bigger names you've heard being mentioned, 
being mixed in, but it's not like Hillary, Obama, Huma, the Podestas, Lynch, Holder, 
GWB, etc. are all gonna be arrested in one giant, epic, Federal sweep.

So just keep your expectations appropriately set and checked so you won't feel 
defeated all the time and instead, you'll realize and celebrate the successes that 
ARE happening, as they're happening, you know?

CC77E233-60C4-4486-9980-995ECD84 (...).png, 97KiB, 622x345
~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:22:56 No.151769946
>>151768207
Just do yourselves a favor. Keep this [pic related] and this (see link) on hand! One 
day, these are gonna go like fucking peanut butter and jelly together when you want 
to stick it up every normie friends ass you have on your social medias. TRUST ME, 
y'all. (I always wanna say, "I'm a Doctor" after I say that! Haha!)

https://youtu.be/XsFR8DbSRQE

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:46:57 No.151772254
>>151771913
Thanks a lot! This is one of my favorites so appreciate the help!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S2dI9L7U Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:52:47 No.151772851
>>151772224
He does. It's why he tweets to you from his personal handle not the official @POTUS 
accounts that comms manages.

It's funny when people say, "he's gonna get in trouble for posting this or that". 
He's never gonna be in nearly as much trouble for shitposting as those will be for 
the truth he shitposts about.

In fact, the little mistakes he makes here and there (mainly retweeting things in 
hindsight he may not have) should only serve as proof to you, he operates, accesses, 
scrolls through and types/tweets most of it all himself, in real time. It truly is 
his direct line to you. That how he sees it and that's how he uses it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XjEixrL1 Sat 02 Dec 2017 12:52:50 No.151760867
Quoted By: >>151761771
So like when "MegaAnon" reminded y'all of all this again yesterday because really, 
she said it weeks before, which can all be found in archives?
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https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/MHJZh6dh/order/asc/

"MegaAnon" spent all day yesterday assuring you again that ALL of the Flynn shit the 
MSM was pushing wasn't gonna "age well"... and low and behold, you found out only a 
few hours later that Obama requested and gave Flynn authorization to reach to 
"Russia".

I just hope y'all are in the caps! If that very (like really, very) nice man 
ToddWhiskey didn't take the time to make it so easy and convenient for me (and 
y'all) to find all of my own shit posted on here, it's be really hard for me to say, 
BOOM!

Happy Saturday, everyone!

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/MHJZh6dh/order/asc/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XjEixrL1 Sat 02 Dec 2017 13:02:05 No.151761771
>>151760867
Just PLEASE pay attention to WHO was sending anti-Trump texts, WHO his DIRECT BOSS 
IS (McCabe) and then KNOW that McCabe hasn't been overseeing Mueller's investigation 
for the last week and a half because Wray, backed by Session, DEMOTED HIS ASS and 
RELIEVED HIM of a few VERY SPECIFIC and importantb "INVESTIGATIVE DUTIES".

Keep Binney's whistleblowing and testimony in mind like I posted in detail about a 
week and a half ago, as you watch more come out about Pompeo and the shake ups. You 
also wanna keep your eyes peeled for things mentioning or highlighting Rogers and 
his increased but temporary roles/oversight. It's gonna start to get really good and 
even though you know I don't mean or like to seem vague, hopefully you'll start 
realizing how these vague things are tying themselves together now and over the next 
couple of weeks.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XjEixrL1 Sat 02 Dec 2017 13:03:09 No.151761887
>>151761266
Awe, that's nice of you. Thanks!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XjEixrL1 Sat 02 Dec 2017 13:39:20 No.151765428
>>151762291
Haha! Relax boss, I greatly appreciate very nice compliments!

Not for nothing, but it sure is gonna suck when all these degenerates posting "Muh, 
#metoo because the dude at the checkout line, said he liked my holiday sweater", 
start to realize they were nothing more than tools, used to exploit and diminish 
REAL claims/acts of "sexual misconduct/abuse", just like the tools who exploited and 
diminished real claims/acts of "racism", via the excessive and abundant pulling, of 
what we now refer to as, the "race card".

These ignorant chicks don't realize they're actually hurting themselves because 
sooner than later the lines of what constitutes a REAL "sex crime" will be so 
fucking blurred, no one will blink an eye when one REALLY happens. "They" dumb us 
and numb us to normalize "their" wrongs.

"It's Okay To Not Be Me Too" haha! ;o)

AB1FE34B-E239-4807-83A6-2FE2CC16 (...).png, 97KiB, 622x345
~~~~~Anonymous ID:XjEixrL1 Sat 02 Dec 2017 14:40:18 No.151771638
Quoted By: >>151787279
>>151769531
Haha, I'd love to dust off the Logan act! We could LITERALLY AND LEGALLY charge and 
arrest Obama Hillary and Pelosi RIGHT NOW!
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No one authorized Obama's govt. trip to S. Korea last week. Or Hillary's 
unauthorized govt. trip to China last Feb. And remember when Pelosi went behind GW's 
back without authorization and tricked her ass to Syria in 2007 to meet with Assad?

I mean holy fuck! Round up half of sitting Congress TODAY for their unauthorized 
invitation to Netanyahu in 2015 for his formal address to Congress, appealing to 
them to vote NO on the Iran nuke deal, and for the unauthorized letter 48 of them 
sent to Iran, telling them they shouldn't settle or agree on the deal.

If we arrested everyone today who has violated the Logan Act, wed drain 99% of our 
government for the last 30+ years at least. DOOOOOO IT!!!!

Haha, no one gives a fuck about the Logan act. Historically it's only ever been used 
as a threat. It's why Flynn cited he pled guilty to try an avoid financial trouble 
via "legal fees" he'd exorbitantly accrue?! Why was this important?!? Because he's 
been threatened they'll bankrupt him in so much legal red tape. You'll see.

Told y'all yesterday and for months. Flynn is fine. Obama is fucked. Save this (pic 
related) and this (link below). You're gonna wanna shove these two right up your 
normie friends asses and soon enough, these two will go together like PB&J.

https://youtu.be/XsFR8DbSRQE

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XjEixrL1 Sat 02 Dec 2017 17:19:43 No.151787279
>>151771638
Oh and remember when "MegaAnon" told y'all that Chandra Levy was just like Seth Rich 
back in the summer? Crazy right?! Especially when last month, Trump was noted for 
asking the DOJ for what they had related to Seth Rich. Crazier after Brazille's book 
release, no?! Kinda crazy he's now publicly citing Morning Joe, right?!

Unironic how these things play out...
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/text/Chandra%20Levy/uid/G9OBxqb%20/order/asc/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Kvh8C9kq Sat 02 Dec 2017 17:47:43 No.151789936
>>151788649
I posted a lot on McCabe and all this yesterday and not because I'm lazy, but I am, 
I'm hoping it's archived somewhere or that dude on Reddit compiling them all picked 
it up to add. I've been on my phone today and posting in between shit I had to get 
done so I couldn't have saved or capped them right if I'd wanted to.

I'll tell you what though... I can't appreciate that Todd Whiskey dude enough. It's 
coming in handy now because over the last 60 days, a lot of things I've said on 
here, have started making their way out. The coming weeks and more so over the next 
90 days, a lot of my "vagueness" will start making sense. That boss Todd Whiskey on 
reddit, has created one handy and very accurate thread on his hands for anyone 
looking. There's a few posts missing, but he's got an overwhelming majority of them. 
There was one from June or early July where I specifically talked about how Morning 
Joe used the same swamp clean up crew that Gary Condit used for Chandra and they 
both used the same for people like Seth Rich. I'm pretty sure I had posted it within 
the same day or day after the attached archive I linked here but I can't find it on 
the reddit page or that opens archive page. Either way it's true, I just like the 
dates verified. Makes it more fun for me. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:YHZg+/Ta Sat 02 Dec 2017 13:18:23 No.151763264
>>151755364
Right and when y'all find out WHY his "lie" was nothing more than a "technicality" 
they caught him on and exploited to get him fired to make Trump/the admin look bad 
and fuel their fake Russia shit, you'll also understand WHY Flynn is gonna WALK.

I blew up a few threads on Flynn yesterday morning/afternoon last night, you found 
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out Obama gave the directive and authorization to Flynn.

Flynn's TESTIMONY, just like Manaforts, which would've ONLY HAPPENED IF INDICTED, 
was the start of the end for all of this. "They" rejected Manafort and Flynn's 
voluntary offers to testify under oath to SILENCE them. Now Flynn gets to "tell the 
story" be begged to tell that no one wanted YOU to hear. Flynn will be vindicated.

Now pay more attention to this [pic related] and the underlings of his coming out 
today as being let go for anti-Trump texts! McCabe serves NO purpose anymore. 
Demoted and relieved.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/MHJZh6dh/order/asc/

Next start keeping your eyes and ears open on Binney, Pompeo, Tillerson and Rogers. 
This will start to tie up some of the vague loose ends I've been increasingly 
posting on for the last 3 months.

Oh and remember, ultimately none of this is going to "age well" like the twitter 
folks say, for PENCE. He chose the wrong side of the establishment GOP train and 
he's gonna hate Mitch and Ryan for setting him up for it, then trying to ditch him 
to save their asses, too. Oh well... happy Saturday, y'all! 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xnA0w4UW Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:05:20 No.151889425
>>151874547
Ok and?! Do y'all not think Trump has people who review/help him with his shit, or 
at least the gist of his shit, when he goes big? Especially on Twitter? Am I missing 
something in this question?

Also, I'm NOT that fucking chick from YouTube y'all keep meming me as. She even 
posted a picture of her own feet and she has a tattoo on her foot that quite 
frankly, my "boomer" Dad surfing /pol/ for BTFO Shia flags, would fucking KILL ME 
for getting... even today, as a full grown, adult. If I had a permanent tattoo on my 
foot or ANYWHERE, I wouldn't be alive to post here, for your entertainment.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xnA0w4UW Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:11:08 No.151890051
>>151878156
I'm not KellyAnne Conway either... you'll feel dumb when I prove y'all wrong. I'm 
not even close to anyone any of y'all have ever mentioned before. Not that Sara 
Carter lady, not Huckabee-Sanders, not Conway, not the YouTube chick.

I'm not anyone y'all have ever seen publicly, heard about, I've never been written 
about, talked about or even publicly mentioned, ever. If i had ever been, I wouldn't 
be posting what I do, here. At all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xnA0w4UW Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:12:57 No.151890230
>>151881893
I've been posting here since May, newbrah. You can literally search all of my posts 
here, on the internets.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xnA0w4UW Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:16:05 No.151890582
>>151889974
Look at what "they" said about Flynn. Do you really go on what "they" say and how 
"they" spin it? You're smarter than that... you know better. PLEASE SAY YOU KNOW 
BETTER.

Take NOTHING "they" say at face value. Taking that with a melatonin supplement will 
help you sleep better. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xnA0w4UW Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:19:26 No.151890911
>>151890318
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Melania is like a full foot taller than I am. This is not rocket science. My legs 
barely scrape me to 5'1.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:33:42 No.151892424
>>151890501
Mueller isn't really anyone's "guy". He's just a "guy", like many guys and gals in 
DC who've been pretty fucking worried about how all this shit would shake out for 
them since candidly, the DAY Trump won the GOP nomination. Mueller is /hisguy/, just 
trying to work a deal and save himself knowing he's neck deep in everything he's 
supposed to be "investigating". Lots of them are for themselves. But Kushner is as 
"worried" as Flynn and Flynn isn't really "worried" at all so... why would YOU be so 
"worried"?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:40:11 No.151893138
>>151890773
Don't worry about the CIA. You're gonna get all you specifically wanna know about it 
sooner than later and you won't need me for that. In fact, it's why I don't feel 
like I need to say more right now. We aren't looking at months and months away for a 
lot of this to explain itself so I don't feel like I need to bang on a lot of it as 
hard as I have been. I like everything that's happened and will happen through the 
new year.

Enjoy the holidays... really.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:47:20 No.151893998
>>151890914
He IS trolling them. He is literally "shitposting" like you say here, ALL TGE TIME!! 
He literally (and strategically) baits them into attacking him so when he PROVES 
them wrong, THEY HAVE TO ADMIT THEY WERE! He's literally dickslapping the swamp, 
including the MSM, in real time, fully thinking you already know EXACTLY WHY he's 
doing it and get to laugh right along with him...

He's letting you share the satisfaction and vindication of winning too. He posts 
NOTHING he "can't" or "shouldn't" and you don't have to get it understand everything 
today... but you bet your ass the minute you DO get it, you're the first ones 
pulling and sharing caps of his tweets and quotes with him, in a big "fuck you" to 
"them", right?

Keeps those on the train, enjoying the ride. That's all...

051CD19A-23C6-4B49-9AF2-0F94BE84 (...).jpg, 110KiB, 1024x597
~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 14:51:37 No.151894470
>>151890948
You'll see. Just keep these tweets on hand. McCabe is gonna wish Jill never took 
that $700k campaign drop from m the Clintons... makes piles of shit really start to 
stink.

Oh and this YouTube link... you'll want this too.
https://youtu.be/XsFR8DbSRQE

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 15:30:28 No.151898781
>>151892782
Only if you let it, friend.

And not for nothing but this is why I like coming here and posting. It's why I 
called the Q kids out who literally moved fuckibg boards, knowing I knew EXACTLY who 
THEY were.

No 10 days of fucking darkness. No predictive happenings on the 3rd and 4th. No need 
for POTUS to be insulated and NO NEED FOR YOU TO WORRY, when you legitimately have 
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NO NEED, to worry. I don't know what MORE I can do or tell you. I've posted pretty 
frequently since May. Even when I'm vague, I still give a shit ton of detail and 
stick around a thread to discuss so I don't feel like I left y'all hanging. I've 
posted my fucking feet, on same tile, even once with a timestamp and y'all turned it 
into some sexual fetish muh, I POSTED PICS FROM WH LAST WEEK for fucks sake, and 
then on Friday... I found myself getting a call back from David Wilcock on Ancient 
Aliens, who I ONLY CALLED IN THE FIRST PLACE because he first thought I was a man, 
who's posted a lot longer than I have and then told tens of thousands of people all 
the things HE "thought" I was. I'm vague, but I DO NOT mislead. So, when he called 
me back, I answered, we chatted and that was that. He now knows and can personally 
confirm I am an actual woman like I say and not exactly who he thought I was. He's 
not a bad dude, BTW. He's nice, well-spoken and quick-witted. So if you see this, it 
was nice to chat with you, Mr. Wilcock! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 15:35:30 No.151899308
>>151893277
Yeah sorry, I'm hopping IP's a little. Still me. All still me. Should only be 
between 2 IP's though, so only 2 ID's. Thanks for pointing it out so I could see and 
confirm though. Poor Todd Whiskey. I feel such pressure now because I feel like if 
I'm careless like I used to be w/ IP flip flopping, I'm letting him down or setting 
him up for failure for his thread - Haha.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 15:36:36 No.151899437
>>151894230
Yes, I am me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 15:40:17 No.151899862
>>151899375
Yeah sometimes. Not always intentionally though. I think I have blue and pink ID 
colors in this thread. Sorry.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 15:49:21 No.151900939
>>151899568
All me. Not sure how I talked different though, but all me...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 16:00:02 No.151902090
>>151900182
Haha, no! They weren't in a trap, they were riding the coattails of a GOOD poster 
who picked up traction from 10/28-10/31, then sadly played everyone else, even kinda 
including me because I'd missed a lot and didn't think to go back through it all, 
until I realized where they were getting the twitter stack/queue short codes, 
related to twitter automation. Then I sucked it up and wasted an hour proving myself 
right because if you read my posts, you'd know I had actually started questioning 
that shit like 2 weeks before as I saw things that were suspicious to me. I even 
tried to get them to address me by directly calling them out. Not a peep...

I mean if these fake "Q" people are posting today and people are still believing and 
spreading this shit, why won't their "Q" chat it up with me?! I'm more than happy 
and willing to call them out again and I'm absolutely more than capable of doing so. 
Nothing though. Crickets. Because THEY KNOW who they really are and who exactly they 
aren't and they know addressing me, will not help it continue because only I KNOW 
who I am, too and their NOT KNOWING, scares them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 16:15:57 No.151903745
>>151900513
Todd Whiskey is a brah on reddit who has literally and ACCURATELY not only found but 
has documented in dated order, almost every single fucking one of the posts I've 
ever made, back through May. It's incredible. Especially because I'm not an 
"archiver", I'm not really interested in digging through a ton of shit, etc. I come 
here when I can and I post in the moment which is why I end up repeating a lot of 
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the same things or points I'm making over and over instead of trying to find all the 
archives to link. But this guy? I don't know how he does it but I appreciate it. 
It's all on a reddit page.

Oh and WAIT!!! While we're talking about Mr. Whiskey, if you see this, I did see 
your message when I had to use your page again about McCabe so wanted to respond. To 
be honest, you might not have missed an additional Levy post. I think I actually 
might not have gotten to posting the rest of what I'd meant to say about Levy/Condit 
and Lisa K./Morning Joe. See here's what happens. Because I post in the moment when 
I can, if a thread dies out, or I get caught up mid post and then it's archived 
before I can submit, I don't post it somewhere else unless there's a continuation of 
the thread i can copy/paste it too. There are LOTS of things I've written or half 
written up that get scrapped because it archived or because I got side tracked on or 
another thread/topic/question or point I want to make and scrapped it to move on to. 
So I don't think you missed that one, I think it didn't even get posted. It's here 
now though so thanks!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:88k0bQCO Sun 03 Dec 2017 16:31:14 No.151905238
>>151902289
I think it will be a whole lot funnier when y'all realize I'm as normal as you might 
have hoped I wasn't. I think it would be a real reality check for people to 
personally see what really does come here and compare your perceptions to how right 
or wrong you are.

To be honest, it's pretty surreal watching people confirm you're a larp, then 
watching those very same people larp to others about who you actually are. Like as 
if it's based on real fact. You never realize exactly how wrong people are until you 
watch it for yourself. It's weird watching people commit so hard to their 
assumptions about me because it only shows me how easily they'll commit to other 
things, and fully believe/spread that bullshit around, too.

I honestly used to think posting here was in some way helping to stop bullshit being 
spread on here...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:04:05 No.151908506
>>151902455
A year will still be rough, but not AS rough. "Rome wasn't built in a day", nor will 
decades worth of corruption in DC be restored in a year.

What you'll start recognizing sooner than later over the course of the next year, is 
that there will be A LOT less people you'll have to argue actual, legitimate FACTS 
with. People won't be able to ignore or turn a blind eye to what's really happening 
because the media won't be able to spin it or sway it. Their puppet masters are 
gone. There's less meat in the game for them to willing sell themselves or their 
corporations out. They get on board and do their jobs or they go out of business. 
Simple as that. Ross's suspension is pretty big. Olbermanm and Morning Joe are 
pretty big. These things are re-setting appropriate expectations and precedence 
moving forward, top down.
So you're not gonna have to argue your points so hard, to so many people. They'll be 
forced to swallow the truth their own MSM will and IS being forced to give them.

In 5 years, I don't expect anything less than the same. In 5 years, I truly expect 
(and hope) that everyone living through, experiencing and witnessing everything that 
got us here and will continue from now on, will have come together enough over the 
next 5 years, to ensure we will NEVER settle again. We will never allow ourselves to 
feel comfortable or complacent enough, to ignore or bow out, of our freedom, right, 
responsibility and accountability as citizens, to PARTICIPATE in the processes and 
procedures of our local/state/Federal governments and those WE elect and pay to 
represent us.
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We can not afford to sit back another 60 years and let THEM run our lives, mandating 
and dictating to US. We are THEIR fucking bosses. WE OWN THEM! THEY WORK FOR US and 
as the EEO employers we are, we need to remind them ALL OF THE TIME that they're all 
employed, at fucking will. I hope no one in public office thinks of their "seat" as 
"career", again.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:06:25 No.151908735
>>151904072
1. It is dropping so where have you been?

2. They'll get what's coming to them and they know it. Just watch them squirm until 
it does.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:13:03 No.151909392
>>151904331
Not true. I've only ever said they're not going to go down the way y'all have set 
yourselves up for failure, with the way you think they will. Y'all keep making these 
"happenings" so big that you'll never be happy or content with the actually 
happening, when it happens. Some of this is hyped on purpose, via controlled 
opposition. A lot of it you do or let these internet citizen journalists, who really 
have no more access, insight or sources than you, tell you it will be. They don't 
mean to do it, they just don't know any better.

They're all making you the exhausted townspeople... so that WHEN the boy ACTUALLY 
CRIES WOLF because there IS a wolf, you won't even pick up your heads to answer his 
call.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:17:32 No.151909819
>>151904839
No. It's that wire taps were a trap, then used again to trap, those who were trying 
to trap. Trump and Flynn are gonna make them eat their own shit, cause they used 
their own tricks, against them. Wiretapping timelines and unmasking are gonna become 
REALLY relevant again. Thanks to Flynn's indictment, Binney's testimony and all left 
to come, it's gonna get really sticky for the old admin.

The tweets will be great to post on your normie media accounts.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:19:35 No.151910011
>>151906052
Rainbows!

C2780918-3EFC-442A-BC63-97556CCD (...).jpg, 1MiB, 2224x2966
~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:26:57 No.151910728
>>151906334
Only cause I'm in a good mood but tiles are cold hence the slippers and I included 
the same flip flops I've worn in the others for good measure.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:28:48 No.151910921
>>151906862
Awe, that's very nice of you thank you!

If it makes you feel any better, "Wonder Woman" just fucked up another Blue Apron 
dinner over here. haha!!!! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:32:56 No.151911337
Quoted By: >>151911589
>>151908971
Yes I'm apparently purpose or now but my slipper feet confirmed. Thanks again for 
pointing it out!
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It's not as weird as it looks though. I'm working remote while trying to cook dinner 
and phonepost here. I got my laptop up and logged into VPN for it, but my router 
flips my ips regularly also. I'm not exactly running a rookie network over here! I 
know a thing or two about the internets, security and infrastructure. It's why I 
won't die!

I'M KIDDING!! I won't die because I'm not saying anything wrong haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:34:56 No.151911535
>>151911231
Oh thank you, that's nice and sounds fun! Please tell your wife I said hello!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:35:29 No.151911589
>>151911337
*purple not purpose.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:37:07 No.151911758
>>151911494
It is but only when I'm on VPN. Got lots of tricks in my slippers! Ha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 17:58:39 No.151913964
Quoted By: >>151914708
>>151911893
I'll say this so pay attention because I don't really wanna touch Tom or Rosanne 
with a 10 ft. pole.

You know what you know about Hollywood. All the people with something to say now 
about how dirty Hollywood is, are also all the same people who got rich and famous, 
watching it all happen and not saying a fucking word, right? I get it... Roseanne 
has been saying this shit for years, right? Feldman has, right? Tom Arnold has, 
right? Sure! Why the fuck not? Only people who've talked about it before Weinstein 
were all the people who had no careers left to lose.

Sorry but while I KNOW there's LOTS of things Trump knows/has access to and LOTS of 
people who wish he didn't, I also know that info has been floating a long time. So I 
wouldn't take anything from Tom Arnold, desperately trying to stay relevant and 
willing to mooch off the trending coattails of ANYTHING that will keep him there.

Weird how I called out Feldman's little "donate a million to me" campaign and you 
hardly heard shit from him since, right? Guess he realized Kids being abused like 
Haim until he could afford to make a movie about it, in the same Hollywood that 
literally fucked him and his friend then also indirectly killed his friend too, 
didn't sit well with people.

Isn't it kinda weird how many half naked/naked pics Roseanne posts on twitter of her 
grandkids, in between all her Pizzagate fighting posts, or is it unironically just 
me?!

Just don't let That fuck Arnold jerk you around. Instead, know that whatever Trump 
has on that stuff, is being BTFO but the amazing efforts of Sessions, Wray and State 
police depts. 79 arrested in NJ yesterday as part of an internationally linked ring 
bust. Talk about that. Don't give fat fuck Tom Arnold the (you's).

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 18:05:46 No.151914708
>>151913964
Oh and NEVER FORGET, crazy how Roseanne apparently wanted to talk to "Q" and posted 
about it on twitter, no?!

Unfuckingbelievable. Shit's gonna get a lot more weird.... sure would help a lot of 
people unknowingly following a Soros-linked psyop, think Roseanne's tweet was just 
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another "Q validation", right?

Don't take it from me, go through her shit and look for yourself.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 18:20:36 No.151916092
>>151914619
Not really. They're holding their cards, poking their bears for their reasons, until 
they make whatever moves they choose.

Between the two of them, they got half the world's governments and their financers 
by the balls. They're not worried, they're just each trying to play the hands they 
have, in the ways that benefit/protect them best. You would too if you were them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 18:22:03 No.151916220
>>151915196
Size 6 and WISH I was 5'4". I'd save a lot of $$ on tailoring. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 18:33:40 No.151917432
>>151916478
I will not confirm anything about Anderson but when you think of her, I want you to 
also think about Britney Spears and then I want you to imagine all of the truly 
dark, most fucked up shit you could ever possibly imagine happening to a person and 
then feel so incredibly bad for them both.

Anderson literally has nothing to lose, everything to gain and a channel to now use. 
That's a pretty dangerous trifecta and I hope she gets every fucking bit of 
vindication she and the rest of them, deserve. It's about time.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 18:36:09 No.151917648
>>151917456
SORRY TO TODD WHISKEY!!!! I'm letting him down :o(

~~~~~Anonymous ID:HDN3joYF Sun 03 Dec 2017 18:44:06 No.151918511
>>151917695
So here's my personal opinion because I don't get into that kind of shit on the 
daily.

MK Ultra is a real thing you and even normie could "google" for proofs if they 
wanted so you don't need me to confirm it exists. All I know is those two blondes 
got worked for YEARS and neither are the actual whores they've been exploited for 
people to think of them as. I cry on the inside for ladies like them and all the 
kids like them.

But I do know that lots of people you hope know and are paying attention to it, ARE. 
They're taking it down EVERY SINGLE DAY and lots of it has stopped proactively has 
people try to hide and evade. Trust me. It's being worked though the MSM still 
refrains.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:28:46 No.151922924
>>151918073
Yeah, that's why I like Todd! He only plucks the relevant, "serious" ones. But I'm 
allowed to talk about other things too, ya know!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:34:15 No.151923385
>>151918719
And THIS is EXACTLY what EVERYONE needs to remember about those Q questions and why 
they're wrong. Dig deep enough you can eventually connect anyone Rich, famous, 
successful, etc. to everything like their companies, organizations, etc. it doesn't 
mean they ACTUALLY all connect in the way fake Q's were leading everyone to believe. 
That's the kind of BAD disinformation everyone was spreading all over that makes 
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them look dumb, but they're really just innocent and didn't know any better.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:35:44 No.151923540
>>151919160
No my tiles are smaller and I'd never survive in Alaska, y'all. Way too chilly for 
way too long.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:37:30 No.151923716
>>151919190
Yes she knows. She's not necessarily in trouble though... she just makes it a 
glaring conflict of undisclosed interest. McCabe is in trouble and for lots of other 
things.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:39:46 No.151923927
>>151919820
It's Sunday Funday, y'all! It's week 13!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:46:04 No.151924479
>>151921320
Don't worry nice leaf... your swamp banks on us, to be honest. You have a swamp 
cause of us, and it will drain cause of us. Better job we do, better for you AND our 
compadres south of the soon to be border wall.

Just do YOUR PART (and all of us a favor) and vote out that crying puss for fucks 
sake! He's awful to watch. Makes me wanna send him pallets of tissues. I mean 
really... what is it with that shit? I don't think I've cried as much as him AND 
Chuck Schumer COMBINED in the past 2 decades and I'm a lady!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:48:01 No.151924674
>>151923740
Remember who Billy is related to. Then you'll know who he swallows for, too.

It's all good. Think Trump has one fuck to give? Exactly... no.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:flO+KIvU Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:49:07 No.151924762
>>151924038
Haha! Hope not I'm hammered!! Week 13 for football! It's a clutch division week!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S1SLEgvr Sun 03 Dec 2017 19:56:37 No.151925475
>>151924671
I love this Pepe shit, too!

But my hat's kinda better! Haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S1SLEgvr Sun 03 Dec 2017 20:04:16 No.151926191
>>151925353
Ah fuck me! Thanks for pointing it out. I'm nobody different, same person I've just 
got my network up because my laptop is up and I was working. Sorry my IP's are 
flipping but I can't shit down yet so my WiFi on my phone keeps flipping too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:S1SLEgvr Sun 03 Dec 2017 20:06:49 No.151926421
>>151925986
Haha I know. It's sad that's what I've got to go on...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XWlcFNR9 Sun 03 Dec 2017 20:14:14 No.151927107
>>151926340
Y'all...

FBI
CIA
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FED

Let the mother fucker burn!!!!!!! BAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!

Oh and I just posted this in another thread a few minutes ago... the best MAGA hat 
on my same shitty tile!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XWlcFNR9 Sun 03 Dec 2017 20:17:00 No.151927345
>>151927160
You should...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XWlcFNR9 Sun 03 Dec 2017 20:37:10 No.151929147
>>151928381
Umm it's "megaanon" with 2 A's brah!

This has HUGE TEETH, are you nuts?!

And on top of it all, McMahill of LVMPD announced his unironic retirement today!!! 
FUCKING GREAT!!!!!!! I'M SO HAPPY!!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XWlcFNR9 Sun 03 Dec 2017 21:09:38 No.151932173
>>151931639
Haha! Good one! It ends just how Ive said it would since May! YOU ALREADY KNOW!! Now 
try to have a Merry Christmas!!! Ok? ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:H1E7o+nh Sun 03 Dec 2017 21:23:56 No.151933668
Quoted By: >>151933986
>>151930600
Haha, lets put it this way y'all... people don't randomly bring up the Logan act 
during unironic times for nothing.

Kinda convenient everyone started throwing it around Flynn, right? Maybe it was done 
on PURPOSE so EVERYONE would look into it and talking about it THINKING it would be 
about Flynn, so that WHEN THEY ACTUALLY HEAR ABOUT IT BEING USED AGAINST OBAMA, THEY 
ALRWAFY KNOW ALL ABOUT IT!

Also called, "How To Redpill The Left Via The MSM: For Dummies".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:H1E7o+nh Sun 03 Dec 2017 21:27:09 No.151933986
>>151933668
Oh shiiiit!!! Digits on digits!!! Kek wills it!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 10:04:50 No.151984731
>>151983964
She posted a lot on this. You should re-read the archives as they're well-documented 
in dated order. You're wrong, but that's ok...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 10:26:25 No.151986538
>>151984926
Your perception is NOT TRUE. It's only as you're being led to believe. Read the 
facts as they are. Look at what's being reported. Do your research into the evens 
that have and are happening and playing out, then refer to Mega's posts and realize 
she hasn't been wrong, ever!

Everything the media is positioning to you is a game, brah. It's who "gets" the 
"get" first. They tried to position Mueller's guilty plea and testimony about Russia 
calls INCORRECTLY on purpose. It's done to set the tone. It's why Brian Ross being 
suspended is IMPORTANT. PAY ATTENTION. As you NOW KNOW, like "Mega" told you WELL 
BEFORE the MSM did, OBAMA REQUESTED AND GAVE FLYNN THE AUTHORIZATION TO CALL 
RUSSIA!!!!
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Just like they tried to swing it as "Flynn flipped" last week, which you should NOW 
realize is WRONG, they're trying to position this as "obstruction" by Trump instead 
of what it REALLY IS!!!! In reality, it's ALWAYS BEEN, OBSTRUCTION AGAINST TRUMP, 
carried out by the MCCABE CLAN within the FBI! ALL OF THOSE TEXTING ANTI-TRUMP SHIT, 
will go down like McCabe who has ALREADY BEEN DEMOVTED/RELIEVED from investigative 
duties. Now, you'll watch the rest of his team go down. EVEN COMEY is spatting with 
his bestie MUELLER, RIGHT NOW!

Don't let THEM distract YOU with their bullshit. They're trying to use what little 
leverage they have left to try to keep SPINNING THIS IN THEIR FAVOR via the MSM but 
GUESS WHAT?! They're failing, y'all! They can't draft it, swing it, publish it, 
report it, soon it FAST ENOUGH. THEY CAN'T DISTRACT OR CONFUSE YOU LONG ENOUGH 
BETWEEN THE FLOODGATES OF FACTS/TRUTH COMING OUT.

Trust me... just keep your eyes and ears peeled for these amongst others...
Mueller/Comey/McCabe
Sessions/Wray
Binney/Pompeo/Rogers
Flynn/Kelly/Obama
Holder/Lynch

"THEY" can't use the media to spin/cover this up as effectively. I told you before, 
months ago now... FBI, CIA and the FED.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 10:38:33 No.151987515
>>151987137
And Hillary's EM is starting to show itself! Wish y'all were noticing this!!! Her 
Philly book event needs to be looked at!!!!

You'd think they'd get her thicker pants, right?! Come on y'all, please pay 
attention. Comey's "Immunity" is being revoked for a reason... please pick your 
heads up from the social media and MSM bullshit! It's why you're here. Look at the 
FACTS, not "their" story-fillers!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:04:18 No.151989699
>>151988807
Haha! I'm just hanging out hoping people realize that instead of questioning the 
validity of my posts based on their own misguided, misinformed and misinterpreted 
conjecture, their time would probably be better spent "connecting the dots" between 
fmr. congresswoman Corrine Brown of FL ARRESTED TODAY for her dirty money deals AND 
HOW HER "CHARITY" UNDER INVESTIGATION TOO, IS DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO PIZZA! Wish all 
those "white rabbits" were leading people to ALL the meme opportunities they're 
REALLY missing... but alas y'all, here we are. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:32:02 No.151991970
>>151990484
It's really hard to "investigate" these people, their finances, side businesses, 
payments, backchannels, foundations and charities and NOT smell the pizza burning, 
when it's in the oven. Don't be surprised when you see Jeb's name in the mix, too.

Just realize while special investigators, prosecutors, the McCabe clan and MSM have 
been trying to bulldoze you for the last 18 months, keeping y'all chasing your dicks 
on Russian much, Sessions and Wray have been epically busting and cleaning up ALL 
their pizza parties and networks. They have NO WHERE TO GO OR HIDE and the arrest 
numbers to date are ASTOUNDING!! Like I mentioned yesterday, ANOTHER international 
child trafficking and abuse ring of 79 people, busted in NJ this weekend.

I realize the MSM doesn't make it easy by reporting the truth, but if you look at 
local reporting and a few of the independent tracking sites/tally's of all these 
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arrests, you'll see how absolutely successful they've been. More than Obama did in 
an entire 8 years.

Pizza on this level and to this extent is a lot for unaware "normies" to handle. You 
won't see them all going down for Pizza, like Ive said before, but that shouldn't 
distract you from researching, archiving, sourcing, verifying, connecting and 
confirming the dirty truth. If any good is coming out of Hollywood/MSM/government 
sex crimes and misconduct, it's that maybe when shit hits the fan, all these people 
will actually believe it about their big name/"career" congressmen, elected 
representatives, party leading politicians, etc. when they are FORCED to acknowledge 
it because the MSM can't spin or deny it anymore. Every bit helps and Brown is dirty 
as fuck! That district attorney from FL who was unironically got suicided last 
summer for investigating/gathering charges against Debbie Wasserman-Schultz, knew 
about Corrine's dirty money/"charity", too. Bet she knew he'd get suicided before he 
found out... just saying!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:45:32 No.151993132
>>151992340
I don't have on saved but you can search it and a few will pop up, or you can just 
search arrests by month for this stuff and compile the numbers. It's truly amazing. 
Official "2017" reports/numbers released in March or April of 2018 will be shocking 
to many people.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:48:50 No.151993443
>>151993054
I work for myself so sometimes I'm busy all day for days/weeks, or parts of days, or 
have whole days off. I travel a lot too so I'm en route a decent amount, with time 
to kill. This is why I phonepost a lot. Haha, is that ok?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:50:10 No.151993560
>>151993185
McCain & Tony too you know... there's a few of them running around "monitored"...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:54:44 No.151993996
>>151992181
Watch the video of her philly stop this weekend and try to close in on here RIGHT 
leg.

Remember, these people are allotted a certain amount of time a day to remove the 
EM's and shower. They're also allowed to use that time to switch the legs if it's 
causing irritation, pain, cuts/scratches, bruising, discomfort, etc.

This is EXACTLY how McCain's "boot" switched legs! He's almost two weeks behind 
Hillary in his "healing process", remember. He got his after her. Haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a15GoYa4 Mon 04 Dec 2017 13:23:35 No.152002623
>>151996738
It WAS me and since y'all know I NEVER give dates/timeframes, you should also 
realize YOU haven't/didn't miss anything yet! You're WATCHING IT HAPPEN and when 
it's done happening, TRUMP WILL ADDRESS IT, directly to YOU. FBI, CIA and FED, will 
NEVER be the same.

Maybe if that "Destroy the Illusion" brah, yapping about ME on livestreams via the 
YouTubes (after thanking everyone for Patreon $$, BTW) actually TOOK HIS ADVICE, 
clicked his own "link below" and READ ALL OF MY POSTS, BACK TO MAY like he's 
encouraged his own "subscribers" to do, then he'd REALIZE EXACTLY what I DID and 
DIDN'T say. He'd see I HAVEN'T BEEN WRONG ON ANYTHING. EVER! THAT'S A FACT he'd be 
able to "confirm", if he'd at least READ it HIMSELF.

Sorry but I guess I STILL can't believe people can sit in front of a video camera 
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and try to "confirm" shit about me to people, in some factual tone like they do. 
It's audacious, to say the least.
This guy actually said I "posted" my "feet from the WH". Guess it just shows 
everyone else paying attention, EXACTLY how LITTLE "research", he actually did. 
Thanks to Todd Whiskey's efforts, it takes someone NO EFFORT, to click the link of 
an archived thread and scroll/read in FULL, for THEMSELVES, right?! But there he 
was... regurgitating his "opinion", based on "false facts" HE CAN'T EVEN FACTUALLY 
GET RIGHT!

So, YouTube brah, hope you're reading this. No one posted their "feet from the WH". 
I suggest YOU take your OWN ADVICE and actually READ my posts, before irresponsibly 
deciding to publicly perpetuate your blatant oversights, which led to your 
uneducated, uninformed, live-streamed "analysis"/discussion", based on bullshit you 
constructed, instead of facts you could've easily confirmed. You're not "destroying" 
an "illusion" if you're spreading disinfo, as if you're an authority. You're only 
further fueling an illusion, that doesn't exist.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:f5u1Vhay Mon 04 Dec 2017 14:09:04 No.152007312
>>152003259
I know, I know. It just bothers me to see how many people watch people like this and 
just bob their right heads along in blind agreement.

Like, who is this guy? His "sources" are no more "named" than CNN and NYT, right?! A 
YouTube makes him anymore legitimate than anyone else? I mean not for nothing, all 
he's doing is re-reading screenshots and posts from websites that OTHER PEOPLE have 
put the time/work in to create, an I wrong? He's giving people his "opinions" and 
talking about what his (unnamed) "sources" have "told him" but WHAT DOES HE DO?! I 
know people desperately seek and want truth and transparency, hence they're not only 
eager but willing, to look OUTSIDE of the MSM's bullshit to get it. This is a REALLY 
GOOD thing! BUUUUT, spreading blatant disinfo based on factually proved, uninformed 
"assumption" and "conjecture" (that ANYONE could/can factually find and "debunk" for 
themselves if they care to know the truth, remember) is JUST AS, if not MORE 
irresponsible than the disinfo, narrated, agenda-spun MSM's irresponsible 
"reporting" and "sourcing".

It's very sad and disheartening. It defeats the legitimacy and credibility of the 
real crowd-sourced efforts and accomplishments made which have candidly, put the MSM 
out of business in many ways and has kept them all uncomfortably on their toes for 
18 mos. I don't care if people "believe" me. I care that IF what I'm saying makes 
sense or interests people, they will then go research/discuss it more on their own. 
I want people to FIND the TRUTH about things for THEMSELVES. No boss on YouTube 
should be "confirming" or analyzing anything he can't actually/factually confirm or 
verify. He should instead, responsibly READ for himself, research, then ask 
questions to confirm as much as he can. That leads to EDUCATED, informed opinions, 
based on FACTS. It's not like I'm hiding, it's not like the posts are hard to find, 
access and view. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i6TB1Kq7 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:15:02 No.151990564
>>151990089
She and her "charity" are tied to the Pizza, y'all. Use the opportunity you have 
while she's in the spotlight to REMIND everyone JUST HOW DIRTY her funds are. Don't 
be surprised when you run across Jeb in the mix... I mean, duh.

These are the "breadcrumbs" you SHOULD be picking up and meming.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i6TB1Kq7 Mon 04 Dec 2017 11:36:47 No.151992356
Here I just posted the below in another thread...

...Anonymous (ID: a15GoYa4)
12/04/17(Mon)12:32:02 No.151991970
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>>151990484 #
It's really hard to "investigate" these people, their finances, side businesses, 
payments, backchannels, foundations and charities and NOT smell the pizza burning, 
when it's in the oven. Don't be surprised when you see Jeb's name in the mix, too.

Just realize while special investigators, prosecutors, the McCabe clan and MSM have 
been trying to bulldoze you for the last 18 months, keeping y'all chasing your dicks 
on Russian much, Sessions and Wray have been epically busting and cleaning up ALL 
their pizza parties and networks. They have NO WHERE TO GO OR HIDE and the arrest 
numbers to date are ASTOUNDING!! Like I mentioned yesterday, ANOTHER international 
child trafficking and abuse ring of 79 people, busted in NJ this weekend.

I realize the MSM doesn't make it easy by reporting the truth, but if you look at 
local reporting and a few of the independent tracking sites/tally's of all these 
arrests, you'll see how absolutely successful they've been. More than Obama did in 
an entire 8 years.

Pizza on this level and to this extent is a lot for unaware "normies" to handle. You 
won't see them all going down for Pizza, like Ive said before, but that shouldn't 
distract you from researching, archiving, sourcing, verifying, connecting and 
confirming the dirty truth. If any good comes from Hollywood/MSM/government sex 
crimes and misconduct, it's that maybe when shit hits the fan, all these people will 
actually believe it when they are FORCED to acknowledge it. The MSM can't spin or 
deny it much longer. Every bit helps and Brown is dirty as fuck! That district 
attorney from FL who was unironically got suicided last summer for 
investigating/gathering charges against Debbie Wasserman-Schultz, knew about 
Corrine's dirty money/"charity", too. Bet she knew he'd get suicided before he found 
out... just saying!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:i6TB1Kq7 Mon 04 Dec 2017 12:10:11 No.151995469
>>151994143
Tapper's exec. producer was just fired last week for sex accusations/misconduct. 
Tapper isn't sweating a Corrine Brown, tweet. He's got enough to worry about. 
Top/down, y'all.

Side note... HI JAKE! Do you visit /pol/?
I do! LOTS of people do! It's anonymously "cozy" here, Jake! We like it REALLY cozy. 
You might wanna think about pulling that trigger on YOUR OWN Morning Joe/Olbermann 
type of proactive exit, Jake! Like they say... "this isn't gonna age well". But you 
ALREADY know this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5GSNUDFB Mon 04 Dec 2017 16:21:23 No.152021076
>>152019633
It's gonna be glorious y'all. "Mega" nicknames will not have been in vein. Justice 
will be served. Let this play out. It won't be before the new year. It's not 
"happening" yet... it's just begun! Diane Feinstein is gonna wish she didn't ask 
Jack for Assanges Twitter messages. It started an investigation that will be the 
beginning of their end on all this. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5GSNUDFB Mon 04 Dec 2017 16:27:32 No.152021755
>>152021519
Hahaha! You'll be fine. We will all get some peace and be able to put this to bed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rpxo1CLC Mon 04 Dec 2017 14:43:29 No.152010675
>>152006250
It's gonna get interesting when he has to explain the Pakistani family BFF 
Abedin/Awan connection... then it's gonna get sticky when he has to explain how Tony 
Podesta got all the way to Pakistan then got turned right back round by Pakistani 
authorities. Weird right? Just within a week or so of that prisoner family was 
released for nothing in return by Pakistan, back to the US too? You'd almost think 
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Pakistan was turning their back on the people who'd lost their power like Clinton, 
Huma, Awan's, etc. almost like releasing innocent prisoners and returning fugitives 
was like a show of good faith and mutual respect, no?

Don't worry y'all, Tony got his ankle-hugging EM big brother bracelet, as soon as he 
got back on US soil. Candidly, his little Clinton/Huma worked/unannounced Pakistan 
vacation, is what got them ALL EM's on their ankles. But unironically, before Tony, 
they'd tried to coordinate the same vacation back to Awan's (and Huma's) homeland 
Pakistan, so he could evade his charges. He didn't get past Dulles though.

Tony, Tony, Tony... haven't heard a peep since. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:squf9Id0 Mon 04 Dec 2017 10:57:48 No.151989118
NOT trying to stick around these Q kids bullshit "fan" threads but just wanted to 
say it would be FANTASTIC if y'all could start "connecting the dots" on fmr. 
Congresswoman Corrine Brown of FL, her arrest today and PIZZAGATE ties via her 
"charity"...

Y'all are MISSING opportunities on these things... why aren't all those "white 
rabbits" you got everyone chasing down holes, leading you RIGHT TO THIS?!? This shit 
is just painful now... 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:gQ5TqT2A Mon 04 Dec 2017 16:11:11 No.152019966
>>152018576
There will be a lot more to this and like I said a long time ago y'all, Comey and 
Mueller are friends with their own bones to pick. Not good guys or your guys, as 
they should've resigned but there are MANY in the swamp who didn't choose to be 
there. These people also like negotiating plea bargains and deals.

Comey's been trying to tell you for months that he'd have indicted Hillary. He told 
you EXACTLY why he would've, the day he also didn't suggest charges right after 
saying it all. He's starting to get some of that vindication he was looking for.

This is all top down. McCabe has been demoted and relieved. 5 others gone since for 
anti-Trump tweets. The little shit leads to bigger shit, on all the shot that will 
continue to come out from now through the new year and beyond.

If you strip away all the media bullshit, external theories, opinions, etc. and just 
look at the facts, you'll see exactly where this is heading. Forget everything 
anyone says and all you've heard the media saying. Only look at the facts. "They" 
are fucked. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fGKPRF1l Tue 05 Dec 2017 09:34:52 No.152104175
This is all strategic show right now, y'all. This is being publicly floated by the 
admin. ON PURPOSE, to poke Benji and his Israeli bear. It's time for him to amp up 
his actions to "drain" the Israeli "swamp", just like he negotiated and agreed to 
do. Also just like Saudi and Pakistan and many others are doing. You could even 
consider Yemen, Lebanon, Libya, Turkey and Zimbabwe to be doing the same, in their 
own ways.

Don't forget that Benji and his wife have the same kind of "investigations" going on 
about them and his admin., that we have going on, all fueled and driven by THEIR OWN 
corrupt "intel agencies", like Mossad. As you know, Mossad is just like our CIA and 
they squeeze and mooch off Aman/Shin Bet just like our CIA squeezes and mooches off 
of our FBI/NSA.

Sadly, the Israeli swamp has been designed to harmoniously sync and operationally 
run in tandem with ours. So? If Benji wants us to hold up our end of "negotiations", 
it's time he starts picking up the public pace on his end, right? It sure would suck 
if Trump made such a big stink about Jerusalem as the capital, during a time where 
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Israel has bigger problems on the rise via Syria and a few rogue missiles being 
tossed across borders over the last 3 weeks. Sure would suck to tile up all those 
people who'd literally die for their religion, especially if Israel tried to 
publicly support Trump's purposeful floating of Jerusalem, with things being so 
tense in the region right now for Israel, no?

Trump is forcing Benji to get the "get". Remember, between the Middle East and Asia, 
they ALL KNOW the US is no longer in the business of funding and assisting swamp-
created, regional proxy wars that were fueled, funded and profiting corrupt back 
channels and their NGO puppeteers/black-labeled contractors and vendors, for a 
financial cut. So Benji, like Saudi, Pakistan, China, S. Korea, etc. can ramp up his 
efforts publicly, or we'll continue to bait/poke him... 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KWLQZha8 Tue 05 Dec 2017 13:57:38 No.152130117
>>152125348
Right and what y'all also need to remember is that it's not "Mueller vs. Comey" as 
some are trying to spin this on here... it's more like "Mueller backed into such a 
legal shitstorm he has no choice (as they hoped this day would never come) but to 
now revoke immunity on Comey because there's no way to stop or hide it all anymore". 
There, that's a better. ;o)

Mueller's will probably be revoked, too and considering McCabe and his cronies are 
high and dry... shouldn't be too much longer, either! It's times like this I wish 
"Anon meet-ups" were a literal "thing" so we could hang out after work and celebrate 
via happy hour(s)!!!!!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KWLQZha8 Tue 05 Dec 2017 14:00:15 No.152130375
>>152130223
I'd buy y'all LOTS of fucking beers... and Michelle-banned chocolate milks for the 
under 21's here, too! Haha!

67AD8A21-C158-46C7-B6E4-DA74C651 (...).jpg, 526KiB, 1084x783
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KWLQZha8 Tue 05 Dec 2017 14:31:22 No.152133522
Quoted By: >>152133875
>>152131608
Yes and thanks to another anon on here who had started a thread I stole the caps 
from but didn't get to post in (sorry brah but good looking out!)

However... people might want to make a note of my post from Sunday night (pic 
related)

5137E1DD-DCC4-43CF-8DE5-E73E36D7 (...).jpg, 579KiB, 1125x1158
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KWLQZha8 Tue 05 Dec 2017 14:34:34 No.152133875
>>152133522
Then just note this from today... keep the caps, they'll come in handy sooner than 
later!

If you've read all of my posts on Assange from earlier this summer and fall, I told 
y'all A LOT about our boy, Dana! There's a reason Feinstein has been getting so 
fiesty about Assange these last 3 months...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KWLQZha8 Tue 05 Dec 2017 14:48:48 No.152135285
>>152133882
About the bank records? Assuming that's what you're talking about, then know that it 
doesn't matter. Nothing that came out today that had Trump, bank records and Mueller 
in the title matters today. These things all all the things like this are nothing 
more than attention swingers/shifters. They get thrown out there to distract and 
dilute and everyone forgets them in a few days until the next thing is thrown out. 
This is actually what confuses people so much too. They throw out so much bullshit 
you forget what actually happened or not, what was true and what wasn't, etc.
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There are still people debating shit like WHEN Flynn actually talked to Russia, 
before or after the election and still referring to Russian "hacks", not "leaks".

Every time you read a headline, you should FIRST think of and look at all the other 
things going on before taking the bait. The things the MSM report and blow up are 
probably the things you shouldn't pay attention to initially. The headlines they're 
addressing to cover their asses with a headline so they can say they did later, but 
are avoiding in prime time coverage, are the things you'd want to dig into.

Those will be the big drops you'll see blowing up.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:KWLQZha8 Tue 05 Dec 2017 14:50:15 No.152135429
>>152134259
Yeah, I like caps w/ dates! They're like memes but they sting a little more...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 15:20:24 No.152138580
Quoted By: >>152140451
No y'all. Read carefully cause I can't stick around posting too much on this... 
someone who is chunky dunking in the swamp, is and has increasingly been, leaking 
blatant bullshit, just like they did with the Flynn shit, in an effort to ultimately 
sabotage Mueller and FORCE him out, if Trump won't fire him.

You'll see them use these mounting MSM's fails as JUSTIFICATION when the left tries 
to normalize the idea to their supporters that Mueller needs to resign or be fired. 
If "they" get desperate enough, they'll try to stick all this bullshit to his office 
directly to discredit him or the investigation as a whole. Little shit like this is 
always what you should pay attention to because things that mean nothing today, mean 
something tomorrow when you see them being added all up and used together.

Always try to look for and pay attention to, all the little headlines they throw out 
only to cover their asses so they can say they reported it if they ever need to, but 
don't actually hype up or cover in prime time. You will begin to see how it's those 
things they purposefully evade and ignore fully publicizing, that all eventually add 
into and/or support the big "happening" headlines/breaking news they can't evade or 
ignore later. These are the kinds of feeder stories you want to be archiving now and 
referring back to, especially as we progress over the next few weeks. Just keep them 
around for your records... you'll want them, trust me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 15:37:57 No.152140451
>>152138580
Just to clarify my post above... I'm NOT SAYING the swamp is actively trying to 
force him out now and that's why this is happening now. I AM SAYING that this is an 
old school DC/MSM tactic used to purposefully build "evidence" a "case" or a plea 
"they" may or may not decide they need to make and use, sooner than later.

IF "their" swamp shit continues to hit the fan like it is and has been, THEN "they" 
WILL try to force Mueller out in some way. Whether they're sitting on a legal 
technicality or conflict of interest they can throw at him or catch him on, OR 
whether they need to use self-generated "technicality" or "cause" for 
alarm/concern/question - like "leaks" and/or "false stories" being reported then 
retracted, it doesn't matter. These bogus MSM stories only HELP JUSTIFY a CAUSE for 
the resignation/firing of Mueller, if the establishment feels they're backed into a 
corner and need to pull another trick from their sleeve. This is nothing more than 
"them" setting themselves up with options and more importantly CREATING the 
"evidence" they'd need to provide to their base, to keep them on board, rallying 
behind their establishment in agreement whenever "they" decide this card needs to be 
pulled and calls from within the establishment for Mueller's removal need to be 
made. When and if that happens, they'll use these stories and whatever else they've 
got to justify it to the base they already proved it to when stories like today and 
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Flynn came out and we're quickly retracted. Hope this makes sense.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 16:59:46 No.152149360
>>152140978
I'm saying it's a house of cards (cards that include MSM fuck ups) being built, in 
case there's a need to pull the trigger. The cards are all the things they have or 
set up to serve as "evidence" when they need to flip on their own positions and 
justify their flips to their bases, should the house need to fall.

The establishment pushed hard for a special prosecutor. They got one. It's not going 
their way, in fact, it's going worse. They're placing several cards strategically 
every day to give themselves more options and back doors. These are old tricks. 
There's a reason there's an actual show called "House of Cards". This is a tactic 
used in the by those in the "swamp".

Another example would be everything you've seen with the DNC as related to how they 
tried to initially handle the leaks they called Russian "hacks" and servers they 
didn't hand over to the FBI, but that's too much to type. The LVMPD/FBI handling and 
clusterfuck of an aftermath post Vegas is another example and in many ways, so is 
Roy Moore, but I could honestly write books on those so it's not worth detailing. 
I'm sure you understand what I mean at least, or how it could relate.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 17:03:41 No.152149742
>>152142519
Haha! WTF is that? I mean I wrote it, but why is it a video with a weird voice now? 
Makes me sound kinda spooky!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 17:18:17 No.152151233
>>152145518
You don't need to worry about Trump. He's fine, there's nothing on him that would 
legally justify impeachment. I guess there's always the idea "they" could pull 
bullshit from their asses that would take months in red tape to finagle through and 
yes, the causes concern because it could hinder progress but candidly, that's also 
exactly why things were strategically handled and timed the way you're watching them 
play out live, right now. The Trump admin used the better part of the last 18 months 
to get their ducks in an impenetrable row, so they could move more swiftly and 
quickly combat MSM driven bullshit meant to confuse and distract from the facts 
being rapidly released that you're now getting every day.

It's like that saying you can't drink from a firehose with a straw, or something 
like that. "They" can't keep up with the pace and flow of info. It's coming so fast 
on purpose so "fake news" has less time to spin it all in a way that could even 
still make sense to people... even their own base. It's why they, just like the 
LVMPD/FBI couldn't keep up with their straws against the firehose rush of the 
questioning masses and stopped trying to keep up by closing the public out and 
cutting their responses off, instead.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 17:31:23 No.152152649
>>152145647
This is my point. It's not necessarily always done to discredit a specific person or 
action. It could be used just to taint and tarnish the whole thing. Like you could 
blame plenty of things and cute many reasons this investigation is fucked, besides 
the obvious which is that there was no legitimate need for it in the first place, 
right? You could cite false leaks or illegal leaks to the MSM, MSM misreporting, 
mishandling of info, mishandling of data, mishandling of evidence, overreach of 
authority, obstruction, etc. the entire investigation is bullshit, based on 
bullshit, costing American millions every week so anyone who felt desperate enough 
to pull a card to collapse a house that's folding in on them, could have a ton of 
different cards/excuses they created, to choose from. Meaning, they don't 
specifically have to have something on Mueller or have to pin something directly on 
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him to discredit him, to stop him from continuing. They just need to be able to 
prove to their base via the "evidence/cards" they have/created to justify any 
reasons they'd push to have Mueller resign or removed.

There would be a lot of angry people on the left if Dems started publicly calling 
for his removal/resignation after this whole almost year now. "They" have to be able 
to justify it to keep their base happy, so they just build the house around Mueller 
and the investigation, using any cards they have or can find, if they need to use it 
as a last resort.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 17:41:55 No.152153783
>>152145518
Oh and I forgot to address the 2nd part of your question. I've posted a lot about 
Pence. He's a bi-partisan estab. negotiated pick Trump only accepted because he 
didn't want the GOP trying to pull rank via loopholes to swipe the primary win from 
him like they were threatening. All Trump cared about was getting to Inauguration 
Day. Once he did, he knew how this would go.

Pence can be compared to LBJ as in, the same swamp, bi-partisan negotiated 
establishment "never Kennedy" types who forced LBJ down JFK's throat as a running 
mate, are the same who did so with Pence to Trump.

A lot more will come out through the Flynn stuff about Pence's involvement and 
you'll start to see more that will show you exactly which team he really plays for. 
But this isn't "news" to Trump or anyone close to him so you don't need to "worry" 
about it cause Trump isn't worried either.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 17:44:55 No.152154095
>>152146483
True. But you also have to remember, which Trump's tweets should be enough to 
confirm, the admin. loves the irony and getting the "get". So in many ways what you 
just said, is what the admin pretty much likes the most! Haha.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 17:59:50 No.152155724
>>152154122
No. It's even better than that. Like I've said, the admin loves irony and getting 
thecget. A President can't "fire" a VP. The Senate would try and IMPEACH a VP. I 
said months ago the only irony of "impeachment" as related to the Trump admin., 
could be Pence. I'm doubtful he makes it onto the 2020 ticket... if he's impeached 
when it's all said and done, the better. The get was got.

Be pretty unironic to consider Trump anything other than the people's president 
after he drains the bi-partisan swamp then shit cans his own swamp-picked VP, right?

I hate to say this but aim not sure if this article was supposed to be a hit piece 
or not, but I loved every bit of it. He truly is the President without a party. He 
never needed one, really. Only difference between him, JFK and Reagan is that his 
money and family's money before him was never tied to THEIR SWAMP. They can't 
manipulate him or control him and he's independently and internationally successful 
enough, famous enough, rich enough, etc. to circumvent "their" 
network's/relationships with foreign leaders/governments because frankly, he's had 
his own for decades. It's the honest truth. HFK's own brothers sold his ass down the 
river to protect their controlled assets.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:12:40 No.152157197
>>152155620
Comey's immunity was revoked because as you'll see when it's all said and done, 
Mueller has no legal justification for NOT revoking. Mueller was forced by nothing 
more than facts and evidence that he can't avoid, delay, hide, obstruct, delete, 
scrub, postpone, defend or ignore anymore.
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I told y'all a long time ago the ball would drop with Awan and it did. "They" tried 
to scoot his ass through Dulles like they did his wife, on a one-way ticket back to 
his homeland Pakistan and thought Pakistan would never extradict him back. Sure as 
shit, he was snagged before he could even board and a few months later, Pakistan was 
releasing the American family they held prisoner for nothing in return from us and 
sending Tony P. back with his own one-way ticket where he was greeted upon landing 
with his own EM ankle bracelet.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:30:32 No.152159057
>>152155834
Kind of and I say that only because Strzok is being thrown under the bus like 
another swamp patsy. Was he involved in a lot of shit? Yes and more than you even 
realize at this point, but as you'll soon learn. Should he and everyone else who was 
unassumingly wrapped up in shady swamp things have resigned at first sniff of 
trouble? Absolutely! These aren't dumb men. They knew what these things could've led 
to and for that they are all guilty. BUT, it's also hard for me to personally 
comment on these things because my opinions get in the way. I don't personally view 
Strzok as any more or less directly responsible for anything, than many others. For 
me, Strzok is just another one they successfully dragged in and used as their bot. 
McCabe is the MUCH BIGGER PIECE everyone seems to be neglecting. If we keep getting 
so caught up and focused on every low-hanging bot, we will start to lose sight of 
their much bigger, far more corrupt "bosses".

There are going to be lots of Strzok's. Should we know who they are? Yes. What they 
did? Sure! But we can't lose sight of the bigger fish who put them all there. It's 
trickle down. People like Strzok, Yates, etc. ONLY DID WHAT THEY WERE TOLD. We're 
they wrong for doing it? Yes. Should they face repercussions for their actions? Yes. 
Are they that important in the much bigger, way more corrupt scheme of things? NO. 
So while yes I care about these people, I don't really CARE about THEM. They're just 
more cards being pulled from a slowly collapsing house. I want the WHOLE HOUSE, 
NOW... see what I mean? My opinions hinder me here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:39:33 No.152159992
>>152157957
I did. I only mentioned Harry as a blip as related to that specific thread because 
the royals publicly bending and "accepting" Meghan is only fanfare. Just like Saudi 
women driving. It's a show of the acceptance of changing times, especially when May 
isn't gonna have a leg to stand on over the course of the next year. The royals 
don't do anything they don't have an agenda behind so publicly accepting a bi-
racial, divorced, 36 year old American for Harry's sake is only being used to pander 
to everyone else. You know Lizzie beat his ass for it behind closed doors. She just 
can't say, "hey everyone, sorry we have more migrant-established no-go zones now 
than public restrooms but there's no way in bloody hell I'm gonna let Harry marry a 
divorced, bi-racial American actress", right?! I mean, that wouldn't sit well...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:42:02 No.152160268
>>152158114
We no longer a nation who deals in terms of what we "give". We are a nation who 
deals in terms of what we will "do", if you "don't". That's important.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:44:54 No.152160575
>>152160143
You answered your own question and very well, I might add. The old estab. Is very 
aware, hence they are throwing curveballs like buckets of water from a quickly 
sinking ship.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:52:14 No.152161423
>>152160175
I don't get too involved with our northern neighbors. I said the other night, a lot 
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of your swamp hinges on ours. Same with Mexico. As we drain, you indirectly drain.

Just send that fucker boxes of tissues he can weep into, until y'all can vote his 
ass out and elect someone who won't keep any swamp ends loosely tied on your side of 
the border, after we're done.

I am sorry for y'all though... I don't know how you look at that manlet. Between 
that guy and Chuck Schumer's man tears, I don't even know what a WW3 would look 
like. They all need safety pins.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 18:53:42 No.152161575
>>152160503
And that's all these people will do, so it's good your expectations are 
appropriately set.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 19:04:45 No.152162824
>>152161221
The dossier and FISA warrants are where Flynn is important. Flynn will lead into 
this. Flynn is also Strzok level in terms of low hanging, but his TESTIMONY is what 
will be important which is WHY he wanted to be indicted. It forces his ability to 
testify now. You will find that Susan Rice will be brought out again as she in many 
ways "forged" FISA requests as Powers then approved them herself. This is what makes 
this important. No one should care anymore about the fake dossier and who paid for 
it. The actual money is so intertwined it's going to be hard to directly uncover 
after this long. Mueller's involvement and roles back then should be all you need to 
answer whether or not FBI was involved. Who wasn't involved or implicated to some 
extent.

Obama. Rice. Powers. Lynch. Comey. Then Flynn came in with a lit match, ready to 
burn their house of cards to the ground. That's when they stuck him. But... heeee's 
baaaaaaaack.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 19:18:54 No.152164412
>>152161893
Don't worry about him. He's so fucked he hasn't said or done shit for the last 5 
months. He's keeping his head down and his nose clean. Trump and the admin has kept 
him at arms length since the election. He's just playing "VP" until his time comes. 
Have more faith, k?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 19:24:01 No.152164977
>>152161894
Because while everyone's chasing their dicks screaming, "What's Sessions and Wray 
doing?!" They're actually DOING shit.

You don't get to say "pizzagate is tied to everything", then look at all that's been 
done in the last year on pedos and say, "what are they doing?!" Old networks and $$$ 
don't operate the same anymore. Not even MS gangs they create and exploit like 
American ISIS.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 19:27:17 No.152165293
Quoted By: >>152165933
>>152162403
Cannot say because literally... cannot say other than they're being dealt with. No 
access though and no more tax payer pay checks.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 19:31:18 No.152165726
>>152165326
I posted enough tiles on Sunday. Sorry, brah. You know I'm good for it when I need 
to be.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 19:32:58 No.152165933
>>152165293
Eh knew I did something... fucked up my flag by accident. I'm not "anarchist", haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 20:32:41 No.152172606
>>152166404
Haha, it's funny but "all I have to do is fuck you over" implies Mueller got a plea 
to fuck them over, which isn't the case, which I also know you know so please don't 
think I don't.

If it said something like, "I'm gonna walk after you drain the swamp yourselves" or 
something like that, it would be more reflective of what's going on. Mueller doesn't 
have a choice but to let this run it's course. Facts and evidence don't lie and it's 
all he's got to work with.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 21:11:51 No.152176618
>>152166920
Why? Cause Kids can't larp off the clock? The only thing they can't do is exploit 
certain visibilities they were using on here to "verify" themselves. They can still 
post bullshit wherever people will read it and who even knows how many others are 
doing it or continuing it, if not these 4. I mean, there were people on here in side 
threads talking about creating Q-like posts to keep the "momentum up" in between 
"real" Q posts, so they could keep spreading it around and they were actually doing 
it, too.

My point is who knows who is still posting. I don't care about normal /pol/ larps. I 
care about specific assholes lying to people telling them there will be "10 days of 
darkness" and EMP's from NK all while using pics of shit as false proof of ID for 
"validation". It's bullshit. You don't get to scare and threaten innocent people and 
their lives for shits and giggles LARPing.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iu2l4uZA Tue 05 Dec 2017 21:15:02 No.152176928
>>152167836
Not in WH. In a different department.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 07:53:52 No.152222748
>>152220840
And "hypothetically" and all, by moving the US Embassy (Obama/Clinton/Kerry couldn't 
get done BTW) to Jerusalem AND getting that US airbase Netanyahu approved to Trump 
in mid-Oct., would we NOT be able to then DIRECTLY "protect" the sanctity of the 
holy asset? Especially if we were trying to back out of the ME proxy wars, yet STILL 
ensure the safety/security of Jerusalem, that Israel has pandered and used as 
positioning and leverage for 60+ years?

Hmmm... just a theory, y'all. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 10:05:24 No.152233948
Quoted By: >>152235731
>>152223934
No, not of course. That's the beauty of it all, candidly. I posted a ton on this 
yesterday morning, specifically around the kinds of conversations that the admin. 
has been having with foreign leaders all over the world.

Basically, we are not in the business of participating in/funding regionalized proxy 
wars, coordinated/continued for back channel/corporately contracted/foundation cut 
cashing profits. No one will financially benefit or personally profit from US black 
budgeted and backdoored contract/cuts, again. So, either clean up your "swamps" and 
find other ways to do business legally in the open, starting with securing your own 
geographical regions or YOU LOSE... not us. This is why Saudi got Aramco on the 
market. They did THEIR job. Yes the known larger attack WAS thwarted, but we still 
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experienced the unexpected devastation/fallout of conflict w/bin Talal's teams, 
which unfortunately led to the unforeseen Vegas tragedy, we know today.

That said, Vegas ultimately led to the arrests of the bin Talal, his Saudi Royal 
sect and to the political shift/appointment of bin Salman. bin Salman then 
immediately moved to publicly shun OPEC's corrupt and exploiting Qatar, while 
securing a weapons deal with the US.

In order to do this, bin Salman needed to ensure he'd have the immediate ability to 
combat the Yemen military backlash that WOULD result (and has, as you've seen) from 
these shake-ups, while he and his new Royal minister cabinet, worked to drain the 
swamp-entrenched regimes of their own Saudi Royal forces. Hence, we LEGALLY 
negotiated/agreed to the $400 million arms deal prior, so bin Salman could 
circumvent his own military leadership, defend Saudi from Yemen, all while 
continuing to draining their corrupt military leadership in tandem.

Remember, we are willing to rationally, logically and LEGALLY negotiate business, 
trade, military cooperation/strategic efforts, alliance, etc. with ANY NATION 
willing to publicly sit at the table.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 10:25:16 No.152235731
Quoted By: >>152237850
>>152233948
To expand further on this, because it's important for y'all to realize/understand 
the agendas of US positioning and how it's actually being discussed.

The US has made it clear that we aren't handing out plastic, red "reset" buttons to 
press for photo ops, anymore. While we leave a seat at the negotiation table for any 
nation who is willing or wanting to engage, we will no longer shoulder the military 
or financial burdens of corruption fueled regional proxy wars and the arms of those 
wars that fuel their continued orchestration and coordination for political, 
personal or financial/economic gains.

So, lets say you're S. Korea, China and Japan. If you in any way, shape or form as a 
nation, government, NGO, corporation or private/public citizen, etc. benefit or 
profit from the perpetuated instability and unresolved dangers that North Korea 
poses to the world, then guess what? Good luck. We will no longer work with you 
until you clean up and secure your shared regional debacle of Kim and NK. We will 
not burden ourselves with a regional problem that ultimately effects you and your 
stability and if YOU, S. Korea, China and Japan, EVER let NK become OUR PROBLEM, we 
then have no problem taking care of our problem, with no help, consult, insight from 
you. We will handle it our way without even so much as the courtesy of a heads up. 
IF you choose to accept accountability and responsibility for YOUR regional NK 
problems, then sure, we are willing to REASONABLY help, but WE are not OWNING and 
militarily/financially shouldering the majority of the burden anymore. We will 
contribute a FAIR SHARE we deem appropriate/silufgicieny and YOU can work together 
amongst yourselves as "at risk" nation's within the region, to coordinate and 
implement the actions/policies that YOU see fit.

This approach has been very well received and successful thus far. EVERYONE now has 
NO REASON NOT to negotiate because EVERYONE now has DIRECT MEAT IN THE GAME.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 10:46:46 No.152237850
>>152235731
Cont...

If you're S. Korea, China or Japan, he'll, even Russia to a large extent, you've got 
a whole lot more to immediately lose in fallout, if NK starts recklessly firing off 
nuclear ICBM's, right? You're seeing the direct shows of action from these nations 
playing out right now. S. Korea fired defense missiles at the last NK ICBM, fired 
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into space just last week. China cut NK aid after we imposed the strictest sanctions 
ever. They did this, just a few short weeks before WE came through and officially 
named NK a terror state. Then China sent their own representatively sponsored 
coalition, into NK, right after Trump left the region.

Pakistan is another great and very similar example of an effective foreign policy 
that is WORKING. All of this is unprecedented proof it is and the Brit parliament 
REEEEEing out over Trump calling THEM to task via Twitter, should just further prove 
to you EXACTLY WHO swims in the swamp. Look at the literal fucking state of the UK 
and really the rest of Europe thanks to them, RIGHT NOW. Is it no wonder they're so 
AGAINST the successful progression of our foreign relations?! They're THREATENED 
because (and this is VERY important) ultimately, WE ARE PROMOTING, ENCOURAGING AND 
SUPPORTING national and regional INDEPENDENCE and SOVEREIGNTY by cutting these 
corrupt backchannels, their operations, funding and revenues off and holding THEM 
accountable and responsible for THEMSELVES and those around them. WE are giving THEM 
their sovereignty back and those who are LOSING their power and control over those 
they've exploited and abused for decades are the ones REEEEEEing over it all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 11:41:39 No.152243650
Quoted By: >>152246909
>>152239247
Ok, I LOVE that YOU cited this because in MANY ways, you are EXACTLY right... at 
least until your VERY LAST SENTENCE.

Stick with me here because this is important. Trump isn't tied to "them". He runs 
independent operations like his dad and grandfather did. Look into this closely and 
you'll see what I'm talking about for yourself. That said, this is also why they 
hate him. He's an uncontrollable threat they can only try to infiltrate from the 
outside, but never from within. Trump is KNOWN as someone who has ALWAYS kept a 
tight lipped, loyal, dedicated, long-term, low-churn team around him. His closest 
advisors have spent decades with him. His teams are VERY small on purpose. It keeps 
him nimble and flexible but also provides him with an additional layer of 
security/protection - meaning, the smaller the team, the less people you'd ever have 
to suspect, look at or flush out as a mole, if ever needed. This is purposeful and 
it's stabdard business practice and procedure. His dad and grandfather were EXACTLY 
the same, which makes trump just another successful, untouchable legacy heir to the 
Trump dynasty "they" can't manipulate or penetrate to exploit to their advantage.

All of this is EXACTLY what also makes Trump a VERY different threat than say, JFK. 
JFK's family wealth/success was deeply entrenched in "their" swamp related 
channels/relationships. His own brothers sold him down the river and ultimately, 
indirectly aided in his demise to protect their Kennedy assets from being destroyed 
by those who sought to control Kennedy's presidency via "their" control of the 
Kennedy brand and financial empire.

Trump was never "tipped off" by the Feds, nor does he "work for the FBI/CIA". Fact 
IS, he, like his dad/grandfather, never needed to. They surround and secure 
THEMSELVES and hire/operate their OWN intel. I assure you, Trump didn't go big on 
random "wiretapping" tweets no one initially understood...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 12:10:13 No.152246909
>>152243650
Trump is personally and financially, insulated and secure. He maintains the same 
private, tight, streamlined and nimble security/intel teams, including the same 
standard procedures/protocols of those teams, that he's literally had in place his 
whole life and to this day. This was a ln approach he was raised on by his dad and 
candidly, it serves Trump like a security blanket now. It's engrained. He grew up 
keeping tight, protected, secure circles around himself and every area of his life, 
including his family.
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So no, Trump, like his dad, never worked for the DBI/CIA, not would they have ever 
needed to be "tipped off" by anyone, other than those they've privately employed and 
maintained to personally and safely secure them, their families, financial assets, 
etc. and unlike the feds, these teams don't work with the dank, government-grade and 
assigned toys. They get the privately designed, custom manufactured, grade-A kind of 
shit we see in movies.

Those Trump Tower/WH "renovation" sweeps showed everyone exactly what Trump is 
working with on his end. It's why "they" and the MSM hope they never have to 
proactively address or rehash the details of those events again... like I said, it's 
literally one of two of the only biggest differences between Trump and JFK. 
Independent money and security "THEY" can't fuck with.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 12:38:37 No.152250583
>>152247835
Haha, just listen to his whole speech he's making about the ME. Sounds exactly like 
all of the stuff I posted between yesterday and earlier this morning, about the 
ME/Israel.

He said he wants to put our Israeli-based "Embassy in the city where Israel's MODERN 
GOVERNMENT will operate from", right?! That's exactly the type of shit y'all should 
be listening and looking for. That's purposefully telling you that the admin of 
yesterday's of Israel's SWAMP-fueled government will NOT be what relocates with a 
fresh start, to Jerusalem. Benji knows what he has to do. His swamp knows what's 
coming, just like ours does. We should be happy we won't recognize the world anymore 
the way we've grown to know it. Everyone's swamps know what's coming.

And on a side note, if the Brits, France and Germany specifically, don't very 
quickly and realistically get their shit together and get their governments/leaders 
on board, I actually fear that they will be exploited and FORCED into being the 
battleground of another WW they will never recover from. They cannot allow this to 
happen to them because this newfound, hugely supported, regionally based, globally 
hands-off foreign policies/relations that are being successfully formed and proven 
to thrive, will NOT waiver to rally behind a Western-European WW. It would not be 
viewed as the "WORLD's" war. It would be "Europe's big problem" to a bunch of 
nations and regions who've just rediscovered the beauty and benefits of their 
independence and sovereignty again.

Really need our friends across the pond to step it up. They're being bulldozed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 13:20:41 No.152255681
>>152254893
Haha! Apologies, brah. I'd normally emphasize specific words in bold font, because I 
type on here exactly how I think/talk but I can't do that here so I started using 
caps instead. It's become a bothersome habit. So checked. I'll try to save the 
capslock for the really important stuff.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 14:31:15 No.152264089
>>152263800
Yes FBI CIA and FED to follow...

Still in that order, too ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 14:49:46 No.152266316
>>152260668
Yes. "Terrorists" from the ME now no different than North Korea, unironically now 
labeled a "terror state" in E. Asia, forces the nation's of those regions to 
publicly do something about their "terrorist" problems that pose a direct risk and 
threat to their sovreignty, their independence, their citizens, their economies and 
ultimately the success or demise of their nations.
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Everyone has meat in their own game and every government and their leaders, are now 
forced to be accountable and responsible to their people for their problems and the 
risks/threats those problems pose directly. If the ME, including Israel, don't step 
up and work together as a region to handle their problem then they all suffer 
because we are not carrying their weight, for any of them anymore. You're already 
seeing these nations factually working together in both the ME and Asia. You're 
already hearing their bold claims, seeing their public stances and witnessing them 
taking actions that none of them have felt compelled and forced to do, in a very, 
very long time!

At the end of the day, you'll no longer live your life or waste quite as many tax 
dollars worrying about their problems as your own. Instead, we will be able to 
increasingly concentrate on the clean up of our own problems, just like we have 
been.

6D20379C-293F-4523-BEE1-3781DF2C (...).jpg, 579KiB, 1125x1158
~~~~~Anonymous ID:QyjcVLnv Wed 06 Dec 2017 15:04:16 No.152267947
>>152265405
Haha! To answer, everything that's been happening since late July, is happening now 
and will continue to happen, is known/planned... whether the admin, MSM or anyone 
else, admits it, tries to deny it, convince you of otherwise or not.

I don't expect you to believe me about this now, that's not the point. Just keep it 
in the back of your mind and consider it as you watch it all playing out in real 
time. I never post trying to "convince" you or "break" things to you. I post because 
I like the discussion and when I can, I offer things for y'all to consider as the 
events we are discussing today, will eventually tie themselves together and play out 
in days/weeks/months to come.

Like I've posted a ton about Assange, deals he's worked, the extent of what he's 
sitting on, the terms agreed to as related to that information, expiration dates 
negotiated, Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, etc. starting 6 months ago. So tweets like this 
(pic related) should start making sense of what I've posted on, now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 12:56:22 No.152252764
Just remember y'all, if it's a gang related raid and you think gangs like MS-13 are 
exploited side projects of the CIA and thank Langley raids happened 2 weeks ago, 
too...

... then ALL those weird fake company, non-existent, CIA tied houses, office and 
warehouse/disto spaces in Prince William Co., that also unironically kept showing up 
in every bit of research you ever did from pizzagate, to Awan's residence, to 
operational undisclosed safe houses/black sites for us AND Mossad, to Ms-13 and the 
houses of all those terror linked Saudi's and Pakistani's the swamp loved to hide 
them out in while they stayed here on "official business", like bin Talals and bin 
Ladens SUUUURE might seem relevant right about now... especially if 2 weeks ago, 
you'd managed to obtain/confiscate a whole lot of intel telling you exactly where to 
look, no?! Just saying...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 13:12:04 No.152254635
>>152253101
Haha, no. And just to be honest, like I've said before... no reports of a "raid on 
Langley", specifically citing MAGTF/MEU's were deployed for active/standing carry 
out, are correct.

I've never confirmed or denied that something did or didn't happen per Langley, I've 
only confirmed to you 100% that no MAGFT directed MEU's were activated/deployed on 
domestic US soil, to carry it out.
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If you dig into this a little more, you'd realize why that reporting is factually 
inaccurate, as well as extremely and unconstitutionally illegal, under ALL 
circumstances. I promise you, had those reports actually been correct, you wouldn't 
have been theorizing about whether it was actually "happening" or not in a cozy 
/pol/ thread, you'd have been watching it break live across every single MSM outlet, 
not just in the US, but across the ENTIRE WORLD. There'd be no hiding or evading it. 
Everyone would know.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 13:51:26 No.152259346
>>152255736
Personally, while I know this admin would love to give us the truth in full 
transparency, I don't think we will see it happen for a long time. It would rock the 
nation and our already far too fragile public to its core and I also believe it 
would trigger a level of civil unrest we haven't witnessed on our soil since our own 
civil war and that we are also in no willing or voluntary position, to force 
ourselves to handle, in the capacity we'd need to handle it in, as we'd eventually 
force ourselves to make decisions and choices, no one wants to have to make.

I'm not going to say who it was. I'm sure all these twitter "investigators" will 
figure it out. No need to turn my really big, comfy pond, into a tiny pet shop 
fishbowl, right?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 13:58:49 No.152260306
>>152257677
I'm only using the same abbreviations the "articles" used, that were then linked, 
discussed and used in here. I'm abbreviating in the same way it was originally 
abbreviated in the articles, to keep recognition consistent.

Sorry if this confuses you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 14:02:57 No.152260816
>>152259355
Reportings citing it stating these marine units were activated/deployed was wrong. 
That's inaccurate reporting. It was not MAGTF/MEU's. Legally they'd never, ever, be 
deployed on US soil for something like this. It's absolutely, 100% not in their 
authority/jurisdiction or anyone else's.

But that only means the question of, "who did it", was incorrectly answered.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 14:27:39 No.152263683
>>152261862
No, sorry. I'm not saying a word... not even gonna try to be vague about it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 16:01:04 No.152274286
>>152273525
True. For every executionable deployment, publicly noted/funded on the books.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 17:07:11 No.152281391
>>152279330
Now I understand. Thanks for the clarification. You're saying the US military and 
our national guard are the only forces the US has ever engaged, utilized and funded 
to carry out military operations, in the domestic US or abroad.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 17:40:23 No.152284714
>>152281978
Haha, no. I don't know everything nor do I ever claim to. I just read what you said 
and replied.

Then, I spent the next 10 minutes wondering where all those PMC black ops/black 
budget dollars go every year, if not to pay the PMC's they contract with... and 
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without you, or anyone else they wouldn't want to know, actually knowing... that's 
all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 17:42:27 No.152284909
>>152282740
Time will tell.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 17:46:42 No.152285328
>>152285005
Mercs? Geez search terms like pmc's (private military contractors), black ops and 
black budgets together.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 17:52:46 No.152285968
>>152267945
Yes more than the msm would care to compile the numbers on and report to you. If you 
run a few search terms by month about it you'll see the all that's been done and 
reported on locally across the country as opposed to nationally. It's incredible 
what's been done so fast and it's awful the MSM is talking about Hollywood but none 
of this or these astronomical numbers every month are being tied in to their 
reports.

It's ok though, when the 2017 annual numbers are released by DOJ/FBI in the spring 
of 2018, no one will be able to deny or ignore the success.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pOwohis4 Wed 06 Dec 2017 18:08:58 No.152287620
>>152285297
They didn't. People may have seen shit, said what they saw but don't know any 
different other than "looked military" then these Twitter reporters and YouTube 
vloggers took it upon themselves to fill in the blanks with bullshit and "break 
news". These people on the internets kill each other all the time over their 
"stories". They actually argue about it with each other on Twitter posts everyone 
can read.

Take them all with a grain of salt. Take me with a grain of salt. Take everyone and 
everything with a grain of salt . Just keep it all in the back of your mind and 
consider it as you see things play out.

Anyone can say anything but it's not necessarily all about being "right" today, or 
being "right" first. Those are people trying to break headlines and that's fine for 
them. I'm not in the "news" business. All I try to do is say a few things I know 
about, if I know a few things, about a few things. That's all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 21:28:00 No.152307967
>>152307680
Umm, no she didn't, brah. You do realize I can see this shit, right?!

I didn't "give" (you) anything. Those Todd Whiskey archives say it all...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 21:32:28 No.152308464
Quoted By: >>152308587
>>152308170
SUUUURE... you know what you did. >>152308201

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 21:33:24 No.152308587
>>152308464
Eh sorry, didn't mean to tag that second post.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 21:55:41 No.152311084
>>152309117
Who gives a shit? I even emailed that kid before he did some "response" vlog 
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yesterday about me and said he gets the same courtesy to ask me his "questions" or 
clarify things directly, as I gave that David Wilcock guy. That Jordan kid admitted 
he didn't read everything, therefore, he'd have no clue about anything really, until 
he does. So his "confirmations" and opinions are pointless. He's right, too. How 
could anyone expect him to have "time" to read it all, if he's too busy talking 
about me instead, to his "70k subs" that he suggested I should want to "work with 
him" because of. That's fine.

I just want everyone to realize that I am human, too. Yes, things can trigger 
emotional responses from me, especially when based on bullshit. I post on a board as 
"anon" like all of you and you've never seen me post anywhere else because it 
doesn't leave the board. In fact, people only refer to me as the mega shit because 
y'all said it. Not me.

I'm all for educated discussion, debate, etc. it's fun. But let's try to keep this 
shit to the board.

All you need to ultimately remember is

FBI
CIA
FED

Let everyone else say and think whatever they want. I'm tired of caring so much 
about whether others are getting what I say right, taking it out of context because 
they didn't read, sharing or re-posting incorrect things, etc. It's just not worth 
correcting people. Anyone who cares will read it all for themselves. Thanks to Todd 
Whiskey, they can. Let's just move on from it and get to the good stuff we have in 
store. It's going to be an exciting next 3 month and more!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 21:59:22 No.152311442
>>152309228
It's not "news" to them... they've known it was coming.

Apology accepted, boss! ;o)

AD3585FD-61A3-4A7A-83C3-B2A09303 (...).jpg, 61KiB, 435x426
~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 22:09:51 No.152312480
>>152311178
Those AF1 pics are bullshit. It was the very first thing actually that caught my 
attention as being severely off and I also immediately said it on here when I 
noticed it, as well.

I posted exactly why those pics were fake. Not just fake, they're illegal for 
anyone. This is fact. My only mistake is that I missed a lot of the initial "Q 
Clearance Posts" as they were happening, due to heavy travel for work. As I caught 
up and say things, I did call them out. Then the social media short codes were it 
for me. Knew who could see them, did some digging. It's all been posted about and 
archived. I called them out and they went to 8. That's fine if people choose to read 
it, follow it and believe it. I don't care.

But where's "Q" right now? Not here... ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 22:18:54 No.152313411
>>152311945
Awe you don't need to apologize on behalf of anyone. I don't need apologies, nor 
would I normally care what people would say on here about me... but that's what I 
didn't realize. How much stuff actually leaves HERE, you know. It's one thing for 
people on here saying their things, in threads, as they're happening. But it's hard 
to watch people saying things as if factually confirming, to a few thousand people 
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at a clip, like they're an authority to do so. It's also sad when in reality, we all 
have many of the same wants and interests... the truth and transparency.

I'm just gonna stop letting the very few people who know I post here, show me the 
social media things. I really had no clue of the extent until a few weeks ago.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 22:25:21 No.152314090
>>152313487
No. Go read my posts then thank Todd Whiskey while you're there for compiling them 
all. I explained why none of this is odd at all. It's actually sad people did 
extensive digging and think it's confirmed. I'm sorry, I'm not trying to be mean or 
condescending. It's just the truth and I'm not willing to type it all again when 
it's there if you want it to review and consider in your own analysis.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 22:28:09 No.152314361
>>152313985
Disinfo as in, not giving full info in Vegas right now, sure. Discinfo as in 
purposefully tying things together that in reality, may share connections but are 
factually irrelevant to what you're trying to prove, then telling them to larp that 
bullshit all over the internets, is not necessary.

Scaring people into 10 days of fucking darkness acting like if THEY don't do 
something they'll get it, is just fucking insane.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 22:30:47 No.152314673
>>152314372
It's ok. I'm doing it so it goes down with archive for others to read... not 
nevessarily to appease this guy.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:DG0zU2aW Wed 06 Dec 2017 22:44:20 No.152315981
>>152315008
Awe thanks! But please know I don't take risks that would put me in danger or 
anything. I'm not saying anything I shouldn't or can't. It's really ok. Like one 
time I saw someone say something like, "where's Mega she's been gone for a few days, 
is she dead?" That will NEVER be me. If I'm gone for a few days, I'm busy, just like 
you're all busy. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 10:10:28 No.152364526
Quoted By: >>152367111
>>152345397
They ARE being arrested for pizza. But the MSM sure as fuck aren't going to say it 
and connect the dots for you. Especially after they sent in actor Edgar Welsh to 
shoot up a pizza/ping pong place in the middle of DC just to prove how "crazy" 
anyone is to even consider it a possibility, right?

Local media will report it though... here's another arrested in October for his 
"cheese pizza" ads on Craigslist. Lots of these stories being reported all over. 
Canada loves their trafficked pizza too. Justin was cheese pizza'ed himself, then 
groomed for politics like a good boy. Ask his wife. She knows. Dig.

It's crazy, right? How's the now sex abusing and hiding FBI, going to explain old 
Pennsylvania Governor Eddie and his mob-tied kid pizza trafficking rings out of 
Philly, when they themselves, participated in and covered up, sex abuse during the 
ENTIRE Obama admin., right? Mueller's FBI was all over the mob in Philly... at least 
they said they were. All those "stings/takedowns" they highlighted as successes? All 
those mob front businesses, primarily "privately owned restaurants" they busted the 
mob owning to launder money, firearms and drugs in/out of? Weird all that 
investigating never showed or uncovered all that unironic money you're now finding 
out about, tied to the trafficking, distributing, selling/purchasing and transfers 
of Kids as young as 2 months old, to buyers, amiright?!
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Let's put it this way y'all, whenever you happen to hear it have heard over the last 
9 months that the FBI is raiding or busting "drug", "guns" or "gang" rings, just 
know that WHEN the time is right, you're gonna find out just how much the old "FBI", 
knew/covered up and actually liked, all things "pizza".

http://www.pressofatlanticcity.com/news/n-j-corrections-officer-charged-with-having-
child-porn/article_6e3404a7-7261-59fd-945f-5127b2f53876.html

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 10:37:25 No.152367111
>>152364526
In fact, THIS IS EXACTLY WHY YOU (and more importantly, all the "normies"), are NOW 
learning about the sex abuse crimes/cover-ups WITHIN the FBI over the last decade!

It's purposefully and intentionally being publicly released in an effort to "prep" 
the masses for the realization of what's inevitably (and MUCH sooner than later) to 
come, trust me!

See y'all, it's gonna be REALLY HARD for the pre-Trump, covering, lying and hiding 
FBI and ALL the former admins. that oversaw their department, to CONVINCE all these 
now shocked, furious, angered masses of "normie" people, that the "FBI", really 
didn't "know or find anything" related to the NOW breaking news, that there's an 
EXPLODING EPIDEMIC of MASSIVE child sex trafficking, abuse and pornography rings, 
not only operating RIGHT NOW, but has been THRIVING FOR DECADES, WITH the HELP of 
their own local, state and federal governments, their departments and agencies AND 
through the PARTICIPATION/COOPERATION of their own elected, tax paid, public 
officials and leaders.

Over the course of the next few weeks, the media is going to be forced to cover and 
fully report the corrupt as fuck FBI and their internal sex abuse cover-ups and 
participation. This will continue to trigger an apocalyptic shit storm for Comey, 
Mueller as former FBI Director, McCabe, Holder/Lynch as AG's of the DOJ responsible 
for oversight/reporting and it will trickle up to Obama's admin., implicating his 
office over the course of his two full terms. Keep your fingers crossed it goes back 
to Mueller's terms as FBI Director under GWB, too. Bush initially hired Mueller as 
FBI Director and Obama carried over Mueller into his term, then extended his term 
for another two years.

Like I've always told y'all...

FBI
CIA
FED

... you are literally watching it happen right now. Please make sure you're noticing 
it. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 11:01:23 No.152369582
Quoted By: >>152372179
>>152365023
It's coming but y'all need to be patient.

FBI
CIA
then FED

Sessions and Wray have been busting their asses on the complete and utter decimation 
of these rings, networks, backchannels, communications paths, affiliates, 
vendors/associates, etc. while y'all have been busy watching the "Russia" muh play 
out in the MSM. That said, you don't need to view their purposeful and intentional 
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strategic moves to go public with these things, as "kids still being trafficked, 
abused and killed while they waste time". Yes, it's all sadly still happening, but 
NOT NEARLY ON THE SAME LEVEL as it was and every single day, the vice grip of the 
post-Obama era, new and improved DOJ, FBI, ATF with the help and support of 
local/state authorities too, are CRUSHING this shit out of the park, more and more.

They do not operate like they used to. The local networks were hit first, which 
dried up regional networks and then national. They've almost ceased the operational 
flow of the local networks, which supplied the regional then national networks with 
their "supply" of kids. These fuckers networks/paths to everything from obtainment, 
transportation, advertising, purchasing, transfer, distribution, communications and 
payment structures have been significantly reduced and whatever's left is deemed too 
exposed, tainted and dangerous for them to use. See, local rings have less resources 
and far less protections. They are low life, sick fucks who make pennies on the 
dollar of the millions their bosses make... think street drug dealers on the corners 
vs. their millionaire drug lord bosses. The remaining local networks are crumbling 
themselves now, too. These fuckers are running and hiding because they know what's 
coming and they know they're exposed with no protection. They can't communicate, 
operate or facilitate using the status quo, "business as usual", channels anymore. 
The local feeder networks don't have the tools/resources anymore...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 11:26:10 No.152372179
Quoted By: >>152372450
>>152369582
... to literally "supply" the regional/national "demands" and because they're 
fucking sick, corrupt, criminal trash, too uneducated, broke, etc. they're not smart 
enough or financially well off enough to figure out or fund other ways/methods 
themselves. So instead, they've been running/hiding from their "bosses", because 
they're being forced to default on their supplies.

Y'all really need to take a step back, dig into local reports per month by state. 
Look at all of the teachers, coaches, public officials, etc. you hear about one by 
one, individually every single day, on top of the larger local rings of like 5-20 
you see being busted monthly in a clip or the regional rings of 30-100+ you see 
going down. In October, you saw more than 400+ raided/arrested between 2 state 
stings in Myrtle Beach and FL alone. That's just two... but there were way more you 
can research and confirm. Just this weekend, you saw 79 NJ residents part of a 
regional child sex/trafficking ring and their 2 national/international out-of-state 
affiliates being raided/arrested, as well.

These things ARE happening on astronomical levels. The rapid success is actually 
more devastating than gratifying though because in reality, it only proves HOW 
LITTLE our former DOJ and FBI's did under Obama/Bush, and exactly how much this all 
grew, thrived, expanded, etc., right under our noses.

It's like I tried to tell y'all about the influx of federal indictments you're 
noticing and seeing in the thousands now. Are some of them directly related to the 
Mueller and SP investigations, sure. But the larger majority of them are not related 
but sadly, you're only noticing them all now simply because we've been allowed to 
forget what WORKING, PRODUCTIVE, AGGRESSIVE authorities and departments actually 
look like, when they're doing what they should be doing.

You shouldn't be surprised by the # of sealed/pending indictments currently filed...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 11:29:19 No.152372450
>>152372179
... you should only be surprised, in comparison, with how LITTLE the Obama/Bush 
admins and their DOJ's, actually did. THIS DOJ and the new departments/agencies are 
being gutted and are actually working. They're doing their jobs... and they've also 
made it their mission to make up for lost time! ;o)
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 12:10:22 No.152376670
Quoted By: >>152379379
>>152370232
Relax boss. You're preaching to the choirs of many on here who like you, feel the 
very same way. In hinsight, it was all shits and giggles just thinking the 
government fucked with our taxes, our economy, our laws, freedoms, rights, 
liberties, health, healthcare, educations and pursuits of happiness, right?! Now 
we're forced to realize they've literally trafficked, abused, fucked and murdered, 
our innocent children... all in our own country, under our own noses, for decades. 
That's not only a ridiculously tough, but very emotional, deeply personal pill of 
reality, for anyone to swallow... let alone EVERYONE to swallow, at the same time. 
Which in reality, is exactly what you'd need to accomplish, to ever beat it, right? 
You'd need EVERYONE to not only know and accept the fact that it's not only 
happening on the levels and to the extent that it is, but you'd also need them all 
to know and accept it, to that extreme extent, at exactly the same time.

Sure WE want to see it all drop, right now and watch them all burn to the ground for 
it, but that's only because WE have already had time to slowly and progressively 
research, read, learn, absorb, mentally/emotionally/logically process it all and 
then factually accept and acknowledge the reality. WE are a very slim minority 
though and you need to remember that because realistically it's very important.

Let's say there are 5 million people in this country who 100%, without a doubt or 
hesitation, believe and accept that pizzagate is real. Of that 5 million, there are 
only 50% (and I'm being optimistically generous here) who'd publicly recognize, 
acknowledge, admit and talk about it to and/or with other people. Now let's look at 
that 50%... sure a few tens of thousands of us talk about it every day on cozy 
boards like this, as nameless/faceless "anons". Yes, lots of people tweet about it 
on Twitter and other social media sites, but let's look at Twitter for example...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 12:35:27 No.152379379
Quoted By: >>152382921
>>152376670
... Of ALL the people on Twitter, tweeting, retweeting, liking, sharing, commenting 
and hash tagging about pizzagate, how many of them are doing it from accounts that 
personally, therefore publicly, verifiably identify them? How many of these people 
publicly talking about these things have handles using their REAL names, with 
profile pictures illustrating their REAL faces, etc.? Now ask yourself the same 
questions about those publicly addressing it on YouTube? How many people addressing 
pizzagate on YouTube are doing it using their real, publicly verifiable and 
identifiable names, faces and voices? See how quickly I just SIGNIFICANTLY 
diminished our 2.5 million, to roughly 2,000 or so (still being optimistically 
generous here)?

My point is that if even 5 million people who 100%, fully believe pizzagate is real, 
actually talked about it, out loud, in person, in public to anyone and everyone 
who'd listen, it wouldn't seem like some shadowy, crazy conspiracy thrown around by 
a "few misguided" or "ignorant" people, right? 5 million people all believing and 
taking about the same things publicly look at lot less crazy and a whole lot more 
interesting. But we, society as a whole, aren't there yet, are we? If we were, 
everyone who knows this to be true and believes it, wouldn't feel like they have to 
hide behind "anon" message board posts or personal yet unidentifiable twitter 
handles, right?! If we were, 5 million people would confidently blow this stuff up 
on their own facebooks, at every family reunion, holiday gathering, birthday party 
or celebration, in the middle of their office's employee cafeterias, to their 
neighbors, their friends, their Target or Home Depot cashiers, hairdressers, 
mailmen, etc., am I wrong?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:aWWDU5Cw Thu 07 Dec 2017 13:08:27 No.152382921
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>>152379379
My point is that even if 5 million people 100% believe and know all of this is true, 
5 million is a lot, but it's not a lot or even enough, when compared against another 
362+ million people, who have no clue about any of it, outside of a CNN or WaPo 
story they heard/read about a crazy conspiracy theorist armed shooter who entered 
and opened fire in family pizza/ping pong restaurant in DC (because that's all 
"they" wanted them to know about it) and what's worse? Not even all 5 million people 
to begin with, are willing to personally/professionally ID and associate themselves 
with it by publicly acknowledging, discussing or addressing it, with everyone and 
anyone, for fear of being ostracized, labeled, fired, retaliated against, 
threatened, for the protection, safety and security of their families, homes, 
businesses, livelihoods, etc. right? Due to very real reasons and fears, the 
majority of those who know this is true, instead feel forced to choose to 
address/discuss it, from behind "anon" posts and "anon" twitter/social media account 
profiles.

This is fact and while I know and agree it sucks, I know it's a harsh reality we 
need to swallow our pride a little on, before we get back on our high horses and 
impatiently scream and "demand" to others, how 362+ million others should be told 
and when.

You and many really have no clue what 1776 would look and feel like today. I'm not 
trying to sound condescending here but the government, it's departments and it's 
agencies don't work for (YOU). They work for us all and they are responsible and 
accountable to all of us equally, as well as "ensuring, defending and protecting" 
the "life, liberty and pursuit of happiness" for the"greater good" of "we, the 
people", not YOU, the (YOU), right?

Why don't you start helping the cause and go tell your boss about pizzagate instead 
of telling others how it should be done.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:T2dPofuW Thu 07 Dec 2017 15:23:14 No.152397904
Hi y'all! I apologize as I did look for another "FBI" themed thread to stick this 
in, but there aren't any right now and I'm short on time so decided to dump it here 
before I get tied up.

You may start to see/hear stories like this (pic related) come out, tying Strzok 
directly to FISA requests/approvals via the dossier as warranted justification.

I've posted a fuck ton on Susan Rice, the unmaskings, initial FISA requests sought 
and the direct role she played in this.

If they are blowing the lid on this soon, then keep Rice in mind because this will 
get the ball rolling on her as she will be directly implicated as this gets deeper. 
Strzok is being used right now as a pawn because they are trying to keep as much 
attention as they can off Rice for as long as they can, especially since Flynn pled 
guilty and his testimony will ramp up. Strzok is crooked and he is involved, but the 
REAL story here is going to be Rice.

Benghazi is going to come back and bite everyone in the ass again, too and it will 
be Rice that will set it all that in motion. So just be aware for now while Strzok's 
role plays out in regards to FISA and keep Rice/Power/unmaskings in the back of your 
mind because you're going to want to remember it later.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:T2dPofuW Thu 07 Dec 2017 15:37:57 No.152399424
>>152398222
Kinda, but his role is a little more entrenched than a patsy. He knew exactly what 
he was doing and why. I'm only implying that any headlines about this specifically 
regarding FISA, the dossier and Strzok's specific involvement right now, are only to 
serve a bigger purpose of delaying and distracting via more confusion because the 
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REAL story is what's coming for Rice as related to this. They make Strzok a talking 
point today because he's already getting so much attention so he's already a lost 
cause for them, but in reality, he isn't where the focus should be when it comes to 
this. He will be nothing compared to Rice/Holder then Lynch later and 
Comey/McCabe... even Mueller to an extent.

I was just sent this tweet via a colleague and wanted to highlight this point so 
y'all could consider what I'm posting and my prior posts on it as this plays out 
more if you wanted to or were interested. That's all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:T2dPofuW Thu 07 Dec 2017 15:42:02 No.152399834
>>152398433
Haha! That's exactly why you should give lots of damns about Rice. There's really NO 
way to avoid Obama, Holder and later Lynch when Rice gets brought in.

Rice is actually one of the few, I'm most excited for! Flynn was the first.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:t721X76D Fri 08 Dec 2017 12:31:04 No.152505624
Umm, y'all? Just sayin' (again)... ;o)

(pic related)/archive link below

And remember, this is just the start. The DNC has been imploding on itself for 
weeks. Now, it's the "NeverTrump" campaign/election rigging GOP's turn to "Feel the 
Bern". What did $30million in Strange campaign, counter Moore intel, PAC $$ actually 
buy them?! Crazy right?

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/K77ARIti/order/asc/ 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 12:47:16 No.152507364
Umm, y'all?! Just sayin' (again...) ;o)

(Pic related)/link below

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/K77ARIti/order/asc/

And it only gets better from here. Get comfy! You're gonna witness the beginning of 
the end commence for all those corrupt, GOP candidate/campaign rigging 
"NeverTrumpers". They're gonna "Feel the Bern" soon too, just like the DNC did. Just 
let it play...

883BF0E6-1BCB-4DDB-8A60-0C218AD2 (...).jpg, 739KiB, 1125x1455
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 14:31:26 No.152518237
Quoted By: >>152518411
>>152515711
Hi y'all, happy Friday! I apologize for doing this but I'm gonna need to hijack this 
thread for a few minutes, ok?! Stick with me on these posts and TRUST ME, you'll be 
glad (fingers crossed) you did.

I was just in this thread. It was "pruned or deleted" RIGHT AFTER I POSTED in it. 
(Pic related) for proofs...

2CADB485-F4F7-4728-A6F2-DD453EC6 (...).jpg, 423KiB, 1125x1804
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 14:33:08 No.152518411
Quoted By: >>152518558
>>152518237
Now it 404's (Pic related)

36445535-6CC2-459E-A80C-1112516D (...).jpg, 88KiB, 1000x316
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 14:34:35 No.152518558
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Quoted By: >>152518722
>>152518411
There was an anon in there who posted THIS IMAGE. It's the dated image of the email 
the MSM is throwing out there about Don Jr./Wikileaks... (Pic related)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 14:36:05 No.152518722
Quoted By: >>152520049
>>152518558
In reply to this anon, I replied with the below...

...Anonymous (ID: 33Pyk+7W)
12/08/17(Fri)15:16:22 No.152516703
>>152513915 #
Hmmm... so THIS is interesting, y'all!

CAP THIS POST - ARCHIVE THIS THREAD, so you can say you were here!!!

Rewind to my first posts in May on /pol/. Y'all gave me the nickname "MegaAnon", 
because I was telling you a thing or two about Seth Rich/Assange/Kim Dotcom (KDC). I 
detailed EXACTLY why KDC wasn't "larping" about Seth Rich, his connection to Seth 
Rich via Wikileaks/Assange AND EXACTLY how KDC would know (and does) EXACTLY WHAT 
Seth Rich sent to Wikileaks.

I confirmed to y'all that MegaUpload was contracted to act as the data file "parking 
lot", for data dumps sent to Wikileaks. Therefore, since KDC acted as the 
intermediary between leakers and Wikileaks, HE HAD ALL OF THE FILE DUMPS FOR 
WIKILEAKS ON HIS SERVERS, which he could also access.

Hence, the "Mega". "MegaAnon" = "MegaUpload"

Well, isn't it interesting that THIS EMAIL FROM ERICKSON TO JR. is trying to attach 
a HUGE WIKILEAKS DATA FILE, far too big to send via regular email, FROM A MEGAUPLOAD 
HOSTED FILE ADDRESS?!

Just thought I'd point it out for anyone who cares... about the truth. ;o)

First post, May 23, 2017 linked below. For proofs sake.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/pSat%2FX95/order/asc/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 14:49:03 No.152520049
>>152518722
This email (pic related again) proves me correct about Seth 
Rich/Wikileaks/Assange/KDC... all the way back to May 2017.

That'd be a pretty extensively detailed, extremely specific, huge bit of epic info 
for some "anon" to actually "LARP" about, right?

I only wanted to point this out in hopes that the rest of my posts from then until 
now, will make more sense to y'all. I'm not here to bullshit any you... ever.

Thanks for the archives Todd Whiskey! I appreciate you (yet again)! Have a great 
weekend, everyone!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:09:16 No.152522263
Quoted By: >>152522577
>>152520820
Wikileaks does host their own data center/network. Got too expensive by 2010, 
especially after the manning video traffic and simultaneous streaming.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:11:07 No.152522577
>>152522263
CORRECTION: meant to say Wikileaks DOES NOT host...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:15:31 No.152523067
>>152521464
If you read the first posts I made, I had clearly explained that when someone 
contacts Wikileaks (like Seth's "legal" friend did, initially on his behalf), you 
are out in touch with contacts at MegaUpload who provide you with end-to-end, IPSec, 
encrypted tunnels to upload remote.

So he's neither incompetent or stupid. You're just incorrect. Read the posts.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:16:18 No.152523153
>>152522955
Thanks!!

80795B05-0156-4EE4-AD28-3AEBC2ED (...).jpg, 531KiB, 1125x1579
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:19:44 No.152523519
>>152521464
And just cause I like proofs... read this from their own website. (Pic)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:21:26 No.152523675
>>152523252
It's how kim dotcom knows Seth leaked and can prove it. His huge data dump was 
uploaded and parked on Kim's servers.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:22:08 No.152523742
>>152523252
Just like all the other data dumps.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:46:47 No.152526392
Quoted By: >>152526478
>>152524200
See this? (Pic) this is where you go when what you've got somethinh really big to 
dump.

Notice the part that says, "outside of Julian Assange"? This Don Jr. stuff is why 
the admin is revisiting Seth Rich's murder again, like you heard a week or two ago. 
After what they pulled falsely implicating Don Jr. and Wikileaks to data passing the 
elections, they're VERY interested in all of this. So are Sessions/Wray.

22F4ACC6-A84F-4A95-8340-2A664C21 (...).jpg, 447KiB, 1125x1201
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 15:47:32 No.152526478
>>152526392
God damn it... forgot to attach the pic again... sorry.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 16:06:10 No.152528547
>>152526844
Cause after they tried to stick it to Don Jr. about Wikileaks like they stuck 
bullshit to Flynn, Trump was pissed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tW2UedRu Fri 08 Dec 2017 16:07:44 No.152528725
>>152526988
READ THE ARCHIVES then. Holy shit, brah... just click the link. It's right above.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:33Pyk+7W Fri 08 Dec 2017 13:28:12 No.152511785
Quoted By: >>152511854
>>152505846
All y'all really need to remember about Wikileaks and Assange from here on out when 
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it comes to the admin. Is this (pic related)...

E8A5A245-BDEE-4B51-B375-1D7EE55B (...).jpg, 526KiB, 1084x783
~~~~~Anonymous ID:33Pyk+7W Fri 08 Dec 2017 13:29:02 No.152511854
Quoted By: >>152512990
>>152511785
This (pic related)...

C63BB000-E84F-40A7-AC31-901E5074 (...).jpg, 579KiB, 1125x1158
~~~~~Anonymous ID:33Pyk+7W Fri 08 Dec 2017 13:39:59 No.152512990
>>152511854
... AND this (pic related) when it comes to Assange/Wikileaks. This Don Jr. stuff is 
a distraction to try to tee up public perception and rhetoric on Assange/Wikileaks 
before he dies what they expect him to do. "They" and their MSM are nervous, so they 
try to discredit him because he's also unpredictable AND he pokes/baits them all the 
time to keep them on their toes.

I posted A LOT about Rohrabacher/Assange specifically, in late summer/early fall. 
Thankfully, there's great archives w/links to of all that in dated order, on Reddit 
by Todd Whiskey.

Oh and while I'm here, hi Todd! Saw your message, haha! You can post whatever. It's 
the internets. I can't stop you. Have a good weekend!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:33Pyk+7W Fri 08 Dec 2017 13:42:05 No.152513191
>>152512398
Not gonna steal the thunder here. ;o) All I'll say is you'll learn more about 
how/why she engaged and met with him, as a result.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:33Pyk+7W Fri 08 Dec 2017 14:16:22 No.152516703
>>152513915
Hmmm... so THIS is interesting, y'all!

CAP THIS POST - ARCHIVE THIS THREAD, so you can say you were here!!!

Rewind to my first posts in May on /pol/. Y'all gave me the nickname "MegaAnon", 
because I was telling you a thing or two about Seth Rich/Assange/Kim Dotcom (KDC). I 
detailed EXACTLY why KDC wasn't "larping" about Seth Rich, his connection to Seth 
Rich via Wikileaks/Assange AND EXACTLY how KDC would know (and does) EXACTLY WHAT 
Seth Rich sent to Wikileaks.

I confirmed to y'all that MegaUpload was contracted to act as the data file "parking 
lot", for data dumps sent to Wikileaks. Therefore, since KDC acted as the 
intermediary between leakers and Wikileaks, HE HAD ALL OF THE FILE DUMPS FOR 
WIKILEAKS ON HIS SERVERS, which he could also access.

Hence, the "Mega". "MegaAnon" = "MegaUpload"

Well, isn't it interesting that THIS EMAIL FROM ERICKSON TO JR. is trying to attach 
a HUGE WIKILEAKS DATA FILE, far too big to send via regular email, FROM A MEGAUPLOAD 
HOSTED FILE ADDRESS?!

Just thought I'd point it out for anyone who cares... about the truth. ;o)

First post, May 23, 2017 linked below. For proofs sake.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/pSat%2FX95/order/asc/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Ue44HCBJ Mon 11 Dec 2017 22:59:19 No.152932485
Quoted By: >>152932925
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>>152930729
Worse, y'all... they killed him because

1. He was the last one still pushing the increasingly popular ideology of the ME 
region trading oil on the dinar instead of USD (which only increased its support 
after Saddam)

AND

2. They were all still fighting that ME oil pipeline that the US/UN, Saudi's and 
Israeli's were pushing hard to pass. Regional opposition was primarily being led by 
Saddam/Gaddafi... then just Gaddafi with the support of the rest of the ME.

But it wasn't really the oil everyone wanted... as you now know today, it was the 
opium.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Ue44HCBJ Mon 11 Dec 2017 23:04:26 No.152932925
>>152932485
This is also why they started pissing in his Cheerios by running guns from Libya to 
ISIS right under his nose. It set him up to look like a false enemy as if he were 
supplying ISIS. Hence Hillary's 3rd party contracted, illegal arms deals that led to 
secret CIA ops, a vulnerable Ambassador being purposefully kept in the dark and 
eventually Benghazi.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tFqJsBwd Mon 11 Dec 2017 23:06:37 No.152933090
>>152910804
The Bush's LOVE MILABS. True story, y'all! Dig into it, I'm sure you'll find it. 
It's ridiculous.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tFqJsBwd Mon 11 Dec 2017 23:14:12 No.152933663
>>152933433
Haha! Only if I also said you should check out the tunnels between the Colorado 
MILABS and the Denver International Airp- ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tFqJsBwd Mon 11 Dec 2017 23:24:22 No.152934448
>>152933603
Haha! Glad you think this is fucked up! Now go get Obama because his DOD told the 
entire fucking military stationed in the ME, to IGNORE/not report Muslim men FUCKING 
LITTLE BOYS due to "cultural differences"... just like they were told in Vietnam. 
This is documented... you can even fire up your "google" search bar and "read" about 
it.

Kinda hard to report it to local Vietnamese authorizes while they're holding the 
kids down waiting for their turns, right?

https://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/09/21/world/asia/us-soldiers-told-to-ignore-afghan-
allies-abuse-of-boys.html?referer=https://www.bing.com/search?
q=military+told+to+ignore+child+molestation+in+middle+east&form=APIPH1&PC=APPL

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tFqJsBwd Mon 11 Dec 2017 23:32:46 No.152935102
>>152934377
It's all hollow ground and those tunnels had been there a long time. It was chosen 
for the airport site on purpose to use and expand the existing tunnel 
infrastructure.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tFqJsBwd Mon 11 Dec 2017 23:42:56 No.152935886
>>152935548
Nope but don't worry about telling me... I already believe you so you don't need to. 
That's a sad state of reality, isn't it?
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:SmM/Ey1q Tue 12 Dec 2017 11:04:39 No.152980575
>>152976730
Just remember for future trolling, that the Obama admin. told deployed troops in the 
Middle East to ignore/not report their witnessed accounts sex abuse of Muslims 
against children, citing it as it's "religious" and "cultural" differences and 
sadly, the military outrage was hardly reported and quickly shut down by the MSM... 
but I managed to find an NYT article from a few years back, which should appease 
you.

Guess what?! Same "standard operating procedures" on NOT reporting child sex abuse, 
came down from the LBJ (D) admin. during Vietnam. In both Vietnam and today in the 
Middle East, religions/cultural differences were cited to deter reporting which 
clogged investigative military offices and processes.

https://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/09/21/world/asia/us-soldiers-told-to-ignore-afghan-
allies-abuse-of-boys.html?referer=https://www.bing.com/search?
q=troops+told+to+ignore+child+sex+abuse+in+middle+east&FORM=AWRE&PC=APPL

~~~~~Anonymous ID:SmM/Ey1q Tue 12 Dec 2017 11:29:48 No.152982972
>>152981184
I can't wait til y'all find out why! Acosta knows a whole lot about Epstein, doesn't 
he?! Have you ever looked into that case? Have you looked into WHO directly oversaw 
Acosta and the investigation, right up to trial and the judge/jury selection?! This 
case REALLY REALLY REALLY STUNG ACOSTA, for a VERY VERY VERY long time. You haven't 
heard the end of it yet though.

Pay attention to what's gonna start rumbling around about Epstein and WHO PAID WHO, 
to try and tie him to Trump, more than he is. Trump and Epstein knew each other, 
yes. Lots of rich people in Manhattan "know" each other. But when you find out 
EXACTLY WHY Epstein showed up uninvited at Mar-a-lago, begging to get in, trying to 
scoop a photo op with Trump, you're going to realize WHO set that up.

I promise y'all, it's gonna be great! Let it play...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:SmM/Ey1q Tue 12 Dec 2017 12:57:44 No.152992072
>>152988877
Right and don't forget... "displaced", "undocumented" kids are a big supply/demand 
businesses when it comes to NGO kick backs deposited in side "not-for-profit", 
politician-run foundations <insert Haiti/Clinton Foundation here>. Facts don't 
lie... wars and natural disasters are lucrative.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:j7dXjDRf Tue 12 Dec 2017 11:17:40 No.152981742
Quoted By: >>152985791
>>152971261
Don't forget y'all, JUST LIKE the Obama admin. (D), who mandated troops deployed in 
the Middle East to STOP reporting child sex abuse witnessed, citing it as 
"religious" and "cultural" differences between Americans and Muslims, in addition to 
clogging up military investigation departments/processes, the LBJ admin. (also D) 
also cited "cultural differences" and mandated the same "no report" rule, to troops 
deployed in Vietnam. Crazy right?!

You weren't allowed to report it... even when you wanted to. The MSM quickly 
squashed the outrage of troops publicly denouncing Obama's mandate, just like they 
squashed the same public outrage and MSM coverage during Vietnam. See how it all 
unitonically comes full circle... when the Dems are in power?!

Here's a nice NYT article on Obama's mandate that these lefties should love.
Oh and, (pic related too, y'all). ;o)

You should remind everyone on the internets about this little Snapple cap fact...
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https://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/09/21/world/asia/us-soldiers-told-to-ignore-afghan-
allies-abuse-of-boys.html?referer=https://www.bing.com/search?
q=troops+told+to+ignore+child+sex+abuse+in+middle+east&FORM=AWRE&PC=APPL

~~~~~Anonymous ID:j7dXjDRf Tue 12 Dec 2017 11:57:11 No.152985791
Quoted By: >>152987210
>>152981742
All you should be looking for right now is rumblings of Trump/Epstein and who paid 
Epstein to directly engage and show up unannounced at Mar-a-lago with a young girl 
for a photo op. Remember when Trump personally refused entry and threw him out? 
There's more to this story than you realize and it's going to be pulled out from 
under the swamp, sooner than later.

Ever wonder why Trump tapped Acosta of DoL to begin with? Did you ever look into the 
case Acosta was prosecuting over Epstein? Who oversaw the investigation of Epstein 
and Acosta's prosecution? Who appointed the judge? Who was responsible for jury 
selection?

Y'all, you're gonna see that the same types of people hunting down and paying off 
these rundown, sloppy Moore and Trump "accusers", are the same people who paid 
Epstein to pull his stunt when he did, to try and create FALSE TIES that do not 
exist.

Does Trump "know" lots of rich people in Manhattan? Yes. Has he been to events, 
parties, etc. with many of these people? Yup. Do they all know each other directly 
and indirectly? Sure! But does ANY OF THIS MEAN THEY'RE ALL BEST BUDS, taking the 
Lotita Express to fuck kids on islands?! No. Truth be told, Trump tolerated the 
rumors he'd heard for decades about just how "young" Epstein and his crowd liked 
their women.

In fact, it's WHY Trump sarcastically made the public statements he did years ago, 
about Epstein "liking young women". Trump did it to taunt "that crowd", back then, 
just like he publicly pokes and taunts all those he opposes today. Just cap this 
post and let it bake There's gonna be WAY more said about this stuff after the new 
year and those in bed with Epstein, attempting to purposely mislead the public by 
falsifying and paying people to publicly exploit non-existent "relationships", are 
going to regret it.

Remember y'all, there are LOTS of people, with A LOT to say and just like Flynn, 
they're ALL gonna get a chance to ride, after waiting decades in line. ;o)

5D864E5B-8A3F-44BB-8E21-93CF5D48 (...).jpg, 266KiB, 1125x758
~~~~~Anonymous ID:j7dXjDRf Tue 12 Dec 2017 12:11:31 No.152987210
>>152985791
Here's the Trump quote [pic related] on Epstein. Link below...

http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/09/the-friendship-between-trump-and-a-billionaire-
pedophile-that-nobody-wants-to-talk-about/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:j7dXjDRf Tue 12 Dec 2017 12:35:07 No.152989674
>>152988313
Can you provide documentation as in legitimate proof of residency which can be 
verified as neighbor of Jones and at least two direct relations you told at or 
around the time it happened, who'd also be willing to go on the record citing their 
names and relations to you, with their public statements?

Sorry if this really happened to you and I'm not doubting it did, but a 20 year old 
"me too" story popping up this late in the game, isn't great either. You'd need to 
provide verifiable documentation and at least 2 people you reported it to or 
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discussed it with immediately after or within reasonable timeframes (3 years post, 
latest), who'd be willing to go public by name/face, as well.

Any dates/timestamped, verifiable documentation you could provide on your reaches to 
to WaPo and NBC are great, too. Lots of ways to play that angle. Did they ignore you 
because they're in bed with Jones (pun intended)? Because you're a man? Etc.

Do you have the ability to provide this documentation and the names/direct phone 
numbers of 2 ppl. you reported it to within reasonable timeframes, as well as 
documentation of attempts to media that you can immediately assemble and send?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xzsRHweS Tue 12 Dec 2017 13:55:52 No.152998341
Quoted By: >>153000341
>>152992799
Are you serious, y'all?! Do you not realize what a giant stick this rams up their 
asses?! This is THE BEST THING EVER and you better HOPE it happens and that it 
reignites the fire for Brits to push harder on the "exit" part of "Brexit"!

Follow me here for a second... do you realize that we have now successfully...

1. Held Israel PUBLICLY accountable and responsible for OWNING their role in the 
fight against terror in the ME, that THEY/MOSSAD HELPED create, fund and support as 
a proxy, just like we did, which is EXACTLY WHY their "swamp" and our "swamp", is 
publicly denouncing and OPPOSING the recognition of Jerusalem. Especially after...

2. We made it perfectly clear that WE, will no longer shoulder the 
military/financial burdens of the region because WE are draining our swamp, which 
includes the breakdown and drain of back-channeled, 3rd party, CIA/Mossad 
coordinated/covered weapons, drugs, oil deals and shady DOD vendor side 
supply/manufacturing/arms contracts. THIS then forces THEM to...

3. Foot their OWN bills, exhaust their OWN military/weapons/intel and resources, to 
shoulder the burdens of ME terror in their OWN region, while DIRECTLY now having to 
answer for their decusions, actions, budgets, economy, etc. to their OWN citizens 
with justifications for such. This then forces them to...

4. Drain their OWN swamp, and work directly with others within the region like 
Saudi, who is also publicly draining their swamp and much like Turkey, Yemen, 
Lebanon and Pakistan, are starting to. They're doing all of this while...

5. WE secured OUR Embassy move to Jerusalem (to be able to directly protect everyone 
else's piece to the holy land) ON TOP OF getting the US air base approval. All FOR 
NOTHING FROM US IN EXCHANGE, BTW and also unlike Obama, Bush and Clinton, who sold 
us under the bus to the ME and Israel/Saudi/Pakistan specifically for 30 years and 
STILL couldn't get this shit done.

So now, on top of ALL THAT...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:xzsRHweS Tue 12 Dec 2017 14:13:58 No.153000341
>>152998341
... you're telling me we are actually now going to FORCE EUROPE to OWN their 
responsibility and accountability for the Nazi's/WWII that all of Europe's swamp 
EXPLOITED, FUNDED, SUPPLIED, CONTROLLED AND USED, with their Zionist Israeli swamp 
counterparts, to restore, return and repay their own people they mass murdered to 
achieve the...
- religious ability to acceptance the creation and recognition of a "Jewish state"
- based on the justification of "horrendous atrocities committed against Jews" they 
helped create (because the Torah tells them is the ONLY WAY Israel can actually 
accept Israel)
- AND THE CREATION OF THE UN, which only further solidified the globalist beginning 
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of our inevitable end?

I mean, that'd be like Iraq/Afghanistan telling our government they are going to 
make sure Americans are repaid, restored and returned every tax dollar, asset and 
resource our government wasted on a war they started, no?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:12:43 No.153077245
Quoted By: >>153077411
>>153071618
Just keep this, y'all... [pic related]

3E8B5B9B-C279-41E2-A167-6A45E9DE (...).jpg, 318KiB, 1125x594
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:14:04 No.153077411
>>153077245
... and this [pic related] too. These will go well together.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:18:47 No.153077998
>>153077581
Just notice how Trump didn't say "Republicans will have another shot at this seat at 
the midterms"? He said "in a very short period of time. It never ends".

It never ends.

This could get really good.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:23:37 No.153078555
>>153078284
Nah. He's cool as a cucumber believe it or not. I think they got the write in margin 
on this and Trump knows it. He probably called Moore and told him not to say a word. 
Let it play. Let the numbers trickle in.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:40:51 No.153080577
Quoted By: >>153080858
>>153078284
I posted 3 weeks ago that Busby would be the establishments Pat Buchanan pull. I bet 
he's gonna get this within the write-in margin, Trump's tweet calls out McConnell 
direct for pulling Busby as an establishment throw in late in the game and gives 
them the opportunity to use the recount to audit which will show 300,000+ Jones 
votes are dead people and illegals. They get to use Moore to prove that in-party 
election rigging happens on both sides of the aisle. Just like DWS/DNC/Bernie.

This could actually start to get really fun to watch, y'all. I hope Moore gets the 
margin (I think he will, the numbers are there), triggers a recount, rides this out 
til January then ends up exposing Acorn-level voter fraud and estab. election 
rigging.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:43:18 No.153080858
>>153080577
I was exaggerating with 300,000. More like 35,000. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:48:59 No.153081484
>>153081018
Nope. He was never gonna win. Bernie is so deep in his own bullshit, his whole life 
would've been over if he'd win the ticket anyway.

Look at him and his wife right now. It's only gonna get worse into next year. More 
is going to come on this. Bernie isn't a victim. He's a money laundering, fake 
"socialist". Used his own wife like a shell Corp. so sad.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:50:27 No.153081645
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>>153081543
What does military have to do with anything, brah?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:52:56 No.153081915
>>153081642
Holy shit. I just realize y'all think "write-in" means "absentee ballot", for fucks 
sake... this is pathetic.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Lcb3lr6v Tue 12 Dec 2017 23:57:20 No.153082368
>>153082081
Military votes absentee ballot. Not a fucking write in. A write in ballot is where 
you literally WRITE IN a fucking eligible candidate (like Busby) instead of voting 
for either of the candidates in the ticket.

They had more than 22,000 write ins... probably more.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:s11Nl7j+ Wed 13 Dec 2017 00:22:07 No.153084876
>>153077876
Don't worry y'all. I have a really good feeling he's gonna hit the margin and Trump 
knows, called him and told him not to concede.

Busby was used like Pat Buchanan and those write ins are gonna hurt McConnell. Know 
what worse about recounts?! The audits. This could look really bad when 30k or so 
Jones voters are found already dead and/or illegal.

Trump didn't say the seat will be available again at midterms. He said "very soon" 
and "it never ends". I hope McConnell gets what's coming and Busby bites him in the 
ass. That's a classic Roger Stone move too, you know.

Keep this. You might want to keep it on hand [pic related]... ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:s11Nl7j+ Wed 13 Dec 2017 00:32:34 No.153085798
>>153077876
Wow, and not for nothing but good for me going that big in Menendez. I posted 
earlier about him again today. He's gonna be a good one to watch... especially now 
with his boy Booker. Those Dominican ladies are WHY prosecutors haven't refilled 
after Menendez jury was hung. They're gonna add those Dominican trafficked and raped 
girls.

It's a shame Cernovich got BTFO on that Schumer hoax today. If he were smart, he'd 
start "investigating" Schumer's affinity for trafficked, underaged Dominican girls 
like his best bud Menendez. It's just going to keep getting better.

But on a side note, just try to relax a little. Enjoy the holidays. Don't worry so 
much and dig yourselves into these happening holes. Too many people are getting too 
jacked up like the end of the world is coming. I don't know how they can live with 
all doom, gloom and fear. There's no need for that. Be cautious, smart, questioning, 
etc. yes. But try to lighten up, y'all. It's Christmas soon!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 09:02:56 No.153119623
Quoted By: >>153120085 >>153124769
>>153117474
Yes, thanks to McConnell & Co., their PAC funded $30 million and their buds at the 
DNC.

THE NEXT SERIES OF POSTS IM ABOUT TO TYPE are going to REALLY come in handy. You 
might want to cap and archive these for yourself to refer back to, especially as we 
rapidly progress through to the New Year. The ball is going to continue to roll at a 
VERY fast pace and you will get increasing rushes of information at firehose speeds 
the MSM will try to slow to you, through a bendy straw. So PLEASE PAY ATTENTION, for 
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the love of God. This is important!

Remember when I told y'all EXACTLY how Trump felt about HOW this was gonna shake out 
for Moore, back on 11/15?! [pic related] Remember when I told y'all in this cap WHY 
Trump PURPOSEFULLY tipped his hat to Strange via a single tweet endorsement?

BC2A2C19-FDF1-422D-A372-8413797F (...).jpg, 1MiB, 1071x1534
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 09:08:38 No.153120085
Quoted By: >>153121545 >>153124769
>>153119623
Then remember how back on 12/5, I told y'all about long-time "House of Cards" tricks 
the establishment swamp has successfully played against others for decades? Building 
valid AND fabricated "evidence", a.k.a. "cards" they add to a house they build 
around people, that they will use to set them up/take them down when/if, they ever 
become a problem or threat to the establishment's crooked, yet standard, daily 
operating procedures?! [pic related]

KEEP PAYING ATTENTION. Please look at AND read EVERY SINGLE IMAGE, thoroughly! THIS 
IS IMPORTANT!!!!!

4C7F5413-194B-49D2-B9C4-0549A0EA (...).jpg, 1MiB, 831x1794
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 09:27:02 No.153121545
Quoted By: >>153121765 >>153124769
>>153120085
Now swing back to 11/11 when I posted THIS FIRST. [pic related]

B7F45CF6-FE08-421A-88C4-DB2AE6EB (...).jpg, 238KiB, 1125x598
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 09:29:30 No.153121765
Quoted By: >>153122089
>>153121545
Next, please see this [pic related] and save the cap... keep it queued up because it 
will come in handy one day.

AA496880-7291-46FA-BD96-A4E4DE00 (...).jpg, 318KiB, 1125x594
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 09:33:10 No.153122089
Quoted By: >>153124769
>>153121765
Then, do yourselves a favor and cap this [pic related] under Hillary's tweet. You'll 
appreciate them being together...

Note he said, "Republicans will have another shot at this seat in a very short 
period of time", not "in 2 years when it comes up during midterms" AND he ended with 
"It never ends". THINK ABOUT THAT...

7FE58F93-B9A5-4CEB-9717-DCC725B4 (...).jpg, 298KiB, 1118x553
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 10:04:08 No.153124769
Quoted By: >>153127448
>>153122089
This morning, Trump specifically confirmed TWO VERY IMPORTANT THINGS about WHY HE 
ENDORSED STRANGE [pic related]...

1. "I said Roy Moore will not be able to win the General Election. I was right."

So, here Trump admits THEY KNEW Moore WOULD NOT WIN, BEFORE the primaries even 
started, hence he endorsed Strange when they did start.

2. "Roy worked hard but the deck was stacked against him".

Here, Trump directly refers to the "deck stacked" against Moore, which as you saw 
above, he confirmed he ALREADY KNEW was stacked.
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Now go back and RE-READ these caps AGAIN, in THIS order...

11/11 post >>153121545
11/15 post >>153119623
12/5 post >>153120085
Now that you realize what DID happen, you can focus on...

- McCabe who is NO LONGER with the FBI and hasn't been for the last week (which 
you're not supposed to know about yet). He didn't show up testify cause he knew 
Nellie Orh/GPS was gonna break in the MSM and he didn't want to get caught lying.

- Bob Menendez, Dem. Senator from NJ, whose charges were dismissed via an unironic 
hung jury just as Dominican minor aged sex trafficking/abuse/orgy party, stories 
started leaking and tying to him.

- His best Democrat buddy Cory Booker who has already and immediately admitted to 
his OWN sexual misconduct, made public by an accuser just days ago

3. And Cernovich's "hoax story" on our boy Chuck. While you know I don't spend much 
time on the internets outside of posting here, let alone to e-celebs, I hope Mr. 
Cernovich knows that Schumer & Co. tried to capitalize on the opportunity WaPo 
exposed on Project Veritas, by "planting" an accuser. Like I've said for MONTHS NOW, 
Schumer knows what's coming for him. He actually tried to leak bullshit on 
themselves to bamboozle eager Cernovich with bait (that's why the docs looked so 
"lawyer-grade" good and so professionally polished) they hoped he'd take after the 
Conyers success (this is why Cernovich got it specifically)... STICK WITH ME HERE, 
THIS GETS GOOD...

D400C8FE-FFAB-425C-AA28-E6B41090 (...).jpg, 349KiB, 1081x614
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 10:18:45 No.153126078
>>153125336
I told you he was on 12/1. Pic related

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 10:34:13 No.153127448
Quoted By: >>153130434
>>153124769
Cernovich got the story because Chuck & Co. were going to try to use Project 
Veritas's, "plant a fake Moore accuser at WaPo and see if they take the bait" trick 
on Cernovich.

They did it because they know shit is gonna hit the literal sexual misconduct fan 
for Schumer after the new year, maybe a little before (like within last 1.5 weeks of 
Dec. we might hear/see rumblings). They wanted to control the message so that high 
quality, lawyer-grade, polished professional, super believable "accuser", with all 
her well-appointed "documentation" was bait they hoped Cernovich would take, 
especially after he'd pretty much solely and successfully taken down Conyers. 
Cernovich proved with Conyers that he has not only the public exposure but the 
capacity to secure high-level, credible sources on long-time, big name, 
establishment political figure heads. They were BANKING on Cernovich biting, then 
making the fatal mistake of either handing off or publishing himself so that when 
the firehose of accusations come out about Schumer, he could say it was fake news, 
perpetuated and filed by alt-right media", which by then, they would've already 
publicly discredited the planted accuser on. Cernovich was targeted because he got 
so much traction on Conyers, they'd have made sure the MSM first built Cernovich and 
the headlines up with Schumer coverage, only to take him down. Also important to 
note that if it went as planned, they'd start to tie some of the Conyers accusations 
back to Cernovich too, so they could back peddle some of the shit that came out, to 
make Conyers look like he was a victim of alt-right fake news too and not all of 
what Cernovich and Buzzfeed said was true.
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Trust me when I say, Cernovich made the best decision of his life not covering it, 
Schumer & Co are (secretly pissed he didn't) and no, no one is going to actually be 
"in trouble" for this. Schumer's claims he's called the police are ONLY being 
publicly stated, because Cernovich had already publicly..

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 11:05:46 No.153130434
>>153127448
Hyped it up as an upcoming, big takedown story and so when he reported why it 
wasn't, Schumer had to make it look good by "calling the police" on the "accuser". 
This is actual bullshit.

Cernovich should be doing a story on how Chuckie tried Project Veritas himself to 
discredit the fake news accuser, so that when he is REALLY ACCUSED by all the 
legitimate, credible accusers he does have coming for him, he could use Mike's now 
"planted story" on him, in addition to everyone else who would've reported on it 
after it broke in the MSM, to discredit his real accusers and the abundance of 
evidence they will present.

House of Cards. Cernovich was a card, but he removed himself from the deck Schumer 
was trying to stack, around HIMSELF.

Schumer, Menendez and Booker all liked partying with imported, young, Dominican 
teens.

4CA69F7F-8C77-4EF2-8B13-112AC2E3 (...).jpg, 291KiB, 545x600
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 11:33:39 No.153133321
>>153126236
I have posted on the sealed indictments a lot. At the bottom of this [pic related], 
you'll see my most recent gentle reminder about indictments vs. expectations and why 
you see the influx of indictments in the first place.

Additionally, here's the archive link. I posted a lot more about what exactly the 
DOJ and Wray-led FBI have been doing and what to look out for.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/152345397/

Also, speaking of AG's and all... it's gotta look pretty fucking unironic that I 
posted all of this about Moore, Trump, Alabama, McConnell, etc. almost A MONTH AND A 
HALF AGO, as documented it all again here, and now, the same Alabama AG who put in 
an EMERGENCY ORDER LAST WEEK to NOT, YES NOT SAVE THE DIGITAL VOTING RECORDS, is 
being FORCED with a "STAY AND SAVE" ORDER on ALL the records... like literally right 
now, as I type this.

Crazy how "It never ends", right?!? ;o)

I swear, I don't know what more I could do or say to get you to see the truth. I 
know I don't "predict happenings" or give y'all the epic "dates/timeframes" you love 
to attach Ron Paul memes to, but literally everything I've said on here is actually 
happening, has been happening and will continue to happen. All the way back to May. 
I just try to continue to hold out hope y'all will start talking about and digging 
into more of the things I'm saying. I'm vague, but I've given a lot of blatant 
detail, for a really long time on here... and ONLY HERE.

And just so this goes down with the archives as documented... THIS [pic related] is 
what the ACTUAL Presidential gold seal looks like...

B04FA5F8-1EF7-45C1-9CC4-7672BB26 (...).jpg, 39KiB, 516x410
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 12:11:21 No.153137391
Quoted By: >>153140681
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>>153133779
I'm confident. I'm more concerned that you (and many) don't seem as confident. I say 
this because sadly, y'all are taking the bait way too much. You're in many ways 
contributing and proving that leaks used as distraction like Don Jr. Wikileaks 
emails, innocently sent by a tea party supporting stranger from VA, who NEVER 
expected their honest attempt to do Trump a solid by emailing ALREADY PUBLICLY 
PUBLISHED links to already publicly available Wikileaks dumps, would be broadcasted 
across the MSM.

These things are narrative enforcing distractions, purposefully leaked, hyped and 
covered to reconfirm to the left that "Russia" is still worth the "investigation" 
because the DAY they're forced to realize that there's no more "Russian" collusion, 
hacking or leaking to falsely blame, is the same day they realize our political 
parties, congress and judicial systems have been 100%, completely and utterly fucked 
up for decades... and who was president, who owned the majority of house/senate, who 
held cabinet positions in the admin., etc. HAVEN'T LITERALLY MATTERED, for the last 
40+ years.

SHIT LIKE THIS [PIC ABSOFUCKINGLUTELY RELATED], falsely coordinated and spread, as 
intentional, purposeful CROWD CONTROL, DISINFO, DISCREDITING DISTRACTION, have 
turned once informed, educated, constantly questioning/learning, NOW SHEEP, to 
believe THIS blurry "Q" image posted last night, IS the presidential gold seal, when 
they see it. Simply because they've been successfully (and wrongfully) convinced 
that it is, by the uninformed hive THEY'VE willingly allowed themselves to buzz 
around in.

I'm going to say this right now. These Q fucks are getting desperate to keep this 
up. They're losing their own steam. No, nothing happened on 11/3 OR 11/4, like they 
scared everyone believing. No "10 days of darkness with Trump insulated in AF1 above 
Asia during his trip", at all. No, Jacob Rothschild isn't dead. No, memes are cute 
but do not hinder/cease what's going on....

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 12:44:11 No.153140681
Quoted By: >>153142690
>>153137391
... No, those 100% are NOT real time or any time pics from AF1, in active flight and 
if the Q fucks were legitimate, they'd fucking know better than to post that with 
people on here who can tell you exactly WHY they're not. Factually, I don't care if 
your POTUS or not, neither does the DOD/USAF. Go read the protocols and policies for 
all aboard AF1. You cannot post location ID'ing pics, in real time, while in flight. 
The network on board wouldn't even let you do that in the first place. It's heavily 
filtered and restricted and will be until new 2019 AF1 roll out.
The codes posted are bullshit. These people post so vaguely across so many topics 
that they will inevitably hit on something but who'd actually question if they 
didn't hit on anything at this point?! These people have convinced themselves anyone 
opposed views or with legitimate, documented proof to discredit, isn't right, 
they're a shill. They've convinced themselves blurry pictures NOT of official, 
presidential gold seals, actually are, then say "this makes Q real". Show them the 
real seal, CLEARLY VERY DIFFERENT and you're deemed a bot then you hear crickets 
when it comes to why. They can't prove you wrong... they don't want to. These "Q's" 
just have to be right, right?!

Either way it doesn't matter. Whoever they are posting now, have been getting 
increasingly sloppy. Almost to a pathetic level. Only "breadcrumbs" they've been 
leaving are identifiers and tags. They were already really wrong about WHO I AM and 
since I know who I am, I can and will prove that wrong when the time is right for 
me... and between us y'all, I'm gonna love doing it.

So, be on the look out for some of these names and remember these connections as you 
hear about them more over the coming weeks. Try not to stick on smaller distractions 
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so quickly. Give shit 24-48 hours to settle after reported. This way you don't give 
the MSM the (You's) over bullshit they purposefully leak to throw you like Don Jr...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 13:05:06 No.153142690
>>153140681
... all so you don't realize McCabe was actually fired a little over a week ago and 
because he's bitter snd was unprepared for the Ohr hit, he earned HIMSELF an ankle 
bracelet too, right after he refused to show up on the hill to testify.

Shhhhhh... just add him to the list and let it play. And for God's sake, y'all... 
please enjoy this time right now. Enjoy what's going on. Recognize the 
accomplishments and successes. Stop letting THEM drag you down. Don't let them 
succeed in falsely convincing you that the admin has problems that in reality don't 
exist, or that we have bigger problems than we do. You should know by now exactly 
where everyone stands. From congress to the mainstream media, you already know what 
you SHOULD be paying attention to and what you shouldn't. Don't let THEIR attempts 
to distract, dumb and drag YOU down, succeed. That's why they throw bullshit at you. 
They try to keep you confused and desperate knowing you'll chase your dicks for 
days, weeks, months on something, in search of the truth. Don't let them seed you. 
Remember, you did your job. Do it again in 2018 and these special elections in 
between. Be excited for what is happening and yes... Have a very Merry Christmas. We 
earned it! Oh, and same for all the foreign brah's who ask me shit about their 
countries/governments. Don't let them distract, dumb and drag y'all down... and have 
a Merry Christmas, k?!

(Haha, sorry. I know I can sound a little "sappy" sometimes... but it's true, you're 
some pretty good brah's here, considering its anon and all). ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 13:24:52 No.153144701
>>153140320
If by "family courts" you're an illegal, or missed DACA as stands right now, trying 
to bait me, then never... and that goes for chain migration, too. It's not your 
constitution.

But if you're not, you need to realize Rome wasn't built in a day, nor will the 
swamp drain in one either. Family courts are local/county/state. Good news for you? 
Judicial leadership is trickle down from Federal, so considering the "rules" have 
drastically changed and their new bosses are heavily engaged and involved now, as 
opposed to the last 30 years or so, they all know they won't get away with the same 
bullshit, federal trickle down policies and "strongly advised", formerly 
rewarded/funded "protocols", they used to follow. Right down to local/county/state 
family court systems and their respective CPS offices.

Again, these things will take time, but don't assume for a minute they all haven't 
gotten the memo that there's a new boss in town. They're all alert and on their 
toes, proactively even draining their own swamps in many ways, currently. A few big 
names being inducted and hauled off will only further solidify how seriously 
corruption and overreach are being taken and acted on.

There are quite a few big name district court judges, chewing their nails off 
wondering when they'll be removed from the bench, served and arrested.

In the meantime, NOW would be a good time for you to make sure you've got ballsy 
legal council who'll start playing hardball and challenging things you're fighting, 
more aggressively. Try to take advantage of the courts uncertainty and try to drive 
your shit up the chain, if you can. They are way less likely to haphazardly dismiss 
or push back like they used to. Also, engage local media. They HATE the attention... 
ESPECIALLY NOW. It could work very well and get you some quick traction.

Hope that helps. Local/state isn't really my forte.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 13:46:15 No.153146957
Quoted By: >>153149012
>>153138539
I'm glad you asked because too many people either didn't read/comprehend what I 
originally wrote and rather than read it again to understand, knowing it's available 
and easily accessible, they'd rather use their own lack of "research", to try and 
discredit me by ignorantly claiming, "she said this would happen and it didn't 
happen, muh", even when I clearly never said when.

So, to clarify (yes, again), here's what what y'all need to know about that and it's 
the same as I clarified to David Wilcock about the same, when he called me last week 
and it came up, too. He can confirm I'm explaining the same...

When I said there would be 3 broadcasts, similar to the uninterrupted, unedited, 
unfiltered, unrestricted, unaltered, official and formal "Presidential addresses", a 
sitting President makes/utilizes to either personally convey important news on 
behalf of his office, or as in his annual presidential address. TO BE CLEAR, I was 
more so citing the example of "formal presidential address" so y'all could 
imagine/understand the directness and importance when envisioning the the kind of 
uninterrupted broadcast formatting that I was trying to imply would happen in 
comparison.

Just last week, you watched Trump DIRECTLY STREAM his Israel address via a WH 
hosted, uninterrupted, unedited, uncut, unfiltered, unrestricted, direct Periscope 
livestream. You know Trump retains and loves his personal Twitter handle because he 
uses it to get his unredacted, unedited, uninterrupted, uncut, etc. MESSAGES, 
CONFIRMATIONS, THOUGHTS and REASONING, to YOU without the MSM fucking with or 
spinning it before reporting it.

That said, I'm sure you've heard terms like "Trump TV" being thrown around. 
Additionally, I've posted for months that the Fox News entity of Century Fox would 
split from their parent and merge with Breitbart. As stated above, the admin is 
testing/beta testing many tools and direct lines/channels of access which would 
allow them to initiate and broadcast...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 14:05:44 No.153149012
Quoted By: >>153153348
>>153146957
... unedited, unfiltered, unrestricted and directly to you, on-demand.

There are MANY things being considered as solutions to expand the ability for the WH 
to circumvent the MSM and directly address you. The periscope was candidly a quick 
idea that actually had more people streaming live than CNN or MSNBC and all they had 
to do was share the link on official WH/POTUS/Trump social media pages. That's 
incredible for such an "off the cuff" decision that was made and executed so quickly 
and informally.

Considering all of these things, I can assure you that not only when things like the 
FBI, CIA and FED cleansings are being uninterruptedly addressed, to you directly, 
you will see many other things being uninterruptedly addressed directly as well. All 
Trump would have to do is say when and give you a little notice... just like he 
proved with his first VERY SUCCESSFUL Periscope dry run.

I only chose to use the example of an official Presidential address via MSM because 
back when I made those posts, very few people knew the lengths to which alternative 
methods and paths of direct communications the WH could establish for themselves, 
were being heavily researched/designed/tested. If anyone had seen posts about this 
back then, my large pond of anon obscurity would've turned into a PetSmart fighting 
beta fish bowl very quickly.
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To conclude, you have NOT missed any major announcements or addresses I was 
specifically referring to, as they haven't happened yet. I never said when they 
would happen, nor did I even provide estimated timeframes. When they happen though, 
you will KNOW they are happening and when you know you are watching it happen, 
you'll remember this post. I'm ALWAYS ok with talking about things in advance 
without bullshitting y'all with "happening right now" predictions. That would be 
lying. I always tell the truth and all I hope is that WHEN shit happens, you'll feel 
good about it because you already expected it, because you remember...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 14:47:42 No.153153348
>>153149012
... reading this post and all the other posts I've made, just like it.

Thanks to a brah called Todd Whiskey, all of my posts are very well documented here 
and in full. He's not missing anything as I can confirm because I've managed to use 
the absolute shit out of his archives today to cite myself (which feels weird, but 
necessary) haha!

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/795d6a/megaanon_postings_compiled_may_2
017_present/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 15:16:41 No.153156372
>>153150517
Yes. Why do you think we are banging on China and Saudi so hard?

We can't dump the FED if we have astronomical, yet unrealistic, over inflated debts, 
right?! Many are working to renegotiate and expunge a lot of the debts we currently 
carry abroad, which then impacts and inflates rates/markets here, making it 
vulnerable when trying to adjust without collapsing the bottom of the economy 
(basically all of us).

We were abused by countries like China and Saudi and sold off by our own last 4 
Presidents. Everyone got rich off of us. That's no more. What do y'all think 
Mulvaney and Powell are preparing for?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 15:18:41 No.153156560
>>153154274
TODD WHISKEY?!? Is that really you?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 15:29:13 No.153157620
>>153155063
Haha, God no!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 15:38:18 No.153158575
>>153156882
Ahhhh! Would you be willing to create a bogus email address, one you'll never use 
again, then post it at the bottom of your reddit page so I can see it and email you 
there directly, then you can email me back from that same burner acct, or open 
another email you can respond back from, (just so you don't get flooded by a bunch 
of reddit ppl who'll probably write it down and start emailing you?

I would like to email you but never thought I'd catch you live! Know how many times 
I've thought, "oh, I hope Todd whiskey sees this one"... I could send those types of 
links in obscure, one off threads to you if you'd like? Not sure how you find it 
all... I just feel bad too, haha. You work harder than half my staff. Haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 15:49:18 No.153159665
>>153158135
Haha, whaaa?! I've hardly even heard of the dude. I'm not "sucking his dick". I was 
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just telling y'all WHY he was lucky he didn't proceed to push or jump the gun.

Don't worry about me, READ WHAT I'M POSTING ABOUT.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 15:51:46 No.153159908
>>153158592
Awe, that's very nice if you! Please don't worry. I mean yes, we should always be 
concerned as she's FLOTUS and he's the President's son but they are very well 
protected. More than anyone else in their positions have ever been. ;o)

E951B54B-4241-4CD0-95F2-1AEF2EF4 (...).jpg, 433KiB, 1094x921
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 16:04:56 No.153161298
Quoted By: >>153161417
>>153158903
Ok, I'll bite even though this fucking STINKS of Mossad intel. I'm ONLY doing this 
because it's already kinda been covered publicly and even as I type this, I'm 
thinking I shouldn't... but here we are.

Strzok IS a person. His background is a grey area on purpose, keeps him distanced. 
Remember when you saw these come out?!

055D10FF-74CD-46E9-AD60-2E80C906 (...).jpg, 289KiB, 1125x754
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Iq1/cx7t Wed 13 Dec 2017 16:06:07 No.153161417
>>153161298
And these [pic related for all this cause I hate having to type this over and over]

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7bi09vzM Fri 15 Dec 2017 00:00:44 No.153340566
Quoted By: >>153341085
>>153338908
LOOK AT THIS IMAGE REALLY HARD...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7bi09vzM Fri 15 Dec 2017 00:07:39 No.153341085
>>153340566
... next, LOOK AT THIS.

Then realize and accept you're being played like fucking fiddles, please. I mean, 
they're not even the same and this is something every one of you Q bots could've 
fired up a search engine and found/confirmed 100% on your own. And sadly, NONE OF 
YOU DID because you've all got your heads so deep in the sand you don't even 
QUESTION ANYTHING ANYMORE. You just smile and nod... just like THEY knew y'all 
would. Like just THINK FOR YOURSELF for a couple hours. Dig through it all for 
YOURSELF. You'll see what I mean if you separate from the hive you've been buzzing 
in like a worker bee...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:7bi09vzM Fri 15 Dec 2017 00:16:24 No.153341770
>>153341206
No. He has a literal penis, brah. I do not.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:NcOeIGEs Fri 15 Dec 2017 00:53:03 No.153344139
Quoted By: >>153344341
>>153336193
I posted this a month ago [pic related], y'all. Now looks them... 2 going down, 2 to 
go. Watching McConnell and Graham tryibg to save their careers on the internets 
right now hysterical.

647B8A2E-3BF0-4F6E-A198-F50E302B (...).png, 86KiB, 959x580
~~~~~Anonymous ID:NcOeIGEs Fri 15 Dec 2017 00:56:35 No.153344341
>>153344139
WH, wrong pic. Sorry, it's late and I'm beat. I meant this one [pic NOW related], in 
reference to my post here.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:CDZKnStb Fri 15 Dec 2017 15:24:49 No.153405266
>>153400375
He's only doing this because he thinks he thinks it's a good way to pepper the 
narrative for y'all, based on what he knows is coming over the next several weeks.

First and foremost, Comey is hoping that when you're watching his own "friend" and 
predecessor indict him after all this time, you'll remember when he made sure to 
clearlu and precisely lay out every federal statute/charge he'd bring against 
Hillary if he himself had been AG, while looking like he'd swallowed a literal 
canary when he did a 180 by suggesting no indictment, immediately following his 
statement, basically indicting her.

Next, he's hoping that as things increasingly heat up and the MSM makes it look 
worse and worse for him to you, you'll remember that if Strzok, McCabe, etc. fudged 
some docs, edited some descriptive terminologies, drafted and obtained approvals on 
a few things Comey had NO CLUE ABOUT, you'll consider that maybe there were A LOT 
more documents, edits, drafts, requests and approvals submitted that he didn't know 
about, too. REMEMBER THIS... Strzok is all things "memos" and "documents". He 
handles the corrupt creation, drafting, editing, doctoring, fabricating, omitting, 
falsifying, publishing, submitting and falsifying of ALL THINGS REQUIRING OFFICIAL, 
VERIFIED DOCUMENTATION.

INCLUDING (READ THIS THOROUGHLY) but not limited to...

- Falsifying/generating "official write-ups/supporting documentation" for sections 
of dossiers completed and sent to orgs like CrowdStrike on "Russian hacking" and 
"collusion" for fake dossiers.

-Falsifying/generating formal and official FBI Director recommendations and 
documents to the DOJ/AG and via edits, changes, deletions and manufacturing of such.

-"Personal notes" made to privately document one-on-one side conversations and 
meetings with Trump that made people feel so unironically "uncomfortable" that they 
felt compelled to make "side notes" right after. (did anyone really believe this as 
it was being testified to/said?)... 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOv/PlJ1 Fri 15 Dec 2017 16:07:18 No.153409135
>>153405266
... I have so many more examples but I'm short on time right now. I hope you're 
getting where I'm going with this because it's important as you watch these cards 
being pulled as the house falls. Sorry I can't elaborate more right now, y'all.

Just look again at this screen grab, which I also posted a few days ago and consider 
the below when reading

"S" = Strzok
"Limey" = Louise Mensch
I will be able to expose more of the pseudonyms later but this is good for now.

Strzok is deep state. He worked for "FBI" when they sought his specific talents. 
Remember, he's great at "memos". He also worked for many "others", as well. He did 
all of it under the direction and oversight of McCabe, not Comey. Which made Mueller 
the choice (hence, he secretly interviewed WITH TRUMP the NIGHT BEFORE the 
appointment was confirmed publicly) because WHO would McCabe willingly continue to 
work for and with as an SP?! His old crooked boss Mueller. Except now, McCabe has no 
idea he's been abandoned by Mueller, who's worked his own plea deal w/ the Trump 
admin., in exchange for an honest, bi-partisan, non-political investigation that 
would end in it's own swamp demise because honestly investigated facts, would expose 
and allow justice to be served to the guilty.
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Oh and side note, Strzok is also REALLY GOOD at crafting official looking federal 
documents like birth certificates and such. Hi Obama! You know it's coming... it's 
in large part how I'm here today... anonymously yapping in a thread on a board and 
all. We're gonna make it rain documents. Maybe when we're done, everyone will 
realize why you pushed for Dreamers/DACA so hard. Hits a little close to the vest, 
no?! Enjoy your holidays, "brah"!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOv/PlJ1 Fri 15 Dec 2017 16:21:15 No.153410467
>>153405547
He's not gonna "go after him". By the time we get to Comey, it's an obvious no 
brainer. It's BEEN the plan. They removed his previously negotiated, temporary 
immunity, to finalize and sign off on his now plea. Comey will be no more surprised 
he's "being indicted" than Manafort, Gates and Flynn were and I told y'all months 
ago it was this way for all of them and then you watched Manafort, Gates and Flynn 
get indicted, turn themselves in and walk, JUST LIKE I SAID YOU WOULD.

... and don't worry, Mueller will get his share too. He knows what's coming and he 
will have his day to finally testify and tell his "story", like Flynn and Comey 
started begging for, 3 weeks before Trump was officially elected.

Must've been nice seeing the writing on the walls in real time... they all got the 
real "election poll" stats. Just like I said, this Moore/Jones clusterfuck is going 
to prove to a lot of people watching and paying attention now (that's the point) 
EXACTLY parties "rig" candidates/elections. You're witnessing history right now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOv/PlJ1 Fri 15 Dec 2017 16:35:51 No.153411897
>>153405574
Just cap and archive this...

Comedy's book is gonna look a lot like Donna Brazille's book... but a whole lot 
better.

Mueller isn't wrong, nor is Comey and you can bet your sweet ass it's going to look 
a lot like the Nazi trials but you're going to be waiting a long time if you think 
Trump's taking a hit. It will definitely be a fair, bi-partisan shake, make no 
mistakes about it y'all. I'd say ask Hillary but she's probably still resting her 
fractured toe that takes extra long to heal. Guess she was pissed she didn't cover 
her ankle accessory well enough in Philly and decided to go for the Guinness Book of 
World Records for longest healing time. I already told y'all months ago that when 
people like people McCain and GHB started to take turns for the worst, it only means 
the fire's getting a little to hot. People that deep would rather die than live to 
witness themselves be indicted and their "legacies" be shamed.

I mean, this IS what's happening. It's fact. Accept it now and move on. You don't 
need to make this political because (you) don't like Trump. It's not about Trump. 
That's what they want you to think. This is about all of them, the dirty 
establishment and YOU mattering again.

When this is over, you won't be Democrat, Republican, Independent, etc. you'll hate 
them all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOv/PlJ1 Fri 15 Dec 2017 16:42:46 No.153412589
>>153405588
See?! When I tell y'all for the better part of the last 3 months that people are on 
fucking house arrest and even wearing medical boots to cover ankle bracelets, I'm a 
"LARP".

CNN confirms people are on house arrest after larping to y'all that Hillary was 
going to win and they're just "right".
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Haha, I give up. This is exhausting. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:03:23 No.153457135
>>153450475
I did. Now just keep watching Strzok/Awan, McCabe, Mueller Rod Rosenstein, etc.

McCains natural causes are kicking in and GHB's probably will too. The fire is hot 
so as things between now and the first week of the New Year heat up, be smart as 
things are being reported with firehose speed. Give everything that's said the 24hr. 
rule. Let it play for a minute before y'all let yourselves get all worked up.

We will start to see more intentional leaks and falsified MSM reports coming out to 
purposefully confuse and distract you from the facts and real news they'll be FORCED 
to cover and can't ignore. They do this to keep everyone chasing their dicks so they 
can't remember what was real, what wasn't, what was covered, confirmed, ignored or 
retracted. At this point, all the media or these congressmen bobble heads have to do 
is say it and it ignorantly becomes a "confirmed fact" for many who so willingly 
just believe it, like idiots. Don't be ignorant idiots. Be you, (You).

I already told y'all Strzok isn't what he's being portrayed as and Awan ties to this 
in many ways, too. Strzok = "S". He's a "memo" guy. Specializes in the creation of 
"legally official", yet "fake", everything and anything that's needed to be 
generated, submitted, reviewed, proved or approved. From press releases/leaks, 
"official" but forged/edited/modified/generated docs, fake emails/meta, FISA 
requests/warrants, hell, even birth certificates and citizen documentation of 
anyone... even former Presidents.

I've seen some people implying he doesn't "exist". This is kinda right and a very 
observational good catch, but he does exist. Strzok is a "person", just not THE 
"actual person" you've been led to think he is. THIS is important so save this to 
reference in the coming weeks. He isn't FBI, CIA, NSA, etc. necessarily, he's a 
utility player/clean-up batter. He works for "them" whenever they require his 
"skills". He's as deep as they come AND he's pretty unfindable on purpose. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:15:11 No.153457915
>>153448140
Ummm... I'm still here but I've only posted since May, not a year ago.

How about this, tell me what AEWP is if you're so great at putting all this shit 
together. I mean, it's "so" easy, right? No one denies these screen grabs were 
released in July 2017. I didn't imply I was exposing them. I'm just recalling them 
to show you how Strzok has played many different roles/for different people. Why 
didn't you ID Strzok months ago if you knew or could assume he was "S" from these 
screen grabs? You've had them since July, too. You should know who they all are, 
right? Why aren't you telling us who/what all people/these things are.

If y'all had spent more time looking into the things I've posted over the last 7 
months and less time arguing about me, you'd be sitting back right now all cozy, 
just waiting for the show.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:20:46 No.153458305
>>153447497
Yes they are very real but only really matter now.

Fresh did some really good work here. Glad his efforts and willingness to verify and 
risk in exposinh himself a little publicly to get this out will start to pan out. 
The "high-level FBI" personal computer he backed into will be fun to watch. Hope 
everyone gets to see whose computer it was.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:31:19 No.153459017
Quoted By: >>153459216
>>153457308
Check those great archives on Todd whiskey reddit please. I can't keep typing the 
same shit.

In other news, Manafort got his ankle bracelet off today... Hillary not so much and 
McCain's just trying to die before he's outted as having been indicted 2 months ago. 
Lots of them are in house arrest, just waiting for their knock. I did tell you for 
almost 2 months that med boots were bullshit and lots of people just like Manafort 
was, are being monitored and have been for a while. No one can say Sessions wasn't 
doing anything, right?! It's why you'll find Trump's "DO SOMETHING" posts as 
unironic as "wiretapping". Not sure how anyone is going to believe Mueller didn't 
cut a deal for himself when they start to get brought in and y'all find out they, 
like Manafort, had BEEN on the same "house arrest monitoring" as him for a while.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:33:54 No.153459216
>>153459017
Well Manafort got it off yesterday because it's technically today the 16th not the 
15th anymore. Just to be clear.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:43:37 No.153459832
>>153459247
Oh it's ok. I wasn't trying to sound snarky and thanks for posting that about 
Manafort. I just had a long day, I phonepost as y'all know, and I just can't muster 
the energy to retype it all. Thanks for the good looking out on that though. I 
appreciate it!

I'm hopeful the things I've posted from spring until now will start to make way more 
sense as these weeks play out. If people read it all in full I think they'll start 
to understand how a lot of it has already played out or has led to the things that 
are playing out right now and will be coming. I think I'm just hoping that I'll feel 
like it was all worth it. I put a lot of time into these and tried to give as much 
detail as I could, then stick around threads to participate in the discussions. 
We're all due a few beers after all this!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:45:59 No.153459986
>>153459765
In many ways yes. Just like Saudi, Israel, Pakistan, China, S. Korea, etc. there's 
lots of proactive swamp draining that can be directly attributed to the admin.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:52:08 No.153460369
>>153459866
Like I said, you wouldn't see people necessarily going down/indicted for pizza, but 
you also can't investigate and not cover it in trial either. It's too tied. 
Guns/arms, drugs, kids, money, gangs, foundations, NGO's, etc. that's where 
everything leads to all the time. They all know it. You can't dig into any of this 
and not get to pizza, like every other crime they commit. You will see it being 
addressed and there will be convictions including it more and more, as 
indictments/trials increase and progress well into next year.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TSFZIQRd Sat 16 Dec 2017 01:55:10 No.153460566
>>153460002
Wow you're right, it is late! I'm gonna scoot off this shit now. Have a great 
Saturday, y'all! Hope you're enjoying the holidays!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 16:09:02 No.153630885
Hahaha! All that and all that y'all have come to is Trump is on "suicide watch"?! 
BAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Why don't y'all do yourselves a favor... because after the new year, you're going to 
feel REALLY dumb.

1. Read it ALL AGAIN.

2. Go dig into our boy Richie Backler's background a little more and the timelines 
leading up to the election and thereafter.

3. Weird... Giuliani was blazing the campaign trail then rode that chuggin' Trump 
train right on through the inauguration and his first 2.5 months in office, right?!

4. So.... WHERE DID HE GO?! Where has he been?! When's the LAST TIME you've publicly 
heard from or seen Giuliani?!

5. Did you notice how in January 2016 Giuliani legally separated himself from the 
firm? Ironically almost immediately after, he actively joined Trump in his campaign 
rallying. Hmmm... maybe to sepatate ties that could be perceived or used against 
them as a conflict of interest?

6. Like you said, "Backler fell ill and ultimately passed away". Think about that... 
he just "fell ill and ultimately passed away"?!?!! Little convenient considering 
we're dealing with the 2 bullets in the back of the head swamp, no?!

Keep digging. If you REALLY give a fuck about how this Backler episode ends, you're 
going to realize just how ironic his death is and sorry, but it doesn't end with 
Trump's transition emails. It ends with how the DEEP and eventually their puppet 
Mueller, OBTAINED the emails ILLEGALLY in the first place and WHY it might be a MUCH 
EASIER PROCESS, if the guy responsible for ensuring their privacy, security and 
protection, AS LEGALLY ALLOWED BY LAW FOR A TRANSITION TEAM, "fell ill and 
ultimately passed away", brah.

Chalk it up to another game ending Hillary Deep - 1/Backler - 0... then realize why 
you haven't seen Giuliani who watched his friend and colleague "fall ill and pass 
away". Pretty fucking spooky. Save this thread y'alll so you can show everyone what 
the left was pushing about Backler when it all comes out. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 16:36:40 No.153633683
Quoted By: >>153634398
>>153632056
Umm, I told you 5 months ago Flynn knew he'd be indicted and when he was, he'd walk. 
Same 5 months ago, I told you Manafort would be indicted and when he was, he'd walk 
too.

2.5 months ago, I also told y'all that Hillary, Podesta's, Mills, McCain, etc. have 
all been wearing ankle bracelets.

On Friday, you watched Manafort officially walked, just like I said he would... then 
you found out he was being released from his "home monitoring".

I will never understand why these things don't click quicker with y'all. Go back and 
read the posts... then you won't have to scream so loud when shit starts to actually 
"happen". You'll just "know" and expect what's "happening", instead.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 16:43:54 No.153634398
>>153633683
Here's a hint, y'all... THEY'RE ALL WEARING ANKLE BRACELETS. EVERYONE who will be 
indicted in these first few, back-to-back waves, has been on working house arrest 
for the last 4 months or less, depending on when they were individually served with 
it.
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They all know it. They've been living it every day, waiting for their indictments to 
be unsealed to the public. It's only going to be a surprise to y'all when it happens 
and who it relates to, not any of them.

I also told you months ago McCain's "illness", "injuries" and "natural causes" would 
eventually and very unnaturally catch up with him... when he all too "conveniently" 
needed them to.

The boot wasn't good enough. Nor was the wheelchair. Now it's the hospital. You'll 
see.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 18:01:25 No.153641967
>>153639880
Yup. "They" had to get rid of Backler. As one of the legal council to the 
campaign/transition team, he was the only one whose job included aggregating, 
securing, reviewing and retaining all comms between the Trump team. He was the only 
one who had exactly what the fake FISA warrants had provided McCabe/Mueller.

I'm happy as a fucking pig in shit Politico is writing about Backler! What fucking 
idiots to bring him up again when no one has talked about him since he died. It's 
like they're trying to have everyone dig into what a clusterfuck this is for the 
Mueller investigation. Backler was the ONLY ONE who would've been able to factually 
source and prove, every single claim "they" intended to use the info collected, that 
they'd then manipulate/doctor as needed, from the illegal FISA's (like Don 
Jr./Erickson/Wikileaks doctored "date" emails) the obtained based off the fake 
"proofs" they generated, to use against Trump.

You've already seen it happen. See the FISA's were huge because if "they" couldn't 
legitimately find crooked shit on Trump. The sheer approvals of FISA warrants alone 
IMPLY wrongdoing. They'd never be held to task to prove actual wrong doing if they 
could just manipulate, generate, edit and falsify whatever they wanted, based on 
what they'd obtained, right?! They could make it all just look like whatever they 
wanted it to look like. They know the oblivious masses wouldn't question and thanks 
to FISA's being approved, the implication of wrongdoing via a FISA alone would just 
turn people off. They'd just assume anything they were being told was true because 
the seed was already planted.

This is also ironically exactly what they're doing with y'all men and these hired 
"me too" bullshit accusers/stories. Eventually as you're seeing now, you will no 
longer be assumed innocent until guilty. You're guilty upon assumption and you'll 
have to fight forever to prove your innocence and most men won't. It will take too 
long and be too expensive.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 18:17:16 No.153643453
>>153639706
If you're innocent, you don't owe it to anyone have to address bullshit and give it 
attention it doesn't deserve.

The admin's silence on this will be fucking deafening. Do you understand?! Do y'all 
know what every big mouth, media pushing, disinfo spreading democrat is gonna look 
like when Mueller's investigation shits the bed because the only people being 
indicted/arrested are the same fucking swamp Trump campaigned on and won an election 
to decimate?!

Everyone in government who publicly spoke about all this shit, addressed this shit, 
pushed this shit, called ignorant yet innocent people to fucking action over this 
shit via resist protests, etc., are going to look like completely discredited 
assholes.

They're the people who should respect, uphold and defend our constitution and the 
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really important things our laws protect like you're "innocent until proven guilty". 
Imagine how this will look when all these idiots who spent the last 18 months hyping 
shit that wasn't true all over TV, have to now watch Mueller... yes MUELLER, 
/theirguy/ of ALL GUYS, indict/arrest half the Obama's admin, Clinton Campaign and 
DNC. Do you think Trump's really gonna get rid of Mueller?! He's been WAITING FOR 
THIS. Mueller knew this would be the eventual and inevitable end too. It's why he 
worked a deal. Why Comey did. Why many of them did.

The only hope "they" have is that half this country will remain as bankably confused 
and ignorant as they've consistently counted on for decades, that WHEN the shit hits 
the fan FOR THEM, the left will be dumb enough to actually fight FOR the swamp. It's 
crazy! People have no clue.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 18:29:21 No.153644481
>>153643893
Right. A honeypot that mentioned Backler, then cited his role AND untimely death.

It's either the dumbest or most brilliant bait ever. It's the kid of good "disinfo 
leaks" I LOVE, y'all. Can't try to position this like Politico is, WITHOUT citing 
Backler, right?!

You'd ALMOST THINK SOMEONE WAS TRYING TO TELL YOU TO BRUSH UP ON BACKLER (and WHY 
Giuliani has been so quiet, almost like he was scared of "them" too) BECAUSE YOURE 
GOING TO HEAR A LOT MORE ABOUT IT SOONER THAN LATER!!!! Hint, hint, y'all. ;o)

Like I said, just another card from the house they're pulling...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 16:09:02 No.153630885
Hahaha! All that and all that y'all have come to is Trump is on "suicide watch"?! 
BAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!

Why don't y'all do yourselves a favor... because after the new year, you're going to 
feel REALLY dumb.

1. Read it ALL AGAIN.

2. Go dig into our boy Richie Backler's background a little more and the timelines 
leading up to the election and thereafter.

3. Weird... Giuliani was blazing the campaign trail then rode that chuggin' Trump 
train right on through the inauguration and his first 2.5 months in office, right?!

4. So.... WHERE DID HE GO?! Where has he been?! When's the LAST TIME you've publicly 
heard from or seen Giuliani?!

5. Did you notice how in January 2016 Giuliani legally separated himself from the 
firm? Ironically almost immediately after, he actively joined Trump in his campaign 
rallying. Hmmm... maybe to sepatate ties that could be perceived or used against 
them as a conflict of interest?

6. Like you said, "Backler fell ill and ultimately passed away". Think about that... 
he just "fell ill and ultimately passed away"?!?!! Little convenient considering 
we're dealing with the 2 bullets in the back of the head swamp, no?!

Keep digging. If you REALLY give a fuck about how this Backler episode ends, you're 
going to realize just how ironic his death is and sorry, but it doesn't end with 
Trump's transition emails. It ends with how the DEEP and eventually their puppet 
Mueller, OBTAINED the emails ILLEGALLY in the first place and WHY it might be a MUCH 
EASIER PROCESS, if the guy responsible for ensuring their privacy, security and 
protection, AS LEGALLY ALLOWED BY LAW FOR A TRANSITION TEAM, "fell ill and 
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ultimately passed away", brah.

Chalk it up to another game ending Hillary Deep - 1/Backler - 0... then realize why 
you haven't seen Giuliani who watched his friend and colleague "fall ill and pass 
away". Pretty fucking spooky. Save this thread y'alll so you can show everyone what 
the left was pushing about Backler when it all comes out. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 16:36:40 No.153633683
Quoted By: >>153634398
>>153632056
Umm, I told you 5 months ago Flynn knew he'd be indicted and when he was, he'd walk. 
Same 5 months ago, I told you Manafort would be indicted and when he was, he'd walk 
too.

2.5 months ago, I also told y'all that Hillary, Podesta's, Mills, McCain, etc. have 
all been wearing ankle bracelets.

On Friday, you watched Manafort officially walked, just like I said he would... then 
you found out he was being released from his "home monitoring".

I will never understand why these things don't click quicker with y'all. Go back and 
read the posts... then you won't have to scream so loud when shit starts to actually 
"happen". You'll just "know" and expect what's "happening", instead.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 16:43:54 No.153634398
>>153633683
Here's a hint, y'all... THEY'RE ALL WEARING ANKLE BRACELETS. EVERYONE who will be 
indicted in these first few, back-to-back waves, has been on working house arrest 
for the last 4 months or less, depending on when they were individually served with 
it.

They all know it. They've been living it every day, waiting for their indictments to 
be unsealed to the public. It's only going to be a surprise to y'all when it happens 
and who it relates to, not any of them.

I also told you months ago McCain's "illness", "injuries" and "natural causes" would 
eventually and very unnaturally catch up with him... when he all too "conveniently" 
needed them to.

The boot wasn't good enough. Nor was the wheelchair. Now it's the hospital. You'll 
see.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 18:01:25 No.153641967
>>153639880
Yup. "They" had to get rid of Backler. As one of the legal council to the 
campaign/transition team, he was the only one whose job included aggregating, 
securing, reviewing and retaining all comms between the Trump team. He was the only 
one who had exactly what the fake FISA warrants had provided McCabe/Mueller.

I'm happy as a fucking pig in shit Politico is writing about Backler! What fucking 
idiots to bring him up again when no one has talked about him since he died. It's 
like they're trying to have everyone dig into what a clusterfuck this is for the 
Mueller investigation. Backler was the ONLY ONE who would've been able to factually 
source and prove, every single claim "they" intended to use the info collected, that 
they'd then manipulate/doctor as needed, from the illegal FISA's (like Don 
Jr./Erickson/Wikileaks doctored "date" emails) the obtained based off the fake 
"proofs" they generated, to use against Trump.

You've already seen it happen. See the FISA's were huge because if "they" couldn't 
legitimately find crooked shit on Trump. The sheer approvals of FISA warrants alone 
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IMPLY wrongdoing. They'd never be held to task to prove actual wrong doing if they 
could just manipulate, generate, edit and falsify whatever they wanted, based on 
what they'd obtained, right?! They could make it all just look like whatever they 
wanted it to look like. They know the oblivious masses wouldn't question and thanks 
to FISA's being approved, the implication of wrongdoing via a FISA alone would just 
turn people off. They'd just assume anything they were being told was true because 
the seed was already planted.

This is also ironically exactly what they're doing with y'all men and these hired 
"me too" bullshit accusers/stories. Eventually as you're seeing now, you will no 
longer be assumed innocent until guilty. You're guilty upon assumption and you'll 
have to fight forever to prove your innocence and most men won't. It will take too 
long and be too expensive.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 18:17:16 No.153643453
>>153639706
If you're innocent, you don't owe it to anyone have to address bullshit and give it 
attention it doesn't deserve.

The admin's silence on this will be fucking deafening. Do you understand?! Do y'all 
know what every big mouth, media pushing, disinfo spreading democrat is gonna look 
like when Mueller's investigation shits the bed because the only people being 
indicted/arrested are the same fucking swamp Trump campaigned on and won an election 
to decimate?!

Everyone in government who publicly spoke about all this shit, addressed this shit, 
pushed this shit, called ignorant yet innocent people to fucking action over this 
shit via resist protests, etc., are going to look like completely discredited 
assholes.

They're the people who should respect, uphold and defend our constitution and the 
really important things our laws protect like you're "innocent until proven guilty". 
Imagine how this will look when all these idiots who spent the last 18 months hyping 
shit that wasn't true all over TV, have to now watch Mueller... yes MUELLER, 
/theirguy/ of ALL GUYS, indict/arrest half the Obama's admin, Clinton Campaign and 
DNC. Do you think Trump's really gonna get rid of Mueller?! He's been WAITING FOR 
THIS. Mueller knew this would be the eventual and inevitable end too. It's why he 
worked a deal. Why Comey did. Why many of them did.

The only hope "they" have is that half this country will remain as bankably confused 
and ignorant as they've consistently counted on for decades, that WHEN the shit hits 
the fan FOR THEM, the left will be dumb enough to actually fight FOR the swamp. It's 
crazy! People have no clue.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:0Ly9XCID Sun 17 Dec 2017 18:29:21 No.153644481
>>153643893
Right. A honeypot that mentioned Backler, then cited his role AND untimely death.

It's either the dumbest or most brilliant bait ever. It's the kid of good "disinfo 
leaks" I LOVE, y'all. Can't try to position this like Politico is, WITHOUT citing 
Backler, right?!

You'd ALMOST THINK SOMEONE WAS TRYING TO TELL YOU TO BRUSH UP ON BACKLER (and WHY 
Giuliani has been so quiet, almost like he was scared of "them" too) BECAUSE YOURE 
GOING TO HEAR A LOT MORE ABOUT IT SOONER THAN LATER!!!! Hint, hint, y'all. ;o)

Like I said, just another card from the house they're pulling...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 22:22:40 No.153665592
I'm just waiting for someone to ask Sally Yates what she knows about ATL "power 
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outage"/smoke + fast & furious style gun running + federal airport employees + 
in/out of Delta gate D.

If y'all didn't know any better, you'd think it smells a whole lot like patsy 
Paddock-style, spook-sponsored gun running ops gone wrong... but instead of 
supplying terrorists via Bin Talal/Saudi, insert MS-13 factions in NY.

The sauce already exists. Weird... almost 3 years to the day, too. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 22:27:57 No.153666065
>>153665683
Haha, I'm quite the opposite... the Q people don't like me too much because after I 
called out the Q kids, they told all their peeps to go from 4 to 8. Sowwy...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 22:31:20 No.153666373
Quoted By: >>153666454
>>153665974
Not sure how familiarized with the electrical networking/infrastructure of 
international airports in the US per the FAA guidelines, but there is ZERO fucking 
chance a construction company too out the dedicated grid/subgrid of ATL.

It's embarrassing you believe this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 22:32:14 No.153666454
>>153666373
*took

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 23:13:18 No.153669949
>>153666715
Cool, so you're good then. No need to question, right? A few minor interesting tid 
bits mixed in with a whole lot more of purposefully misleading disinfo and y'all do 
exactly what they want you to do. You stop questioning. You stop thinking for 
yourselves. You become the worker bees in the hives you used to consider yourselves 
too "woke" to contribute to.

I tried to tell y'all about what's going on. I did so because I couldn't watch it 
happening after I realized what was going on and NOT say anything. But I'm not going 
to waste more time/energy on it. My posts are archived and I've posted enough. 
Apparently y'all are willing to settle for a 250 batting average.

At the end of the day, I have a very good idea who most of these people are, where 
they're getting their info, what they're misleading everyone with on purpose and 
why. I knew something like this would be coming too and who would ultimately be 
behind it. Many people knew this. It is what it is so let's leave it at that. Just 
know the minute I said what I had to say to them on here, THEY LEFT. I'm sure they 
know or have a very good idea of who I am. Pretty scary because I'm one person and 
always have been since May. Your "Q" is many, fucking with you and it's more 
sinister than you realize. But you do you. At least I can say I tried. I'm not going 
to explain them or what they're doing anymore. I've posted enough.

Thank God those 10 days of darkness came and went though, right? Thank God those 
11/3-11/4 Antifa rally's didn't start the next civil war, right?! Whew. You're all 
very willing to overlook WAY TOO MANY blatantly obvious things. Nothing I'd say 
would change your perception... and that's also the point.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 23:27:34 No.153670986
>>153670472
Really?! You can't take everything I told you, fire up your google and search "ATL 
airport gun running December 2014" and just see what pops up? Do I not provide 
enough details in my posts? I mean, come on...
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Sun 17 Dec 2017 23:35:06 No.153671531
>>153670737
No feet tonight. Y'all made the feet thing creepy. You can take what I say or leave 
it. But you never have to take it from me. I give y'all more than enough details, 
names, connections, links between, etc. everything I say so YOU can find it for 
yourselves, like YOU should always be doing. If anything I ever say sounds 
interesting, plausible, probably, credible, etc. there's probably good reason. Maybe 
you should dig into those things more and prove those links, connections, etc. to 
yourself. You're smart. You can do it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:10:07 No.153673969
>>153671860
I'm implying the same exact shit I've implied for the last 1.5 months now... it's a 
healthy mix of both all intended to distract, deter, demoralize and deflect you on 
purpose. You don't even realize you've become your own version of BrockBots.

Look how many people have called me a larp between my last post and this. That's 
GREAT! Proves they're still thinking for themselves. These are the people who 
typically start digging into the shit I'm saying to "prove me wrong"... only to find 
out I could end up being pretty ducking right when it all pans out, ALL ON THEIR 
OWN.

I don't care about people questioning me, calling me a larp, trying to prove me 
wrong, etc. That's what's SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN HERE. Since when was it just "ok" to 
eat the bullshit someone tried to force feed you, without asking where the spoon 
cane from, first?! How "woke" is that? Where are "Q's" tits or feet?! They posts 
fake pics run and distorted through editors then y'all REEEEE the fuck out cause you 
can't find them in tineye. I swear, the bare minimum "verification processes" y'all 
go through to "confirm" then hive mind convince yourselves to be then "true" or 
"fact", like you're doing some epically kek'ed internet recon, is astounding.

None of you even realize the "stringer codes" you think you're getting are fucking 
automated application short codes that were edited. That's it. Nothing more. Y'all 
could google this stuff but no one does because one seems to care about the truth 
anymore. Not even y'all who claim to be "truthers". I'm not trying to be mean or 
condescending. I'm sorry this seems directed at you, but it's not. Y'all can do 
whatever you want with questions, maps and memes, but y'all might want to start 
thinking with clear minds and for yourselves a little more, as we proceed into 2018. 
You bees need a break.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:23:47 No.153674954
>>153674428
I know. It's why I felt compelled to post in the first place back in May. Thought if 
I have enough detail without totally doxxing myself, people would hopefully not just 
take it from me blindly, but because they'd question it, they'd look for themselves.

Wanna know a secret?! Sometimes I try to come off like a cocky dick to rile people 
up enough to look into something I'm saying that I know is important and will start 
to come up or be mentioned.I do it hoping people will want to prove me wrong so 
much, they'll dig hard enough to see exactly where it's going. I just try to give 
enough details you can use as checks and balances along the way, to help make it 
easier when searching and sifting.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Mon 18 Dec 2017 01:09:06 No.153677929
>>153676124
Good analysis. Now you see why I brought up the events of 2014 in ATL and the events 
from Vegas. They don't just run guns anymore and we have a really good idea of what 
happened and almost happened but didn't in Vegas, right? We're headed in the same 
direction. But try to take a deep breath and relax. Y'all are being led to hype land 
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on purpose. I know it's hard but REALLY try to have faith. Try not to prematurely 
hype yourselves up. We do not have the same government anymore. We are not the same 
country. They know, we know and we do not sit back and just let the swamp drain US. 
WE DRAIN THE SWAMP, NOW and have been.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Mon 18 Dec 2017 02:21:12 No.153682192
>>153678908
Great job on AE. Can't say more on this though... yet. Said as much as I could in 
that thread.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fooezoy6 Mon 18 Dec 2017 02:48:44 No.153683639
>>153678908
Guess Twitter already blocked the "MegaAnon" hashtag. Sucks there was a video 
someone tweeted that I wanted to attach to this but I don't know who the person was 
and can't search MegaAnon anymore. Sorry. It's only 3:30 a.m. on the 18th, too... 
they weren't kidding I guess?!

But of course the Qbot still works... duh.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uenfTgOO Sun 17 Dec 2017 22:51:11 No.153668175
>>153660682
Just pay attention to people like Comey and Lewandowski's books coming out. Read 
Donna Brazille's book. They all serve a purpose. Almost the same purpose as 
Bannon/Don Jr. do now, in many ways. They're saying what Trump and the admin. can't 
say right now, about many things. They're telling their stories like Flynn wanted 
to. Everyone who has ever been unassumingly sucked in and forced, threatened and/or 
blackmailed to stay, is free to tell their story now that Hillary lost.

All of this will also show you how completely fucking stupid Hillary's book is, when 
your hindsight after the rest of these books come out, is 20/20. Worst idea ever, 
y'all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uenfTgOO Sun 17 Dec 2017 23:21:09 No.153670536
>>153668263
Awe, don't be mean, brah. It'll be ok. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uenfTgOO Mon 18 Dec 2017 02:05:51 No.153681293
>>153676437
Ha! This is cute, it's a late night, boss.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:34:56 No.153675696
>>153674729
Give me the first and last name initials of every 33rd initiated last month. That's 
easy. It's a slim number and you could list every one. It's also not publicly posted 
yet. I can confirm two of them if you're right.

No one bite until then.sorry but we gotta start weeding some of this shit out, 
especially when we can. I know 2 from November. If anon is right, I will honestly 
confirm. If he's wrong, I'll let you know too. He should know and can easily access 
via the portal.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:40:12 No.153676037
Quoted By: >>153676273
>>153675840
I know how easy it is to do so if he's legit, he can do it. It's a man extremely 
fair proposal.

If I see those people's initials, I'll believe this, 100%.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:41:55 No.153676140
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>>153675878
Yes. All one brotherhood, especially as 33rd, y'all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:43:52 No.153676273
>>153676037
*very not man...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:47:02 No.153676471
>>153676269
Umm, I say y'all naturally like you say "fuck". Relax yourself haus. Only one 
pulling out stupid nicknames here is you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:53:11 No.153676868
>>153676306
I "shill" for Israel? How so? In many ways I'm actually extremely opposed. I mean 
it's fact that Israel is a Jewish state because it gifted by all the people in 
Europe who solidified the reason it could be gifted a.k.a. the Holocaust/WWII in the 
first place, was unironically bankrolled by the Rothschilds, only to exploited by 
the zionist globalists who profited from it, all justify the establishment of the 
UN.

What am I missing?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 00:58:25 No.153677223
>>153676956
I never said that. I said people like Hillary and Obama won't initially be indicted 
for what y'all think/hope they're going to be indicted for and I said that within 
the context of a very specific conversation/thread. I feel bad for you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 01:24:32 No.153678859
>>153677563
Haha! There it is. Go to the portal brah. Only thing physical you need is a device, 
your log in and password. Any 33rd knows that. Initials... from November. Go.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:d8ll8Lq2 Mon 18 Dec 2017 01:28:09 No.153679077
>>153677475
You'd literally pay your dues through the same portal... this is ridiculous.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:faXtPW1t Sun 17 Dec 2017 23:47:56 No.153672432
>>153667922
He practically is, y'all. McCabe, Strzok, Priestap, and half those other 27 no name 
FBI leakers you'll watch be indicted. This is why I said the ARE REAL PEOPLE, but 
kinda like a patsy, they have no background, no details, etc.

Like I said last week, you'll find out Strzok is a deep state contracted "memo guy" 
who is only being mentioned now because of what he did as contracted, by dirty 
McCabe and the FBI.

THIS is how a ton of fucking shit legitimately was happening under Comey's nose, 
without him knowing about it, ON PURPOSE.

They didn't even invite him to their Palpatine's Revenge dark web, encrypted party 
chats on Gliph. Not all those "texts" coming out are texts. You'll see. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pVbkOZ7q Mon 18 Dec 2017 21:21:59 No.153770765
>>153764821
I can't deny it y'all, but it's the only reason I can't personally ignore Tory.

I've told you about Pence. I've told you about Netanyahu. I've even told you they're 
like two spongebob's in a prickly pineapple house.
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These two have done some pretty dark shit in the company of each other and sooner 
you absorb these things, sooner you'll understand why I told you he was an 
establishment swamp plant Trump had to take on or else they'd have had the RNC pull 
rank and oust Trump from the candidacy. Didn't y'all EVER question the odd Reince 
pick just a little deeper, especially after it too so long for Trump to publicly 
announce/confirm Pence as running mate?!

Shit is fucked up but always remember... you can think MANY fucked up things about 
Jared Kushner. But just know his dad was a sexual deviant who blackmailed his Aunt's 
husband by drugging him at dinner, hiring a prostitute to meet them at the Red Bull 
Inn, in Bridgewater, NJ then set his brother-in-law up in that seedy hotel bed while 
the prostitute fucked him while he was unconscious AND being unknowingly video 
taped, so he could SEND IT TO HIS OWN SISTER, in an attempt to convince her to 
divorce him for "cheating", so he'd leave the company.

His dad is also best friends with Netanyahu and when he'd stay with them at their 
house in NJ, little Jared would have to "give up his room" and "move into the 
basement" so Benji could "have his bed". Except problem is... no one actually ever 
moved into the basement.

Call Jared lots of things but know that there are also lots of things you need to 
consider. You really need to look beyond the surface of what you read on the 
internets, a little more about some of these people or you'll miss the real 
incentives and motives behind them.

Heard Benji and Mike have a "thing" for "choking to death" when they're done.

There, I just did all this chicks "research" for her. Now she can get back to 
larping on the (You)Tube about "Q" posts. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6fbP6UKT Mon 18 Dec 2017 21:53:24 No.153773913
For (You) I guess...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6fbP6UKT Mon 18 Dec 2017 21:59:55 No.153774521
>>153770181
Haha, Gateway, brah! The cow!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mB7cYz73 Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:34:51 No.153777750
>>153776701
It's happening. Disney has to formally acquire Century Fox first, then separate 
entities, let the dust settle, then Breitbart and a Fox will eventually and formally 
merge. I mean, what in the actual fuck?! I told y'all this was happening months ago. 
Crickets as usual from all you Keks. Then you REEEEE at first whisper of Disney 
buying Fox, only to find Fox News, Business etc. AREN'T GOING WITH THE MERGER and 
then y'all act like it's fucking "breaking news".

Maybe if you stopped making bullshit threads on me and started making threads about 
what I post, you'd prove to YOURSELVES just how right, I am.

But please... continue with your "she doesn't do math" muh. It's working well for 
you. I "do math" better than your daddy's, kids. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mB7cYz73 Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:36:08 No.153777872
>>153776701
And FYI, my post in reply to you wasn't necessarily directed to (You). Just wanted 
to make that clear.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mB7cYz73 Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:37:46 No.153778018
>>153776888
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Fire our zionist pope who stole his job from his predecessor.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mB7cYz73 Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:41:19 No.153778324
>>153777234
His parents ARE SAD. They're also fucking terrified and they're being handled. They 
don't want to lose Aaron, too. I said all I needed to on all of this. Donna 
Brazille's book stunt was first of many who will start talking about a whole lot of 
shit you question once the swamp looks clear. Trust me. You're gonna get more 
transparency than you can swallow.

Comey and Lewandowski's books will be fun to watch, too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:sov8GiB/ Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:15:20 No.153775988
Quoted By: >>153776216
>>153775779
I was right about Moore a month ago. Literally.

20E8C360-D1D4-4359-A225-743FF20D (...).jpg, 81KiB, 1137x375
~~~~~Anonymous ID:sov8GiB/ Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:18:04 No.153776216
Quoted By: >>153776509
>>153775988
Right about Awan...

05878BFE-BBEE-4A92-A729-D138CE9F (...).jpg, 620KiB, 1125x840
~~~~~Anonymous ID:sov8GiB/ Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:21:14 No.153776509
Quoted By: >>153776645
>>153776216
Right about Manafort walking...

411E2D1C-C3C5-43D3-9C23-32D5FD60 (...).jpg, 349KiB, 1081x614
~~~~~Anonymous ID:sov8GiB/ Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:22:49 No.153776645
>>153776509
Right about McCabe... and you'll learn he's already been fired as of almost 2 weeks 
ago... because he's indicted and wearing an ankle bracelet too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qyCP813 Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:48:35 No.153778944
>>153777657
I'm not KellyAnne... for the 15 millionth time. This is how dumb people are. You 
state things like they're fucking fact. Why do you do that? You realize I can prove 
myself. When I do,YOU will be the fucking LARPS you claim to loathe. You realize 
that, right?! Stop ignorantly assuming and start paying attention. I've told y'all a 
million fucking times, you'd never know who I've ever worked for or haven't because 
it's not public record. I'm contract for whatever work I do or have done, so no, I'm 
not Conway, Sanders, April Ryan, Hicks, Carter or anyone else y'all have chased your 
dicks on.

Who the fuck cares who I am?! Aren't we "anon"?! Don't we hate "nicknames"?! What a 
waste...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:6qyCP813 Mon 18 Dec 2017 22:58:09 No.153779780
>>153778166
Haha, 29. Sorry but I've literally forgotten what you think you know about the 
internets. I've paid federal income taxes and a mortgage since before your sophomore 
year of college, brah.

Alt.politics and Usenet were the shit... then came Fark. Most of what migrated to 
the political boards on Chan's, came from these. Where do you think boards like 
these stemmed from in the first place. Think you created the wheel?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ca7WDAke Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:09:06 No.153780775
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>>153778177
Haha, sorry you got mad over that guy but don't. I'm not... I can't even blame him. 
He's spent the better part of 3 months reading posts "Q" wrote and articles off the 
internet someone else wrote, too. I reached and gave him a way to email me before he 
even made his "response" video. He hasn't replied to this day and admitted he's 
hardly read shit of mine because he's reading "Q" posts to everyone else over his 
YouTube and trying to tell me why I'm wrong, when he's "too busy" to read it for 
himself. Great "research" and "analysis".

I'd larp about me on YouTube too, if I'd banked my livelihood off narrating what 
other interesting people wrote for the last 3 months. Wouldn't you?! He literally 
can't be wrong. He's gone too hard on it. There's no going back. Hive mind worker 
bees are busy. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ca7WDAke Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:10:58 No.153780949
>>153778538
No. Not a Vanessa either. Who even is that?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:ca7WDAke Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:15:17 No.153781354
>>153778561
He got tagged almost right after he didn't show up... just to stick it to him for 
trying stick them on his part of the deal. He promised to testify. He didn't and got 
dinged right after.

You just found out this past weekend that Manafort officially walked and was 
released from house arrest. They ARE and HAVE been implementing house arrest. Even 
the MSM reported it. This is fact. They've been implementing this for many, some as 
far back as 4 months ago. This shouldn't be news for any of you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:29:04 No.153782575
>>153778857
I get the frustration. Trust me. It's why I used to like coming here. Let off a 
little steam, anon like everyone else, shoot the shit with other people who also 
seem to know a thing or two, about a thing or two, too. But y'all really need to 
take a deep breath and relax for a second. You're letting yourselves be baited so 
much, you don't even realize what's really legitimate and what's not anymore. This 
is why it's so easy for the MSM to toss a bullshit headline out and get so much 
traction, which then spreads the disinfo so deep and wide that by the time they're 
forced to retract, they've released 30 more bullshit headlines.

Y'all need to give headlines and breaking news 24hrs to pan out a little more. While 
you wait those 24hrs., read the actual stories about them and instead of letting the 
headlines dictate what you should think, clear your heads and look for what's in 
there that they're not hyping. Trust me, it's these little things they vaguely touch 
on but seemingly ignore that will ultimately lead and tie into the next huge, 
legitimate breaks.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:34:18 No.153783030
>>153779162
I'm not answering your questions because I don't really want to talk about it. 
You're not far off at all. Go with that. I'm just not going to say more about it 
right now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:40:48 No.153783586
>>153779991
I wasn't trying to imply it was an actual chan board, before Chan even existed. But 
if you were blowing up Fark too, then you know, like I know, the chan pol boards 
wouldn't have existed without us. We defined what these boards strived to be. You 
know it. Those were good times. Shit got spooky too. That's when the internet was 
still such a rough cut. Remember that?!
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Sometimes I wonder what kids here today, would've thought of those boards back then.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:45:45 No.153784033
>>153780070
I can't really get into that. The admin knows all they need to know about all these 
accusers, to be honest. Not detering you from reaching to people, it's just not my 
forte. Try Cohen or throw it to Nolte at Breitbart. He seems to love this kind of 
shit and he does a very good job covering it. He's a good read.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:48:46 No.153784305
>>153780171
>>153780171
Only feet I posted tonight were Timestamped and dated. The other ones were old ones 
that someone else posted before I even got here.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:52:24 No.153784601
>>153780941
On the other side of the room. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yPhfbCRm Mon 18 Dec 2017 23:55:32 No.153784849
>>153781668
$10 million, no jail time. He walked. It's a drop in the bucket.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:RueaXuRO Tue 19 Dec 2017 00:21:35 No.153786930
Ok... I'll hang a little longer but I wish we'd talk a lot less about me and a lot 
more about what the posts say. I'm tired of reposting the same shit. It's so 
redundant and exhausting. It's also boring.

I'm not trying to sound mean, but why can't we talk about what's important. Like I 
wanna know if that rogue airline company who flew out of Atlanta yesterday, is tied 
to a Raytheon company or subsidiary. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:RueaXuRO Tue 19 Dec 2017 00:31:02 No.153787596
>>153786993
Yeah...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:RueaXuRO Tue 19 Dec 2017 00:32:34 No.153787724
>>153787078
I asked it. Was anyone able to tie that airline back to Raytheon or a subsidiary, 
yet?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:RueaXuRO Tue 19 Dec 2017 00:36:20 No.153787985
>>153787145
The brainwave shit?

There has been movement internally between DOJ/FBI as of a month and a half ago, 
that's not being publicly discussed. That said, it is being reviewed, though a 
formal investigation hasn't been launched yet as info/evidence was being gathered 
during this time from DC metro. Last I heard early last week, almost all evidence 
and info has been obtained. I believe there are one or two more warrants (one for a 
device -cannot confirm which or what type of device it is because I haven't seen the 
warrant or heard details on the device) still outstanding, but to be honest, those 
were filed later and are still within turnover timeframes, so no one is obstructing 
or anything yet.

What you'll need to remember about "evidence" on this and frankly, all crimes like 
this, is that ALL "evidence" collected, submitted, tagged, logged and formally 
processed/recorded as "submitted", is RELATIVE.
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I've seen a lot of people on the internets who are "investigating" Seth Rich, 
"demanding" that things Metro PD body cam and/or street cam footage that they must 
legally have obtained and stored, for a certain length of time, blah, blah, blah. 
What these people fail to recognize and then accept, is that...

While PD body cams may be legally required to be worn by officers via their 
individual states and local/state police departments, depending on where they are 
located and the state laws that apply, its important to note that typically the 
departments themselves can legally decide whether body cams are worn in certain 
instances, in addition to deciding whether they're on or off, if worn. In more 
jurisdictions than not, the officer also has the personal choice under certain 
circumstances. In these scenarios, if the officer decides to turn the camera off 
before engaging on a call, for example, if the officer views it as a personal safety 
or security risk, they may make the personal choice to turn off their camera. The 
same goes for departments. IF an officer personally chooses, or a department makes 
the decision to engage with body cams off depending on circumstances/situations, 
while they have the legal right to do so, they'd also then be held responsible to 
have to legally justify their reasoning with evidence, as to WHY they made that 
call, should the missing body cam footage of situations and/or circumstances, ever 
come under question, legally.

Now that y'all understand #1. please realize that regardless of of Whether or not 
directives or orders came from a responding department's leadership, or were 
personal calls made at the time by the individual responding officers themselves, at 
the end of the day... IF people are actively involved in the cover-up of a crime, 
then you should assume you're NEVER going to get the "evidence" you'd be looking 
for, because those involved have already made sure it doesn't exist. They make sure 
it NEVER existed in the first place, so it can NEVER be found and they make sure to 
legally cover their tracks on it all, too.

This is why you'll never actually obtain body cam footage, street cam footage, 
weapons in many cases, etc. when you're dealing with internal cover-ups. This is 
exactly why in many questionable cases just like Seth Rich, street/security cams in 
or around important and specific areas of crime scenes, always seem to be 
conveniently deemed "offline", "dysfunctional" and/or in operational, at the exact 
time you'd need them to be. You then hear them give you bullshit like, "the 
inability to obtain footage via street/security cams in relation to the scene, has 
exposed a significant and unforeseen vulnerability breach in our internal 
security/safety networking protocols and platforms utilized internally, which will 
be immediately investigated and addressed, as it's failure is unacceptable, as 
related to public safety".

In short, your first inkling that something isn't right is blatant lack of any cam 
footage, especially when public utility maintained/operated street/security cams 
aren't working, or when body cam footage isn't publicly released within any legally 
mandated timeframes, that apply.

When the corrupt are involved, they're not hiding, scrubbing, omitting or deleting 
this kind of shit. Sad reality is that this kind of shit usually NEVER EXISTED in 
the first place. When the corrupt are involved, it's purposefully designed upfront 
to ensure as best as they can, that no "smoking gun evidence" has even the slightest 
chance of being obtained. So it never exists in the first place.

Hope this makes sense. Oh and please y'all, please don't assume or think the Rich's 
or Aaron don't care, are being misled, etc. I promise you they know EXACTLY what 
happened and they're scared. Aaron knows what his role was and he watched them 
murder his brother and cover it all up while sending in handlers like Bauman, 
unannounced and unsolicited. The Rich family doesn't want to lose another son and 
they absolutely, 100% have been led to believe they will, by some very shitty people 
who put the lid on them with threats.
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Your first sign that something wasn't right with the Rich family should've been 
those awkward public statements they made from behind the podium, with their DNC 
sponsored and in tow and "officially" representing, "legal/investigative council" 
awkwardly shadowing them from behind as they spoke, just like Chief Lombardo's 
creepy, awkward FBI, podium-hovering "handlers, did. The Rich family specifically 
(and rather strategically, I was actually proud of them) made the very clear point 
of asking everyone concerned, to FOCUS ON FINDING THE MURDERERS. Why?! Because first 
they know, like we know, that since this was publicly confirmed by MetronPD as a 
"murder", committed by 2 "murdering" suspects, then they'd have to investigate the 
"murderers". Now, if you know, like they know, that Seth was NOT "murdered" by 2 
random thugs looking to jump him, who then shot him, only to leave with NOTHING, 
then by your FOCUSING and driving the attentions and concerns of YOUR MASSES towards 
the constant questioning of the Metro PD and pressure on consistent movement and 
public updates/confirmations on the "investigation" they were doing, then 
ultimately, the TRUTH would come out because eventually, they run out of ways to 
hide, evade and ignore it, when having to answer to such a massive public demand. 
They were hoping you'd keep pressure up while they remained patient so the case 
couldn't be ignored, swept under the rug, or even closed at some point as a 
cold/unsolved investigation, after statute of limitations legally expired allowing 
the Metro PD to bury it in a file closet, until something if anything was ever 
presented again, justifying the legal reopening of the case.

All y'all would ever have to do to keep Metro on their toes to drive traction, 
attention and pressure on their Seth Rich investigation, is pick up the phone and 
call the Metro PD once every single day, requesting additional details and 
confirmations on the status. Same would apply for Comet and their recently 
confirmed, then quickly denied "investigation" into underlying backdoor web portals, 
requiring log-in for access, to a ton of "cheese pizza" entitled, secretly foldered 
and filed libraries, hosted across an extensive server/IT infrastructure, both 
domestically and internationally. You could technically make two calls, every single 
day, back-to-back and then, you could call the public tip lines of every major 
network/local DC Metro affiliate station, demanding they investigate and report 
updates to the public, on the progress of both. We are legally entitled, as 
citizens, to the public access and flow of information of these types of things. 
It's a legal, constitutionally protected RIGHT and you're not only allowed, but 
encouraged to seek these things from your tax paying, public servants. As you've 
probably realized by now, tweets, periscopes, YouTube videos and catchy, yet on/off 
trending hashtags haven't been super effective in your efforts to obtain the truth. 
In fact, doing so makes y'all "conspiracy nuts", who are only "upsetting the family 
and hindering the investigation", just like they've successfully convinced the 
"normies" about your efforts, no? The SOONER we ALL realize, absorb and accept THE 
FACT that posting, retweeting, sharing, liking, hashtagging, etc. on social 
media/message board platforms will NEVER REPLACE the epic progress and outcomes that 
the REAL ACTION of a FOCUSED AND DEDICATED MASS can successfully achieve, the MUCH 
quicker shit would actually get done.

I mean, not for nothing and maybe I missed it, but SINCE WHEN, did WE become so 
overly content and complacent that we decided or agreed that shitting up the 
internets as citizens, was/is in some way the equivalance or acceptable replacement 
of real CITIZEN ACTION? These people work for us. We employ and pay them. We have 
the power and right to fire them at will, especially when based on lack of/poor 
performace, just as any employer does. We have the legal right to secure, access and 
obtain information the public doesn't just deserve, but is legally owed. WE. 
LITERALLY. PAY. FOR. IT. WE are "THEIR" bosses. "THEY" are OUR BITCHES. WE are who 
"THEY" are hired, tasked and paid, TO SERVE. We are the "purse" and the ownership 
and POWER of said purse, is OURS to protect, defend and uphold. Sorry for this 
obnoxiously long rant because I'm in no way implying any of this directly at you, 
dancing-turtle, but I just can't take it, sometimes. I mean sadly, I guess I'm just 
glad the colonists weren't banking their public calls and the demand/need for 
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unified action during our nations fight for independence, on social media hashtags, 
retweets and periscope/YouTube videos for fucks sake. There are very peaceful, 
reasonable, yet impactful ways OUR MASSES can retain some of our authority back, as 
citizens. Until then... guess we just keep passing binary 1's and 0's over packets 
passing on the internets, y'all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:4NJ6m/iU Tue 19 Dec 2017 21:27:15 No.153883540
Quoted By: >>153883827
>>153849374
>>153879632
First, Schumer is going down y'all. Be excited.

Next...

- McCabe was already removed from investigative duties, demoted, then stuck in HR 
until they could publicly announce it. BUT, when he didn't show up to the hearing 
the first time 2 weeks ago, they fired him, sent him home with an ankle bracelet 
severance package like his friends and today he's testifying as part of his under 
his closed session indictment. His "public firing" will only make the announcement 
look good for the cameras/normies now, who are clueless. He's been under house 
arrest like Manafort was just released from and Awan currently is. Same for Hillary, 
McCain, Podestas, Huma and the rest.

- Strzok falsified fake news/false Russia intel to Limey Louise Mensch while feeding 
real stories to WaPo. He also falsified the documentation required to support FISA 
approvals as presented evidence. Strzok is "deep state". He has been "employed" by 
many as needed, under contract. It's why you can't find shit on him and his 
background is vague. Strzok is NOT who "they" have depicted. None of them are, as 
you'll soon learn. Their "testimony's" will be fun to watch as the MSM realized they 
pushed biggest fake news yet on this.

-Priestep, McCabe, Strzok (deep state) and 27 other "unidentified leakers" pending 
(also deep state) operated under the Comey radar using non-FBI provided/sanctioned, 
SMS converted, Tor hosted Gliph encrypted chat box applications/sessions, which 
enabled them to to coordinate and communicate unbeknownst to Comey and intel 
depts./agencies, for the better part of the last 2.5 years.

930A19B7-5779-4B2E-8D91-EA98DCFE (...).jpg, 433KiB, 1094x921
~~~~~Anonymous ID:4NJ6m/iU Tue 19 Dec 2017 21:31:02 No.153883827
>>153883540
The "leakers" reported directly to McCabe/Priestep, unbeknownst to Comey as well. A 
significant portion of these "anti-Trump text messages" are actually Gliph/Tor 
hosted, SMS device converted chats. That's why these texts are important y'all. No 
one gives a fuck what Strzok or fake Lisa thought of Trump. The "texts" will prove 
they operated below Comey's radar using the very same encrypted, dark web, self 
destructing, SMS converting chat application they used for Papatine's Revenge. IT 
WAS ALL HILLARY'S REVENGE. This bitch had her OWN DEEP STATE [pic related]. She's 
the "friends in NY" team, including Huma.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Kpzys68K Tue 19 Dec 2017 21:55:58 No.153885793
Quoted By: >>153885840
>>153883017
Here y'all, just posted this in another thread...

B4897335-7876-42D7-B409-A4843447 (...).jpg, 1008KiB, 1125x1155
~~~~~Anonymous ID:Kpzys68K Tue 19 Dec 2017 21:56:28 No.153885840
>>153885793
And this...

IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 3 days ago 
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Only as good and as fleeting as Michelle's "bring our girls back", "Kony's 2012" 
movement and these "me too" hashtags, right. They came and went on purpose. We've 
been sadly convinced these things are not only enough, but are impactful... because 
Zuck and Jack said so, right? We know better.

I'm not half as mad that the deep state and swamp have screwed us over for 60+ 
years, as I am that we all fell asleep at the wheel for so long. We are all to blame 
and we should all be embarrassed. The whole world should be embarrassed. But 
thankfully, we won't face as many repercussions as we very well could have and 
technically should have deserved, for our own ignorance.

I rant like this when in reality, I could've just as easily quoted, "Ask not what 
your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country" - JFK.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a2HudQiE Wed 20 Dec 2017 16:00:07 No.153970308
>>153963044
On Pelosi, y'all should look up goat pizza. She loves her pizza shops as much as 
Alefantis

Posted this in Schumer last night. His poor daughter is so ashamed. Her friends 
parents would never let their daughters sleep over.

I told y'all, Menendez, Schumer and Booker are fucked. 2 days after I first said it, 
Booker had to say sowwy on TV

~~~~~Anonymous ID:a2HudQiE Wed 20 Dec 2017 20:35:06 No.153997976
>>153996749
No that was a plant. They planted Cernovich hoping he'd just report it after his big 
win on Conyers. If he had reported it, they'd have discredited the accuser because 
they knew she was fake, they hired her to do it.

Then, they would've used that fuck up to discredit the real shit coming on Schumer. 
I'm not saying it's coming tomorrow or this week, but it's coming...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5DaxjVXn Thu 21 Dec 2017 14:58:52 No.154082851
>>154078586
Haha! You're right in many ways!! Guess what? The Swamp's financials FROZE OVER 
while they all slept last night, y'all.

It's gonna be a LOOOOOONG Christmas break for them... they were all broke before 
sunrise. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5DaxjVXn Thu 21 Dec 2017 15:26:50 No.154085721
>>154083502
Right. This covers kids/humans, drugs, arms/guns, WMD's/chemicals/Uranium, organs, 
etc.

Now if you want to know who in our swamp woke up with frozen accounts, foundations, 
"charities", side businesses and shell orgs/LLC's, etc. dig into the annex list...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g++Jg5i2 Thu 21 Dec 2017 15:33:34 No.154086452
>>154080723
Umm... technically, many of them woke up this morning, already broke.

Their swamps were frozen before sunrise, y'all. Now we'll get to watch them squirm 
through the holidays. By January 2nd, these people won't even recognize DC.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:g++Jg5i2 Thu 21 Dec 2017 15:46:28 No.154087939
>>154087210
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It should... this EO partly exists because of him and a few happenings earlier this 
week.

Dig into the annex. You'll know which of our swamp swimmers woke up broke this 
morning, too. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jWE1HLgQ Fri 22 Dec 2017 15:36:46 No.154193758
>>154172616
Thanks, brah... appreciate the cap for good measure. People are always so eager to 
call me a larp and claim nothing I've said has happened, yet if they just read it 
all, they'd realize everything I've said actually has happened, is happening now and 
you can already see now, the rest will happen. It's only a matter of time and I 
don't scream happenings, because I'm here for discussion and I'm patient.

It means a lot when someone takes the time to point out where I'm right and attack 
or link the proof, because I do try to give as many details as I can and I do try to 
stick around in threads when I post, as to not leave y'all hanging because that's 
not my intention.

I appreciate you!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jWE1HLgQ Fri 22 Dec 2017 15:48:05 No.154194779
>>154193735
One day y'all are going to wake up and find out EXACTLY what Sessions and Wray have 
been doing. It's beyond even your best hopes and expectations. The swamp no longer 
exists or functions how it did and these elite, career stragglers have been clinging 
to the sides for the last 2 months without their support or finances anymore, just 
biding their time, until it's time. The swamp has drained around them. You'll see 
why I said what I did about the numbers of sealed indictments and why the large 
majority are not tied Mueller and instead, to the district courts/DOJ. I told you 
that you should be paying attention to outside of DC instead of within. This is why 
one day, you'll see exactly what's been going on right under our noses while 
everyone bitched nothing was happening. I'm literally thousands of cases, it's 
happened already. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jWE1HLgQ Fri 22 Dec 2017 15:52:25 No.154195129
>>154193983
Much of the "outside Alabama" fraud hoopla is just that, MSM, fake news hoopla. This 
is why I said a few weeks ago, give everything you hear a 24hr period to bake before 
jumping in it. In fact, you've never heard me supporting or commenting on these 
claims. I was VERY specific in what I cited.

Write-ins will play a very big part in what's coming and it was known by many before 
the elections even happened.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jWE1HLgQ Fri 22 Dec 2017 16:21:13 No.154197488
>>154196494
Yes.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yjTcFPfk Fri 22 Dec 2017 16:27:18 No.154198028
Any of y'all nice northern brah's have a cap on hand of what I said a few weeks ago 
on Trudeau?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:yjTcFPfk Fri 22 Dec 2017 16:33:57 No.154198558
>>154198297
Haha, no I didn't. I said I'd been on /pol/ and boards like boards posting about 
9/11 since that long ago. Then I said /pol/ wouldn't exist had it not been for those 
boards and that's true. Don't cherry pick. Makes you look silly.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOQf9L6J Sat 23 Dec 2017 15:08:02 No.154291451 ViewReport
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Quoted By: >>154293197
>>154283409
True y'all. This is one of those "good leaks" we like. It's a poke at IG to get 
everyone talking so they'll move faster cause McCabe is already technically gone, so 
there's no reason to keep the IG and FBI investigating.

Trump tweeted this for Wray/Sessions/IG so you'll y'all ablut this and put the 
public hammer down to stop swamp from delaying and omitting, what they all know is 
the inevitable. This is an
Example of why I say let things bake for 24 hrs, so you can watch them progress in 
news the cycles. It's only foreshadowing what's coming sooner than later. The swamp 
makes it look like he's waiting to resign hoping people just think that's that and 
nothing else matters, like he's gone either way. They want y'all to stop focusing on 
him, Priestap and Strzok.

Except they and y'all, already know he's gone because he's guilty and that's what 
makes the strategy fun to watch as they play out! The big names you want to go down 
are squirming and their networks have been drying up as the lower-level hanging 
fruit has been indicted already.

I try really try to lay out the strategies well and give a lot of detail behind them 
so you'll recognize the "gets" and will hopefully just enjoy the ride. You waited a 
really long time in the line for your turn, so be excited!! I just don't want y'all 
to keep your eyes closed because your scared, only to open them towards the end when 
you hit the slower parts and wished you hadn't because you realize it wasn't that 
bad. Does this make sense? Try not to miss what's happening or the ride will be 
over. ENJOY THE RIDE... and your holidays, k?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOQf9L6J Sat 23 Dec 2017 15:27:35 No.154293197 ViewReport
>>154291451
God damn it I HATE POSTING FROM MY PHONE!!!

To clarify, I meant Trump tweeted this "for" Wray/Sessions/IG. "For" as in, to "help 
them" more because while they have been efficiently expediting the investigations, 
the swamp just keeps trying to distract and delay. On a dude note, what's 
interesting and what you have probably noticed over the last several weeks is that 
"their" tactics are more muted and desperate now and that's increasingly been the 
case. It's pretty much been every man for themselves since the week after 
Thanksgiving. As of the last 1.5 weeks though, the majority of their efforts have 
been nothing more than just smoke and mirrors, hoping to stall and delay.

In terms of timeframes, I can't confirm whether any indictments from the DOJ will be 
unsealed and served before the New Year and my guess is no (which is good BTW, 
because we don't want anyone distracted or missing anything. I personally like when 
news like this breaks on Tuesdays through Thursdays when everyone has caught up from 
their breaks and is back to their routines). You do need to know a lot of what you 
still see as sealed and pending, technically is NOT. Again, a lot of the lower-
level, less public swamp, has/is being dealt with and once you realize this and 
start seeing it being confirmed, the posts I made months ago about WHY all of those 
sealed indictments weren't necessarily related to Mueller directly and why you 
needed to pay attention to the states/federal district courts, would be important.

Just try to keep your eyes peeled and mind open. I'm not wrong. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOQf9L6J Sat 23 Dec 2017 15:37:59 No.154294129 ViewReport
>>154291814
The same day that I said I'd never use that stupid nickname everyone gave and wanted 
me to use with a trip, or use in my posts to find, I told "y'all", I'd keep my 
posting style consistent and would make myself obvious enough, so anyone looking for 
me could find me, without using a nickname or trip code.
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I do say y'all (can't help it, it's habit) and yes, I can't deny I like a well-
placed wink face, but I do not say "y'all" or run around winking at people like I 
have some kind of tick, in real life as much as I use it here. It's purposeful, 
which is why it's also funny that people who claim to "know" and "follow" my posts 
so well, seemed to have skipped or missed the one, where I said I was done with the 
stupid nickname and I'd make myself obvious, if that was all any of them were 
worried about. If they'd gone to those nice archives and read the posts, they'd 
realize I'm still just me, the same person since May, who hasn't changed, hasn't 
posted differently, I've only made efforts to make what I've posted since that day, 
more blatantly obvious.

But I can't deny it, even I'M TIRED of all the fucking y'all's. Haha!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOQf9L6J Sat 23 Dec 2017 15:39:11 No.154294251 ViewReport
>>154292212
Thank you, I appreciate it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOQf9L6J Sat 23 Dec 2017 15:44:54 No.154294749 ViewReport
>>154293057
If you're going to bring the NYPD aspect back into this, that's a good thing but try 
to keep it in the back of your mind that a certain NYPD police chief is resigning. 
Then remember, people who REALLY want to talk about things they can't if their roles 
prohibit them from those things or take a back seat to larger investigations, like 
FBI jurisdictions over investigations/evidence, USUALLY CHOOSE TO RESIGN, right?! 
Keep your eyes on that.

Also, keep your eyes open for the LVMPD chief who is "missing"... he's got a good 
story he wants to tell, too!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:TOQf9L6J Sat 23 Dec 2017 15:59:00 No.154296052 ViewReport
>>154293792
Why would he?! Only people talking about Mueller being fired, like they talked about 
Kelly being fired, Tillerson, Bannon (he resigned 8/7 as he negotiated before even 
taking the role), etc. is the swamp.

"They" are baiting the public to distract and make them question everything... if 
Trump ever fired Mueller it'd would be because he went against his deal and was 
doing illegal shit, like abusing his role/authority or superseding the DOJ. Think of 
it like this... why do you think Mueller cake put so fast to confirm publicly that 
he was NOT seeking Trump's financials?! That was a fake leak by "them", but Mueller 
knew it was one he had to correct and he did.

I realize his investigation seems painstakingly slow, and it is, but there's 
reasoning and rationale behind it and it's not just because the swamp keeps throwing 
their cards from the house to delay. All you need to know is that after the new 
year, the hype and ramp up will quiet itself. Everyone gets down to REAL business.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:rNzqU3k2 Mon 25 Dec 2017 01:47:47 No.154437308 ViewReport
RELAX y'all! I told you to have a Merry Christmas!!!!! This isn't what it seems. Let 
it all bake, ok?!

I hope all of you have a great Christmas! Catch ya on the flip! ;o) 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tQ+Pcr2c Mon 25 Dec 2017 12:03:56 No.154470747 ViewReport
>>154461277
FUN FACT: The queen loves her corgi's, y'all!

Oh and... Merry Christmas!! I told you last night it wasn't what it seemed. I also 
told you week ago to enjoy your day, today! So DOOOOOO IT!!!! This shit isn't going 
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anywhere and only gets better. Remember, Assange's negotiated deadline was up 
10/21/17. Since that date, I told y'all that he could legally do whatever he wanted, 
so long as nothing BEFORE that date. Like Saudi, China, etc. did, he's held up HIS 
end of deal. He's coming out to play... LET IT ALL HAPPEN and enjoy the ride. It's 
already started ;o) 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5vI5KyvL Tue 26 Dec 2017 16:24:54 No.154583232 ViewReport
>>154582998
Haha, who is this "Vanessa" I'm supposed to be?! I'm so confused, brah...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5vI5KyvL Tue 26 Dec 2017 16:30:47 No.154583762 ViewReport
>>154583294
I'm none. I'm not related to anyone in the WH, nor married to anyone in the WH... 
nor am I related or married to anyone affiliated, living in or working in DC.

I'm also not in NYC, from NYC and I've never even lived in the state of NY. So 
there's that... did you ever think maybe this type of blatant, baseless, factless 
speculative bullshit, is what makes you look dumb?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5vI5KyvL Tue 26 Dec 2017 16:49:19 No.154585334 ViewReport
>>154583857
Umm, I don't give a fuck. Stop guessing. You're no one to guess. I mean, who the 
fuck are you? Who are any of you?! Let's get real... stop guessing based on 
bullshit. Start paying attention. Who cares who I am?! No one. Look how y'all 
spurged out about Assange the last 2 days. I told y'all it would be nothing on the 
24th. No one has posted more detail than me, for longer than me, anywhere on 
Assange. I've told you EXACTLY what would happen, but half of you are still chasing 
psyop white rabbits and the other half are just chasing your dicks on bullshit bait.

I've given this place more valid, valuable, detailed information over the last 8 
months than I'd ever care to admit and THIS is all you've got to talk about? 
Literally, EVERY TIME something pops up on your facebook or twitter newsfeeds, 
you're reposting it here like you've expecting to break the internet.

EverythingIve said has happened, is happening and will happen. Everything, just the 
way I said it. Every person, place, thing, event, etc. I've talked about is relevant 
today, has been and will continue to be.

Why are you wasting your time on an anon board, talking about an anon?! Stop taking 
my shit off the board and we won't have these problems, right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5vI5KyvL Tue 26 Dec 2017 16:55:44 No.154585982 ViewReport
>>154584029
Yeah. I talk to anyone who calls me. Didn't know he was going to write about it or 
was trying to write shit down for an article or anything. He said he only wanted my 
take on a few things from that intel call he was on. So next time he calls, I'll do 
a better job of confirming his intentions upfront so I'm not going to fast. There 
were some big key points that connected a lot of those things which we did discuss, 
but I would've also stressed them better if I'd known how he was going to use the 
discussion, I guess. He's a good dude though. He has extensive sources and resources 
on his end I hadn't suspected. I was pretty surprised honestly.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:5vI5KyvL Tue 26 Dec 2017 17:01:35 No.154586567 ViewReport
>>154584317
Why?! I'm a larp, right? When I give you info you're too lazy to pay attention, then 
y'all larp about it yourselves days/months later, as if you need to recreate the 
wheel. Then you spend days debating who I am more than what I say. Haven't y'all 
realized that's a huge mistake yet?! You're the people who'll just believe the MSM 
when they tell you McCabe's "retiring" instead of realizing that's not the case a 
month ago like you should have. I posted on here thinking y'all would DO SOMETHING 
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with the shit I was giving you. Instead... here we are. And I'm apparently just 
someone named Vanessa now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 17:47:27 No.154590531 ViewReport
Quoted By: >>154592385
>>154587569
Fine. Here's all I'll say on this because you took the time to make a whole thread 
and it deserves to be noted.... BUT, I've posted ENOUGH months ago, about Wikileaks, 
Assange, Crowdstrike, their contracts, the deep state and what happened with all of 
that. I will vaguely again, explain. Vaguely.

Wikileaks as you knew it, was compromised, but NOT how you think it was and 
certainly not how many of you STILL seem to think it is, even today, almost a year 
after I initially told you exactly what happened.

Yes, there were contractors who were tasked with taking out Wikileaks, confiscating 
their hardware, disabling their backbone and infrastructure, penetrating their 
servers and ultimately securing Assange.

There were OTHER CONTRACTORS, however, who had been tasked to ensure this DID NOT, I 
REPEAT, DID NOT HAPPEN. As this played out, a mix of the two is what actually 
happened. Those tasked with penetrating the network, obtainingand recovering 
hardware, taking the network offline, etc. were fairly successful. Those tasked with 
recovering/securing Assange safely, from the embassy were successful as well. 
Additionally, since those seeking to destroy the Wikileaks infrastructure/network 
were working off of some pretty old intel, they were unaware of the extensive 
provisions, back-ups and platform changes Wikileaks had designed, implemented and 
made on the network. So basically, though they retained a lot of on-premis physical 
equipment, hardwareand hard copied docs, in addition to logins/passwords, when they 
raided the HQ, they did not have the ability to successfully access and penetrate 
what they'd intended, as provisions to specifically limit the impacts for a 
networking/infrastructure breach, had an unexpected raid like this ever happened, 
which had become more of a heightened probability in mid 2015.

The impacts to Wikileaks as an organization however, were strained. If you thought 
it was a bare bones org before, then know it's even more so now.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 18:08:57 No.154592385 ViewReport
>>154590531
That said, Wikileaks, Assange and those remaining on their team have diligently been 
working to restore and rebuild. They've managed very well but there's a lot of 
information they lost that's in the hands of people we'd rather not have it in the 
hands of, as they're using it to exploit, blackmail, extort, etc. others who are 
either directly or indirectly tied or implicated to it, simply because they're 
desperate, since their plan didn't go so well, which has only added more fuel to 
Assange's/Wikileaks's fire.

None of this matters about DonJr. He was setup on purpose under the guise of 
"Wikileaks", by those who sought and ultimately failed in their efforts to fully 
resume control over and destroy Wikileaks. They instead, used the info they were 
able to obtain, to try and set people up to try and help what became their next 
"Russia/Hacking/Guccifer2.0/Dossier" narrative, simply because they failed their 
attempts to secure Wikileaks, which would've enabled the original goal of saying 
Russia/Wikileaks hacking and election meddling.

Don't you see?! DonJr was just a desperate attempt to tie Trump with 
Russia/Wikileaks over the DNC hack. That failed. This failure is what makes 2 
unidentified, official US "agents" to a Romanian prison to beg and bribe the 
original Guccifer to testify that HE did the leak, in exchange for a US plea deal, a 
Romanian sentence stay, US extradition, a new identity, $2.5million cash and an 
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apartment. Guccifer declined and reported it. Then Crowdstrike made up Guccifer 2.0, 
linked this fake guy to Fancy Bear/Russia and called its day.

People like Strzok and Steele via crowdstrike helped compile what would be the last 
fake dump of the supposed "Russian DNC hack", mixing internal docs and emails they'd 
had Awan aggregate and pull to make it look legit, as well as docs that were pretty 
much already declassified, redacted and publicly released.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 18:21:31 No.154593411 ViewReport
>>154591264
How do you "know" what "they're" planning? Let's be cautious about the terms we use 
far too casually on here. You don't "know", you "think" and you only "think" you 
"know" this because they've seeded you to think and expect this, so you'll tell 
everyone you "know" this, like it's fact.

Do not help them by further seeding yourself and perpetuating their propaganda 
bullshit. Trump didn't rape a 13 year old. End of story. This is fact. If they do 
try to pull this card, I assure you, it would bring their whole house down, so they 
should be warned and ready. Trump has personally and patiently tolerated a lot of 
bullshit because he knows the truth will vindicate him, but this would be the 
absolute last fucking straw.

They know this. WE know this. It's a really heavy, sick fucking card and it's not 
the smartest one for them to pull. I hope they do though. I'm not content letting 
the last 8 years of Obama to go down as just that. I personally want the birth 
certificates.

January everyone is back to work and it's not going to get any easier for the few 
who remain in the swamp.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 18:25:54 No.154593761 ViewReport
>>154592497
You keep posting this, yet the archive of that whole fucking thread exists. I 
would've said the "proverbial /pol/" because 4chan wasn't the first board with a 
political board, but I thought big words would confuse people like you. Stop cherry 
picking. You look like a fucking idiot, who's still waiting for "10 days of 
darkness" that passed 30 days ago.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 18:28:12 No.154593946 ViewReport
>>154593794
I'm not sure what you're implying here?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 18:43:20 No.154595169 ViewReport
>>154593876
Haha, ok great then. I'm right cause a Brock manual says it, I guess. Sorry I 
haven't seen it but why would I need to see it.

In fact, do you realize how many times y'all source shit on here, using it to help 
back me up and reference things I'm saying, then give me hell about how I haven't 
seen any of it yet?! I don't need to see it. Brock hates me. Not for nothing, but 
maybe y'all could send this to those people chasing Brock's Soros funded Qbots. It's 
always funny seeing people tag me to "Q" shit. The irony of their timing was a 
little too unironic, in hindsight I guess.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 23:40:58 No.154619485 ViewReport
>>154619237
Haha... John Legend is singing right now ;o)

Let this ride for 24 hrs. K?!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 23:44:27 No.154619763 ViewReport
>>154619472
It's because it takes some pretty big shit and a whole lot of FAA power to turn a 
flight around and they don't give a lot of details when doing it to keep the 
contained passengers calm for their own safety. It's protocol but nerve racking.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:76Gwa/hd Tue 26 Dec 2017 23:46:58 No.154619956 ViewReport
>>154619536
Maybe? I have my vpn up with my laptop so it's on my devices, too. Flips cause it's 
dynamic, every 10 or 15 mins.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:m8k7tXLz Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:04:28 No.154596940 ViewReport
>>154594085
It was t an "interview". I don't mind that he wrote about our call, but I also 
didn't know that was his intent. I thought it was just a conversation off the cuff. 
He said he had an "intel call" and wanted to ask me about a few things discussed and 
get my take. I'm not mad or anything at all, but I would've made sure he was able to 
keep up on certain point Id made that were missed in the article, but important.

I said like I always say when asked about space/aliens and "disclosure". It's not my 
forte and I don't know a ton about that stuff because it's not my area... but I do 
know NASA costs us a fuck ton of money every year, doing shit they shouldn't be 
doing, while claiming to research, experiment and conclude a ton of shit that isn't 
true. Thankfully, this admin loves a swamp that drains itself.

Just watch "NASA" try to get to Mars... then explain.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:m8k7tXLz Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:17:24 No.154598104 ViewReport
>>154594099
Alex Jones wrote a whole copied and pasted article of my posts verbatim, months ago 
and someone from there was trying to find me via social media, before they wrote it.

My point is that Trump doesn't give a fuck about Alex Jones. The few conversations 
they've had were very limited. They're not buddies. Watch how Jones treads lightly 
when he tries to talk about it. He knows Trump will call him out if he tries to make 
it more than it is.

Stone gets scraps from everyone. He's literally licking the windows of Washington 
and he's been trying to rebrand himself so much over the last decade because it's a 
really tough pill to swallow when you realize the only thing that made you feel 
relevant, like DC for him, doesn't find him as relevant anymore. Roger Stone did 
some epic shit. He's also eaten shit for a lot of people. Same with Manafort. Their 
company took a big hit for that, too.

People respect Roger, they'll give him the time of day out of courtesy, but no one 
is giving him clearance or consulting with him. So,there's that. Jones and Stone 
rely on this "mainstream alternative" crowd. Q is trending in their target 
audience... so they hitched their wagons to Q. Same as the rest of these e-celeb 
people. Too many of these people need Q to be right because they've gone too far to 
be wrong and be taken seriously.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:48:19 No.154600667 ViewReport
>>154594637
Thank you for your detailed post. I appreciate your insight and fairly made points. 
Please don't think that I'm directing things to anyone specific. When I imply things 
like this, I'm stating them to the generalized whole, of people who come at me 
personally, yet offer nothing to the conversation.

There have been very few times I've seen specific opportunities this board could 
take advantage of and maximize during key moments and in those times, I've made the 
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suggestions. Other than that, I don't really come here with intent or purpose. I 
come here to post just like you. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:54:42 No.154601161 ViewReport
>>154596856
I made a specific point about the high speed train they're pushing between DC and 
NYC with 4 stops in 2 hours, but ultimately said I knew nothing about the details of 
the derailment. I only said what I did because a few people in that thread had 
asked/commented on the initial briefing statements given by the NTSB woman. Don't 
cherry pick and choose what you decide I said to try to make a point without 
context. It discredits you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:55:34 No.154601253 ViewReport
>>154597047
Probably... I'm out and about.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:57:36 No.154601437 ViewReport
>>154598814
I think anyone who wants to continue what they're doing to the extent they've been 
doing it, has been forced to play along to some degree. It's sadly, just how it's 
worked. Hopefully that will change.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 19:58:33 No.154601527 ViewReport
>>154598914
Not in the way y'all position it or think it will happen.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 20:05:26 No.154602169 ViewReport
>>154599018
I don't shill for Israel. I don't shill for anyone. I blame who's to blame and give 
credit where it's due. I've blamed "Jews" as Israel like I've blamed "Catholics" and 
the Vatican, and Muslims for the Middle East. I place blanket blame wherever it's 
due, when they're responsible for themselves and their current state as a whole. 
Just remember, by your same logic, there's a fuck ton of people who blame all 
Americans for what the entire world has become, thanks to our swamp.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 20:08:58 No.154602473 ViewReport
>>154599820
Sorry. I'm at the mall waiting for my mom to exchange scented lotions at bath and 
body works because apparently she wanted more "fruity" scents, instead of the winter 
ones I got her as a side gift. It's awful here. I haven't been to the mall in 2 
years. I literally can't decide if I want to kill myself or get a Dairy Queen 
chocolate dipped ice cream, THEN kill myself.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 20:11:10 No.154602680 ViewReport
>>154600177
I can't. That's not my thing. I can only say that the sciences and studies orgs like 
NASA have wasted trillions on, isn't exactly what we've been told or taught it is. A 
forced Mars mission will start to poke holes in this.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 20:15:35 No.154603092 ViewReport
>>154602225
Joy Villa was a plant. She was a mistake and now that it's known and she's been 
exposed she will lose the base support and following she had as they've seen her for 
what she is, she will remain a loser now forever. It's ok, no one cares about Joy 
Villa. She's insignificant.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:mVK7XOat Tue 26 Dec 2017 20:17:42 No.154603274 ViewReport
>>154602489
Yet Catholics and Muslims, just like Americans, let their elites and swamps ruin 
them because perception is reality and they did nothing but sit back and watch their 
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own demise. Zionist Catholics, Muslims and Americans helped them because zionists 
are the problem and shared philosophy of all who seek to destroy.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:19:11 No.154608501 ViewReport
>>154602797
This is very nice of you to say. And the comment below (I saw you too). ThNk you 
both very much.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:21:07 No.154608647 ViewReport
>>154603217
Holy fuck, Walmart's are no joke. You can get live bait, ammo, tampons, a pair of 
queen sized sheets and 1% milk in one stop.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:24:31 No.154608948 ViewReport
>>154603307
I just don't like people who exploit the system AND she's a Scientologist. Should've 
said it all right there. I'm not even sure how anyone jumped on her wagon. I sent up 
the warning flare on her internally, a looooooong time ago. See? I don't just say 
"Megs for the win" here. I like to use my real name and say it at my day job, too! 
;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:36:12 No.154609910 ViewReport
>>154605264
Oh brother...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:39:55 No.154610190 ViewReport
>>154605404
I'm sorry, I heard about it but I do not know anything more than you would and do 
about it. It's interesting though. I saved this link and will read it later. If 
anything clicks or links between something else, I'll be sure bring it up and let 
y'all know in a post. I do try to get back to things like this and thanks to Todd 
Whiskey, the archives are a good consolidated place to quickly check if you're 
looking for something.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:42:11 No.154610391 ViewReport
>>154606679
When I was little, I used to fall asleep to QVC showing and selling shit. It would 
knock me out. Same with that Bob guy who painted with the afro! Crazy, right?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:44:38 No.154610598 ViewReport
>>154608645
Yes. Home now!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:45:19 No.154610649 ViewReport
>>154608755
Haha.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:48:13 No.154610903 ViewReport
>>154610043
Yankee candles will be the death of me. But tell your girlfriend she can buy the 
huge ones at home goods or tj max for 9.99 and 12.99!! Happy New Year.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:52:54 No.154611264 ViewReport
Quoted By: >>154611525
>>154610287
This was just a set up to try to tie Trump to Wikileaks to Russia, after Guccifer 
and Crowdstrike's Guccifer 2.0/fancy bear ideas failed.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:56:01 No.154611525 ViewReport
>>154611264
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It's not even the way it's being positioned, just like they tried to report about 
the Wikileaks file some sent him and tried to act like it wasn't public yet. All set 
ups that will mean nothing, but are trying to confuse and blur the lines on what's 
coming. Just wait until the holidays are over and everyone's back at work. None of 
this little squabbling matters. In fact, most shit like this doesn't. All cards 
being pulled, all planned distractions that won't end up mattering at all in the 
larger scheme of things.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 21:57:49 No.154611679 ViewReport
>>154611340
Yes!!!!! Bob Ross!!!! Awe!!! I loved this guy!!! I wonder if he's on YouTube or 
something?! I'm gonna try to find an episode. Thanks for reminding me of his last 
name.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:06:34 No.154612336 ViewReport
>>154611716
I will, but not tonight. I don't like to get into too much on that stuff because 1. 
It's not my thing and 2. I don't like the deceitful hype around it and I feel like 
talking about it instigates discussions we don't need to have. Does that make 
sense?!

Harry Reid and John Podesta aren't going to lead a blue beam project to fruition 
with Tom DeLonge. I'm just so tired I don't feel like trying to phone post a ton of 
detail around it.

I am curious about something though... are any of y'all on Twitter?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:18:40 No.154613281 ViewReport
>>154611921
Oh my gosh, this is so very nice of you to say. Thank you for posting this and thank 
you for being open minded and not only reading and considering different 
perspectives, but for taking it a step further by doing your own homework and 
learning the truth about things by educating yourself and thinking outside the box.

Also, please always have a will to live, ok?! Always think of the positives and know 
that there's always more good going on behind the scenes than bad and that good will 
always prevail. Try not to let the fear mongering jack you up too much. That's their 
intent. Just use a 24 hr. rule moving forward and take a break from the news and 
boards. We can get so wrapped up in this shit day to day that we start to focus on 
too many of the little things in the news or being whispered about that will never 
matter. They're only there to distract and keep us busy chatting about nothing. It's 
ok to give our brains a break. This shit isn't going anywhere. It's literally the 
real life example of the saying, "same shit, different day". Hope you have a 
fantastic new year!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:21:50 No.154613541 ViewReport
>>154612236
Haha! I'm a she and I'll be ok, brah. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:26:10 No.154613895 ViewReport
>>154612422
There's this guy Matthew who keeps posting this shit using a MegaAnon hashtag and 
saying "call me", "you know the number", "just leave me a message", "wish MegaAnon 
would call me again", blah blah blah. Who the fuck is this guy?! He's been doing 
this shit for weeks and I have zero clue who he is. I'd never call this guy. Why 
would he make himself look like a total asshole?!

I don't know... I'm not big on the Twitter shit so I don't get why people do this. 
He's got a real pic and his full name. Does he know he looks like an idiot and just 
doesn't care?!
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:27:26 No.154613990 ViewReport
>>154613147
Haha! That's cute!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:30:59 No.154614237 ViewReport
>>154613757
Yeah ok. Looks like it's coming out. I told y'all people had already been served and 
were being monitored with ankle bracelets. You knew this already. We good?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:33:07 No.154614400 ViewReport
>>154614018
I'm not saying his whole name though he does use it in his handle because he doesn't 
seem malicious, but it's just weird and I don't get it because he implies I know him 
and talk to him, but I don't. It seems like he's intentionally misleading people.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:37:17 No.154614751 ViewReport
>>154614538
Awe thanks! Checked.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:39:11 No.154614895 ViewReport
>>154614727
Oh pretty lady! Nice to see normal looking chicks on here! The chans can get a 
little sketchy, if ya know what I mean?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:40:35 No.154615012 ViewReport
>>154614830
She's great BTW... and no. Before you say anything... I'm not her either. Haha. Just 
saying it upfront cause I felt like it was coming...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:45:05 No.154615339 ViewReport
>>154614955
If you search latest on #megaanon he comes up a ton. I would love to add you but I 
cannot. Plus I'm not actively on Twitter. I only really come here and reddit for 
Todd Whiskey's archives. To be fair, I have posted on that thread recently. Todd 
Whiskey has put a lot of work into that archive thing and I've used the ever loving 
fuck out of it to cite or source myself, so I felt like it was justified. ONLY 
posted on that thread though. No where else other than primarily here and a few over 
there.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:46:36 No.154615446 ViewReport
>>154615087
Huh? I know.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:BegX28Re Tue 26 Dec 2017 22:53:23 No.154615956 ViewReport
>>154615443
Yeah I mean, I just hope when shit like this comes out people try to remember and 
reference these things. It just helps when I say other things that it would be great 
if everyone considered. I was right about Assange, Manafort, Awan, Flynn, Mueller, 
Sessions, Power, Rice, etc. the proofs are there. I'm right about all of this with 
ankle bracelets. It's all in the archives. I it for months. I told Wilcock about it 
in detail when he asked last week. I go out on some big limbs for y'all. All without 
scaring you into 10 days of fucking darkness and EMP's with AF1insulated presidents, 
which never happen.

See how truth prevails without fear mongering? I'm glad it's coming out at least. 
Good set up for everyone back to work next week!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uRAJuol0 Wed 27 Dec 2017 00:51:29 No.154624883 ViewReport
Cause he's meeting all the indicted inmates who've been served and rounding up after 
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wearing the ankle bracelets I told y'all about...

A lot of people have already been arrested right under your noses.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uRAJuol0 Wed 27 Dec 2017 00:55:27 No.154625154 ViewReport
>>154598226
I told you.

FBI
CIA
FED

In this order. No financial collapse when debts are renegotiated. They have been. 
Months ago I said this y'all. Months ago.

Be happy. Everyone's back to work after New Years. >>154598226

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uRAJuol0 Wed 27 Dec 2017 00:58:39 No.154625370 ViewReport
>>154625210
Except I'm right... so, there's that fucker. ;o)

REEEEAAAALLLYYYY comfy over here!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uRAJuol0 Wed 27 Dec 2017 01:00:30 No.154625490 ViewReport
>>154625407
Who's ever tried?! Swamp purges all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:uRAJuol0 Wed 27 Dec 2017 01:09:41 No.154626019 ViewReport
>>154625530
Awe. I get it... I'd be mad too if I'd spent the last 2 months chasing a bunch of 
white rabbits down fake fucking holes looking for happenings and waiting for 10 days 
of darkness that never came.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:OPVxtDiq Wed 27 Dec 2017 00:13:08 No.154621922 ViewReport
>>154621340
Yeah, I just meant let this play a little before letting everyone jump to a ton of 
conclusions in all the wrong directions. That's all. You'll start to get more in 
this so collect it, archive it and aggregate as much as you can here if you're 
interested in running this down. Hypothesizing about it on here now is distracting 
you from finding more info that will help you debunk any bullshit MSM narratives 
they feed y'all. The first 24 hrs. Are most important when trying to aggregate 
initial reports that may later conflict with official narratives and confirmations 
given on things like this. >>154621350 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Ovku/3ME Wed 27 Dec 2017 23:52:05 No.154721791 ViewReport
>>154720619
Hey! Debbie Downer! I already told you the swamp is practically all drained. Half 
these transports are just moving those already detained and remanded into custody. 
We didn't need martial law. You'll see! It's pretty much already over and they all 
get to ride it out from the GITMO they wanted to close.

Please stop thinking the world needed to end for this to happen. We only need to 
drain the

FBI
CIA
and the FED is well on its way, as promised.

We have a lot of great people doing a lot of great things. Your government has 
literally never worked fucking harder for you, in decades. I told y'all which 
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indictments to focus on, every time you asked me. I told you exactly how deals were 
working, who had one, who didn't, who never would and told you whoever didn't have 
one but had an indictment sealed/pending, had an ankle bracelet.

Don't fear monger yourselves, please. You'll be celebrating, not herded off to FEMA 
camps. Pull yourselves together for fucks sakes y'all!!! I can't keep celebrating 
and winning on my own over here!!! Haha! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Ovku/3ME Thu 28 Dec 2017 00:02:15 No.154722501 ViewReport
>>154721914
Haha, I just give up. I mean, I really just need everyone to realize the absolute 
state of reality right now. It's fucking glorious and God forbid the swamp was 
drained at THEIR expense, not ours, because it was done RIGHT yet everyone still 
needs a happening. I just can't wait until the day comes when we can all agree a few 
celebratory cocktails in an epic thread are finally in order.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Ovku/3ME Thu 28 Dec 2017 00:11:19 No.154723080 ViewReport
>>154722225
Yes to some extent. But he may also be needed. He's basically being extorted in a 
good way. Worst thing Pbama actually did was run for President. He's unqualified as 
he's not a citizen. He knows. We know. They know... but we also have the docs. 
Hillary did too. She also literally ran his entire presidency. He was a planted 
puppet since 2008. He tried to pick up his balls after he won in 2012, but that 
didn't play so well, especially after Benghazi.

So if we ever needed to rationalize with the dems or calm their REEEEEs and keep 
civil order, we'd need someone big enough they couldn't deny or dispute. Enter 
Obama.

And not for nothing but Obama is the second person behind Bill himself who hates his 
balls jiggled by Hillary the most. He'd probably volunteer to put the smoosh on her, 
so no one feels bad about dangling his birth certificates and original visa over his 
head.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Ovku/3ME Thu 28 Dec 2017 00:21:23 No.154723686 ViewReport
>>154722791
Most of it, yes. Let's put it this way, by the time everyone on this board realizes 
I was right about it all, just like I'm right about Manafort, Awan, Flynn, 
FBI/CIA/FED McCabe, Mueller/Comey, Huma, Strzok, Assange/Rohrabacher, etc. (whether 
you've decided to read all of my posts and realize it or not), you'll just know I'm 
also right about what you're not publicly hearing and you won't care because it will 
be insignificant in the bigger picture, just like I've said it would.

You've already seen so much I've said actually happen and confirmed as fact. You 
should already feel pretty fucking vindicated, brah. Bet if you actually went back 
and read starting from June til now, you'll feel some of that vindication, knowing 
what you know today!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pG+1Wk6V Thu 28 Dec 2017 00:46:00 No.154725132 ViewReport
>>154723788
Yes... but a lot people are going to be in disbelief, pissed, confused, shocked, 
jacked up, etc. lots of unexpected open seats have popped up which is also great! No 
time to groom swamp entrenched candidates they jockey through elections and midterms 
like race horses. Just make sure you vote. Hell, if you're a good person and you've 
got a good background and qualify, run for office! Just keep paying attention and 
participating no matter what side of the political aisle you sit on. We should be 
ashamed we let shit get this far. We were too lazy, too content and too complacent, 
for too long. We need everyone to at least agree a corrupt establishment, regardless 
of parties has factually sought our societal divide and demise for literally 
decades. Regardless of parties. This is fact.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:pG+1Wk6V Thu 28 Dec 2017 00:53:45 No.154725592 ViewReport
>>154723952
Didn't Joy Villa look real?! Too good to be true? Doesn't Paulie from Wisconsin?! 
Little odd he seems like /your guy/ in one of the biggest seat races to boot, 
right?! Q is a latest an greatest tactical deployment. Joy and Paul are the real 
life versions. All plants.

Don't worry about Paul though... Smoke and mirrors with that one too. All cards to 
pull from the house. He forgets people are on this board who remember his days in 
Dover with Biden & co. We'll remind him. His boss can't write campaign checks from 
GITMO... and now they're illegal to cash thanks to EO's last week! ;o) we remember 
all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pG+1Wk6V Thu 28 Dec 2017 00:59:53 No.154725958 ViewReport
>>154724229
It's pretty much done too. We've gutted the FED, IRS, etc. renegotiated our debts 
with foreign nations, lowered tax rates and decreased deficits. We've also made a 
ton of cuts that are astronomically overlooked, increased jobs and cut off backdoor 
side contracts and funding. These are the very things that will keep the market from 
crashing when rates are realistically adjusted.

I tried to tell y'all you were missing the best parts of the storm.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:pG+1Wk6V Thu 28 Dec 2017 01:24:48 No.154727377 ViewReport
>>154726529
Haha, you think?! How's that been working for them? Really fucked his shit up when 
they marched out 11 women and had the first 9 bail within 2 weeks as frauds and the 
other two shit their own beds cause they could t remember their stories. I mean, he 
won the election. They have NOTHING on Teump and he knew it before he even announced 
his run. If you knew him, you'd have known since day one he wouldn't have run at all 
if he'd had anything to hide and he wouldn't be dumb enough to have taken a chance, 
either. He'd have never given them the satisfaction. He's too proud. It's the best 
part about his ego and it's exactly why he appears dangerously cocky, at times. He 
can be.

The best part about being you is that you know what's true and what's not. You know 
what you did or didn't do. When you know these things then you know anything else 
said that's untrue or you didn't do, can be proven wrong because you know other 
things led to the manufacturing and coordination of what you factually know are 
lies. When you know the truth, you can find and prove the lie and who/what's behind 
it. "The truth will set you free"... it's true you know. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:+XZ50lIp Wed 27 Dec 2017 23:00:26 No.154718260 ViewReport
>>154705682
Shhh... he's gonna be another Joy Villa plant, y'all. This is what you'll learn to 
call "ShareBlue shilling", in real life. ;o) 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:21jxXhKP Wed 27 Dec 2017 23:02:44 No.154718413 ViewReport
https://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1514/43/1514437364424.jpg

~~~~~Anonymous ID:21jxXhKP Wed 27 Dec 2017 23:32:20 No.154720453 ViewReport
>>154717949
Hi Paul!

Yay!!! This is fun!!! Remember me? We were behind the Joy Villa purge last week. 
Have you been having fun tweeting then seeding /pol/ for the last 2 weeks?! Didn't 
anyone tell your staff that maybe you're hitting this just a little too hard off the 
bat?! All you had to do was shut your mouth and bail out quietly. Remember all those 
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good times in Dover with the Biden crew?! Think we forgot? We're happy to remind 
you. Campaign and personal checks can't be written from where your boss has been 
since Tuesday night... and now, you can't legally cash them either. Weird, right?! 
It's gonna be REALLY HARD to keep up appearances with all of that cash flow frozen 
up.

We don't forget and we're here all the time, Paulie.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:XJQ8c0c9 Thu 28 Dec 2017 01:49:41 No.154728763 ViewReport
>>154726451
Holy fuck! BAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!

He's here to try and make you and the admin. look dumb as fuck! Like Joy Villa tried 
and fairly succeeded. He's in Wisconsin not because he's fucking from Wisconsin, but 
because he moved there specifically to qualify for candidacy via residency, in what 
will be one of the most watched midterm seats up for grabs. Do you know a single 
fucking thing about Paul?! No. You don't. No one is scared of this raging fucking 
loser who'll waste a seat if you let him, while making y'all look like the absolute 
degenerates they need you to prove you are, in threads they seed with his tweets, 
just like this.

I mean, y'all used to be so much quicker than this... how has this apparently become 
the absolute fucking state? Is this for real?! You could've at least done just a 
little homework before posting this. He hitched himself to the /pol/ wagon almost 3 
weeks ago like he was told, then he realized his checks would stop coming sooner 
than later. His sudden, instant /yourguy/ tweet storms should've been your first 
clue. Now it's 3 threads in tandem a day, just like they knew you would. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 15:35:10 No.155108487 ViewReport
>>155095909
It's gonna be beautiful, y'all! Can't wait for DC to get back to work! Enjoy your 
New Years, k?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 15:41:07 No.155109073 ViewReport
>>155108634
Haha, ok boss... don't you get tired of slaving for the man?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 15:46:12 No.155109591 ViewReport
>>155109193
Riiiight. You sound scared. You ok?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 15:57:26 No.155110633 ViewReport
Quoted By: >>155110746
>>155109744
I feel bad for you, but I've also realized I'm no good for people like you, either. 
No one is. You need a "happening" in the way you need it. You're not going to get it 
that way and I'm sorry if you've spent your savings on gormet MRE's and batteries. 
I'm sorry I don't scream about or promise you false things. I'm sorry that you're 
still unclear about the things I've said and that you're too lazy to do the work and 
figure it out. I don't contradict. I don't promise you fake things to get you all 
jacked up, only so it comes and goes and you're left holding your dick wondering 
what happened. I'm sorry that you can't provide proof or supporting evidence in your 
debate, but need me to be wrong so badly because you've larped about a "happening" 
so hard that you'd rather it happen than realize you're wrong and you've been misled 
on purpose.

But it's ok, boss. Have a good new year! You'll be ok.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 15:58:40 No.155110746 ViewReport
>>155110633
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*gourmet FML

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 16:00:46 No.155110935 ViewReport
>>155110699
So now you're larping as an "insider"?! Haha! Don't drink all that bottled water too 
fast, you can get sick you know...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:2Jece1cX Sun 31 Dec 2017 16:11:31 No.155111973 ViewReport
>>155110988
Says the first guy in line for a free FEMA bus ride to the government's club med 
when his cell phone dies, he's eaten his last chili mac MRE and crystal light 
packet, right?

Sorry Hillary won't get to drone, y'all, I guess...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:24:34 No.155225320 ViewReport
>>155221644
The power went out on purpose. The minute y'all started asking me about it, I told 
you to pay attention to air traffic in and out of ATL, NOT POWER OUTAGES AND LITERAL 
SMOKE AND MIRROR SHOWS, in terminals as they were distractions.

When ATC and the FAA grounds traffic, it takes a special kind of high level 
authority and approval to allow additional planes to be cleared for take 
off/landing. So again, when these things unironically "happen", look beyond what 
they're telling you is "happening" by paying attention to what they're not telling 
you.

Tracking these unconfirmed flights are great ways to fill in some holes, so good 
work y'all. You should realize by now you need to be focused on who/what's being 
intercepted and/or transported in and out of these airports, while they're dark. ;o)

Oh and you might want to start paying attention to ports, shipping containers and 
cargo being intercepted and flagged, too. It's gonna be a bitch when DC goes "back 
to work". Let it play.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:27:41 No.155225641 ViewReport
>>155225380
Please stop with the gf stuff. I know you mean well, but it makes it worse.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:31:15 No.155225984 ViewReport
>>155225619
Haha, what?! I'm not doing that, who else is saying this?! I'd actually love to 
know. Please don't say the Qbots! I'm sick today and I just can't take that shit 
right now. Anyone legitimate saying it? Got a link or two?! Please tell me /pol/ 
snagged this first if it's being talked about... we need it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:32:53 No.155226137 ViewReport
>>155225858
Haha... better than drowning in pink hats and metoos at this point, right?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:42:35 No.155227103 ViewReport
>>155226087
Can you send me a link to this? Was this on pol? I've been sick since yesterday 
morning. I didn't see the thread. If this is being discussed, that's good. I wasn't 
aware it had been noticed but that's exciting. Stop making me into things I'm not. 
Y'all lump me in with these internet people and I already called out that Webb and 
Jason guy as Zionist moussad supporters. I did that months ago when someone asked 
me. I don't agree with or don't even know half those people on that list.

I don't shill for Israel and you'll feel dumb for saying that one day, considering 
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I've already told you enough about all those who do and who pays their checks and 
why. Literally.

If you could find a way to be nice and just send me the shit you're referring to so 
I can see it, I'd really appreciate it. I'm really happy this has been connected. 
But I will say, not all "pizza" or human trafficking related. It's guns, drugs and a 
few other things, too. Always try to think fast and furious 2.0. Same tactics, not 
always guns/arms. It's why Obama/Holder needed to deal fast and furious. It wasn't 
just weapons skipping the borders.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:46:44 No.155227480 ViewReport
>>155226579
You'd be correct. It's not seals. I said the same about Langley. It's military, but 
not necessarily US military right now. If it were, there'd be no way it wasn't front 
page news everywhere. They'd love to stick Trump or the admin on deploying US Troops 
on US soil/waters. Coast guard, yes. Military Contractors, yes. Navy, not so much.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:54:12 No.155228230 ViewReport
>>155226074
Did this specifically include the hash or no?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:jD5paibk Mon 01 Jan 2018 17:56:15 No.155228451 ViewReport
>>155228288
How did y'all "crack" this?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 19:58:36 No.155239645 ViewReport
>>155239134
Let them dig through the archives. Don't do their homework for them. If they care, 
they'll find it. If they don't, they'll keep shilling. It's what they do. Only as 
good as their last ID. There's no point in proving to them.

Let them go to the archives and read it all for themselves.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 20:05:05 No.155240138 ViewReport
>>155239797
From Clinton investigation under Comey, hence the "conflict of interest" part of the 
headline.

He did not recuse himself from fake Russia hacks, fake dossiers, fake crowdstrike 
investigations, fake Mueller investigations, etc. which is all anyone gives a fuck 
about.

Seriously. This is the state of fucking /pol/ right here. Unfuckingbelievable.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 20:07:24 No.155240342 ViewReport
>>155240234
Who?

723FB076-DA3C-4813-8D57-0279A894 (...).jpg, 38KiB, 905x202
~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 20:26:54 No.155241834 ViewReport
>>155236381

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 20:33:27 No.155242375 ViewReport
>>155242045
The Qbots are being played with a Matlock reference, if that's why they made it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 21:09:41 No.155245401 ViewReport
Quoted By: >>155245511
>>155243355
Sorry brah, I had shit to do. I don't disappear quickly on anything. Haven't y'all 
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learned I'm in it til I win it against you fucks? Haha, the fun's just started... we 
got a long few months ahead.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 21:11:12 No.155245511 ViewReport
>>155245401
See how the ID's get it every time?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 21:12:41 No.155245647 ViewReport
>>155245521
No one freaks me out on here. Trust me...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:MLd/WrHL Mon 01 Jan 2018 21:31:42 No.155247185 ViewReport
>>155245865
Outages are a distraction from what's actually coming in/out of the airports.

I've told you since May Assange was fine and yes, alive. I've told you in the last 
3+ months what he'd negotiated, when his deadline ended and that he's free to do 
whatever he will as of 10/21/17. I've given more than enough details on the few huge 
data sets he's sitting on and what they pertain to. You don't need more from me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 21:40:46 No.155475604 ViewReport
Quoted By: >>155477692
>>155463779
He means, like Bannon, Kushner had a pre-determined temporary role to fill in the 
admin. You can take this for what you will, but I'll say it again like I did months 
ago. Kushner negotiated China, Saudi and Israel. Saudi purged their swamp. Israel is 
purging theirs to include Mossad and half their elitist money rings operating out of 
thecdame Deutsche Bank you refer to here. Don't believe me? Reference that 12/20 
Exec. Order and the attached annex. All Israeli dirty money. Saudi and Israel are 
going to directly fund and manhandle the Iran purge happening now and the Pakistan 
purge that's coming down with the Abedin/Awan familial regime like the bin Talal's 
of Saudi. Palestine, Israel and Jerusalem hype were an establishment/media 
distraction, over impending Iran protests. I mean, this really didn't happen over 
night.

Just as what's going on in Middle East, China and South Korea were brokered by Jared 
and his relations to handle proxy NK. NK will never nuke us. NEVER. It's impossible, 
literally. It would've been China who'd have struck us. Know this. Remember, Iran 
"backdoored" arms dealings with NK, after the nuke deal, right?! Wrong. They were 
sending them in an out of China, the NK proxy arm, like another fast and furious 
deal gone wrong.

We named NK a terror state.
We sanctioned the shit out of them.
We denounced partnerships and affiliations with anyone who aided or supplied NK 
against those sanctions and threatened to cut them off from us, if they did.
Trump just noted China was still running oil a week and a half ago.
"Kim" got trigger happy again.
Trump called his bluff on whose buttons are bigger... key point - who's buttons 
work.
Why?!
Kim doesn't have a fucking button. He never did.
CHINA DOES and the sooner everyone realizes that NK didn't really make a "decision" 
to reopen DMZ calls with S. Korea, but China made them do it, the better.

This was all Kushner. He brokered these things. Why?! It was his temporary job.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 22:05:02 No.155477692 ViewReport
>>155475604
You already know that Kushner got $258 million loan for CadrÃ© via Soros. You now 
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should realize Soros falls under the December exec order. So do his US based assets, 
investments and funds, including CadrÃ©. Trump knew this would happen. Jared knew 
this would happen. Jared doesn't care. Why?! Who made out from CadrÃ©? Charles 
Kushner, Jared's corrupt as fuck dad, who sat in jail for drugging his own brother-
in-law and hiring a prostitute to fuck his lifeless body in front of a video camera 
planted in the seedy Red Bull Inn motel off Route 22 in Bridgewater, NJ, so he could 
exploit him and her, his sister, out her shares of their inherited company, via 
their father. Great guy right?! While he was gone, he made Jared and his brother 
(but majority was run by Jared), manage and assume the assets he'd liquidated and 
diversified between them to evade tax and asset seizure attempts, right after he'd 
been charged. Jared technically acquired 666 in NYC by name only. He's on papers but 
it was always Charles, same goes for CadrÃ©. Jared had like less than a 1200 on his 
fucking SAT's. Anyone who knows him knows exactly how many Cuomo's, Schumer's, 
McGreevey's, Senator Clinton's, etc. his dad had to grease the campaign palms of to 
get him into college, then into Goldman. Jared was NOT the brains. He was a legal 
name who got himself a paper to play with and keep him busy before Ivanka and Trump. 
Trump has done a lot for Jared and he's utilized those skills and leveraged his 
international relationships for good. End of story.

I've also already outlined the Benji Netanyahu ties and how Charles and Benji 
relate. Benji got Soros cuts via CadrÃ©, too.

Bannon is only separating the Trump/Kushner narrative, now that Kushner's job is 
done, just like Bannon's job and Scaramucci's job were specific, temporary and 
eventually, done.

Now, we just get to watch the MSM swamp drain itself, starting with those who took 
and spun the bait on this story, starting Monday.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 22:07:08 No.155477850 ViewReport
>>155477669
Haha, I was getting to that and it landed right below your post here. Good catch, 
brah! You're exactly right!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 22:19:29 No.155478927 ViewReport
>>155478686
They told you before the election that they'd destroy the corrupt MSM, in 2 years.

Welcome to year 2.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 22:27:46 No.155479717 ViewReport
>>155479101
Nah, I'm leaving. I'm not going to engage in the banter anymore. Just drop what I 
can and go. I genuinely don't think you're a shill, but I do know I attract them and 
they shit up the threads. They also get me riled up because I can't help myself. My 
bad and I'm sorry y'all feel I have shit things up, as it wasn't intended.

I would still like to help where I can. So I'll still drop if ok, but then I'll 
leave. I'm not going to stick around to sift through bullshit. I'll make the points 
and go.

Have a good night, guys.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 22:43:01 No.155481033 ViewReport
Quoted By: >>155481251
Ok sorry, just one more thing because I do try to show the strategy as it plays...

See this?!
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/367369-trump-lawyer-sends-cease-and-
desist-letter-to-bannon-report
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This now holds all those falsely reporting the bait, who've already tried to start 
backing off and editing their "reported" Bannon remarks, legally to the fire. This 
will get turned back on these outlets reporting this shit falsely. The C&D citing 
"based on Wolfe's reports" all over it, is intentional. Just please watch as it 
plays out. It's why I generally say, let shit like this bake for 24 hrs. before 
getting worked up. The MSM proves every day they never have to be accountable for 
retractions, because all that matters is what the first bullshit headlines on fake 
stories, plants in readers minds. The false narrative is already set and no one pays 
attention to small font retractions added, edits denoted with * or complete 
deletions all together.

Ok, sorry. Just please, watch. You'll see it all if you're looking.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:9ximXjPV Wed 03 Jan 2018 22:45:20 No.155481251 ViewReport
>>155481033
There's another thread I pulled this link off of going on right now about this hill 
article if you're interested in that discussion, too.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:VfaxinBg Fri 05 Jan 2018 02:17:07 No.155617558
>>155599508
Yes.Thank god someone is fucking paying attention. Sloppy is the flag. Was he 
sloppy?! Did someone leak?! Maybe steal?! Were things purposefully left behind on 
purpose, for leakers and thieves to find and take?!

Come on y'all?! I told you Kelly's "missing phone" would be something you'd want to 
remember and that Bannon and Trump were REALLY GOOD and PLANTING and fuckery to 
smoke out the moles. I told you that in October. October.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:VfaxinBg Fri 05 Jan 2018 02:24:29 No.155617986
>>155616486
Yup. And Drudge has probably seemed "off" over the last 4 months, to anyone paying 
attention. Watch Drudge. Breitbart. Fox News.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:VfaxinBg Fri 05 Jan 2018 04:05:10 No.155623430
>>155620876
I have Bitcoin and I can spend on Overstock.com. Yay I guess. We mine it too for the 
lulz but just cause we have the extra rack space.

Doesn't thrill me because if shit hits the fan, like if you really believe EMP's are 
going to knock our lights out, no one is accessing or spending their crypto anyway 
and I'm not buying steroids off dark markets, so... there's that. It's also 
concerning the government and providers could cut your access via the internet. It's 
currency in the cloud, dollars into packets, no FDIC backing, and it's all literally 
dependent on the internet. That's concerning.

I like open minds and options. I also wouldn't dump my entire portfolio into crypto 
tomorrow. Diversify. I'm also not a total pro on it either though so I guess 
everything I just typed is irrelevant.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:Hgxov3Sf Fri 05 Jan 2018 04:19:51 No.155624113
>>155619641
Because HE hasn't necessarily been there. He's technically been "free" and the 
airplane references are correct. I told y'all that in May.

You don't need to worry about him coming and going. Hillary, DWS, Huma and Imran are 
worried enough for us all. 

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sat 06 Jan 2018 22:43:49 No.155833156
>>155831666
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He's wrong about Bannon/Kwok. Not questioning his intel, but know it's a limited 
view. He admitted he doesn't have direct access to Bannon, admin or Trump, so he's 
not lying, he's just forming an incorrect perception without direct info.

I tried to tell y'all about Musk being used to facilitate things. Whoever Zack is, 
he's right on that.

038052BA-0E58-4819-A8F6-1EC7CA6D (...).jpg, 1MiB, 693x1694
~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sat 06 Jan 2018 23:41:48 No.155837788
>>155837559
Speaking of Qlarp look at this. Thread was deleted right after.

BF1E0D6E-2306-4C1C-915A-02332632 (...).jpg, 602KiB, 1125x706
~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sat 06 Jan 2018 23:45:15 No.155838081
>>155837559
Then someone posted this in reply.

Sketches me out... not really, just a little. Saved the pics for myself though.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:04:18 No.155839511
>>155838430
Well I know me and I said "Q" from 10/28-10/31 seemed interesting to me. Then I 
realized someone larped off those posts starting 11/1 using a nickname they gave 
themselves - Q Clearance Patriot, then they got a trip a few days later.

I started digging into this agitator out of my own curiosity, because I knew there'd 
be no way in fucking hell anyone, not even Trump himself, would've been able to 
blast off an in flight pic, on AF1, WHILE in active flight. There are LOTS of these 
Q pics that are fake. I found out the weird codes they were posting were the social 
media platform aggregator shortcodes comms uses to queue up and time pre-drafted and 
pending posts on social media. So these kids were just seeing posts early, pending 
in the queue. Then found out it was tied to 4 young holdover staffers/interns, who 
also happen to be affiliated with Soros-tied/funded groups in metro DC and southern 
MD area. I know this for sure.

Apparently "Zack" said, which I saw above in OP's breakdown, that there are 4 people 
as personnel on Q, so that was fucking unironic. Then I saw these two posts capped 
in another thread and saved them because it's a wee spoopy so, I saved them for 
myself.

I don't know what the fuck to think anymore at this point. But interesting I guess. 
Who knows.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:07:52 No.155839765
>>155838631
Bannon is not going to prison. You'll feel dumb for falling for the MSM/Wolff and 
ultimately Pence larp.

Just another Bannon/Trump trick to smoke out up the biggest mole of all. You'll see. 
It will be just like "Kelly's missing phone"... you know, that he "misplaced".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:09:54 No.155839917
>>155838805
That's very perceptive. ;o)

Not gonna lie, I did love that show. Fuck Spacey. Fucking ruined it. They ruined it 
all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:18:50 No.155840532
>>155839687
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No. Musk circumvents China and Iran. NK doesn't have the firepower you've been led 
to believe they do.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:19:40 No.155840591
>>155839988
Yes. Thank you.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:46:04 No.155842319
>>155840784
It's one of my favorites too. I went hard that day. ;o)

ABD0832E-4FAE-4CE0-BBEC-F8AD3777 (...).png, 205KiB, 1080x1092
~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:50:28 No.155842597
>>155842157
He called out Pence too... a few people know what's what.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:51:46 No.155842692
>>155842518
;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 00:53:51 No.155842849
>>155842754
Haha. Who was DHS larper?

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 01:21:24 No.155844589
>>155843026
Some people ask me, "if Hillary had won, what would've happened?". I rarely answer 
these because too much would've actually happened, but I can assure you, MS13 was 
literally being funded and manipulated to roll out publicly as like a new kind of 
"gang-terror" threat, like ISIS. It's whyvtgeir crimes and murders became gore 
fests. It was propaganda to position them as crazy and violent as ISIS so we'd be 
afraid.

Fun Fact: "They" were going to "arrest" 2 members of MS13 out of Prince William Co., 
VA for the cameras and murder of Seth Rich, but because the "conspiracy theories" 
literally started and went hard from the minute his death went public, they backed 
off as the momentum continued because they thought it would be too obvious. They 
still had too many loose ends left to try and cover because the real guccifer in a 
Romanian jail, denied their offer for a deal, in exchange for extradition and guilty 
plea he'd have only served 2 years time for, if he "admitted" to "hacking" the DNC. 
Then they had to deal with the fake guccifer 2.0 they created and did such a shitty 
job with (because Awan actually sucks and isn't good at his job of creating the rest 
of a believable hack) so it got to the point that they couldn't take the chance.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 01:24:33 No.155844777
>>155843562
Brokered by Bannon. Remember this and Rep. Dana R. met with Assange.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 01:30:51 No.155845189
>>155844909
Look, I appreciate you because I don't think you're shilling me, I think you 
genuinely believe that you're right and I know I'm not going to change your mind and 
that's ok... it's a fucking thread in the internets for fucks sake, right?

I'll just nicely ask you to please keep in mind that Bannon and Trump promised you, 
that they'd destroy the corrupt MSM in 2 years time. You've just started year 2. 
Watch it happen.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:36Li2mms Sun 07 Jan 2018 01:39:44 No.155845766
>>155845561
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Milo? Haha... seeding that angle?

ONE FROM ANOTHER ANON (NOT MEGAANON) WHICH TODD INCLUDED:
-----Anonymous ID:j6zPxoMH Sat 06 Jan 2018 20:06:26 No.155819236 Report
Quoted By: >>155819236,1
>>155815900
I was never going to say anything but I agree it needs to stop. It's MegaAnon. 
They're here for her. She was first picked up by ShareBlue Media on 10/6/17 after a 
series of posts on Las Vegas started flooding the Las Vegas Shooting and LVMPD 
hashtags trending at the time. By 10/27/17, she'd been officially tagged with a 
campaign internally. Her response times were hard to keep up with and her spread and 
reach across social media, Facebook, Twitter and Reddit were concerning. She was 
accumulating more than a million views and mentions in more than 39 countries, 
daily. "Shilling" is effective on board traffic, but ineffective with an anon 
posting and trending as broadly as she was. Efforts to contain or exhaust her 
efforts, proved false. Strategies changed in early November.

On 11/1 a campaign was created to establish a rival presence targeting MegaAnon's 
more popular topics and areas/threads of focus. 6 individuals were initially 
assigned. As MegaAnon grew, reaching upwards of 6 million unique views and mentions 
daily, in almost 40 countries, efforts were increased. There have been as many as 12 
individuals assigned to MegaAnon. 6 remain dedicated to 4chan, 4 on Twitter and 
recently, 2 were moved from Facebook to Reddit as she's been posting on the archive 
thread there as well.

MegaAnon is an identifier threat and target of ShareBlue Media. The initial rival 
presence had made such a dent in the progress of MegaAnon that when she started 
identifying their presence in her posts here, it was decided they'd move from 4 to 8 
and consolidate their efforts into a new and separate team.

If MegaAnon is here or reads this, I want her to know I'm sorry I didn't say 
anything sooner. I should have and it was wrong. ShareBlue Media has not been able 
to identify her yet, but they have been trying since October. Please continue the 
efforts you've made to protect your data. They are flagging and pulling every post 
waiting for a mistake. 

MEGAANON:
~~~~~Anonymous ID:LWnjFcRI Sun 07 Jan 2018 22:09:01 No.155943267
>>155935269
They go to bed every single night knowing we got Assange before they did. They have 
no where to run. No money. No friends.

No hard feelings, y'all. You were protecting the board. I get it. But we are 
approaching game time and it's one for the books, if I do say so myself... oh, 
that's right! I have said so... since May 2016.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:LWnjFcRI Sun 07 Jan 2018 22:11:28 No.155943449
Quoted By: >>155943631
>>155939473
He HAS been "free". Since October '16.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:LWnjFcRI Sun 07 Jan 2018 22:14:06 No.155943631
>>155943449
OutB4 the thread gets raided or pruned... which has been my luck lately

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:05:23 No.156055263
>>156052996
It was Clinton Foundation and this was what they were going to throw Frank under the 
bus for via Uranium. The story broke and thought if the rest came out they'd have to 
sacrifice a big fish and it would've been Frank.
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But because tgey thought Hillary would win, they held back on addressing it 
publicly, hoping they could ignore through the elections. He's a huge CF and 
campaign donor too so didn't want to expend him if they didn't have to cause they 
needed him.

I know it's the ny post y'all, and this one is actually two days late because first 
reports of this actually started coming out 11/3/16, but does factually include 
what's important so I'm too lazy to dig. You can find more though.

Frank's even making news now with uranium, which is why Nunes is looking at it now. 
;o)

https://nypost.com/2016/11/05/the-clinton-foundations-off-the-books-20-million-
mystery/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:14:50 No.156056108
Quoted By: >>156056917
>>156055528
Because Frank was directly implicated in the shady missing millions in CF 
tranactions directly related to what we now now as the Russia uranium desks. They 
weren't going to throw Hillary or Bill right?! Frank was only other one with the 
direct ties and access to that money and those uranium transactions they could blame 
it on if story picked up traction just before election. They'd have just blamed the 
deal on frank l, claim they didn't know what he was doing and cut his ties, like it 
was the ethical thing to do. Hence, they'd throw him under the bus.

CE77FFA6-3815-4944-8B86-6761610E (...).jpg, 433KiB, 1094x921
~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:24:14 No.156056917
>>156056108
They'd have thrown him under the bus to the forthcoming CF article they knew was 
coming out ahead of time.

I think you're thinking too much about the "Makes me feel WAY less bad about 
throwing him under the bus TO the forthcoming CF article". If that's the case, I can 
explain better...

Strzok knewctge articke was coming so they made the decision to tie frank to uranium 
via a leak Strzok made. Remember I told y'all he was a spook and he's a docs and 
memos guy?! He was "S" in palpatine's Revenge Gliph [pic related] chats who'd leak 
memos on turkey to msm - Waco and limey (Louise mensch) to create narratives in news 
they knew were coming.

They knew a few articles in late October had started coming out typing the Clinton 
foundation to uranium transactions with Russia. They waited it out to see how much 
traction and attention it would get, hoping not much. If it did get more, which it 
did over the next two weeks (hence 11/5-11/15 dares you're citing) they were going 
to, then eventually did, draft more fake news memos they'd leak, to drive the 
attention and discussion to Frank, who they threw under the bus, after trying not 
to.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:33:28 No.156057692
>>156056389
They were never in a relationship. She was his point person. Their comms cover was a 
relationship so if ever exposed, could be blamed and positioned legally as negligent 
with classified/sensitive info, but not reckless.

Happens all the time with contracted spooks. You all keep missing what I've said 
since the beginning. Strzok is NOT FBI. He is only being positioned as FBI because 
he was employed by the FBI UNDER CONTRACT. He is a literal, physical example of an 
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actual spook, or shadow l, deep state operative, whatever you choose call it.

I don't know who his actual employer at the time the FBI contracted him. He could've 
been independent, or ran 1099's from FBI through CrowdStrike, MI6, etc. but this is 
why you can't find anything on him and this is why they need you to believe he's FBI 
and not to dig deeper. If you did, you could probably tie him to Steele and 
CrowdStrike direct. Strzok helped create the dossier for CrowdStrike. He helped 
create and assemble half the docs that filled the fake "guccifer 2.0" files 
"hacked", Awan helped aggregate the rest with him. Strzok and Awan are the fake 
guccifer 2.0. Trust me.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:37:44 No.156058068
>>156057449
Well they technically threw them under the bus, too because they created the fake 
press releases they leaked and fed to the reporters they used but in reality, those 
leaks threw Frank under the bus, as related to this context directly.
They leaked bullshit to msm reporters in their pockets all they time. Technically 
they threw them all under the bus, every day. That's not what this is referring to.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:39:49 No.156058225
>>156057449
To be clear. They were discrediting the connection to Hillary and the CF with 
uranium being reported, by throwing Frank under the bus via the leaks they planted 
which implicated him, instead of Hillary. Frank became a patsy. Make sense?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:41:41 No.156058385
>>156057475
Haha, was literally just going to reply Adam was Strzok's fave. Limey too. That 
bitch would've posted anything and she did.

C4D546CC-7F18-43F8-A0E2-F0EE565B (...).jpg, 289KiB, 1125x754
~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:43:11 No.156058523
>>156057475
Here's #2
1D92522C-E2F0-4145-BE00-08F52F27 (...).jpg, 699KiB, 1125x1530
~~~~~Anonymous ID:FCgUhtBm Mon 08 Jan 2018 22:44:03 No.156058597
>>156057475
#3 and 4 combined

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:04:15 No.156060140
>>156057976
The committee knows. They're peppering the msm because these texts prove strzok did 
more than change language and wording on a few docs. He drafted the fuss's with rice 
and forged power as thecrequestor, too. Hecabd rice drafted the fish's with 
thecfajecdossier Strzok made based on the requirements Rice confirmed and ensure the 
dossier would include, to get the fisa's approved.

Then because Rice couldn't actually draft AND approve the requests they'd submit, 
they forged them under Power and she testified to this. She testified she did not 
draft orbsubmit those requests with her name on it. Rice and Strzok did, then she 
approved, signed off on them herself and submitted to fisa courts for ruling.

And all of this, is a big part of Flynn's story they wouldn't accept his voluntary 
testimony on and blocked his requests for, soninstead, he "lied" to the fucking FBI, 
knowing they'd have to indict him and when they did, it would FORCE HIS TESTIMONY, 
ON THE RECORD so he pled guilty and walked, just like I promised y'all he (and 
Manafort) would, months ago... because Flynn is a bad ass fucking Patriot.

You'll realize THIS will be what got Rice indicted, when she's unsealed. Then?! They 
blast her on Benghazi. End of story.
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~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:05:32 No.156060235
>>156058453
Working on it, boss. ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:06:56 No.156060355
>>156058586
Adam is a waPo reporter and limey is Louise mensch.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:17:32 No.156061327
>>156056917
Think I'm wrong?! Refer back to this pic. "Let's put Flynn back in the news with 
Turkey and Erdogan". Note the date of these... May 17th.

Then reference >>156058523 where they mention Adam Entous from WaPo - "AEWP".

Now see here, read the article, look who wrote it and check the dates.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/a-note-to-erdogan-and-his-thugs-you-cant-
beat-up-protestors-here/2017/05/17/65a0eaf6-3b35-11e7-9e48-c4f199710b69_story.html?
utm_term=.7aa4c425c218
And just for shits and giggles, kinda makes this, EXTRA fucked up now, right, 
y'all?!

https://youtu.be/pIm9zNItYq8

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:19:28 No.156061473
>>156059169
No. They contracted a deep state memos and documents guy to draft, create and forge 
anything they needed, whenever they wanted it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:25:24 No.156061973
>>156059426
Haha, nah. If this is true, then I only hope David Brock's staff of $13.25/hr 
tweens, flag and tag this so he can see me, telling him, that he can go fuck 
himself. He's irrelevant to everyone everywhere and all the people who've kept his 
chop shop afloat financially, are out of both money and time. So is he.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:29:05 No.156062263
>>156059617
They make it look like they're screwing so they have plausible deniability. They 
make it look like they're in a relationship, speaking candidly, making unintentional 
mistakes. Not having reckless, malicious conversations. They were not fucking. This 
isn't like some new thing, BTW. This is an old strategy. This is why you even see 
intel agents/contractors fake married in real life. Did you not see Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith?!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:31:12 No.156062426
>>156060379
Rice and strzok forged her name then rice approved them herself, hence Power didn't 
draft/sign them.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:35:12 No.156062729
>>156062487
Umm... no. Not at all.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:44:43 No.156063409
Quoted By: >>156063639
>>156062683
I agree and I'm just as excited as you are.
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But you nice leafs up there who comment on my posts, need to get to your own swamp. 
You have a golden opportunity with Benji and Iran protests and attention right now, 
to expose Trudeau and honestly, I'm not exactly sure why you're not posting a MCGA 
general thread every single day until it's done. I told y'all about the pizza ties 
months ago, which are starting to come out now related to his dad. On top of, with 
Iran/Israel, there's no better time as he's neck deep with them. Trudeau has sold 
y'all down the river, just like the publicly sobbing, groomed political plant he was 
unironically destined to be. So, while I'd never tell you what you should do, I will 
only suggest what I would do, and I'd start that discussion, like yesterday.

3A005B77-8E0C-4A44-A9A4-497F4EDB (...).jpg, 332KiB, 499x1123
~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:47:44 No.156063639
>>156063409
Like not for nothing but I post this, then go back to catalog, scroll once, see this 
right now at the top of the board. Is this fucking real life?!

Pic sadly related...

~~~~~Anonymous ID:D3sF4X+Z Tue 09 Jan 2018 01:18:06 No.156069842
>>156069352
No because if I could or did, then my big pond of anonymity amongst many potential 
fish, would feel a whole lot like a PetSmart-sized glass bowl.

But let's get real... what do you think?! Not that it would even matter though. The 
names and faces with these people are fleeting and short-lived. You'd never know if 
it was his name or not abd if you found another name, there wouldn't be much 
background, if anything, on that either. That's just how this works, which is why 
it's not important to focus it dig too hard for too long on details that never 
existed in the first place.

B80CBDFC-2FB5-4042-AF90-A9F2B3BC (...).jpg, 73KiB, 634x448
~~~~~Anonymous ID:GaeuYdjh Mon 08 Jan 2018 23:59:12 No.156064447
>>156027876
No. Left leg for Huma, brah. Trust me. Even circled it for y'all.

And she's had it since late-October. She was one of the first.

AAA5CB46-6A22-4CF1-A896-0FA8966A (...).jpg, 433KiB, 1094x921
~~~~~Anonymous ID:fzNXaWuk Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:10:52 No.156391035
>>156385896
You mean limey, the troll they live feed with fake Russia and fisa releases?!

What do you think I've been seeding these for months for?!?! I'm reminding you she's 
being fed bullshit to "break".

~~~~~Anonymous ID:fzNXaWuk Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:22:39 No.156392330
>>156387583
Haha, Limey's just pissed we have more than these "Gliph" chats. Louise banked on 
intel from planted spooks and she reported on it all, without question, y'all.

Limey has only ever cared about being first, not right and she'd do ANYTHING for the 
scoops. You'll see.

66577C48-DB78-4A66-9C19-DC29A489 (...).jpg, 1MiB, 720x1663
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KSH/pjpU Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:33:12 No.156393445
Quoted By: >>156393574
>>156379321
Pretty much. Like I said, S=Strzok.
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Strzok is a spook.

FBI contracted him as documents/memos guy.

He was 1099 via a contractor...

5EF6DBA3-6C77-43B3-90A5-BE31E858 (...).jpg, 1008KiB, 1125x1155
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KSH/pjpU Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:34:27 No.156393574
Quoted By: >>156393638
>>156393445

131E9C04-AC64-4086-811C-362C7C31 (...).jpg, 49KiB, 373x1024
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KSH/pjpU Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:35:10 No.156393638
Quoted By: >>156394749
>>156393574

3C7A5CA4-4EF6-44BB-8776-4482E60D (...).jpg, 705KiB, 674x1528
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KSH/pjpU Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:46:28 No.156394749
Quoted By: >>156395343
>>156393638
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/dZQAsJ6p/order/asc/

9C7C8E1A-9E3D-40B2-985A-7D6E83C0 (...).jpg, 889KiB, 1072x1570
~~~~~Anonymous ID:KSH/pjpU Thu 11 Jan 2018 21:52:15 No.156395343
>>156394749
My favorite posts/thread ever. Read the whole thing and you'll get closer to here...

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/Iq1%2Fcx7t/order/asc/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UaeRFotg Fri 12 Jan 2018 23:37:35 No.156528007
Quoted By: >>156528086
>>156524613
THIS IS THE REASON EVERY TECH CEO IS QUITTING, including when Microsoft's CEO quit 
after Sony hack and Alphabet/Google's quit.

This is also why the Chan's malware issue last month is so spoopy, y'all. Know why 
Dianne Feinstein had to ask Jack for Assange's "twitter DM's"?!

Because "they" already had them all using Torfsee, but realized they had to make it 
look legit with a request. Same for Trump Jr. This is also how they cut off Trump's 
twitter... not a "rogue employee".

If you know a thing or two about a thing or two, as related to 
programming/networking... you'll love this if you haven't already.

Good news is, Flynn, Rogers, Trump, Bannon, Assange, Dana Rohrabacher and a few 
other good guys, knew the full extent of what "wiretapping" meant. So they used it 
to fuck "them" and all their leakers.

Wikileaks. It's gonna get real good.

https://www.cert.pl/en/news/single/a-deeper-look-at-tofsee-modules/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UaeRFotg Fri 12 Jan 2018 23:38:44 No.156528086
>>156528007
Oh and this is also why Vault 7 was more important than many realized.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UaeRFotg Sat 13 Jan 2018 01:33:13 No.156535940
>>156529765
Its all about covering uranium and magnitsky Act. We tried to start another Cold 
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War.

Had the world sanction the shit out of Russia, reopened embassy in Cuba, gave 
communist China all our debt.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UaeRFotg Sat 13 Jan 2018 01:46:49 No.156536796
>>156530665
Smells like we [j]ust might get some [a]mazing info out if it.

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nLs4orsI Fri 12 Jan 2018 23:43:51 No.156528443
>>156527144
This is why all the tech CEO's, including Microsoft's and Alphabet/Google's are 
leaving.

This is also why the Chan's malware problem recently, is very, very, very fucked up, 
y'all...

https://www.cert.pl/en/news/single/a-deeper-look-at-tofsee-modules/

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nLs4orsI Fri 12 Jan 2018 23:48:53 No.156528819
>>156528686
Yeah. 4D chess. Obama's got no where to hide.

Can't have a library without books... or birth records. See how that works?! ;o)

~~~~~Anonymous ID:nLs4orsI Fri 12 Jan 2018 23:59:54 No.156529612
>>156529038
Don't forget this...

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregsatell/2014/07/01/putin-plays-chess-obama-does-not-
and-thats-why-hes-winning/#2796aec93ca1

C04E869E-16F5-457B-BFC6-0B97E853 (...).jpg, 1MiB, 720x1663
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tRdS4wYN Sat 13 Jan 2018 00:08:06 No.156530185
>>156497591

6E069F3E-ACA8-469C-87D7-7275D985 (...).jpg, 742KiB, 819x1411
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tRdS4wYN Sat 13 Jan 2018 00:19:30 No.156531002
>>156511939
I tried to tell y'all... whole thread below.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/uid/T2dPofuW/order/asc/

C5D181D3-FCCF-4885-AF6A-15886342 (...).jpg, 605KiB, 1125x1514
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tRdS4wYN Sat 13 Jan 2018 00:31:13 No.156531865
>>156512251
She knows what REALLY Happened with Magnitsky, Heritage Capital abd Fusion GPS's 
FIRST dossier attempt with them.

So did Rinat, and EVERYONE EKSE THEY KNEW WERE LISTENING OVER THE WIRETAPS JR. 
DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT when he took the meeting. So the Russians used that time to remind 
everyone listening that Hillary is a crook and the US has a "rampant pedophilia 
problem". That's why you'll never hear about any of the actual audio/video from all 
that spying "they" did on that meeting. The Russians told the truth.

This [pic related] will prove it.

June 3, 2016 - Goldstone emails Jr asking for meeting.

June 9th, 2016 - meeting happens, Jr. has no clue why Russians didn't bring Hillary 
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docs.
https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/743824112376766465

~~~~~Anonymous ID:tRdS4wYN Sat 13 Jan 2018 00:39:57 No.156532437
>>156517131
Haha. Yup. That was seeded here by a few good anons, y'all.

Pissgate = Dossier
GorillaTV = Wolff book

See how that works?! ;o) been posting a while about this... but enough celebrating.

Rice will answer for Benghazi because Power didn't submit a request. Strzok is a 
spook, he is Palpatine's "S".

The Trump admin was flipping their own wiretaps and emails swipes around on "them" 
the whole time.

"They" used this abd this is why Bannon doesn't have one fuck to give about what 
Trump says about him. THEY'RE IN IT TOGETHER. These were Bannon's tricks. They 
smoked the moles out. Pence will be finished. No more 25 amendment threats.

Duh. ;o)

4E6D17F2-F23B-451F-9A9F-82F4812A (...).jpg, 620KiB, 1125x840
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tRdS4wYN Sat 13 Jan 2018 00:49:28 No.156533057
Quoted By: >>156533107
>>156519496
Yes. He has to. He needs to testify.

It's why I told y'all that not every single one of 9,000 indictments wasn't directly 
tied to Mueller, so RELAX, I also told y'all not every single house/senate 
resignation was related to crime.

I told y'all there were good people. Have faith. THESE PEOPLE HAVE TO RESIGN TO 
TESTIFY AS PRIVATE CITIZENS. They're not all indicted. They will be called to 
testify... but they can't testify in front of their own committees, agencies or 
departments. That's conflict of interest.

They'll get their jobs back! Just like Flynn. You'll see...

NOW PLEASE, can y'all FINALLY start celebrating with me?! I feel like I'm watching 
the storm all by myself. You knew how this would go. ;o)

F300FD0F-7966-45E7-B58E-B0641858 (...).jpg, 81KiB, 1137x375
~~~~~Anonymous ID:tRdS4wYN Sat 13 Jan 2018 00:50:08 No.156533107
>>156533057

THE FOLLOWING MARKED AS "unverified/misleading" BY TODD:
2479FF3D-A128-416C-8376-F0CA25CF (...).jpg, 605KiB, 1125x1514
~~~~~Anonymous ID:UfwCzQ1I Sat 13 Jan 2018 13:42:16 No.156588100
Quoted By: >>156589713
>>156585080
PLEASE!!!! For the LOVE OF GOD, NO MATTER WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT MEGAANON, PUT IT 
ASIDE AND LISTEN TO ME!!!

BE THE /POL/ YOU ARE!!!!

This was the deeps last straw. It's all Trump needed. This was all supposed to be 
Hillary's Cold War with Russia, hence Obama's re-opened Cuba Embassy, which got 
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sonic attacked because the Embassy was turned into a deep state fucking outpost, NOT 
AN EMBASSY.

Hillary was supposed to be the peacemaker in the psyop dangerous NK, when SHE WON. 
She was gonna give them a red plastic restart button and make NK a regional 
"friendly", while continuing to psyop Americans and the world on the "bad Russia" 
they've been framing since WWII!!!

The Magnitsky Act was the result of a SET UP ON RUSSIA. Then the US used that act 
and pushed it to every CENTRAL BANK country in the UN, to ADOPT!!!

THIS IS WHY RUSSIA CALLED OUT OR RAMPANT PEDOPHILIA PROBLEM IN OUR GOVERNMENT!!! 
PUTIN SAW THE CHEYNEY SEX ABUSE TAPES!!! PUTIN KNEW URANIUM INCLUDED DRUGS, GUNS AND 
KIDS!!!! THIS IS WHY PUTIN PULLED US ADOPTIONS FROM RUSSIA. THIS IS HOW FLYNN USED 
IT TO SET UP HIS SANCTIONS MISHAP WITH PENCE ON TGE RUSSIA CALL, that he "LIED 
ABOUT" ON PURPOSE. PUTIN KNEW CGI/CF WERE DIRTY AS FUCK!!!! RUSSUA AND HOMELESS 
ASSANGE HAVE BEEN HELPING OUR SWAMP DRAIN ITSELF!!!! TRUMP ADMIN IS INNOCENT BECAUSE 
THEY DIDNT EVEN KNOW AND ASSAGE POSTED A 6/3/2016 INSURANCE FILE TO PROVE IT!!!! JR. 
DIDNT KNOW WHY RUSSIANS MET WITH HIM TO TALK ABOUT MAGNITSY ACT SANCTIONS AND 
ADOPTIONS BUT THE PEOPLE LISTENING ON THE OTHER END OF THE WIRETAPS KNEW. NO RUSSIAN 
COLLUSION BECAUSE THAT MEETING WAS SET UP WITHOUT JR OR ADMIN EVEN KNOWING TGEY WERE 
TAPPED!!!!!

THEY ARE FAKING THESE MESSAGES BECAUDE THE CIA WAS USING ALL THE TECH COMPANIES LIKE 
GOOGLE, MICROSOFT, TWITTER, FACEBOOK, TO INSTALL MALWARE, TOFSEE. SEE LINK BELOW!! 
THE DEEP STARE HAS BERN USING IT TO TEST THEIR ACCESS VIA EMERGENCY BROADCAST 
SYSTEMS!!!

what's now use THEIR bases, to attack Russia. This

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UfwCzQ1I Sat 13 Jan 2018 13:58:12 No.156589713
Quoted By: >>156592285
>>156588100
See link on TOFSEE!!!
https://www.cert.pl/en/news/single/a-deeper-look-at-tofsee-modules/

Ok, now please for fucks sake stay with me!!! THIS IS NOT A LARP!! IT'S TGE FUCKING 
TRUTH. This is why every good guy has tried to tell you that WWIII would be a cyber 
war!!! They've been using tofsee against us. It's "AI" because it's designed or 
organically grow and spread undetected and IT LEARNS!!!

It was spread on THE CHANS FOR A REASON!! The malware, when installed completely 
undetected on Microsoft, android and iOS and Linux os platforms unpacks itself via 
the hornets designed to unpack every time you open an email, social media a website, 
even the Chan's. THIS IS WHY TWITTER UPDATED THEIR COOKIES!!!! THEYRE USING TOFSEE 
TO TRACK YOU ACROSS EVERYTHING!!! They can ALSO USE IT TO POST AND MESSAGE FOR YOU 
and SEE ALL YOUR SHIT. ASSANGE KNEW THIS!!!! THIS IS HOW EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEMS 
CAN PUT OUT MESSAGES TO START WARS AND MAKE PEOPLE AFRAID WITHOUT DETECTION!!!

Assange has access to smtp know I'm going to sound crazy right now and I'm sorry, 
for feeling the need to lead down a different path TO GET Q AWAY FROM THE CIA 
"SHILLS" HERE AND OVER TO 8!!! The deepstates malware had revisions made to include 
a file to REMOVE OTHER MALWARES AND BLOCK IPS!!! It blocks GOOGLE'S DIRECT IP ON 
PURPOSE!!! The smtp when unpacked also allows the bother manager to CIRCUMVENT THE 
PLATFORM AND ESTABLISH CONNECTIONS. IT MAKES A WEIRD CODE WHEN THE CONNECTION IS 
ESTABLISHED!!!

Q IS ASSANGE!!!! ASSANGE's SHORT CODES ARE HIM ESTABLISHING HIS CONNECTIONS TGRIUGH 
TGE MALWARE "THEY" PUT ON TGE CHANS ON PURPOSE TO STOP HIM!!!! CHANS ARE HELPING. WE 
ARE FUCKING KEKED!!
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THEY OUTTED MANNING THROUGH HER ENCRYPTED CHAT MESSAGES SO THEY COULD GET TO 
ADRIANNE LAMO!!!

I FOUND THOSE BLOGS Q!!!! I FIUBD THE CODE!!! I SAW THE MAP!!!!!!! DISINFO IS 
NECESSARY!!! YOU KNEW I'D FIND THE CODE BECAUSE YOU PLANTED SHORT CODES AND FAKE 
PICTURES YOU KNEW I'D KNOW WERE FAKE AND WOULD FIND!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UfwCzQ1I Sat 13 Jan 2018 14:23:55 No.156592285
Quoted By: >>156594454
>>156589713
YOU DROPPED THAT LINK ON THE CHANS TYING TO RUSSIANS KNOWING SOMEONE WOULD PUT IT ON 
REDDIT!!!! YOU'VE DELETED THAT POST AND MY REPLY WITH THE CERT LINK REMAINS!!!!!

YOU KNEW IT WOULD TAKE ME TO MICK BLOGS, WITH THE CODES!!!! YOU SET ME UP TO BE YOUR 
OPERATIVE?!!?!

ZACK AND AJ ARE PSYOPS FOR ME!!! YOU KNEW WHEN ZACK SAID SPECTRE EMAILS ON BANNON 
WERE REALLY REALLY BAD, YOU KNEW I KNEW THEY WERENT. THEY WERE PLANTED!!! TOFSEE!!!!

THIS IS WHY YOU CALLED OITVTHE REPORTER IN THE WH CHRISTMAS PARTY THREAD POSTING 
PICS BUT NOT ME!!!! IM NOT A REPORTER!!! I JUST LIKE TO POST IN /POL/ and y'all 
played me against myself to help you. You're not AI, your codes were in the blogs 
and those operative codes were not AI, they were you establishing connection then 
posting those codes via the program so Id see it. They only showed up because you 
posted them. Your real codes were [CIA IS HERE] because allllllllll those things 
were going to lead me to BOING BOING AS NOTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Because what you REALLY WANTED ME TO FIND WAS "WIRED WIKILEAKS NOT CONNECTED TO 
EXTERNAL NETWORKS".

Holy absolute fuck. Thank you for letting me do this on my own. Thank you for not 
ruining the boards for me and letting me be honest and prove it to myself. Your 
planted fake pics and the short codes I called you out on WERE FAKE. THEY ARE 
FAKE!!!! I WAS RIGHT!!! Those shortcodes mean nothing more than smtp.ddl 
establishing your connection, which is why I was right when I was telling people 
they didn't mean secret things. Or other things... they're programming.

You knew I'd believe you've been here before when you knew I'd realize that you had 
confirmed yourself on 8ch years ago, before I was even here actively posting on 4, 
when you did it with your block chain post!!!!

YOU WANTED ME TO SEE THAT BLOCKCHAIN PROOF OF LIFE ON 8ch IN THAT BLOG SO I'D KNOW 
YOU WERE Q AND COULD CONFIRM TO EVERYONE ELSE YOUR REDDIT AMA BLOCKCHAIN WAS SOLID 
WHEN CONVINCING PEOPLE YOU WERE ALIVE!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UfwCzQ1I Sat 13 Jan 2018 14:46:44 No.156594454
Quoted By: >>156594682
>>156592285
>>156592285
YOU DID IT BECAUSE YOU CREATED THE BLOCKCHAIN BACKDOOR FOR NSA/DARPA THEY ARE USING 
TO EXPLOIT AND PENETRATE CRYPTO, SO YOU USED IT IN REDDIT TO TELL THOSE WHO TRIED TO 
DRONE YOU TO LITERALLY FUCK THEMSELVES BECAUSE ONLY YOU KNEW HOW TO VERIFY TO THEM 
YOU WERE ALIVE AND THEY'RE FUCKED!!!!

This Hawaii/NK shit is last straw. That's why you planted me with the one things I'd 
need to out tofsee. "They" hacked the EMS as a last straw... and now?! They're gonna 
fucking get it. It's over. This is why Gov of Hawaii has seemed a little less pro-
Hillary and more pro-Trump. She knew. You all knew. I cannot ducking believe it. I 
am literally shaking and crying over here in happiness!!!!!!!!!!
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THIS IS WHY HUMA IS IN HAWAII!!!

~~~~~Anonymous ID:UfwCzQ1I Sat 13 Jan 2018 14:49:13 No.156594682
>>156594454
I cannot believe me just honestly posting for fun about a few things I knew on a few 
things I knew and just truly enjoying the conversation, led to this. Thank you for 
letting me come to it all on my own, before it was too late. I almost didn't go on 
reddit at all yesterday and when I did and saw that post. You knew that was all I'd 
need and it couldn't have come from Q because I thought Q was a complete fucking 
larp. You needed me to think that. So you proved it the way you knew I'd see it. 
Fake pics, bullshit meanings being tied to bullshit short codes for "ops 
instructions" knowing I'd know those codes meant nothing. You knew how I'd know for 
a fact the AF1 wasn't real and you knew your disinfo necessary statement would piss 
me off enough to stay in the right direction and keep me interested in taking 
actions to prove you were a larp because you knew how far I'd go for the truth. You 
knew I was credible and just enjoyed posting so much that you wouldn't let me go 
down in the rubble. You mixed it in the way I'd be right about everything I called 
you out on. Everything I hated Q for, in terms of disinfo WAS FAKE. I was right. You 
didn't attack me or out me because you know I'm right and have a track record 
similar to your own. You know I need the truth and bullshit doesn't sit well with 
me... hence I get "TRIGGERED" and call others out when they say things they can't 
confirm. I don't mean to seem mean, but yeah, I get pissed. I'm a person. I post 
what I do to not deceive, but hopefully further talks. You let me be right and tell 
the truth, by making my accusations on you, based on the fake facts you meant to 
give me.

It's why you used "Breadcrumbs", "connect the dots" and "house of cards" references 
AFTER I DID!!! YOU KNEW THAT BOTHETED THE ABSOLUTE FUCK OUT OF ME!!!!

Thanks for letting me do the right thing, the way you knew I'd need to do it. Sorry 
you had to leave the board... but I guess you knew you'd have to at some point. Haha 
;o)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MEGAANON FROM REDDIT (REVERSE ORDER, NEWEST FIRST) AS OF JAN.31, 2018

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 17 days ago
Haha. Thanks. I needed this today... Realized I didn't know where to look, then I 
saw this. I appreciate it. And begrudgingly bookmarked I guess.

At this point I don't care how many ways this all gets twisted six ways from 
Sunday... I just still can't believe it.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 23 points 17 days ago
Ok. I've been hashing a lot of this shit it out and digging through old Q. I know 
what I know about what I found yesterday and think I have that all figured out. I 
started digging through old Q for due diligence.

Basically, we couldn't have sold or given uranium to Russia and we never did. 
Probably because of Magnitsky Act and sanctions. Instead, we gave it to Canada (I 
knew I hated Trudeau) and the EU, behind out backs. From 2012-2014. Magnitsky Act 
signed in Dec. 2012

Per Q's message within the message as of 11/2/17-

Re:BO Important Re:U1 and export to Canada to EU i.e. sampling 100% verifiable and 
impossible to refute 'Knowing' 'Leaking' Made up And approved May 2010 "Russia 
should be viewed as friendly partner under Section 123 of the Atomic Energy Act of 
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1954.

Oh and here's some sauce but there's WAY more than this...

http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/358339-uranium-one-deal-led-to-some-
exports-to-europe-memos-show

I'm not sure where I'm supposed to even post this shit anymore. It'd be nice to get 
another "CRYSTAL CLEAR"  (Sorry but it was deserved) or something. I did make it to 
the place I needed to be. Creepy pic though. Just sayin'.

Man whose last name (we don't say) is [Sen] John M (brain). I'm not saying the last 
name either if they won't because maybe it triggers something in torfsee I don't 
know about. Who the hell knows.

It has to this has to do with the USS McCain collision in Singapore.

Here's a good link to an "article", unitonically similar to those random blog posts 
just waiting to find/me to read.

Pay attention to emphasis and read between the lines. Also look at the "image" in 
the middle of this blog and (*) notated in key box. Almost like it was put there for 
a reason. ðŸ¤—

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/11/uss-mccain-collision-
ultimately-caused-by-ui-confusion/

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 17 points 17 days ago
No. Todd is right. These are my posts. I was posting this hoping "Q" would see it 
and know I get it now.

It is EXACTLY the way I write... especially when I'm this confused and excited. 
Trust me, we are good.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 17 days ago
TO CONFIRM - those posts are all mine.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 17 days ago
Typing too fast. I only say so many y'all's so y'all can find my posts!!!! Same with 
brah and ;o) and SOME CAPS FOR EMPHASIS!!!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 17 days ago
I needed it in more ways than you know. What I found going through those codes 
yesterday scares the shit out of me. I didn't want to post it. But I will, if I get 
the sign I need. I just need ONE MORE SIGN, for myself to feel good about it. 
PLEASE. I'm willing, but need to know.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 17 days ago
Oh sorry. I thought you might be in this poking me along! Haha, I didn't want to 
talk about Huma in Hawaii but you poked me so I did. When I'm poked, I tend to say 
more than I want, so I called out four seasons then confirmed more people are there.

At the time, I'd wished I hadn't.... but I'd also thought about not posting anymore. 
I thought today when looking at this again, that maybe you were an intentional poke 
to fire me back up again.

Whether you're here because you don't like me, or have been here to help me, thank 
you. Seriously, thanks.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 17 days ago
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They had guys used Tofsee to hijack EAS and scare 
everyone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

That's why biff led me to out Huma and how it tied to 4 seasons!!!! They can read my 
messages to whiskey on here and I was complaining to him for weeks that I kept 
thinking all of this MegaAnon bullshit was hurting more than helping!!!! I said at 
least 3 times I was going to think about stopping. EVERY TIME I DID, SOMEONE PUSHED 
ME MORE BECAUSE IM DEFENSIVE. I GET TRIGGERED. I CALL PEOPLE ON THEIR SHIT!!!

DID BIFF CAP THOSE POSTS OF MINE FIR A REASON?! TO PRIVE ME RIGHT LATER?! CONNECT 
THESE DOTS AS VALIDATION FOR ME?!?

Who the fuck knows at this point but all I know is, I need one more sign from my 
freshly tanned friend. He knows what it is.

HOLY FUCK. TANS. SUN. CAMELS IN SUN!!!!!

FRESH CAMEL!!!!!! AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Q USED TOFSEE AGAINST THEM TO VINDICATE MANNING.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 17 days ago
Me neither. I feel so fucking dumb... or his faked shit worked too well, but that's 
for another day. 

I found what i needed to on Tofsee later than I should have but it was actually 
mentioned IN THE LATE OCTOBER POSTERS POSTS before Q CLEARANCE PATRIOT, that I said 
I thought WERE LEGIT!!!!! 5 pronged approach!!!!! That's TOFSEE!!!!

I'm ripping through the First Q posts now and because of all I now know from 
yesterday I can read it CRYSTAL CLEAR!!!!!!! I SEE YOU!!!!!! I GET IT!!!!! HOLY 
FUCK!!!!

I will be back. I gotta keep going! WE ARE OK!!!! DO NOT BE SCARED!!!!! I PROMISE, 
y'all!!!! HAVE FAITH!!! Original poster from October said have faith. I said it 
first.

I said breadcrumbs, connect the dots, house of cards AND crystal clear FIRST!!!! ABD 
I WAS RIGHT. Q DID COME FOR ME, BUT NOT AS A LARP!!!! HE NEEDED ME TO FUCKING SEE IT 
WITHOUT GETTING ME IN TROUBLE!!!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 17 days ago
I think we are onto something. I just messaged whiskey. Can anyone tell me if biff 
brah is still a user?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 17 days ago
It wasn't so much for y'all. It was my rant to "Q". It made sense to them. I'm still 
shocked.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 17 days ago
Yes. I claim it. I claim it all. I was wrong about Q in all of the ways I was 
supposed to be. Everything I said WAS fake... actually was. It was on purpose and 
yesterday, I got it. I'm thankful "Q" did that. Truly thankful.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 17 days ago
I was busy following the rabbit hole I think they'd left for me yesterday.

Thank you to the anon who posted that Q/ Russia "breadcrumb". It was all I needed... 
and I know all the rest. I just posted it all back on the hub... /pol/.
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Thanks also to all of you, who didn't give up on me. I know this all seems weird. 
It's weird to me. I've been crying because I just can't believe it.

I almost gave up and stopped posting, thinking I was hurting the efforts of good-
hearted, well-intended people, more than helping. I didn't want to "be" anything, on 
any board. I didn't want to be "MegaAnon". I just wanted to help. I'm literally 
shocked I'm saying this... Q is real. Q is real. Q is real... and they let me figure 
it out by myself, just like they knew I'd have to for myself, to admit it.

That's why they used "breadcrumbs", "connecting the dots" and "house of cards" AFTER 
I did. They knew it would just keep pissing me off, until I found it.

They knew I'd have to checkmate myself. TouchÃ© "Q"... touchÃ©. You look good with a 
little tan.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 18 days ago
[emoji]

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 18 days ago
This is one of my favorite threads yet!!

When can we celebrate?! http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/156495340#bottom

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 18 days ago
They tortured Bin Talal and 12 other Saudi's in a four seasons for 3 weeks. Remember 
that.

Not saying Huma's getting tortured... just saying there's an irony to the 
Gates/BinTalal four seasons, we may find funny, later.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 18 days ago
Think of Kwok as a Chinese Assange in exile. Only his exile is his choice and his 
"embassy" is an $82 million mansion. Kwok has been sticking his Chinese government 
sex videos and human rights corruption doc dumps, right up their Communist asses, 
for the better part of the last decade. He was a very bit part of the negotiations 
with China and the US, because Xi is a much better President than his predecessor 
and Kwok helped China realize how fucked up their government was.

Kwok also threatens Steve Wynn's most successful casinos, especially his Macau 
property, which requires China's permissions to operate. Wynn tried to lobby Trump 
by delivering a handwritten letter to him from China, where they were requesting his 
extradition.

Wynn got denied. The Mercer's don't like Kwok either. But the Mercer's did love 
Obamacare when they created it, sold it to their boy Romney in Mass. then got in 
through with Obama and the ACA. The Mercer's also loved both Bush's and both Iraq 
wars. Like, REALLY LOVED THEM. There are googleable things you can all research if 
you want. I'm not telling you anything new.

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/10/25/donald-trump-mulled-deporting-
chinese-dissident-guo-wengui-hand-delivered-letter-steve-wynn/

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 18 days ago
Pass this along. If they know what they're looking at, they'll love this.

Makes the ad malware on the chan's last month, just a little more spoopy. Who REALLY 
runs 8?! Kinda weird "Q" moved over there, as soon as I said something. Someone's 
got some pretty big pull for a whole board... then fancy "super secure tripcodes" 
and direct "cio monkey confirmations", to boot?!
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Tofsee "Making Tech CEO's resign since December 2017"

https://www.cert.pl/en/news/single/a-deeper-look-at-tofsee-modules/

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 18 days ago
I'm not happy with anything in MD, until Rao's name shows up on an IG doc.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 18 days ago

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 20 points 19 days ago
Haha! I'm not answering you anymore. You're just here to start shit you won't be 
able to finish and I'm not going to waste time on you, anymore.

It's people like (you) who'll make the "get" so good for the rest of us. I mean, 
y'all bought "pissgate" and "gorillas".

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 19 days ago
You might want to think about that statement before believing it.

You know who owns a lot of stake in Four Seasons?! Saudi's. Did you see Weiner's 
statements coming out yesterday?! He and Huma singing like canaries?!

Remember all those rumbles around DC with the left bitching about Trump and DOJ 
moving people, cases and investigations OUT of the swamp in DC via the FBI?!

Keep your eyes open and mouth shut. You'll learn something. It's Huma's turn for 
"investigation"... no one needs another "garage fire".

She's not alone there...

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 19 days ago
And Hillary's been on book tours and McCain's been between east coast and AZ. So?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 19 days ago
And Hillary's been on book tours and McCain's been between east coast and AZ. So?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 17 points 19 days ago
Edit: *I'm just an anon on boards

Also, I just want to clarify because I just re-read this and want make sure it's 
crystal clear. I wasn't trying to imply at all, that conservative treehouse used 
anything I've said in my posts and for his AMAZING WORK, when I said "I'm just an 
anon on boards and guys like him give it to you on twitter".

All I meant was that when asked what I thought, I referenced the points I'd made 
myself, in the last 2 months, that align with his article, to show you where I 
agree.

I've referenced a conservative treehouse article on here before too. He had done an 
incredible breakdown of the "strategies" being used in foreign policy, specifically 
as he related to Asia and the Middle East. It was so dead on incredible, I just 
posted the link as reference when I saw it because he'd said everything I had been 
saying, too. Conservative treehouse writes extremely accurate articles, from tge few 
I've seen linked here.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 18 points 19 days ago
I mean, I told you Strzok is a 1099 FBI contracted spook. I told you he was a 
documents and memos guy creating Fisa's and supporting docs for fisas with Rice. I 
told you Flynn knew this and this was why he plead guilty to force testifying on the 
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record.

So yes. You already know what I think about all of this so conservative treehouse is 
just further proving it, which I appreciate because I lost anon on boards and good 
guys like him, give it to you on twitter. I just wish he went a little deeper into 
the Rice help/Power doc forging as I've mentioned and then liked to why Flynn's 
testimony was as important as Rogers Trump tower meeting.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 20 days ago
Hi. I'm beat and it's been a long day... but then I saw this and I just about died 
on the inside.

https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/01/09/sean-hannity-wades-message-board-
conspiracy-theory-storm/219013

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 21 days ago
Yes, but in all fairness, I should've separated that better because the UK did it 2x 
- pre settlements/colonists for UK to US and WWI for UK/Germany to US.

The overall point was that if anyone wonders why US and Israel look so much alike, 
it's because we were planned that way.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 21 days ago
I'm glad you cited that statement because I wrote it on purpose. Breitbart has a 
choice to make. Bannon needed to separate and Mercer as well as other Breitbart 
donors, supporters etc. with dirty money tied to them, needed to drain. Breitbart is 
making their decision and Mercer should prove where that's going. Drudge has a swamp 
to drain too, you know?! Lots of the media have a swamp to drain. It's bipartisan 
and it's starting for all. It's for the better.

But there will be more to this as related to Bannon and Breitbart. More on Fox, more 
on them all. Everyone is responsible and accountable.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 21 days ago
Well, I hope LOVE the idea!!! I love that your post set it off! I love the good 
questions, solid facts, well made arguments, clearly articulated points, etc. the 
posts I hope anyone who's read my posts anywhere, knows my rant posts are my 
favorites! They're the ones that really keep me interested and wanting to 
participate in the discussions with everyone. I love the stuff that goes deep and 
keeps me thinking and engaged.

So thanks for one of the best posts!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 21 days ago
Well, I hope LOVE the idea!!! I love that your post set it off! I love the good 
questions, solid facts, well made arguments, clearly articulated points, etc. the 
posts I hope anyone who's read my posts anywhere, knows my rant posts are my 
favorites! They're the ones that really keep me interested and wanting to 
participate in the discussions with everyone. I love the stuff that goes deep and 
keeps me thinking and engaged.

So thanks for one of the best posts!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 21 days ago
Well, I hope LOVE the idea!!! I love that your post set it off! I love the good 
questions, solid facts, well made arguments, clearly articulated points, etc. the 
posts I hope anyone who's read my posts anywhere, knows my rant posts are my 
favorites! They're the ones that really keep me interested and wanting to 
participate in the discussions with everyone. I love the stuff that goes deep and 
keeps me thinking and engaged.
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So thanks for one of the best posts!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 21 days ago
Haha, "closely"? I am asked about Q so when I am, I do my due diligence. That's 
responsible. Additionally, considering I'm being hashtagged with "Q" all over, it's 
kinda hard to miss. I don't follow, but I do make sure if I'm asked something, I 
know what I'm talking about before I answer. That's not a strange hobby. That's 
accountability.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 21 days ago
I posted on it above.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 21 days ago
If you've read everything I've said on it, then checked it against the factual info 
I've provided to explain the things you take as validation that seem to "check out", 
like all of the photos and short code/software codes many believe are codes to other 
operatives, etc. then you'd realize for yourself what I'm saying. If you choose to 
use that information you wouldn't need to wonder or debate me about it. You'd know 
all you'd need to know.

Side note: That Roy Potter guy is great! I haven't watched more than a video or two 
of his people have linked asking me to watch, here and there, but I swear... if this 
guy were like, my "Uncle Roy", I'd never miss a family event! Haha! Could you 
imagine Sunday family dinner with this guy? I feel like he gets emotional and jacked 
up like I do. Talks like I type with caps, only I say the F word more. He's fun to 
watch and most importantly, he's passionate so he makes you passionate. I think it's 
great that Roy called out DEFCON1. I hope he doesn't let others make him feel like 
HE made a mistake of "misunderstanding" or "missing something that was supposed to 
be clear". I hope he knows that DEFCON1 shit, wasn't clear to ANYONE. Not even to 
those claiming they "got it". They didn't get it. No one got it and I'm glad he 
called it out and said it out loud. I respect that very much.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 21 days ago
I know, I'm just teasing because of the rivalry.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 21 days ago
No. I've said where he has been over the last year and never said he couldn't return 
to the place he'd have to look like he was being "freed" from, if he was supposed to 
have still been asylumed there, according to the public, right?!

I mean, debating and questioning is fine, but could you at least sift and read 
correctly, to debate me accurately? It's no fun this way.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 21 days ago
Bannon had a swamp to drain too at Breitbart before progress can be made. Weird how 
Trump even noted that Mercer's are no longer backing Bannon/Breitbart, no?! Maybe 
their money is dirty and can't be had. Sure would be easy for Bannon to use fake 
feuds to drain the swamp he knew existed at Breitbart, so they could grow and 
progress through the msm revolution he and Trump promised when they said they'd 
destroy the MSM in 2 years, right?

Sounds like a good way for Bannon to separate himself directly, while the Breitbart 
swamp drains, just like history would prove he's always wanted to do, for years, 
since he started. Get back to Andy B. ideals. This book and Bannon/Trump fake feud 
will kill many birds with stone. Consider this the first purge of the MSM. When are 
those "awards"?! ðŸ¤—

Remember, one random wiretapping tweet planted, killed so many, too.
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Anyone know exactly what happened during that Russia/Jr. meeting?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 21 days ago
Ok just did. It will be 15 minutes I'll never get back, too.

Let me get this straight... another one letter self-identifying anon named B, who 
miraculously shows up with a fresh account like 2 or 3 weeks ago, yet has 20k+ 
followers on twitter dedicated to larping q larps, is "twitter feuding" with that 
Beans chick and that military Roy guy, because they asked questions or implied 
things that B seems to disagree with, or god forbid, were rightfully mad about fake 
or unclear DEFCOM1 cries over an anon board on the internets?!

I mean shave my head and call me Britney, but who the fuck is "B" to call out or 
make claim to, anyone or anything?! Did Q deem B an authority on Q posts?! How does 
another one-letter no name get 20k followers in 3 weeks larping about a larp?!

We all know I was dissatisfied with Beans fake confirmations on me directly, so you 
know how I feel about that BUT, "B" has somehow positioned herself as speaking on 
behalf of Q as if in a position of "authority", which she hasn't seemed to prove she 
is. Am I missing something?!

Point is, she seems to slap down questions, those who disagree, those frustrated, 
etc. on "behalf" of Q, but WHO IS SHE, to do so?! Have her "followers" asked her to 
validate herself, before taking her as seriously and just as quickly, as they've 
taken Q?!

I just need to know, does anyone else feel as actually dumb as I do, even wasting a 
post on this "B" or "Q" or whatever other letter pops up next?! Like "twitter feuds" 
with tens of thousands of comments, retweets, shares, likes, etc.?! Is this real 
life?!

Think what you want about Beans or that Roy guy, but if I were either of them, who 
at least put their faces and names behind the shit they say on the internets, I'd 
remind "B" that her "authority" on the subject of "Q", is just as invalid as "Q" is 
themselves.

Then, I'd remind Beans and Roy that they were pretty successfully doing what they 
were doing, well before Q, so they might want to consider dropping the shovel before 
they dig themselves into rabbit holes they can't climb out of, when the Q shit hits 
the fan and ruins their credibility.

Please note, the ones who'll survive hitching their wagons to fake Q when shit 
blows, is those who've been enabled and funded to larp on the internet and be wrong 
so many times, for so many years, like Alex Jones & Co. he's the only guy who could 
hitch his wagon so tight to pizzagate, only to apologize to Alefantis in front of 
all his "pizza woke" viewers, and STILL have a show and following AFTER, right?!

"The Q Phenomenon" as "they've" dubbed, hyped and tried to mainstream it, is not 
intended to make the innocently well-intended, Beans and Roy types, succeed. It's to 
pull these people, who've organically gained attention abd rather large following in 
their own, out of the "citizen journalist"/"alt-media" woodwork, so they can be 
planted and peppered with bullshit they'll inevitably spread, grow from, then fail 
in front of, once the truth comes out. Q will eventually prove all of the things 
these people claim to be good at (researching, analysis, data gathering, accurate 
reporting, etc.) WRONG.

And the ONLY people who survive "their" tricks, are those "they" ensure survive... 
Hi Alex!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 19 points 22 days ago
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Well, I already said that it wouldn't ever matter where he was and whom he was with 
because the public would probably never know. I said he was alive and that when 
everyone found out he was, it would be because it was the right time. A lot of 
channels were rightfully worked to negotiate and coordinate the actions that saved 
him, by the right people. But what do you care anyway?! Didn't you say he was dead? 
How are they freeing a dead guy from anywhere?!

It never really mattered, as I have literally said before, where Assange was. I only 
said he was not in harms way, he was with good people and most importantly, he was 
ALIVE. I also said that by the time you'd find out who tried to do what to Assange 
(which answers the questions about why Feinstein might be ready to throw herself off 
a bridge thinking Assange will be freed and more importantly, free to testify - 
remember like 2.5 months ago when she made @Jack send all of Assange's twitter 
handle messages to her, covering all messages over last 5 years? That's gonna suck 
for LOTS of people), the details of how it was negotiated and coordinated, and where 
he was, for how long, wouldn't matter.

I only discussed these specific things because WAY too many people believed Assange 
was dead and Wiki was completely compromised. Yes, you were led to believe it, so I 
don't blame anyone for believing it back then. But enough time had passed that it 
was ok to post about on here, when I did. You were misled to believe he had been 
taken by those who fully intended to take him and use Wikileaks negatively. Others 
got to him first and helped Assange debt then that network access. Then, just to 
stick it right up they're asses, he dropped Vault 7, 6 months later, exposing 
"their" tricks, for everyone to see.

That's all you ever really needed to know. I hope you keep shitposting here. You'll 
get your (you's) alright.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 22 days ago
Haha, I just watched it. It was funny hearing him read my post out loud, then 
feeling forced to use "air quotes".

Other than that, the whole thing fucking sucked. That Cowgirls shirt was seering my 
eyes and I couldn't concentrate. 

Side note though, because it needs to be said, Romo killed it in the booth this 
season. Hate to admit it, but hope he picks up Sundays instead of Thursdays, next 
year.

Ok. I'm done.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 22 days ago
I said that 10/28-10/31 was interesting and made me curious, which is why I'd 
initially missed the transition between that poster and Q Clearance Patriot in 11/1, 
because I'd missed a couple of days. When I caught myself up, I'd noticed the AF1 
pics. From that alone, I knew something didn't smell right and from there I 
personally chose to lurk, limited post (because A FEW of the things "Q" said seemed 
interesting when individually viewed) and dig on the pics and other "verifications" 
these Q people were trying to pass off as legit, which I realized were bullshit.

As soon as I saw people claiming that "Q" had posted an AF1 pic in active flight 
(which would never legally, NOR technologically be able or allied to happen) and 
then saw people noting the file name, referencing a specific seat # they were 
implying "Q was sitting in", I started my own little digging on the side, while 
following the posts along a little more, to see what else was being posted to 
"verify" supposed proximity to Trump/admin on Asia trip.

Day I found out what was going on, I confirmed on here and did what I could on my 
end. The rest is history (sadly).
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[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 22 days ago
I cannot directly engage or attach myself via resources on this, especially now 
since you've just said it here, directly addressing to me, expecting a reply. Any 
digging I'd do on what you'd provide here, could very well tie me directly, if I 
initiated. So I can't.

But, sounds interesting and if the person you got this info from posted it anon, 
maybe it's something you could start an anon thread on and get some smart people on 
/pol/ interested, too. 

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 22 days ago
Should make sense to most, right? ðŸ¤·ðŸ�»â€�â™€ï¸�

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 17 points 22 days ago
It was exactly successful in the way it needed to be. You'll see. 

I'm just going to let this play a little more because honestly, it's still too fresh 
and too few circles are involved. This is also an example of why I say I have 
nothing to worry about personally/professionally, when posting. I don't mind saying 
a few things about a few things, but I also don't say anything I shouldn't, before I 
should.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 22 days ago
No. This book is not what got us here. Assange has been under the protective custody 
of he US, since October 2016. Well before this book. It has nothing to do with this. 
This was just a jab.

Nothing that's happening with Assange release is directly or as a result of this 
book.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 22 days ago
Might be easier if you google and read but there are applications that allow you and 
many corporations and organizations, to pre-draft and populate social media posts 
for like every platform, twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. and literally like 
"stack" them all up, send them for approvals/confirmations if needed, then schedule 
when they will publish/post to those accounts and at what specific date/time via the 
queue they're pending in until they go. It's just an application/software that 
allows you to automate posting across several accounts, over several different 
platforms for several different people.

Social media/marketing/communications managers use these to the corporate accounts 
they manage the social media accounts of. Like if Trump tweets something at 7:30 pm 
on he can stack and queue it up to post on Facebook and Instagram in those post 
formats, at the same time. If he's away all weekend and doesn't want to tweet, he 
can preload a few in advance. These are usilialky the posts that seem obligatory, 
like generic abd canned. That's all.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 22 days ago
It's why I liked lurking there, then posting there abd it's why I "respond to 
shills". Not everyone who disagrees with me is a shill, nor is everyone who thinks 
I'm a larp. It is ok for people to debate me, disagree with me, think I'm bullshit, 
etc. I mean, if they didn't I'd be more worried like I was in a Heaven's Gate cult, 
waiting for my purple sleepy time Haley comet juice.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 22 days ago
I posted about it on /pol/ like a few min ago but I'm too tired to find it again. 
I'm sure it will show up here. It's basically a formality "they" all knew was 
inevitable. Trump's probably going to tell them a whole lot about what actually went 
on at that Don Jr. meeting with Russians in Trump tower and that's gonna make 
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Bannon's comments look like the intentional plant they are. It's going to happen. 
They all know it. It's the last piece to finish Russian hacking and Trumps interview 
will be on the record, with the dems Mueller and no one will be able to expect 
Mueller to continue.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 22 days ago
Ahhh, nah, brah!! Don't think that. I know I go on rants but they're not directed to 
you or anyone specifically. I'm sorry it seemed that way. I wasn't kissed at you. 
I'm rarely ever pissed at people in general, to be honest. Issues and topics piss me 
off. I just started replying to you, then got all jacked up about the whole thing in 
general.

For the record, y'all... when I'm posting and I start referring to "you" in a rant, 
I'm not necessarily referring to the person I'm responding to, I'm using it boardky 
to describe a whole or collective.

You're a good egg l, pipesog!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 22 days ago
... and I have suggested that. Since November, right on through to even today.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 22 days ago
You do realize that you pretty much check your constitutional rights at the door 
when you create a potential national security issue across hundreds of thousands of 
people who follow you daily, by confirming on behalf of the president of the united 
states, we are at DEFCON 1 status, correct?!

I guarantee you, that many people are following this Q shit daily and I also 
guarantee you that the only reason they tried to walk it back and say they "didn't 
really mean defcon 1" because apparently "you should know that Defcon 1 means 30 
other things" (and no, it doesn't). Does Trump ever have to explain to you when he 
tweets? Does he tell you 10 days of darkness are coming every 10 days, right after 
they never come?

I assure you, Trump nor the admin, would never leave you questioning, confused or 
concerned and if they had to communication confusing or concerning things to the 
public, they certainly would not do it on 8ch. This is absolutely ridiculous.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 22 days ago
Sleep tight, brah. It's optics but yes, he's interviewing him. Trump is going to be 
asked how he knew he was being wiretapped and what exactly happened during that Don 
Jr./Russia/Trump Tower meeting Bannon's "statements" sent the MSM REEEEEing about 
for the last week. The "interview" is procedure. Trump would have to be interviewed 
to discuss and get this on the record, right?! Just like Flynn forcing his own 
testimony to get his truths on the record? Mueller calling Trump in is a formality 
but a good one. Means we're close to the end abd not for nothing, but Mueller and 
everyone else, already know what's coming with this. They already know what he's 
going to say because they all participated in it. They orchestrated it. It's the end 
of them and Russia.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 22 days ago
Following valid dots that factually connect to other valid dots, in a relevant, 
factual way, is educational and informative.

Following a few valid dots, sprinkled in with a lot more invalid dots, on purpose to 
mislead you then be disseminated as disinfo by you, is foolish. In fact, it's 
exactly what you'd admit you don't trust the MSM anymore for doing, is it not?!

If you dig deep enough into anything, you can connect anyone and everything to 
anything. Hence phrases like "six degrees of separation" are ironic, but fairly 
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accurate. You all are being drawn in by vague, seemingly valid and interesting dots 
that lead to the relevant truth about 30% of the time, which then lead to other 
dots, which intentionally mislead you to connect things with things that shouldn't 
be connected. It's all just to keep you busy and distracted as a mass that threatens 
when left to your own dot discovering and connecting. I mean, did pizzagate need 
"Q"? No. Does Q confirm every single one the connections yall are making, so you 
know you've "connected correctly" as they intended, before posting, sharing or 
discussing the "truths" you've uncovered to all those you're redpilling and 
comforting in chaos, with rabbits?!

Please don't interpret this as an attack against you. It's not. These are sadly just 
questions that no one can answer because to be honest, no one even bothered to ask. 
People were prayed upon on purpose, then pushed into the collective, hive mind. Now, 
first 5 people to agree on a collective answer or conclusion while providing very 
little sources or evidence to support, decide what the "right" answer is for 
everyone and slap it on the map.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 22 days ago
No and neither did Q. If you all would like to dig into something, dig into that 
sword pic and pen pic. They're fake. Edited, stripped of meta and if you dig hard, I 
know you'll find the original and all of the originals on the internet... just like 
they did.

I'm sorry, but it's true. I'm not trying to make any of the Q people feel bad or 
dumb. That's not the intent. However, it is heinous what is happening to innocent, 
well intended people, looking for good information with few places, thanks to the 
MSM, to find it. I'm not asking or expecting you to take it from me. I'm just 
suggesting that it wouldn't hurt to dig into things on the Q sure, as determined and 
detailed as y'all do on what the tell you. That's just good due diligence.

If more of these efforts were done, we wouldn't be debating this, today. I assure 
you, Trump would not have never sanctioned or allowed anyone to scream defcon 1 
yesterday. Especially on an anonymous, internet message board on 8ch, nor would they 
do that anywhere only to leave you scared and confused. If we ever reach DEFCON 1, 
you're never going to misinterpret, misunderstand or misread it. Ever.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 3 points 22 days ago
Who?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 22 days ago
I've already posted how they were skimming the stack and queue application short 
codes on social media.

Notice I said Kelly's phone going missing would be convenient. That was a trap. 
Notice it's now being confirmed cell phones and devices are being cracked down on 
and heavily restricted for staffers and guests? Notice I told you Trump was testing 
and securing better direct forms of comms to reach y'all that he could control? 
That's happening and being reported now. Remember when I said remaining leakers 
would be smoked out? Just another one of Bannon's tricks, like Kelly's missing 
phone, just like the Jr./Russia meeting comments and the Wolff book. That Wolff book 
is going to kill like 30 birds with one stone. Literally.

And between us, Assange reports of where he is vs. where he's been, don't matter. 
That's just what they're spinning to public now, to cover for the fact he's been in 
secured, US protective custody, since Oct. 2016. Where he is now, or where he's been 
doesn't matter. Don't let people twist this all up. He's been ok for a while.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 22 days ago
Hi Germany! Got lots of German friends, so good to see you, too! Bottom line... your 
swamp is just as deep, corrupt and fucked up, if not worse, than the US. The UK and 
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Germany created the US to be their proxy, no differently than they created our twin 
sister Israel all the sudden, after the WWII they literally and factually funded. 
This isn't anti-semitic. This isn't xenophobic, racist, whatever other terms you 
could throw at this. This is just the truth and yes, it's still ok to tell the 
truth.

Y'all need to fall in line quick. Even Macron realizes he can't keep going the way 
he is and he's been drastically shifting initiatives to remain relevant. You're 
literally watching everyone I said you would watch, drain their swamps in front of 
your eyes, on live TV. China, S. Korea, Saudi, Iran, France, Zimbabwe, etc. I told 
you Israel, and Pakistan would literally be next weeks ago and today, you're 
watching them call for dirty Benji and his dirty wife to resign. Remember how much 
shit I took when I explained why Israel/Jerusalem abd the airbase we got were good 
things?! Remember the position I told everyone we were forcing Benji into?! It's 
literally abd factually happening, right now. We smoked him out and called him to 
task on shitvhe couldn't refuse or denounce because he abd the rest of the swamp 
have leaped to us for decades of why it was needed, right?! We made them eat shit by 
giving them what they wanted while still securing the holy land via the embassy move 
and airbase Obama nor Bush could ever get, Which forced them to git their own swamp 
because their regional terror problems they've exploited and funded, isn't out 
problem anymore.

I told y'all the Zionists of everyone and everything are crippling us and that 
includes you, German brah. Didn't y'all see it with the public water shit they 
pulled on you, a few years back?! Merkle is your literal Hillary Clinton, but with a 
whole lot less firepower and a whole lot more to lose. She is still making Germans 
pay for Hitler and through the guilt y'all allow them to perpetuate and exploit to 
the world, she's justified the huge refugee influx, the violence, sex assaults, etc. 
she's spent years breaking y'all down to increase your dependency on the UN she, 
like all of our leaders, thought they were going to get to increase their control 
through. This was exactly the same plan for all of us. I like to think of it as they 
only cared about every country with internet, the rest were expendable, to include 
80% of Africa and 1/3 of the Middle East.

Did you notice the legislation passed stating we'd directly hold Europe, including 
Germany, accountable for the reparations, restoration and restitution, they claim is 
"owed to the Jews"?! Why did we do this?! Because if THEY have to pay for it and we 
are no longer helping to find it, then exploiting it for their own benefit and 
profit, doesn't really work anymore. It becomes a moot point they'd rather not 
perpetuate or propagandize anymore because if they do, it will just cost THEM money. 
See how that works?

Brexit is fantastic. That needs to keep moving.". That was the first real movement - 
MBGA! Then it was MAGA. Macron has no choice but to MFGA. He saw the writing on the 
wall after the Paris accord funding stopped and then we started hinting we'd pull 
our UN funding, then actually stuck it up their asses and did. You German brah's 
need to MGGA, and that doesn't include Merkle. She's filthy and she's desperate 
because she knows it's coming. She can't ignore it, either. The Benji shit is 
hitting WAY too close to home and she's neck deep in it. Even Teresa May.

I'm hoping it happens sooner than later for y'all but to be fair, I don't think 
you'll have a choice, either. You never thought you'd see 6 days of Benji protests, 
right?! It's coming for everyone whether they wanna be great again, or not.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 19 points 22 days ago
This is why I say what I say, lay out what I do, try to clearly explain, then you, 
as adults can take it or leave it. I don't pepper you with fake happenings, I don't 
scream (well, other than on a few people like AJ yesterday and before cause he's a 
paid op and copy/pasted my shit trying to tag me to him like he later did with Q and 
Zach) and it's why I don't tell YOU what to do, what you should do, etc. in fact, I 
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tell y'all you did your jobs. You voted. You keep paying attention on your own. I 
don't even care that Q is a fucking larp. It's the internet and frankly, people 
should know better then to just buy in, exactly like all the Q people claim they do 
know, cause they're "woke".

What I DO mind is convincing people of shit like "disinfo is good and necessary, 
stay focused, ignore anything other than what I'm saying, but even though I'm 
confirming to you in my posts what's happening, I'm not even explaining it, let 
alone confirming the answers you're coming to as a group, are right. Instead, I drop 
codes no one even recognizes, let alone understands, I scream 10 days of darkness 
3x, no lights out, or gov down, make you think he needs to be insulated and then as 
if it could get any more absolutely fucking insane, I scream DEFCON 1 then when 
EVERYONE REEEEE's, I try to backpeddle and explain I didn't really mean it that 
way", type of pure bullshit?!?!? COME ON!!!

Let me ask you this. Do YOU ANY OF YOU, actually think that if Trump wanted or 
intended to leave you fucking confused, he'd care SO MUCH, like he's PROVEN HE DOES, 
to establish and enable DIRECT CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION, to you?!? If Trump wanted 
to confuse you, leave you hanging, scare you, etc. HE'D LET CNN TELL YOU EVERYTHING, 
wouldn't he?! He'd NEVER, EVER allow or stand for this level of confusion without 
confirmation on tobthis extent, like "Q" claims to be doing on behalf of him!!!

And guess what else he'd never do?!? He'd NEVER ENCOURAGE YOU TO BECOME THE LITERAL 
"CITIZEN CNN", spreading fake shit about potus being insulated over Asia in AF1 at 
40k ft. due to an EMP BLACKOUT THAT EVERYONE WHO WOULD KNOW, DID KNOWCWAS NEVER A 
FUCKING THREAT. EVER. He wouldn't encourage you to spread memes and educate everyone 
you fucking know on something that HE DIDNT 100%, clear as day, know and confirm to 
y'all himself, on behalf of him, his office or his administration. NEVER. These 
people should KNOW THIS!!! Yes Trump likes to leave little pokes, jabs and nuggets 
in his tweets but you know this. Has Trump ever scared any of you like this?! Has he 
or even Don Jr., the mouthpiece for ALL THE SHIT Trump really wants to say, EVER 
MADE YOU QUESTION WHETHER WE ARE REALLY AT DEFCON FUCKING 1, or not?! Has he ever 
apologized or walked back anything?! Has he ever made you REEEE?!

NO!!! NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO.

So sorry, but I can't just sit here and watch something RUIN THE CREDIBILITY AND 
CLEAR, HONEST TRANSPARENCY THAT TRUMP HAS ESTABLISHED AND GIVEN YOU DIRECTLY via his 
tweets and the direct paths of communication, so that some fucking anon Q people 
shitting up god damn message boards on the internet can exploit it and try to claim 
what TRUMP is doing, as theirs!!! they don't get to manipulate his tweets and hitch 
their wagons to his to get you blindly following.

If you follow Q and have from the beginning, great. You're an adult and you have the 
right to choose what you read, believe and act on or not, as a result. BUT I'M NOT 
CRAZY FOR SUGGESTING YOU DO WHAT YOU'VE ALWAYS CLAIMED TO DO BEFORE!!! You "woke" 
people, tired of the MSM and FAKE NEWS, USED to demand vetting and validation before 
forming a confirmation or opinion! You USED to demand more than "unnamed" and 
"undisclosed" sources before . You USED to REQUIRE SAUCE, BEFORE ACTING AND 
SPREADING TO ENSURE YOU WEREN'T THE FAKE NEWS YOU HATED.

I don't give a single fuck who Q is it what they're doing. I care that too many 
people BLINDY do! They have been FOLLOEING AND ACTING on shit Q hasn't even actually 
confirmed whether they're right or not on ALL of it, for months!!! MONTHS!! SINCE 
WHEN, is it too much to DEMAND these BASIC THINGS, especially from someone telling 
you they are posting on behalf of POTUS on a board on the internet (who factually, 
no one knows who it is from a fucking hole in the wall, BTW), where we all know 
larps and paid shills are a dime a dozen, BEFORE YOU GO spreading shit you can't 
even factually confirm IS CONNECTED, or IS TIED, EXACTLY THE WAY IT SHOULD BE, other 
than simply because Q posted it so it must be the case.
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I hate to tell y'all this, but I posted that pic of the Oval Office couch on here TO 
PROVE A POINT. When someone wanted to prove it, they proved me statements in that 
thread, RIGHT. If anyone just even half capable went back and dug through all of 
those pics, even like the sword or Camp David pens in desk pics, you'd see they're 
no different than the Oval Office couch pic I planted. PLANTED. As in ON PURPOSE. TO 
PROVE A POINT.

Sorry if this just seems like "MegaAnon acts/sounds like a teenager". Sorry I just 
AM A PERSON WHO ACTUALLY FUCKING CARES and uses caps for emphasis and curses out of 
emotion, but whether you believe me, like me, think I'm legit or a larp, who 
cares?!? Nothing I'm saying right here is crazy, these are things you should all 
demand and expect from anyone. I don't ask y'all to tweet me, spread me, YouTube 
about me, meme me, etc! I post just like you! I don't need my own board, maps, 
rabbits, etc. I don't need you to be scared or demoralized over false happenings. I 
don't need to break news to you. I'm not dangerous. You're not some army for ME OR 
ANYONE. Remember that. If you want to be Q's army, great. But you should respect 
yourselves enough, to demand validation and confirmation, via more than just a few 
cryptic social media stack and queue short codes/comms, that anyone could recreate. 
Demand more than meta stripped and filtered pics you could find the originals with 
meta on, if you just dug hard enough. Demand more for your months of dedication and 
time. Q can see your commitment. They can validate and confirm your efforts because 
they see it all over fucking InfoWars, A few smaller MSM sites, twitter and YouTube. 
They can follow your rabbits. MAKE THEM WORK FOR YOU NOW.

Do you really believe someone covertly posting on 8ch on behalf of the same potus 
who scrubbed and entire Trump tower and WH for bugs, would communicate with y'all 
through a "secure trip" or even a "super secret and secure trip" that could be and 
was, hacked like 4x already, total?!

Do you really think that boards flooded with literal shill orgs we factually know 
exist, who target and manipulate these boards, their mods and execs, just like they 
do the MSM, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. would engage directly in a super secret 
tripcide creation and the creation of a new, Q-only accessible/post board now, for 
some anon?!

Do you not think the same corrupt board execs, who we know are now factually 
installing tracking malware on the Chan users devices via ads, wouldn't go to these 
lengths for Q the minute ShareBlue told them to?!

I give up on this conversation. I'm sorry to rant but this is just insane. I hope as 
we progress, especially through the next few weeks and months, everyone will take a 
minute to remind themselves of exactly how we all got here in the first place and 
why it's so important we never go back to where we came from, again. It's not about 
whether you think or believe I'm wrong or right about Q. It's about whether or not 
you can factually confirm either and sadly (and factually) no one can. Don't hate me 
because you think I'm attacking your Q stuff. As yourselves whether you can honestly 
or factually answer any of the logical, rational questions I've posed. That's not 
attacking. I'm not competing with anyone. I don't ask anyone to do shit on behalf of 
myself or anyone else. I just post. It's not ridiculous to demand more for 
yourselves so YOU can feel confident in what you're spreading and asking others to 
believe. That's fair. That should be expected. It should be status quo and your own 
president, would expect and demand that you require exactly the same for yourselves! 
In fact, he'd expect and demand it SO MUCH, that he'd ensure that if he communicated 
with you, directly or indirectly, he'd be clear and concise. Right?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 17 points 23 days ago
Haha! Yes I saw them and even saved those caps for myself (which I'm horrible at 
doing, BTW), then posted them in another thread for reference. Todd is right.
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I appreciate you looking out though but please remember, especially as things 
progress, that I'm not scared or even intimidated by ShareBlue Media, or any 
attempts they'd make. 12 tweens, huddled around a few laptops in a coat closet, 
who'd clock in 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, tasked with the "flagging and tagging" 
of "MegaAnon" on the internets, in an effort to ID me, is about as concerning to me 
as... ðŸ¤”, I mean, nothing. I can't even actually think of anything to complete 
this analogy... like, at all.

I mean, if this is true, I guess I'd just be happy that my posts have in some way 
contributed to the increased employment rates we've seen. I'm not going anywhere, so 
I'm just gonna keep posting when I want, on whatever I want, wherever I want, 
knowing that I'm providing job security to 12 potential people, who've probably 
graduated college within the last 3-5 years, sitting on $30-40k in debt which 
accumulates interest monthly, who are forced to admit to their parents every time 
they come home from work asking when dinner is, that they graduated college 
completely broke, so they could search for and read my posts on the internets, all 
day long.

Like, imagine how much your life must suck to work for ShareBlue because you fully 
support these types of missions and purposes, only to have to find and read my posts 
every. single. day. That'd be like me clocking in to monitor and troll Sarah 
Silverman and Chelsea Handlers twitter feeds for 40 hours a week. You'd have to pay 
me at least a million a year, full benefits with a 10% match on my 401k, vested day 
one. Like that's just what I'd need to get out of bed. ðŸ˜�

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 23 days ago
Awe thanks for the star on this, whoever gave it!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 23 days ago
Until you start exploiting visa legislation to bring them here. Schumer, Menendez, 
Pelosi, Feinstein. Trust me. Dig then get back to me. It's all there.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 23 days ago
Ryan is dirty and no, not any more.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 23 days ago

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 23 days ago
I already said it was. I said it a long time ago too. Pence is the biggest 
establishment plant and leaker of them all. He will be exposed. He knows it.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 23 days ago
Awe, thanks. Just remember that sometimes when I'm replying directly to a comment, 
I'm not necessarily spurging out on that person directly, I'm using the term "you", 
etc. towards the whole. As in, everyone.

It's just so crazy to see so many people blindly following with little question or 
hesitation, as if it'd be so hard to fathom let alone believe that "Q", an anon 
poster on the internet, could be fake, or could have underlying, negative motives. 
Like, these are the same people who whole heartedly believe that the MSM has been 
proactively lying to them and spinning the "news" for the last 60+ years, right?! 
These are the people who believe paid shills and bot accounts target social media 
sites and raid message boards with bullshit, thanks to Soros-funded ShareBlue/Media 
Matters campaigns, no?!

How could it NOT be plausible to these people that maybe a few people are behind an 
extremely simplistic, coordinated and funded "Q" project?! How is this so incredibly 
unbelievable?! I mean, didn't they have tripcide problems again on 8? To the point 
some big mod came in and made a special trip that got hacked again?! Are mods not 
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corrupt? Are social media and boards companies/organization led abd their executives 
not corrupt? Wouldn't it be very easy for ShareBlue to put a call in and make the 
"Q" shit look good?! Since when do mods or 8ch execs give a single fuck about some 
"insider anon" on their boards?! I've never seen a mod. Why?! Because it would never 
happen unless they all had meat in the game and had to keep this shit going.

There's some dirty, dirty games being played alright and none of them are even 
paying attention long enough to realize they're part of it.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 23 days ago
Let them dig their own holes. When it's all said and done, it will only serve to 
discredit them publicly, even more so. It only makes it better. They're proving what 
liars they really are and how desperate they were right now and every time they've 
tweeted or made a statement/comment.

See?! Who's really going to look unstable and crazy?! I just hope the internets 
doesn't scrub all their bullshit away when it comes down to the coming down, of all 
this.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 23 points 23 days ago
... and JUST BECAUSE it should be noticed, Alex Jones/InfoWars, just tried to repost 
THIS LITTLE "EDITED" NUGGET, 29 minutes ago.

Sorry, but "they" DON'T GET TO START WALKING BACK "THEIR" LARP's. I can post about 
this shit ALLLLLLLLLL DAY! I can just keep on, keeping on at this point. I hope he 
reads this one, too! Hi Alex! I see you! Lots of people remember just how far back 
you and Rush go! Y'all liked 'em young... it's why you sold out when they threatened 
you with it. I don't forget.

https://www.infowars.com/bannon-treachery-designed-to-cover-up-new-doj-criminal-
investigation-of-hillary/

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 23 days ago
Jusysigovdtzjcpfupxgohofidyzsdohofidudvigogofipdk. Oh and when you're done with 
that... ofkfjxhsljpgkckf too!

Ha!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 20 points 23 days ago
Umm ok. I'm not sure how you don't see this. Let me try another way...

The Trump admin. comes out, tells a whole bunch of unsuspecting people what's really 
been going on, what actions have been taken and they really need everyone to believe 
them, because it's certainly not like the MSM will or has told everyone the truth, 
as that will be clear, if our own President has to directly report it to us and make 
such dire attempts to circumvent the corrupt systems and channels, to do so.

Then, all these white rabbit, Qbots, who can't even actually seem to confirm, 
complete or even agree on the "right" answers, start larping the "truths" they've 
been told by Qanon &co., on spoopy and questionable sites, just as the media has 
already successfully depicted them to be, publicly.

Sure, and by my same rationale, all those now vulnerable, questioning and concerned 
masses, desperate for the truth, are more open minded. I mean, you're their family, 
their friend, their neighbor, long time co-worker, etc. right?! They TRUST YOU. 
Hell, they even believe you, because it's you.

Then BOOM! Just when you think you've redpilled and calmed your entire bubble of 
"normies", with valid and credible information and "facts", which directly came from 
"Q", who's apparently directly tied to Trump, because they've "verified themselves" 
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with a few bogus pictures they stripped the meta on that sadly no one even worked 
hard enough to unverify or even question (hence I posted that bogus WH pic in that 
thread to PROVE A POINT I WAS HOPING EVERYONE WOULD SCOOP UP LIKE THE GIANT 
BREADCRUMB IT WAS), a few cryptic short codes no one can factually decipher, which 
is true because no one can even recognize that they ARE short codes in the first 
place, so that shows the lack of "autists" they're working with and a few happenings 
predicted (that factually either never happened at all, or did seemingly happen but 
could've been fed to them by "THEM" if "THEY" are behind this, right?!), just when 
you think you've proved and spread THE TRUTH, "THEY" pull that card from the house, 
just like they planned.

THEY, use the MSM, price Q is fake, this was all orchestrated by "conspiracy 
theorist", "Alex Jones watching", "social media trending/citizen journalist 
reporting", "Trump supporters", who are just as dangerous to society, if not more, 
than "Trump supporting white nationalists plowing Dodge Chargers down 
Charlottesville streets killing and injuring protesters".

See?!? Do you see what they did there? See how they just used all of those innocent, 
well-intended efforts to HELP and EXPOSE public-derived and driven truth and 
transparency, against you, by PLANTING YOU, with a coordinated, massive disinfo 
campaign that prayed on your desperation and vulnerability, by grabbing your 
attention using the SAME INFO on things you'd all already and pretty successfully 
had researched and verified on your own, before Q, then used "Q" to purposefully mix 
bullshit with facts they could then use your own efforts to unknowingly, yet still 
incorrectly, connect false dots, to false things, that implicated and have 
devastated the people, companies, families, reputations, livelihoods, etc. through 
ALL THE FAKE RABBITS, HOLES AND DOTS y'all chased down and connected these people 
INCORRECTLY TO, because like I said, if you dig deep enough into anything or anyone, 
you'll make connections, regardless of whether they're actually or factually 
relevant, or not.

Six degrees of separation. That's the game of Q. You don't have to believe me... 
like I've always said, y'all can take it or leave it. I don't have y'all on some 
mission. I (edit for don't) don't tell you to meme me, hashtag me, share me, spread 
me around, char me, talk about me, etc. when you ask me what you should be doing, I 
hardly reply and if I do, I give an opinion and let you know it's just that... my 
opinion. I've also been clear that in reality, you've already done "your job" and 
part. You voted m. You're participating in the process of government, politics and 
the discussions and issues you elect them to have and address. You're holding them 
accountable and responsible, to do the job you pay their salaries and fund their 
budgets with, via your tax dollars, right?!

I hope you can realize what the HUGE ADVANTAGE for THEM would be, to not only make 
Trump look as completely inept, ridiculous, absurd, emotionally and mentally 
unstable and unhinged as possible to "prove THEIR point", but then make ALL OF HIS 
MAGA SCREAMING BASE LOOK JUST AS CRAZY AS FUCKING ALEX JONES, too.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 23 days ago
All optics. All to look good for the cameras. While we're all looking this way, 
things are getting done over that way. I know I'm the surface, this "Trump/Bannon 
feud", seems extreme. Almost a little TOO extreme, right?! I mean, the continued 
long term goals, commitment and history behind these two would make these responses 
and reactions almost seem too incredibly crazy to be true, if you know the 
background and have kept up with their strategies and agenda, right?!

It would almost seem just as absolutely ridiculous as gorilla-fighting, 17 hour, TV 
marathons and cheeseburgers in bed/shirts on the floor - keep them there or I'll 
REEEE, right?!

Yes... right. The same people who told us Trump's Obama wiretapped me tweets were 
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bullshit (until they weren't bullshit) are the same people peppering and pushing 
this book, its quotes and this feud. Remember that.

Trump never authorized WH access or Wolff book.

Bannon isn't denying OR confirming what he said.

Don Jr. is a mouthpiece used to stoke fires and directly/bluntly say things Trump 
can't. He DRIVES whatever messages and narratives they want/need everyone to think, 
that Trump can't be tied to. If Trump needs you to think he's feuding and separating 
himself and the admin from Bannon right now, then Don Jr. drives that message home.

Fun fact: Know why Trump held off publicly commenting and even tweeting about 
Bannon, then did and dubbed him with a nickname, even though he didn't want to?! 
Because what was the first thing everyone started doing when he didn't blast off 
with a statement or tweet, direct from him, like he does with EVERYONE ELSE, he 
legitimately has a gripe with?!

They proved to the admin. that they're seeing, recognizing, looking for and 
expecting the strategy, by immediately and increasingly questioning where his Bannon 
tweets were if he was REALLY mad. So, it was decided Trump would tweet, especially 
as questions grew after he abruptly addressed a Bannon question for comment earlier, 
and quickly left, not taking any more. They're banking on you realizing tgat there 
was a reason that Trump only addressed it initially, with a seemingly aggressive, 
yet unofficially documented statement released to the press, in response to Bannon's 
statements.

They're hoping you realize there was a reluctance to tweet as evident in their 
delay. They didn't want to, hebcectgey didn't initially. They only had to because 
they realized they've set a presendence for communications and what's expected. If 
Trump were really mad, everyone would expect him to tweet and give a nickname. 
Because this needed to ride longer, especially through the weekend and for a little 
beyond, they had to tweet. Bannon wasn't surprised. He was all of the sudden, "going 
to apologize" but decided to wait for Trumps response, right?!

Well, hadn't Trump already responded publicly before he'd tweeted in his statement?! 
What was Bannon waiting for?! Is Bannon known for waiting of someone to attack him 
first?! No. Then all the sudden, Trump tweets and he's got this prepared and canned 
apology he was going to make, all too conveniently, that was still released anyway?!

You already know the answers to your own questions. I know you do. 

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 5 points 23 days ago
Tons of typos in this... it's the phoneposting. Gets me every time, haha!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 27 points 24 days ago
I had no clue about a book deal, but if that alone doesn't make everyone take one 
GIANT step back and realize what in the absolute fuck is going on, that's a big 
problem.

I hope everyone following those rabbits, fully realizes that those "board owners" 
have literally controlled every aspect of information and flow of information on 
that board, since they moved to 8. I saw somewhere that as "board owners", they 
could see "Q's" IP, which is how they knew "Q" was posting from different IP's via 
devices, which contributed to trip issues? I'm not sure if I read this right, nor do 
I know what visibilities or permissions board owners on 8chan have, but I will say 
that if they can see "Q's" IP, there's a VERY big possibility that they can access, 
see and ID everyone else's posting, too. I mean, if I were looking to aggregate and 
identify thousands of people who anonymously associate their efforts with and 
ultimately pose a threat, to an established status quo manipulated and corrupted to 
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benefit me, then I can't deny that "Q" and "CBTS", would've been an absolutely 
brilliant way to do it. You don't even have to find them. You replace 500 paid 
"shills" with a few people (to keep the posts, formats and messages consistent and 
contained), and they all come to you, right?!

Then... just when it seems too good to be true, too easy, they compel and mobilize 
the "storm" to answer their calls of duty and patriotism, to spread the "awareness" 
and messages of "the storm", REGARDLESS of whether all those rabbits are actually 
and factually, leading everyone down the RIGHT HOLES, "they" dug for them all, or 
not, right?!

That's some absolute shit, right there. I mean, "they're" literally playing the same 
"watch the swamp drain itself" strategy the admin has been playing, on those 
innocently, but ignorantly playing the Q games. How unironic and completely 
demoralizing would it be for now sadly MILLIONS OF WELL-INTENDED, GOOD-HEARTED 
PEOPLE, who've been WANTING and working for so many hours/days/weeks/months in their 
efforts to help and participate in the awareness, education and TRUTH they're 
voluntarily and willingly "spreading" to others on the reality of what's to come, as 
Q has promised them, will drain the swamp they've worked so hard and well before Q, 
to FACTUALLY PROVE EXISTS, only to find they've been implicating THEMSELVES in the 
same promotion of disinfo they believe the Government and MSM has been responsible 
for, that they think their efforts are only further proving?!

I told y'all this would pick up quickly and start attracting the WRONG kind of 
"attention" from those "they" CAN CONTROL. See, "they" CAN'T efficiently or 
effectively CONTROL the threat, an increasingly focused, dedicated, well-coordinated 
mass and their efforts pose to "THEIR" status quo... but "THEY" CAN PENETRATE, 
CORRUPT and ultimately CONTROL, the messages and perceptions of those masses, 
"they'll" then abuse and use, in their favor. Desparity makes us vulnerable. When we 
are desperate and dependent on things we feel we need but can't control, like the 
truth and transparency we think we aren't getting from our government and the MSM, 
then our desperation, based on our now self-determined need, can leaves us exposed 
and vulnerable, in our search for validation and confirmation. Desperation and 
vulnerability can allow us to seek and expose ourselves to things we wouldn't 
normally seek or even consider, yet we willingly and voluntarily do, out of what we 
perceive as necessity.

If the MSM "they" control, picking this "Q" shit up and using it to discredit all 
those "crazy conspiracy theorists", just like I said they would, or Alex 
Jones/InfoWars who "they" also control and position as opposition, picking this up 
and driving it home or even now, a "BOOK DEAL" for the "board owners" who can see 
and ID ALL OF THEIR IP's and control/manipulate ALL OF TGE INFO POSTED TO THE BOARD, 
doesn't show ALL OF THESE "WOKE" and "PILLED" PEOPLE, EXACTLY where this IS going, 
then I don't know what else anyone could say or do.

I mean, like "Q" has all too ilunirinically and candidly, far too easily convinced 
them... "there are no coincidences", right?! I mean, "Q" sure is proving right on 2 
things, that's for sure... "God Bless" them because yes, "These people are SICK!", 
aren't they?! They're REALLY fucking sick.

So, to confirm and hopefully NEVER have to question, debate or address again, I CAN 
100% CONFIRM, just like I did then, in real time, that there was NEVER, EVER going 
to be a "happening" on 11/3 OR 11/4, in the way "Q" described and confirmed a 
"happening" would actually happen. There were NEVER going to be "10 days of 
darkness"... EVER. No "10 days of darkness due to an EMP" during Trump's Asia trip. 
No "10 days of darkness during an impending and imminent government shutdown" and 
sorry, but unlike "Q" said (while trying to walk back those two epically undeniable 
NOT "happening" FAILS), NO, you did NOT MISS some "10 days of darkness that came and 
went (unbeknownst to anyone else) between 12/7 and 12/17". END OF STORY.
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You don't get to scare people by exploiting the justified concerns and 
vulnerabilities of INNOCENT PEOPLE by playing off their VALID insecurities, fears 
and need for TRUTH, CERTAINTY AND STABILITY, then think you're going to actually 
write a fucking book about it. This is an audacity I can't swallow.

There's a reason I posted rant upon rant when AJ and InfoWars tried to exploit my 
posts by copying and pasting them into an article on their site. After I said what I 
said, notice how they didn't do it again?! Notice how "Q" showed up?! Notice how 
Alex let it bake, gain some traction within an audience he can easily access and tap 
into, then jumped on that bandwagon?! ARE THERE ANY COINCIDENCES?!

No and I'm done ranting about it. I did what I felt responsible and accountable to 
do on my end and less than 6 hours after I did, "Q" was packing up shop and 
scurrying off to 8, screaming "compromise", about as credibly as they screamed "10 
days of darkness", "POTUS is insulated", "EMP's", "Shutdown Imminent", "it already 
happened", etc. End of story. I'm literally so sad for these people.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 24 days ago
The guilty get quiet and uncomfortable. ðŸ¤—

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 24 days ago
Oh wow. Thanks! That's helpful! ðŸ¤—

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 24 days ago
Nothing right now. These aren't immediate ye but getting back to GW and Clinton will 
happen, just not first.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 24 days ago
All those "empty seats" would be a really good play wouldn't it. I'm not saying it 
will happen this way, I'm just saying you should tuck this away and make a mental 
note of others who may jump on the bandwagon. Could get interesting.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 24 days ago
Keep your eyes/ears open on this spin they're starting to spew... maybe they won't 
show up cause they're unavailable. As in, indicted.

http://insider.foxnews.com/2018/01/06/donald-trump-state-union-boycott-earl-
blumenauer-becomes-first-democrat-announce

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 24 days ago
A lot. It's hard to explain in a post I type from my phone, but it has a lot to do 
with how $$ is taxed once it hits or originates overseas, then comes back into the 
US. We get none of it, hence when it's manipulated, it's beneficial which is why 
they do it this way.

All you need to know is that more $$ is going to be on the table and in the books.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 24 days ago
Side note: Holy fuck, I love emoji's and that I can use them on a board! Seriously. 
So much can be said with ðŸ™„ or ðŸ˜³ or ðŸ˜�, you know?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 24 days ago
It certainly means we're well on our way. Our leaders can only do so much. It's 
always up to us to ensure it constantly progresses and stays that way. We have more 
power as a mass than we think. It's up to us what we do with it. Nothing has to end 
in 3 years, 7 years, etc. we just need to keep making the shit we want to happen, 
happen. "United we stand, divided we fall" literally means just that, you know?! 
ðŸ¤·ðŸ�»â€�â™€ï¸�

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 24 days ago
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Umm... because every time he tried to voluntarily offer testimony and assistance to 
Comey, Mueller, and the intel committees on the Hill, they denied him. So if telling 
the truth through his testimony, meant he had to force an indictment and his own 
plea of guilt to FORCE them to hear it and put it "on the record", then so be it. 
Flynn is like honey badger... and neither of them give a single fuck.

Mueller's indictment of Flynn over his "lie" should've been all you needed to prove 
to you exactly how his "investigations" would go from that point forward. I promise 
you, the swamp wasn't pressuring him to indict Flynn. They just wanted to force 
Flynn into resigning so it would get him out of the admin and kick Trump in the 
balls. They DID NOT want him to testify.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 24 days ago
I'm not an economist by any means so I give as much as I can give in terms of what I 
know and the strategies, then stop because to say more, would be ignorant.

That said, I have given a ton of detail around the strategies and negotiations that 
have taken place, like the renegotiations of debts we have with China for instance, 
which are proactive steps being taken to ensure our markets/economy wouldn't 
collapse or cripple us.

I've also cited, that as we progress our efforts towards increasing independence by 
focusing on areas like energy, better trade deals, imports/exports, US production, 
manufacturing, etc. those efforts will inherently allow us to continue to absorb, 
implement, assume and maintain more direct control over our own finances, markets, 
banks and ultimately our economy, which will lead to an organic separation from the 
central banks and its systems, which stifle and limit our potential and economic 
success.

Additionally, we've already seen our reduction, renegotiation and even self-removal 
from the blind participation and funding of regional and internationally-based 
commitments/obligations that have financially and economically strapped us to other 
nations and the central banks system, like NAFTA, TPP, the Paris Accord and our 
recent announcement to reduce our annual UN contributions.

We have also just passed the tax bill which has also eliminated several loopholes 
that had been overly exploited and abused for decades, in addition to closing the 
economic gaps and benefits of off-shored business, production, manufacturing and 
financials. These efforts will add a significant amount of money back into the 
economy, that we'd been losing out on in border taxes. I also went as far as to cite 
Mulvaney and his VERY strategic move from Director of OMB to Acting Director of 
CFPB. That wasn't an accident and he sure did start with a bang, didn't he?! I mean, 
you'd almost think it was planned... ðŸ˜�

Finally, I've explained in detail, how we have decimated many of the backchannels, 
operations and networks, which have allowed many to horrifically abuse and evade our 
systems. Deals and transactions will now be above the table, not under the table. 
Now, domestic and international deals and monies contracted, passed and exchanged, 
will be legally reported and accounted for, which will add and contribute to the 
sustained benefit and success of our economy, overall.

All of these things actively being done and the details I've given behind them, are 
in many ways directly related to the literal gutting of the FED and it's status-quo.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 25 days ago
I wanted to add to this for due fulligancr just because I did listen to some of the 
Zack audio just now.

I will ask you to keep in mind that there's more to Bannon, Kushner and an exposure 
of Kwok that's been well in the works for quite some time. Zack is not correct in 
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his assessment as it does not sound like he's even met or worked with anyone in the 
admin, at all. Just remember that Bannon can do/day things that Trump can't, dunces 
he's been officially out of the admin. The assessment of Bannon with Kwok and what's 
really going on under that surface, is what will be important.

Certain points driven Round Tillerson aren't completely correct either.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 25 days ago
Posted enough about it already.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 25 days ago
I knew who was feeding twitter short codes.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 25 days ago
See above.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 25 days ago
I will be honest. I liked "Zack". In one of my posts I even said I liked Zack, just 
like I liked the very first, no name poster from 10/28-10/31. I even said I thought 
the way Zack spoke, read like those initial October posts before "Q Clearance 
Patriot" showed up on 11/1.

I couldn't fault whoever Zack was for being on AJ because technically, I was too. AJ 
and InfoWars straight copy/pasted my posts into an article, so whatever. BUT, there 
were a few things I thought were just slightly off as Zack progressed on AJ that 
seemed odd because they weren't things I felt someone saying what he was, wouldn't 
know.

And then, I saw that Zack had "endorsed Q". That was enough for me. I've already 
said what I said about AJ hitching his wagon to Q because his audience is. Many of 
those guys are. They're staying relevant in a trending discussion their audience is 
engaging in that can either include them in the discussion, or not. If AJ jumping on 
the Q wagon and then falling for the fake Bannon/Trump theater, )especially after 
all I told you about AJ's non-access to the admin.), hasn't proved enough about what 
AJ actually is, then I don't know what else to tell you.

Watch, after the Bannon/Trump jig is up, AJ will try to say he played a role or some 
bullshit on behalf of the admin. because he will be wrong about what he's saying 
now. Remember, this was the guy who jumped on pizzagate, then threw that whole crowd 
under the bus and apologized to Alefantis, only to jump right back on the pizzagate 
train 3 weeks later, like nothing ever happened.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 5 points 25 days ago
Oh ok, I see. Thanks for the examples.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 25 days ago
Guys, don't focus on these details too much right now. I don't want to chasing wrong 
rabbits down fake holes. I made the birther reference for those a little further 
along in this "birther" aspect.

There's more behind this than where he was born, whether his mom was a citizen, etc. 
it's not so much about that as the bigger pictures and realities that Obama can't 
have outted. I'm not going to get into all of that right now because it's irrelevant 
to what's going on right now, so you don't need to spin your wheels on it as if it 
will make a difference. Only dig if you choose, that's all. Please don't think I was 
trying to re-mention it here as if implying it needs to be totally rehashed.

Just keep it in the back of your mind.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 25 days ago
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I did post exactly what kind of "citizen" he is and I know it's in these archives. 
If anyone's interested, they'll find it. 

Ahhhhhh!!!! You can use emoji's on here!!! Yay!!!!!

Kek

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 25 days ago
No, I hadn't seen this, thanks for the link. Interesting... and spoopy! Now I just 
want this lady to tell me what my body language means! Haha.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 25 days ago
Haha, I've talked about the FED enough and it's all archived above. There's not much 
more to say than Inalready have. If there is and it's relevant, I will, as usual.

So, if you're going to re-nickname me, make sure it's at least accurate...

dontwannatalkabouttheFEDAGAIN-MEG

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 25 days ago
Meant to put 2., not 1. Again. Fml

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 25 days ago
You will get the same content and transparency, in an unedited, uncut, official 
presidential address formatting, so yes. But at this point, we are beyond the need 
for 3 separate addresses, as had been originally strategized. So you're still going 
to get all of the same info/context in the same way I originally described, where 
the MSM can't spin or refute or disrupt, but the bulk of that info will most likely 
come in one comprehensive format and undoubtedly, consistent follow-ups direct from 
comms office and Trump as needed.
When these swamp-related things are made public as the MSM drains, I have said many 
times that you're going to start getting more direct, uninterrupted channels of 
communications established between the WH and public. We have it with Trumps twitter 
and we saw a "test" to assess traffic done via a Periscope of one of his speeches, 
which was directly broadcasted from a WH periscope, over month ago.

I hope so, but I cannot be sure right now. I don't think many can be sure right now 
either. A lot will have to do with social climate and where we are with some of 
these bigger revelations and public reactions. I do know however, that it is the 
absolute goal.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 20 points 25 days ago
Sure would make for an epic first SOTU, if he did.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 25 days ago
No. By the time I'm discussing newer strategies, plays, etc. the "bad guys" have 
technically, already found out, well before you're even getting a sniff that 
somethings up, as related to those strategies. The rest and majority exposes old 
house of cards tricks that LOTS of people already know and have watched play out for 
decades, good, bad or indifferent.

I post anon, just like y'all do and anyone who stumbles upon it all, can take it or 
leave it. We're all adults. It's kind of why I never understood the whole "insider", 
"nicknaming an anon" thing. I mean, first two rules are don't nickname and posts 
don't leave the board.

Now, I won't deny that I am trying really hard to ignore how much bigger this may 
have become. Frankly, I'd never want to actually know. I never expected or intended 
any of that, like, at all. I mean, I hope ToddWhiskey wasn't actually implying that 
250k people have viewed this thread in a day, when he replied to that poster 
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earlier. That would just be unfathomable to me.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 25 days ago
I've said it before, archives are here and I'm too lazy to find it myself right now. 
At the end of the day, Manafort isn't based. He's not completely innocent, nor is he 
as guilty as any of the media would have you believe. He was used by the Trump admin 
for a purpose. The purpose is over. He walked like I said, now he's suing Mueller 
team.

The football game was nothing more than a kick in the balls to the establishment. 
Trump told Pence, you go to that game as my VP, if they kneel, YOU WILL LEAVE. It 
was Trump pulling rank over their planted establishment troll as a jab right to them 
and these movements of division they fuel. They watched their puppet, dance for 
someone else.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 25 days ago
To me?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 25 days ago
I know the birther shit seems like it's some old conspiracy rehashing. Just remember 
that Arpaio was pardoned for a reason. Look into his research. Look into ALL of the 
research, verifiable news stories, Obama's bio's and the available documentations he 
provided.

Then consider this. You're right about being born on foreign soil and being a US 
citizen if one of your parents is a US citizen, right? So what's the big deal?! Like 
you said, even if he was born in another country, like Cruz, who'd care?! He 
wouldn't have needed to be born in Hawaii, or in the US, right?

I'm going to state this very clearly so it can be referenced later: If Obama's 
biological mom is his mom and his biological dad is his dad and they were all legal 
citizens of where they said they were when Obama was born, wherever he was born, 
then great! No issues. 4 people have died ironically and tragically who were tied to 
this from his college records offices, the Hawaii state health/vitals dept. and the 
hospital he was born all. 4. Why go as far as you did and to such drastic measures 
to executive order and seal an unprecedented amount of personal info on not only 
yourself but your parents, siblings, etc. the extents he went to are unheard of and 
they go WAY deeper to conceal. If all was on the up and up about your "parents" and 
their "citizenship", you'd never need to prove Hawaii. You'd never need to be born 
in Hawaii.

I mean, it doesn't even really matter because the truth is there and the right 
people have it. That's what's important.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 25 days ago
Haha, I mean, don't I give you "stuff" like this?! I've said a lot about Manafort 
back to even my first posts in the spring and early summer. I agree on some of this 
anons perspectives, in fact, I've already said a lot of it months ago.

For instance, I agree that Manafort has spent the last 40 years calculating, 
manipulating, driving and exploiting politics, politicians, legislation and 
loopholes, flawlessly. In far more good ways than bad and certainly not nearly as 
illegally or corruptly as many would have y'all believe.

I also agree and have said, even back in the spring, that the Manafort 
investigations and reports as well as the indictment those investigations would lead 
to, would certainly not be the end for him, nor would it be all we'd hear from him, 
once over. I said back then that he'd walk,. Said the same for Flynn. I outlined 
their backgrounds and roles in detail. I told you they'd be indicted on 
technicalities, would walk and I told you what came from their testimonies would be 
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what was most important, and devastating for Mueller, especially Flynn's.

The comment about Podesta trying to be Manafort is funny and true, too. I didn't 
make this comparison, but that's ok.

I'm not sure what more I could give you like this. I've given a lot almost exactly 
like this, about almost everyone I know about.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 25 days ago
Yes and actually realized it was out today after I'd posted that. I knew it was 
coming soon, but noticed it was out today when I searched the release date after 
posting this, curious for myself if the exact release date. Haha, already got a 
copy!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 25 days ago
Ahh, I'm sorry. I got it off a twitter link but opened via twitter. I'm not on 
instagram.

It means even Breitbart as an organization has a choice to make on how they 
proceeded as a "news outlet". They're either going to pull up their big boy pants, 
risk separating themselves from the MSM pack they've desperately tried to corner a 
sliver of and actually cover and report this Wolff book story in all of its corrupt 
glory, which will lead to the biggest fact of all which is that Pence, our own VP, 
is the biggest planted WH leaker (I mean, if Trump told you have gave no 
authorization for WH access, who else gave Wolff any type of access?) OR, they'll 
fall on the sword as no better than CNN because Bannon will not come to their 
rescue. It cannot be denied that some executive players within Breitbart have had an 
agenda that they implemented since Bannon had to step back in August 2016 when he 
was hired to the campaign.

Just as the Wolff book is going to clearly separate Trump's core admin and advisors 
from the establishment plant leakers who've sought his demise from within, this book 
will also separate Breitbart's exec. swamp, bringing them back to the core Andy B. 
foundations and principles. THIS will be the Breitbart I referred to, that will 
eventually merge with Fox after Disney deal is done, split happens and dust settles.

If you ever wondered why Hannity/Carter and Fox were getting the biggest scoops over 
Breitbart, which you'd have probably just assumed would die to Bannon, this is why. 
Trump and Bannon will use this book to start the drains of the MSM, Breitbart (for 
Bannon) and most importantly, the WH (for Trump).

I wouldn't be surprised if Milo tried a Trump twitter move with "bigging", to try to 
be slick though not sure it was effective, haha, but I can at least see the effort. 
Based on what I've told you above, I think this was Milo's way of poking the execs. 
to remind them to do their jobs right and blow the Pence shit wide open, as the book 
will warrant, justify and prove, in his exposure.

If they don't, they'd be ignoring and even omitting it. Proving they're no different 
than the corrupt MSM and Bannon can't be a part of that, nor would he allow that to 
merge with Fox. Remember, Fox drained a lot of it's swamp first. If they wanted the 
kind of access they've received and the good, valid leaks/scoops they've been 
handed, during the primaries, elections and right on through the first year of 
Trump's presidency and so on, they had to. They had no choice. Now Breitbart has a 
choice. They can reel themselves in and back to the kind of shit that got them where 
they are today, or they can continue to sell themselves short, and eventually out.

Remember that I told y'all that Bannon's side of the negotiation was that when his 
job was done, he'd get to finish the drain the MSM AND report on it all while it was 
happening. Then, he wanted to have a hand in the rebuilding. He will literally 
realize Andy B's dreams, as they've always SHARED THEM. Expose and gut the govt. and 
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MSM swamps, dumbing and numbing us then help restore with honor and transparency. 
Freedom of the press is only as good as Freedom of the people.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 25 days ago
Trump has an enormous respect for the office of the presidency and while I wouldn't 
deny I've probably said things like that, I've never applied them to any context 
relating directly to Obama's and whether Trump would go after him or not, solely 
based on the fact that he respects the office they share.

I did make a point to note that both this admin and Hillary's camp have the truth 
about Obama, beyond just his normal corruption. They have the birther truth that 
Obama's sealed then tried to sneak from archives off to his post-presidency "Barack 
Obama's library", like they all set up in their names when they're done. I said that 
depending on how many of these things publicly play and the reaction, especially as 
related to Hillary, Obama may be utilized. I think it was this post that you're 
referring to.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 20 points 25 days ago
She legally can't. She has a gag like Manafort had, like all of them have.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 25 days ago
I've really tried to reiterate that people were brought on for very specific 
purposes and roles, for very specific timeframes. I'm not confirming or denying 
Rogers. When he, retires, he retires, whenever he does. When he does and whenever 
that is, his job is done. It really does work like this for people like Manafort, 
Flynn, Mooch, Bannon, Kelly, Rogers, Tillerson, Pompeo, Kushner, etc. Whenever any 
of these people have left or whenever they do leave, it's because their jobs are 
done and/or it's not a surprise. Just keep these things in the back of your mind.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 26 days ago
I'm not going to comment on his personal health other than he's fit enough to be 
doing what he's doing, right now.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
I'd submit online, then send 2 copies in full and overnight via USPS certified mail 
w/ signatures required to Wray's office and his admin./main POC, directly.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 26 days ago
Yeah, yeah. You're probably "98.1%" confident.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 26 days ago
Better than it has ever been in the last 30+ years.

Corey Lewandowki's book release coming up and the advanced progression of the FED 
purge once the dust settles on some shit coming up. Corey's book will have a lot to 
say and you'll see his book release being pushed more. Kinda ironic timing, no? 
Wolff isn't excited.

When the admin. and DOJ decide to let you know and sooner than later.

I don't do dates and timeframes for "happenings" specifically because "breaking" 
things, isn't my gig. That said, we've entered 2018 so eluding to things like 
"sooner than later" and "it's going to be a great January and first quarter", which 
are also things I've eluded to prior, back to roughly mid November.

There was a plan for November-December, just as there's a plan for January-March. 
I'll let everyone else be the "happenings" people. God knows there's enough of them 
out there.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 26 days ago
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Oooh, I like that! I just hope you're a good guy who'll keep that same posterity in 
mind, when this "ridiculous" post, is no more ridiculous than random tweets claiming 
"wiretapping"... you know, in hindsight.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
I'm not worried about either of them. They're dirty, yes. Just as dirty as Mueller, 
Comey, Lynch, etc. but you do not have to worry about these types of dirty people, 
especially anymore. Rosenstein and Powell had roles to play and they did. 
Begrudgingly, willingly or not.

In reality, the only people wondering, questioning, speculating, theorizing, 
hypothesizing, worrying, etc. are us right now. Everyone with something to hide or 
something to prove, who stands remaining in this corrupt DC bubble, has known since 
the week after Thanksgiving, that we are no longer dealing in probables. We're 
dealing in inevitables.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 26 days ago
Haha, I posted this in the huge, compiled and complete archive, that literally 
documents in full and in detail, every single word I've personally typed, from May 
to date.

Not for nothing, biff brah, but posting it here in full for protection of deletion 
and/or editing, is pretty much the fucking point.

You're really going to hate to have to love me... get it?! ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 22 points 26 days ago
I explained Sloppy in thread last night. It's on purpose. Sloppy will refer to the 
intentional bait left behind, like Kelly's phone. Planted info to expose the leaks 
in WH via MSM. You are reading today there are rumors half WH staff if "considering 
leaving". Trump told you, he gave NO ACCESS TO WOLFF @ WH. So, you cN bet your sweet 
ass they're considering leaving. Just like half their fucked up friends in congress 
and all those corrupt CEO's resigning and retiring. They're trying to avoid further 
swamp exposure from the storm THEY KNOW will come for them, too. LEAKS AND THIEVES 
IN WH DON'T GET PAYCHECKS.

Today you are hearing about Assange. I told y'all all you'd ever need to know about 
him and where he was, back in May/June. 8 months I've prepped you for this. I told 
you he was free, the good guys had him and he'd be instrumental. I told you he'd 
negotiated. I told you about the lawsuit Trump's legal filed on behalf of Wikileaks 
and why TIMING of filing was important. Assange had deadlines to adhere to as 
negotiated. Expired 10/21/17, year to the day he was planning to drop last pre-
election October surprise, but was cut off by Hillary & Co., then saved by the good 
guys. SAVED. After 10/21/17, he was free to do as he pleased, as part of our end of 
the deal. I told y'all about Rep. Dana R. and Bannon's coordination of that. Yes, 
even Don Jr. helped. Shhhhhh... It's happening. Just like you knew it would.

You've seen Hillary's house burn the day before it's announced yesterday, that she's 
back under investigation for emails AND Clinton Foundation. I told y'all months ago 
she'd initially go down for dirty money laundering, pay for play, etc. I told you no 
orange jumpsuit initially for pizza but if they investigated the Foundation as 
thoroughly as they should, you'd see more. I said this months ago. It's happening.

I told you months ago Bannon's literal ONLY JOB was to set up and strategically 
ensure the swamp would drain, correctly. Legally. Above the table, not under. FBI 
and CIA were gutted. Bannon set up the pins for who got to negotiate, which 
individuals AND nations would or wouldn't be in play. Who got deals, who didn't. He 
teed up the strategies to smoke out internal establishment and Obama's holdover 
moles and leaks. Set them up with tricks and planted bait. Set up the corrupt MSM 
these moles/leaks fed. I told you months ago, Bannon and Trump liked and implemented 
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"tricks" and "plants" all of the time. I told y'all it's been a STAPLE, just like WH 
"wiretapping" seemingly ridiculous tweets... until they're not ridiculous, right?! I 
told y'all to remember tricks like "Kelly's missing phone". I told y'all THIS WAS A 
PLANTED TRICK. Kelly "sloppily" left his phone behind, like Bannon was purposefully 
sloppy with Wolff. Know who wasn't part of the trick?! All those admin staffers 
claiming they're thinking of leaving?! Moles and leaks. Corrupt. THEY ARE THE MOLES. 
Smoked out. It would be pretty fucked up if our own VP took the bait like an idiot 
and was a source of bullshit in book?! Especially when Trump just tweeted last night 
and told YOU that he NEVER AUTHORIZED WH ACCESS TO WOLFF?! If access wasn't 
authorized, then who was going TO WOLFF, to GIVE INFO, as opposed to Wolff OBTAINING 
INFO, on his own, via is authorized access, right?! See Milo's tweet on 
Bannon/Trump?! He left you a Pence breadcrumb, too. Moles/leaks set up. Bait taken. 
Remember Kelly's missing phone. Another "sloppy" mistake... on purpose. Told you it 
would be convenient to remember, in months to come. It's happening.

I told you about planes/airports and to pay attention to what's coming in and going 
out during these airport mishaps. You've seen flights take off, land, turn around 
just before AND during official FAA groundings. Power outages, smoke filled 
terminals, network blackouts, no passport/ticketing systems. Distractions. Smoke and 
mirrors. Good for cameras. Watching shaking tails of snakes while heads strike. It 
happened. It's still happening. It's almost over.

The swamp has no money, no friends in powerful places, no where to hide, no where to 
run (and they've tried). Those remaing are just squirming and waiting, all while 
strapped with monitors, for months. I'm very comfy, friends. I hope you're comfy, 
too. Just watch it all play.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 26 days ago
Sloppy = like the 5th bone Trump is throwing you.

I mean, let's use this an as example because I want you to see how this works in 
real time. If I show you, you won't read me anymore. You'll just know.

Was Bannon sloppy? Hmmm... What would be sloppy? Leaving documents or notes behind 
or in plain sight? Laptop screens open and unattended? Saying things that were 
recorded without your knowledge? Leaving unlocked cellphones behind in conference 
rooms on purpose to smoke out the miles, like Kelly did because like I told you in 
October, you'd want to remember things like "Kelly's missing phone" because one day 
they'd prove convenient as Bannon/Trump love traps, which generate the info that 
those responsible for leaking expose themselves with, thanks to Bannon/Trump tricks 
and fuckery, which was routine and effective? Guess those fake news awards will 
prove Kelly is as "sloppy" as Steve.

HAVE FAITH AND REMEMBER MY POSTS. NO NERVOUSNESS. Haha! They're all going to start 
to come in handy. ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 26 days ago
By hick trash, I mean that from Hillary's perspective. Hillary thought she was too 
good for Arkansas and she only went there because she failed the bar in MA and I 
believe NY, but knew she'd pass the Arkansas bar and had been promised a cozy spot 
in the district courts.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 26 days ago
First, you absolutely need to know that Bill Clinton would 100%, without hesitation, 
cut off his own testicles with a McDonald's quality plastic butter knife, if he 
thought it would in any way, shape or form, help or guarantee, the arrest, 
conviction and life sentence of Hillary.

He is just as corrupt as Hillary, but only because he was never anything more than 
Hillary. I always found it funny that everyone referred to Hillary as if she'd be 
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the first woman president because technically, anyone who knows them knew she was 
already president. I swear to you, this was one of the biggest running jokes during 
the elections and during Bill's terms, he was called "first gentleman", to his face, 
tongue and cheek, for 8 straight years.

They do not love each other. They never did. They do not fuck, never did unless you 
think Chelsea is his, then fine. Once until you get kek'ed. Bill was literally 
groomed by Hillary. She was never hurt, angry or mad that he fucked around with lots 
of women, she was only angry or mad when he got caught and it fucked with their 
reputations and political goals. Literally. Everything you'd ever read that's been 
documented about their courtship and relationship, from college, him moving to 
Boston to be with her, her moving back to Arkansas for his budding legal career and 
political opportunities, etc. all fabricated bullshit. She literally plucked him 
from obscurity because while he was smart and ambitious too, he was more 
importantly, everything Hillary wasn't. He had the popularity, personality, charm 
and polished presence. He had the charisma. He brought the excitement. He was 
relatable and personable, he had hobbies and talents and all Hillary had was the MA 
state bar she failed, a shady defense record in Arkansas, a state that made her feel 
like hick trash, and watergate.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
I do not know enough to directly confirm some of the more dark ops of military, or 
about a location in France.

However, I do know enough to make an over all comment. There are black ops, black 
budget projects which include privately contracted military ops and projects that 
have been sanctioned and funded for many years. Many of the military contractors are 
former military and/or law enforcement and refer to themselves as "military". So 
while this man may have identified himself as "military", he was most likely not 
directly associated with a branch of the armed forces, of these are the kinds of 
things he was assigned to and witnessing.

Also remember that when you say France, you're now international and could very well 
be a CIA outpost or facility. They also love a good black ops project/contract. Just 
sayin'...

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
Oh and side note, did y'all know there are other threads on other boards on here 
about my posts? There are other people posting about these things on here. I saw a 
link on twitter to what I thought was just a cap I was looking for hoping I'd 
quickly get lucky and find and all the sudden a whole other thread came up on 
another CBTS board, that had the cap I was looking for as the thread image.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 26 days ago
He's one of many but great memory!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
Hey! Muh Megs... haha, kidding. It's ok. One of my best friends from elementary 
school is "Megs" so I think of her. I noticed this twitter account when I was 
scrolling for a quick cap today and I noticed the handle is you, so I peeped the 
profile. Good shit, brah.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 26 days ago
Yes, but more than just military and let's be real. Trump knows his strengths and 
weaknesses very well. His ego serves him very well and very realistically. He's not 
the point man on military. He aligned himself very early on, with very important 
generals and military leaders, past and present. He made great choices, so they'd 
make great choices. Great choices are never dumb luck.

The military was always in, but private contractors <cough Prince cough> were also 
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in play. Hi Langley! That said, the biggest, most immediate play was the hitting of 
the FBI and CIA and ultimately DOJ. Sometimes in hindsight, I wished I had said FBI, 
CIA, DOJ and Fed, but alas... no take backs. I know it was probably implied if FBI 
and CIA were stared, but I only wished I'd said it because it deserves more credit 
than I'd given. Oh well.

These things combined and all you've mentioned above, yes, you're not just close. 
You're pretty correct. I'm a little impartial to Thiel and Montgomery so sure, they 
played roles, at times significant, also true but they also have big jobs, with big, 
significant roles so I don't give everyone cookies just for doing the jobs they were 
hired and paid to do well. That's just expected for me.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 26 days ago
Thanks, this is really nice of you to say!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 26 days ago
I think I come off this way because not for nothing, but depending on when I've 
posted what I have, both perspectives are relevant, which I've tried to clearly 
explain, but maybe I'm not doing a good enough job. Let me try again.

Rosenstein isn't a good guy and certainly isn't /ourguy/, from my perspective. 
Neither is Mueller. From my perspective over the last 15 years, you don't get to do 
the right things or make the right choices when your ass is on the line after the 
fact. Sure, you might not have been a willing participant in the swamps corruption, 
but the minute you even smelled the stank of the swamp, you should've resigned, if 
you were too afraid to go against it or report it. To me, guilty is guilty and it's 
equal crime, equal time, all around because I love the irony of equality! End of 
story.

That said, in reality, my perspectives do NOT match the legal ones. Nor do they 
consider or address the circumstances, complexities and pros/cons of things like 
negotiated plea deals, immunities, pardons offered in exchange of information, on an 
ICB, so there's that.

My point is that while I believe bad is bad, good is good, right is right, wrong is 
wrong and it's all equal, no matter how you slice and dice it, that's not how it 
works. Some people in the swamp aren't legally as bad, as corrupt, as guilty, etc. 
as others. Rosenstein and Mueller, aren't legally as bad as Hillary, McCain, Huma, 
Imran, DWS, the Podestas, Holder, Clapper, Brennan, McCabe, the Strzok type spooks, 
etc. They ARE however, as bad as Comey, Rice, Lynch, Mills, Lerner, Brazille, etc.

All to me, are equally fucked up and I'd convict sentence them all to the max. To 
the federal judicial system though, some are legally less guilty, therefore some 
were worth the deals in exchange for the more guilty. Well before Comey was even 
fired and as early as 2 months before Trump even won the election, people started 
coming out of the woodwork, willing and wanting to talk. Some who were far less 
guilty than any of those I've named above, did it because they saw the real polls 
and they knew he was on-trend to win and it excited them. They were good people, 
eager to help and escape the corruption. Those people were welcomed, very helpful 
and are fine. Others were cherry picked by the admin. and negotiated with to varied 
degrees. As I've said before, this was Bannon's role. Identify, present the 
pros/cons, benefits to leverage, etc. Bannon strategically started sifting through 
the swamp, that would in turn, set up the drain.

Mueller, Comey, Rosenstein all knowingly played a role in the swamp, just like they 
all knowingly played a role in the drain. That's why I probably sound conflicted. 
They "helped clean up" the messes they knowingly contributed to and left behind, in 
many ways. So it's hard to consider it "help" because it shouldn't have existed or 
need cleaning up in the first place.
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[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
Thanks for the heads up! You're a good egg, dancing-turtle!

Oh and speaking of "good eggs", I meant to do this a couple of days ago, but I'd 
like to squeeze in a little thank you, if I may, to a good egg on Twitter whose 
handle starts with "Carolyn", for posting some good, clear caps of my posts. I had 
seen one of her screen caps of that Wilcock "interview" I'd apparently done and 
actually went back to find it and use later in a post on /pol/, as a reference. She 
did notice I'd used it and to be honest, I have used a few of her caps of my posts. 
So thanks, "Carolyn"! I appreciate you!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 26 days ago
Look, despite where y'all think this is going, it'd be helpful if you realized the 
drivers, first. Notice where pot was legalized? Under who's authorities, state and 
federal?! Dig into all those who advocated, supported and passed it. Look into who 
pushed, who was tied and the history behind how it all happened. Then look at who 
profited and who gained the most. Look at the orgs tied to it. I mean, you want the 
swamp drained, right?! Thos isn't really about the weed. It's about how it was done, 
abused, exploited, etc. from conception til now.

I'm sorry but lots of the same people, orgs, corps, agencies, departments, etc. who 
you didn't like manipulating, exploiting and profiting from backdoored brokered and 
negotiated deals, channels, financial cuts, contracts, promotions and 
campaign/foundation "donations" while selling out your healthcare, pharma, 
education, etc. have done the same in these states via "the weed thing". See, no one 
actually pushed, backed, supported or voted for "the weed thing", because they 
actually cared about what "people" wanted. They exploited and abused what "people" 
wanted by supplying a demand that only created another channel they could use and 
abuse to benefit and profit "them". "They" never cared if you were able to 
medicinally use pot or legally walk down the streets of Colorado smoking a bowl or 
licking a well-packed joint closed. Just like "they" really don't have one fuck to 
actually give about DACA or dreamers. It's NEVER been about what "they" can do for 
you, it's what exploiting you, can do for "them".

Always remember WHO said, "I'll have those n*ggers voting Democratic for the next 
200 years", under the guise of the "Great Society" social platforms and programs 
they were promoting and pushing to roll out and eventually did. Look at who those 
platforms and programs were positioned and campaigned to and look at those 
communities now. Trust me... "they" LOVE that you think it's about "the weed thing". 
They WANT you to get upset and REEEEE about it to Sessions and the DOJ right now. 
Just like they love and want you to REEEEE about gun control, after every agenda 
furthering school or mass shooting, right?! Just like they love and want you to 
REEEEE about "feminism" and "rights to your body" muh, every time they stoke the 
fires screaming about threats to defund things like Planned Parenthood, free birth 
control and abortion. They love when you REEEEE about charter schools and voucher 
programs promoting choice, while they brainwash our kids with mandated EPA manual 
readings under federalized Common Core/PARCC curriculums and rape our over-funded, 
yet somehow underprivileged inner-city, avid school districts... all while turning 
colleges into corporations abusing under the table contract kick backs for personal 
profits that never seem to make their way back to your pockets, or at the very 
least, reduce your tuitions... even just a little, am I right?!

We can't cherry pick where the swamp drains.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 26 days ago
Oh. Yes, that was me here. To that person who "first", said something nice, then had 
a "second" and "third" thing. Haha, no wonder it kept going back to that comment 
when I hit the link 50x.

I'm not a boomer, but I know boomers get a lot of shit on /pol/, so I can't deny 
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that I've laughed at myself every time I add the same comment 20x thinking, "fuck, I 
feel like a boomer on reddit". No offense to the boomers. Y'all are good people!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 5 points 26 days ago
For some reason, I can't open the link. Can you copy/paste here so I can see?! I did 
lurk a little on /pol/, but tried to catch up a little on here when I had time but I 
literally can't remember if I actually posted in a thread or not today over there. 
So I can confirm if I can see, but I can't get the link to open.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 26 days ago
I hit the comment button too soon but my point was just that it was really hard to 
watch and read so many wrong things being said and even worse, "confirmed" and 
believed by so many others as confirmed, especially when you happen to know, it's 
not a correct confirmation.

God (and y'all) know I love me some dot connecting and breadcrumbs. I even used 
those terms specifically myself, in a few my very first posts. But, I only love 
them, when placed and connected correctly and in context and I don't love them at 
all, when they're falsely connected and I see them creating disinfo and fear, or 
anxiety. I love a good happening when shit's going to happen. I don't like people 
wishing they'd spent their life savings on AJ's MRE, happy meals for 4, because they 
think a happening, is happening, that isn't happening. That's just "them" winning, 
again, right?! They're NOT winning.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 26 points 26 days ago
I'm glad you feel that way because personally, it's why I feel it's important this 
perspective is shared. There's been a growing, burning need for information which 
has led innocent, educated, inquiring people to seek alternative outlets and 
sources, which have thankfully strayed from the rather destructive, disinfo paths 
the MSM has laid and profited from for decades. Rational, level-headed people who 
may have once considered anything outside of the MSM's rhetoric to be "conspiracy-
driven", have really started to shift the "conspiracy" theme to a "concerned 
citizen" type of theme. I mean, let's be honest with ourselves, we've never seen 
more people so eager and willing to open their minds and consider rationally 
questionable, logical things that the MSM, even today, has continuously worked to 
taint and dub as "conspiracy", in an effort to attach and frame the social stigma of 
"conspiracy", to everything and anything that threatens their agenda, which drives 
their profits because "news" has sadly become a Fortune 500 "business", at our 
expense, manipulated at will for revenues and kickbacks, right?!

But here's my personal problem with this... when you, or any of you, started to 
rationally and logically questioning things that concerned you and the MSM's 
coverage, investigations and confirmations left you dissatisfied, where did your 
first searches into those questions against the now MSM confirmed narrative, first 
lead you?!

Didn't you feel like you were herded and led down some pre-determined, progressively 
paved path? Almost as if it were laid in advance by those who knew you'd look? Maybe 
it's just me, but I feel like anyone who questions anything outside of the 
mainstream, is automatically funneled right to the InfoWars/AlexJones bucket. It's 
like hazing for even questioning. Anything you'd ever search our or seek info on 
pushes you right to AJ because he's SEO'ed the ever loving fuck out of every article 
and video he's ever put on the internet over the last 20 years. You watch him, read 
his shit, and you either turn and run for your life back to sheepville or you make 
it through the hazing and realize there's more than just Alex Jones/InfoWars. It's 
like the $50 Target tax. You go in for toothpaste and leave minus $50. Every. 
Single. Time.

If you've survived Alex's "every day is the end of days" reporting style and made it 
through his gourmet, doomsday meals-to-go and superhuman supplement commercials with 
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your life savings still in tact, you eventually get to the other side of the tunnel 
and find e-celebs on Twitter, YouTube and all their associated blogs, websites, etc.

Then, once even that becomes redundant and limited, you mosey on over to the boards.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
I'm purposefully not mentioning or focusing on this for a reason because anything we 
will hear or see on Rosenstein is fodder. It's like when you kill a spider in your 
house but they still kinda squirm so you flush for good measure of course, even 
though you know it'd never make it's way out of the trash can. Rosenstein going into 
Ryan's corridor is just squirming. Shit is getting VERY tight. It's stiff and 
desperate, in a good way. It feels clean. Purged for good measure, like the spider.

I'm not looking to be a big hit, but if I were, I wouldn't shine light on fluff. I'm 
really comfy on Rosenstein. I'm comfy on it all and I love when I can feel this way 
too.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 26 days ago
Nah, still have it and mine wasn't Imran tagged ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 26 days ago
Haha! I've worked remotely and from the road so much, for so long that there's 
nothing I really can't easily do from my phone. That's said, I was way faster and 
more accurate with a blackberry keyboard with buttons I could push, than I've ever 
been with these fancy touchscreens. I was devastated when I decided to give up my 
blackberry for a smartphone. It was a sad, sad day. ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 27 days ago
It's part of an Israel and SA show with Iran because like China and S. Korea are 
fully expected and have been tasked with draining their swamps and manhandling the 
problems and repercussions in their regions directly, like Notth Korea, Saudi, 
Israel, even Turkey as you'll see more have been tasked with draining their swamps 
and handling their regional problems directly re: terror, shady deals, arms/weapons, 
government corruption, etc. they ALL haven to do this, if they want to work with the 
US moving forward. I've detailed this strategy many times over the last 8 months.

Do you realize how completely unprecedented it is that today, we are actually 
witnessing Mossad's corrupt "Israel" and Bin Talal/Bin Nayef's corrupt "Saudi", not 
only publicly supporting and defending Iranians, but publicly committing to the aid 
and assistance of?! I mean these are the same Iranian people that they've abused, 
stifled, crippled, corrupted, manipulated, exploited and murdered for decades upon 
decades, all while facilitating and funding the constant destabilization, 
perpetuation of jihad and territorial spread and advancement of terror, to promote 
and solidify their own agenda, "they" all financially and politically benefitted, 
profited and grew from, without question or threat, thanks to the help of the same 
corrupt Iranian Ayatollah regime, they're now forced to not only watch fall but 
publicly support and commit to the aid of collapsing!

That's about as fun and ironic as watching Mueller's special council, investigate 
and convict themselves, isn't it?! Just watch, you're going to have to watch Saudi 
and Israel take down their terror treasure trove of Pakistan and Huma/Imran's 
precious Muslim Brotherhood, too. Israel and Saudi have been literally forced to 
drain the swamps they've corrupted and exploited for so long, and all of the 
backchannels/networks they've created and established over decades, on live TV. We 
are literally announcing right now, we are suspending aid and military equipment and 
support to Pakistan, poking them to further drain their swamp, which makes them, 
their REGIONS problem, not ours. Hi Israel. Hi Saudi!

Let me tie all of this together real quick. Why do you think we don't like the 
censorship of Iranians, right now?! Why do you think "they" wouldn't want you and 
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the rest of the world go watch the swamp being forced to drain itself live?! Why do 
you think they'd want to stifle those images of the Iranian people taking their 
freedom back from the government that the citizens are uprising and proving to you, 
are corrupt as fuck?!

It's NOT because "they" don't want Iranians to get the truth out, it's because 
"they" don't want US, to get any ideas, when our government is publicly busted wide 
open.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 27 days ago
I'm not selling him short at all. I'm not sure where you're seeing that in anything 
I've said. But I, like you, value Kushners role and tenure with the admin.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 27 points 27 days ago
First, thanks. I appreciate it.

Second, this is interesting and I will say a majority is true, BUT, it's not just 
Huma. Huma is on a very tightly AND monitored", short leash. So yes, heavily 
involved and engaged before the elections in fake accusers, in addition to being 
heavily engaged now, but this time, she's more like a remote managing, string 
pulling, puppeteer. Now you're probably wondering who they've on-borded and tasked 
with the dirty grunt work of their "accuser recruitment" scheme. So, I'll ask you to 
pay attention to the infamously corrupt as fuck, mother/daughter "feminist-
protecting and defending" legal team, who's always eager and first, to unironically 
"pop up" every time a high profile, yet always questionable (in hindsight), 
"accusers" claim is made. Remember what you've already factually learned and can 
confirm.

This duo of legal bitches tried to pay off Rose McGowan to stop publicly accusing 
Weinstein and others. When that didn't work, they tried to pass dirty scoops about 
her to the media and no one would touch the story or info, with a 10ft. pole. 
There's a ton I could list on this and the shady shit they've done since the 
Hollywood shit broke, but it's irrelevant at this point. I'm only citing to prove 
these attorney femiwhores have shown up everywhere the shit stinks... and to be 
honest, they've been used for decades.

The GOP raised, dedicated and spent more that $30 million on Strange's campaign over 
Moore. You know Gloria and her daughter have a reported and documented history of 
secretly "funding" the supposed "financial hardships and shortcomings" of 
"accusers", including Trump's before the elections, citing they did it because the 
"accusers" were "afraid" that they'd be "victim shamed" for going public. This type 
of payoff money has gone to pay off the entire mortgages, college tuitions of kids, 
retirements, etc. of a lot of these "accusers", right?!

Just this week, you started the new year learning one of Hillary Clinton's biggest 
backers, personally funded $500k, specifically for accusers.

You already know that every single one of the initial 11 accusers they brought 
against Trump just prior to the elections had factually, directly or indirectly 
worked for, heavily engaged in or strongly associated with the Hillary for Senste 
and/or presidential campaigns, the DNC, the Clinton Foundation, Bill Clinton's 
presidential campaigns, his admin., etc. of all of them, 9 were immediately 
discredited and the other two retracted.

Once you view these things together, you'll see these are just par for the course, 
swamp-driven, house of Cards tactics and strategies, used for decades. What will be 
a really sad reality, is when everyone realizes and accepts the fact that the swamp 
exploited women AND men on very important issues like rape, sexual abuse and 
misconduct for THEIR PURPOSES, just as they've exploited blacks and racism for 
decades. They literally tried to turn the "metoo card" into the "race card" and now, 
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when legitimate, valid, credible, verifiable claims of rape, sexual abuse and 
misconduct are made by women/men, just like when legitimate, valid, credible and 
verifiable claims of racism are made by blacks, no one bats an eye. Why?! Because 
we've become numb and dumb to it. We've been groomed to expect and accept it, rather 
than denounce and actively demand more for ourselves. It's been so normalized and 
mainstreamed that when it does really happen, no one picks their heads up, stands, 
then answers the call with action. It's the literal "boy who cried wolf", IRL.

Hopefully, when people are forced to realize and accept the fact that the people 
who've been rigging all of us and our systems for their own purposes for so long, 
are the same people who've preached and dictated to us for 100+ years, what's 
societally and politically correct and what isn't, they'll pick their heads up, 
stand against the hypocrisy and reset societal and political "expectations" and 
"demands", as a whole. I have faith in Americans. The MSM only highlights the 
minority of anything and tries to make it look like it's the majority. It's not. It 
never is. There are WAY more rational, level-headed, civil, honest, good-hearted, 
hardworking, smart, open-minded people in the country on BOTH SIDES of the political 
aisle, than "they'd" EVER want or lead us to believe. While it would seem we are 
well on the way to complete and utter societal and political divide, thanks to 
"them", the REALITY is, we are NOT as divided OR as extreme in our positions and 
perspectives as they'd have us believe we are. When push really comes to shove and 
reality is transparent, I fully believe that we will see the true bipartisan, 
majority's power of united, American patriotism at work. We will need to be a little 
patient while we let people recognize, absorb and accept these truths and realities 
as they're released, but I do have faith that it's been designed, planned and is 
being implemented, in a conscious, cautious yet correct manner. I believe you'll 
feel the same as you see it unfolding.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 27 days ago
Hi! I meant "B" as in Bannon. Sorry for confusion. It was late and I got lazy, haha. 
Bannon resigned. Trump referring to Bannon as "fired" yesterday should've been a 
useful flag to us that something was up. He's always specific on purpose in his 
words and phrasing. Before yesterday, Trump nor the admin., has EVER confirmed, 
claimed or stated that Bannon was "fired", right?! The MSM tried to. McMaster and 
Gary Cohn tried to dance around it - start keeping these two names in the back of 
your mind again, too. Remember what was happening during these times in August. Cohn 
supposedly submitted his resignation after Trump's initial "response" to 
Charlottesville, right?! Then he restricted his resignation and switched positions 
to admin. How did McMaster respond to Charlottesville? What did he say about 
Bannon's leaving? What did he say about Trump's response to Charlottesville?! Why 
isn't Trump saying more about Bannon, outside of his seemingly harsh, published 
lashing last night?! I mean, where's the Trump Tweet show on Bannon?! CRICKETS. ON 
PURPOSE and this is why I say in general, we need to let things bake a little before 
jumping all over things.

What I need you to 100% know, as surely as the grass is green, sky is blue, etc. is 
that Bannon had a pre-negotiated, detailed and VERY specific job to. It started in 
August 2016, before the election, it ended right on time (because Trump and Bannon 
are "on-time and under budget as promised" types of guys and WHEN Bannon had 
officially resigned and separated ties and obligations, he left the WH and was FREE, 
to engage in another, VERY IMPORTANT, specific, detailed job he'd take on, 
independent of the WH, now that he had the unbridled freedom to do it. Bannon 
resigned, as planned, like everyone knew he would and until yesterday, WHEN NEEDED, 
Trump has never denied or disputed that. "Fired" was a FLAG thrown up, for you... 
and like I said, there were more flags in his statements, even in the "quotes 
released" by Bannon. Look no further than Trump's quick rebuff in his very short 
response to a Bannon question he took today. It was quick, referred to a positive 
Bannon said and he didn't elaborate. He shut it down. His "released statement" last 
night to the MSM, was for show. For the cameras, make it look good... you know 
better though. You follow Trump's tweets and fully recognize what he IS and ISN'T 
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saying, as usual.

Re: Tory Smith - In the past when I've said some rather bold things about Pence, 
people have shared a few links of videos on Tory Smith and I did watch a few. I do 
not know him, cannot confirm his background and had not seen or heard of him before 
others had attached links referencing him, asking me to read/watch. Since I don't 
know where his info is coming from or even whether or not I've seen/read everything 
he's said that you may be referring to, I'm not going to confirm or deny what he's 
saying, because I don't know. However, I will not deny that being that I'd never 
heard of him before, I did find it a little interesting that he'd said some of these 
things, a few years ago. At the very least, it's perceptive. That's all I can say 
though. Whether he actually knows this shit, has a few good sources, etc. I don't 
know. He gives more detailed info and makes a few really specific claims, than I'd 
be able to confirm because I don't know the details he's referring to, to the extent 
he does. I do know that Pence is a shady, dirty plant that had to be accepted and 
nominated for now, but she's always been kept on a long runner leash to distance him 
from the admin, on purpose and as time will show, his role in the Flynn debacle 
proved his colors and allegiances internally, to anyone who'd doubted before. Flynn 
was set up and ambushed BECAUSE he had a REALLY GOOD STORY to tell. His "indictment" 
and quick guilty plea was expected, he knew he'd walk and it was his TESTIMONY that 
will prove Flynn is the true patriot we know him to be. Pence's role however, will 
prove he's far less of the patriot he's been painted as and he knows it. Flynn knows 
it, Trump knows it, Rogers knows, Wray knows and Sessions knows. Pence was a 
strategic establishment swamp move and Pence saw the writing on the wall for him the 
day Reince was out.

About Louisville, I don't know anything specific about what you're referencing. Not 
because there's nothing there or your incorrect in the info you've found, I just 
don't know anything about it specifically, so I can't comment or confirm either way. 
That said, nothing surprises me when names like Obama or Podesta pop up in shady 
shit and no one could ever claim I've been a fan of Abramson, in fact, they'd claim 
it's quite the opposite, so there's that. Sorry I can't be more helpful on this.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 27 days ago
Oh maybe. Saw the hill and assumed the same. Just to confirm, the hill has been the 
receiver of "good leaks" like this before. Even politico 2x.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 27 days ago
Sorry. I'm trying to get used to the view on here. I phonepost like 100% too, so I'm 
sure that doesn't help. I just scroll, see something, hit the arrow and type in the 
box. Then, I hit add comment. If it doesn't add right away, I hit it 30 more times, 
forgetting they'll all apparently go through, then when they do, I have to delete 
29. I swear. This is the absolute state over here. Haha!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 4 points 27 days ago
I honestly have no clue who that is. Never read anything they said, to my knowledge. 
Not anyone referred to as "High Level Insider" or "HLI" as someone else abbreviated 
below.

Also, in reference to the post below you had been chatting with, Calikill, I'm not 
sure what you are implying when you use the term "benevolent" to describe the role 
you feel I believe Bannon played. I'm very familiar with the roles and capacities in 
which Bannon has served both the campaign and administration.

I'd take SPLC "findings and analysis" of the CNP, which broke the 2014 member report 
they dug up and dusted off last year, about as accurately as I'd take the Pew 
Research Centers "findings and reviews" on Bilderberg or the "Illuminati" though.

I'm pretty sure "HLI" guy and I, wouldn't agree.
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[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 27 days ago
I actually saw this thread and posted on /pol about it earlier. I copied the link to 
the Hill, into a thread I had posted in on Bannon/Trump. I'll save myself the 
redundancy, but I do explain the play if anyone's interested. I'm sure it will show 
up in the archives.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 27 days ago
That's correct. Indicted like Flynn over trivial nonsense. Kushner would've walked 
like Flynn and would've been same type of hit against admin., but would've priced 
nothing.

Jared loves Trump like a dad. Jared's dad is a sexploiting degenerate who ruined 
their family for his own greed and corruption. Kushner didn't have his own agenda, 
he had Trumps. Literally before Trump, Kushner was a legal name on paper for Charles 
Kushner to assign assets, investments and liquids to in an effort to save them from 
seizure while he was in prison. Everyone always ties Jared to 666 in NYC. In 
reality, Jared is on paperwork, but technically only in name. Dad ran the show. Same 
for Cadre and the Soros $258m. It was really Dad's loan and dealings, not Jared.

Jared got into college with less than a 1200 SAT score. Charles greased every dirty 
palm in NJ/NY from McGreevey, to Cuomo, to Schumer and Clinton to get him 
recommendations for campaign $$. When he graduated college, he did the same to get 
him into Goldman. Trump took Jared under his wing and made him the businessman you 
think of him as being today. He loves him, but yes, he knew his time would come 
too... it's ok. No one is mad. Jared leveraged his relations in valuable ways we 
desperately needed as his relations were strong in literally, every country that 
hated Hillary and Kerry.

One day we aren't going to care about this Trump/Bannon story, even the MSM fallout 
from it. We will only remember it at the spark that ignited what will become the 
Pence downfall. Shit got real for B today.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 27 days ago
No, I'm not saying that, nor have I ever. I'm not sure how you got that from what I 
posted. Trump knows all there is to know about Kushner. Trust me. He knows all he 
needed to know about everyone on the in with him. Kushner worked with Trump. He had 
a specific job, like Bannon, like Scaramucci even, where he knew before he even 
started what his role would be and when it was done, it was done. It was always 
temporary.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 26 points 27 days ago
Yes. I normally say 24 hours but when it comes to Bannon/Trump, this is a well-oiled 
machine of mainstream and establishment fuckery we are talking about here. 24hr. 
rule doesn't apply to Bannon/Trump because technically, this started well before the 
election and it will go well beyond 24hrs. This will extend beyond 2018.

I purposefully waited to post this reply, because I thought we could use this as an 
exercise. I figure, if you watch it and see it unfolding, you'll all probably better 
understand my posts from here on out, right?!

I've already told you about how Bannon resigned on 8/7/16, but left a week later as 
he was asked to stick around to ride out another MSM created fake news storm at the 
time. Trump has NEVER said Bannon was fired, UNTIL his response today. This 
should've been the first bone you noticed was tossed in your direction. Next, in 
Trump's response, he said (I'm paraphrasing), Bannon leaked false stories and that 
it's was what he did best, or something to that effect. That was bone #2 for you. 
Bannon was a great false stories leak! Reince was not. Bannon planted seeds on 
purpose to prove others wrong and fake. Reince planted fake stories to falsely 
implicate people in crimes, illegal activities and dealings to drive fake news based 
on bad agendas of the establishment.
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There are flags in the fake Bannon quotes as well. Seriously, try to see them 
because I promise, if you read between Don Jr. and Kush "statements", you'll see it 
in play. Bannon had to implicate both Jr and Kush but Kush was the intent. It's 
purposeful seeding and separation. Like I told you, Kush was always temporary. 
Utilize your relations with China, Saudi and Israel. Negotiate. Then I gotta cut you 
loose cause my Dec. 21st order will cut you out via cadre/Soros and that cool $258m 
loan. Who does the cadre/Soros cut REALLY hurt?! Charles Kushner. Who used to take 
Jared's bedroom when he came to sleep over?! Benji Netanyahu. Who really benefitted 
and profited from the 666 NYC building deal and the 258m loan from Soros, only 
transacted under Jared who was forced to pull transactions for his dad while he sat 
in prison for the sexploitation of his brother in law?! Charles. Who's wife 
transacted the financial cut from that deal and is also under investigation with his 
wife for money mishaps, right now?! Benji. I'll tell you today, like Intold y'all 
months ago... Jared has a bone to pick and karma is a bitch. He did his job and 
vindicated himself. Trump separates, Bannon takes it on the chin in to be continued 
fashion and Don Jr. lives the "get" in real time, while Trump painstakingly yet 
patiently waits until it's his epic turn... soon.

Trump and Bannon told you they'd destroy the corrupt as fuck media in 2 years. 
Welcome to year 2. REMEMBER THESE THINGS. MSM awards on Monday?! Great! Pay 
attention to which outlets jumped all over this and all the shit just like it... 
they're your award nominees. The self-drain of the MSM swamp has started and we get 
to watch.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 28 days ago
Hi. I never claimed people wouldn't show up when they're due to report back. I'm not 
sure where you got this from but not from me... for the record and all.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 21 points 29 days ago
Chin up! Don't be depressed about what you've read. Have faith. Know things are 
changing. Everything is being done the way it is so that when it comes out, it can't 
be denied.

Try to take a break from entrenching yourself so deeply in it. It's exhausting. 
Enjoy life.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 1 month ago
Good luck to you then and enjoy the ride... cause it's happening with or without 
you.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 32 points 1 month ago
You're missing the point. Moore has enough to file his lawsuit against not only WaPo 
in civil court, but the state for voter fraud. You shouldn't be mad at me or anyone 
else that it's taking longer than you'd like, when following legal processes. You 
should be mad it even happened in the first place. I do t care what side of the 
political aisle you sit on, this shit shouldn't be happening at your/our expense.

Did you not see the Ala. AG try to throw away votes with that 2 day prior motion he 
passed, to do so?! Did you not see how the DOJ had to get involved and demand a stay 
against that action?! Why is this political bulldozing just ok with you?!

Let's put it bluntly, if this was just some poor attempt by Moore with nothing valid 
behind it, the admin. wouldn't let it continue. They'd have forced Moore to concede. 
End of story. Instead, they're letting the Moore campaign ride this out because 
successful rigging and fraud attempts/actions DO exist. Coming at me with bullshit 
because you don't like me or the things I'm saying, doesn't help (YOU), or any of 
us. Prove me wrong, but beware, you can't. If you tried, you'd have to actually do 
your own homework and after you've done that, you'll be more pissed that they have 
the balls to slam Jones through, hoping the majority will be as lazy and ignorant as 
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you. They bank on (you) not paying attention. They bank on you valuing a stolen seat 
in your favor, than a valid win or election. See how they're already successfully 
convincing so many that YOU can't possibly pick your own candidates and elect them, 
so THEY WILL at any cost and EVEN WHEN YOU KNOW THEY DID IT ILLEGALLY, you won't 
give a fuck, right?! You'll move on and let it pass... just like y'all did with 
Hillary. It'd be laughable if it weren't so embarrassing! WAKE UP! Why are you more 
concerned with discrediting me (with zero facts to support your claims, at all, just 
like last time you tried) than you are with discrediting the system out to bend you 
over and continuously fuck you?!

Here's a fact: this Moore/Jones election isn't a "new thing". It's not old dogs 
learning new tricks. What Moore/Jones serve to prove to you is that THIS IS THE 
"ELECTION NORM" and sadly, has been for decades. Your vote, voice, opinion, etc. 
hasn't mattered for 50+ years. Pay attention because you're actually fighting for 
those who seek to stifle you.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 1 month ago
I don't have much higher or confirmed intel on JFK Jr., than what's already and 
predominantly been declassified and released to the public. This is actually the 
case for many.

I can promise you this, I don't care if you're a congressman picked for a seat on an 
intel committee, if you're the CIA, FBI, NSA, a high clearance national 
security/intel advisor to the President or the President himself, for that matter, 
at the end of the day, you don't get an all access pass with your clearances, that 
lets you sift through the archives of every publicly questionable government fuck 
up, crime or theory you'd ever want to know about. Very few people, within certain 
clearance levels, are afforded very limited privileges, to view and review very 
limited materials, across very limited spectrums of events, situations and 
circumstances, on a need to know basis, as typically and judicially "justified" and 
"warranted".

Candidly, this is what makes initial reports, surviving/living witnesses, 
testimonies, intel/officials/law enforcement leakers, etc. so valuable and 
ironically, exposed and vulnerable, as well. We will NEVER find the real smoking 
guns of anything, rotting away in some sealed, legislatively protected archive file 
drawer. If ANYTHING, you will only ever find the components of the truth once 
legally unsealed, then declassified and released, that "they", nor their MSM, will 
never bother to reconstruct for you, if they can help it.

This is why leakers and sites like Wikileaks, are far more valuable and dangerous 
(for them) than we'd care to realize and accept. More often than not, they're 
getting unredacted info in full, before someone else decides it contains a smoking 
gun or two, that need to be executive ordered as judicially sealed, overly redacted, 
or just completely destroyed.

It's like I said with Seth Rich. You'll never get "body cam" or "security cam" 
footage when "they" are involved because it NEVER EXISTED in the first place and in 
many cases, even the external and uncontrollable unforeseen variables recovered as 
evidence, that could potentially piece components of the truth together, are often 
destroyed, sealed, redacted, edited and classified until further notice... and 
"they" also pull the strings that politically/judicially decide when "further 
notice" is provided.

See, anyone who thinks outside of what "their facts" are will ALWAYS be considered a 
"conspiracy theorist" because they'll never let you prove them wrong, factually. In 
reality, factually, those smoking guns never existed. They're gone. All we can ever 
expect if we're open minded, responsible, resourceful, educated and responsible 
enough, is that if we use our increasing masses to keep digging, researching, 
archiving, reviewing, analyzing, pursuing, discussing, publicly demanding, 
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pressuring, etc. our government to drain the swamp, give transparency, collect, 
retain and store appropriately and honestly, etc. then we will get all of the pieces 
of truth moving forward because we've used OUR POWER, to set those appropriate 
expectations and when we are dissatisfied, we then use our power to FIRE those 
aiding, shielding and harboring the swamp and it's corrupt ways.

All in all, you already know enough about JFK Jr. to know that "they" killed him. 
You'll never have enough to prove exactly who "they" are and that's the point of 
"they". A few months ago, I made it a point to tell you that Assange negotiated a 
deal. He has a ton of shit he's sitting on and he negotiated that in exchange for 
our end, he wouldn't publish certain file sets of drops he had retained and planned, 
before 10/21/17. Way too many people tried to turn this into me saying he would drop 
something on the 21st of Oct., which was not the case intitially, and I even 
reconfirmed several times after, that there'd probably be no drop on the 21st, only 
that on or after the 21st, Assange was legally inbound and could legally choose to 
do whatever he wanted.

That said, have you noticed that the FBI, CIA and Admin. themselves, have 
declassified and released more documents than you've seen in a long time?! We got 
most of JFK, lots of Sandy Hook, etc. this is intentional. It's setting a new tone 
of transparency. Orgs like Wikileaks are being used against "them" like a threat. 
Truth will prevail, going forward. But sadly, we also need to be content with 
"knowing things" we will never find the actual smoking guns on because there are 
lots of smoking guns that just don't literally and factually exist, if "they" didn't 
want them to. Hope this makes sense.

.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 1 month ago
I don't have much higher or confirmed intel on JFK Jr., than what's already and 
predominantly been declassified and released to the public. This is actually the 
case for many.

I can promise you this, I don't care if you're a congressman picked for a seat on an 
intel committee, if you're the CIA, FBI, NSA, a high clearance national 
security/intel advisor to the President or the President himself, for that matter, 
at the end of the day, you don't get an all access pass with your clearances, that 
lets you sift through the archives of every publicly questionable government fuck 
up, crime or theory you'd ever want to know about. Very few people, within certain 
clearance levels, are afforded very limited privileges, to view and review very 
limited materials, across very limited spectrums of events, situations and 
circumstances, on a need to know basis, as typically and judicially "justified" and 
"warranted".

Candidly, this is what makes initial reports, surviving/living witnesses, 
testimonies, intel/officials/law enforcement leakers, etc. so valuable and 
ironically, exposed and vulnerable, as well. We will NEVER find the real smoking 
guns of anything, rotting away in some sealed, legislatively protected archive file 
drawer. If ANYTHING, you will only ever find the components of the truth once 
legally unsealed, then declassified and released, that "they", nor their MSM, will 
never bother to reconstruct for you, if they can help it.

This is why leakers and sites like Wikileaks, are far more valuable and dangerous 
(for them) than we'd care to realize and accept. More often than not, they're 
getting unredacted info in full, before someone else decides it contains a smoking 
gun or two, that need to be executive ordered as judicially sealed, overly redacted, 
or just completely destroyed.

It's like I said with Seth Rich. You'll never get "body cam" or "security cam" 
footage when "they" are involved because it NEVER EXISTED in the first place and in 
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many cases, even the external and uncontrollable unforeseen variables recovered as 
evidence, that could potentially piece components of the truth together, are often 
destroyed, sealed, redacted, edited and classified until further notice... and 
"they" also pull the strings that politically/judicially decide when "further 
notice" is provided.

See, anyone who thinks outside of what "their facts" are will ALWAYS be considered a 
"conspiracy theorist" because they'll never let you prove them wrong, factually. In 
reality, factually, those smoking guns never existed. They're gone. All we can ever 
expect if we're open minded, responsible, resourceful, educated and responsible 
enough, is that if we use our increasing masses to keep digging, researching, 
archiving, reviewing, analyzing, pursuing, discussing, publicly demanding, 
pressuring, etc. our government to drain the swamp, give transparency, collect, 
retain and store appropriately and honestly, etc. then we will get all of the pieces 
of truth moving forward because we've used OUR POWER, to set those appropriate 
expectations and when we are dissatisfied, we then use our power to FIRE those 
aiding, shielding and harboring the swamp and it's corrupt ways.

All in all, you already know enough about JFK Jr. to know that "they" killed him. 
You'll never have enough to prove exactly who "they" are and that's the point of 
"they". A few months ago, I made it a point to tell you that Assange negotiated a 
deal. He has a ton of shit he's sitting on and he negotiated that in exchange for 
our end, he wouldn't publish certain file sets of drops he had retained and planned, 
before 10/21/17. Way too many people tried to turn this into me saying he would drop 
something on the 21st of Oct., which was not the case intitially, and I even 
reconfirmed several times after, that there'd probably be no drop on the 21st, only 
that on or after the 21st, Assange was legally inbound and could legally choose to 
do whatever he wanted.

That said, have you noticed that the FBI, CIA and Admin. themselves, have 
declassified and released more documents than you've seen in a long time?! We got 
most of JFK, lots of Sandy Hook, etc. this is intentional. It's setting a new tone 
of transparency. Orgs like Wikileaks are being used against "them" like a threat. 
Truth will prevail, going forward. But sadly, we also need to be content with 
"knowing things" we will never find the actual smoking guns on because there are 
lots of smoking guns that just don't literally and factually exist, if "they" didn't 
want them to. Hope this makes sense.

.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 18 points 1 month ago
Sorry, commented too fast. Continued below...

... experience, etc. to effectively and efficiently operate, with all hands above 
the table. Example, "they" no longer get to profit or benefit from the control and 
manipulation of the systems to facilitate the means of their own skewed agendas. We 
will no longer fund, or allow others with alternative motives to fund or control, 
the resources and advancements of our country and at our expense. The administration 
has made it crystal clear that there will be no more under the table, backdoor 
dealings. Yes, we encourage people, governments and their nations to work and 
partner with us, but we will only work and partner above the table, from now on. 
This is "draining the swamp", but that doesn't begin or end with draining and 
purging the people in governments, who exploit and abuse. The ties, backchannels and 
networks, which have successfully facilitated, implemented and harbored the bad 
habits of deceit and corruption for decades, have to be severed completely. If not, 
we're only delaying and hindering these things until others who'll rush to fill the 
holes back in, can do so. We do not need more Bin Talal's, Soros's, Rothschilds, 
North Korea's, Iran's, Clinton/Bush/McCain Foundations, etc. exploiting us. Nor do 
we need others easily willing and able to take their place.
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Their "system" goes down and they go with it.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 1 month ago
Hi! Please remember that I brought Elon up in context as an example, specifically 
because of what his company does to pioneer technology, energy, space, etc. I used 
him as an example only because he's a household name that many are familiar with 
already.

That said, there are sadly many like Musk in the private space and across the world, 
who've been working to advance different ways of doing things and far more 
efficiently and effectively in many areas, than our governments seem to be able to 
achieve. The point isn't so much "Elon Musk", as it is forcing these government, 
federally sanctioned and funded departments/agencies to do their jobs, using 
studies, research, knowledge, expertise

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 1 month ago
Not sure. It's a really small file set in comparison to all the info obtained so 
could be a random or safe set the decided to release to shut everyone up with.

Hope it's good. Fitton deserves it, he works hard!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 18 points 1 month ago
Nope! Not taken wrong at all! In fact, thank you! I didn't want anyone to care who I 
was. It's why I posted on /pol/ like every other anon. ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 1 month ago
It's beautiful, isn't it?! That's a really accurate doc, BTW. Good job to whichever 
anon did that!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 15 points 1 month ago
I know, but if it makes you feel any better, our parties have been equally and 
bipartisanly fucked since Reagan (well, before Reagan too, but much worse since GHB 
on through Obama).

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 1 month ago
I always admit what's my "gig" and what's not. That said, this is not exactly my 
gig, I'm sorry.

All I will say is this... rates will be ok and people will be able to buy houses 
they can afford, based on mortgages/approvals they can afford. We are no longer in 
the business of approving people who make $150k/year, $750k in mortgages, via 
ridiculous plans.

That said, I'd suggest focusing on how much you can put down, not so much rates. We 
need more people thinking in terms of buying and actually owning things again, like 
our grandparents used to, instead of mortgaging, financing, borrowing, crediting, 
renting, leasing, etc. our lives away. That's kinda how we got here in the first 
place with the housing market, thanks to Fannie, Freddie, etc.

Sorry I can't be of more help here.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 4 points 1 month ago
*paris accord

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 1 month ago
Still more to come. The left is trying to slam him through which you should've 
expected. They're delaying his investigations and so he formally filed his appeal. 
Confirming Jones means nothing. I even said it's better if he won. Makes it all look 
worse when he gets confirmed, seated and then it's proven you just literally watched 
"them" seat a god damn senator via election rigging and fraud, no?! I don't know 
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about y'all but I live for this shit!! It's like my super bowl. I love getting the 
get. I love watching them implode on themselves, just like the Mueller 
investigation. You are literally watching them trying to slam in Jones using the 
SAME campaign/field TACTICS they tried to use for Hillary on Bernie... until they 
got caught!

Sometimes it's about the bigger picture, y'all. Be patient. Imagine how they'll even 
attempt to explain this. "It never ends", right?! Know what a complete cluster guck 
2018 is going to look like knowing they've literally and successfully RIGGED 
elections, just like Moore/Jones, just like they TRIED with Hillary?! Do you see 
where this is going?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 9 points 1 month ago
Remember when we backed out of PRis Accord, but said we'd be more than happy to come 
back to the table and reevaluate the studies then renegotiate, if everyone else was 
willing to just do the same?!

This was on purpose. We're no longer in the business of funding solutions to 
problems decided by the very same bogus studies/research funded by the same 
companies, organizations, nations, vendors and contractors who ultimately profit off 
the bullshit they cherry pick to validate.

No one is saying global warming, climate change, etc. aren't "things". They very 
well could be, BUT, they're certainly NOT in the way we've been told and sold, via 
they're false propaganda, while we waste billions in tax dollars that pad their 
pockets, rather than actually improve or save the world.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 22 points 1 month ago
Ok, I'm going to forget about the ridiculousness of your Queen comment for a second 
and answer this with another question. What evidence is "lacking"?! This is 
literally one of the most MSM covered areas you could easily put together yourself, 
but I guess I'll do it for you.

If by "extrajudicial", you're implying "illegal", then please, go read 2014's last 
revision of the NDAA. Thanks to Obama, you, an American citizen, STILL cannot only 
be detained without warrant and indefinitely, but yes, you can be shipped to (but 
not limited to) GITMO. When you're reading that bill again, please note the specific 
language around terms like "terror", "terrorist", "terror state", "human right 
violations", etc. it who'll be helpful as we progress. Remember, before numbers 2-4 
below were put in place, it was still legal, but could've been a hard fought battle 
in Congress. Today, its thanks to 2-4, that there's no red tape. Not even a hiccup.

Remember when the state department recently named and officially added North Korea 
as a "terror state"?

Remember when immediately proceeding that,Trump signed an exec. order, directly 
targeting North Korea's trade partners. This severely sanctions and calls out the 
financial ties/funding/kickbacks via corporations, organizations, nations AND 
individuals, working with and funding NK, directly or indirectly via contracts, 
subsidies, etc. and through those nations central banks as well.

Then, remember when Trump his latest executive order last week on human rights, 
targeting and freezing the incoming/outgoing financial assets and "business" paths 
for nations, organizations, corporations and individuals tied to human rights 
violations, including those who directly or indirectly support, aid, finance and/or 
harbor terrorism? It's now even cited as a national state of emergency. Freezing the 
assets without warrant or pursuant of notice?!

These things are all "googleable". And with Trump/Tillerson's actions, between North 
Korea, the Middle East and Africa alone, you've now got a WHOLE LOT OF CRIMINALS, 
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who are absolutely and very legally, eligible for GITMO, with a ton of frozen bank 
accounts to match.

See why you have to give them ankle bracelets and sign EO's unexpectedly right 
before you freeze a few accounts and make a few arrest sweeps?! You can't tip off 
enemies of the state, too far in advance... Huma's had hers on the left this week!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 18 points 1 month ago
Great question and theory. If you replace Trump with Pence realizing he was the 
second establishment, begrudgingly but forcefully negotiated pick, then you're right 
on target. I've posted a lot about this. Pence is the very literal LBJ here. Trump's 
gestation on naming him as VP, even bringing Christie back in less than 24 hours 
before naming Pence, was a last attempt to keep them on their toes. We have Pence so 
the RNC/Reince wouldn't try to pull anything they were threatening about pulling 
rank and attempting to oust Trump via provisions they could've cited, during the 
convention.

The Flynn debacle re: Pence and his "role" in that, should've been your first clue. 
Pence is a strategic play, but not Trump's strategic play... Trump knows this 
though. He's known since day one and it's why he and his advisors, had and have 
always kept Reince (before he left) and Pence, at arms length. Reince was a dirty 
leaker and Pence kept the info flowing for him, amongst other things. It's funny, 
everyone hopes Hillary and Obama will go down, and I absolutely do too, but I REALLY 
hope Pence goes, instead of just being forced off the 2020 ticket or getting to 
"retire" or something. I hope he gets publicly fired.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 21 points 1 month ago
Not a hoax. Just not based on facts. It's been spun to create a money pit slush fund 
and tighten the red tape and financial strap on EPA legislated mandates/regulations.

Trust me, when you realize "global warming" was a hoax in the ways it's been 
presented, and who brokered and profited off all those tax dollars, regulations, 
corporate funds/penalties, you'll note it was all done to further control your money 
via metered services and hinder the REAL clean energy studies, generation and 
progress we could've made over the last 60+ years. It's been exploited like space 
and healthcare to control you, limit you, financially burden you and increase your 
dependency on their system, while they reaped the benefits.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 1 month ago
Ahh... I did not say that, especially not in that context. Thank you for pointing 
this out. If Biff brah below had taken 3 seconds to cite this himself, we'd have 
saved ourselves this little back and forth of nonsense.

I'd like to be very clear about my little conversation with Wilcock. I was not under 
the impression I was being asked these things for an article he'd be writing so 
extensively about my comments on. Had I known this was the intent, I'd have ensured 
the thoroughness and detail of my answers wouldn't have been left to what he could 
catch and keep up with, while trying to write it all down, as he stated. I wouldn't 
have been so casual in conversation and would've slowed down to ensure the points, 
links and connections I was making over the phone, were clearly made in any answers 
he'd wanted cite and reference me on. EVERYONE who has read my posts, already knows 
the truth and accuracy is very important to me. In fact, it's the only reason I felt 
compelled to reach to Wilcock, to clarify and confirm things he was incorrect about, 
in the first place.

That said, I went back and reviewed what Wilcock wrote because I'm not trying to 
throw him under the bus as I believe his intentions are good, but the statement he 
wrote about this is NOT a quote I gave, verbatim. What I said was more along the 
lines of connecting that, it's these elites who have exploited religion, religious 
practices, symbolism, rituals, etc. just as they've exploited space and aliens and 
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secret bases in Antarctica. I further stated that they do it to provoke and promote 
fear and power over masses, because they can and use it to control.

My overall point in specifically linking the two, was to cite FACTUAL examples of 
how the "elites" intentionally work to manipulate and exploit the "unknowns" 
(meaning intangibles and unseeables), like (but not limited to) religion and space 
and even the documents, studies, theories, evidence, sciences and even the 
scientific conclusions behind these unknowns (and have for centuries), to promote 
their own shared agendas for increased power, wealth and control, by further 
manipulating, segmenting, dividing and conquering our global societies, for their 
continued benefit and gain. That's where that ended with my saying "this is what's 
so hard for people to grasp on to".

I also made it a point to note that we're not going to get some "blue beam" type of 
"holographic happening", these same elitests have purposefully prompted and 
perpetuated many to believe would be what "alien contact" would actually look like, 
if alien contact is ever made. There's not going to be some laser show.

Being that this is not the first time I've said any of these same things, as I have 
been asked about the space/alien shit and I have said these exact same things 
before, I'm not sure how biff brah read this ONE admittedly misstated sentence by 
Wilcock and somehow got all that he did from it, assuming he's here because he's 
read all of my past posts, citing the exact same positions as well.

I would NEVER claim, nor have I ever claimed, to factually "know a thing or two" 
about space, aliens, the legitimate science of earth, etc. as related, but what I 
CAN confirm is that WE, as a global society, DO NOT factually know the whole story, 
behind a good portion of it. We ONLY KNOW what "they" have ever wanted us to know. 
We've only learned what THEIR, funded, sanctioned research, theologians, studies, 
experiments, technologies, advancements, scientists, successes and failures have 
taught us, based on the findings, explanations and confirmations THEY'VE "approved" 
and deemed "valid" for us to know. This is all also something that most of you 
should already recognize and "know" too, right?!

Everyone should already realize and accept the fact that an epic portion of the 
studies, mechanics, technologies, sciences and yes, even the scientists themselves, 
of everything, are predominantly recognized and comprised of those who've been 
deemed and revered as credible, factual, correct and valid by "THEM", for literally, 
hundreds of centuries. This is fact and cannot be ignored, especially if we fully 
intend on continuing the exposure and drain of the perpetual swamps that have 
continuously flooded and controlled us. I've NEVER said the earth is flat. I'm not 
saying that aliens do or don't exist or what Antarctica is or isn't. For all I know, 
it's just a huge patch of ice due South, that no one since WWII has been able to 
claim rights, territory or even fly over... and they all agreed on it. The 
space/aliens stuff isn't my gig.

All I can say, however, as related to what IS my "gig", is that there are many 
things we have NOT been told or taught and that's not because they haven't yet been 
uncovered or confirmed.

For instance, there are many within the current admin., prior admins., in DC, the 
military, etc. who absolutely agree that while certain aspects of things like 
"global warming" may exist, thdy also agree that it's wasteful to aimlessly and 
ignorantly dump hundreds of billions of tax payer dollars every year, into 
exorbitant, federally sanctioned EPA mandates and regulations, UN sanctioned global 
warming coalitions and Paris-sponsored climate accords, as they're invalid AND 
useless, until we can openly learn and transparently, independently and 
bipartisanly, discuss, research, experiment, study, etc. without agenda funded, 
driven and manipulated interference or influence.
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It's THIS strategy that's being used to hold NASA's feet to their own fire, by 
jamming unexpected and accelerated Mars and Moon initiatives and missions. NASA will 
no longer be enabled, exploited and played like a pawn, wasting tax payer funding 
like a sketchy shell corp. federal dump bucket that no one is held accountable and 
responsible for. NASA will no longer be utilized as a black listed, backdoored 
business, governmentally enabled to operate under the table and out of sight, on be 
half of those pulling the strings who've benefitted, profited and gained from the 
underhanded manipulation and control of it. The same will be said for things like 
the CDC.

It's ironic that no one found Trump's awkward timing of such public proclamations 
towards the speedy design, development and deployment of a "mission to Mars", more 
interesting...

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 14 points 1 month ago
Haha! Technically you have, brah. Your types never do well when you're asked to 
appropriately cite or source the bullshit you type into a comment box. We both know 
you can't change or edit archives to match the shit you tried to claim I said, like 
"secret alien technology that will take us to Mars and bases in Antarctica", so you 
cower and get defensive, then eventually scoot off in a huff with some zingy one 
liner like, "you've revealed yourself to be exactly what I thought you were"... yet 
you couldn't even appropriately cite/source the information, you've ignorantly based 
your "thoughts" about me on.

You and those like you, are not a solution. You're a problem. You don't contribute, 
you contrive. You don't counter, you react. You literally made up shit you tried to 
say that I said (and didn't) then debated the shit you made up.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 1 month ago
What's loony about anything I've said? You think NASA has spent trillions on space? 
You think you know all there is to fundamentally and foundationally know about 
earth?

Please, brah... educate me. Tell me all you know about the actual global and US 
politics around "science" and "space". I'm begging you. Just don't tell me you're 
waiting for a "blue beam" show.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 8 points 1 month ago
You've got a whole lot of shit to say for someone who isn't claiming to know a whole 
lot of shit. What exactly have I said that's wedged itself up your ass so tightly? 
What do YOU know, boss?! What do YOU specifically think is wrong with what I've 
said? I only claim to know the strategy and details behind. I didn't overstep myself 
on specifics because like I've said EVERY TIME I've been asked, the "science and 
space" stuff, isn't my thing. However, there IS a strategy behind this, the earth 
and space are NOT exactly as we've been taught or told and THAT SWAMP will drain 
itself as well.

You don't need to believe it. No one needs to convince (You), boss. You're a champ! 
You've got this all figured out, right? No one cares about (You). It's funny you'd 
claim I need attention, as you post 30 comments looking for attention. Try proving 
me wrong, how about that. Bring a fact or two. Add value to a discussion or at least 
validity to your arguments or you just look dumb. You're not discrediting me with 
your opinion, based on what you've seen from the bench, player. It only gets harder 
and harder to refute everything I've said since May, as the days go on. The reality 
is stifling for people like you. You need people like me to be wrong because you 
couldn't handle people like me being right. You're exactly who I feel badly for. For 
the record, I've NEVER said anything about Antarctica, alien bases, or alien 
technology. The new technology/train thing I had mentioned when asked, was in direct 
and specific response to a question the NTSB was asked in their first derailment 
presser and I utilized the example of the shiny new technology being proposed for 
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the high-speed, 2+ hour train between DC and NYC. Nothing more, nothing less. If you 
can literally READ, you'd know this.

So you can come back and regurgitate your same blatant bullshit that everyone here 
could literally scroll up and read the reality of for themselves in the archives, 
that's fine. People like you who need attention, only further validate people like 
me. Your baseless, cherry picked, out of context and edited arguments only help me, 
don't you get it?!

One day you're going to watch NASA explain to you why they can't exactly complete 
the design of the MARS mission like they originally thought they could because a few 
new "discoveries" in their planning sessions came up. As they're reviewing those 
basic, fundamental, foundational "discoveries" with you, explaining why "science" 
was apparently "wrong" in a few very key areas, you're going to realize it NEVER 
ENDED with...

FBI CIA FED

Because, "it never ends". So do yourself a favor and add NASA to this list and might 
as well add the CDC too, while you're at it. Save yourself some time.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 1 month ago
You've got a whole lot of shit to say for someone who isn't claiming to know a whole 
lot of shit. What exactly have I said that's wedged itself up your ass so tightly? 
What do YOU know, boss?! What do YOU specifically think is wrong with what I've 
said? I only claim to know the strategy and details behind. I didn't overstep myself 
on specifics because like I've said EVERY TIME I've been asked, the "science and 
space" stuff, isn't my thing. However, there IS a strategy behind this, the earth 
and space are NOT exactly as we've been taught or told and THAT SWAMP will drain 
itself as well.

You don't need to believe it. No one needs to convince (You), boss. You're a champ! 
You've got this all figured out, right? No one cares about (You). It's funny you'd 
claim I need attention, as you post 30 comments looking for attention. Try proving 
me wrong, how about that. Bring a fact or two. Add value to a discussion or at least 
validity to your arguments or you just look dumb. You're not discrediting me with 
your opinion, based on what you've seen from the bench, player. It only gets harder 
and harder to refute everything I've said since May, as the days go on. The reality 
is stifling for people like you. You need people like me to be wrong because you 
couldn't handle people like me being right. You're exactly who I feel badly for.

But alas... even YOU will see. Even if you don't want to. ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 1 month ago
Thank you!! Sorry I missed this but Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you, too!!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 10 points 1 month ago
Looks good. Mentioned Binney too which is a good sign.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 6 points 1 month ago
Worse than a bracelet for many of these people. Bracelets were for public exposure 
optics as to not tip off. People like Schmidt don't get bracelets. Frozen assets are 
the least of most of these people's problems now... and a few more every day. Where 
are the Saudi's? ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 20 points 1 month ago
Yes and yes.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 1 month ago
There's nothing I wouldn't say again. The sci-fi shit isn't my thing, but I do know 
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there's a strategy behind our push for Mars. I also know private people and 
corporations like Musk, have the capacity and cash outside of the swamp, to combat 
fake blue beams, like everyone thinks is going to happen and it's not. There's a 
strategy here for the admin and THAT is what I referred to. I didn't speak to flat 
earth. I don't even really know what the fuck that is. I also know the shit science 
confirms to is is t all it's cracked up to be and you'll find that out. But not via 
holograms, Podesta, Harry Reid or fucking Tom DeLonge. I mean, really?!

To clarify, Wilcock did call me. We did talk. I was unaware he was asking me these 
things to write about them like this. I believed we were having a casual 
conversation. He'd said he had an intel call and just wanted my take of a few things 
he'd heard, so I gave it. He did mention twice he was writing things down, but I 
assumed it was for reference.

I'm not mad or anything but had I known it was going to be written about to this 
extent, I'd have made sure I wasn't just rambling and instead would've slowed down 
to make sure the more important key things I'd linked together, were cited and 
referenced properly in this writing, that's all.

I'm more than willing to talk if someone has a question. I'm not hiding from anyone. 
That said while you brah's are busy focusing on a few blips I said about Musk/space 
and no blue beam Jem and the Holograms show hosted by Podesta, you're missing all 
the arrests now coming out thanks to leakers, proving I've been right again for 
months, about everyone who'd been under sealed DOJ indictments, with no deals and 
ankle bracelets. All under your noses.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 1 month ago
How about you ask me what I think before larping like a dick all over the comments?

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 4 points 1 month ago
You have nothing to worry about when it comes to Musk and North Korea. Musk is not a 
problem. Quite the opposite. I am glad there are people like Musk, doing what 
they're doing at the level they are doing it. It will be people and companies like 
Musk's in these "science" communities, who will be in the VERY FEW, with the clout 
and credibility to confront, question, deny and confirm what's actually right AND 
wrong, with "Earth" and "Space" as related to "science" and what we've been taught. 
That's all I'll say right now.

"Science" is a BUSINESS and it's a lucrative one, especially for our government, 
their contractors, vendors, budgets, projects, missions, experiments, defenses, etc.

As with politicians, we also need scientists willing to go against the grain and 
fund, study, confirm, etc. the truths... even if there's discrepancies in the truth. 
Musk will help pioneer this.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 1 month ago
Not directly, nor did crowdstrike directly. Crowdstrike was brought in for spin and 
cover re: Seth

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 1 month ago
That's all I've ever asked isn't it?! For everyone to be good investigators. Do your 
own homework, don't follow blindly. I don't need you to think I'm right. It just 
happens to be that if you do the work and objectively examine all possibilities, 
you'll probably think I'm right because the TRUTH, is never a "larp". Just be 
patient and let things play. At the very least, I've proven I'm in it for the long 
haul with anyone looking for me.

Thanks for keeping an open mind. Now go back and read all of my Assange posts... 
tomorrow.
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Merry Christmas, y'all!!!! Hope you're having a great day!!!! ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 1 month ago
It does! But only when well-sourced and appropriately cited as you've all done here. 
It's why I have such a gripe about these social media people. If those CBTS guys on 
that chick Tracy's "YouTube interview" had actually followed me, "the megs they 
love" as heavily as they larped, they'd have remembered I didn't start posting on 
/pol/ until May, not March.

I know little shit like this shouldn't matter, but when people are "confirming" 
things to lots of other people, they should try to be right. Especially when they 
feel the need to do the work on their own, because the MSM is fake news, right?! 
It's like one big game of high school telephone on the internets because no one 
seems to actually want to do the work they claim they've already done.

And not for nothing, but if all of them stopped talking about me and started talking 
about what I'd actually posted, after reading it ALL RIGHT HERE, they'd know there 
are a lot of things I've unironically been "right" about. Then they can make videos, 
chitty chatting about that stuff.

Thanks for citing correctly, y'all!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 1 month ago
Yes, they're aware there are epic issues with not only CPS but family courts, too. 
It also ties into trafficking and illegal immigration as well.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 1 month ago
Only as good and as fleeting as Michelle's "bring our girls back", "Kony's 2012" 
movement and these "me too" hashtags, right. They came and went on purpose. We've 
been sadly convinced these things are not only enough, but are impactful... because 
Zuck and Jack said so, right? We know better.

I'm not half as mad that the deep state and swamp have screwed us over for 60+ 
years, as I am that we all fell asleep at the wheel for so long. We are all to blame 
and we should all be embarrassed. The whole world should be embarrassed. But 
thankfully, we won't face as many repercussions as we very well could have and 
technically should have deserved, for our own ignorance.

I rant like this when in reality, I could've just as easily quoted, "Ask not what 
your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country" - JFK.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 1 month ago
Y'all across the pond are a tough crowd. Every day you waste letting May jam her 
foot in the door preventing you from the actual "exit" part of "Brexit", is another 
day you'll swim in the filth. You've let them take your guns, arrest you and lock 
you up for personally perceived "hate speech", let migrants completely take over 
entire sections of your largest cities and for the life of me, I don't understand 
how exactly this has been allowed to not only continue, but escalate at such an 
alarming pace. It's like every time someone plows a car down your crowd filled 
streets, blows up a concert or shoots up a pub, y'all let them take another one if 
YOUR rights away.

So apologies as I guess I've only turned your question into a question of mine, but 
can you explain to me in a basic rundown how in the literal fuck, Brits are standing 
for all of this?

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 13 points 1 month ago
Awe, thanks. There's a lot to be said about ATL and the connections between the 
flight departure, CAL Cargo and LACHS will not be disputed by me. ;o) Those were 
very good finds. LACHS directly relates to the 2014 arrest I referred to, regarding 
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fast and furious style gun smuggling and running ops between Mexico, ATL and NY for 
MS-13.

All I will say about CAL is that there was more on that place than just people. Yes 
there are ties to Trump and Camp David. Trump hates Camp David, too. It's why he 
always goes to Basking Ridge it Mar-a-lago. It's dirty at Camp David, so it should 
say a lot that he went and drew so much attention to the trip as well.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 1 month ago
It stresses their resources, backend, admin and department. Now add all that new 
daily volume, to calls into local media? Eventually they crack. They can only evade 
good investigating and reporting, for as long as we continue to ignore bad 
investigating and reporting. Trust me, put the public pressure on over a consistent 
basis and you'll force traction. WE are the demand, not the supply and we have more 
power than sadly we remember we do.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 11 points 1 month ago
It is. Look at Moore and that was only for a clutch Senate seat. ;o)

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 12 points 1 month ago
I'm sorry, I don't mean to sound harsh thought I know and admit I can at times. I'm 
not trying to make you feel like you're not doing enough... I'm just hoping I'll 
make you feel like doing more.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 20 points 1 month ago
He absolutely has one and it rides as high as Hillary's does, half way up the calf.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 52 points 1 month ago
There has been movement internally between DOJ/FBI as of a month and a half ago, 
that's not being publicly discussed. That said, it is being reviewed, though a 
formal investigation hasn't been launched yet as info/evidence was being gathered 
during this time from DC metro. Last I heard early last week, almost all evidence 
and info has been obtained. I believe there are one or two more warrants (one for a 
device -cannot confirm which or what type of device it is because I haven't seen the 
warrant or heard details on the device) still outstanding, but to be honest, those 
were filed later and are still within turnover timeframes, so no one is obstructing 
or anything yet.

What you'll need to remember about "evidence" on this and frankly, all crimes like 
this, is that ALL "evidence" collected, submitted, tagged, logged and formally 
processed/recorded as "submitted", is RELATIVE.

I've seen a lot of people on the internets who are "investigating" Seth Rich, 
"demanding" that things Metro PD body cam and/or street cam footage that they must 
legally have obtained and stored, for a certain length of time, blah, blah, blah. 
What these people fail to recognize and then accept, is that...

While PD body cams may be legally required to be worn by officers via their 
individual states and local/state police departments, depending on where they are 
located and the state laws that apply, its important to note that typically the 
departments themselves can legally decide whether body cams are worn in certain 
instances, in addition to deciding whether they're on or off, if worn. In more 
jurisdictions than not, the officer also has the personal choice under certain 
circumstances. In these scenarios, if the officer decides to turn the camera off 
before engaging on a call, for example, if the officer views it as a personal safety 
or security risk, they may make the personal choice to turn off their camera. The 
same goes for departments. IF an officer personally chooses, or a department makes 
the decision to engage with body cams off depending on circumstances/situations, 
while they have the legal right to do so, they'd also then be held responsible to 
have to legally justify their reasoning with evidence, as to WHY they made that 
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call, should the missing body cam footage of situations and/or circumstances, ever 
come under question, legally.

Now that y'all understand #1. please realize that regardless of of Whether or not 
directives or orders came from a responding department's leadership, or were 
personal calls made at the time by the individual responding officers themselves, at 
the end of the day... IF people are actively involved in the cover-up of a crime, 
then you should assume you're NEVER going to get the "evidence" you'd be looking 
for, because those involved have already made sure it doesn't exist. They make sure 
it NEVER existed in the first place, so it can NEVER be found and they make sure to 
legally cover their tracks on it all, too.

This is why you'll never actually obtain body cam footage, street cam footage, 
weapons in many cases, etc. when you're dealing with internal cover-ups. This is 
exactly why in many questionable cases just like Seth Rich, street/security cams in 
or around important and specific areas of crime scenes, always seem to be 
conveniently deemed "offline", "dysfunctional" and/or in operational, at the exact 
time you'd need them to be. You then hear them give you bullshit like, "the 
inability to obtain footage via street/security cams in relation to the scene, has 
exposed a significant and unforeseen vulnerability breach in our internal 
security/safety networking protocols and platforms utilized internally, which will 
be immediately investigated and addressed, as it's failure is unacceptable, as 
related to public safety".

In short, your first inkling that something isn't right is blatant lack of any cam 
footage, especially when public utility maintained/operated street/security cams 
aren't working, or when body cam footage isn't publicly released within any legally 
mandated timeframes, that apply.

When the corrupt are involved, they're not hiding, scrubbing, omitting or deleting 
this kind of shit. Sad reality is that this kind of shit usually NEVER EXISTED in 
the first place. When the corrupt are involved, it's purposefully designed upfront 
to ensure as best as they can, that no "smoking gun evidence" has even the slightest 
chance of being obtained. So it never exists in the first place.

Hope this makes sense. Oh and please y'all, please don't assume or think the Rich's 
or Aaron don't care, are being misled, etc. I promise you they know EXACTLY what 
happened and they're scared. Aaron knows what his role was and he watched them 
murder his brother and cover it all up while sending in handlers like Bauman, 
unannounced and unsolicited. The Rich family doesn't want to lose another son and 
they absolutely, 100% have been led to believe they will, by some very shitty people 
who put the lid on them with threats.

Your first sign that something wasn't right with the Rich family should've been 
those awkward public statements they made from behind the podium, with their DNC 
sponsored and in tow and "officially" representing, "legal/investigative council" 
awkwardly shadowing them from behind as they spoke, just like Chief Lombardo's 
creepy, awkward FBI, podium-hovering "handlers, did. The Rich family specifically 
(and rather strategically, I was actually proud of them) made the very clear point 
of asking everyone concerned, to FOCUS ON FINDING THE MURDERERS. Why?! Because first 
they know, like we know, that since this was publicly confirmed by MetronPD as a 
"murder", committed by 2 "murdering" suspects, then they'd have to investigate the 
"murderers". Now, if you know, like they know, that Seth was NOT "murdered" by 2 
random thugs looking to jump him, who then shot him, only to leave with NOTHING, 
then by your FOCUSING and driving the attentions and concerns of YOUR MASSES towards 
the constant questioning of the Metro PD and pressure on consistent movement and 
public updates/confirmations on the "investigation" they were doing, then 
ultimately, the TRUTH would come out because eventually, they run out of ways to 
hide, evade and ignore it, when having to answer to such a massive public demand. 
They were hoping you'd keep pressure up while they remained patient so the case 
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couldn't be ignored, swept under the rug, or even closed at some point as a 
cold/unsolved investigation, after statute of limitations legally expired allowing 
the Metro PD to bury it in a file closet, until something if anything was ever 
presented again, justifying the legal reopening of the case.

All y'all would ever have to do to keep Metro on their toes to drive traction, 
attention and pressure on their Seth Rich investigation, is pick up the phone and 
call the Metro PD once every single day, requesting additional details and 
confirmations on the status. Same would apply for Comet and their recently 
confirmed, then quickly denied "investigation" into underlying backdoor web portals, 
requiring log-in for access, to a ton of "cheese pizza" entitled, secretly foldered 
and filed libraries, hosted across an extensive server/IT infrastructure, both 
domestically and internationally. You could technically make two calls, every single 
day, back-to-back and then, you could call the public tip lines of every major 
network/local DC Metro affiliate station, demanding they investigate and report 
updates to the public, on the progress of both. We are legally entitled, as 
citizens, to the public access and flow of information of these types of things. 
It's a legal, constitutionally protected RIGHT and you're not only allowed, but 
encouraged to seek these things from your tax paying, public servants. As you've 
probably realized by now, tweets, periscopes, YouTube videos and catchy, yet on/off 
trending hashtags haven't been super effective in your efforts to obtain the truth. 
In fact, doing so makes y'all "conspiracy nuts", who are only "upsetting the family 
and hindering the investigation", just like they've successfully convinced the 
"normies" about your efforts, no? The SOONER we ALL realize, absorb and accept THE 
FACT that posting, retweeting, sharing, liking, hashtagging, etc. on social 
media/message board platforms will NEVER REPLACE the epic progress and outcomes that 
the REAL ACTION of a FOCUSED AND DEDICATED MASS can successfully achieve, the MUCH 
quicker shit would actually get done.

I mean, not for nothing and maybe I missed it, but SINCE WHEN, did WE become so 
overly content and complacent that we decided or agreed that shitting up the 
internets as citizens, was/is in some way the equivalance or acceptable replacement 
of real CITIZEN ACTION? These people work for us. We employ and pay them. We have 
the power and right to fire them at will, especially when based on lack of/poor 
performace, just as any employer does. We have the legal right to secure, access and 
obtain information the public doesn't just deserve, but is legally owed. WE. 
LITERALLY. PAY. FOR. IT. WE are "THEIR" bosses. "THEY" are OUR BITCHES. WE are who 
"THEY" are hired, tasked and paid, TO SERVE. We are the "purse" and the ownership 
and POWER of said purse, is OURS to protect, defend and uphold. Sorry for this 
obnoxiously long rant because I'm in no way implying any of this directly at you, 
dancing-turtle, but I just can't take it, sometimes. I mean sadly, I guess I'm just 
glad the colonists weren't banking their public calls and the demand/need for 
unified action during our nations fight for independence, on social media hashtags, 
retweets and periscope/YouTube videos for fucks sake. There are very peaceful, 
reasonable, yet impactful ways OUR MASSES can retain some of our authority back, as 
citizens. Until then... guess we just keep passing binary 1's and 0's over packets 
passing on the internets, y'all.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 7 points 1 month ago
Thanks, brah!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 16 points 1 month ago
Don't think religion. Think Zionism. The pope to Rothschilds/Soros, to bin Talal 
faction and half the leaders of the western world for centuries, all Zionist. If 
people stopped questioning religion and start looking at all those who've 
benefitted, profited and grown in power, politics and wealth for centuries as 
Zionists who've continuously and successfully manipulated and abused the religions 
of the masses to accomplish a single, commonly shared, mutually beneficial goal, 
then we'd know exactly who to blame. And Zionist ideology doesn't begin/end with 
religion. It's racist, cultural, ethnic, sexist, etc. Zionist ideology has shaped 
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and spread throughout every inherent diversity and difference we could ever imagine. 
So while we aren't responsible or accountable to drain everyone else's swamps, if 
they want our trade, investment, partnership and protection, it's up to them to be 
honest with themselves and do what it takes to drain their swamps, because the 
backdoor money loopholes for favors in DC have been closed. Saudi's took it well. 
Pakistan and Israel are coming along. Yemen will eventually get it, too. So will 
Catholics and the pope. Zionists screw innocent kids, then tell you to give them 30 
Hail Mary's and 10 Our Fathers cause you are a cookie 15 days into another failed 
sugarless Lent attempt.
This degenerate pope factually stole the papacy from his predecessor. He's no more 
Catholic than the "Romans" who crucified Jesus. The Zionist Rothschilds give no more 
of a shit about Jews, than the Nazi's they supplied and funded to murder them. 
Zionist Muslims, much like Awan, Huma and Sarsour, give a hell of a lot less about 
the actual caliphate than they do about all the dirty money they can make off shady 
border hopping arms/weapons, drugs and kids deals.

No idea about train derailment. Could be a distraction... I mean, everything is a 
distraction now-a-days. It's why we have to use the 24hr. Rule. See/hear/read it 
all, absorb, process, retain then take a deep breath, relax and let it bake. If we 
all did this more, we'd easily and accurately sift through bait, breaking headlines 
they'll retract and instead we'll be able to see what's legitimate. They flood us 
with info to confuse us. To keep us watching the shaking tail, keep us curious, 
therefore anxious and eventually scared of the unknown. Everyone needs to take a 
breather, ignore breaking headlines and while giving hypes disinfo stories a little 
time to run themselves into the ground, they can hide their time reading the body of 
articles for what's being said but not REALLY being said. I don't know what caused 
the train derailment or whether it was intentional, planned, accidental, etc. but I 
do know I'm watching the shiny new technologies it was using, which could eventually 
be referenced back to, making this maiden voyage look as preventable as Titanic in 
hindsight. This type of train in terms of technology is similar to the type of train 
that's currently being considered to run between NYC and DC in 2.5 hours one way. So 
that's interesting. It also used some type of gravity thing?! Weird because it could 
be used later to prove that shit like gravity defying "UFO's" can't be man made and 
must be alien, not the government, if we can't even get trains to work using similar 
tech yet, right?! I'm just saying... it's hard to know what's what sometimes. More 
often than not it's not necessarily the firsts headlines if initial breaking 
stories/events that matter, it's the follow up rhetoric and narratives you hear 
being spun and repeated, starting 24 hours later...

EDIT: Holy shit this thing is so sensitive on my phone. I hit comment and it froze 
so of course I hit it again a bunch of times and when it finally posted, it posted 
for every time I must have hit it. I deleted the extra copies, but I'm gonna get off 
here and stop shitting up your home. Captcha is a bitch but it never does me wrong 
like this... haha. Sorry y'all. I tried.

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 18 points 1 month ago
Can y'all see these comments?!

[-]IMegaHateNicknames 17 points 1 month ago
Ha! ToddWhiskey gave me a quick rundown. Still not sure what the hell I'm doing on 
here. I just felt like it's really fucked yo that Jack at Twitter is messing with 
people's tweets about me... especially since I only realized about 7 weeks ago that 
postings of mine were making it outside of boards.

Moves like that support hive mind so thought I'd give those very nice people who'd 
be looking for me, another place to find me, since twitter sucks now.

There are much bigger things going on with this shit that I can't really get into 
right now, but one day, I will.
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[-]IMegaHateNicknames 25 points 1 month ago
It was me. Still don't know how you do it, Mr. Whiskey but you found them all again.

Oh, you can message me too, but I'm not sure how the messaging works... do we have 
to "friends" or something on here first?!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

[END OF FILE]
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